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Conquests of the Cross.

XVIII.—JAPAN.
CHAPTER XXXII.

THE LAXD OF THE RISING SUN.

The Hermit Nation—Mendez Pinto—Arrival of Francis Xavier-Suocess of the Jesuits—A Religious War-
Suppression of Christianity—The Gates of the Country Barred and Bolted—Commodore Periy—Six
Ports Opened to British Subjects.

/~\NE Sunday in the midsummer of 1853, Commodore Perry, with four ships of war^^ flying the stars and stripes, dropped anchor m the Bay of Yedo. His first act was
to throw a flag over the capstan, place an open Bible on it, and give out the One-
Hundredth Psalm, Kethe's immortal version, which was sung by oflicers and crew in

the ears of the wondering Japanese.' It was the first time a Christian Psalm had
been heard on the shores of the " Sunrise Kingdom " for more than two hundred years,

during which Japan had been bolted and barred against the hated foreio-ner

Repeated attempts had been made to break through the stern walls that secluded
the "Hermit Nation," but in vain. European and American emissaries had knocked
at its gate, but had been denied admission. Its shores were not only a bulwark
against the barbarian: they were equally a prison for the people of Japan. No
native might leave the country; or if he broke through the cordon and visited a
foreign land, he durst not return, for he had incurred the penalty of death. To
make escape impossible, it was forbidden to construct vessels fit for the open sea,

and only coasting junks with open stern were permissible.

To find the cause of this isolation we must go back three hundred years. When
Columbus sailed west on his eventful expedition,' it was not America, but Japan
he had in view. Of the existence of the New World he was ignorant. But he
had read with delight Marco Polo and his bewitching stories of an island called
"Jipangu," of which the old Venetian explorer had heard when at the court of
Kublai Khan. These stories, two centuries after they were written, captivated the
imagination of Columbus, and fired him to sail west m search of this rich island.

Instead of " Jipangu "—corrupted into " Japan "—he found America; and it was left

to a Portuguese traveller, in the middle of the sixteenth century, to make the envied
discovery, and to infonn its inhabitants of the existence of Western countries.

A rude vessel might have been seen, during a storm in 1542, drifting in the
China seas. It was a Chinese junk commanded by a pirate. On board wasa Portu-
guese adventurer, Mendez Pinto, afterwards dubbed (in punning reference to his

37
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wonderful tales) " the mendacious Pinto." After having been attacked by another

pirate and driven helplessly before the wind, the pirate and the traveller at last

sighted the shores of the southern island of Japan. Pinto landed safely, the first

European who set foot on the " Land of the Rising Sun." In native annals that

year is remarkable for the introduction of fire-arms, foreigners, and Christianit}^

—

a "Trinity of Terrors" inseparable in the minds of six after-generations, and till

recently alike regarded with horror.

Pinto's arquebuses secured for him a delighted welcome. Numerous traders

—

Portuguese, S^^anish, and Dutch—followed in his wake, who found their dreams of a

rich land and large profits verified. Daimios vied with each other in offers of

hospitalitj'. The trader was soon followed by the Jesuit missionary.

Seven years after Pinto's arrival, a Japanese named Anjiro, having killed a fellow-

countryman, escaped to India on board a Portuguese vessel, and at Goa encountered

the illustrious Jesuit missionary, Francis Xavier. Anjiro picked up colloquial

Portuguese, and ere long professed the new religion. Xavier inquired what would be

the prosj^ects of a Christian mission to Japan. The answer was true to the nineteenth

as well as to the sixteenth century :
" His people would not immediately assent to

what might be said to them, but they would investigate my religion by a multitude

of questions, and, above all, by observing whether my conduct agreed with my words.

This done, the daimios, the nobility, and the people would flock to Christ, being a

nation that always follows reason as a guide." Xavier hastened to test the truth of

this assurance, and in 1549 he landed on the southern horn of the crescent formed

by the islands of Japan, accompanied by Anjiro as his interpreter.

In midwinter, through snow-drifts and mountain torrents, he walked, barefoot and

thinly clad, to the capital, a two months' journey. Neglecting to acquire the

language, however, he was unable to preach, and had to rely mainly on images of

the Virgin and Child. He failed alike to gain access to the sacred presence of the

Mikado, and to win the ear of the people. Before long he left the country, keenly

disappointed Avith his reception.

But where Xavier had failed, his followers succeeded. Withm thirty years, 200

places of worship were established, and 150,000 Japanese, includmg daimios, generals,

and even members of the Imperial House, were entered on the roll of converts. An

embassy of four young noblemen was sent to the Pope, to declare themselves vassals

of the Holy See. A few years more, and the native Christians numbered over half a

miUion.

This success of the Jesuits is attributable partly to the action of the illustrious

Shogun (Premier), Nobunaga. The Buddhist priests, with their vast estates, one

occupying thirteen valleys, had become a danger to the realm. To humble their pride

and power, open favour was shown to the Christians. The Jesuits, moreover, grafted

their own religion on the ceremonies and paraphernalia of the dominant religion of

Japan. Buddhism, it has often been said, is Roman Catholicism without a God. In

both alike there were altars, candles, vestments, censers, bells, monasteries, celibates

with shaven heads, pilgrimages, beads, saints, and indulgences. Buddhist temples were,
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without difficulty, converted into Christian churches ; lavatories, where the pious had

formerly rinsed their teeth in preparation for worship, were turned into baptismal

fonts ; images of Buddha became images of Jesus ; Kuanon, the Buddhist Goddess of

Mercy, was changed into the Virgin Mother. At the same time, to a people who
had no prospect better than oppression and war here, and endless re-births hereafter,

the promise of Paradise to the faithful at death, came as a welcome Gospel.

Unfortunately the Jesuits had forgotten nothing, and had learnt nothing, and took

the sword to spread their faith. They put many of the priests (bonzes) to death, burnt

numerous monasteries, introduced the Inquisition, and exiled hundreds who refused to

conform. Jealousies and quarrels sprang up upon the arrival of other orders, Francis-

cans and Dommicans. The old Shogun and his successor discovered the Jesuits carrying

on intrigues for his overthrow. Fear of a foreign occupation took hold of his mind, and

he resolved to extirpate the new faith.

At length, in 1615, as the culmination of a bloody religious war, thousands of Christians

were massacred. Their unflinching devotion to their religion compels our admiration. One
may search the grim history of early Christian martyrology, without finding anything to

surpass the heroism of the Roman Catholic mart^'rs of Japan. Burnt on stakes made of

•crosses, forced to trample on plates engraved with the words " The Christian Criminal

God," torn limb from limb, buried alive, they yet refused to recant. AVe are told of " one

Jesuit priest, Christopher Ferreya, who, after enduring horrible tortures, was at last hung
by his feet in such a way that his head was in a hole in the ground from which light

and air were excluded. His right hand was left loose that with it he might make the

prescribed sign of recantation. He hung for four hours, and then made the sign. He
was at once released, and compelled to consign Christians to torture and death."

Then, after a lull, in 1G37 thousands of Christians rose in armed rebellion. They
seized an old castle, but after a two months' siege were forced to surrender, and

37,000 were slaughtered. At the mouth of the lovely bay, or amphitheatre, of Nagasaki,

is the rocky islet capped with wood, called, by the Dutch, Pappenberg. The closing

act in the Jesuit tragedy took place when thousands of native Christians were hurled

from this spot into the sea.

Stern decrees were then issued forbidding the admission of any foreign vessel. An
exception was made in favour of Chinese and of Dutch citizens, twenty of whom were

a;llowed to remain on the small fan-shaped island of Deshima, and to receive two ships

per annum. Japan had experienced a centiuy of " Christianity
;

" and the chief results

were the introduction of gunpowder, fire-arms, tobacco, and some new and repulsive

forms ot disease
;
but especially the creation of a loathing of all foreign races and all

foreign faiths. For more than two hundred years notice-boards stood beside highways,

ferries, and mountain passes, containing, among various prohibitions of other crimes, the

following :

—

" So long as the sun shall warm the earth, let no Christian be so bold as to

come to Japan; and let all know that the King of Spain himself or the Christians

God, or the Great God of all, if he violate this command, shall pay for it with

his head."
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For centuries the name " Christian " would blanch the cheek and pale the lip.

It was " the sj-nonym of sorcery, sedition, and all that was hostile to the purity

of the home and the peace of society. Christianity was remembered only as an

awful scar on the national annals. No vestiges were supposed to be left of it, and no

Icnowledge of its tenets was held, save by a very few scholars in Yedo, trained

experts, who were kept as a sort of spiritual bloodhounds to scent out the adherents

of the accursed creed." * A Police Inquisition was fonned, after the model with which

the Jesuit Inquisition had supplied them, and now the Buddhist priests used that

identical instrument for the discovery of Christians, paying their parishioners an

ri,.\X op DESIIIM.i. (Frnm n Dutch OriijinaJ.)

annual visit of inquiry and examination. But in the Southern Island the smouldering

lire was never quite extinguished. As recently as 1829, six men and an old woman

were crucified at Osaka! A large Christian community was discovered near Nagasaki

in 1860, whose story must be told at a later point. The Bible had not been trans-

lated by the Jesuit missionaries, else many more communities would no doubt have

outlived persecution.

At length the gate was shut and bolted ; and during the long period of isolation,

only nebulous tales about the romantic hermit-nation floated in the "Western mind.

Charles II. despatched a vessel to open intercourse with Japan, but in vain. A little

later a Chinese junk was driven out of Nagasaki for having on board a book

* Griffis, "Mikado's Empire."
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descriptive of the Papal Catliedral at Pekin. Early last century an Italian priest induced

the couimandcr of a vessel to send him ashore, only, however, to be kept in close

imprisonment till his death.

It was the repeated attempts of Russia in the present centurj' to seize Japan, that

induced America to forestall her aggressive efforts, and take the action which brought

Japan into the brotherhood of nations.

When Commodore Perry's war-ship steamed into Yedo Bay, a native official ap-

proached and ordered the intruder away. Perry was resolute, and refused to negotiate

with any but the highest authorities. He had, he said, a letter from the President of the

United States requesting a treaty of friendship and commerce, and it uuist be put

into the hands of some responsible representative of the Government. When the

Council at Yedo received the news of the arrival of the powerful fleet, and the

Commander's demand, they were thrown into wild alann. C'onflicting upmions were

expressed. Some advised summary and stern dismissal of the " barliarians
;

" others

dreaded the consequences, and recommended that, at least, a representative of high

blood should be sent to receive the President's letter. This last Avas done, and Peny

retii'ed, promising to return within a year to receive a reply.

Early in 1854 Perry returned, faithful to his word, supported by a larger

squadron ; and, by the application of pressure, constramed the Government to sign a

Treaty. A British Embassy under Lord Elgin followed four years later, taking a small

steam yacht from the Queen to the Emperor, and the Treaty of Yedo was signed without

delay, securing larger concessions than Perry had obtained. Six ports were to be

opened to British subjects, where also consuls were to reside. A Diplomatic Represent-

ative was to be received at Yedo, and other valuable terms were obtained. The

seclusion of two centuries had been broken, without exj^enditure of blood or shot.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

AN EA.STERN BRITAIN.

Extent and Climate of Japan—The Inland Sea—Mountains— Flora and Fauna—Agricultui-e—Lineage—Dress

—

In Tokio—Street Scenes—Shops and Shopkeepers—Fires—Houses and Gardens—Feasts and Festivals

—

Schools and Schoolmasters—Women—Poetry—Public Baths—Amusements—Art—Social Ranks.

A RED ball on a white ground—the rising sun emerging from the lonely Pacific—

-^-^ distinguishes the national flag of Japan. The most remote outpost of Asia, with

four thousand miles of unbroken sea stretching eastwards, the Land of the Rising Sun

clings close, in crescent form, to the great Eastern continent. In insular position,

;is in extent, population, and many other features, it is an Eastern edition of the

British Isles. Of its three thousand islands there are four of considerable extent

;

one the size of England, containing a mountain as large as Mont ]jlanc, and a

lake as wide as Geneva. Its climate is moderated in the south and east by a warm

ocean current from the Equatorial belt—the " Black Stream "—three times larger than
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the Gulf Stream. Its southern shores are thereby rendered semi-tropical, while Yezo

in the north is washed by a reverse Arctic current. To this " Black Stream " it

owes its luxuriant vegetation, which mantles mountain slopes and broad valleys in

perpetual green. Its streams are of necessity short and rapid ; its coast-land irregular,

and indented with deep estuaries and bays.

After a week's run from Hong-Kong, Ave sight the tall and lonely archwaj^s

worn out of the rocks that stand like sentinels of Jajjan, and steam past Pappenberg,

the rock of the Jesuit martyrs, thi'ough the narrow passage that admits to the

harbour of Nagasaki. This bay—a colossal amphithea,tre—is second only to Sydney

harbour in point of beauty and situation. At the upper bend, the artificial island,

Deshima, recalls the story of the few Dutch settlers who were j^ermitted to remain

after the expulsion of other foreigners, and whose solitary hfe was b'token only by the

arrival of a Dutch merchantman twice a year. It was in this neighbourhood that

a Roman Catholic renmant from the Jesuit movement was unearthed in -i-ecent

years. Leaving this land-locked bay, we soon reach Shimonoseki, the Japanese

Gibraltar, the narrow gateway to the Japanese Mediterranean.

The Inland Sea has no rival in all Europe for varied charm and gem-like

beauty. We are reminded now of the Isles of Greece, and again of the Lakes of

KLllarney, now of the Kyles of Bute, and again of the Rhine. From dawn to dusk

we sail on, through the shifting panorama of its thousand islets capped with green.

Repeatedly we seem to be hemmed in and to be running aground, when a hidden

channel reveals itself, opening out into another vista of emerald isles and sand-

bordered bays. Traversing the maze at dusk or by moonlight, Ave glide through the

fairy scene as in a dream. The troop of clumsy junks, with swollen sails and open

stems, the villages dimly dotting the shore, the terraced slopes like Rhine-side

vineyards, the water like a floor for Titania and her court, and the swift procession

of lovely islets, combine to make us rub our eyes, and wonder whether we are the

prey of fancy.

Through an intensely clear atmosphere Ave see the summits of Japan's loftiest range

of mountains, from sixty to eighty miles distant. As Ave round the coast toAvards

the capital, Ave can see that it is a land of mountain and flood, and at the same

time a land of vast plams luxm-iant in evergreen. A closer inspection on our first

expedition inland Avill reveal the composition of the landscape : feathery bamboo

thickets, beech, oak, maple, and pine trees, azaleas and camellias ; among plants,

chrysanthemums—the national floAver—cryptomeria, and many varieties of evergreens

:

stretches of Avatery paddy-fields, for the cultivation of rice, arranged in small

squares, like the map of the LTnited States.

Great mountain chains rise here and there into lofty peaks, from 6,000 to 9,000

feet high, volcanic in shape and origin. The scenery in some of these regions is of

Alpine grandeur. The Avidest plain stretches unbroken from the capital, Tokio, to a

Avail of blue mountain, seventy miles inland. Visible across this plain even by

moonlight, the tent-shaped mass, Fuji-san, toAvers into the sky in silent majesty

—

an extinct volcano, "clothed by a garment of lava, on a throne of granite," its summit
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rising like a cone some 13,000 feet above sea-level. The popular belief is that it

rose in a night. We do not wonder that it is an object of worship, is more sacred

to the Japanese than their temples, and is the resort of numberless pilgrims. It

figures in every painted landscape, every lacquer bowl, fan, dress, or tea-cup. The

Japanese artist introduces the sacred mountain, or the sacred stork, into every possible

scene. The volcanic nature of the country is seen in the peaks and islands that

still vomit forth smoke, in the sulphurous springs whose medicinal qualities attract

numerous sufi'erers, and in the earthquake shocks which daily alarm the nervous, and,

in a serious mood, every ten years destroj' a city.

Agriculture is the chief source of the nation's wealth. Terraces of carefully

cultivated rice-beds cover every acre to which water can be brought, and adorn

the hill-sides and shoulders of the mountains. By dint of careful tilling and manur-

ing, the soil is made to yield two crops annually. But the eye looks in vain for English

meadows and pasture-lands. The Japanese farmer rears no cattle, breeds only a few

pack-horses and draught oxen. Believing in the transmigration of the soul, the

people are necessarily vegetarians. To kill an animal would be to unhouse some

soul, perhaps to stop it on its upward way. Rice is the staple product of the

country; next comes the nuil berry-tree, for the silkworm; and tea, exported mainly

to the United States. The national drink, called sake, is a fermented decoction of

rice, which intoxicates qinckly, but which does not render its victims so savage and

brutal as does British fire-water.

Landing in spring-time, we are greeted with a glorious show of peach, plum,

and cherr}' blossoms. One of the sights of Japan is Uyeno Park, on the outskirts of

Tokio, at the time of the cherry-blossom. By the river's bank is an avenue of

two miles in length, bordered by cherrj'-trees, gay with delicate bloom, and dotted

with pavilioned tea-gardens, where the meny pleasure-seeker early in April enjoys

a diink flavoured with cherry-blossom.

Summer follows and covers the lakes with irises, and August spreads the sacred

lotus over the waters of the castle moats, ilore representative than any, and at its

best in October, is the chrysanthemum, to Japan Avhat the rose is to England.

Camellias stay till December, and evergreens relieve the wintry landscape.

The fauna of Japan is as poor as its flora is rich. Its birds are almost

songless, with the exception of the thru.sh, the skylark, and the nightingala

Impudent crows assail the ear with their coarse caw-caw. Foxes, badgers, and

hares abound, and have long been the objects of the people's superstitious reverence

Cats are, like their Manx kindred, tailless, and dogs are wolfish. Sheep find the

gi'ass of Japan too coarse, and die. Oxen are used only for draught purposes,

and may be seen slowly dragging a wooden plough, a reproduction of the Greek

2)eIdou.

Our voyage in the Japanese waters has been hastened by the " Black Current,"

a stream which appears to have played a ciuious part in the history of certain races.

There is a reasonable theory which supposes that the original home of the North

American Indians was Japan. The "Black Stream," which strikes its south-eastern
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shores, bounding off in a curving course across the Pacific, is known to have

carried, between 1782 and 1S7G, forty-seven Japanese jimks to the Californian coast.

There are other facts, in language and appearance, which give colour to the sup-

position that the Mexicans and Indians may be traced to Japan.

As to their own lineage, the Japanese claim to be directly descended from the

gods. The present Mikado is the 123rd in direct succession from Jiramu Tenno,

whose mother was a goddess, and who came down from the heavens m a boat.

A theory, almost as reasonable, finds at last the long lost ten tribes of Israel

in the Japanese ! Probably the Koreans, certainly not the Chinese, are their pro-

genitors.

Two distinctly marked types of feature are found among the people, says Grifiis.

The upper classes are characterised by " the fine, long, oval face, with prominent

well-chiselled features, oblique eyes, long droojjing eyelids, elevated and arched eye-

brows, high and narrow forehead, bud-like mouth, pointed chin, small hands and

feet." The labourmg classes are marked by the flattened face, less oblique eyes,

and heavy features ; and are akin to the Aino race, a reumant of which, hairj',

muscular, and without an alphabet, survives in the northern island of Yczo.

We will make our first visit to Japan in company with the earliest diplomatists,

merchants, and missionaries, ere the life and customs of centuries disappear before

Western civilisation. A stalwart boatman sculls us ashore, in Venetian fashion, Avith

his oar resting on an outrigger at the stern. A cotton wisp bound round his temples,

and a girdle round his loins, compose his wardrobe. Behind he is an " art exhibition,"

a study in tattooing. Safely landed, we are transferred to a l-injo, an open framework

like a sedan chair, suspended to a long pole which rests on the shoulders of two or

four men. No one but a tailor could comfortably submit to be jostled along in this

cramped and cribbed position.

A good-humoured crowd gather to inspect the foreigner. From the bearded grand-

father to the merry children, all are polite, genial, and light-hearted. The cares of life

seem to weigh lighter here than in other lands.

The men shave a broad strip of their crown, while their long uncut hair is gathered

up into a queue, bandolined and knotted m thumb-shape close to the head. The

peasants wear palm-leaf hats about one yard m diameter, and in wintry weather thatch

themselves with a grass overcoat, which transforms them into so many hedgehogs.

With the exception of the rustics and the workmen, the people wear loose long toga-

like robes, bound round the waist with a band, in which smoking or writing materials

are carried. The most striking features of the fashionable or festive dresses of young

women, are the richly brocaded girdle tied in a huge bow behind, the graceful folds of

the successive garments at the open bosom, the powdered necks and faces, and the

lips reddened with carmine. All wear white socks, which divide between the large and

the other toes to admit the thong of the patten by which it is held to the foot. The

clatter of these loosely attached pattens, mingled with the street cries, gives life to the

scene.

On our way to Tokio, the Yedo of our school - books, Ave pass several fishing
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villages, thread our way among the ubiquitous paddy-fields, and emerge on the Tokaido,

the great imperial highway of Japan, and the scene of the military exploits and historic

events of many generations. Among the wayfarers are pilgrims clad in white, carrying

tinkling hells, and chanting to each other in turn some rhythmical and musical lines.

Pack-horses pass us shod with straAV shoes, and supplied each with two extra pairs slung

to its harness.

The capital, which we are nearing, presents the appearance of a wilderness of dingy

wooden stnictures. It is one wide waste of shingle roofs, relieved by a few wooded

heights whose ancient trees shelter the curving roofs of lofty temj^les. We are startled

by a ciy of agony, a choking gi-oan, that appears to come at regular intervals from some

coolies who are dragging a laden cart. None of them is in the pangs of a colic, how-

ever: it is only the alternate cry by which they keep time and urge each other to the

effort. We have scarcely entered the city streets when we hear a shrill whistle of a

double-barrelled reed-pipe coming from a blind man who is groping his way with

his staff He is a professor of shampooing—stone-blind, like all the members of his

profession—who j^cranibulates the streets ready to shampoo tired travellers, or shave

their heads, or apply the massage treatment as a cure for rheumatic and other

ailments. He is prepared also to lend money at liberal interest.

Amid all the jangle of the street cries coming from coolies, and sweetmeat

sellers, and visiting barbers, the milkman's cry is never heard. It is, according to

Japanese taste, an indelicate, an immodest thing to milk a cow

!

The music of the streets in the evening reminds us of the squalling of two babies

in one room. On the occasion of onatsuris, or festive street shows, girls squat by

the way in the line of booths, and draw a knot of admiring listeners by their

incessant high-pitched tremolo, relieved by a brief chase down the scale and up

again. It is clever, but it is not music.

Here comes the water-cart—a man with two pails suspended at the end of a

bamboo pole carried on his shoulders. As he trots along with swaying motion, a

thin slit half round the bottom of the pail throws a stream of water on the dusty

road.

Each street name, instead of being posted on the corner as with us, is written

above each portal. A slab of wood hangs over the entrance, inscribed with the name

of the street or block, the number, and names and sexes of the occupants. The Japanese

believe in door-plates. Often a charm may be foimd suspended beside the board, the horse-

shoe of Japan. The streets are christened with very flowery and poetic names. But the

most curious of all is Will Adams, or the Pilot's Street. The Englishman thus im-

mortalised had a strange history. As jjilot of a Dutch fleet, he was the first Englishman

to enter the country, fifty j'ears after Xavier's arrival. Ho rose by ability and fidelity

to be the trusted counsellor of the illustrious Shogun lyeyasu. A street in the

capital was honoured with the name of the Pilot, Avjm Cho, and its inhabitants

still maintain an annual festival in commemoration of his fame. His grave has

recently been discovered, surmounted by a stone monument erected by the Japanese.

Shops are open from side to side to the streets, their signboards needlessly
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indicating the character of their contents, which are all visible to the passer-by.

The floor is raised a foot or two above ground, and serves at once for counter

and seat. It is covered with thick rush mats invariably six feet by three. The

size of a room is " so many mats." It is kept scrupulously clean—on the exterior,

for within it is often densely populated—and sandals are always dropped at the

entrance before setting foot on its shining surface.

The shopkeeper squats on the soles of his feet, toasting his hands at his hihachi,

a portable metal or stone fire-box in which a meagre charcoal fire is kept bui'ning.

In his hand is a pipe, with a long stem, and bowl of the size of a bean, filled

afresh at every second or third whiff. As we approach he salutes us by dipping

his forehead to the floor. But time is not money to him, fixed prices are un-

known, and to make a bargain is a slow process. He asks four times the actual

amount he will take, incredulously shrugs his shoulders at the sum you offer, and

finallj', after counting on his -loroban and humming his soliloquies, he accepts it with a

resigned air, sealing the bargain by calling for a cup of tea for us Irom the room behind.

He bids us adieu with another polite obeisance, sucking his breath through his teeth

after the manner of native good-breeding.

The picturesque appearance of the shops delights our artistic taste. One deals in

rush hats like mushrooms, paper umbrellas plain or decoi'ated, and straw sandals. His

neighbour, the greengrocer, is driving a roaring trade in rice, wheat, vegetables of tiying

odours, ami -edible sea-weed. One advertises Tahako, a trace of the Portuguese visitors

two centuries ago ; ^asiother announces Sake, the nati^-e rice-spirit. Special trades

—

coopers, china-dealers, silk-nisrcfeants, &c.—are to be found clustering together in their

own special streets.

We see few houses of more than one storey, \vitli -a -dwarf storey above, and all

are constructed of wood, with the exception of the clay-built go-downs or -sterohouaGs.

Stone-built houses would soon be shaken to the ground by earthquakes. Here then

among these wooden streets is a splendid field for tires, which are so common that

a tradesman calculates on being burnt out once every seven years. One night's con-

flagration in the capital has destroyed as many as 9,000 houses ; and every winter night

sees numerous fires, some of them traced to incendiaries, but most of them to the

upsetting of lamps or braziers. A watchman in each ward sees the glare of fire

from his lofty look-out and rings the bell, once if the destroyer is far off, continu-

ously if it is at hand. The only objects that resist the devouring flames are the fire-

proof clay store-houses. Next morning sees the luckless citizen preparing with Yankee
speed for the re-erection of his house, and within a month or two the streets are lined

with shops again.

In Japanese houses there is little attempt at privacy. Through the open door or

lattice may be seen the family at their fish and rice, or the mother shaving her child's

head of its entire crop of hair except a tuft above each ear and one at the nape of the

neck. And " at night when the paper windows are drawn closely together, you may
see many a side-splitting comedy or painful tragedy enacted in shadow by the un-

conscious iniijates. Japanese caricaturists have, indeed, not been slow to seize and
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utilise this salient feature in the national life, aiad comic silhouettes or shadow-

pictures are to be seen in any print-shojD or bookseller's window."

A native house has no walls, except sliding doors, and the heavy roof with its

overhanging eaves is supported only by wooden pillars. Screens with paper panels,

which slide in grooves, divide the house into apartments. Remove the ]-iartitions and

you have a spacious room. An entrance can be made from any side. The floor serves

for chair and bed alike. The language has no word for " chair " other than a " priest's

seat." The thickly matted floor is a bed softer than a soldier's. The pillow is a

curiosity—a small box of wood topped with a tiny cushion, while a thickly cpiilted

coverlet serves for blanket. There is no furniture except a hihachi (brazier) and dwarf

table.
-

,

Every house has its garden in the rear, with its tiny lake, its rockery relieved

JAPANESE PADDY FIELDS— I'LAXTIXG KICE.

with ferns, its dwarfed- trees trained into all sorts of gnarled and grotesque shapes.

These toy gardens—never laid out in flower-beds—arc the delight of the people, and

give a fairy aspect to their homes. " The whole calendar is pervaded by festive seasons

named after j^articular flowers or plants. On certain nights, too, which in the stifling

summer-time happily come very often, certain streets ma}- be seen from afar to gleam

with the radiance of innumerable torches, and, shades of Macbeth 1 whole uprooted

forests, often in full bloom, are seen moving towards the open flower market."

Japan is, according to Sir Rutherford Alcock's phrase, now well worn, " a Paradise

of Babies." "\A"ith their Avise, precocious faces, their knowing, twinkling, jet-black eyes,

they look little men and women. They hunt in pairs, one always mounted on the

bade of the other, bandaged on with a special arrangement of cloth. Often the two

children—the rider and the ridden—" are so near an age that one is tempted to

suppose that they must bo taking it in timis and carrying one another." On the

back of a bo}' of six may be seen a child of two, toasted all day in the bm'ning

sun, and, when asleep, his little head hanging over loosely and jerked at e^'ery
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AFRICA.
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MISSION STATIONS underlined on the four Maps, alphabetically arrang-ed to show the various Societies

working at each. The abbreviations used are explained by the following- list :

—

C. M. S Church Missionary Society.

S. P. G Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel.

Col Colonial and Continental Church
Society.

L. M. S London Missionary Society.

Wes Wesleyan Methodist MissionarySociety.

Bapt Baptist Missionary Society.

*Soc. Fern. Ed. ... Society for Promoting Female Edu-
cation in the East.

Ch. Scot Church of Scotland Foreign Mission.

„ „ Jews ... „ „ Mission to Jews.

Free Ch. Scot. ... Free „ „ Foreign Mission.

Uu. Presb United Presbyterian Church Mission

(Scotland).

Univ. Miss Universities' Mission to Central Africa.

N. African The North African Mission.

Eng.-Egypt The English-Egyptian Mission (Miss M.
L. Whately).

L. S. P. C. Jews ... London Society for Promoting Chris-

tianity among the Jews.

Friends' Friends' Foreign Mission Association.

Miss, to 1 Mission to Zulu Kaffirs of Ilock Foun-

Zulu Kaffirs ... i tain.

Un. Meth United Methodist Free Churches
Foreign Missionary Society.

Prim. Meth. ... Primitive Methodist MissionarySociety.

Freedmen Freedmen's Missions Aid Society.

Berlin Berlin Evangehcal Missionary Society.

Basel Basel Evangelical Missionary Society.

Rhenish Rhenisli Missionary Society.

N. German North German Missionary Society.

Paris Evang.
Free Ch. Switz. ...

Morav.
Herm

Norweg
Schreuder Miss. ...

Swed. Ch

„ Miss. Un. ...

Finland
Am. B. F. M.
Am. Bapt
Am. S. Bapt.

Am. Meth. Epis. ...

Bish. Taylor

Am. Prot. Epis. ...

Am. Presb

Am. Wea. Con. ...

Am. Evang. Luth.

*Am. Worn. Assn. ...

Meth. Ch. N. Amer.

Paris Society for Evangelical Missions.

Missions of the Free Churches of French
Switzerland.

Moravian Missionary Society.

Hermannsburg Evangelical Lutheran
Mission.

Norwegian Missionary Society.

The Schreuder Mission (Norwegian).
Missionary Committee of the Swedish
Church.

The Swedish Missionary Union.
Finland Missionary Society.

American Board of Foreign Missions.

„ Baptist Missionary Society.

Foreign Mission Board of the Southern
Baptist Convention (U.S.).

American Jlethodist Episcopal Church
Missionary Society.

Bishop Wra. Taylor's Mission (in con-

nection with the Meth. Epis. Church).
American Protestant Episcopal Church
Missionary Society.

Missions of American Presbyterian
Churches.

American Wesleyan Methodist Connec-
tion Foreign Missions.

American Evangelical IjUtheranChurch
Missions.

American Women's Missionary Asso-
ciation.

Methodist Church of North America
Missionary Board.

* In all other cases, Stations worked by Women's and Auxiliary Societies are included under the heading of the Associations with

which they act in concert.

N.B.—The following list of Stations only gives those of Foreign Missionary Societies, and does not include local missions nor

the work of colonial churches of all denominations.
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Kabinda .

Kamaggas
Kamlikeni
IsAXGWE .

Kanve
Karonga .

Kawele .

Keetmannsuoop .

KiMHERLEY
KiMl'OKO .

King William's
Town.

Ditto, Keif/hbour-

hoocl of.

KlSULCTINI
Klerksdorp
Knvsna .

kokstadt
KOMGHA .

Krugersdrop
KURUMAN .

KWA Makolo

Ladismith

Lagos .

Madagascar . Noi-weg.
Transvaal . S. 1'. G., VV'es., Berlin.

East Coast . Uii. Moth.

Congo
NaniaquaLand
East Coast
Lower Guinea
BechuanaLaud
Lake N.vassa .

Lake Tangany-
ika.

Great Nama-
qua Land.

Cape Colony .

Congo
Cape Colony .

Leopoldville . . Congo
Leribe . . . Basuto Land
LiciiTENBURG . . Transvaal
LiNDLEY. Sec Inanda.
LiNOKANA... ,,

Little Popo . . Slave Coast
LocEo. Port. See Port Locco.
LoHARANO . . Madagascar
LoKODZA . . . Niger
Lorenzo Marquez. Delagoa Bay
LovEDALE. . . Cape Colony
LuKOLELA . , Congo

{Liverpool)

LuKOMA, Island of Lake Nyassa
LUKUNGA . . . Congo
LUNEBURO . . Transvaal
Ll'TI'LI . . . Transkei .

Ll-xor . . . Egypt
Lydenburo . . Transvaal

Macfarlane .

Maclear, Cape
MADAGASCAR,
Island of.

Maendaenda's
Makeking
Magila
Maiianora
Make, Island
Main .

Malan
Malange .

Mai.jiesbuuy
MAMB.4
Mamboia .

Majire
Mansoora
Mapumtlo. See
Marabastad .

Marburg .

Marshall
Masasai .

Matatielk

. Cape Colony .

. Lake Nyassa .

. Lake Nyassa .

. BechnanaLand

. East Coast

. Madagascar .

. Seychelles

. Transkei .

. Cape Colony .

. Loando
Cape Colony .

. Lower Guinea.

. East Central
Africa.

. Cape Colony .

. Egypt
Umpniiiulo.

. Transvaal

. Natal

. Liberia .

, East Central
Africa.

Griqualand E.

Bish. Taylor.

Itlieuiah.

C. M. S.

Am. Presb.

L. M.S.
Free Ch. Scot •

L. M. S.

Rhenish.

S. P. G.. Berlin.

Bish. Taylor.

S. P.G., L.M.S., Col.

East Coast
Transvaal
Cape Colony .

Griqualand E.

Cape Colony .

Transvaal
BechuanaLand
Victoria Ny-
anza.

Cape Colony .

Natal
Slave Coast

Berlin.

C. M. S.

S. P. G., Wes.
S. P. G.

L. M. S.

C. M. S.

Berlin.

SPG.
C. M.S., Wes., Am. S.

Bapt.

Am. Bapt.
Paris Evang.
Herm.

Wes.

Norweg.
C. M. S.

Free Ch. Switz.

Free Ch. Scot.

Bapt.

Univ. Miss.

Am. IJapt.

Herm.
Un. Presb.

Am. Presb.

S. P. G., Berlin.

Free Ch. Scot.

C.M.S.,L.M.S.,S.P.G.
Friends', Norweg.

Univ. Miss.

Wes.
Univ. Miss.

S.P.G.
C. M. S., Col.

Free Ch. Scot.

Un. Presb.

Bish. Taylor.

S. P. G.

Bish. Taylor.

C. M. S.

Morav.
Am. Presb.

Wes.
Herm.
Am. Meth. Epis.

Univ. Miss.

S. P.G.

Mauritius, Island
of.

Mbulu
Middelburgii
Millsburgh .

Modimulle
MOGADOIi .

molopolole .

Mombasa .

Mombera's
Monrovia

Transkei .

Transvaal
Liberia .

Transvaal
Marocco .

BechuanaLand
East Coast
Lake Nyassa .

Liberia .

Morijali .

Mosciii

MossEL Bay .

Mosella .

Mostaganem .

Mpwapwa

Mtinginy'a's .

MtlKIMBUNQA .

MUKIMVIKA .

MURUNDAVA .

MWEMWANDA .

{Chirenji)

NASA .

Xatete
Xeu Halle
Xewala .

Newcastle
N'gombi

(iro(/i(ii)

nuanguepepo.

Ode Ondo .

Okahandya .

Okozondye
Okrika
Ondonga .

Onitsa
Ouan .

Otyikango
{Bannen)

Otyimbingue .

Otyosazu .

Oudtshoorn .

Oyo .

Paarl
Pala Balla .

Peddie
I'eelton .

Pella
Pietkrmakitzbueg
PiNETOWN
Pirie ....
Plettenburg Bay.
Pniel
POKWANI .

{Pholcowane)

PONGO River .

Port Elizabeth .

Port Loceo
l^ORT Louis
Port Nolloth
Porto Novo .

' .

potciiekstroom .

Prasli.n .

Pretoria ,

Prince Albert
PUNGO Andongo

Queenstown .

Basuto Land .

East Central
Africa.

Cape Colony .

Transvaal
Algeria .

East Central
Africa.

Congo

S. P. G., C. M. S.

Un. Presb.
S. P. G.

Am. Meth. Epis., Am.
Evang. Luth.

Berlin.

L. S. P. C. Jews.
L. M. 8.

C. M. S.

Free Ch. Scot.

Am. Meth. Epis., Am.
Presb., Am. Prot.
Epis.

Paris Evang.
C. M. S.

S. P. G., Berlin.

Herm.
N. African.

C. M. S.

. Swed. Miss. Un.
„ . . Am. Bapt.

Madagascar . Norweg.
Lake Nyassa . Free Ch. Scot.

Victoria

anza.
Ny- C.M.S.

Transvaal
Mozambique .

Natal
Congo

Loando .

Benin
Damara Land .

Guinea
S.W. Africa .

Niger
Algeria .

Damara Land

.

Berlin.

Univ. Miss.

S. P. G.
Bapt.

Bish. Taylor.

C. M. S.

Rhenish,

C. M. S.

Finland.

C. JI. S.

N. African.

Rhenish.

Cape Colony . S. P. G.

Dahomey . . C. M. S., Wea.

Cape Colony . S. P. G.

Congo
Cape Colony

Transvaal
Natal

Cape Colony

Kimberley
BechuanaLand S. P. G.

Am. Bapt.
S. P. G.

L. M. S., Soc. Fem.
Ed.

Herm.
S. P.G, Free Ch. Scot.

S. P. G.
Free Ch. Scot.

S. P. G.
Berlin.

Sierra Leone
Coast.

Cape Colony .

Sierra Leone .

Mauritius
NaniaquaLand
Slave Coast .

Transvaal
Seychelles
Transvaal

Cape Colony .

Loando .

S. P. G., Miss, of West
Indian Ch.

S. P. G.
C. M. S.

C. M. S., S. P. G.
S. P. G.

Wes.
Wes.. S. P. G., Berlin.

S. P. G.
S. P. G., Wes., Berlin,

Herm.
S. P. G.

Bish. Taylor.

Cape Colony . S. P. G.
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movement of his nursing- brother. At tirst their heads are shaven Uke priests', then at

ditferent stages of their chililhood they are allowed to grow three or four tufts of hair,

and still later a fringe or forelock is worn. At fifteen they attain their majority, and

adopt the style and dress of men and women.

They have the liveliest and most varied games. They may be seen happy at battle-

dore or shuttlecock on New Year's Day, or spinning tops and flying kites, or playing

at the serious occupations of mature life. On the fifth day of the fifth month is

\Ii;W OF TOKIO.

celebrated " The Feast of Flags "—the great annual festival for boys. Banners, imita-

tions of military regalia and drill, models of heroes and soldiers, images of great

wrestlers, are displaj'ed in the toy-shops in anticipation of the occasion, and a set is

purchased for every son in the family. Looking back along the street, we see hundreds

of enormous paper carp-fish filled with the vrind and fluttering at the end of bamboo

rods over the doorways. These are commonly displayed to mark the birth of a male

child during the 3-ear.

The great day for the girls is the third da}' of the third month, " The Feast of

Dolls." " Several days before the festival '' says Griffis, " the shops are gay with the

hnages bought for this occasion. Ever/ respectable family has a number of these
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splendidly dressed images, which accumulate from generation to generation. When a

daughter is born in the house during the previous year, a pair of li'ma or images are

purchased for the little girl, with which she plays until grown up. "\Mien she is

married, her hina are taken with her to her husband's home, and she gives them to

her children, adding to the stock as her family increases. Other toys, articles in use

in a lady's chamber, the service of the eating-table, the utensils of the kitchen, travel-

ling apparatus, are also exhibited and played with on that day. The girls make
offerings of sake and dried rice to the effigies of the Emperor and Empress, and then

spend the day with toys, mimicking the Avhole round of Japanese female life, as that

of child, maiden, wife, mother, and grandmother."

The indoor games of Japanese children are natural, sensible, and instructive—

a

sort of kindergarten. Some of them teach history and geography, others inculcate

dutiful respect to parents or elder brothers or the Mikado. The character of their

games contributes largely to the frank, intelligent, and respectful relations of children

to parents, so striking in the family life of Japan.

In sauntering through the streets, our attention is an-ested once and again by the

rhythmical hum, the plaintive, high-pitched notes of children's voices in school. They

seem to chant their lessons into ear and memory together. Old memories spring into

view of a country school in the old home-land, and of the sing-song way in which

we committed our tasks. Six is the lowest age at which they are admitted—only

two years after they have been weaned. After five hours' studjr they are " let loose

from school," and with their loose wooden clogs make a strange clatter on the

roadway.

There are thirty thousand schools throughout the country, in which three million

scholars are at work. There are few people to be found who cannot read, write, and

keep accounts, but, bej'ond elementary studies, their education develops the faculty of

memoiy rather than intelligence. The classics are recited and committed to memory,

although utterly incomprehensible at the time. They are consequently hummed or

chanted over without any trace of expression.

Among the peculiarities of native education, is the fact that etiquette and morals

form a prominent part of school instruction, that the young are taught how they

ought to behave as yoimg men and young women, as fathers and mothers, as

grandfathers and grandmothers. Another peculiarity is that skill and valour in

warfare are always connected with skill in literature, that even in school young Japan

is taught that the soldier and the scholar are one and the sam.e, that pen and sword

are to be wielded by the same hand. They have their moral heroes, whose deeds are

rehearsed
; one that captivates the waking imagination the most being an industrious

peasant lad who, "when too poor to buy oil for his midnight lamp, learned to read

the classics by the soft green radiance of fireflies, which he imprisoned in cages of

rush."

In consequence of the common schools, and of the moral systems and heroes they

study in their favourite books, the people have reached a state of enlightenment and

civilisation which offers a splendid soil for Western science and truth.
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Unlike their sisters in India, the women of Japan walk aoroad as openly as the

men. Happily they have not the Chinese custom of Linding their feet, nor the

Eoyptian custom of covering their face except during the northern winter, when, in

common with many of the men, they cover all but their eyes from the cold. One

oftensivc custom, however, prevails. A maiden has the whitest of teeth, but,

apparently to lessen her attractions in the eyes of others, upon marriage she must

blacken her teeth and shave off her eyebrows. This custom cannot stand before the

incursion of Western taste. To know whether a lady is single we look, not for a ring

on her linger, but for a red skirt just under her gown. The most expensive part

of a woman's dress is her sash or obe, knotted into a rich and full bow behind. A
parasol takes the place of a hat, except in winter, when her hood serves to screen her

from the blast. Her wide sleeves—at once sleeves and pockets—cover her hands

instead of gloves. Her tighi skua compels her to turn in her toes and walk with an

ambling afait. To see the olive colour of her skin we must look at her wrist, for she

powders face and neck and paints her lips vermilion. Her hair is a study. It is done

up only once a week, we are told. We at once think of her pillow, and wonder how

she can prevent her locks from becoming dishevelled. The difficulty is partly solved

when we learn that she makes assiduous use of cosmetics. The rest is explained

when we see the pillow, so small that she can lay her head on it without disturbing

her chignon. Foi'eigners have not been known to make large use of native pillows,

which may be warranted to dislocate the necks of the uninitiated. It is curious that

pillows of the same construction were in use in Egypt, and that the one on which

King Cetewayo rested his ill-starred head appears, if London illustrated papers may

be trusted, to have been similar in shape.

Women in Japan look haggard while yet in middle life. The explanation is

easily found. They maiTy when only sixteen or eighteen, and they do not wean their

children till they are four or five years old. Here, however, woman enjoys a status far

superior to that in any other Asiatic countrj'. As a girl she is educated ; as soon as

she can read, her constant companion, almost her Bible, is a volume containing a

collection of writings on the duties of women. This lady's library has been compared

to a collection composed of the Holy Scriptures, " Ladies' Letter Writer," " Guide to

Etiquette," " Young Ladies' Own Book," Hannah IMore's " Works," Miss Strickland's

" Queens of England," a work on household economy, and an almanack ! She excels

in love of beauty, order, good breeding, and becomes a tender, atl'ectionate mother.

But she is entirely subordinate to man. Obedience is her supreme duty, obedience

first to her father when a child, to her husband Avhen a wife, and then to her eldest

son when a widow. She can hope to be saved only by becoming a man in some

future re-birth. On festive occasions she is admitted to the banqueting-room, but is

not permitted to eat, or only sparingly. In the street she walks behind her husband,

and she thinks that an English lady rules her husband ! To such a length is

obedience can'ied, that a girl wiU, at her father's command, adopt the profession of

shame, and sell herself to a life she hates, m order to provide means for paying

her father's debts. Marriages are only too easily made and unmade. A man seeks a
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wife through a professional go-between or match-maker, and goes through a ceremony

without priest or official or spoken pledges, consisting of an exchange of presents,

di'inking tea together, and perhaps a festival of music and dancing. A simple pretext

is sufficient to justify the dismissal of a wife. It is enough if she has disobejed her

mother-in-law, or if" she tallvs too much, displays a jealous temper, or proves childless.

^^^lile she has the enfranchisement of pei'sonal and social freedom, as compared with

her sisters in the Zenanas of India, she is subjected to degi'ading limitations as com2)ared

with the women of Christendom.

Yet, in the historj- and literature of the nation, women occuj^y an honotired place.

]^ine out of the one himdi'ed and twenty-thi'ee Sovereigns were women. The Elizabethan

period of Japanese Uterature belongs to the reign of a Queen. The Homer of Japan,

the writer who gave fixed shape to the traditional sacred Kojiki, was a woman.
" Moses established the Hebrew, Albert the Saxon, and Luther the German tongue in

permanent fonn ; but in Japan the mobile fonns of speech crystallised into pereimial

beauty under the touch of a woman's hand." 'When the men were deep in civil war

or were poring over the classic Chinese, accomplished laches amused themselves by

composing brief poems and reciting them to each other. A poem ^viitten by an

Emperor's daughter in the ninth centuiy, has been translated thus :

—

•'Deep in depth of wintry dell

One Flower looked with lifted gaze

On the Sun

—

Deep in lonely wocdland maze

—

Though but one

—

There's a Bird that knoweth well

Of the Springtime's coming sjiell.

Seated on Thy throne apart,

Thoa the Spring and Sunshine art,

I, the lone Bird, know Thy grace,

I, the Winter-flower, beholding'.

Feel the brightness of Thy face.
'

Poetrj' takes a novel and unique foi-m in Japan. It despises rhj^me as a coarse

element in versification. Its beauty depends on the idea, and the gem-hke brevity of

the expression. Most fi'equently it contains about thirty-one syllables, aiTanged alternately

in lines of seven and five syllables. But the external form is of trivial imjiortance

compared with the poetic idea, which is the one distinctive requii-ement.

Pick up a volume from any of the bookshops as you pass, and you find—with

some assistance—that a reader begins at the end, as in Hebrew, and reads also from

top to bottom in vertical lines, which follow in order from right to left. Are the

people of the East left-handed ? They certainly reverse Western methods. They turn

their screws to the left, plane towards them, saw with the upward stroke (as in Palestine).

A lady sews from left to right. A Iwtla (groom") puts the horse in its stall with its

head out, and a rider mounts fi-om the animal's right side : he does not, however, sit

in the saddle with his face to its tail '. The blacksmith blows the bellows with his

feet. The cooj^er holds the tub with his toes. Cows wear beUs on their tails, and

horses are shod with straw shoes, caiTying an extra supplj* with them, and leavmg the
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old ones on the i-oad. The carpenter makes the shoes, and the basket-maker weaves

the head-dress. Gardens are watered with a wooden spoon, and the roofs of houses

are built first. When friends meet, each cordially shakes his own hand. At table the

honoui"ed guest is jilaced at the left hand. The crow, not the uightmgale, is the bird

of love, and it is a compliment to be called a goose. As in French, " No " conveys.

J.VPAXESE MAEEIAGE CEREMOXT.

in reply to certain kinds of questions, the same meaning as " Yes " would m English.

To revenge an insult a man kills, not his enemj% but himself

We have not spent an evening in the streets, without having more than once

heard the splash and the boisterous merriment of men and women in the public

baths. These are the common resorts of the people, as were the baths in Imperial

Rom3, where they gather to gossip, and lounge, and discuss the latest political

incidents. The Japanese love of cleanliness in their homes and their persons is

bound up closely with their godliness. The public bath, heated beyond a poor

foreigner's endurance, is the people's sanitary safeguard as well as their luxury.

38
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The contrast between the Chinese and Japanese has been cleverly put :
" The China-

man every other day puts clean clothes on the same dirty skin, while the Japanese

puts the same dirty clothes on a clean skin." If there is truth in the theory

that a nation's stability and good government are proportioned to the people's clean-

hness, Japan has a fair prospect of stability. But they need all the t:anitary security

of their cleanliness, for they have no sj'stem of drainage.

Peer through the grating of the baths, and you find both sexes innocently

mingling in the one bath (we are describing what the earliest missionary and

diplomatic agents found, and are not anticipating the changes effected by the entrance

of Western influences). This promiscuous bathing shocks our sense of decencj'

;

but remember that the uncovered face of a European lady offends the propriety of her

Egyptian sister. There is no consciousness of immodesty among the bathers.

The morality of the people is, however, about as low as that of other heathen

nations. Vice is licensed openly, and has its own streets. Polygamy does not exist,

but concubinage does on a limited scale. Of such companions a man may have as

many as he can afford to keep, although as a matter of fact not many take

advantage of this freedom. Daughters and wives who have gone out to share the

shameful life of the quarter allotted to courtesans, and have by their earnings saved

father or husband from j^overty, are received back into their old social circles, and

honoured for their conduct. The people's talk is sadly rich m obscene terms.

We soon find that the Japanese are too polite to be truthful. Lying is a

characteristic sin. White lies scarcely rank as dishonourable among a people whose

first and great commandment seems to be, " Be courteous." They are impressionable

and receptive, but so fond of change as to deserve the epithet fickle. They are

kind and generous-hearted. Filial devotion, the national virtue, is only equalled by

their gentle, bright courtesy of manner.

The Japanese, says " The Land of the Morning," " are a pleasure-loving people.

Most of them lead a hand-to-mouth, butterfly sort of life. Misfortune they endure

quietly, consoling themselves with a submissive fatalism. In the afternoon a family

have a slender wooden house burned to the ground ; in the evening they are

among the ashes, drinking tea and looking quite contented. So many fires, they say

to themselves, must come in so many years : they have got over one, and the next

will be so much the longer in coming."

That he has to deal with a pleasure-loving race is evident to the missionary,

as he examines his future field and sees the numerous places of amusement. Here

is a theatre, flanked on each side with tea-houses, its gable decorated with paint-

ings on wood. The play is over each day at an hour long before an English

theatre is open. The performance lasts from sunrise to sunset, and theatre-goers

may be seen carrying in with them a store of provisions for the day. On the

matted floor of the square seatless boxes, they squat and smoke and sip tea and

make havoc with the contents of their luncheon baskets. When the tragedy cul-

minates, and some insulted retainer is preparing to take revenge by self-slaughter,

the audience listen in rapt admu-ation as he sharpens his dirk with grim and
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prolonged ferocity. "We care reminded of the English theatre of the age of Shakespeare,

in the early hour at which the performance closes, in the fact that women do not

appear on the stage, their place being taken by boys or men, and in the movements

of attendants in black who are supposed to be invisible. As in Britain, also, the

drama had a religious origin, and bears the marks of some Japanese mysteries and

miracle plays. But in spite of its early purpose, its influence is pernicious. The most

virtuous families, as well as the upper classes, do not frequent it.

The art of Japan has a unique fascination for the Western eye. It must not

be judged by the crude, coarse imitations rampant at home. Nor can wc, by a

casual visit to a Japanese home, estimate the range of the people's artistic taste

and skill. A householder does not display all his treasures of art at one time. In

the storehouse, where he lays aside the furniture and dresses not in actual use,

he hoards also his articles of vertiv, many of which are of high value. These are

brought out on great occasions, or, month by month, exchange places with those

already decorating the owner's rooms. In the feudal residences or yashikis, the sliding

doors are covered with paintings ; while screens and lovely lacquer ware and porce-

lain give gratification to artistic taste. We miss in a Japanese landscape painting, ac-

curate rendering of distance and graduation of light and shade, perspective and

chiaroscuro. It contains no shadows, no changes of tint and tone. Nor are human

figures and the higher animal forms drawn with accuracy. Yet the Japanese

artist has wonderful skill in drawing, with a few strokes, many of the simpler and

commoner objects in nature. He can, with rare ease, give the sense of motion: a

wild goose alighting among the reeds, or a swallow waving to and fro with the

branches of the willow. The bamboo, with its slight form and graceful lines, is

treated with endless variety, and figures in every sketch. Frequently the sparrow is

included in a j^icture. The cherry-tree comes m wherever it can, with its delicate

colours and twisted branches. A crane—the sacred bird of the pious, and the symbol

of long life and constancy—is found j^ictured on every fomi of ornamental work, on

painted screens, fans, kakemono, lacquer ware, and bronzes. Almost as frequent in

works of art is the noble conical mountain, the sacred Fuji-san, its volcanic summit

often capped with snow.

Whilst behmd European painters in certain qualities, the artists of Japan are

masters of other means by which they can quickly give living form, and produce effects

that delight the imagination. They have something to teach the West, and have a

great artistic future, if the}' will allow the West to teach them ^perspective and light

and shade.

A word on the social ranks of Japan wUl complete this chajiter. Japan has no

system of caste such as is found in India. Yet the people are divided—we speak of

pre-revolution times—into four main classes. First come the two million Samurai, the

knights who form at once the mihtary and literary class, carrying pen and sword, or

rather two swords ; second, farmers ; third, artisans ; fourth, shopkeepers and merchants,

traders always occupying the lowest of the four social grades. Lower still, belonging to

no social class, and spurned by all, are the eta, who live apart and perform the degrading
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duties of life. They are the tanners and executioners; wo shall see what Christian

civihsation will do for them, and for the hinin, the beggars. Above the Samurai are

the Daimios, the chieftains, two hundred and sixty-eight in number ; and, still higher

in raiik, though not in money-power, come the court nobles—whose fate remains to be

told—and all branches of the Mikado's family. The Samurai form the backbone of the

JAPANl -!'. n ili;.S.TRE.

nation, monopolismg "arms, learning, patriotism, and intellect." It is the only case in

which the soldiers of a country have written its literature. Tnie, the classics of Japan

are mainly importations from China, but the books read by the people, the tales, the

poetiy, are all the work of native writers.

It is a country that ministers to eye and ear and lofty taste, occupied by a quaint,

bright people, who have cleariy a unique place to fill in the history of the East. We
cannot but be interested in the career of such a nation.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

THE FAITHS OF JAPAN.

Buddhism and Shintoism—The Shinto Creed—Temple of Ise—Temple of Asakusa—Shrines and Altars—The

Dai Buts—Casting a Bell—Kioto, the Mecca of Japan—The Xeohirens—Shiushiu—Religious Life of

the People—Confucianism— Superstitions—Death Rites and Symbols.

SHINTOLSM is the indigenous religion of Japan, if religion it may be called. Its

bible is the Ko-jiki, " a bundle of miscellaneous superstitions," of mythologies and

heroic narratives. It contains neither moral code nor language for the soul. Its

latest exponent mildly claims that " morals were invented by the Chinese because

they are ah immoral people ; but in Japan there was no necessity for any system of

morals, as every Japanese acted aright if he only consulted his own heart."

It is a mixture of primitive nature-worship and the worship of ancestors, headed

by the Mikado, who is a god in the direct line of descent from the Sun-goddess.

Along with liviirg and dead emperors and mythological divinities, national heroes,

warriors, patriots, poets, scholars, who have been canonised, are worshipped the eight

hundred myriads of gods. The Emperor has the prerogative of elevating human

beings, illustrious for wisdom or heroism, to the rank of the deities. These control

the elements, the seasons, the fortunes of individuals and states. No wonder they are

universally worshipped. In almost every house, Buddhist as well as Shintoist, a god's

shelf is fixed on the wall, where every morning the tributes of reverence are paid

—

rice and fish— to the family ancestors and the gods.

Every village has its Shinto patron divinitj', and m his honour a lighted lantern

is suspended dvu'ing festivals over every door. The people of the locality are called

the children of the god, and bring their infants to be dedicated to him.

Keverence for rulers, heroes, and ancestors is the central feature of Shinto. It

was for this reason that, after the Revolution of 1868, Shintoism was adopted as the

national religion, and placed under a special department of state, which issued the

following as its great commandments :

—

" 1. Thou shalt honour the gods and love thy countrj^

" 2. Thou shalt clearly understand the principles of heaven and the duty of

man.

" 3. Thou shalt revere the Mikado as thy Sovereign, and obey the will of his

Court."

Pure Shinto has no ritual and no idols, although in the approach to its temples

are often found ligures of illustrious beings, real or hnaginary. Its sacred edifice is

usually of the simplest possible character, constructed of plain, uncoloured wood, with

roof thatched with straw or covered with shingles. Cleanliness is the outward qualifi-

cation of the worshipper, who must wash his hands and rinse his mouth at a lavatory

near the gateway. You may see the pious at their necessary lustrations in a pool or

running stream. The ablution alone has anj' sanctity; the water itself has none. The
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priest, too, must bathe before officiating, and must cover his mouth with white paper

.when presenting oft'erings.

Shinto has its married jiriests, who wear hair and dress in lay fashion when off

dut}-, and virgin priestesses who perform its sacred dance. Its offerings are gifts of

rice, fruit, vegetables, and wine. Its worship is as simple as its temples. Its shrine is

known by the torii, which now serves as a gateway, but originally was meant to be

a bird-rest, on which the sacred fowls should find their perch. Within the interior,

the only sacred object is the metal mirror, an imitation of the mirror kept at Ise which

the Sun-goddess consecrated.

The Mecca of Shintoists is the Temple of Ise, ninety miles inland from Kioto. Sir

E. J. Reed describes the curving avenue of over-arching trees which led through a park

wooded with equal richness, past a building in which the priests preach to the people,

past another in which reside the sacred horses kept for the convenience 'of the Sun-

goddess, past another in which the religious dances of the temple are performed, and

then a broad flight of steps is reached leading to the tirst gateway of the sacred place.

The gateway is hung with a long white curtain, and beyond are seen other torii.

Few of the thousands of pilgrims who visit this sacred spot see the actual Temple

of the Sun-goddess, and none are permitted to look upon the original mirror which

she consecrated for the use of men with these words

—

" Look upon this mirror as my spirit : keep it in the same house and on the

same floor with yourself, and worship it as if you were worshipping my actual

presence."

Worshippers are permitted to see the imitation mirrors which occupy the Sacred

Places of other Shinto shrines. The original, even the chief priest of Ise may not

see for years. Pilgrims are content to stand at a distance, to cast a few coins on the

ground, to bow low and clap the hands and utter a few magical words of prayer.

This is the full extent of their worship. They attend no religious service, hear no

nmsic, gaze on no idol, see no performance, receive no advice. Xo blessing is pronounced

as a reward for their pilgrim devotion ; no memorial is carried away, except some little

memento which is bought at one of the numerous stalls in the grounds or in the

sacred village. During the couple of minutes occupied by their devotions, they pray

for long life and prosperity, and good fortune in any important enterprise of life.

Buddhism is the popular religion in Japan. Its St. Paul's Cathedral is the Temple

of Asakasa at Tokio. You approach its gateway through an avenue of booths which

form the great market for the sale of toys and refreshments, rosaries and ornaments.

The scene is a perpetual fair. " There is nothing strange," to quote the quaint de-

scription of Griflis, " to the Japanese mind in this association of temples and toj'-shojjs.

The good bonzes declare, as the result of their exegesis and meditations, that husbands

are boimd to love their wives, and show it by allowing them plenty of pin-money and

hair-pins, and to be not bitter against them by denying them neat dresses and hand-

some girdles. The farmer who comes to town with his daughter turns from prayer

to the purchase of pomatum or a mirror. Crapes for the nccic and bosom ; strings

of beads lor prayer
;
gods of lead, brass, wood ; shrines and family altars, sanctums.
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prayer-books, sacred bells, and candles : all kinds of knick-knacks, notions, and varieties

are here."

Passing througli a colossal gateway of painted wood, we find our approach

challenged by two guardian monsters, Avooden demons hideous with contracted muscles.

Attached to the railing in front of them are clumsy straw sandals which have been

hung up by worshippers with ailing feet, to propitiate Gog and Magog, and to implore

healing. The usual pious beggars are at hand to offer prayers for you in return for

any iron cash you may choose to throw to them. Within the gate, to the right, the

intending worshippers are busy at a huge lavatory washing their hands and rinsing

their mouths. Cleanliness, we see again, is close to godliness in the religions of

Japan.

To the left is a wooden frame covered with tablets, on which are written the

names of generous subscribers to the temple ; while piercing the sky on the right

is a lofty pagoda. Here, in this temple yard, the sacred pigeons find their home,

and are fed with even greater care than are the winged frequenters of the British Museum.

As we ascend the broad steps and pass under the heavy curved eaves, we encounter

a huge bronze censer that sends up a cloud of odorous incense. Cast your smallest

coin into the lap of the acolyte, throw a pinch of incense into the burner, and proceed

to your devotions.

Here is Binzuru, a god who has lost ears, eyes, nose, all his organs. Should you

suffer from a rheumatic arm or gouty foot, rub tirst the corresponding part of the

god of healing, and then transfer the virtue to your own suffering limb. " The old

idol is polished, greasy, and black by the attrition of many thousand palms. We war-

rant that more people are infected than cured by their efforts."

Here is the shrine of Kwanon, the Goddess of Mercy, frequented by large numbers.

Walls and pillars are covered with votive tablets presented by devotees whose ventures

have been prospered or whose lives have been spared in time of danger. Women's

locks and men's topknots are here, too, as grateful memorials of Kwanon's mercy.

Here worshippers stand in silence except for an occasional clapping of their hands, as if

to call the god's attention to their offered prayers.

Here, at the main altar, one is seen to take a slip of paper bearing a written

prayer, make it a soft pulp ball in his mouth, and shoot it out at the screen. If it

adheres, the suppliant may go home in peace : his prayer has been heard. Successful

devotions depend upon a good aim and a skilful preparation of the prayer-ball ! Here

again old men are selling charms, litanies, and beads. Within a low railing the

priests squat in solemn worship, while at times some one comes and sweeps up the cash

that has been dropped on the soft mats by the crowding worshippers. Further in the

temple, reserved from the public, are shrines to other Buddhist saints and deities. A
small fee to the priests will admit you to the sacred precincts where, amid incense and

candles and sacred tombs, a more potent service may be rendered to the gods.

Such is the great Buddhist Cathedral of Tokio, surrounded by extensive pleaS'U-re-

grounds, and gardens famed for their flowers. Images of Buddha in stone and bronze

abound, sometimes with aureole and finger lifted, sometimes sitting on a lotus in
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meditation, but always wearing on his countenance the mute, passionless cahn of

Nirvana.

Among the wonders of Japan are the frequent figures of Dai Buts—August

Buddha. Two colos.sal images in bronze at Kamakura and Nara attract devout believers

and curiosity-hunting foreigners. Selecting Nara as the more important, we approach

through the usual fair of booths and pious purchasers, past the usual guardian

THE TEMPLE GARDEN IN TOKIO.

demons and the huge bronze lantern, and enter the sacred ground through the wooden

gateway that has stood for eleven centuries, resisting the fire that destroyed the temple

seven hundred years ago. The Dai Buts is a figure of gigantic dimensions. Including

the lotus-fiower on which he rests, and the halo and the flame-like glory which sur-

mount his brow, the total height is about eighty feet : the face sixteen feet, the ears

eight, and the middle finger five feet long. The halo alone is seventy feet in diameter

;

aiKl the entire mass weighs four hundred and fifty tons. Destroyed during the Wars

of the Chrysanthemums, it was re-cast seven hundred years ago. As usual, the ex-

pression of the face, with drooped eyelids and lips sealed, is one of placid silence-

of passionless repose, symbol of the eternal rest of Nirvana.

Beyond the temple, up a long flight of stone steps, we come to the monster bell,
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which dates as far back a.s the temple, and weighs thirty tons. Few sounds are so

mellow and musical as the boom of these big bells. On still evenings their deep rich

tones majr be heard ten miles oft'. They are struck, not by a tongue, but by a heavy

hammer or block of wood suspended from the roof, and drawn back so as to swing

against the exterior with a thunderous blow. On the rebound of the beam, the bellman

holds it till the quivering boom has died &\/ay.

The casting of a bell seems always to have been an occasion of rejoicing.

" When the chief priest of the city announced that one was to be made, the

people brought contributions in money, or offerings of bronzed gold, pure tin, or

copper vessels. Ladies gave with their own hands the mirrors which had been the

envy of lovers, young girls laid their silver hair-pins and hijouterie on the heap.

When metal enough and in due proportion had been amassed, crucibles were made,

earth-furnaces dug, the moulds fashioned, and huge bellows, worked by standing men
at each end, like a see-saw, were mounted ; and, after due prayers and consultation,

the auspicious day was appointed. The jjlace selected was usually on a hill or

commanding place. The peojjle, in their gayest dress, assembled in picnic parties, and

with song and dance and feast waited while the workmen, in festal uniform, toiled, and

the priests, m canonical robes, watched. The fires were lighted, the bellows oscillated,

the blast roared, and the crucibles were brought to the proper heat and the contents

to tiery fluidity, the joy of the crowd increasing as each stage in the process was

announced. When the molten flood was finally poiu'od into the mould, the excitement

of the spectators reached a height of uncontrollable enthusiasm. Another pecuniary

harvest was reaped by the priests before the crowds dispersed, by the sale of stamped

kerchiefs or paper containing a holy text, certifying to the presence of the purchaser

at the ceremony, and the blessing of the gods upon him therefor. Such a token

became an heii'loom, and the child who ever afterward heard the solemn boom of

the bell at matin or evening was constrained, by filial as well as holy motives, to obey

and reverence its admonitory calls."*

Kioto, the Mecca of Japan, is crowded with both Buddhist and Shinto temples.

For a thousand years it was the capital and the residence of the mysterious Mikado.

Built on a plain, its suburbs clothe the Avooded spurs of mountains that surround the

city. The finest sites, on hill-slopes mantled in green and in the secluded glades,

are appropriated for temples and monasteries. Their gardens and parks, with arbours

and winding footpaths and rustic bridges, are among the loveliest sights of a lovely

country. One street, lined with the familiar heavy gateways admitting to the temples,

is appropriately named " Church Street."

Every week a holy day or festival comes round, to enliven the streets at dusk

with lanterns, and bring out the children and the ladies in their brightest costumes. The

river is gay with barges, and lined with bright cherry-blossoms and dark pines. Each

may have a temple to his taste. Here is the most notable of all, that of Chionin
;

there are the three and thirty thousand gilded images ranged in rows. Here is the

* Griffis, " Mikado's Empire."
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Dai Buts
;

yonder are the roofs of the pagoda and of the cloistered courts of

Hongmvauji. " The slow throbbing of the hasso-jirofondo bell of the Chionin temple

mingles with the rippling laughter of pleasure-seekers on the river, and the wailing

music of the nnnstrels of the historic temple of Gion, with the strumming of guitars

in its music schools." As we pass some dimly lighted shrines, we hear monks chanting

psalms to Buddha, in tones that remind us of the Ambrosian and early Gregorian

cadences.

Buddhism, although now the people's religion, is an exotic in Japan. Its founder

had been dead a thousand years, when it was driven out of India by the Brahmins.

As Avas the case with early Christianity, persecution scattered its adherents, who

travelled eastwards, and carried it through Burmali and Siani, to China and Korea, and

finally to Japan in the sixth century. But it was no longer Buddhism as Buddha had

taught it. He had revolted from the caste and ceaseless sacrifices and priestly tyranny

of the Brahmins, had shown with lip and life his sympathy with the toiling weary

millions, and had gone forth from throne and palace to seek the truth. When found,

his Gospel had some lofty notes of human brotherhood and self-denial, but was in

sober truth a gilded pessimism. There was no God, no help from above, no need of

sacrifice

—

"Pray not! the darkness will Hot brighten! Ask

Nought from the silence, for it cannot speak."

The highest bliss was to escape from the endless re-birth in other lives, and

emerge into Nirvana. The goal was little better than the rest of annihilation ; but to

a down-trodden people, such as sweated under Indian suns and Indian oppression, such

a goal seemed a paradise.

But scarcely had Buddha finished his noble life-work, when they turned round

and made him, Avho had preached atheism and pessimism, their God and Savioui-. The

hearts of men could not endure his blank nihilism, even although relieved by high

moral teaching and humane sympathy. Where at first there was neither God, nor

conscious Heaven, nor idol-worship, there arose, in course of years and of migration, a

huge ceremonial priestly system, with elaborate dogmas about the supreme Buddha, and

heaven and hell, and innumerable gods. When it entered Japan it had all the para-

phernalia of a popular religion, idols and altars, vestments and candles, priests and

nuns, relics and jiilgriniages.

• For three centuries after its importation from Korea, its progress was slow. An

eminent priest and scholar, the inventor of the Japanese alphabet, Kobo Daishi,

gave it a new start in the ninth century by combining the two religions, declaring

that the Shinto deities were manifestations of Buddha. Its golden era came with the

thirteenth century, when new leaders—among the number Nechiren and Shinran

—

and new sects sprang up, and it became the popular faith. Buddhism is split up into

thirty-five sects in Japan, which differ in liturgy, in ritual, in superstitions, in the

use of images, in theology, and in the extent to which compromise has been made

with Shinto and Confucian teaching. The two most important sects bear the names

of the leaders already mentioned.
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The Nechiren sect is the most bigoted, fanatical, and intolerant Lie its foundei

it has been the most aggressive and controversial. Within its V^^^^^^ ^f^

largest numbers of illustrious thinkers, of bitter persecutors, ot laithtul maitjis.

EECEPTION BY THE MIKADO.

teachers refuse to recognise any other sect as a true Church, and -^^^1
ance equalled only by certain Churches of Chnstendom consign all -1^--^ ^

^^
a hot lell. Its piesL are celibates and vegetarians, and

-.-^J^^ ^
-

.nd prayer-books. The Salvation Army cannot compete with then noisy
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meetings, in which the devotees shout excitedly, preachers nicake frantic appeals, and

incessant drums are beaten. They are justly called the Ranters of Buddhism.

Nechiren, whose birth was, according to the floating legend, attended by wonders,

was a profound student of Buddhist classics in Chinese and Sanskrit. The common

prayer of the Buddhists, ' Hail, Amita Buddha '

" he declared to be an heretical and

false invocation, and based his sect on the true prayer, " Glory to the salvation-

brino-inf book of the law
'

" On temple curtains and tombs and wayside shrines, as

well as on the banners of the great Nechiren warriors, this inscription may still

be read. But, Avhile worshippers piously reiterate the sounds without end, they have

no more knowledge of their sense than a Spanish peasant has of Latin liturgies.

The religion of Japan owes more to Nechiren than to any other religious teacher.

His strong if fanatical personality, his clear and definite dogmas and uncompromising

demands, have given the sect vitality and vigour.

The Protestant, or Broad Evangelical sect of Buddhists, by name Shuishiu,

presents a striking contrast to its rival, and forms the most fascinating study in

Japanese religions. Shinran, the Luther of Buddhism, who originated the denomination

in the thirteenth century, began by breaking away from the celibacy of the priest-

hood. Marrying a lady of noble blood, he set family life in the place of monastic

seclusion ; he abohshed nunneries and monasteries, penance and fasting, pilgrimages

and charms ; he decreed that the priests must mingle in society with the people,

and establish pure home life. "While the sacred books of other sects are written in

Sanskrit and Chinese, known only to scholars, those of the Shiushiu are written

in the Japanese vernacular. The former erect temples in secluded groves among

the hills ; the latter plant them in busy thoroughfares among the people. The Shin

priests have sought after the highest education for their families, and have on man}^

occasions formed battalions and taken the field.

Not content with these practical reforms, which antedate the Christian refonna-

tion by full}- two centuries, Shinran anticipated much of the Protestant theology,

"salvation by another" (Amita Buddha) and justification by faith. Sir E.J. Reed, who

had special facihties for becoming acquainted with Shinshiu thought, received from a

learned priest, a " Cardinal " of his Church, who had travelled in Europe, the following

summary of the doctrine of the Reformed Buddhists:

—

A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF "SHINSHIU."

Buddhism teaches that all things, both abstract and concrete, are produced and destroyed by certain

causes and combinations of circumstances ; and that the state of our present life has its cause in what

we have done in our previous existence up to the present ; and our present actions will become the

causes of our state of existence in the future life.

As our doings are good or bad and of different degrees of excellence or evil, so these produce different

effects having many degrees of suffering or happiness ; all men and other sentient beings have an intermin-

able existence, dying in one form and being re-born in another ; so that if men wish to escape from a

mis3rable state of transmigration, they must cut off the causes, which are the passions—such, for example,

as cjvetousnes^. anger, kc.

The principal object of Buddhism is to enable men to obtain salvation from misery according to the

doctrine of "extinction of passion." This doctrine is the cause of salvation, and salvation is the effect

of this docti'ine.
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This salvation we call Nirvana, which means eternal happiness, and is the state of Buddha.

It is, however, very difficult to cut off all the passions, but Buddhism professes to teach many ways
of obtaining this object.

Nagardjuna, the Indian saint, said that in Buddhism there are many ways, easy and difficult, as in

worldly ways—some painful lilce a mountainous journey, others pleasant like sailing on the sea. These

ways may be classed in two divisions, one being called "self-power" or help throujth self, and the other

called " the power of others " or help through another.

Our sect, called " Shinshiu "—literally meaning " True doctrine "—which was founded by Shinran
Shonin, teaches the doctrine of ' help from another."

Now what is the ".power of another?" It is the great power of Amita Buddha. Amita means
"boundless," and we believe that the life and light of Buddha are both perfect, also that other Buddhas
obtained their state of Buddhaship by the help of Amita Buddha. Therefore Amita Buddha is called

the chief of the Buddhas.

Amita Buddha always exercises his boundless mercy upon all creatures, and shows a gi-eat desire to

help and influence all people who rely on him to complete all merits and be re-born into Paradise (Nirvana).

Our sect pays no attention to the other Buddhas, and putting faith only in the great desire of Amita
Buddha, expects to escape from the miserable world and to enter into Paradise in the nest life. From
the time of putting faith in the saving desire of Buddha we do not need any power of self-help, but need
only keep his mercy in heart and invoke his name in order to remember him. These doings we call,

" thanksgiving for salvation."

In our sect we make no difference between priest and layman, as concerns their way of obtaining

salvation, the only difference being in their profession or business ; and consequently the priest is allowed
to marry and to eat flesh and fish, which is prohibited to the members of other Buddhist sects.

Again, our sect forbids all prayers or supplications for happiness in the present life to any of the
Buddhas, even to Amita Buddha, because the events of the present life cannot be altered by the power of

others: and teaches the followers of the sect to do their moral duty; loving each other, keeping order and
the laws of the Government.

We have many writings stating the principles inculcated by our sect, but I give only the transla-

tion of the following creed, which was written by Rennyo Shonin, who was the chief priest of the eighth

generation from the founder.

CREED.

Rejecting all religious austerities and other action, giving up all idea of self-power, rely upon Amita
Buddha with the whole heart, for we our C-iic) salvation in the future life, which is the most important

thing : believing that at the moment of putting our faith in Amita Buddha, our salvation is settled. From
that moment, invocation of his name is observed, to express gratitude and thankfulness for Buddha's

mercy. Moreover, being thankful for the reception of this doctrine from the founder and succeeding chief

priests, whose teachings were so benevolent, and as welcome as light in a dark night, we must also keep

the laws which are fixed for our duty during our whole life.

Whilst the.se doctrines have a pronounced Christian aspect, it is fair to say that

Amita Buddha is" only the chief among many Buddhas. It is not monotheism, but,

to use a recently coined term, henotheism, the worship of one among other, but

inferior, gods. Buddha is not from everlasting, neither sustains all thmgs nor j^unishes

sin, neither possesses personality himself, nor preserves for men the / and thou of

personality in Nirvana.

That the theory of this sect is more enlightened than the practice, is evident to

any one who visits a Shinshiu temple. One in Kioto is described by a sympathetic

and admiring writer :

—

" The side opposite the enti'ance has three recesses, the middle one of which con-

tains the high altar. This has very much the eftect of an altar in a Romish church.

It is surmounted by a neatly carved gilt image of Amita Buddha standing on a lotus,

which, in the uncertain light, might at first be mistaken for a crucifix. In the adjoining
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recesses are poVtraits of eight saints, with halos round their heads—the seven fathers

of the faith (two Indian, three Chinese, and two Japanese), and ShOtoku Daishi, the

prince who was the chief promoter of Buddhism on its introduction from Korea in

the sixth century a.d. Several magnificent bronze lamps hang from various parts of

the roof The air is scented with incense. The worshippers assemble, and, squatting

on the mats, begin, with heads bowed upon the floor towards the altar, to mutter, in

a childishly beseochmg tone, the canonical but to them only vaguely intelligible

prayer, ' Xamu, namu, Amita Butsu ' (Hail, Amita Buddha). Some gorgeously gilt

and painted shutters are slid open, and then enter the officiating priests, with their

shaven heads and variously coloured robes and academic hoods, followed by a pro-

cession of acolytes in black. Squatting in front of the altar, they begin a Gregorian-like

chant, the weird strains of which are at inter^'-als varied with the ring of a bell. Then

offerings are, with due ceremony, laid on the altar. Almost everything in the ritual

reminds us of a Roman Catholic service. Judged from external appearances alone, this

religion might be Romanism orientalised."

Yet, makmg all requisite deductions, this reformed faith of Japan bears a striking

resemblance to the Protestant teachinaf ot Christendom. No wonder its enemies east

at it the new reproach, that it is so like Christianity it might as well be such

out and out. Certainly it is as remote from pure Buddhism as well could be.

The sect is aggressive and liberal-minded, enlightened in its methods of operation,

has sent representatives abroad to study Christianity and the civilisation of the West,

has erected in Kioto large and costly buildings, where Western science occupies a

place in the course of instruction. This progressive movement falls to be described later

in its connection with Christian missions. It may be mentioned here, however, that

recently a monster temple in Kioto was being restored. Towards the fund for the

purpose, one province alone subscribed half a million yen—about eighty thousand pounds.
" Women and girls are said to have cut off' their hair and plaited it into cords with

which to drag colossal cedars to Kioto, there to be formed mto pillars for the shrine."

But, at best, the Japanese are not a strongly religious people. Large numbers are

indifterentists, although they will pay occasional visits to tTieir temple during some
religious festival, joming in the pious gaiety, or, if more devoted than the rest, Avill

combine a holiday trip with a pilgrimage to some shrine or sacred mountain. They
Avill also regularly place their gifts of rice and fish on the family " altar." This shelf

may be seen in every house, rich or poor. Upon it is placed a small box containing

the mil/a or shrme, and the Gohei. This is a religious symbol, formed of strips of

paper which bear the inscription, " Ten Thousand Prayers." A Buddha-shelf, accordmg
to Fu-so Mimi Bukwro, is to be found in eveiy house, notwithstanding the remarkable

growth of scepticism in the student and upper classes. This is the household altar,

where the memorial tablets of departed relatives are deposited. A record is kept of

the anniversaries of the death of members of the family, and on these occasions special

prayers are recited to them. It is a curious proof of the hybrid character of modern
Japanese customs, that now, instead of tablets, pliotographs of dead parents occupy
the altar, and are the objects of pious worship.
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Confucian ethics liave for centuries been absorbed by mucli of tlie religious teaching-

of Japan ; but, as a distinct rehgious system, Confucianism has had few disciples. Some

may still be found among the more educated classes. When Chinese writings formed

the classics of Japan, naturally Confucius

was largely read. But it is a significant fact

that the school of Confucius in Tokio be-

came the meeting-place of the Japanese

branch of the Asiatic Society. At best,

Confucianism was little better than Secu-

larism or Positivism ; and now AVestern

science of the materialistic school lias taken

the place of the Chinese philosophy. So

far from the Confucian, or any system of

thought, entering into the common religion

of the people, much of their piety consists

in charms and pilgrimages.

Fuji-san, the solitary A'olcanic cone, about

13,000 feet high, is the object of universal

reverence, akin to worship. In summer,

frequent groups of pilgrims, of old men and

young, haggard dames and fair maidens,

may be seen en route for its sacred soil.

You meet them on the Tokaido, or on the

green slopes of the mountain, usually per-

sonally conducted by some experienced guide,

who carries a bell that tinkles as he trudges

along. The pilgrims are clad in white, with

broad straw sunshades, and straw sandals,

wallets, and rosaries; while men and women

alike wear tight-fitting trousers, with loose

toga tucked within a belt. Each carries a

staff, on which is written some mj'sterious

" Ave ;

" and at night, at the pilgrim inn, he

performs his pious ablutions, and chants his

cabalistic prayers. As thej^ ascend the lava-

JAPAJTESE PRIEST. strcwu mountaiu path, they hum the refrain,

" Eokkon Shojo, Kokkon Shojo," " A pure

heart
!
a pure heart

!

" reminding the Bible student of the question of Hebrew pilgrims

to the Holy City, " Who shall ascend mto the hill of the Lord ? He that hath clean

haids and a pure heart."

Spending the cold night on the summit, they watch for the morning, and when
the " Kising Sun " emerges, they place their hands together, bow their heads, and repeat

some solemn chant. Every devout person is supposed to visit the Temple of Is^, and
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parties of jiilo-riins travel, some even begging their way, from all parts of the Empire
to "perform their vows." Prayer-wheels may be seen by the wayside, as among the
Kalmucs, on which written prayer-slips are placed, and as the little wind-mill revolves
it works out the sins of some previous existence.

Near Tokio is a library of 6,000 volumes, to read which procures high favour with
the gods. As a short cut to this result, the library has been placed on a central
pivot, and the devout, who must of course first pay the fat priest the necessary fee,

push round the library three times and thereby have read the books !

Superstitions are more coumion than devotions among the people. The o-reat

PUJI-SAN MOUNTAIN.

majority, even manj- who profess indifferentism, wear charms. Women carry amulets
in their girdles, never parting with them except when in the bath. Among the most
common of those which swell the girdle to the dimensions of a European lady's
bustle, are the charms that bestow children, that save from drowning, that bring
them beauty. Men wear amulets from Is^, concealed in some part of their dressy-
children carry them openly suspended to their sashes.

The fox and the badger play a prominent part in their superstitions, as well as in
many a good bonze's preaching. Master Fox takes all shapes, generally that of a
beautiful woman, steals away people's senses, and plays practical jokes upon his victims.
A curious instance of the belief that foxes bewitch people and make them see all sorts
of unrealities is given in a recent issue of the Japan WeeJdy Mail. In July, 1888, a
terrible volcanic eruption (no rare event) took place, when a mountain, Bandai-san, was
blown into fragments and hamlets were buried. The only calm and undisturbed view
which appears to have been obtained, was due to a fox. A resident of the neiohbourhood

39
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happened to be ascending a hill opposite to Bandai-san at the moment of the

eruption. When he saw the mountain belch out mud and fire, he remembered that he

had seen a fox not long before, and concluded that all the commotion was a hallucina-

tion prepared for his bewilderment by Master Reynard. Resolved not to be affected by

this mischief-maker, he quietly sat himself down and calmly watched the fox's

fireworks. It was only when he returned home to the valley that he learnt the

truth. The eruption of a mountain had been less credible than the magic powers of

the fox.

Trees may be seen that are surrounded by a circlet of twisted rice-straw. These

are sacred as the abodes of spirits, while some possess the sinister foscination of

inducing men to hang themselves on their branches. It has repeatedly occiu'red that

insurrections have arisen among the peasantry because the local magnates proposed to

hew do\\'n some sacred tree.

A dead body is always placed with its head to the north, and, on that account,

no one will ever sleep in that position. Some Japanese travellers carry a compass by

which to escape the northward direction, while others find the points of the compass

drawn on diagrams pasted on the ceilings of their hotel-rooms.

In suburbs and villages may be seen the mark of a strange superstition, the

" Flowing Invocation." " A piece of cotton cloth is suspended by its four comers to

stakes set in the ground near a brook, rivulet, or, if in a city, at the side of the

water-course which fronts the houses of the better classes. Behind it rises a higher

lath-like board, notched several times near the tojj, and inscribed with a brief legend.

Resting on the cloth at the brook-side, or, if in the city, in a pail of water, is a

wooden dippet. Perhaps upon the four corners, in the upright bamboo, may be set

boucpiets of flowers, A careless stranger may not notice the odd thing, but a little

study of its parts reveals the symbolism of death. The tall lath tablet is the same

as that set behind graves and tombs. The ominous Sanskrit letters betoken death.

Even the fiowers in their bloom call to mind the tributes of affectionate rcmemliranco

which loving survivors set in the sockets of the monuments in the grave-yards. On
the cloth is written a name such as is given to persons after death, and the praj'er,

' Nanut mio ho ren ge kio ' (Glory to the salvation-brmging Scriptures). "Waiting long

enough—perchance but a few minutes—there may be seen a passer-by who patises, and,

devoutly offering a prayer with the aid of his rosary, reverently dips a ladlcful of

water, pours it upon the cloth, and waits patiejoitly imtil it has strained through,

before moving on.

" All this, when the significance is understood, is very touching. It is the story of

vicarious suffering, of sorrow from the brink of jo3^ of one dying that another may live.

It tells of mother-love and mother-woe. It is a mute appeal to every passer-bj", by

the love of Heaven, to shorten the penalties of a soul in pain."

When a person is dying, a priest is sent for, but no prayers are said over the sufferer.

A wooden table is placed by his side, Avith a slip of paper pasted on it, on which he

writes the posthumous name he has chosen. When he has expired, a desk is placed

near his head bearing lights and offerings, a rush wick in a saucer of oil, raw rice-cakes,
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tish and sake. The cups and chop-sticks which he had used are placed beside him.

Two days thereafter tlie dead is jDrepared for burial, in the course of the ablutions

cold water being first poured into the tub, and then boiling water added. From this

association the Japanese will not pour hot water into cold, but cold into hot. Within

the coffin are placed, in some cases, a cotton quilt and a pillow of tea-leaves, and

always a dress suited to the season. Sandals, however, are not included, not bein"

worn in Paradise. Robed in white, the body is placed in the coffin m the usual sittino-

posture, the hands being joined in the attitude of prayer. The funeral procession,

white prevailing, forms a solemn sight. After the funeral service is over, the procession

retrace their steps.

rUSEEAL CEREMO^'Y—THE J30SZE ADMINISTEBING THE LAST EITES.
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XIX—THE CxOSPEL I^' CHINA.

CHAPTER XXSV.

STORMS BEFORE SUNSHINE.

Early Career of Sir Harry Parkes—An Adventurous Errand—Treachery and Cmelty of the Chinese—Facing
Death—Lord Elgin—Destruction of the Summer Palace— '• Chinese Gordon "—Assaults on Foreigners—The
"Term" Controversy—Important Questious Involved in it—Definitions of "God"—Dr. Bridgman—Dr.

Lockhart—Recuperative Powers of Chinamen—The Taiping Rebellion—Gordon and the Ever-Victorious

Army—The Steamer Ili/.sun—Tributes to Gordon.

AS our readers ma}' already have observed, it was not uncommon, in the early days

-^^^ of foreign intercourse with China, for the Foreign Ministers to that countrj' to call

scholarly missionaries to their aid as interpreters, and even as counsellors. It was thus

that the Rev. Charles Gutzlati", a short time after the exploits we have already

mentioned, was to be seen daily sitting at the desk of the EngUsh Representative, in

the capacity of Secretarj^ and Interpreter. Mr. Gutzlaff had as his assistant a bright

boy of fifteen, with fair aubui'n hair, who began to reveal an extraordinary aptitude

for official business, and revelled m the intricacies of Chinese diplomatic thought and

speech. This boy became Consul Parkes at Canton in the great crisis of 1857 ; as

Sir Harry Parkes, he lived to represent England during the most mteresting and

changeful period of modem Japanese history; and was for a short time, and imtil his

death in 1884, the honoured Ambassador of Her Majesty to the Emperor of Cliina.

A medallion portrait of him has just been placed in the crypt of St. Paul's. Sir Harry,

who had more than one tie to the body of missionaries, always showed much warm
and practical S3Tnpathy for the great work they Avere engaged in, and on several

occasions acted in such a wav as to earn their a:ratitude and esteem. A brief noti( e

of some incidents in his life, closely related to our main purpose, may not be out of

place here.

The expedition of 1857 first brought Parkes into notice. After Commissioner

Yeh Avas captured and Canton was entered, Lord Elgin found that the hardest part

of the Avork before him Avas noAv to come, and he Avrote thus :
—

" You may imagine

Avhat it is to undertake to govern some milhons of people, Avhen we have in all Uvo

or three people Avho understand the language ! I never had so difficult a matter

to arrange." The A'oung Consul was a very busj- man at this time, and one who
Avas not disposed to favour Englishmen unduly, expressed himself thus :—•" The greater

part of the responsible labour came upon ilr. Parkes, because of his ability to

talk Chinese ; but before many months he had taught many natiA"es how to assist

in carrying out the necessary details. He shoAved much skill in circumventing

the designs of the discontented officials at Fuhshan, ffivins: Pihkwei all the natiAc

criminals to judge, restraining the thiever}- or cruelty of the foreign police, and sending

out proclamations for the guidance and admonition of the people. " Lord Elgin was

enthusiastic about the services of the young Consul, and declared that, " Parkes is one
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of the most remarkable men I ever met ; for energy, courage, and ability combined,

I do not know where I could find his match."

In 1858, the treaty of Tientsm was agreed to, not only giving foreigners the

right to travel in the interior with passports, but also aftbrding protection to Christian

native converts, and establishmg practical toleration for the "doctrine of Jesus" or

Protestantism, and that of the " Lord of Heaven," or Roman Catholicism.

It was two years after this great forward step had been taken by China, that

events occurred which led to Parkes's adventurous errand to the Chinese camp, which

had most tragical results for some of his companions, and was followed by con-

sequences that mark one of the most notable epochs in the long history of China.

LOED ELGIN.

Fighting had been carried on with results of a kind that did not promise to be good
for either side ; so, when a truce was mercifully to be proposed by that amiable

diplomatist. Lord Elgm, Mr. Parkes was sent, along with Mr. Loch and some others, to

pave the way. For a little time all went quite smoothly with the British party in

deahng with their Oriental foes ; then suavity began to blossom into the usual bland

pretexts for delay, and these suddenly ripened into plans for carrying out a piece of

diabohcal treachery. Parkes, after labouring at his despatches till he became quite ',

exhausted, about midnight went for a ride around the neighbourhood, shrewdly hoping

to get a useful peep at the ground proposed by the Chinese general as the temporary

camp of the British forces. As day began to break, it became evident that during the
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night some forty thousand Chinese troops had been secretly and silently massed about

the very ground the British were to occupy on the morrow. The brave man could

easily at this time have secured his own personal safety; but he made his choice, and

straightway rode back to the native headquarters, to demand from the Chinese

authorities explanations of this suspicious arrangement. Parkes and his companions

were at once, and without further ceremony, seized, stripped, and beaten. Their arms

were then so tightly tied together that they became quite livid, and then the poor

men were roughly thrown into rude springless carts, in which thoy were conveyed to

Pekin, arriving there about midnight. Their sufferings on the way were indescribable,

the sun beating on them, and clouds of tine stifling dust forming their only shade.

They were tortured all the way with feverish thirst, but not one of those in the

staring, jeering crowds which accompanied them would give them even a drop of

water. Parkes himself had not slept for firty-eight hours, and sleep was impossible

now. The unfortunate representatives of England were without delay thrust into a

foul den of convicted felons, including robbers b}- violence, and even murderers, some

of whom had been in that horrible prison for years. The stench of the place was

unendurable, and a narrow grating, which duiing the day-time let in a little air, was

closed when darkness came on. Possibly there was nothing exceptional in all this

treatment as denoting any national disrespect, and in China " political " prisoners arc

not even favoured with the luxury of plank beds, or the hygienic attentions of the

barber. Indeed, continement in those places has never been at all popular in China,

and the slang term used to denote them by the vulgar is more expressive than

elegant, for they are called " hells," or ty-yo.

The anguish caused by the tightness of the cords which bound the un-

happy "devils," as the Chinese termed the foreigners, was relieved when heavy

chains were substituted for them, one of these being placed about the body, another

ai'ound the neck, while one clasped each arm. Each captive, however, was tightly

hitched up by another chain to the rafter above him, so that it was impossible

for him to sit down ; but after a time the chain was lengthened. A jailor sat

by the side of Parkes day and night. The food given to them was coarse and

vile, but several of their poor Chinese fellow-sufierers who were better off showed

much kindness to the imfortunate young Englishman who could speak their

language so fluently. Parkes and Loch, who were confined together, had a pocket

Church Service with them, which afibrded them much solace in their dire estate.

The cruel torture of compressing the fingers was now employed for the purpose of

extorting information ; but after many unsuccessful applications of the " question " m this

form, Parkes, who was known to be of great importance to the English, was, along with

his brave companion Loch, sentenced to die the next day. Mr. Parkes solemnly warned
the judges of the disastrous results which such a policy woidd entail upon their empire

;

and this scene is still vividly remembered and pointed to with admiration by many
a Far-Eastern politician, for many were amazed to observe the firmness and dignity of

the young Englishman. When the cart that was to carry them, as they supposed,

to the field of blood, suddenly stopped, the two doomed men were reading together
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for tlioinselvcs the solemn concluding collect in the grand Church of England Burial

Service, when at once, and as if by a miracle, they found they were near the British

camp, and that there might bo a chance of escape. Running for their lives, therefore,

with such agility as was left to their stift'ened limbs, they at last dropped, almost

fainting, at the feet of a red-coated sentry, and wore safe within the British lines

!

When this great outrage put upon peaceful embassies had become known. Lord Elgin

and his French allies resolved to marlv their just sense of such treachery. " They marched

on Pekin in October and invested the city. Lord Elgin refusing to negotiate until the

prisoners had been returned. The guns of the allies were in position to blow in the

gate of the city, when the Chinese acceded to their terms, and stu'rendered the gate.

The allies entered the city, and hoisted the English and French Hags on the walls."

As several of the captives had succumbed to the tortures inflicted upon them,

that mildest of diplomatists, Lord Elgin, concluded that summary and severe measures,

such as would ring through the empire, should mark Britain's righteous resentment

of the barbarous treatment her sons and representatives had sustained. While the

allied forces drew near, the Emperor found a hunting excursion in the mountains of

the interior present great attractions to him, and thither he advanced with great

dignity and ciierlty. But ho left behind him the magnificent Summer Palace of Pekin,

wliirli the French looted and the Ihitish utterly sacked and burucil; a course which it

is now very easy for philanthropists to condenm, but which more than any other single

event helped and heralded the dawn of a new life for China, and has even aided the

development of that intelligent respect and cordial friendship that now mark our

relations with the great Chinese race and its rulers.

The Yucn-'Ming-Yucn, or Summer Palace, has been described in rapturous terms

by many ^\'estern writers, some of whom probably never saw it. It occupied an extent

of some twelve square miles, and was set in a beautiful natural landscape. In some

parts it was almost overcrowded Avith costly antiquarian treasures, and was laid out

like another Versailles, in superb Chinese fashion, with "gardens, temples, small lodges

and pagodas, groves, grottoes, lakes, bridges, terraces, artificial hills." ]3ritish officers

anil soldiers grumbled a good deal because the French had " remorselessly looted and

sacked the Palace before Lord Elgin had given his order." Probably the Emperor

would not have relished the performance any better had it been done by the English

alone. A young British captain of Engineers, who was engaged in this pitiful work

of devastation, gives a candid enough opinion on the matter, thus :

—
'• We accordingly

went out, and after pillaging it, biu'ned the whole place, destroying, in a Yandal-like

manner, most valuable property, whicdi could not be replaced for four millions. . . .

You would scarcely imagine the beauty and magnificence of the palaces we burnt. It

made one's heart sore to biu'n it ; in fact, these palaces Avere so large, and we were so

pressed for time, that we coidd not plunder them carefullj'. Quantities of gold

ornaments were burned, considered as brass. It was wretchedly demoralising work

for an army. Everybody was wild for jilunder."

The writer of these words, Charles Georsre Gordon, whose monument adorns

Trafalgar Square, and who is still known to many as " Chinese Gordon," had another
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very serious piece of " smashing " to do before he had done with China ; and to the

story of how he swept the Taiping rebels from the stage of history we shall return a

little farther on. Before viewinq- the work in the interior, which was now to be free

from legal restriction, we must turn for a little to the preparations that were being

quietly but sedulously carried out in the treaty ports to sow the good seed broadcast

over the land. Dr. Bridgman's name has already been mentioned. The labours of

his study were, during all the turmoU of events around him, persistently and most

FBEXCH TEOOPS SACKING THE KUYAL PALACE, PEKIX.

successfidly pursued. A cousin of his, James Granger Bridgman, came to share his

toils in Canton, but the country around that great city was for a long time in a most

imsettled and lawless state, and one day he was seriously injured on the head by a

stone thrown at him by a fanatical opponent of the "foreign devils." Studious men
in China have often shown a strange proneness to mental disorders, arising partly

from close confinement and over-study, but also from some as yet obscure climatic

condition, probably of a malarious character. Poor James Bridgman, who was a pro-

foundly pious and devoted man, never quite rallied from his wound, but gradually sank

into a state of gi-eat mental depression, and in a fit of insanity wounded himseli" so that

he died soon afterwards.
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There were frequent and often murderous attacks made upon private foreigners at

that period, and few of them went about without some kind of defensive weapon. Dr.

Lockhart mentions an instance where " six unoffending foreigners, taking a walk, were

attacked and murdered by the villagers ; and when their mangled remains were demanded,

they were sent down to Canton in a common leper boat, as adding the last insult

that could possibly be made." When Dr. Bridgman himself was going on a missionary

errand with his wife in a boat, on one of the canals, they were cruelly attacked by a

THE EMPEnOE S PALACE. PEKIX.

large and angiy mob which Imed both sides of the canal, and hurled large stones at

them as they passed. Some of the rioters swam out to them, trying all they could

to wreck the boat, while others massed themselves on a bridge which the missionaries

had to pass under, pouring down upon the devoted bark a perfect avalanche of large

stones, " the heaviest of which weighed eighty-five pounds." Two of the poor boatmen,

who stuck manfully to their posts, were badly injured, nor was their sturdy junk im-

proved by such a cannonadmg as it received, but happily Bridgman and his nife

escaped without a scratch.

As knowledo-e of the lauijuasre became more sreneral, extensive, and accurate, the

missionaries began to hope that a still better version of the Holy Scriptures in Chinese,
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than Morrison and Milne had been able to secure, might now be achieved; and the

different mission stations had portions of the New Testament assigned to them for re-

translation, the first drafts of which were to be submitted to a committee of delegates

for careful revision before the results should bo printed and circulated. This committee

was intended to be carefully representative of the different organisations at work in

China, but Bishop Boone's infirm health prevented him from taking part as was

mteuded, and Mr. Walter Lawrie's tragic fate has already been recorded in an earlier

chapter of this work. Practically, the task fell to ^lessrs. Bridgman, Medhurst, and

Stronach, and Dr. Bridgman had to leave Canton for Shanghai, where the committee

sat. For fourteen years this devoted scholar strenuously pursued his great work, and,

although he did not hve to see the whole Bible finished, the so-called "Delegates'

^'ersion " is likely to be always associated with the name of Bridgman.

It was durmir the sittino-s of this committee of delesrates that there arose the un-

hapjDy dispute known as the Term Controversy, which resulted in the Avithdrawal of

the English members of the committee, who left Bridgman to finish the work. It mav
perhaps be questioned whether anybody but the hj^othetical German professor who

mastered the Schleswig-Holstein question, is able to claim a complete knowledge of the

literature of the Chinese Term Controversy. Yet the main problems discussed so

keenly by great Oriental scholars are of the greatest practical interest, and lie at the

root of all religious thought. The immediate result of the first outbreak of the dis-

cussion was that the EnoHsh as a whole, and the Americans, a^eed to differ; each

part}' producing a version agreeable to its own view of the case.

Dr. Bridgman, in a paragraph not quite free from the adornment of question^

begging epithets, says of the American version, which bears so stronglj' the impress of

his ovm tine scholarship:

—

"In the cardinal rule to give the entire sense of the text,

and nothincf more nor less than the entire sense, we are agreed ; but m the manner

of doing this we differ. It is my opinion that the style of the translation should be

precisely that of the sacred text, equally plain and simple, preserving and exhibiting,

as far as practicable, the peculiarities of the original."

The Delegates' Version marks a very distinct advance in Chinese scholarship, and

especially in the work of translating the "\^'ord of God into the language of China;

but when we remember the many attempts to have the Bible in our own tongue

before The Book of English literature became that invaluable treasury of pure and

perfect Anglo-Saxon phrase that it is now held to be, we shall not be surprised to

lierj the hope expressed that China may yet possess one or more better versions of

the Bible than even Bridgman and his colleagues could furnish. The main activity of

the most scholarly missionaries is now directed to the preparation of colloquial versions

in the numerous dialects whicli are spoken, and to some extent written, in China, and

5[r. Gibson of Amoy advocates the general use of Eoman characters for the common
people.

But let us turn to this Term Question, which has now been debated with almost

unabated vigour for about forty years. The controversy wholly hinges upon the

question. What are the proper words in Chinese to express the ideas of God (gods) and
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Spirit (spirits) ? As one writer aptly puts it, " we want for each term a word whieli

is " as tolerant of supposed heterodox opinions or ideas as are our Enghsh terms

God and Spirit," but unfortunately this one safe canon has not always been re-

spected by its warmest advocates. Much of the difficulty which has been felt by

the translators of the Bible and Christian books into Chinese is common to every

language written or sjDoken under the sun, but there are some peculiarities be-

longing specially to the language and thought of China, some of wliicli have

already been alluded to, which tend to explain the acuteness that the con-

troversy has sometimes reached in that land. First of all, the Chinese characters

have so fixed and changeless a form that we cannot always be sure whether the

hierogtyph is to be taken as a noun, verb, or adjective, unless the environment of the

symbol helps us to a conclusion ; nor is the singular number distinguished from the

plural.

Dr. Wells Williams, in an able and dispassionate treatment of the whole subject,

contained in the Bibliotheca Sacra (vol. for 1878), jjoints to a second element of

confusion which is more questionable. " The discussion," he says, " has its origin

partly in the nature of the language of the Chinese, but really more in their

pantheistic cosmogony." It is very doubtful whether we can justly describe the Chinese

cosmogony as pantheistic in any customary sense of the term, though henotheistic it

might perhaps be called ; for Shang-ti undoubtedly occupies a unique place as the

One Supreme. Good authorities, such as Professor Legge, hold that the Chinese

religion is really monotheistic.

Again, when Dr. Williams instances, as an obscurity arising from the language,

that " there are many deities in China whose sex cannot certainly be decided from

anything attributed to them," he may really be adducing an example of Chinese

intelligence. Why should it be possible to determine the sex of the gods by any-

thing attributed to them ? That Romans and Greeks, and some modern English

poets, have thought in that infantile way, is surely no reason why a plain, practical

people like the Chinese should repeat the blunder. Besides this, Dr. Williams

evidently confused gods with saints, as we are accustomed in English to term the

beneficent powers of Buddhism—a distinction always carefully maintained by native

scholars in Japan.

Suppose our readers had to sit down in committee to translate into a language

quite new to them, and free from the hallowing in-

fluence of a long Christian tradition, some such sen-

tence as this

—

"God is a Spirit, and is above all

'/"Ix," they would soon find to emerge some of the

main problems that have long troubled Christian mis-

sionaries in China. In such a sentence as the above

we find certain terms (italicised in the example), one

of which is more inclusive or general, or less precise,

than another; and so they might all be arranged

in logical relation to each other, in a diasfram, thus :—

•
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There may possibly be some pious minds to whom such a visible relegation of the

Almighty God to an intellectual place auwugst gods many and spirits (ghosts and

angels) savours of irreverence ; if so, such an erroneous impression must be got rid of,

because logic has its stern laws, and in doing this we follow one of them. The more

Ave know of God, or of any thing or being, the narrower, in a technical and logical

sense, is the place which that being takes in such a scheme. It was the confusion of

thought between God's place in formal logic as an object of thought, a Being of whom
we can really assert something, and

God's place in theology in relation to

other beings, that was one chief cause

of the controversy. The view contended

for by some, leads to an extreme form

of agnosticism if pushed to its legiti-

mate issue. The Christian God is rich

in attributes. He is not a vague entity

lying far apart from thought.

To start with a perfectly clear idea

of this in our own English mmds, let

us glance at our great lexicographer's

' definition of the word " God." Dr.

" Johnson defines it as meaning—" The

Supreme Being ; a false god, an idol

;

any person or thing deitied, or too

much honoured." Now, when one of

the most learned of the controversialists

says—" It is an inadmissible definition

of God to say the term means an ob'

I'ect of religious worship," we must at

once feel that, rightly or wrongly,

elements beyond the mere significance

and value of Chinese words have been

imported into the discussion. Whatever

particular Chinese words may mean, or not mean, every intelligent Englishman knows
that the plain English word " god " does convey an idea very close to that of " an
object of religious worship," and that, in short. Dr. Johnson's definition is a very good
one. It is not, therefore, a question only for Chinese scholars. The most vital doctrines

m theology were rightly felt to be somehow at issue, in the question as to what terms

were to be used in teaching the truths of our holy religion, about the nature of God,
and the life of spirits.

As has been already hinted, a Chinese word or character, while fixed in form, is

somewhat variable, or rather undefined, in sense. The same symbol may stand for a

noun, singular or plural, or for a verb with a cognate meaning
;
gender is not denoted

;

there is no true declension, hardly anything like a conjugation ; and so the result of

A CHINESE DOCTOR.
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all this is frequent obscurity of meaning. It must be remembered also, that there is

no such distinction as we ensure by printing with capital letters. A Chinaman speak-

ing English after his own idiom will say, " My see two piecee man yesterday ; my see

two piecee man to-day ; my see two piecee man to-morrow," and his meaning perha^js

may be respectively, " I saw two women yesterday ; see them to-day ; " or " will see two

men (or women) to-morrow." In hearing such a colloquial statement, the environment

of facts, as in literature the context, must needs be our chief guide to interpretation,

and in abstruse subjects obscurity of phrase may become seriously misleading. Now it

seems as if this danger of falling into obscurity led the early missionaries to form

an almost morbid desire for pei'fect precision, a goal hardly possible to attain

within the limits of any language which has had a history of natural growth and

development. Neither Greek nor Latin presented the Christian apostles and fathers

Avith such terms ready to hand, as certain of the missionaries sought for m Chinese.

The niore important names that have been used in China for " God " may be tabulated

as foUows :

—

Chinese Names for "God."

1. Aloho. Used by the early Nestorians in China. Now abandoned.

2. Aloah. Was used by Mahommedans for " Allah." Now abandoned.

3. Shang-chu. Now almost abandoned.

4. Shaxg-tL Ancient Chinese word applied to the Supreme Power worshipped by

the Emperor. It seems to be a proper name, like Jehovah, Zeus, or Jove.

It was adopted for " God " by Morrison, Sir George J. Staunton, Professor

Legge, Chalmers, and Gutzlaff

5. Shin, or Shen. Used m native works with generic force of " God," and so m
Japan also, where it has been unanimouslj' adopted by the Protestant

missionaries and converts. In China it was adopted by Bridgman, Wells

WilHams, Bishops Russell and Boone, and others.

6. Tao. Used sometimes in China, Ijut it seems to have more the force of our

word " Nature."

7. Ti. (Also occurs in Shang-ti.) According to Professor liCgge, it signifies " Lord-

ship " and " government."

8. TiEN-CHU. Used by the Roman Catholics in China and Japan. The sect is

named in these countries the Tien-chio sect. The term means "Heaven,"

or "Heaven's Lord," and was fixed by authority of the Pope. It is also

used by some Jews in China.

As we have already indicated, while paramount importance is attached to the

written symbol in Chinese, a very inferior and secondar}' place is given to speech as a

mode of grave expression. Even in the ninth century, an Arab traveller noted this

great peculiarity, and he records that the Chinese " never answer at all to anything

that is not written." From this neglect of the colloquial, as an element in the higher

culture of the mind, arises its comparative poverty : which has to be made up for by

frequent writing in the air, or on the palms of the hands, during ordinary conversation.

Ihe spoken language consists of monosyllables, of which there are not many more than
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four hundred, distinct in sound, but varied by elocutionary inflections or " tones." These

have to be combined to make really distinctive words for colloquial purposes, as we

do in the case of such words as wood-man, wood-lai-k, wood-cock, wood-bine, &c. It

seems, too, from the fact that old rhymes remain good still, three thousand years after

they have been made, that in some respects, Chinese pronunciation has not undergone

such changes as other languages have passed through in much less time.

It seemed to Dr. (Sir J.) Bowring that the question of the name for God in

Chinese literature could thus be treated differently from that of a colloquial name, and

he therefore made the ingenious suggestion that the Greek S, the first letter in Theos,

the Greek word for God used in the New Testament, might be added to the copious

symbol-alphabet of China to denote God. Bishop Boone twitted the maker of the

proposition thus, " Could Dr. Bowring kneel down and pray to 0, '
1 0, have mercy

upon me ' ? This was witty, and helped, no doubt, to slay the proposal, which is no

longer within the range of present discussion ; but the broader objection is that no lofty

.system of religious thought can be permanently strangled by the conditions of an almost

fossil language. It is becoming very clear to observers of Chinese progress, that

Romanised and almost colloquial versions of the Bible are to become a new and most

powerful factor in the evolution of Chinese literature and speech.

AVhen England and her allies, America, France, and Russia, were brin!?inQ- the

resources of Western civilisation to bear upon the rather self-satisfied minds of the

Celestials at Tientsin in 1S58, Dr. and Mrs. Bridgman frequently entertained the

Ministers of those great Powers on their wa}^ and the learned doctor was of much
service to them in unravellii^ various laiotty matters, in translating official Chinese

documents into "Western languages, and in expressing diplomatic wants in scholarly

Chinese.

In ISGO, Dr. Bridgman's report on Bible translation was full of the joyful antici-

pation that the new version would soon be issued in all forms of type, but ere another

year had fled, this gi'cat and most modest scholar had no need to trouble himself with

any further wrangling about the name of God, for he was face to face with Him, know-

ing even as he was laiown. His Hebrew Bible was found on his study table lying open

at the twentieth chapter of the Prophecies of Isaiah, to which point his revision of

the Old Testament translation seems to have reached. The New Testament had been

carefully and completely revised before Bridgman was called to enter on his well-earned

rest. His wife (Eliza Jane Gillette, of New York) was an active enthusiast in education,

giving of her substance liberally, and establishing an excellent girls' school in Shanghai,

the first of its kind there. She died in China in 1871. Not only had Morrison's

colleague, Bridgman, lived to see the whole empire .shaken by a revolt that grew out of

missionary effort, through no fault of the missionaries ; but his eyelids only closed for

ever when the gates of the empire had been thrown widely open to the unfettered

preachmg and circulation of the Gospel. It was a short time for a vast work to have

been well done, and the change was not expected to occur so soon by the clearest-

Tisioned adept in Chinese affairs.
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While the Western Powers had been gently coercing China into the pleasant paths

ot civilisation, that venerable empire was seriously nienaccd from within, by the revolt

of the Taipings, who, as we saw in a previous chapter, had tirst acquired strength in

the southern parts of China. As repeated unsuccessful wars with foreign Powers lowered

the prestige of the Imperial Government, the rebellion rolled northward towards Pekin,

gathering volume and momentum in its progress. In 1858, the sky around Shanghai

was nightly lit up with the ruddy glare of burning villages. At last, in 1854, the town

where many of the missionaries had now their headquarters, passed into the hands of

the rebels, but the nearness of foreign armies and fleets prevented some of the horrors

which were witnessed elsewhere.

Dr. Lockhart, of the London ilissionary Society, opened a hospital there which

was of much service, bodily and spiritually, to the wounded from both sides of the fray,

and the doctor had many striking incidents to relate of his experiences during this

ten-ible period. Through his agency, rice was given to many of the starving people

during the siege, and a quantity of slightly damaged provisions, sent to him by

ji friend of the institution, were very thankfully accepted by the poor famished

Avretches to whom they were distributed. As the result of liberal assistance in the shape

of donations, an attempt was made to enlarge the hospital during hostilities, but the

work, as the doctor in his quiet way records, " had to be discontinued, the flight of

cannon-balls over the ground making the site unsafe." Meanwhile, religious services

wore regularly conducted by the missionaries, and many a sick or wounded soldier,

who had never before heard of the Saviour of mankind, had an opportunity of carrying

the message of salvation to friends in far-off provinces where the Word had never before

been heard. While this noble work was going on, the bullets of the opposing hosts

used often to whistle merrily through the crowded dispensary, but generally without'

doing injurj^ to any one, though several persons were struck by cannon-balls almost

within the precincts of the institution.

Dr. Lockhart jjerformed many serious and difficult operatioirs under these trying

conditions, with i-esults of the most satisfactoiy kind, causing much wonder. " At

certain times," he relates, " there were in the wards. Imperialists wounded by rebels,

rebels wounded by Imperialists, and rustics who had suffered from both parties ; but

there they all lived together in peace, receiving help themselves, and often and

cheerfully helping each other." Some of the cases seemed to show that Chinamen

have great powers of recovery. One of the most remarkable is thus recorded in the

doctor's narrative :
—

" A man was brought in one morning whom a Triad (or rebel)

had caught and tried to behead, taking him for an Imperial soldier. Unable to efiect

his purpose, owing to the man's struggles, he yet inflicted most severe injuries upon

him. The man had a wound on the forehead, which passed through the frontal bone,

and raised up a portion of it ; a wound on the face, through the malar bone and part

of the upper jaw ; another woinid on the lower part of the face, which cut through the

lower jaw ; two deep wounds in the neck ; one on each shoulder, one of which penetrated

the shoulder joint ; a wound at the back of the neck, exposing the vertebne of the

spine ; and one on the fore-arm, causing compound fracture of the ulna ; besides
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numerous severe flesh wounds on the body and limbs. The man had literally to be sewn

together again. After much suffering for more than three months he finally recovered."

Professor John Ker's last volume of sermons contains a very eloquent and im-

pressive discourse on " Things Passing and Things Permanent," in which the preacher

remarks that—" Christianity intensities social struggles by pouring new light upon

human rights and duties. The oppressed learn what belongs to them, and the oppi'essor

docs not yield without a conflict." That the nearly successful revolt of the Taipings

was due to the fermentation of Christian doctrine in the popular mind, with the

addition of a sense of m-ong sustained at the hands of the authorities, cannot admit

of doubt. It is very doubtful, however, whether justice has ever been done to those

who were the mainspring of this most formidable rebellion, one consequence of the

success of which would apparently have been the immediate opening-up of China to

all Western ideas and improvements. History never repeats itself, and the circum-

stances of China were in many respects very different from those of Japan ; but if

analogy is at all to be found in the opening-up of the countries, the speedy civilisa-

tion of China would have followed the success of the Taipings, whose views, though

fanatical and crude, were in the main modern and advanced. The excesses which

stained the latter stage of their career were no essential part of the movement, and

arc common to Oriental notions of warfare. Even Christian Russia is supposed not

to be free from the methods that critics so much deplore when employed by Chinese

fanatics.

The south of China is tenanted by those who in England might have repre-

sented the old Saxon element, when the Normans had been established firml}- in this

country. The conquerors of China came from the north, bursting at last through

the great Avail and all that it symbolised, and pouring like a flood over the laud.

We think of Chinamen as always wearing pigtails, but this custom dates from the

middle of the seventeenth century only, when the Tartar or Manchu coiffure was

imposed on the conquered. The new fashion was vigorously opposed by the southern

people for a long time, and many of the boatmen of the south—about Amoy and

Swatow—conceal their pigtails carefully under their turbans. The queue is now, how-

ever, " one of the most sacred characteristics of the black-haired race." Chinese settlers

in British territory, such as Hong Kong, and emigrants to our colonies, where, of

course, thej- can adopt any coifurc that pleases them, cling now to this very modern cus-

tom with all the conservative tenacity of their race. "Even their British-bom sons

and grandsons, reaching now to the third and fourth generations, steadily refuse to

lay aside the tail." Now one of the " innovations " of the rebels was to resort to the

old custom of their fathers, and by way of protest against the Manchus, to wear the

hair Ions'.

At that time, old residents in China say, corrui:)tion and bribery were very general

amongst the Mandarins, both high and low
;
justice was frequently bought and sold,

and there were many forms of oppression and extortion which tended to fan the ever-

glowing embers of disaffection into a fierce and all-devouring conflagration. It seems

that the pirates of the coast, whom the Western Powers had disturbed, joined the

40
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rebels in great force, and to this cause may partly be ascribed the horrors which

followed the army on its northward progress. As to the fanatical ideas of the Trinity

of chief men, one of whom was called the Prince of Peace and Plenty, and Brother

of Jesus Christ, little seems to be known of a quite reliable kind, and most of the

accounts that have been written are uncritical, and intensely coloured by natural and

pious horror of such blasphemy. But that is not history.

HunQ;-seu-Tseuen, the chief and leader, whom we have met with in this narrative

before as the reader of a tract, was a man of education and great energy, and quite

capable, had success attended him in overthrowing the Manchus, of establishing a tirni

and responsible government m China. The rebels had at first a certain fanatical zeal

which gave them an irresistible fury, and some

little moral strength ; but although they gained

access at the ports to copious stores of Western

arms and ammunition, which tended further to

demoralise the imperial troops opposed to them,

their growing rapacity and cruelty far more than

counterbalanced those advantages, and roused a

growing storm of resentful indignation among the

mercantile population, Chinese and foreign.

In ISGO, an American civilian named Ward

gamed high distinction by his most successful at-

tempt to raise and discipline a fresh Imperial force

of natives and aliens. Colonel Sir "W. F. Butler,

m his graphic sketch of Gordon, written for the

" English Men of Action " series, pays a well-merited

tribute to this energetic American organiser of what

was to be known as the " Ever-Victorious Army,"

who died while leading an assault at Xingpo in September, 1862, and who, in the

short, well-filled two years of his military life, fought about seventy battles without

once meeting defeat. AYard, who has been tar too much lost sight of amid the

dazzling lustre of his Enghsh successor Gordon, was, according to Colonel Butler, " un-

questionably a natural leader of men, a brave and skilful soldier, possessing all the

qualities which, had not death cut short his career, might easily have attained to a

reputation not inferior to that of Clive."

The English and French allies, after the Treaty of Pekin, aided the rather crest-

fallen Imperialists to clear the rebels from the vicinity of Shanghai, which was then

becoming the important centre of foreign trade it continues to be. Gordon was for a

time engaged in those operations, and as senior engineer followed up his ordinary duties

by an extensive and careful survey of the intricate network of creeks and canals v/hich

formed the chief gi-oundwork of the hostilities.

A serious defeat of the Imperialists at Tait-san in 1S63, resulting in the loss of

many European officers and privates, besides vast numbers of native soldiers, put into

the hands of Gordon, in his thbtieth year, the fate of the oldest and largest empire

GENERAL GORDON.
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in the world ; for this disaster was the direct occasion of Gordon's receivinsr full

powers to deal Avith the revolt. Li (or Li Hung Chang), who is often spoken of as

the Bismarck of China, and is still by far the most notable personage in the East,

was then Fu-tai, or Generalissimo, and to him Gordon promised to crush the rebels in

eighteen months from the end of March in 1863. The " Ever-Victorious Army " was

disbanded in June, 1864, but the Manchu dynasty, which the rebels desired to over-

throw, still retained the Dragon Throjie, and a month or two later peace once more

reigned in China, and not a rebel was anywhere to be seen. Such an undertaking

was not rashly or thoughtlessly entered upon by this Christian hero, and it required

for its successful carrying out a combination of qualities rarely found existing even

singly in diplomatist, soldier, or engineer.

Throughout the incidents of this rapid and unique campaign, the mercy, firmness,

and justice of Gordon were very conspicuous at all times, and many of the bravest

of the rebels themselves were soon glad to take arms under a commander whose

prestige was so lofty and whose pay Avas so certain. He Avas Avont to carry nothing in

his hand but a bamboo cane or rattan, and, seeing him exposed in the thick of battle

to imminent danger Avith no other Aveapon of defence, many of the natiA^es thought

that Gordon's life Avas a charmed one, and that the modest bit of bamboo exercised a

magic influence over the fray, like that of the uplifted hands of Lloses.

As Colonel Butler very vividly shows, the area occupied by the hitherto triumphant

rebels Avas perceived by Gordon, Avith all its intricacies, to be " only a big chess-board,

its vast maze-Avork making it all the better for the man who first learns it by heart;

and these creeks and cross-creeks Avill be so many parallels and trenches for sappingf

up to the very heart of the revolt, for turning cities, taking positions in reverse, and,

aboA-e all, for using the poAver Avhich steam gives for transporting men, stores, and

munitions along these navigable AvaterAvays."

One of the chief difficulties in the management of such troops as Gordon had

imder his command is that after gaming a victory, however incompletely, they always

Avish to retire for a little from the field to be among their friends, in order to strut about

as heroes and get some mild enjojanent out of the spoils they have taken. After these

have been used up and the slender pay exhausted, the Chinese brave is ready to

resume Avarfare Hke a giant refreshed.

A little steamer, the Hywn, Avith its crew of forty men, came to be of much service

to the Imperialists in Gordon's hands. The rebels in great strength held a rich

district m Avhich lay the old city of SoochoAv, a place very lovely in itself, most beautifully

situated near the Great Lake, and Avhich Chinamen, indeed, are wont to say is in

relation to this earth Avhat Paradise is to the realms of the unseen. Gordon, by a

cleverly planned and cautiously executed bit of strategy, passed up country by a series

of loop canals, and, suddenly appearing from an unexpected quarter, broke up and

dissipated an immense force of the rebels, Avho thought there Avas something imcanny

about the man and his strange new nautical machine. Such a move Avas certainly

unique in the annals of Chinese tactics, and Colonel Butler, who enters into interesting

military details, says: "This Avas perhaps the most strikmgly representative feat of
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Gordon's peculiar genius for war—quick to catch, resolute to act, knowing tlie power

of rapid movement against a demoralised foe, and realising the enormous effect which

the unexpected can produce even with the slenderest means."

It was a curious circumstance that an English soldier, and a most earnest and some-

what fanatical Christian, should, in the Providence of God, be the means of desti'oying

a movement which English opium and Christianity had been the means of initiating.

Su" John Davis says, in an appendix on the Taiping Rebellion, contained in his work

LANDING OF GOEDON S CEEW FROM THE HYSOy^.

on China: "There can be no doubt whatever of the existing insiuTection in China

having been the result of our own Avar. A Manchow general, in his report, distinctly

stated that ' the number of robbers and criminal associations is very great in the two

Kwang provinces, and they assemble without difficulty to create trouble ; all which

arises from that class having detected the inefficiency of the Imperial troops during

the war with the English barbarians. Formerly they feared the troops as timers ; of

late they look on them as sheep. Of the multitudes of irregulars who were disbanded

on the settlement of the barbarian difficulty, very few returned to their original occu-

pations—most of them became robbers.' He observes that ' the armj- has never recovered

from the effects of the want of success in the harharian business' (as they call our
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war) :
' tlie troops regard retreat on the eve of battle as established custom, and the

abandonment of their posts as an ordinary affair.' " This view was also supported by

Consul Meadows, and, indeed, by every one conversant with the affairs of China. Sir

John is emphatic, that although the chief of the rebels had received lessons

in the rudiments of our religion, his followers were "no more like Christians than

Mahomet was like a Jew." "When told by Meadows that the English must remain

neutral, they rephed that they were under the special protection of Heaven. Their

great opponent, Gordon, had a similar conviction, but in his case the belief appeared

better grounded, and the Taipings were destroyed by the sword to which they appealed.

That excellent military authority, Colonel Sir AVUliam F. Butler, thus sums up
the value of Gordon's work :

" The service rendered by Gordon to the Chinese was

very great. His presence gave vigour to (heir plans, thought to their councils, rapidity

to their movements, courage to their soldiers. He climbed to a far higher standpoint

than they ever could have atiamed to, and surveyed the entire theatre of the struggle
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from an eminence they could not reach. In fact, he taught the Chinese how to make

war, and, what is still more important, how to end war. His blows were struck in vital

places, and followed each other with a rapidity that left the enemy no time for reparation.

He suited his strategy to the peculiar nature of the country, and timed his tactics in

exact accord with the habits of his enemy. Indomitable resolution, inexhaustible

resource, sleepless activity, were his master qualities."

Hung-Seu-Tsuen, the rebel king, whose avowed aim was to overthrow idolatry and

the ilanchu rulers, and to establish the authority of the Bible, in token of which he

claimed to have received a seal and a sword from Heaven, died in 1!S64, and with him

all outward traces of the gi-eat revolt soon disappeared, though man}- believe that there

are still smouldering embers, that may one day mount again into flames. Be this as

it ma}-, there is now a strong native Church in Chma, and it is impossible to conceive

of any movement of the kind receiving Christian recognition or encouragement.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

THE PRINTING PRESS AS A MISSION AGENCY.

Samuel Wells Williams— '• Called to his W'ork "—A Missionary Printer—Chinese Books and Printing—Paper

—

Movable Types—Scholarship—Plea for the Roman Alphabet in China—Reverence for Printed or

Written Words—The Lettered Paper Pasoda—Williams' Printing Office— Distribution of Tracts and

Bibles—Career of Williams—Review of his Character and Work—The American Presbyterian Jlission

—The Rev. James Webster—Power of the Press.

rr^O a Christian mind, accustomed to take for granted the conditions of intellectual and
-L religious activity Avhich exist within the familiar regions permeated and suftused by

an old Christian civilisation, it is difficult to do justice to the peculiar obstacles met Avitli

by the little but strong band of soldiers of the Cross who had invaded the Empire of

China.

To such an one it seems very easy and simple for an earnest man to jn-each the

Gospel to any heathen people when the mere language of that people has once been

mastered. In Judsea, in Greece, and in Rome, as amongst the European nations, public

speaking has always held an important place in popular estimation, and the living voice

of the orator has even had a notable influence in determining policy aftecting the gravest

interests of the State. But in China silence has ever been specially golden ; though we

sometimes read in history of grave debates, and the never-failing popularity of the

street story-teller shows a possibility that the spoken tongue may one da}- become a

great power in the country. The Chinese brain uses the pen rather than the tongue,

however
; and preaching has, of necessity, often been felt to be an adjunct of the

press rather than the chief instrument of spreading the truth through the land. Thus
the press came very naturally to attract the attention of the early missionaries

to China, as an engine absolutely requisite for the rapid and eSiective diffusion of
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Clu'istian teaching, and unsuccessful experiments were made in various directions,

which, however, left, at the least, a useful residuum of dearly purchased experience.

When a strong and urgent need has arisen in the history of Christian warfare against

superstitious darkness, Providence has not usually withheld suitable human instruments

to supply the want. It was not in this case long after the emergency was perceived

to exist, when there appeared in the field a man eminently fitted by hereditary training,

natural capacity, and power of diligent and concentrated a2:)plication, to link modern

practical ideas in a conservative fashion to the primitive methods of Chinese printing,

and in such a way as to win the approval and even admiration of native scholars, while

securing the speedy furtherance of aggressive missionary effort amongst the people.

One of the leading citizens of Utica (U.S.A.) at the beginning of this century, was

Colonel William Williams, a publisher of Bibles and other books, an Elder in the

Presbyterian Church, and superintendent of the first Sunday-school organised in

Utica. The Colonel married a Miss Wells, and the worthy couple were in course of

time blessed with a family of fourteen. Mrs. Williams was a lady of some culture, a

" working believer," and of very marked zeal in behalf of the cause of foreign

missions, then interesting the Churches in' America in a special manner. The story

is told that on one occasion, when the collecting plate was passed along the pew on

behalf of that object, she was dismaj'ed to find herself without money, but put into the

Lord's treasury a slip of paper on which the words were pencilled, " I give two of

my sons." Years afterwards two of her sons responded to this solemn consecration,

one of them going out to Turkey as a missionary, and the other to China, as we have

to relate in this chapter.

Samuel Wells ^^'illiams, born at Utica (Now York) in 1812, when a boy once heard

his Sunday-school teacher speak with such tender emotion about the spiritual darkness

of the heathen peoples, that a strong desire arose within his bosom to become a

missionary and go to their help. The desire does not seem to have ripened into a

fixed resolution all at once, and he passed through most of the experiences of boyhood

and youth, getting into scrapes and tasting the bitterness of discipline, dabbling in

universal science, and leaning with a very strong bias to natural history. His youthful

letters abound in allusions to mineral hammers, crystals of carbonates, and so forth, and

in after-life he retained a keen eye for scientific observation. At last his school course

drew to a close, and the career of a botanist was that which seemed most to captivate

his fancy; but a call was to come to him of a different kind.

Far away in China one or two anxious men were puzzling over a great problem.

It had begun to be clearly seen, that if the messengers of the Cross were to succeed in

their mission there, the press would have to be freely and intelligently used to prepare

books for circulation over the land. But, as we have seen in a previous chapter, it was

not easy to get respectable and competent natives even to teach their language to

foreigners, and it seemed hardly possible to organise and work a printing press without

the help of experts, not only in mechanical details, but also in the language itself.

People in America interested themselves in the solution of the problem, and at last a

Presbyterian congregation in New York (Bleecker Street) sent to China a printing press,
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with type and other requisites, " in recognition of the need of books as aids in evangel-

isins: the heathen."

Colonel ^^'illialns was asked to select a properly qiiahfied young man to superintend

the new printing office in China, and without hesitation the good man singled out

his own son Wells for the duty. It was not a very brilliant appointment from a

worldly point of view, to be sure, and at that time a journey to China was still a

serious business. After a night chiefly spent in prayer and meditation, young Wells

replied to his father in the following letter :—

•

"Troy, A2)ril 23, 1832.

"Dear Father,—Perhaps, from the short length of time that has elapsed since I

received your last, you may think that I have not sufficiently considered the question,

'Will you go?' It is, I must say, a very important question when its bearings are

considered. But did you, my dear father, know the tendency of my thoughts on this

subject, and what they had been since a year had passed away, this question Avould be

different. To come to the point. If one objection can be done away to my satisfaction,

I will go. This is : is it possible, after the course is finished here in October, to learn

the printer's ti'ade sufficiently well to take charge of such an undertaking ? I should not

be willing to leave here till the course and tours " (geological and botanical) " were all

finished. For chemistry and botany have a great bearing, and a very useful one, upon

the common occurrences of life. Now if, after these were through, I could sufficiently

leam that part of the trade which I do not know, I am willing, and indeed would

esteem it a privilege, thus to serve the cause of Jesus. . . . Such is the result of

what I have thought on the subject. Yet I would say (not by any means that I wish

to be excused), why would not Shepard be a better one to go ? So deeply has the

love of the works of God, and through them, Hmi, got imbued into me—and is almost

now a second nature—that I fear, if I went, anj' object of natural history would interest

me more than anything else. If this takes place, it will alter my course of life, which

was to be a naturalist. . . ."

He wrote also at a later date to Dr. Anderson, who had to do with the appointment,

objecting to the hastening of his departure, and stating his opinions fully. In that

letter the following passages occur :
—

" I would not wish to have a longer time than

reasonable, but if it is necessary absolutely to go by next fall or sjjring, I must say that

I cannot possibly be ready. I cannot obtain a sufficient knowledge of the business to be

able to do any one justice, and you would not wish to send one who was incompetent.

In that short space of time I would have to learn all the pressman's and foreman's

department, and also other small matters, though these would be the princijial. All

the knowledge I have of the printing trade has been learnt by stealth, while engaged

in other employments. The whole would therefore have to be reviewed or learned. . .

I believe that I have, by the light which God has given us in the Bible, examined

this question, and as far as I am acquainted with my o^vn heart, I am willing to go.

Many doubts and difficulties arise, and also many first impressions of times and places

which are dear are to be considered. But I also look at the other side and see
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three-fourths of the world in a state of heathenism or half-idolatry—then that side

of the scale weighs heaviest. . . The reasons, however, why I could not be ready

as soon as you wish, you have above. I also think that if I could wait even a

stni longer time than specified it would be better, as nineteen is a young period of

life to be sent on such an expedition If I should go I should expect to

collect specimens m natural history, as that is my favourite pursuit ; the study of

nature is a pleasant one, and carries its own reward along with it."

The little difficulty as to the time of departure to his new sphere was soon got

over, and he was formally, but veiy heartily, accepted by the American Board as a

missionary printer for China. To the varied experience which he had been steadily

A STREET IS PEKIN.

acquiring from boyhood, of which he himself thought and wrote so modestly, he now

very diligently added much special knowledge likely to prove serviceable to him in

'• running " a well-equipped printing-office in China. In making this novel appointment

to the mission field, the Board had publicly recognised the necessity of such an

adjunct to preaching as the prmted utterances of the missionary could best supply.

Probably they did not at first perceive the full significance which such an enterprise

had for China—the potency of the press in giving a new and rehgious bias to

an ancient civilisation, moulded by literary influences on piu-ely literary models.

In April, when he hoped to sail, we find him writing to his parents (the

Colonel had married a second time) :
" I hardly realise the fact that I am going as

yet, though as the time draws near, it comes up before me in pretty glowing

colours, the vividness of which sometimes almost startles me. But turn the page

and consider the object—to evangehse the world ; consider the immediate portion of
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labour, the mighty population of China now at this time shaking to its very centre,

and these are enough to recall to mind the fact that he who has hold of the

plough has but one way to look."

A wealthy and hberal merchant, Mr. Olyphant, was mentioned in an earlier

chapter as having done much to originate missions in China. This same great-

hearted firiend of the cause had a ship named after the pioneer of Chinese missions,

and Ln the Morrison—a good omen for the young printer !—the Rev. Ira Tracy

and Williams duly set sail from New York, casting anchor at Whampoa, near Canton,

in October, 1833. Foreign life in China during those days, ere the Opium Wars

had done their harsh but useful work, was cruelly restricted, and the new arrivals

were, of course, consigned to the tender mercies of a Chinese " hong " merchant,

who was held responsible to the Mandarins for their orderly and peaceable conduct.

The three hundred or so of Western foreigners who were then in China, lived, like

the Dutch in Japan, strictly by themselves in a ver\- close and narrow district,

unbearable in the summer-time, while they had an ill-defined legal position in the

land, and hardly any rights at all. All official business had to be done thi'ough

the medium of the body of hong merchants, who had a monopoly of foreign trade,

and let their premises to the unhappy foreigners. Some of them were large-hearted

and intelligent men, representing, indeed, the advance guard of Chinese civilisation,

but these were exceptional, and did not always receive the support of their official

countrymen. Mr. Williams gives an interesting account of the arrangement that pre-

vailed on his arrival in China :
—

" These merchants were the intermediaries between

the Chinese authorities and foreigners. When the foreigners wished anything from

the Chinese, the plan was to draw up a petition and take it to a certain gate of

the city known as the Oil Gate, where it was received by a policeman or some low

official who was generally at hand. But sometimes the hong merchants refused to

receive or transmit said petitions. On one occasion a Scotchman named Inncs, a

man of great energy, brought a petition to the Oil Gate, but the hong merchants,

having got a hint of its pm-port, refused to recei^-e it. He waited at the gate all

day, but they persisted in their refusal. As night approached he gave orders to his

boy to go and fetch his bed, as an indication that he intended to stop there all

night ; and when the merchants came to know that, they received his petition. On
another occasion before my arrival, Mr. Jardine, the head of Jardine, Matheson and Co.,

having taken a petition to the gate in question, received rather hard usage, some

one having struck him a rap on the head. He, however, never stirred or gave any

indication that the blow had Imrt him, from which circumstance he came to be

known and spoken of by the Chinese, during all his subsequent stay in China, as

tret tow hi slia, 'the iron-headed okl rat.'"

In another letter, of a later date, he throws a fresh side-light on the state of affairs

between the Western nations and that China of the Old World which exists no longer :

—

" When one looks back on the then state of things, it is difficult to understand how
we could have been there so long, and yet have known so little about the people and

been loiown so little by them. When Canton was thrown open to foreigners, as late
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as 1858, some missionaries went intt) tlic city and fuund Chinese who had never seen

a foreigner, who had never heard that places for preaehing had been opened, who did

not think it possible that any foreigner could speak Chinese."

Williams found in Bridgnian, whom he succeeded as editor of the Chinese liepository,

a warm and most sympathetic friend, and a genial but uncompromising critic. Indeed,

the highly cultivated literary gifts of the latter were not without a happy reflex

intiuonco on Williams' stylo of composition, which rapidly improved under such able

tuition. Encouraged by his preceptor, Williams at last made an ambitious flight,

attempting to picture life in a Chinese slum after the model of Charles Lamb's famous
'• Essay on Roast Pig." But unfortunately the reading of this brilliant eftbrt at fine

writing brought tears of imrestrained laughter down Bridgman's good-natured cheeks,

and he besought the crestfallen young author, by all that he held in reverence, to

return to the sober prose of real life. Williams's great Dictionary of Chinese was,

})crhaps, the fruit of this rough but well-timed coercion into sanity and science, for, as

his filial biographer, with perfect accuracy and justness, remarks, " the terse and direct

ipiality of his dictionary definitions has received the commendations of multitudes of

students, and contributed directly to the advancement of philology."

A month or so after his arrival in Canton, Mr. Williams wrote to America, and

mentions the first convert, Liang A-fah, " a venerable looking man about fifty years old

;

his countenance expresses benevolence, and at first view you are prepossessed." He
tells also, without any thought of the grave results that were to follow, of Liang

A-fah's success in circulating some of his books (which he himself wrote, engraved,

and printed) amongst the candidates for literary degrees. This good man, who had

been led to the light b}' reading the blocks he was engaged in engravmg for Morrison,

" got some coolies to take his boxes into the hall, and there he dealt out the Word
of Life as fast as he could handle them [.s/c], to intelligent 3'oung men."

Along with the same communication, specimens of tracts or booklets were sent,

which could be furnished, he wrote, in any cpiantity—after the blocks from which

they were printed had been paid for—at one cent per cop}-, including paper, silk,

and ink.

A word or two on Chinese books and printing may here be useful. In very early

times, scrolls of silk or cotton cloth were used in place of books, and such are still

to be seen hung up on interiors everywhere—in temi^le, hospital, or dwelling-house.

The works of Confucius, and other writings of his times, seem to have been first

transmitted as "rude marks made on boards with red ochre." When Buddhism
came to China, its sacred writings were contained on sheets of palm-leaf or thin laths

of bamboo, and these were contained, loosely piled up, in boxes. After these slips had
buen written upon, they received a thin coating of a hard, resinous kind of varnish,

and many of them have been so well preserved by this method, that Buddhist waitings

m the Sanskrit and Pali languages, belonging to the earliest jjeriods of their use in

China, arc frequently found at the present day, looking almost as fresh as when they

were first written.

Just as the priests and missionaries of the Indian cult began to circulate their
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doctrines freely among the Chinese people, the ti'ansition ft-om boxes of loose sheets to

the bound volume seems to have been made, during the time of the Tang dynasty, in

the seventh century of our era.

Paper was invented in the first or second century of the Christian era, and was

made from fibres of the bamboo beaten into a j^ulp. That graceful plant—now so

popular an element ha our own ornamentation—is the classical emblem of literature

in China, supplying from its inner layers the material for the making of paper, and

yielding up its tubular twigs to form shafts for hair-brushes. Great varieties of paper

are now made, many of them being of excellent quality, and of an exquisite fineness

and transparency—like silk-gauze.

The pens used for writing were at one time made from fine tubes of bamboo,

split at the points like our quill pens ; but about three centuries before our era the

hair-pencil came into use, and is now universally employed throughout the land for

all the uses to which a pen is put in our country. The writer holds the pencil per-

pendicularly as if he were going to prick the paper. An old traveller tells us that

"The Chineses always write from top to bottom, and begin their first letter where ours

ends ; so that to read their books, the left page nuist first be sought for, which

with them is the beginning. Their paper being very thin, and almost transparent,

they are fain to double it, for fear lest the letters do run one into another when they

wi'ite on the back side ; but these doubled leaves are so even that one can hardlj'

perceive it."

In prmting a book, movable types were not employed till the missionaries initiated

the change ; indeed, it hardly seemed practicable to make types for an alphabet of some

thirty or forty thousands of characters. An old-fashioned Chinese book is an almost

perfect facsimile of what the author himself wrote, or of the penmanship of the scribe

who copied for him or wrote at his dictation. Written out on properly sized sheets of

the gauze-like paper we have described, the original manuscript is, sheet by sheet,

firmly and evenly glued on to the blocks which are to be printed from, and when the

white un-\n-itten surface has been neatly cut away by a wood engraver, it is passed into

the hands of the printer, and the rest is merely a matter of good ink and careful

printing. Illustrations to the text generally involve no extra expense, unless they are of

a character requiring unusual technical skill. The number of blocks required will be

exactly as many pages as the printed book should contain, with the addition of title-

page, and while the risk of fire and expense of storage involved disadvantages, it must
be admitted that there is no need to run the risk of printing a large issue till it is

called for ; and, of course, proof reading is not required. Imagine a modern political

orator having to send the manuscript of his oration to be printed facsimile in the

morning dailies ! How carefully ft-amed would each sentence be, how calmly the fire

of partisan spirit would glow under the apprehension of a criticism of which there

could be no verbal evasions. May this not be the secret of the strange and persisting

survival of Chinese institutions ?

With all its good qualities, Chinese paper is not very durable, and the great Avorks,

and even the extensive libraries, which so much excite the admiration of Western scholars.
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have to be renewed (in facsimile) from time to time. Mildew and insects soon make

havoc among the thoughts of sages and the doings of statesmen, if their evil influence

is not constantly counteracted by vigilant airing and dusting.

Mr. Samuel Dyer seems to have been the tirst to adopt movable types in the

printing of Chinese works, but Wells Williams brought the whole machinery of book-

making to great perfection, and the work done under his auspices was noted for its

thoroughness and accuracy. But such results as he attained to were not reached without

toil and tears. His first printers were the descendants of Portuguese from Macao, and

he had to acquire their language as a first step. By-and-bye he was driven from

Canton to Macao, and on returning to Canton, in I80G, his house and office, with three

presses, 7,000 printed books, and extensive founts of costly Chinese and other type,

were destroyed by fire.

Chinese civilisation is essentially bookish. It is not so stiff and unchangeable as

many suppose it to be, and progress can be detected all through its history, unless for

one brief period of almost retrogression. But reform must be based on literary precedents,

and be effected by literary machinery. The people are by no means impotent, and the

high officials are only too apt to curry popular favour by their measures and judgments,

but the real power is at present in the hands of the literati.

Scholarship is, indeed, the ultimate basis, all through tlie empire, of political power

and social influence, and the son of the humblest peasant may freely compete for the

highest academical titles—the empire ringing ^vith the honoured names of the wranglers

for the year, who hold a greater place in the hearts of their countrymen than even the

fortunate members ot' the crew in the annual boat-race of the universities obtain in

England. It has already been related how one of the famous people of antiquity

was a iiirmer's boy, too poor to buy oil for his lamp, and too busy with farm work to

be able to study in daylight, who collected fireflies, and placing them in a rush cage,

read the ancient masters by their pale glow.

And yet reading is less general an accomplishment than one would expect from

such favourable conditions, and women are very seldom taught to read at all. A
great authority on Chinese education, Dr. Martin, estimates the proportion of reading

Avomen as one in ten thousand. In the northern provinces of China, education is much
more general than in the south, but still it is estimated that in the north less than ten per

cent,—perhaps only live per cent.—of the population can read. It is hoped that the

introduction of the Roman alphaliet for the use of the common people will in course

of time remedy this condition. ^Ir. Cibson of Amoy thus sums up the question as to

the use of Roman letters for the common people, to whom ordinary book Chinese is

an almost dead language :

—

" If an alphabet is to be used, there can be no doubt that the Roman is

the simplest and clearest. It is also that in which there is at command the

largest and least costly supply of printing material. Are there any objections to its

use ?

" There is a strong prejudice among the Chinese—not against the Roman letters, but

in favour of the Chinese characters. Let us not blame them. They have, as it were,
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been born to a profound and inireasoning veneration for these picturesque symbols. It

has been a sliock and surprise to them to discover that there are in the world many

books beside their ovm, and they can hardly bring themselves to speak of anything else

as ' letters.' As servants of Christ, we are not to deal harshly with national prejudices,

even \vhen least enlightened. . . . But let us not exaggerate the national prejudice.

It is generally supposed that the Chinese are an eminentlj' stolid people, wedded to

their old ways, and lo(i]<iug with a suspicious eye on new methods. There is some

truth in this view, but it is often pressed too far. The Chinese have a keen eye for

what is useful, whether it be new or old. Newness is not in itself a recommendation,

although in China, as elsewhere, it serves to attract attention. The ne^v thing must

show its credentials and prove its usefulness. But when it has done so it finds ready

access to the Chinaman's heart. Steamers have long established themselves in his

affections by keeping down the price of rice ; telegraphs and even railways are winning

their way; modern science, under the name of 'Ancient Learning,' is already installed

as a special subject in the public examinations ; and in a country where ' safety

matches ' are supplanting the historic flint and steel, we need not despair of the

future of the Eoman alphabet."

We have already alluded to the reverence shown by the Chinese for any scraj)

of paper on which words or letters have been printed oi: written. ilrs. Lyall, a

missionary lady residing at Swatow, relates how this fact was once strongly im-

pressed upon her own mind. It had been a rainy day, the walks were very muddy, and

when the teacher from whom .she was acquiring the language arrived, she laid down
an old newspaper at the doorway to save the matting from his miry shoes. To

her surprise, he begged to be excused from treading even on foreign "characters,"

but rested his feet on the unprinted edge, and readily trod upon a clean sheet of

white paper laid down for him. This led her to ask him for further information

on this subject, which she records thus :

—
" In most towns and villages throughout

China may be seen a large stone-like furnace, about ten feet high, built in the shape

of a pagoda, with a small opening in front. This is called the 'Lettered Paper

Pagoda.' There may be one or more, according to the size of the village. This

small pagoda receives all the useless paper of the village people. The village elders

engage, and pay by public subscription, a man whose business it is to search the

market places, streets, by-ways, and even the drains, for every bit of printed, stamped,

and written paper. The soiled pieces are carefully washed and dried, and then

carried to the furnace and burned. On convenient occasions the ashes are collected

and carried off with state, often attended by a procession of the principal men of

the village, and thrown into the river or sea. Boats vie with each other for the

honour of bearing so precious a cargo to the mouth of the river, or out to sea,

where it is thrown overboard in the direction of the current or of the outsroiny-

tide, to be mingled with the waters of the great deep. Happy the boat with such a

cargo, for they believe that good luck will be sure to follow it." The old pundit

went on to relate how those who were sacrilegious enough to put paper containing

characters to any common use would be struck blmd, while their descendants would
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remain ignorant, and never would distinguish themselves by the attainment of literary

degrees.

" In olden times," continued her heathen instructor, " people knew nothing about

reverencing letters, but gradually came to know their duty from noticing that any

place in which printed paper was stored was safe from fire and flood, and that families

who respected it prospered, and their children became wise and honoured. "Once

upon a time there was a merchant who entertained great reverence for letters, and

carefully preserved every bit of paper that came in his way, regardless of the jeers

of his neighbours. One day a terrible tire broke out in his city, destroying a large

part of it. The shoj^s on either side of him and those in front and behmd, belonging

CHIXESE SCHOOL. (Frovi a, native Dnitcing.)

to persons who had made themselves meny at his expense, wei'C burned to the

ground, while his shop, in which he had stored the paper, alone remained uninjured.

By such lessons as this did the Supreme Euler teach the nation to regard and reverence

the printed and written symbols of our language."

While the reverence of the Chinese for letters is very profound, there is perhaps a

qualifying influence, .such as is expressed in our proverb, " familiarity breeds contempt,"

for the majority of the people are satisfied with learning enough to meet the ordinaiy

wants of life, in this respect presenting a great contrast to the people of Japan, who
are gi-eat readers. Indeed, few of the urban population in that country are to be

found who cannot read ordinary popular literature fluently.

Some of the peculiarities of printing offices in China are revealed m a lively

sketch which occurs in one of Williams' letters to a friend. . He writes :

—

" I have one of the oddest printing offices you can possibly imagine ; 'tis quite unique,
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I am sure, in its way. In the first place there are the Chinese types, which are arranged

on frames on the sides of the room, so as to expose their faces, for they must all be

seen to be found. There are sixty cases of the large type—which is about the size of

four-line Pica—and there are upwards of 25,000 tj'pes, hardly any two of which are

alike. The small type stands on frames, one case above another, and justifies with the

Great Primer, being contained in twenty cases, all so arranged that the type stands on

the base, exposing all the faces. So much for the Chinese type, wliicli fills up half the

room. There is one clumsy English press of iron, and three composing stands. But

IXTEKIOE OF A CHINESE TEJiriiE.

my workmen are really the most singular part of the office furniture. There is a

Portuguese compositor, who knows not a word of English and hardly a CQiinesc character,

yet sets up a hook containing both. ... A Chinese lad, who knows neither Portu-

guese nor English, sets Chinese types, and does his part pretty well. Lastlj^ a Japanese,

who knows nothing of English, Portuguese, or Chinese (hardly), picks out the various

characters, and makes plenty of errors. ... I am sometimes much amused at the

mutual endeavours of my motley group to hold intercour.se."

In spite of all these hindrances, great correctness of printing was maintained in the

establishment, and almost eveiy work which proceeded from that humble office is now
rare, and to some extent valuable. But it was not only as printer, editor, and author

that our missionary busied himself. Some of Dr. Williams' early letters—as contained

41
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in Lis Life Avritten by his son, and recently published—give as vivid pictures of Chinese

village life as any we have seen. Here is one to the Rev. Rufus Anderson, dated from

Macao, 1830, and containing a graphic record of the way in which books were given and

received in the south of China before the Taiping rebellion arose :

—

" Mr. Lay, the agent of the British and Foreign Bible Society, has been living with me
for the last two months. We have, during that time, taken two or three interesting excur-

sions in the vicinity of Macao, intending to spend the whole day in visiting the Chinese

scattered about there, and distribute among them the iiooks we carried. We were rowed

across by women—wiio here, as elsewhere in China, perform this laborious business—and

landing among a group of huts, belonging to the tishevmen frequenting the waters here-

abouts, we started for a village seen in the distance. The day was ijiost pleasant, and

our way through the paddy-fields and among the faryi.-houses was cnli\-ened by the

singing of birds and the playful children who ran out of the hou.ses to see us pass.

The supposed village, however, proved to be only a cluster of half a dozen substantial

brick houses, in which we found a few females, who treated us quite civilly, and one

man engaged in sweeping rice on the threshing-floor. He accepted the proffered book

very readily, and invited us into his domicile to rest awhile. The house within did

not comport, in our estimation, with its exterior effect ; the walls were barren of

everything, saving a few inscriptions ; the floor was the cold and naked earth ; and

the room in which we sat was half filled with agricultural implements, rice, potatoes,

and tables. A partition divided this from the kitchen and bed-chamber, and on it

was placed the household tablet fur ancestors, with incense sticks btu-ning before it.

We endeavoured to direct the attention to- the worship and the God spoken of in

the book just given him, and then left him, greatly to the mortification of his wife,

who had been busying herself to make lis some tea ever since we came in, but whose

despatch did not equal our haste.

" We were now at a loss where next to go. No village was in sight except at

a great distance, and the bag of books was too heavy to carry back again. AMiile still

in this half-settled frame of mind, we saw a bevy of females sitting by the wayside

resting^ from their biu'dens. We made towards them, and found their loads to consist

of dried grass procured from the mountains for use in the kitchen during \j-inter. This

unsubstantial fuel was bound up in faggots proportioned to the strength of the carrier,

and hung at either end of a pole laid on the shoulder, in which manner these indus-

trious women had already brought it several miles, and their homes were yet a good

distance. They were rather reserved at our first salutation, but soon became sociable,

so, opening our bag of books, we asked an active lad who had joined the group to

read aloud one of the Gospels. He read a few lines, when the volume was taken from

him by a man standing behind and looking over his shoulder. By this time the number

of people had considerably increased, from those passing by with faggots sto]iping to see

the foreigners, and we were soon quite hedged about with bundles of grass. Applications

for books were now general, and the same boy who had before read to us was now
engaged in preferring requests in behalf of the Avomen ; but they seeing our stock

rapidly diminishing, cast aside further bashfulness and themselves came up to get tracts.
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jiffirming tluit they had hnsliands and sons at home who could read if they could not.

Theii- petitions were not to be resisted, and our bag was soon empty, which ctdled

forth loud expressions of disappointment from some of them. ' So few books for so

many people 1 Why did you not bring more ?
" . . . l^efore we separated there had

probably fifty people collected, and every one behaved as kindly to us as the same

number of lilce persons would in any part of the world. The influence of the females

was apparent in restraining all rudeness. One young fellow of about twenty, who was

juiablc to read, came to me for a book, but was laughed at so heartily by them for

applying, that he straightway took up his biu'den and walked off hsistily. I was making

a comparison between those of them whose feet were as nature made them, and those

with whom they had been cramped in fashion's vice, giving my judgment, of course,

in favour of the former. The comparison seems to have been made at rather an

unfortunate instant, for what I said was heard by one just hobbling by, and she, to

show that I was no judge of such matters, set out to run with her load, which experiment

nearly overthrew the poor girl, and excited the merriment of those sitting near us. . . .

One intelligent-looking man, after glancing over a volume of Scripture given to him,

bca'an in a loud voice to inform those around of the tenour of their contents. He

declared they taught the practice of virtue, that men should be good, and once made a

reference to the name of Jesus, when I reminded him of it, in a manner that one does

when a thing is momentarily forgotten. This movement on his part was so voluntary

that we were much pleased with the attention and the thought it betokened."

In one exciu-sion, Wells met a Chinese ship-carpenter who had sailed to London,

liombay, and other places in opium-vessels, and who had been in the habit of giving

Bibles as his customary New Year gift to his I'ricnds or relatives. Some of them lived

for off in the interior, and they, he believed, had read the books. The carpenter took

with him some tracts to give to the schoolmaster of his village.

In the same letter there is a quite unvarnished picture of a Chinese hamlet, with

its environment of nature, for which the writer had ever a keen eye :
—

" The men were mostly in the fields, and the women and children wTrc indeed

<lirt}' and ragged enough. Filth and misery appear everywhere to be concomitants of

lieathenism ; a Christian peasant strives to make his poverty clean and wholesome,

while a heathen is content to live in such wretchedness and mire as put the more

cleanly beasts of the forest to blush. The cabins here were mostly liTiilt of mud
plastered, and at a distance they appeared very pretty, embosomed as they were in

a grove of bamboos. The buffaloes were alarmed at our approach, and were mchned

to make closer observation of us than was altogether agreeable. They arc a larger

animal than the cow, but much coarser in appearance and dirtier in habits, deUght-

ing to wallow in the mire like swine. Near this village we found the tallow-tree

growing, a most beautiful tree in its foliage and shape. The tallow envelopes the seed,

and is separated by boiling in hot water, whence it is taken floating from the top

and rim into candles. These are covered with a coat of vermilion, and have the

property of never becoming hard."

Besides extensive contributions to the Chinese Repository, Williams published
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" Easy Lessons in Chinese," in 1842 ;
" An English and Chinese Vocabulary in the

Court Dialect," in 1844 ; and in the same year " The Chinese Commercial Guide."

Twelve years afterwards he issued the first edition of his " Tonic Dictionary of the

Canton Dialect;" and in 1874 his great dictionary of the Chinese language was

published.

President Porter has thus pourtrayed the sweet character of his distinguished

countryman :

—

" Few men were better fitted in temperament, in intellectual tastes and habits,

in moral energy, and in spiritual self-consecration, for the constant and unsparing

drudgery involved in such a life. Few men, it is believed, have put their powers

and gifts to a more constant and productive use. His elastic spirits, his wakeful

curiositj', his minute observation, his loving sympathy with man, and his affectionate

trust in his Divine Master, seem never to have failed. His interest in nature and in

natural history never abated. The taste for botanical studies, which began with his

youth, continued to the day of his death. He observed and discovered in China the

habits and varieties of flowers with the same zest and the same success which he

had manifested when a youth in Utica.

" The simple and childlike faith which had been inspired by his mother's zealous

sweetness and enforced by his father's enterprise, and had sent him to China for his

life-work on the notice of a day, enabled him always to see light and hope along

the long and often lonely pathway the earlier missionaries to China were compelled

to travel. The buoyant and cheerful temper which made sunlight for others whenever

he was present, also reflected unbrolien sunshine into his own soul. The Christ who

dwelt ever m his thoughts as the hope of glory, enabled him to find indications of

hope in the social and spiritual movements which he had watched so closely for more

than a generation, and oftentimes from points of view which gave him almost the

outlook of a prophet. •.
. Tow\ards the end of his life he spoke with glowing and

almost prophetic confidence concerning the changes which were to befall China and

Japan within the next generation. He was by himself and in his words a living and

speaking witness of the dignity and inspiration of the missionary calling, and the

missionary spirit when it becomes an inspiration.

" There was much in the closing years of his life to admire and almost to envy.

The sweetness and simplicity of his character made friends for him with all who met

him. It is no exaggeration to say that every casual acquaintance was illumined and

inspired by the briefest interview. Though feeble in body and with impaired e3'esight,

he maintained his habits of close and constant literary occupation. . . His elastic

spirit refused to be bound or depressed, and he seemed almost as buoj'ant as ever

as he smiled at- his own infirmities. He sought employment with his hands almost

to the hour of his death, and in the quiet but unspoken triumph, nay, rather, in the

unspeakaljle serenity of the peace which Christ gives to those who are eminently

His, he lircathed out his life."

Dr. AVells Williams arrived at Canton just when such services as he was eminently

capable of rendering to Christian missions in China were most needed, and most likely
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to be effective. Since his first attempts to organise a well-furnished office, others

have profited by his example and experience. Under Dr. Farnham the Press of the

American Presbyterian Mission is now as well appointed as need be, and it brings

in some revenue to the mission. From a recent rejjort wc learn that its business

comprises two departments— the manufacturing and the distributing. The former

includes the foundry, type-setting, printing, and binding. The foundry has .seven

«asting-machines constantly at work, which turn out six sizes of Chinese type, besides

English, Korean, Manchu, Japanese, Hebrew, &c. There is also machinery for stereotyping,

electrotyping, matrix-making, type-cutting and engraving. In the type-setting depart-

STRBET IN A CHINESE TOWN.

Tuents (Chinese and English) a number of men and boys have been kept busy on

books and tracts for the British and Forei.gn Bible Society, the American and Foreign

Bible Union, the various Tract Societies, and others. The work set up in these two

departments has been printed on three presses run by gas-engines, and on five hand-

presses. The book-binding department is fitted up for work both in the foreign and

Chinese styles. From eighty to one hundred persons have been employed, during the

year to which the report refers, in the various branches of the office. The earnings

of the Press for the year, including increase in the plant and stock, were $12,629.65,

of which sum $5,000 were received into the treasury of the mission for evangelistic

operations.

Such a report as this is calculated to fill one with amazement, when he thinks of

the short period that has elapsed since the first Chinese convert, Liang A-fah, stealthily

printed a thousand or two of tracts, circulating them with his own hand, and having
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a price set iijjon his head for doing so. There is room enough in China for all

the books and tracts that are hkely to be printed, and if once the ordinary colloquial

forms of speech, used by the common people, were reduced to the printed form,,

there cjin bo little doubt that an immense increase would be given to the potency

for good of evangelistic effort upon the vast masses of China's empire.

A forgotten Bible or tract has often been fruitful in Avays that could not have been

anticipated. We have already seen what resulted from one copy of Liang A-fah's.

" Good Words." But recent and happier examples can now be pointed out. A very

remarkable religious awakening took place some years ago in certain secluded valleys,

lying eastward in JIancluu-ia, the subjects of its influence being chiefly colonists from

Korea who had settled down there as farmers. The origin, progress, and results of this-

movement are quite remarkable, and its origin, at least, calls for special notice in this

chapter. The Rev. James Webster, of the United Presbyterian Church (Scotland), made-

an arduous journey to visit and witness this work, and to form some judgment for

himself as to Avhat its value niiirht be.

As Mr. AVebster toiled up the mountains, snow was lying eighteen inches deep

at the foot of the solitary Great Pass, with its thirty miles of dense forest, the monotony

of which is broken by nothing but a solitary Buddhist temple. It is a region which

till then had never been visited by any foreigner, and Mr. AVebster's description of the

country througli which he passed is so vividly picturesque that Ave regret our space

Avill only permit us to quote a line or tAvo. " At some parts the trees Avere so dense as

to shut the hca\'ens out from vicAv. Again and again the freshly made footprints of

the deer or the tiger crossed the path; sometimes Ave heard a sudden crash among the

underAvood as if we had disturbed the slumbers of some denizen of the mountain. But
all through that immense tract of forest, the deep silence Avas scarcely ever broken, sa\-e

by the gvu-gling of some mountain stream threading its Avay xuider a covering of ice,,

or the tap, t<(p, tap of the prettily plumaged Avoodpecker." Mr. AVebster goes on to

relate how the simple cottars, Avhom he found in the valley's beloAv, had been ploughing^

and soAving in this secluded territory for some twenty years, shut out from the great

Avorld and leading most quiet and uneventful lives, till a great event happened Avhicli

gladly turned the whole current of their simpU' live.s. The Gospel of Jesus Christ had

at last reached them, and hundreds had been led in their hearts to accept Cliristianit}-,

and many homes had been made joyful by the glad tidings. Hoav. then, did the ncAv

ideas of religion reach these secluded peasants ? No missionary had ever penetrated

so far in order to teach them the truth ; but gospels and tracts in their OAvn language

liad come to them from a distant mission-field. Well might Mr. Ross, Avhose literary

labours had thus been blessed, exclaim :
" It is Avorth Avhile to translate a fcAv books,

to see such results 1 " Those result?, so far as can yet be judged, Avere very genuine

and practical religion, folloAved by all the moral and social elevation therein implied.

Nothing, indeed, could better illustrate the value of Avell-directed literary labour in the

mission-field, than many details of this striking movement Avhich have been recorded.

Such isolated and apparently spontaneous stirrings of dry bones as this incident

reveals, have not been so uncommon as some suppose, and mis.sionaries in China have
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not untVoqiiciitly enjoyed experiences of a similar kind, tliough they have not ahvaj-s

been so graphically recorded. Possibty, had China been opened np much earlier thau

it was, the mission agencies woidd not have been so well prepared to use the mighty

power of the press, as they were compelled to fall back upon it for lack of other means.

But without a Christian literature of some sort, it is hard to understand how the people

of China could have been reached.

Great eftbrts are at present being made to supply the studious public of China

with wholesome, well-written handbooks on every theme that is likely to be useful and

interesting. Such works may not belong strictly to the province of the Christian

missionary, but it is felt by those who are most active and intelligent in the work

of direct evangelisation, that nothing prepares the way so well as the fresh knowledge

that breaks up old prejudices and national exclusiveness. The Rev. Alex. AVilliamson,

LL.D., is the missionary to whose powers of origination and organisation this recent

and most successful enterprise owes most. The publication at moderate prices of such

popular works on science, jiolitics, ethics, and historj-, as have been undertaken by

local specialists, or are now being projected, must have an immense influence on the

minds of the ( liinese, who are now bent on making up leeway after the long period

of isolation to which they have been subjected.

A CHINESK SCHOLAR.



A BAMBOO BRIDGE IN BOENEO.

XX.—THE EAST INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

BORNEO AND THEREABOUT.S.

Si 1- .James Brooke of Sarawak—His Invitation to Missionaries—Bishop' McDoufrall—Beliefs and Superstitions of

the Dyaks—Mission Work in Born ^o—Condition of Women—Extension of Missions—Revolt of the Chinese

—Head-taking Customs of the Dyaks—Tendency of Converts to Relapse into Heathen Habits—Bishop
Chambers, the Rev. W. Crossland, and Other Missionaries—Glimpses of Dyak Mission Life—The Dutch iu

Sumatra and Java.

TN that victorious army which, in 1825, advanced into Burmah under Sir Archibald
-L Campbell—bringing about, amongst other results, the release of the Judsons from

cajjtivity—there was a young cadet named Brooke, who happened to be dangerously

wounded in one of the engagements. Recovering from his wounds, he relinquished the

service of the East India Company, and, in pursuit of health and pleasure, took a

voyage to China. His course lay amongst the beautiful islands of the Indian Ocean,

and he gazed delightedly upon the varied scenes of tropical splendour and upon the

rich luxuriance of vegetation that everywhere met his view. But he saw also that these

magnificent islands, with their vast capabilities for adding to the wealth of the world,

were for the most part lying waste ; the real natives were poor and degraded, and only

lue slave-trader and the pirate flourished amidst the universal wretchedness. Young
Brooke was now twenty-seven years of age—miaginative, enthusiastic, chivah-ous—and

as the vessel sped past those far-stretching shores, he formed a project for rescuing at

least some portion of that lovely region from savagery, and for putting an end to

the crimes and cruelties that gave an aspect of hon-or to the loveliest landscape.

To achieve this design became the settled purpose of his life, and at his father's

death he tound himself possessed of ample resources for the furtherance of his plans.
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He got togethei' a crew of twenty English sailors, with whom he spent a j-eav

in the Mediterranean, on board his yacht Eoyalist (160 tons). Having proved their

personal attachuient for hhnself and the reliance that could be placed on them, ilr.

Brooke set sail for the East, and in August, 1S38, he sighted Kuching (or Sarawak),

then a poor collection of luits built on piles and containing about 1,500 people, but

now a tlourishinsr well-built town of about 30,000 inhabitants.

It would be foreign to our purpose to describe in detail the adventurous career

KUCHING, OE SARAWAK.

of the great pioneer of civilisation in Northern Borneo, and it would be equally

inopportune to attempt to discuss the vexed questions that have arisen in connection

\\-ith the energetic methods, and severe repressive measures, adopted by him towards

pirates and slaveholders. We must here only note the prominent scenes and events

of his administration, and more especially in connection with the civilisation of the

natives and the planting of Christianity amongst them.

Sarawak was a province governed by a Rajah on behalf of the Sultan of Bruni.

Brooke, on his arrival in the Royalid, found the Rajah Muda Hassim, the uncle of the

Sultan, at war with the Dyak tribes, who had risen against the Malay Government.

Brooke helped the Rajah to put down the rebellion, and then with great difficulty

procured pardon for the survivors. He saw his opportunity, and remained at Sarawak,

maldng himself so useful, and daily extending his influence to such a degree, that at
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last iliida Hassiia lieggcd Brooke to undertake the task of governing the province,

for he himself had become heartily sick of it. The Sultan consented to this arrange-

ment, and ultimately settled the government of Sarawak on Rajah Brooke and

his heirs for ever. Years of arduous toil succeeded, as the new Rajah devoted his

indomitable energy to the reform of the entire system of government, the enactment

and execution of good laws, the development of connnerce, and the suppression of

pirac}-. Plots and rebellions were incessant on the part of those who wanted the

o\i\ order of things kept up. The Malay nobles and their followers were very tur-

bulent, and oppressed and cheated the poor Dyaks in every possible way.

The pirates, who came forth in vast swarms from their lurking places whenever

opportunity favoured, were extirpated with merciless severity ; in this task Captain Keppcl,

of the Ro3"al Navy, was allowed by the English Government to co-operate. In 1849

their atrocities were so frequent and so terrible, that three British war-vessels were

sent to helj) the Rajah. A great expedition against the pirates was organised on this

occasion. Eighty of their vessels were captiu-ed and the rest destroyed, whilst of the

pirates themselves hundreds were slain, and the remainder driven awa}' into the

jungle. The Rajah had to be putting down rebellions and unmasking conspiracies up

to the ver^- close of his career. So much the more wonderful was it, that he yet

made his wa}", as if endued with a magic power for winning the hearts of his

subjects. He founded a State which has been an asylum of freedom and civilisation,

and made the name and fame of Sarawak acknowledged and feared over a wide

area.

Besides the Dyaks—the aboriginal inhabitants of Borneo—and their oppressors, the

fierce and turbulent Malays, Rajah Brooke had to deal with a vast number of Chinese,

who gave nnich trouble. The Dyaks were a gentle and teachable people, mentally

and morally superior to their Malaj' tyrants. They were of reddish-brown colour, with

high cheek-bones and retrousse noses, and with bodies, as a rule, considerably tattooed.

They dwelt in houses built on piles, each house being in fact a village. Mr. Brooke

mentions one house six hundred feet long, with a large common street twenty-one feet

wide running the whole length, and having doors along one side opening into the various

private rooms. From the roof-tree of the common hall, thirty human heads Avere

hanging. Head-hunting was with this people a cherished institution ; no liouse was

worth living in unless adorned with these horrible ornaments, and no youth could attain

to the privileges of manhood without proving his prowess by the possession of a certain

uunibeT of heads. As is usual among savages, the women were worn out b}' lives of

hard toil—one of their most wearisome tasks being the preparation of the daily supply

ot rice by pounding it with a huge wooden stamper.

Sir James Brooke found the Dyaks cheated by Malay traders, and roblied b}^

Malay chiefs. They were plundered and murdered with impunity, and their wives and

children carried off into slavery. But the white Rajah dispensed equal justice to every

man—ilalay, Djak, or Chinese. The Dyaks marvelled as they came to experience the

hitherto unknown blessings of peace and security, and almost deified Brooke in their

grateful admiration. Can he not bring the dead to life ? Can he not give good
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harvests ?—sueli were questions eagerly discussed in tlie pile-built villages of the

Bornean forest.

Vast was the forest that stretched away tVoui the eoast to the mountains of the

interior, and very numerous were the villages from which the curling smoke rose above

the trec-to})s. Paths of tree-trunlcs placed end to end led from village to village, but

only a native could safely thread the intricate maze. The numerous rivers were, as a

rule, the lurking-places of the pirates, who ever and anon swarmed forth to plunder and

destroy.

In l.S4(), Rajah Brooke appealed to England to raise the Dyaks from their

imparallcled wretchedness. A mission was set on foot, which in 1852 was transferred

to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. The pioneer of this mission, and its

guiding spirit in its trials and in its successes, was Dr. McDougall, the first Bishop of

Labuau and Sarawak. For a time he laboured single-handed, but he lived to sec

missions established lieside most of the principal rivers in the Sarawak territory. The

converts number alunit 2,000; there are many Dyak and Chinese catechists and teachers,

and one Chinese ordained clergyman. But the highest success of the mission has been

in the general raising of the moral tone of the whole connnunity. Many who are still

far from accepting Christianity as their religion, would be shocked at the bare idea

of doing things in which their forefathers took a pride and a pleasiu'c.

The religion which the converted I)3'aks have had to give up for the religion of

Jesus, was at best a gloomy superstition. It had neither temples, priests, nor regular

religious worship, though a supreme God was dimly apprehended, and various spirits

(good and evil) were sought to be propitiated by rites and sacrifices when occasion

required. The Dyak religion is naturally one of fear. It is thus forcibly alluded to

by Mr. Helms, in " Pioneering in the Far East." He says, " Like most barbarous

and savage natures, the Dyak identifies his gods and spirits with the gi'cat phenomena

of nature, and assigns them abodes on the lofty mountains. Though in his opinion all

spirits arc not ecpially malignant, all arc more or less to be dreaded : the silent

surroundings of prima.'val forests in which the Dyak spends most of his time, the

mountains, the gloomy caves often looming mysteriously through cloud and mist,

predispose him to identify them with supernatural influences, which in his imagination

take the form of monsters and genii. With no better guide than the untutored

imagination of a mind which in religioiis matters is a blank, who shall wonder that this

is so ? I have myself often felt the influences of such surroundings, when dark cloud.s

deepened the forest gloom, and the approaching storm set the trees whispering: if, at

such a moment, the shaggy, red-haired, and goblin form of the orang-outang, with

which some of the Dyaks identify their genii, should appear among the branches, it

requires little imagination to people the mystic gloom with unearthly beings."

Mrs. McDougall, in the course of her two works on Borneo, gives man}- illustrations

of l>}"ak superstition and savagery, and yet always testifies to the gentle kindlmess,

and the love and reverence of this people. She tells us that they pray to one God
over all. but seek in manj^ ways to propitiate the Antoos or spirits. When a man
lost his wife or child, he used to put on coarse mourning and set out to take so
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many heads. Before sowing seed, it was needful to get more heads and i'asten them

about the sower's neck, and thus all danger and misfortune were averted. The successful

head-taker covered himself with glory, and the Dyak girl never felt so fond or so

jiroud of her lover, as when he laid some gory head as a love-token at her feet.

R.VJAH BROOKE OF SARAWAK.

Dyak medical skill was, for the most part, a system of chai'ms to counteract the

evil designs of the Antoos. On one occasion, Dr. McDougall, visiting the Liuidu

Dyaks (the most intelligent of the Sarawak tribes), found the wife of the chief's son

und her infant dangerously ill. He offered to relievo her suft'erings, but the old

woman insisted upon first driving away the Antoos. Shrieking and yelling, and beating

gongs and drums, they rushed on to the roof of the house, making the most frightful

din conceivable. The poor baby died, and the mother grew much worse, whereupon

Dr. McDougall was permitted to attend to her, and she was soon in a fair way of

rccover3^

Besides the Antoos, we find other spirits mixed up with D^^ak belief One group
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called Kamang are very malignant. War is their chief delight, and they love (like

the war-god of ancient Rome)

—

To drink of the stream that flows

From the red battle-field."

Charms and magic form an important feature in Dyak life. On every native

farm, there is a certain white lily kept in a shed, and before this lily ofterings of fruit

and rice are duly laid. The usual reason assigned for this proceedmg is, " that it was

the custom of our forefathers." Their legends are curious, and seem to vary in different,

localities. One account is that Gantallah or Betana at the first created two birds,

through whom his will took effect. The Creation is described with a variety of

fanciful details, and there is a distinct tradition of a deluge. Another account tells

us that the ehlest and highest god is Brikkunshan, ordinarily known as Rajah Boiya,

King of Alligators. The second is Singallong Burong, and the third is Kling, the

special ruler of birds and men and the helper of all. He haunts the jungle or the

hill slopes, and when men fall asleep in the woods, they may chance in their dreams

to meet Kling. But if they tell any one of that interview, the}' will either die or go

mad. A Dyak who guides an Englishman across a hill-top is very fearful lest by

cutting trees, cooking food, or throwing stones, any dire offence should be done to

the deity. But all these superstitions are fast losing their vitality, through the

spread of Christian influence even amongst the unconverted natives. At places remote

from the mission stations, many pf the village communities decline any longer to

patronise the " Manang" or Soi-cerer, whose services were formerly in constant

requisition ; they have buried the ghastly skulls that used to hang fi-om their roofs, and

they carry on their farm work without reference to the flight of birds or other omens

once held to be of momentous importance. Head-taking has been suppressed by the

civil authority, whilst at the same time the savage inclinations from which it sprang,

have been to a large extent supplanted by more hmnane sentiments. No longer do

the women eagerly set out to receive from the returning warriors their ghastly trophies,

to decorate them with flowers and pretend to feed them, and to perform, with dance

and song, the ancient ceremony known as the " Fondling of the Heads."

Before proceeding with the personal nari'ative of the pioneers of the Gospel in

Borneo, it seems desirable to linger a little longer over the wild and fanciful beliefs

of the Dj'ak people. As a system their mythology is certainly incoherent, inconsistent,

and contradictory, so from the maze of traditions we will select the stories of certain

beings, whose supposed attributes have always exercised a vast influence over Dyak
life. Piilang-Gana is a powerful spirit, whose dominion is the groimd, and all cultivation

is under his authority. They say that when, at the first, men began to farm the land

and cut down the jungle, they found next morning that the trees they had cut down

were growing as firmly as ever, whilst the plantains and sugar-canes they had planted

were all rooted up. Again they cleared a piece of jungle, and at night lay wait

to see what would happen. In the darkness Pulang-Gana came forth and began

replacing the trees, whereupon the indignant watchers rushed out and seized him.

" Why do }-ou mjure us in this way ? " they asked. He answered, " Why do you injure
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me ? AMiy do j'ou come here and farm without my permission ?" " Oh ! who are yon ?"

they said. " I am Pulang-Ciana, your elder brother who was thrown into a hole in the

earth, so now I hold authority over it." And so, ever since (except where the mission-

aries have taught them otherwise) men have never farmed without asking Pulang-

Gana's permission. Every year when farming begins, fowls or pigs ai-e Icillcd as

ofterings in token of borrowing the land from Pulang-Gana. Twice a year a festival

is held in his honour. At the festival of the whetstones, all the parangs and axes

are ranged along the verandah or open room of the long house, and Pidang-Gana is

invoked to make the parangs sharp and give good crops of padd}'. At a certain

moment the spirit is supposed to enter the house as a guest, and a ^lanang kills a

fowl in the doorway and waves it about to welcome him. Similar proceedings take

place at the festival of the seed. Kwang Kapong (a bird spirit) is held to superintend

the fruits of the jungle, and Sera Gindi the waters ; but no particular notice is taken

of them.

Singalong lUirong, the patron of war and of head-hunting, is a great spirit far

away in the heavens, and is said to be always on the war-path. ^ ei'}' numerous are

the stories told of his bravery and his prowess. Mr. Pei-ham (of the Krian mission),

who has written on the subject of Dyak beliefs, considers it probable that Singalong

Burong was a famous ancient warrior, raised bj^ tradition to the ranks of a great spirit.

His grandson was Suru-gunting, from whom most Dyaks are proud to trace their descent,

claiming to be not many generations removed from him at the present time. "When

head-feasts were in vogue, Singalong Burong used to be solemnly " fetched " to be a

guest at the house. A pig or fowl was sacrificed at the door, from which the women
and children shrank away lest his terrible though invisible presence should overcome

them. It is only brave men who have dreams of Singalong Biu'ong, and it is his

sons-in-law who animate the birds which are regarded as omens b}' those Dyaks who

still cling to their old beliefs.

Betara, the Almighty and Supreme, is to the Dyak mind little more than an

abstract idea. Traditions acknowledge him as above all, and (through his instrumental

spirits) the creator of all, and missionaries can usefully f)oint to these when the}' wish

to substantiate the ftict that there is but one God. But no service or worshij) is

recognised in Dyak belief as due to Betara, and the most contradictory notions are

afloat with regard to him. The native religion in fact rises little higher than an

abject slaver}" to birds and dreams. The note of a particular bird sends a person

settmg out on a journey back to his home ; a certain bird gets into a house, and a new

one must be built forthwith ; or another bird flies across a field of paddy, and the crop

must not be eaten by the owner or his family, but sold to others. The Dyak imagi-

nation personifies the whole realm of natiu-e. The wind is a great spirit, and when
a strong breeze sweeps across the land, the natives beat gongs and shout, that ho may
know where their house is situated, and pass by it instead of blowing it down. When
they are sailing on the waters, they will not point to a cloud or island, lest the sea-

spirit should be enraged and raise a tempest to punish them. To ever}- beast and to

every creeping thing they assign an intelligent soul. They have a high respect for
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the intelligence of the alligator, and even to the snakes they speak with courteous

civility. Mr. Perhani tells us of a big boa which found its way up into a J)yak house,

whereupon it was innuediately secured and then treated as an illustrious guest, and

after ofterings of rice and sweetmeats had been made to it, was allowed to depart

in peace. " Even trees," says the missionary just named, " especiallj' fruit-bearing ones,

are believed to have a spiritual principle—a soul which has the power of changing

itself at pleasure into a human being. A\'ith all this array of ghostly nature around

and about them, it is no wonder that to a very great extent ' (iod is not in all their

thoughts.' And then the nooks and venerable trees of the jungle are peopled by hosts

of spirits generally inimical to man, who are sometimes seen having the appearance

•of monstrous human creatures as high as the trees of the jungle, and who are ever

ready to grip human victims with their terrible power. Unless these .spirits are fed

with the usual sacrifices and otferiugs, they will feed on human beings, or otherwise

inflict trouble or injury. Diseases for which they have no name are the effect of their

malignity." They account for almost any evil that happens to them, by assigning it

to the blow of a spirit. All idea of duty or worship to Betara, is swallowed up by

the necessity of perpetually propitiating the cajiricious spirits who are always with them.

It was towards the end of 1847 that the Rev. F. T. McDougall, well qualified both

as pastor and physician, sailed from England with his devoted wife, the nursing-mother

of the Christian Church in Borneo, for the scene of their future labom's. ilidsiunmer,

184.8, found them passing the coast of -lava " under a broilurg sun, the very sea dead

and slimy, with all sorts of creatures creeping over it." A few da^-s later they were

sailing up the river to Kuching, watching the pile-built houses, the alligators basking

in the mud, the tropical forest fringing the shore, noisy with chattering monkeys by

day, and lit up by glittermg fireflies at the approach of night.

The}' had their first dwelling-place and dispensarj' in a house where lite was a

perpetual warfare with ants, white, red, and l>lack. Then they removed to " College

Hill," a plot of forty acres presented by Rajah Brooke, and upon which a house and

church were erected, and a large garden was laid out. Chinese and other children were

induced to come to school, and by degrees the usual methods of Christian work ^\ere set

on foot. The daily services at St. Thomas's chiu'ch had one very singular result. The

sounding of the bell twice a day for Christian prayer, stirred up the ^lohammedans

to renewed faithfulness in the performance t)f their own religious rites. The muezzin

was again heard from the mosque, and the yearly average of pilgrims from Sarawak

to Mecca rose considerably

!

The large wooden mission-house was, by the ^IcDougalls and their friends, soon

called " Noah's Ark "—so man}' waifs and strays were there accommodated. There was

Polly, a skinny, yellow-haired Dyak baby, foimd in the grass after an expedition

against the pirates. The child grew up, and was afterwards married to a Christian

Chinaman. We hear, too, of Sarah and Fanny, and various other rescued little ones

;

of two girls, Limo and Ambal, with their brothers Esau and Nigo, these four being

the remnant of a slain family. Poor Esau was covered from he.ad to foot with a

leprous disease called lairap, but a Chinese doctor came to the mission-house and cured
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hiiii with an ointment, of which he would not reveal the secret. One little Chinese

<>-irl Nietfon"' was trained and educated till she became quite a little lady, and then

her father actually took her to China and sold her to be a rich man's wife.

Mr. McDougaU was very much concerned about the condition of women in Borneo.

The Dyak girls often have considerable beauty, but they soon have to help in sowing,

planting, weaving, and reaping ; to perform the toilsome daily task of beating the

rice ; to o-row cotton, and dye and weave the product ; to carry heavy burdens, and

to paddle boats. So they soon lose their beauty and grow old. But as old women

DYAK WAHEIOBS. DTAK WOMAN.

they become very important persons in the community. In bygone times they were

at once the oracles and the ministers of numberless superstitions. At festivals they

figured prominently in their long garments embroidered with .shells so as to represent

lizards or crocodiles, and sang or recited the wild songs and strange legends of their

forefathers. It was they who had previously prepared the chickens and rice and

curries, and who now served out the rice spirit, and incited the men to partake of it.

The Dyak is generally temperate, but on these occa.sions it is a point of honour to

indulge freely, and be able to boast next day of his fearful headache. But these

scenes of licence have been greatly modified under the new r^.f/imi'.

As a valuable adjunct to the mission-house, a hospital with twenty beds was

established. Twenty sick Chinamen occupied it immediately. One of them died, where-

upon the other nineteen got up and ran away forthwith, so it was found necessary to

supply another room for extreme cases. Medical work has been made a prominent

feature of mission labours in Borneo, and with great success. "Is he clever at physic?"

is a question always aslced at the mission stations when they hear that a new man

42
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is cominof. Whilst ministerino; to tlie health of others, the missionaries have often had

to be anxious about their own, for the climate is a very trying one, especially for

children. In 1^151, the McDougalls lost their last remaining child ; the bereaved

mother writes :

—
" Perhaps it urged us to a deeper interest in the native people than

we might have felt, had there been any little ones of our own to care for. Eut

those six j^ears ' the flowers all died along our way,' one infant after another being

laid in God's acre." Their children born after this date were sent to England to be

reared.

In 1854, after a visit to England, Mr. McDougall was made Bishop of Sarawak

and Labuau. Mr. Chambers (his future successor in the episcopate) now laboured at

Kuching, Mr. Gomer among the Lundu Dyaks, and other stations were soon set on

foot. The Bishop saw a good deal of his diocese by accompanying Rajah Brooke on

jjeace-making expeditions up the rivers. He thus obtained much communication with

the natives, though, being lame at the time, he found considerable difficulty in getting

up into their houses. The usual access is only by means of a large tree-trunk set

up at a very ateep angle, with notches, but with no side rails. He was assured by the

natives that, further inland, there was a tribe of people with tails, who sat on logs

specially constructed for their convenience. This race, though often heard of by

travellers, has not yet been met with.

An object sometimes seen floating out to sea ivon\ the rivers is a boat with no

one to direct its course. It contains a quantity of coloured clothes and other property,

and in the middle is the corpse of its late owner, who is thus despatched upon his

last journey with all his belongings. Some of the tribes burn their dead. The deceased

is placed upon a pile of wood, which is lighted whilst friends and relatives stand ly.

It is said that at a certain moment the dead man for an instant springs up into a

sitting posture through the action of the heat on the sinews. For this moment all

eagerly wait, and then join in loud wailings of farewell.

All was going on hopefully in connection with the new civilisation and the work

of the Church in Borneo, when in 1857 a stonn that had long been gathering,

threatened to undo the patient labour of years. The Chinese immigrants had become

so nunrerous that their leaders apparently thought it would be possible for thcni to

assert a position of supremacy. The insurrection broke out (during the Rajah's absence)

on February 18th, when the occupants of the Mission House were suddenly roused by

a confused noise of shouting and screaming and the firing of guns. They looked out

mto the night, and saw that the Rajah's bungalow and several other houses were in

flames. The family was so large, that it was impracticable to attempt to hide in the

adjacent jungle, so they assembled in the schoolroom, and spent the night in prayer

and in reading appropriate Psalms. The din in the town was fearful, and they knew

that at any moment the insurgents might rush in and massacre them. It was about

five o'clock when a message came from Chmese Town, to say that no harm was intended

to the mission family, that " the Bishop was a good man who cared for the Chinese,"

but that he must come at once and attend to the wounded.

Many horroi's had been perpetrated during that fearful night. Mrs. Cruikshank,
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the wife of tlie Chief Constable, was brought to the Mission House from a ditch where

she was fomid wounded and bleedins:. She had been roused in the ni"ht to find the

house full of armed men. Her husband had fought desperately till he thought his wife

was killed beside him, and then had watched his burning house from the neighbouring

jungle. Mrs. Middleton, wife of the Magistrate, saw her little boys killed and burnt,

and then hid herself in the jungle, till found and led to the Mission House by a

friendly Chinaman. All that day the town was given up to jsiHage and destruction, and

many Christian Chinese took refuge at the Mission House.

Several days of terror and anxious suspense followed. Mrs. McDougall, with

another lady and the children, tried to escape to Singapore ; but the schooner to

which they Avere rowed was so fearfully crowded, that they were obliged to decline

proceeding by it, and came back to Kuchiug, where they found the Malay town

burning. The Bishop and the Rajah sent off a pinnace full of ladies and children,

accompanied by another boat full of friendly Chinese, to Linga, where a force of Dyaks

was being organised to put down the rebellion. Mrs. McDougall says they had a

very miserable night journey beneath a leaking deck, but she felt very thankful, and

seemed "to have no cares." They would have liked to make a cup of tea, but

were forbidden to light a fire for fear of its being seen by enemies on shore. The only

thing that troubled her was a famt sickly smell, which, she found in the morning,

arose from a Chinese head in a basket, that had been standing by her all night.

^Irs. McDougall records that her hand-bag which was beside it was quite spoilt, and

had to be thrown away. A line young Dyak, who was helping to row the pinnace,

acknowledged the head to be his property. He explained that he had gone into a

house at Kuching and saw a Chinaman at a lookino'-y-lass. Availina; himself of the

opportunity, he drew his sword and cut the man's head off. He had merely put it

where it was found, to be in safe keeping whilst he was busy rowing the pinnace

!

The party got safely to Linga. Meanwhile Rajah Brooke, who was following with

his friends, met the steamer of the Borneo Company, and returned with it to Kuching.

Rounds of .shot were tired into Chinese Town, and then Malay Town was relieved.

Malays and Dyaks now united vigorously to subdue the Chinese, and a strong force

of Dyaks, under the Rajah's nephew, also arrived, and the insurgents were soon utterly

routed. But this outburst of war revived for a time the ferocious customs it was

hoped had passed away, and the Dyaks gathered in a tremendous harvest of Chinese

heads.

Kuching was retaken just in time to save the Jlission House and church from

being burnt. As it was, both buildings were looted, and the harmonium was smashed.

Before returning, Mrs. McDougall went from Linga to Banting, Avhere St. Paul's church

was the centre of a mission, and whilst here she was one day invited to a native

festival. It was held in the long spacious living-room of a house accommodating

thirty families. Fruit-trees in abundance surrounded the raised dwelling, beneath

which an immense number of pigs were located. The table was well tilled with food

and various ornaments, and Mrs. McDougall was just partaking of some rice, when she

suddenly saw amongst the crowd of objects on the table " three human heads standing^
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on a large dish, freshly killed and slightly smoked, with food and sirih leaves in their

mouths." However horrified she might feel, it was not the moment for expostulation.

" I dared say nothing," she writes. " These Dyaks had killed our enemies, and were only

foUowmg their own customs by rejoicing over their dead victims. But the fact seemed

to part them from us by centuries of feeling—our disgust and theu- complacency."

But the Dyaks could not understand that there was anything horrifymg in the matter,

and were very much annoyed when the poor captured Chinese children cried at

seeing their parents' heads up m the rafters.

As a further illustration of the subject of head-taking, which has always formed

such a prominent topic in boolis relating to the Dyak tribes, we may quote the following

graphic description of a Dyak war-dance, as it was exhibited by friendly natives to a

party of Europeans :

—

" A space was now cleared m the centre of the house, and two of the oldest

warriors stepped mto it. They were di'essed in turbans, long loose jackets, sashes

roimd their waists descendmg to their feet, and small bells were attached to their

ankles. They commenced by first shaking hands with the Rajah, and then with all

the Europeans present, thereby giving us to understand, as was explained to us, that

the dance was to be considered only as a spectacle, and not to be taken m its literal

sense, as preparatory to an attack upon us, a view of the case in which we fully

coincided with them. This ceremony being over, they rushed into the centre and gave

a most unearthly scream ; then poising themselves on one foot they described a cii'cle

with the other, at the same time extending their arms like the wings of a bird fftid

then meeting their hands, clapping them and keeping time with the music. After a

Uttle while the music became louder, and suddenly our ears were pierced with the

whole of the natives present joming in the hideous war-cry. Then the motions and

the screams of the dancers became more violent, and everything was working up to a

state of excitement by which even we were influenced. Suddenly a ver}- unpleasant

odour pervaded the room, already too warm from the numbers it contained. Involun-

tarily we held our noses, wondering Avhat might be the cause, when we perceived that

one of the warriors had stepped into the centre and suspended round the shoulders of

each dancer a human head in a wide-meshed basket of ratan. These heads had been

taken in the late Sakarran business, and were therefore but a fortnight old. They were

encased m a wide network of ratan, and were ornamented with beads. Their stench

was intolerable, although, as we discovered upon after examination, when they were

suspended against the wall, they had been partially baked, and were quite black. The

teeth and hair were quite perfect, the features somewhat shrunk, and they were

altogether very fair specimens of piclded heads ; but oiu' worthy friends required a-lesson

from the New Zealanders m the art of preservmg. The appearance of the heads was

the signal for the music to play louder, for the war-cry of the natives to be more

energetic, and for the screams of the dancers to be more piercmg. The motions now

became more rajaid, and the excitement in proportion. Their eyes glistened with

unwonted brightness. The perspiration dropped doAra their faces, and thus did yelling,

dancing, gongs, and tom-toms become more rapid and more violent every mmute, till
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the dancing warriors were ready to drop. A farewell yell, with emphasis, was given by

the surrounding warriors. Immediately the music ceased, the dancers disappeared, and

the tunmltuous excitement and noise were succeeded by a dead silence. Such was the

excitement communicated, that when it was all over we ourselves remained for some

time panting to recover our breath. Again we lighted our cheroots, and smoked for

a while the pipe of peace." .

As soon as order was restored, the McDoiigalls again got to work at Kuching, and

continued their labours till 1807. They had been abundantly blessed in their work, and

HEAD-TAKISG DYAKS.

were privileged to see many churches and stations dotted about beside the Bomean rivers,

as the result of eighteen years of prayerful labour. The following extracts from a

letter written by Mrs. McDougall to a daughter in England, show the character of some

of the work in which the good Bishop was engaged during the latter portion of

his stay m Borneo :
—

" Last month papa went to visit the Quop Mission. . . . To get

there he goes do^vn the Sarawak river, and up the Quop river, then lands at a Malay

village, from which there is a walk of three or four miles, up and down pretty hills,

and across Dyak bridges, and over paths made of two bamboos tied together, with a

muddy swamp on either side. Then you come to the mission-house which papa has

built, and . . . the church and some long Dyak houses. Papa baptised twenty-four

men, women, and ,girls, and confirmed nineteen people who had been baptised by

ilr. Chambers. The old Pangara, one of the principal chiefs, was baptised, and three

of his grown-up sons, and one little grandson, whom the old man held in his arms.

We had made white jackets for the baptised, but the old Pangara had not quite

made up his mind, fearing the ridicule of the other elders of the tribe, till papa
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talked to him ; so there was no jacket for him, and papa gave him a clean white

shirt, round the skirt of which we tied his chawat, a very long waistband which Avraps

round and round his body, and that was all !—no trousers—and very funny he looked,

but papa was too rejoiced at his becoming a Christian to laugh at him. These people

will all be Christians soon. They come to Mr. and i\Irs. Abi morning, noon, and

night, to be taught, and there are two daily services, so the missionaries have plenty

to do. Two of our old schoolboys, now grown up, are catechists there, Semirum and

Aloch. There is much love between the people and their teachers ; they are so happy

at the Quop, they never want to come awaj'. However, I have asked the Abis to

come to us for a fortnight at Christmas, and bring their poor little baby to be fat-

tened on cow's milk. There are no cows at the (vHiop."

In the year just mentioned (1SG7), the worthy Bishop and his excellent wife,

whose names will ever be associated with the planting of Christianity in Borneo, found

that their health was giving way under the influence of eighteen years of constant service

in that tropical climate. Neither had their joint lives of labour been without perils

and trials, and they now felt that the time had come when the direction of Church

affairs should be placed in younger hands. They came back to England, and the

Bishop accepted from the Dean and Chapter of Westminster the well-earned retire-

ment of an English living, and was succeeded by the Rev. A\'. C'hambers, who had

for some time acted as Archdeacon. He, too, worked ^\•itll zeal and energy, visiting

all the churches and stations, and making long journeys through the dense forests to

native villages. Soon after his appointment, he visited the Sakarang Dyaks, inhabiting

a district hitherto imtroddcn by Christian foot. The people were very kind and

attentive. Bujang-Brani (the Brave Bachelor) told the Bishop that he had been

living retired for many years, striving to be honest and harmless and kind. For the

first time he now heard the news of (led, but the Bishop told him that it was the

same God who had been leadiiig him to avoid evil, who Avas revealed unto us by His

Son Jesus Christ. "Whilst talking to this old man, the Bishop slipped off the path of

tree-trunks, and Bujang-Brani waved a leaf seven times over the bruise, and declared

all would soon bo well.

Of the numerous clergymen who have gone out to the Bornean mission field, we
can, of course, only mention a few. The Rev. J. Holland, who was labouring at Banting,

tells us of the wedding of his native catechist, Ah-Fook. The bride was a Christian

girl named Bunu. The natives crowded the church to witness a Christian marriage,

and, after the service, did am})le justice to the rice and curry provided at the house

for all comers. All day long guns kept tiring, and Chinese crackers danced about

the hill. Part of the day was spent by the men in dancing their war-dance.

"The movements of the dancers," says Mr. Holland, "ai'e so slow that we should

scarcely call it dancing
;

yet, at the same time, there is something so dreadfully

ridiculous in them that one cannot help being amused and laughing heartily at them."

This seems to have been a difi'erent sort of war - dance from the one previously

described, or possibly the wedding feast may have made the men lethargic.

Mr. Holland was very much tried by the tendency of his people to relapse at
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intervals into heathen practices. During his absence on a visit to Singapore, a young

woman at Banting died in giving birth to twins. One of the children died soon after

its birth, but the other was a tine healthy child. Early the following morning they

tied the three bodies together, and biu-ied the living with the dead. It is an old Dyak

custom to bury the babe along with a mother who dies in childbirth, but the custom

was supposed to have fallen into disuse. And yet the man who sanctioned the act

(the grandfather of the child) had been a Christian over twiuity years, " and was

generally supposed to be one of the most earnest Christians in the village. No one

was more frequent at Holy Communion, or at daily prayers. He scarcely ever came to

the house but he asked to be taught some of the Church prayers. However, in an

hour of trial, ho fell back upon his old customs." Many fell back in a time of bad

harvest, when the heathen declared that it had happened because the ancient pro-

pitiatory sacrifices had not been made to the spirit of the earth. It was usually the

old folks who relapsed on these occasions; the young, fortified b}- education as well as

conversion, mostl}' stood firm.

The Rev. W. Crossland was sent in 1862 to reside amongst the Dyaks of the Undup
tribe, a race of warriors formerly the seoui'ge of the whole country, but at this time

loyal to Rajah Brooke. Mr. Crossland has written a very interesting account of his ex-

periences in this out-of-the-world spot, about seventy miles up the Batang Lujiar River.

Here he induced a few boys to come and be taught, and gradually collected a congrega-

tion, for which ultimately the church of St. Luke was built and consecrated. But there

were years of patient, self-sacrificing exertion to be gone through before this climax

was reached. The people he had come to labour amongst dwelt in a number of pile-

built houses near the river, and amongst them he raised (with native help) a small

house on twelve piles. He found the people very neighbourly, and evidently capable of

improvement, but with no god, no worship, only a complicated system of charms and

omens and traditions to regulate their lives b}-. They were moral, and generally

temperate, and were skilful in carving wood and in farming and house-building. They
were grateful for kindness, and very seldom did any one come to ask for medicine

without bringing a new-laid egg or some rice or even a fowl as a little present.

They have no word for " Thank you " in the language, which Mr. Crossland says is just

the difference between the Dyak and the Malay, who uses the expression biit does not

feel it. As regards attire, the Undup Dyaks wear innnense earrings, and the " chawat

"

or waist-cloth is fringed with small bells which jingle as they walk. Many wear a mat
behind them on which they sit when in a house. The hats worn by the women are

as large as moderately sized umbrellas.

Mr. Crossland found the people very superstitious. They had birds of bad and
good omen. Men going to work in the morning and hearing a bad bird would return'

home. "When the moon rose of a golden colour through the haze, there was a fearful

din of gongs and drums to frighten away the " Antoo " who was trymg to destroy it.

One day an Undup Avoman was bitten by an alligator, which, however, fled when the

woman called out and her people came running up. They assured Mr. Crossland that

the alligator nuist have made a mistake
; he thought the woman was a Sakarang, and
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when he heard her voice he knew she was an Undup and went away. They have a

tradition that the Rajah of the Alhgator.s was once very ill, and sent for aid to an

Undup doctor. The doctor was afraid at first to go back with the deputation of

alligators who came for him, but the promise of a rich reward induced him to imder-

take the journey. They took him down through the waters to the palace of the

"Rajah of the Alligators," and the doctor soon cured him of his ailment. He asked for

the promised reward, but was politely told that he ought to think himself lucky at

being allowed to go away at all; but, not to seem ungrateful, the Rajah promised that

DVAK PILE DWELLIXr,.

there should be ]icaco between the alligators and the Undups. So the doctor came

home empty-handed : and even the promise was not kept, for now and then tho

alligators do eat up an Undup.

Of alligators, bears, snakes, and so forth, our missionary often speaks, as well as

of the many strange forms of tropical insect life that attracted his notice. There was

the spider with a spiky shell and two long tails like buffiilo-horns ; various kinds of

mantis or praying insects—one of them resembling three inches of string with six

legs to it—others that left oft" praying and rose up to tight when molested, inflicting

a sharp bite ; big grasshojjpers that bobbed against the lamps—one species making

such a dismal noise that it was absolutely necessary to get up and kill it ; beetles

of wondrous shape and rich colour, and magnificent butterflies. Besides insects there

Avei-e other troublesome creatures—after a walk over moist land it was needful to sit

down and pull a few irritating jungle leeches off one's legs.

By his medical and surgical skill, constantly being called into requisition,

Mr. Crossland gained much influence over the people. Ho often had peculiar

cases to deal with. One day a woman was, with a munber of others, in the jimgle
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gathering tlie fruit from which they make oil for cooking, when a sharp-pointed

piece of bamboo fell and cut the end of her nose almost off, and split her lip. She

was taken home, and the missionary was soon brought to her. He put three stitches

into her nose and four into her lip, and the woman neither spoke nor winced under

the operation. The woman's friends declai'ed that Mr. Crossland was "a good Antoo,

IN A BORNEO FOREST.

sent by Rajah Patara (God of Heaven) to take care ot ns. "What could we have done

with the woman's mouth if you had not been here ? Who is there among us brave

enough to touch it?"

One day the missionary was nuich annoyed by a Juan coming and, asking to

have his hody and face rubbed, for he was ill. It was in vain that Mr. Crossland

ileclared that he was no Dyak doctor. The man would persist in his entreaties.

" You have cured many of my people, and I have come that you may rub me over

that I may be well." Mr. Crossland replied, " I am not Patara, I am not an Antoo.

If you ask for medicine to drink, I will give it you ; if you ask to be rubbed, you may
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go to your own people to be rubbed—my tingers contain no chami." The man ultimately

accepted medicine, but evidently thought himself hardly dealt by that he could not

have his rubbing.

On another occasion Mr. Crossland was fetched to staunch a wound which had

been bleeding three days and nights. To get at the case he had to walk three hours

along rotten logs, every now and then up to the middle in bog where the timber path

was deficient. At last he reached the sutterer, a boy wounded in the foot, and the

wound in such a state that there had to be a very copious application of bowls of

water befoi'e its real magnitude could be seen. In another minute, to the astonishment

of the natives, it was neatly bandaged up. Two magic threads placed roimd the ankle

by the manangs were soon thrown awa}-. The family had been giving all they

could scrape together to the manangs, and had sent for the missionary at the last

extremity.

A severe visitation of small-pox in the district tried Mr. Crossland severcl}'. For ton

months he had ver}- little rest, inoculating those who had not had the complaint, and minis-

tering to the sick. Sixteen deaths took place in the sixty families dwelling close by the

mission. Scarcely a woman was to be seen with her ornaments on. The women, as

soon as a friend died, took off their finery of brass or coloured cane, and put on black

cane round the waist. The people were very kind in nursing the sick—a great con-

trast to the Sakarang Dyaks near them, who ran off into the jungle and left their

sick to live or die. Mr. Crossland found that there was an old man who was going

about with a charm declaring it would cause the disease to subside. He was

driving a thriving trade with it, and yet he had brought his own grandchildren to

Mr. Crossland to be inocidated. The assurance and deceit of the medicine-men were

something astonishing. " They look wise," says Mr. Crossland, " chew some leaves,

coloin- them, spit on the people who are sick, rub them up and down, tie a piece of

string round the neck, fasten a stone, bone, or piece of stick to the end of it, finally

ask a high price for the charm, and so get on, and are sent for from all parts. To

be able to do this, they must have a lot of dreams, in which the Antoo tells them of

drug, or plant, or stone, bone, pig's, dog's, or deer's tooth which is in a certain place,

and possesses certain properties. Having first caught their hare, they skin it. They

get the tooth, or bone, and nan-ate their dream, which is the best part of the charm. To

be a mdiHitifi is scmiething very different, and requii'es an amount of subtlety and

practice almost unheard of But once a manang, j-ou can do anything, and command
a high price. Has any one a pain in his body ? the manang will soon show you

how to extract the cause. He passes his fingers over the spot, and, by pinches,

extracts the most wonderful things—porcupine cpiills, fishbones, teeth, stones, pieces

of wood. You .SY'P the things, and might see them before extracted, but the manang is

too sharp.

'

Mr. Crossland got his church finished early in 1871. It v;a.«; fort3'-two feet in

length. He says :
" All the seats are very handsome, quite of an ecclesiastical type.

I gave the designs myself, and saw them cut out by Chinese carpenters. Windows

—

or, more properly speaking, wind-holes—are all neat, almost Gothic in their simphcity.
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but not quite so simple as Early English ; they are neatly latticed. The flooring i.s

plank, a great improvement upon earth. The roof is nondescript leaf and grass, but

that is only temporary, as I hope, ere long, to exchange it for slates of ironwood.

The carpenters' wages were about £30 ; and the wood, nails, paint, with carriage and

poi'terage, about £40 more."

This little sanctuary in the wilderness was consecrated liy the Bishop in Sojitember,

1873. Rajah Brooke and the Ranee were present ; altogether, " a party of nine pale-

faces in the depths of the jungle assisting to consecrate to God a pretty little church."

The Rev. J. Perham, who went out to Borneo in 1867, very forcibly pourtrays

some of the obstacles to the reception of Christianity liy the Dyaks. " For them," he

says, ' the Christian religion is gathered up in the one word ' Sembeyang '—warship, the

outward service, rather than the living a new life. The missionary would persuade

them to be Christians, but possibly they want to know the worth of Christianity in

wages, paddy, or other tangible and immediate gain. One family told me they wished,

to bo baptised because they were always ill, and they thought that by becoming

Christians they might have better health. Or they may ask whether Sembeyang will

keep oft' the rats from the growing paddy." Many of them assert that attention to

bird omens used to keep off failures of crops, ravages of rats, and so forth, and that

Sembeyang has made them more liable to these and other evils. Still, it is exactly

the bitterest opponents of Sembeyang who have in many cases ultimately become its

lirmest adherents. There are others by whom the constant Avatching of birds had

been found exceedingly burdensome, and who were first attracted towards Christianity

by its promising to free them from this intolerable yoke.

Mr. Perham's narrative contains much information of a novel and intei'esting

character resjjecting the mission at Banting (now St. Paul's church). Dj^aks have not

been used to distinguishing one day from another, and so on Saturday evening a big-

gong sounds from Banting Hill to remind the people that the morrow is the day of

rest and worship. The little church nestles among thick foliage on the hiil-side. In

the adjacent churchyard there are simple crosses to mark the graves, and one large

four-post arrangement shows where a chief lies buried. For a long time the Dyaks

would not use the churchyard ; they clung to their old custom of taking their dead

away into the jungle. They thought that a cemetery near the village would be a

place where the spirits of the dead (some of them, perhaps, ill-natured and badly disposed)

would howl and frighten passers-by. But they have lived down this notion. They

bury at early dawn, for they will not keep a corpse in the house after daybreak. If

the coffin is not ready, they bring the body to the churchyard and wait while the

carpenters finish their work. The missionaries have to keep a keen look-out, or somo

old heathen custom would be introduced—perhaps a fowl brought and killed at the

grave as a sacrifice, or a burning stick to scare away evil spirits carried before the

procession. The funeral service (as far as can be) is sung by a surpliced choir, and

the occasion is usually an impressive one, and fully suggestive of Christian hope.

Sometimes, however, as in the following case, incidents occur which mingle strangely

with the solemnity expected at such a time.
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" Buda had died " (says Mr. Perham), " and great lamentation was made for- him.

All day and night a sad, piteous cry of wailing rose up from relays of women, friends

and neighbours who came to show their sjTnpathy. As each one went into the presence

of the dead, she veiled her face with a native cloth, and burst out into a shrill and

mournful voice of passionate grief, feigned perhaps in some cases, but generally real, at

least for the moment. At times it abated somewhat, but in the morning, when the

corpse was about to be removed, it rose to a more intense pitch, as if they were

grappling with death itself to prevent their friend from being carried off and seen no

more. A crowd had assembled, and the little church was full. When St. Paul's grand

discourse on the resurrection was being read, the wife rushed into the church, and

clasped the coffin with her arms and remained kneeUng beside it, sobbing and weeping.

She followed to the grave, and when the corpse was being lowered into the earth, she

jumped down into the grave and lay at full length upon the coffin, crying out :
' I will

be buried with my husband ; I can't live without him.' A man had to go down and

lift her out. And I was just reading, ' Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord,' &c.,

when the man shouted out, ' He never would have died if he had not eaten salt fish.'

With a voice of sternness I rebuked him, and Avas then allowed to finish the service

without further interruption."

Mr. Perham got a very respectable Dyak Christian, whom he had long known, to

act as verger in the church, and robed him in a cassock by way of impressing the

congregation with a due sense of the man's dignity and authority. The imov Dyak

wore it two Sundays and coukhi't stand it any longer. He suggested that Mr. Perham

should give him a robe of the pattern of the Sarawak flag—a striking combination

of blue, j^ellow, and red. He thought that would keep the people in proper awe of

him. Mr. Perham, however, could not see his way to adopt this suggestion.

ilild incongruities, that would sadly disturb an English congregation, not infre-

quently . occur in this little church amongst the Bornean jungles. Now and again an

old man has walked in, smoking a long pipe, meaning no harm, and soon induced to

23ut it away by the significant glances of those who knew better. Or perhaps some raw

youth from the interior, in very scant_y raiment, Avould perch on the back of a bench

with his feet on the seat, and so remain throughout the service. Not infrequently,

when the words of the preacher went home forcibly to the hearts of the hearers,

remarks of approval or comment would be made. Mr. Perham did not find this an

interruption ; on the contrary, it roused general interest. One day the minister was

exhorting the people to follow God's teaching with single-heartedness, when an old

man exclaimed, " So we do ; see how many of us are here ; that's a proof of it." Some-

times the interruption was uncalled for, and indeed reprehensible, as when an old

woman, who thought herself quite the lady of the place, said, " Yes, what you say is

quite right—I am true and faithful ; but these other people are very dubious Christians."

Another time, when Mr. Perham was speaking of the parable of the great supper, and

mentioned some of the excuses which Dyaks made for not coming to public worship,

an old man, by way of completing the list, said aloud, " Yes, and pig-hunting." It

transpired afterwards that the man's son-m-law had that morning gone pig-hunting
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instead of coming to chiu-ch. " Yes, the young one speaks fairly well;' was the audible

comment of an old Dyak when a young missionary was giving almost his tii'st address

in the native tongue. But it is almost always the old folk who thus violate church

decorum ; the young people, with their school training, plume themselves on knowing

Letter than to indulge in these eccentricities.

Mr. Perham paid occasional visits to the mission-stations at Serian and Gensurei

on the Sarebas river. At Gensurei were some inquirers who mostly had a passage

of Scripture or point of doctrine ready for him to cxplaiii to them. " Wisdom is

justified of her children." " A prophet hath no honour in his own country." " How
many days of judgment will there be V Such or similar topics were usually awaiting

him. At these station-chapels, the offertory is in kind more often than in monej'. A
basket has to be taken round into which the saucer of rice (which is the most frequent

oft'ering) is emptied. A bunch of plantains is sometimes brought.

These Dyak chapels, which are dotted here and there in addition to the half-dozen

regular churches, are very simple structures. They stand, like the houses, on posts of

wood ; dried palm-leaves compose the walls and roof and split wood the floors. They

cost little, and are easily rebuilt when required. As the Dj-ak village huts are often being

moved about, a permanent church in the outlying districts would stand a chance of

being left alone in the jungle. There is little ornament or furniture except the Holy

Table, and the Dyaks sit about the floor as in their own homes. Of course the settled

churches at Kuching and Banting are much more after the pattern of similar edifices

in England.

It will be seen that the mission work of Sarawak has been entirely in the hands

of the Church of England clergymen sent out by the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel. In 1S39, the American Board of Missions sent out three men to the "West Coast.

They laboured earnestly amongst the Dj'aks, but had to contend with great difficulties

in consequence of hostile influence exerted by the Malays, as well as vexatious

hindrances from the Dutch authorities. The missionaries and their families also

suft'ered severely from sickness, until all were dead but one, and he returned in broken

health to America. The Rhenish Missionary Society sent missionaries to South Borneo

in 1834. They have carried on some good educational and evangelical woik, and by

them the Bible has been translated into the dialect of Pulu Perak.

The Straits Settlements are now under the episcopal charge of the Bishop of

Sarawak, but the mission work done in these parts is very scanty. There has been,

however, for some years past a mission at Singapore. But the variety of races and

creeds to be dealt with, renders religious effort exceedingly difficult. The nnssioiiary

can do little more than direct native catcchists. Tens of thousands of Tamils,

Chinese, and Jlalaj-Chinese, remain in the district a few years, and then dejjart

.—some to their ovm. countries, some to other fields of industrial labour. Whatever

Christian truths are brought home to them they may be the means of scattering far

and wide, but they do not stay to build up a church, so that there is very little to show

for long persistent ciibrt. Smgapore is one of the most important British outposts in

Asia. Once an insignificant fishing village with a popidation of about 150, it is now the
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ke}' of Eastern commerce. Sir Stamford Kafties, with wise forethought, secured this

splendid station for the English Crown, made it a free port, built a chiu'ch (now a

Cathedral), and also a college, respecting ^\hicll he wrote :
" I trust in God that this

institution may be the means of civilising and bettering the condition of millions." With

300,000 Mahometans scattered up and down the Straits, and with a vast population,

speaking many tongues, constantly entering and leaving the district, Singapore presents a

most important centre for varied missionary etibrt. Yet the Christian enterprise of the

Church of England has been represented here by one nnssionary, Mr. Venn, who fell a

victim to cholera, and whose post it seems there has been great difficulty in tilling up.

The Society for Promoting Female Education in the East, the oldest Zenana Society

in existence, has been carrying on a good work amongst the Chinese women and gii-ls.

Borneo is only one of the numerous fertile islands, large and small, which go to

make up the Eastern Archipelago. This vast assemblage of islands includes also Java,

Sumatra, and Celebes, as well as numerous groups such as the Philippines, the Moluccas,

and so on, and is inhabited by nearly thirty-seven millions of our fellow-creatures.

The greater portion of these regions has long been under the rule of the Dutch, who

have not been wanting in efforts to extend Christianity amongst their subjects. Too

often, however, the matter seems to have been attended to in a wholesale manner, and

vast numbers were, in various ways, induced to take up the profession of Christianity

without giving evidences of real conversion, or even conviction. Early in the seventeenth

century, when the Dutch established themselves in Java, and founded the city of Batavia,

all the ministers in the colony Avere directed at once to use their best endeavours io

bring the inhabitants of the country into the Dutch Reformed Church. Accordingl}' a

church and school was established in each district, native teachers Avere trained and

set to work, and the whole affair was really a department of the State. The result was

that, in 1721, there were said to be 100,000 Christians in the island. One lasting

benefit that accrued was, that the Dutch presented the ilalays with the Xew Testament

in their own language as early as 16SS, and with the Avhole Bible in 1733. Upon

these early translations have been based other improved versions that have since

appeared. But after a time all care for the nominally converted natives seems to

have ceased, and diu-ing the present century great numbers of so-called Christians in

Java have been found living in gross vice, and with no more real sense of religion

than their heathen neighbours.

In Amboyna the Dutch were putting forth great efforts to Christianise the natives

about the middle of the seventeenth century, and it is said that in 1686 there were

30,000 natives under pastoral care in the capital, and in Amboyna and the neighbour-

ing isles there were fifty churches. Some of the native youths Avere taken to Holland,

and there taught and ordained as ministers. In many parts there Avere distinct

Christian villages, Avhere the authorities took care that no one Avas absent from divine

service or catechising, Avithout laAvful excuse. But there is ample evidence to show

that before the close of the eighteenth century a very great declension had taken place

in this reo'ion. To a lar^-e extent the religion of the natives seems to have becomeo o o
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little more than a superstitious regard for the minister himself and the perfunctory-

practice of a few outward forms. Of doctrines, few had any notion whatever, and

indeed most had freed themselves from all moral restraint. Whilst still calling them-

selves Christians, they were revengeful, dishonest, and unchaste, and had revived many

of their old superstitions. Whenever they sailed past a certain hill upon the coast of

Ceram, they let a few flowers and some small pieces of money in cocoanut shells float

away upon the waters, and also, if it were evening, some lighted wicks floating in oil.

- - ^ 'r^rf^^-.-M:^ .-^i
'.^^^M^->'^-'^'

-nx0ic.

THE I'lRST DUTCH MISSIOXAUY SETTLEMENT IN SUMATRA.

Having performed this rite, they went upon their way satisfied that the Demon of

the Hill would now do them no harm. There have been fresh eflbrts at evangelisa-

tion in Amboyna during the present century, and a great willingness to make outward

profession has been met with. But the work has been too much characterised by

wholesale baptisms, unaccompanied by a sufficiency of proper instruction, or proper

examination as to the real piety of the converts.

In Sumatra, Timor, Celebes, Banda, Temate, and the Moluccas, Christianity was

introduced by the Dutch much more extensively than is generally supposed. Multitudes

of converts Avere brought into the church by the early ministers, whose successors,

however, seem -to have very much neglected the religious interests of the people sup-

posed to be under their charge. During the eighteenth century the churches in the

country districts were for long periods often without ministers, and the schoolmasters,.
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being left unpaid, were obliged to desert their schools and go and work in the fields

to earn a living. Bibles were exceedingly scarce, and it is reported that some ministers

had only a few leaves of one for vise both in the public services and in their own

.studies. We hear, however, that in some of the villages, boys who had been taught

in the school, kept up the public Bible-readings on Sundays after other ministrations

had ceased.

A quaint peep at Christian work in Sumatra about the year 17 1« is afforded us

by the narrative of Jacob Vischer, a Dutch minister of Batavia. He writes that in

the year just mentioned he was emploj'cd in Sumatra, and at the Castle of Badan,

to administer the Sacraments, and that many came to be baptised, presenting at the

same time offerings of great value to the Lord
;

that they received the Lord's

Supper only once in two years, and that he (Vischer) was very acceptable unto them
;

that he ordained elders and deacons, provided golden ;cups for administering the com-

munion, and obtained teachers from the neighbouring^ islands to uistruct the young

;

that ships full of heathens came there to be baptised, who willingly embraced the

Christian religion, bringing gifts of gold and precious stones, which on their knees they

offered to the ministers of the Gospel.

The Netherlands Mission Society, which was instituted at Rotterdam in the year

1797, for sixteen years contented itself with ti-aining agents, who went out under the

care of the London Missionary Society to Java, Ceylon, and elsewhere. After that, it car-

ried on missions of its own in Java, Ternate, Celebes, and other islands of the Malay

Archipelago. But this work was still characterised by the old features of Dutch evan-

gelisation. The missionaries adopted the policy of indiscriminately baptising all per-

sons who were willing to profess the religion of their Dutch masters—all-powerful

in these islands. Still, the work was carried on very vigorously, and the clearing away

oi outward symbols of idolatry and devil-worship was in itself beneficial, even if the

baptised persons did not learn at once to exgniplify the Christian graces. A great

many of the Dutch colonial ministers seem at times to have aided in the modern

renewal of mission efforts, but amongst them all the Rev. Mr. Karn, an agent of the

above-mentioned Society, stands out pre-eminent for his zeal and activity. He visited

Celebes and the other islands in 1817, and for sixteen years preached and baptised

without intermission. In one island he baptised a vast number of slaves at the special

request of a pious king to whom they belonged. Several thousand persons in all were

baptised by this resolute evangelist, who strove hard to sweep idolatry from the Dutch

islands. He seems to have had the power of communicating his own enthusiasm to

the people whom he exhorted ; and his progress through the islands was marked by

burnt idols and devil-houses. Thirty-four devil-houses were burnt in one native town,

and in Amboyna idolatry was completely abolished. This indefatigable missionary died

of sheer ovenvork in 1833.

There have been recent missions in Sumatra and Java on behalf of the Rhenish

Missionary Society, the Dutch Reformed Jlissionary Society, and the Menuonite Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel in the Dutch Colonies.

43
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XXL—SOUTH AFRICA.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

A GLANCE AT THE MISSION FIELDS.

British and Foreign Missions to South Africa—Pastor Harms of Hermaunsburg—His Work in Germany

—

Sends Missionaries to South Africa—Emigrants—A German Christmas on the Atlantic—Arrival at

Zanzibar—Fail to reach Gallas Country—Settle at Natal—Opposition—New Hermannsburg Founded

—

Work among the Kaffirs—Travelling Adventures—An Arrant Beggar—Missions to Sechele and XJm-

panda—Illness and Death of Harms—Bishop Gray—His Consecration and Voyage to South Africa

—

First Visitation—A Kaffir Gathering—Malays at Cape Town—A Kaffir Training College—Sisterhoods

—

Bishop Cotterill at Grahamstown—A False Prophet—Liberality of Converts—Bishop Callaway—Bishop

Colenso and the Zulus.

ry^HE Hottentots, Bushmen, Kaffirs, Zulus, Bechuanas, and other native tribes of South
-L Africa, have not as yet yielded so many converts to Christianity as might have been

anticipated from the numerous agencies that have been endeavouring to carry the

Gospel into the countries between the Zambesi and Coanza rivers (which may be

regarded as the northern boundaries of South Africa), and Cape Agulhas, the southern-

most piomt of the whole continent. To no other country, with the possible excejDtion

of India, have so many missionary societies devoted their attention. Englishmen and

Scotchmen have gone out from the London Missionary Society, the Church Missionary

Society, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, the Methodist Missionary

Society, and the Glasgow Missionary Society. Germany has sent her sons through the

agency of the Berhu and Rhenish Missionary Societies ; and Frenchmen, Americans, and

Norwegians have occujDied parts of the field which the Moravians were the lirst to

enter. The seed has been sown far and wide by many hands, and some of the first-

fruits have been gathered in ; but there have been many discouragements and

hindrances, and it is a matter for congratulation that, m the face of so many

obstacles, some progress has been made. With the exception of Schmidt's brief resi-

dence at Gnadenthal, it is little more than a hundred years since the Moravians began

their woi'k, and during a large portion of the century, missions have had to contend

with active opposition from the Dutch, and inditierence on the part of the English

authorities. Latterly, the colonial governors have taken a more liberal view of the

claims of missions, and two of them, Sir George Grey and Sir Bartle Frere, have assisted

and supported the missionaries as far as it was m their power to do so.

We have referred to the religious societies which have interested themselves in

South Africa, but one of the most remarkable missions to that country is due to the

initiation of one man, a simple German pastor who sent out his first missionary ex-

pedition in 1S53, and followed it up with so much vigour that, in ten years, twenty-five

mission stations had been established by his instrumentality amongst the Kaffirs, Zulus,

and Bechuanas. This man was Louis Harms, the pastor of Hermannsburg, in Han-

over. Bom in 1808, he migrated with his family to the village with which his name

is inseparably connected, on his father being appointed to the pastorate there. Her-

mannsburg is in the midst of the Liineburg Heath, a \\dld tract between the rivers

Elbe and Weser, only broken by a few narrow valleys formed in the course of ages by
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the action of small streams, which have fertilised their own immediate neighbour-

hood in smiling contrast to the bleak and barren heath itself. Here Louis Harms

spent his boyhood, and learned to love the wild moors over which ho wandered in the

long dry summer days, when everything was burnt up by the heat, and in the short

days of winter, when a thick covering of snow obliterated almost every feature of the

landscape. It Avas to Hermannsburg that he returned after a brilliant university

career at Gottingen, and a few years spent at Lauenburg as a tutor, at first as his

father's assistant, and subsequently as sole pastor.

In the earlier years of the present century, evangelical religion was at a very low

ebb in Germany, and it was said of Hanover, that one might pass through the kingdom

without discovering a faithful pastor. The clergy were dull, formal, learned moralists,

and for some time Harms was under the spell which had fallen upon his brethren.;

but, after many inward struggles, he emerged from the chilling mists of the prevalent

rationahsni into the light of spiritual religion. Soon after this change he was invited

to enter the mission-house at Hamburg, with the object of preparing himself to labour

among the German population in the United States of America; but he could not

be persuaded to leave his native land, and to give up the prospect of becoming the

pastor of the sturdy and independent peasants who lived on his beloved Ltineburg

Heath.

His work there was eminently successful. The people were poor, and compara-

tively uneducated ; but he found a way to their hearts, and in a few years his influence

was felt in every household, and by almost every individual in his parish. Family

prayer Avas observed in all the homes, and almost every adult was a regular

comnumicant. The church services were well attended on Sundays and on week-

days. At noon the bell in the church tower invited the men to cease work, and

spend a few minutes in private prayer. Even the children gave up singing songs and

ballads, and raised their voices in hymns and psalms as they trudged along the roads,

or wandered across the fields. Hermannsburg became a model village, of which it might

truly be said, "like pastor, like people."

Harms had not been long settled there before the condition of the heathen was

vividly brought home to him. He could not sleep for thinking of their state, and of

the obligation laid upon him to do something for them. He was not a man to spend

his time in fruitless contemplation, and he at once sjjoke to his people and asked their

help. Twelve persons offered to go out as missionaries. A house was immediately

obtained for their residence and training, and a brother of the pastor, who was also

a clergyman, took charge of it. The volunteers needed much instruction. For four

years they studied Introductions to the Old and New Testaments, Exegesis, Dogmatic

Theology, Church History, the Histoiy of Missions, Homiletics, and kindred subjects.

They were also taught to labour with their hands, "partly," as their pastor told them,

" for your bodily health, partly that you may to some extent earn your own bread,

and partly that you may remain humble, and be no more ashamed of your work than

Peter was of his fishing or Paul of his tent-making." They were told to be diligent

and to remember Luther's saying, " Well prayed is more than half learnt." Therefore
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they were to pray diligently, not only in their common prayer, but in iheir own
rooms daily.

It happened during the preparation of these twelve volunteers, that some young

rASTOK HAUMS SEEING OFF HIS FIllST MISSIONARIES.

sailors, who -were recent converts, applied to join in the work. Their idea was to found

a colony in Western Africa, near Bonney, and, under the superintendence of Christian

missionaries, to help in putting down the slave trade
; but they were quite willing to go

to any other part of the African continent. Tlie offer of these young men suggested

to Pastor Harms that the mission might be a means of colonisation ; and when he had
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determined to combine the two objects of preaching to the heathen and founding a

settlement for emigrants, many peasants, who would have been quite useless as

missionaries, applied to join the enterprise. Sixty offered themselves. Of these only

eif'ht were selected, and received suitable traming, but in the meantime six of the

sailors grew tired of waiting, and found other employment. This was discouraging, and

was followed by a fresh difficulty—want ot the necessary funds for sending out the

b .
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Canclace, her intended destination being to carry the Go§pel to the Ethiopians. The

eight missionaries, two of the vohniteers having died and two having proved

unworthy, were examined by the Consistory, and, having passed with credit, were

ordained. The colonists included two smiths, a tailor, a butcher, a dyer, and three

kbourers. The cargo was sent on board, and then a leave-taking service was held

at Hermaunsburg, which concluded with Luther's hymn, "Ein fede Burg ist Unser

Gott " (Our God, a sure stronghold is He). The next day the emigrants went to

Hamburg and embarked on board the Canclace. Much to the astonishment of

the quay-porters and sailors, another service Avas held on deck, and many seafaring

men swarmed up the rigging of other ships in the harbour to see the strange sight,

to Hsten to the singing, and to catch the last words of Pastor Harms as he bade the

missionaries and colonists read the Word of God and pray daily morning and eveiaing.

" Begin all your work with prayer ; when the storm rises, pray ; when the bUlows roar

round the ship, pray ; when sin comes, j^ray ; and when the devil tempts you, pray

;

so long as you pray, it Avill go well with you body and soul."

The Canclace left Hamburg on the 28th of October, 1853, for Zanzibar, whence it

was intended that the missionaries and colonists should proceed to the country of the

Gallas, a wild tribe who dwelt to the south of Abyssinia, between that land and the

Indian Ocean. The voyage was prosperous. Ever^' Sunday there Avere two services, and

morning and evening crew and passengers met for family worship. Some of the

eolonists Avere married, and took out their Avives and their children, Avho Avere regularly

taught in school. The Avorkmen carried on their trades ; the tailor Avas busy Avith his

needle, and the carpenter Avith his saAv and hammer. The ministers continued their

studies and prepared sermons, some of them Avith. the assistance of their pipes. At

Christmas the chests, specially packed and prepared for that festal season, Avere opened,

and their contents—Avax- lights for the Christmas-tree, Avhich proved a failure and Avas

ignominiously throAvn overboard, apples, nuts, gingerbread, toys, Bible jDictures, and other

presents—were distributed. There Avas singing, and bloAving of trumpets, Avith merriment

and rejoicing in the good old German fashion, though the sailors and passengers Avere

far from their fatherland on the broad bosom of the Atlantic. After having been

eighty days at sea—^for the brig sailed but sloAvly—they reached Cape ToAvn, and then

proceeded to Natal and along the east coast of Africa, Avhence they Avere driA'en by a

storm out into the Indian Ocean. The storm, hoAvever, abated, and at length they

anchored at Zanzibar, intending to proceed from that port to the country of the Gallas.

In order to reach their proposed destination, it Avas necessary to obtain the j^cnnis-

sion of the Imaun, or ruler of Muscat, to pass through his territory, and in his absence

his son told them they might make their Avay by sea to the island of Mombaz, 150

miles north of Zanzibar, and Avait there for leave to go inland. Contrary Avinds and an

adverse current prevented them for some days from approaching the island, and Avhen

at length they succeeded in reaching port, it was only to encounter fresh obstacles.

The Governor could not help them, and suggested that they should return to Natal.

But to this proposal they Avould not listen, and some of them asked permission to go

to a German missionary named Rebmann, Avho had settled some little distance off
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amongst tlie Wanika tribe. The Governor would not hear of this, but, by way of

compromise, agreed that Rebmann should be sent for, and a native messenger was

despatched to bring him to Mombaz. Meanwhile three of the Hermannsburgers

rashly attempted an expedition to find Rebmann on their own account, but they were

obliged to return to the ship, and the Governor at once ordered the whole party to

leave, Rebmann being quite unable to turn him from his purpose.

They remained altogether three weeks at Mombaz, and were much impressed by

the richness and beauty of the tropical scenery, and astonished at the huge trees, unUke

anything they had ever seen before, cocoa-palms a hundred feet high, mangoes, great

cactuses and dense underwood, all growing in a profusion which contrasted with the

barrenness of their native heath. The people did not impress them so favourably.

They found them lazy, unhealthy, and suffering from diseases brought on by excessive

eating ; for though, being Mohammedans, they nominally fasted at certain seasons, they

made up for abstinence in the day by gluttony at night. One of the missionaries,

Meyer, who had some knowledge of medicine, was called upon to prescribe for the

sick, and found his time fully occupied, but he was obliged to depart with the ship,

which sailed for Natal, and arrived there at the beginning of August, 1854, nearly

ten months after she had left Hamburg.

As it was impracticable to carry out the original plan of settling amongst the

Gallas, it was decided to remain in Natal. Here, too, difficulties awaited them which

were overcome onlj' bj^ great patience. It was first reported that the Candace was

carrying a company of Jesuits, and the people were warned to beware of them, but a

German who met them soon dissipated this rumour. Then the English Governor

refused to allow them to settle, and ordered them to return to Germany, at which

they were not a little surprised, seeing they had brought letters of recommendation

from the Colonial Secretary in London. They found out afterwards that the captain

of their ship had entirely misrepresented their object, and had told the Governor, who

had accepted the statement only too readily, that they were revolutionary demagogues.

When they kad satisfied him upon this point, he was unwilling, or unable, to grant

them a place for a settlement unless they paid for the land, and they therefore bought

6,000 acres near Pietermaritzburg, for which they paid £030. The site was m many

respects advantageous. A river flowed through their propert3f, and limestone and coal

could be obtained by mining. Some of the land was arable, and the rest pasture, but

there was little wood, and timber was not obtainable in the immediate neighbourhood.

They were under English protection, and not far from some of the most powerful tribes

of Southern Africa. Within the colony there were Kaffirs and Zulus, while to the

north lay Zululand itself The Matabele and the Bochuanas were at no great distance,

and the missionaries hoped that they might, after all, be able to reach the Gallas by

overland joiu'neys. But the first thing to be done was to build some shelter for them-

selves, and they set to work promptly to put up houses, camping out until the build-

ings were ready for occupation. The kitchen was first completed, in order to provide

for their daily meals, but the smith appropriated a corner for his anvil and bellows,

and raising too fierce a fire, burnt off the roof, a misfortune which was soon repaired.
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Farming operations were next taken in hand, and twenty acres were cleared,

ploughed, and sown with hemp, maize, and wheat ; sheep and oxen were bought and

turned out to pasture, and the poultry-yard was stocked. Fish were caught in the

river, and sometimes a buck or a peacock was shot. Meanwhile, the missionaries did

not neglect to prepare themselves for teaching and preaching to the natives, and applied

themselves with diligence to learn the Kaffir language, which they found difficult,

especially as regards pronunciation. " Yet," they said, " the Lord will help." A Berlin

missionary who supermtended their studies wrote to Pastor Harms, " I have seen them

struggling with their clicks and clacks till their eyes turned round in their heads."

They persevered, and were martyrs to their attempt to master the difficulties of a

strange tongue. They were eager to teach, and spoke as they were able to find inter-

preters ; but in their anxiety to communicate directly with the natives, they sometimes

fell into ludicrous blunders. One day there was a lively dialogue between a missionary

and a Kaffir. A bystander asked the former what it was all about. " The man wants

work from us, but he asks more than I can give," was the reply. It turned out that

the Kaffir did not want work, but wished to be paid a shilling owed to him for

maize. As difficulties of a like nature occurred in their religious conversations, they

applied themselves with more diligence to their studies, and in other respects they

were not idle. Harms had warned them a<»-ainst the enervating influence of climate,

and thoj' sent him an accouiit of their day's work. " We rise at half-past five, and

have worship at six ; after coffee, every one hurries to his work ; for breakfast, we

have bread and milk ; dinner is at twelve, and coffee follows ; then to work again as

long as our dear God lets the sun shine."

After some months of hard labour, the permanent dwelling was successfully com-

jjleted, and received the name of New Hevmannsburg ; and shortly afterwards, a

friendly English magistrate who visited the jjlace was so pleased with all he saw, that

he prevailed upon the colonial authorities to remit the timber tax and the ground

rent which the Brethren had hitherto paid. Subsequently orders came from Lord

Clarendon that 3,000 additional acres were to be allotted to the mission, and Sir

George Grey made further grants of land, and gave every encouragement to the

Brethren, so that their organisation was in time firmly and completely established.

More emigrants came out, and in the course of time new stations were founded in

Natal, in the Transvaal Republic, in Bechuanaland, and further north in Mosilikatse's

country, forming a line of mission stations which can be traced on the map from

Natal right up to the Zambesi river.

The Brethren, as we have seen, found it no easy task to acquire the Kaffir

language, but the difficulties were overcome, and they were able to preach to the

natives, larfje numbers of whom had settled in the neighbourhood of New Hermanns-

burg. Many of these Kaffirs had been driven from their original homes as the result

of war, their tribal arrangements had been broken up, and their chiefs had fallen in

battle. They were therefore the more inclined to submit to the mild autiiority of the

missionaries, and were tractable and willinof to work. Their houses reminded the

Germans of beehives, at least externally, but the interior economy was veiy different
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from the well-ordered homes of the busy bee. With one or two mats, a block of wood
for a pillow, an assegai and some clubs, a Kaffir hut was furnished. If a man had

more than one wife, he had a separate hut for each, and a rich man bought as many
wives as he could afford, the usual price of a wife varying from ten to twenty oxen.

They were ravenous eaters, ten of them, it is said, consuming an entire ox in twenty-

four hours, but after such a feast they woull fast for several days. They were not

r
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many of the settlers were engaged in farming operations, or as carpenters, builders,

and blacksmiths. The Kaffirs took very kindly to the forge, and one of them, a

tall, powerful fellow, wielded the hammer with great skill, and even learnt to make

horse-shoes, and to put them on. One day the master-smith invited him to come

into the settlement with his wife and child, that they might all be taught. " I am
too stupid to learn," was the reply; but the smith told him that was just the reason

why he should try. A few days later he said, " Sometimes my heart tells me I

ought to learn, and then again it says, ' No, you are so stupid.'

"

The fame of New Hermannsburg soon spread far and wide, and the Brethren

were sometimes invited by the native chiefs to come and settle in their neighbour-

hood. " If the Gospel is to flourish," wrote one of the pastors, " the Kaffirs must work,

for there wUl be no Christianity among them as long as thej^ lie all day in the

sun drinking sour beer." Four of the Brethren went to Umpaj-andi, one of the

most powerful chiefs in Natal, to negotiate for a settlement ; on their joui"ney

they had to live on such native fare as they could obtain, and though it was not

very palatable, they were satisfied. They had evening worship as they travelled, and

astonished the people by singing hymns before retiring to rest. One night a whole

kraal turned out to hear the solemn German harmonies, and the people were so

pleased that the hjTnns had to be sung over and over again, whilst men, women,

and even children listened in aAved amazement. Before the Brethren reached theii-

destination Umpayandi's son met them ; and when he had brought them to his hut

told them it was theirs as well as his, and, calling the jieople together, explained to

them that teachers would come to live among them, and tell them of the great

God in heaven.

Sometimes these pioneering journeys were attended with dangerous adventures.

Brother Weise once found himself far from any human dwelling, without food, m
a district full of wild animals, and in front a deep river abounding in crocodiles.

The nights were dark, and on two evenings he was obliged to lie dovm and take

his rest amongst the reeds which grew on the river-bank, with the possibility that

a crocodile might devour him ere the morning broke. At last, when he had almost

made up his mind to risk the passage of the river, he caught sight of a waggon,

and was delivered from his peril. Another time two of the Brethren were travelling

with a waggon and oxen, when the driver called out suddenly, " Lion ' Lion
'

" The

cattle took fright and rushed on, and for a moment the men's hearts were in

their mouths, but the sudden movement of the oxen, or the voice of the driver,

alarmed the beast, and he started off. " The lion," said the men in telhng the story,

" is a very wicked creature, and we cannot thank the Lord enough that He has

defended us."

As soon as New Hermannsburg was fairly established and in efficient order, a

further advance was made, and a new settlement was founded among the people of a

Natal chief named Somahasche. This man was an arrant beggar. His first question,

when the missionaries Schroder and Hohls were introduced to him, was—" What presents

have you brought me ? " and when they gave him two shirts, he put them both on
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in an instant. Then he complained of the state of his feet, and they handed him

a pair of white stockings, which he immediately drew over his black legs, much
to the amusement of himself and his visitors. He further begged the counterpane

under which they slept ; and having killed a cow to make a feast in their honour,

requisitioned all their salt to preserve some of the meat for himself Several inter-

views followed this first introduction, and the Germans were detained so long

that they were obliged to send for fresh supplies of provisions from New Hermanns-

burg, until they obtained permission to settle amongst the people.

In 1857, a message was received at New Hermannsburg from Sechele, the

Bechuana chief, and the friend of Moffat and Livingstone, asking for teachers to

be sent to him. The request came through the Boers of the Transvaal, who some

years before had established the Dutch Kepublic beyond the Drakenburg range of

mountains. They had always endeavoured to thwart the effort of the English mission-

aries amongst the Bechuanas, and had even ordered Sechele to send away Livingstone.

On his refusal to comply with this monstrous demand they attacked and burnt several

villages, and destroyed the mission station. But Livingstone had now left the

country ; and the Boers, who probably regarded the Germans of New Hermannsburg

as harmless, did not object to their j^i'esence in Bechuanaland, and a number of

them at once started on a formidable journey of thirty days to accept Sechele's

invitation. On the way they met Moftat, who was going on one of his long circuits

to visit Mosilikatse, and he gave them some Bibles and a few lessons in the lan-

guage of the country. Sechele received them joyfully-, and when he had learnt

something of their pastor in Germany, wrote him a letter of thanks, and sent him a

j^resent of ivory and skins. The old chiefs communication recalls Oliver Cromwell's

famous order :
" Put your trust in Providence, but keep your powder dry." " I thank

my God with great joy, for I had no teachers ; and now I thank God that I see

them with me and in the congi-egation ; also there is help which I need from

3'ou, which is powder, a thing I can never get. I greet you all ; and ma}' the

blessing of God be with you. I am Sechele, lord of the Bechuanas."

The request for powder was not unnatural or unreasonable. Disease was rapidly

destroying Sechele's cattle, and his people had to rely upon game for their food ; but

to kill game in sufficient quantities, fire-arms and gunpowder were absolutely necessary,

and the Boers refused to allow these articles to pass through their territory.

Meantime many of the natives were dying of hunger, and it is beHeved that more

than four hundred perished in two years. At last the missionaries succeeded in

persuading the Boers to remove the prohibition, and the Bechuanas were enabled to

obtain supplies of powder to shoot game.

Sechele had begun to put up a church m anticipation of the arrival of the

Germans, and it was soon completed and filled by an attentive congregation. The

chief took a warm interest in the services, and occasionall}', as the people dispersed,

reported to them what had most interested him in the sermon. He was, the

missionaries said, as a brother to them, doing nothing without their advice, and

seconding their eftbrts in every way. Shortly after their arrival he reinstated a chief
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who had been a fugitive from the Bamangwatos, and this man was so impressed

by what he had seen of the missionaries, that as soon as he was settled in his own
government he sent to New Hennannsburg for teachers, who came willingly and

opened a new station for the chief and his people.

In another direction the New Hermannsburg missionaries found fresh fields and

new openings. A Norwegian missionary, Schreuder, had been labouring for some years

amongst the Zulu Kaffirs, who dwelt between Natal and the Portuguese territory

at Delagoa Bay, and finding that Umpanda, one of the kings or chiefs, was anxious for

further missions, wrote to the Germans to send men. Two started at once, and

BECHUANA WOMEX.

five others prepared to follow. The pioneers lost their way, and were in imminent

danger of starvation, when Schreuder met them and conducted them to the kraal,

which included about 900 huts. After some delay they had an interview with the king,

who was holdmg a sort of coiu't and giving audience to his subjects, but his attention

was diverted bj- so many other calls that for some time the missionaries thought he

would not listen to them. At last he welcomed them, and they told him, amongst

other things, that they could build waggons. This pleased him so much that he in-

quired where they would like to live ; they asked for a place called Ungoie, but

whilst he was considering the matter nearly 2,000 soldiers advanced, and the king

commenced a review of his troops, and took no more notice of the missionaries.

Two days later he sent a messenger to tell them their request was granted, and

almost inimodiatel}- afterwards he desired them to build him a waggon-house

;

which was to be the biggest in the country, and he directed 150 of his soldiers to

help in the work. But the soldiers were lazy, and did nothing; they were sent into

the woods to cut laths, and at the end of the day they returned in long procession,
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each man carrying one lath. The missionaries soon discarded them, and finished

the building by their own exertions in about six weeks, greatly to the gratifica-

tion of the king, who had watched them daily, as they worked harder than he

had ever seen men work before. The queens and princesses, too, came frequently

to see them, but were always begging. " I love God, give me something," was a

common way of appealing for gifts, and the missionaries had much difficulty in

MISSIONAET CAEPENTEES AT WORK.

satisfying the applicants. At last they were obliged to refuse, and when asked to

give, offered to sing a psalm, which was attentively heard and usually appreciated.

These numerous settlements and missions in South Africa made great demands

upon the founder of the mission. Fresh arrivals came out from Germany, some

as teachers and others as settlers, and Pastor Harms had his hands full of can-

didates to be examined, and, if qualified, prepared for the work. He also had

to find the money, and though the expenses were small as compared with the

outgoings of some of the Missionary Societies, he was responsible for the pay-

ment of large sums. The good Luneburgers were liberal beyond all expectation, and

help came from other quarters. In seven years he received nearly £20,000. But he

would not beg, and even when he published a Missionary Chronicle of his own, he

refrained from making direct appeals for money. He once put a short account of
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his work in a Hanover newspaper, and as a result he received contributions from

Belgium, Holland, Eussia, and America. " God put it into men's hearts." " The

dear Lord has sent me 10,000 thalers," he said. Once he had to make a

payment of 550 thalers, and on the day before the money was due he had only

400. Then he prayed that the deficiency might be provided, and the next morning

he received anonymously 20 thalers from Schwerin, 25 from Blicksburg, and 100 from

Berlin ; and later in the day a labourer brought him 10, so that the money was all

forthcoming. A medicine-chest was much wanted for the mission, and, while the good

jDastor was reckoning the cost and the means of meeting it, a letter was dehvered to

him announcing that the writer had sent his medicine-chest for the use of the heathen.

In all his abundant labours for foreign missions. Pastor Harms did not

neglect his own parish. He carefully studied his sermons, and many of them

were printed and circulated far and wide; he regularly visited his people, especially

the old and feeble ; and he found time for a good deal of reading. An iron consti-

tution would hardly have carried him through all he undertook, but he was not

a strong man, and he suffered much, bearing all his pain with wonderful patience,

and always having a smile for those who met hun, or came to visit him in his

modest parsonage. As his illness increased he was unable to mount the puljDit stairs,

but he preached still, addressing the people from the steps of the communion-table.

Only a fortnight before his death he spoke in his sermon of his great weakness

:

" Lord Jesus, if I can no longer preach, take me from the earth ; of what use

can I be, if I can no longer speak of Thee to my brethren ? " Days of nuich

suffering followed, but he Avas able to get about, and even to bury one of his

parishioners. The next funeral at Hennannsburg was his own. His spirit passed

away as he slept, and his body was committed to the grave in the presence of a great

crowd of mourners. Pastors from neighbouring parishes and distant towns, missionary

students from the Listitution, his ovm people, and a representative of the King of

Hanover, filled the church, and many more who Avere unable to find room in the

building stood round the grave. It Avas a day of general mourning, and a day

never to be forgotten by those Avho Avere present. Tavo months later the sad news

reached Ncav Hermannsburg, and the missionaries Avere for a time stunned by the

bloAV. But, as they remembered their pastor's injunction and recalled his parting

advice to them, they felt that he being dead yet spoke, and Avith fresh energy

devoted themselves to their Avork. Their leader had gone ; but his folloAvers are still

carrying on the mission he founded, and the name of Pastor Harms is still honoured

by many a Gennan settler, and by many a Kaffir convert in South Africa.

The Church of England in South Africa oatos a heavy debt of gi-atitude to

Eobert Gray, first Bishop of Cape ToAvn, Metropolitan of Africa, and son of Eobert

Gray, Bishop of Bristol, Avhose palace Avas burnt doAvn by the mob in the famous

riots of 1831. On the very day of the fire the Bishop preached in the Cathedral, in

spite of the entreaties of some of his clergy to absent himself, as it Avas knoAvii the

building Avould be attacked. " I thank you," he said to his friends, " for your kind
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consideration of my person, but I am to regard my duty to God, and not the fear of

men. It shall never be said of mo that I turned my back upon religion." It was in

this spirit that his son, the Bishop of Cape Town, went about his work ;
fearless in

the midst of danger, and unswayed by opposition, nothing would ever induce him

to give up what he believed to be right, however great the sacrifice he was called

upon to make in order to attain the object he had at heart.

He was consecrated in Westminster Abbey, on June 29th, 1847 (St. Peter's

Day), as first Bishop of a diocese which included the whole of Africa south of

the Orange and Tugela rivers. In this wide territory there were, at the time

of Bishop Gray's consecration, only thirteen clergymen, of whom eight were supported

by the colonists, and two were army chaplains ; he took out with him several

others, who formed the nucleus of a clerical staff which grew during his episcojjate

to nearly one hundred and tiftj^ Some of these were engaged in work amongst the

colonists, but many were missionaries to the native tribes ; for the Bishop took as

much interest in the spiritual welfare of the heathen inhabitants, as in that of

his owa countrymen who had settled in the country.

He arrived at Cape Town in February, 1S4S, and at once set to work to put

his diocese in order. This was a matter of some difficulty, for he and the majority

of his clergy were of different "schools," and they had been so long independent

of episcopal supervision that they did not very easily reconcile themselves to his

authority. As soon as he had arranged matters at Cape Town he started on a

three months' visitation of the country, and in a letter to a niece in England

he humorously anticipates some of the difficulties of the undertaking. " I could

draw you a pathetic picture of my coming hardships in the way of impassable

rivers, overturning of waggons, sleepless nights while outspanning in the rain,

parched deserts, &c. ; or I could turn it all into ridicule by describing the care

with which I am going to pack sundry bottles of ale and brandy, and to provide

myself with hams, smoked beef, gridirons, frying-pans, and all the apparatus for

the cuisine department: but I forbear." He travelled in a waggon, and found that

mode of conveyance less uncomfortable than he had feared. Services were held

wherever it was found practicable, and the Bishop preached in private houses, in

the open au", and even in Methodist chapels. Once he was asked to hold a service

in Dutch, and beginning with a psalm, he proceeded to read a portion of the Word
of God, and to offer up some of the prayers of the Church ; but though the people

professed to understand him, he confessed that ho was afraid his pronunciation must
have seemed ridiculous to them.

At King William's Town he met Sir Harry Smith, the Governor of the Colony,

who had come to hold a gathering of the Kaffir chiefs, and he accompanied the

Governor to the assembl}-. The sight of men dressed in dirty blankets, brass arm-

lets, necklaces of beads or bone, and carrjdng long wands, was to him novel and

picturesque. The Governor had previously endeavoured to explain to Umhala, one

of the chiefs, the difference between a bishop and an ordinary minister, by showing

him a long and a short stick, the former representmg the superior height of a
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bishop above all other ecclesiastics; and at the meeting he told the Kaffirs that the

chief minister of the church, and of the Queen's religion, had ridden ninety miles

the previous day in order to be present. The Bishop then explained more fully

why he had come, but as his remarks had to be translated into Dutch, and from

Dutch into the Kaffir tongue, the result was not entirely satisfactory, although one

or two of the chiefs expressed a desire to be taught about God, and to hare

.schools established amongst them.

After an absence of four months, during which he had travelled nearly 3,000

miles, and confirmed 900 persons, the Bishop

returned to Cape Town, full of plans for

building new churches and schools, and

foundmg missions in various parts of his

large diocese. In the capital itself he es-

tablished schools, and arranged for frequent

services. On Whitsunday, 1849, he baptised

seventeen adult heathen converts in the

cathedral, and later in the game }"ear started

with his wife on another visitation tour of

2,000 miles. They met with much kind-

ness, and were fi-equently entertained hy the

Dutch farmers : but as Mrs. Gray knew no

Dutch, she was imable to talk to her hosts,

except when the Bishop was at hand to

interpret, he having by this time fairly

mastered that language. They travelled some-

times very rapidly, but Mrs. Graj^ bravely

underwent fatigue, and her husband proudly

records that in one day she rode on hoi-sc-

back sixty miles, in the course of whicli she crossed five deep and rapid rivers.

At Cape To\vn, Bishop Gray's attention was soon directed to the Malay inhabit-

ants, who numbered about 7,000, and professed Mahommedanism. Their ancestors

had been brought into the coimtry by the Dutch, and they lived apart from the

other inhabitants, occupying several streets, consisting chiefly of small square one-

storied cottages with flat roofs. Clean, orderly, and well conducted, they formed a

useful part of the communit}- ; the men were said to be exemplary husbands and

good fathers ; and, contrary to what might have been expected, very few of them

were polygamists. Once a year, on the birthday of the Sultan of Turkey, the father

of the faithful, whom they regard as the representative of their prophet, they

were accustomed to decorate their houses with flowers and evergreens, and to throw

festoons of flags across the streets, obser^ang the day as a great religious festival.

Dressed in their best clothes, the men wearinsr red fezzes, handsome neckerchiefs, blue

jackets, and white trousers, and the women many-coloured dresses and bright jeweller}',

they crowded the mosques, specially decorated for the occasion with triumphal arches,

BISHOP GR.A.Y.

{Fr'Wi n plwtograpli by ^[essls. Mason and Co.)
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banners, and transparencies to be lighted as soon as darkness set in. Inside these

mosques were more flags of every hue, texts from the Koran in Arabic characters, and

flowers made of paper with great ingenuity and skill. Services were held all day long

;

CHAPEL OF BISHOP GRAY.

the evening service, in which special reference was made to .Jesus of Nazareth, being

followed by a very curious observance called the Kalifa. It commenced with singing '

or chanting in a low tone by one of the performers, and when this had been con-

tmued for a few minutes, others took it up until the whole of the performers, smging

m tones of gradually increasing intensity, and accompanying themselves on tambourines,

44
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created a noi.se absolutely deafening. Six of the troupe, armed with short daggers,

with which they feigned to pierce their bodies, next danced to a singing accompaniment;

and as soon as this was ended, several of the men stripped to the waist, and an old

man thrust skewers of iron and steel into the lobes of their ears, leaving them
dangling like earrings. Other and longer skewers were run into the sides of each of

the performers, who thus transiixed went round the mosque to make a collection,

and then the skewers were withdrawn, and the wounds dressed by one of the

priests. This exhibition was followed by an apparent disembowelling of one of the

younger men, so skilfully managed as to deceive the spectator, though no real injury

was inflicted. The origin of these strange observances in connection with the Sultan's

birthday seems unknown, but they still attract numerous visitors of all classes.

Englishmen, Dutchmen, and others being freely admitted to the mosques on this

occasion.

For these Malays Bishop Gray was most anxious to obtain the sei-vices of a

competent missionary, and he made many inquiries amongst his friends in England

for a man who would come out and devote himself to their welfare. The work

was at last undertaken by Dr. Camillari, who made some progress, in spite of the

many difficulties attendant upon any endeavour to Avean followers of the Prophet

from their ancient beliefs, and as early as 1849 three of his converts were baptised

in the cathedral.

During the first visitation of his great diocese, the Bishop had been greatly in-

terested in the Kaffirs, and as soon as he was able he founded an institution for their

education and training, of which his son-in-law. Archdeacon Glover, became the first

Warden. The institution was quickly filled, and many native clergy and schoolmasters,

who have done good work in different parts of South Africa, have been educated

there. Curiousty enough, some of these natives showed a keen appreciation of English

history, and in one of his letters to his son, then an undergraduate at Oxford, the

Bishop says :
—

" Yesterday we had the annual examination of the Kaffirs ; if you were

as well crammed as they were with historical facts, you would be pretty safe. Thej'

were bristling with English history from the Romans down to George III., especially

the Wars of the Roses and Marlborough's campaigns."

Another important development of religious work was a Missionary Association

of Ladies for the diocese, established in 1868, on the Bishop's return from one of

his numerous visits to England on Church business. He had laid his plans with

great care, after consultation with the founders of sisterhoods at home; but he was

anxious that his own association should be conducted on his own lines, and none

of the eight ladies who accompanied him to the Capo had been previously members

of any similar community. The voyage out was utilised, as far as possible, in sing-

ing lessons and learning I)utch on the part of the ladies, and by the Bishop,

amongst other occupations, in drawing up regidations for the government of the sister-

hood. Some of the ladies were a little opposed to any fixed rule, and there were,

as was perhaps natural, some differences among them, but these were ovei'come by

judicious management ; and when they reached Cape Town they were at once
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installed in a small house the Bishop had hired for the jjiirpose. Their work was

not to be restricted to the English and Dutch population, but was to be extended to

the heathen and Mahommedans, and to include the care of the poor and the sick,

the young and the ignorant, and the recovery of their fallen sisters from a life

of shame.

They were not bound by religious vows, and were free to quit the conununity,

or to fulfil any claim of duty which to their o^vn consciences appeared more

bindmg, or they might leave at any time by permission of the Dean. Each associate

was expected to contribute towards the maintenance of the house, if she possessed

the means, and all were under the direction of a Superior, who was to act as an

elder sister among her fellow-labourers, and to have charge of the household. A
wise rule was laid down as to fasting. The fasts of the Church were to be

observed, but the members might not ftist beyond what the medical attendant

approved ; and, as ladies engaged in bodily work cannot fast without injury to health,

fasting was not ordinarily allowed to those engaged in such work. Their motto was
•" Adoremus et laboremus," which united the two great objects of the community

—

the glory of God, and the service of man, the two parts of Mary and Martha.

Bishop Gray's work in South Africa wias sadly hindered, and his usefulness was

to some extent marred, by his long and unfortunate controversy with Bishop Colenso,

who had been appointed to the see of Natal in 1853. AYith that unhappy quarrel

we have no business ; both the combatants have passed to their rest, and, we may
hope, to their reward. Each, we may charitably think, believed he was fighting for

the truth ; and in one respect—a desire to servo the native races of South Africa

—

they aimed at the same end.

In his episcopate of twenty-four years, ]^ishop Gray never spared himself, nor

abated his zeal for the Church of Christ. His private fortune was largely spent

in missionary efforts, and in his frequent visits to England ho was always begging,

and begging successfully too, for men and money for his diocese. He died literally in

harness, and was holding confirmations within less than three Aveeks of his death.

On the day of his last visit to Cape Town, he handed over to the care of the Sisters

two little boys, as the first candidates for a Little Boys' Home he had just established,

and then he rode home to Claremont to die. Early in the morning of Sunday,

the 1st of September, 1872, he gently passed away, and on the following Tuesday
his body was laid in a grave next to that of his beloved wife, in the presence of a

great crowd of men and women of all ranks and of many races; the Governor-

General and liis staff, the commodore of the fleet, the clergy, and ministers of

several religious bodies, the Roman Catholic Yicar-Apostolic, Kaffirs, ^Malays, and
negroes, crowding into the little churchyard to witness the funeral of one whom
all recognised as a faithful soldier of the Cross.

Bishop Gray had found, almost as soon as he had settled at the Cape, that he would
never be able to exercise proper and effective supervision of the vast territory committed

to his charge. In 185-3, six years after his appointment, separate bishoprics wore

founded for Natal and Grahamstown ; Dr. J. W. Colenso being consecrated to the
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former, and Dr. Arrastrong to the latter cliocese. In less than three years the first

Bishop of Grahamstown passed away, but his brief episcopate was characterised by

much activity, and by the foundation of four mission stations, named after the

four Evangelists—St. Matthew's at Keiskamma, amongst the Fingoes ; St. Mark's in

Independent Kaffraria ; St. Luke's in Umhalla's country ; and St. John's in Sandili's

land. The missionaries at the stations wei'e active and earnest men, who set about

their work with an energy that soon produced vei-y gratifying results. A few

Aveeks before his death, in his last letter to the Society for the Propagation of

the Gospel, Bishop Armstrong was able to report that man}- of the native chiefs

received him as an hono'ured guest, that

the schools were filled with attentive chil-

dren and adults, and that the missionaries

were able to preach in the Kaffir tongue.

His successor, Bishop Cotterill, took up the

work, and in 1857 was called upon to face

a time of trial caused by a curious outburst

of fanaticism, to which the African tempera-

ment seems peculiarl}- liable.

A man calling himself Umklakazi an-

nounced that he was a prophet, and, assisted

by a half-mad girl, who professed to be in

communication with the spirits of the de-

parted, preached a new and strange doctrine

of the resurrection. People flocked in crowds

to hear his pretended revelations, and sub-

mitted readily to his orders. He directed

them to slay their cattle in sacrifice to the

spirits of their forefathers, and to destroy their

stores of corn, telling them at the same time

that their cattle would rise again, their maize

and millet be restored tenfold, and their

ancient chiefs and heroes would come back to earth, and lead them on to conquer the

English, and drive them into the sea. He even fixed the precise date of the fulfil-

ment of his prophecy, and enjoined upon the Kaffirs to be every man in his own
hut on the ISth of February, 1857, and to await, in darkness, the issue of events. On
that day the cattle were to rise from the rivers, the white men would become

snakes, and the Hottentots baboons, and then, in storm and earthquake, the dead

would come to life. The day arrived, and the excitement was intense. It ended

m disillusion, and the prophet disappeared, dying, according to one account, of

starvation, and according to another of dro-wning. Many of his imhappy victims

perished of hunger. Some migrated to distant parts, leaving the aged and infirm,

the children and many of the women, to their fate. The missionaries placed their

own stores of provisions at the service of these unhappy people, and as soon as

BISHOP COLEXSO.
(from (I jihotorjruph by Messrs. Elliot and fri/.)
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Sir George Grey, tlie Governor, heard of the disaster, he forwarded siippHes. The
famine was a trying ordeal, but the charity of the missionaries taught the people

who were their real friends ; and when, in course of time, some of the men returned

to their kraals, they gratefully recognised the help that had been given to their

wives and children.

The missions seemed now to take a fresh start, and some of them became

flourishing communities, throwing out branches which were placed under the direction

of other missionaries sent out from England, and assisted by native converts. In

1863, the native congregation at St. Matthew's contributed £37 to the Lancashire Cotton

Famine Relief Fund, besides givmg a liberal subscription to the Society under whose

BISHOP COLENSO'S CHURCH AT PIETEEMAKITZBURG.

auspices the station had been founded. In the same year Bishop Cotterill held his

first synod, which was attended by thirty-two ordained clergymen and thirty lay

members.

Many of the chiefs in the diocese of Grahamstown accepted the teaching of

the missionaries. One of them, Sandili, sent his daughter, who received the name
of Emma at her baptism, to the Bishop of Cape Town's Native Institution at

Zonnebloem, and after remaining there seven years she returned to her native district

as schoolmistress. The liberality of some of the converts was very marked, and

from almost eveiy station that had been established for any length of tune, con-

tributions were sent every year to London for the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel. The list of these contributions reads a little strangelj-—one man gives a calf,

value 10s.; another a goat, value 2s. 6d., a third a tui-ke}', value lO.s.; whUe two women 'j

gave one plank, value 2s. 6d. .*

In 1868, the Grahamstown synod resolved that all members of the cluirch above fif-

teen years of age should be asked to pay a poll-tax towards the Diocesan Fund. In the case
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of the colonists, this tax was tixed at half a crown a head, but it was decided

that the amount to be paid by the native Christians shoidd be left to be fixed

by the missionary at each station. At St. Matthew's, Mr. Greenstock brought the

/ subject to the notice of his congregation, and explained to them the Mosaic rule

that every Israelite should pay half a shekel, and that our Lord had worked a

miracle to enable Himself and St. Peter to pay His own and His disciple's contribution.

A long consultation followed
; some were anxious to know the exact purpose to which the

money was to be applied, others thought the very smallest sum would be more than the

poorest could afford. At last one man asked what was the exact equivalent of a half-

shekel, and on being told one shiULng and threepence, it was agreed by the meeting

to fix the pa}Taent at that sum, and eighty-five persons came forward with their

money in the course of a few days.

In 1871, Bishop Cotterill left Grahamsto^vn to become Bishop of Edinburgh, in

connection with the Scottish Episcopal Church, and Mr. Merriman was consecrated

to the vacant diocese. Two years later the charge of the Transkei mission was

committed to Dr. Callaway, who was consecrated Bishop of St. John's in St. Paul's

church, Edinburgh, the Scottish Episcopal Church having undertaken the support and

maintenance of the new bishop. Dr. Callaway, .who had been educated for the

medical profession, had obtained a lucrative practice in London, which he gave

up to become an evangelist in South Africa, and at the time of his consecration

had already been labouring amongst the Kaffirs for nearly twenty years as physician,

farmer, printer, and priest, winnmg the hearts of the natives and making many
converts. He was m much request on account of his mecUcal skill, and was held

in great esteem by his patients. Calling one day upon a chief named I^mkqikela,

who was suffering from inflammation of the eyes, he recommended a lotion and a

shade, which were productive of such good results, that the chief declared he was

a most skilful doctor, and that his verj^ touch was beneficial.

In 1879, Bishop Callaway founded at Umtatu, on the St. John's river, an institu-

tion for training native converts, and the ceremony of laying the corner-stone

was attended by most of the neighbouring English settlers, who placed their

offerings on the stone itself Suddenly a troop of native horsemen appeared on

the scene, and created much alarm. But they came on a peaceful errand ; and at

the outsku-ts of the little oratherinsf all di.smounted, when their leader, the chief

Gangalizwe, a famous Tembu warrior, reverently approached the stone and deposited

ten pounds. The others followed his example, and those who did not give monej-

offered sheep and cattle.

The good bishop's health failed in 1883, and he found it necessary to obtain

the assistance of a coadjutor in the person of Mr. Key, who had been educated at the

famous Missionary College, St. Augustme's, Canterbury, and for sixteen yeai-s had

been in charge of a mission on the borders of Natal. In this situation he had

been exposed to much peril, and on one occasion during his temporary absence

the station was attacked and five native Christians were put to death. JIany of

the marauders soon bitterly repented their wickedness, and one of then- chiefs is
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reported to have reproached them for what they had done, adding that they might

have murdered Key had he not fortunately been absent at the time.

Keference ha.s ah-eady been made to the .consecration of Dr. Colenso to the see

of Natal. Whatever may be our opinion of the luihappy controversies excited

by his teaching, his bitterest opponents are bound to admit that he was always the

friend and champion of the Zulus. On his arrival in his diocese, he made it his first

business to acquire a thorough knowledge of the Kaffir tongue, and he afterwards

compiled, at the cost of much time and labour, a Zulu grammar and dictionary, which

have been of immense service to the missionaries. Frequently he interposed with

success between the Government and the natives, and often secured justice which

might, without his help, have been denied them. The last of his many journeys to

England was undertaken to plead the cause of the Zulu chief, Cetewayo, and

he was enabled to return to Natal bearing a message of peace from the Colonial

Secretary. He has now passed to his rest, and his name is still gratefully remembered

by many of the natives of South Africa, who ever found him a true and faithful

friend.

BISHOP COLENSO'S HOLili AT PIETEBIIAEITZBUKG.
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CHAPTER XXXIX.

EPISODES IN THE LIVES OF SOUTH AFRICAN MISSIONARIES.

Wesleyan Missions to South Africa—William Shaw—A Children's Christmas—Dutch Generosity—Scottish

Missions—Epidemics and Infection—Curious Fears of the Natives—German Missions—Herr Scholtz

—

Paris Missions—Captain Allen Gardiner—Arrival in Natal—Work AmonLr the Zulus—American Jlissions

—Successors of Robert Molfat—Mackenzie's Journey to Linyali— A. Ravenous Lion—A Sad Meeting

—

"Fallen in Harness"—Among the Bamangvvatos—The Diamond Fields -The Canteen—Kaffir Protests

ayainst Ardent Spirits—Story of Heathen Northumbria—Hope for the Future.

"VrO account of the ,cfood fight of faith in South Africa could pretend to be com-

-'-^ plete which did not inchide the names and the deeds of the Wesleyan Methodist

missionaries in Cape Colony and Natal. In 1820, a large number of Wesleyans

emigrated in a body to the Cape, in order to settle in the district of Albany, to the north

of Algoa Bay, and the Rev. William Shaw was sent out with them as chaplain,

the British Government having agreed to allow any party of a hundred fixmilies to

select their own minister. The emigrants reached Algoa Bay in the middle of Jlay,

and at once took possession of the territory assigned to them. They came out

with great expectations of, finding the provnised land in their new home, but it

turned out to be little better than a wilderness, and the earlier years of the settle-

ment were troubled by unforeseen difficulties. By continuous labour, and the exercise

of much patience, the settlers succeeded after a time in breaking up the soil for cul-

tivation, and in building permanent and comfortable houses, their faithful pastor and

his devoted wife being always ready with counsel and practical help to cheer them
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in their arduous undertaking. They came to him for advice in every emergency, and

found him helpful both as regards the affairs of the present life and the life to come.

In the course of three or four years the settlement was fairly established, and

another minister having arrived to take his place as chaplain, William Shaw was

able to carry out his long cherished wish of devoting himself to missionary work

amono- the Kaffirs. His aim was to establish a chain of mission stations along

the coast of South Eastern Africa, as far as the then remote and unsettled district

of Port Natal ; and under his superintendence this noble idea was carried out. In

CHRISTIAN KAFFIR GIRLS.

November, 1823, setting out in an ox waggon, he, after some negotiation with the

Kaffir chief Gaika, established a station on his territory not far from the sea and

the Kieskamma river, and called the place Wesleyville, in honour of the founder of

Methodism. In less than two years another advance was made ; a second station was

founded by Mr. Kay and named Mount Coke, after Dr. Thomas Coke, the fiiend

and colleague of John Wesley, and the first bishop of the Methodist Episcopal

Church in America. Coke well deserved to be thus commemorated, for he had crossed

the Atlantic nine times as a missionary, and had finished his long and active course in

Ceylon, contending earnestly to the last for the faith. Other stations were soon occupied,

and the practice begim at Wesleyville and Mount Coke, was continued at Butterworth,

Morley, Clarkebury, and Buntingville, which all recall the names of men famous in

the history of Methodism. Some of these places have been destroyed in the Kaffir

Avars, and Clarkebury has furnished two soldiers to the noble army of martyrs—Rawlins,

killed by the Fitcani ; and Thomas, murdered by the assegais of some Kaffirs who
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were attempting to steal cattle. But undamited by calamities like these, as soon as

the wars had ended the stations were restored, and the good work again commenced.

Few missionaries in South Africa have been so often exposed to the

perils of war as the Wesleyans in KaiMrland, and wonderful have, been their

escape. Again and again have the Kaffirs taken up arms, not always Avithout pro-

vocation, against British rule, and have frequently inflicted heavy losses uj^on our

trooi3s. They know how to light, and have proved themselves brave and determined

on the field of battle, dangerous in attack, and desperate in defeat. Yet these bold

warriors have often submitted themselves readily to the soldiers of the Cross, and

many of the Wesleyan stations in Kaffirland have witnessed scenes astonishing to

men who doubt the power and influence of the Gospel. At Morley, Mr. Palmer

obtained a remarkable influence over a chief named Faku, whose followers numbered

more than a thousand warriors. The chief, though retaining his old superstitions,

never allowed any of his tribe to touch the property or the jjersons of any of the

converts at the station. He lived beyond the Umtatu river, and once, having lost

some of his cattle, he determined to make reprisals upon the tribe that had carried

them off. Calling together his men, he started on his avenging expedition. The road

lay through Morley, and fearing the missionary and the people would be alarmed,

he halted as soon as he had passed the river, while a messenger was sent forward

with an assurance that Mr. Palmer need not be frightened, as nobody at the station

would be injured, and nothing would be touched. These promises were faithfully observed,

and the whole army marched through the place without touching man, woman, or

child, or carrying off any property belonging to the inhabitants.

It was at Morley, during the out-door celebration of Christmas Day by a party

of two hundred children of the schools, who in spite of the hot weather, thoroughly

enjoyed a feast of roast beef and plum pudding, that some Dutchmen made a remark-

able admission as to the beneficent work carried on by the missionaries. They were

seeking some horses that had been stolen, or had strayed, and rode up as the

children were singing. At the sound of the fresh young voices, the party halted

as if by instinct, and listened with attention to the hymn. When it ended they

told Mr. Palmer of the pleasiu*e it gave them to see such a sight, and to hear such

singing, and then and there they offered to subscribe to tlie mission funds, and

imdertook to persuade their friends to do likewise.

A recent traveller has described a Sunda}' spent at one of these Methodist

missionary stations. Soon after daybreak, he saw the natives wending their way from

all the neighbouring kraals towards the chapel which was soon crowded. Loud

was the smging of the hymns, hearty " Amens " were ejaculated during the prayer as

some special petition went home to the hearts of the hearers, and at the end of the

prayer there was a unanimous response. The sermon was listened to with great atten-

tion, and when the service was concluded the congregation quietly dispersed, some

returning to their homes, and others remaining for a second and later meeting. Those

who had been unable to find room inside the chapel had worshipped in the open air,

the preacher standing on the box of an ox waggon, and the people sitting on the ground.
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A few years ago, when the late Rev. G. T. Perks, one of the secretaries of the

AVeslcyan ^lissionary .Society, was on a visit to Natal and Kaffirland, he was welcomed

by hundreds of Christian Kaffirs ; heard thousands of children singing their native

hymns, and dedicated for public worship some recently erected chapels. And all

this amongst a people who, a few years before, had no notion of religion, and

scarcely any idea of a First Cause ; who believed in witchcraft, and were cruel,

merciless destroyers of their fellow-men. There are persons still bold enough to

tell us that the Kaffirs cannot be civilised, and English travellers through their

country have not been ashamed to speak of them as dogs, and to treat them with

less consideration than they would extend to the brute creation. The Wesleyan

missions are, however, a convincing proof that the Kaffir is not too Avild or too

desfraded to become a faithful follower of Jesus Christ.

Nor has success amongst the Kaffirs been confined to the Wesleyan missionaries,

or to the missions connected with the Church of England. As long ago as 1821,

the Glasgow Missionary Society sent out Messrs. Thomson and Bennie to begin work

in Kaffirland, and these pioneers have been followed by other like-minded men.

They too have had sad experiences of the horrors of war, and have been often

compelled to quit their stations, sometimes barely escaping with their lives. On

one occasion a missionary was obliged to fly before an invading host, and only

carried oft" the clothes on his back and his Bible, leaving behind him property in

buildings and goods which could not be replaced for less than £700. The Disrup-

tion in the Scottish Church in 1843 had for a time a disastrous effect upon the

Glasgow Missionary Society, which was dissolved, but the work in Kaffirland was

subsequent!}- taken up and is still continued by the Free Church of Scotland, and

now includes several flourishing stations. The early experiences of the Scotch

missionaries dift'ered little from those of other teachers and preachers in Kaffirland,

and they have only begun to reap a harvest after a long and trying scries of years,

that gave no promise of ultimate success.

The Scotch missionaries seem to have experienced peculiar trials. It was

rumoured that the Colonial Government controlled the stations, and would use them

for the purpose of murdering the natives, and taking possession of the country-. At

Pirie there was an epidemic of measles, and a story was circulated that they were

brought in a red pocket-handkerchief by a missionary from Keiskamma, who had

killed many people there, and was anxious that Mr. Ross, his brother missionary,

should do likewise at Pirie. It was said that all the chapel seats had been smeared

with infectious matter, and to such an extent did these fables obtain credence, that

for some weeks there was no communication between the missionary and the other

inhabitants of the place. A few years later another epidemic broke out in different

parts of the country. This time it was small-pox, and the chief tried to establish

a cordon round the infected places. Mr. Ross, though not actually living in one

of these, was stopped as he was journeying to Lovedale to obtain lymph in order to

vaccinate persons willing to submit to that operation, and he barely escaped with his
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life. Having obtained what he required, he was successful in persuading a number

of the people to be vaccinated, and thus saved many lives; but it was still asserted

by the natives that the small-pox had been malevolently spread by the missionaries

and white men.
•

Before Pastor Harms imdertook the great enterprise associated with his name,

the Berlin Missionary Society had already sent out several missionaries to the Cape,

and they had established themselves in Kaffirland, Natal, and the Bechuana country,

working with determination and energy, and in time seeing some gratifying results.

One of these pious Germans, Herr Scholtz, obtained the crown of martyrdom

just as he was about to begin labouring among the Kaffirs. The party with which

he was travelling had entered the native territoiy and outspanned for the night, the

servants lying on the ground round the watch-fire, and the missionaries sleeping in

the waggon. At one o'clock they were awakened by the loud barking of dogs, and

supposed that some wild animals were prowling round the camp. Rushing into

the darkness to discover the cause of the disturbance, a servant was stabbed by

a Kaffir, and Scholtz, who was looking out through the curtain of the waggon

received a wound in the stomach. He speedily withdrew the weapon, and did not

suppose the injury serious. Help was soon obtained, but the unfortunate missionary

tpiiclvly grew so much worse that he could not be removed, and after enduring

terrible sufferings for some hours, was at length released by death. The bod}^ of

the servant was found in the bush on the followmg day, and the missionary and

the native servant were buried in one grave.

The Paris Society for Evangelical Missions has also entered upon missionary

enterprise in South Africa, partly to minister to the needs of the descendants of the

French refugees who emigrated to the Cape two hundred years ago, on the revocation

by Louis XIV. of the edict of Nantes, but also to preach the Gospel to the

heathen. Their work has been chiefly among the Bechuana tribe, and we have

already met with one of them in the person of Fredoux, the son-in-law of Robert

Moffat. They have founded several stations, to which they have often given Biblical

names, and an examination of the map will disclose a Beersheba, a Carmel, a

Hebron, and a Bethesda and another name which one would hardly think could have

been chosen by a Frenchman—AVellington.

Captain Allen Gardiner is usually associated with missionary enterprise in South

America, where he died in 1851, the last of the heroic band who attempted to in-

troduce Christianity into Tierra del Fuego ; but it can never be forgotten that some

of the best years of his noble life were devoted to the service of God and the wel-

fare of man in South Africa. Gardiner was the son of a country gentleman in

Berkshire, and even as a child showed a strong predilection for a life of adventure,

to which he was impelled by reading the travels of Mungo Park. He entered the

Royal Navy at the age of sixteen, during the long war between this country and

the great Napoleon, and in 1814, whilst serving on board the Essex, distinguished
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himself so highly in the capture ot the United States vessel Pkuihe, that he was sent

home as lieutenant in charge of the prize. Four years later, as he was on the point

of sailing for the East Indies, a lady who had attended his mother on her death-

MISSIONAET MEETING IN KAFFIELAND.

bed, lent him an account of her last days, and allowed him to make a copy. It

recalled to his mind her early but long-forgotten teaching, and he determmed before

he left Port.smouth to purchase a Bible. Yet he was so unwilling to be seen doing

this, that he loitered outside the bookseller's shop until it was empty of customers

before he ventured to enter. At Penang he received a warm and wise letter from

his friend, and this letter, coming to him as it did in the midst of his perusal of the

story of the death of his mother, and his study of God's Word, produced a complete
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change in his life, and resulted in his becoming a sincere Christian. In the course

of the voyage he visited South America, where he was much interested in the natives,

arifd sailing afterwards to Tahiti, he was greatly impressed with the successful results

of missions in that island. He returned to England temporarily invalided, and as

soon as he was in a better state of health offered his services to the directors of

the London Missionary Society. They, however, were unable to accept his offer,

and shortly afterwards being appointed to another ship, he was once more afloat, but

in consequence of his wife's delicate health, was obliged in a few years to retire,

and to settle in the Isle of Wight. Mrs. Gardiner's illness proved fatal, and beside

her coifin his old longing for missionary work returned. He solemnly dedicated

himself to the conversion of the heathen, broke up his home, and abandoned all

prosjiect of further advancement in his profession.

His natural love of adventure, and his earnest desire to become a pioneer,

determined him to go to South Africa. Some of his friends counselled him to seek

ordination and to become a regular missionary, but he felt that he would do better

as a layman, and, unencumbered with the status and dignity of a clergyman, would

be more useful in preparing the way for those who might follow. He was not

the first instance of an English sailor leaving his ship to become a preacher of

the Gospel, but luilike John Newton, who took orders, Allen Gardiner had no formal

commission. Called to work for his- Master by an inward vocation more powerful than

any authority conferred by ecclesiastical laying on of hands, he left Spithead in

August, 1834, and reached the Cape in the following November. On the voj^age he

made the acquaintance of a Polish gentleman, named Berken, who was going out as

a settler in the colon}', and the two became such fast friends, that on their arrival

in South Africa, Berken gave up for a while his original intention, and agreed to

accompany Captain Gardiner to Natal. They travelled overland, and met with many

difficulties on their journey. At one time they lost all their cattle, and Avere

hindered for days in recovering them. They were nearly drowned in crossmg one

river, and on the banks of another were in peril from the hippopotami, who

resented an intrusion upon their accustomed haunts. For these trials they had

some compensation in the hearty welcome they received at the flourishing Mora-

vian settlement at Gnadenthal, and at several stations of the Wesleyan missionaries.

They also visited Bethelsdorp, where, however, they were not favourably impressed

with the place or the people. At last they reached Port Natal, which had been

recently founded and called Durban in honour of the governor of Cape Colony,

though it is now generally known by its former name. Gardiner was soon in com-

munication with Dingaan, a powerful chief of the Zulus, the brother and successor of

the great Chaka, who, in fourteen years, had transformed that once peaceful people

into a nation of warriors. It seems indeed strange that the Zulus, who have now

for so many years been the boldest and fiercest of South African tribes, should, in

the early years of the century, have been quietly cultivating their fields, and apparently

content to lead a purely agricultural life. In 1814, Chaka began his career by

inducing his immediate neighbours to join in a common league to defend their
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homes from attack. Next he raised an army and carefully ti'ained his men, until he

felt him.self powerful enough to fall upon and conquer the neighbouring peoples, with

the result that in ten years his name had become a terror throughout South-Eastern

Africa. Four years later he was assassinated at the instigation of Dingaan, and it

is said that with his dying breath he prophesied the coming rule of the white men.

Dingaan was favourably impressed by the frank, sailor-like manners of Captain

Gardiner, and allowed him to preach to the people, who listened attentively as he

explained the power and wisdom of God, the immortality of the soul, and the

resurrection of the dead, but only laughed when he told them that every man was,

full of sin. Durinw his residence amonsr the Zulus, Gardiner was much interested

in many of their customs and rites, which he thought resembled those of the Jews

;

and he took great pains in investigating the religious traditions, handed down

from a period anterior to the rise of Chaka's military power. Their forefathers

had certainly believed in one great overruling spirit, to whom they had given the

name of Yillenanga, or the First Appearer. He had created another great power,

who had visited the earth for the twofold purpose of proclaiming the truth, and

of separating the sexes and the colours of the human race. Circumcision had at

one time been practised among the Zulus, and sacrifices of cattle were oftered to

Villenanga. The first ripe corn was given to the chief, and he partook of it and

blessed it before any of the people dared to touch it. Witchcraft, so common

with the neighbouring Kafiirs, was punished by death, and it was usual for a

younger brother to marry his deceased brother's widow. Other and darker observances

had also prevailed ; a new chief on his accession to power was washed in human
blood, generally in the blood of his own brother, who was killed in order to secure

a powerful and happy reign. Many, though not all, of these customs had been

suppressed by Chaka, but the memory of them still lingered among the older men
who described them to Captain Gardiner.

Dingaan on being asked to receive missionaries firmly refused, and Gardiner was

unable to overcome his objections. But when he returned to England he persuaded

the Church Missionary Society to undertake a mission to Zululand, and the field was

also occupied by the American ilissionary Society. Mr. Owen, an Englishman, and

Mr. Grant, an American, were persuaded by the chief to settle in the country, and

both underwent many dangers and much trouble. Dingaan listened to the preaching

of the former, and often questioned him upon religious subjects, but in a captious,

sceptical spirit. The doctrine of the resurrection was a great stumbling-block, and

ho frequently inquired why, if the dead were to rise again, they did not appear

then and there before his eyes. The missionary's hut had been built by his orders

on a hill near the kraal, that he might be able to see what was going on there,

and one day he sent up some cloth with instructions that it was to be made

into jackets. Mr. Owen instructed his servants to carry out these directions, and when

the jackets were finished sent them to the chief, who then declared that some

of the cloth had been kept back, and insisted upon making a .search for it. Nothing

was found ; Dingaan was profuse in his apologies, and §ent some cows as a present
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to the missionary, but he w-as iiuicli disappointed that ilr. Owen did not, by way of

showing his forgiveness, eat a whole cow in one day. This was only one of the many
annoyances to which Mr. Owen was subjected. Uingaan soon found the missionary

had no great hking for the war-dances, which were frequently exhibited at the kraal,

and therefore always invited him to be present at these entertainments, and insisted

upon the invitations being accejDted. The chief sometimes attended Mr. Owen's

preaching, and when he was tired of listening, would seek to distract the attention

of the other members of the congregation by some

childish expedient, and was not a little pleased when

he succeeded in interrupting the service.

At last circumstances compelled Mr. Owen to

withdraw. Some Boers had come on a peaceful errand

to Dingaan, to negotiate with him for the sale of

land as a settlement ; he entertained them with ap-

[)ai-ent hospitality, and then put them to death in cold

blood. The missionary felt bound to remonstrate, and

though he was told he had nothing to fear, he

Judged it best to leave Dingaan, Avho was afterwards

deposed by the Boers of the Transvaal Republic as

a punishment for his base treacherj-.

These untoward events also compelled the

American missionaries to quit the country and to

take refuge in British territory. Mr. Aldin Grant,

the senior missionary, a man of indomitable energy,

subsequently returned to the work, and reopened the

schools, which were lai'gely attended. For a time he

was permitted bj' Panda, the successor of Dingaan,

to carry on the mission, but after a while the chief, pretending that the station was

a rendezvous for those who wished to avoid military service, burnt several of the

adjacent kraals. Mr. Grant once more returned to Natal, but m the following year

]Jr. Schreuder, the Norwegian, was permitted by Panda to teach, on condition that he

would cure his Majesty's gout and keep him in health, and subsequently other Nor-

wegians were allowed to settle in the country, and were protected by Panda and his

successor, Cetewayo. i

%

TKANSVAAL BOEK.

Before taking final leave of South Africa, a few pages must be devoted to the

successors of Robert Moffat in the Bechuana mission, the later histoiy of which

has been told by John Mackenzie in "Day-dawn in Dark Places," an interestmg

narrative of twenty-five years' wandering and work in Bechuanaland. Mackenzie

arrived at Kuruman in 1858, where he was heartily welcomed by Moffat, at a

time of much anxiety as to a threatened occupation of the place by the Boers,

which was, however, prevented bj' a strong remonstrance addressed to the President

of the Transvaal Republic by Sir George Grey. For some months, in the absence of
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Moffiit, who had started on one of his long journeys to the Matabele, Mackenzie was

left in sole charge of the station, and applied himself diligently to learn the Sechuana

language with the assistance of a native- teacher, and of Moffat's translation of the

Bible. He also read medical works, and was called upon to exercise his surgical skill

upon several patients, and even to advise upon cases reported to him by messengers

from sick men at a distance. One of these patients had been attacked by a leopard,

and was so seriously wounded, that the man who came to Kuruman to consult Mac-

kenzie did not think he could recover. Mackenzie could not go to see the case, but

sent materials for a poultice and a tonic, and from

time to time heard of the patient's progress from the

faithful messenger, who came for fresh medicine as it

was wanted. At lenifth the visits ceased, and one

da,y, when the missionary was wondering as to the

<;ause, a man walked into the mission house and

introduced himself as the patient. He sat do\vn, and

told the whole story of the wound and the cure.

' My mouth is not exactly where it used to be,

but the wound is quite whole. Everybody said I

should die, but your herbs have cured me. You

are now my white man. Please give me a knife."

Mackenzie expected some expression of gratitude, and

hinted as much to his visitor, who seemed astonished

he did not accept the request for a present as a token

of thankfulness. The man thought that as he had

now a white man of his own he could always beg

of him.

In 1860, Mackenzie started on a long journey northward, accompanied by

his wife, and escorted by about a dozen natives of different tribes, one of whom,

Mebalwe, had been for some time with Livingstone, and had taken part in the

doctor's encounter with the lion at Mabotsa. Moffat was still absent from the

station, but Mrs. Mofiat attended the travellers as far as Klein Chwai, and then

returned to Kuruman. Three gentlemen bound for the Zambesi on a hunting expedi-

tion joined the missionary, and for a time they all travelled together as much as

circumstances would allow, Mackenzie having discovered that one of the hunters was a

fellow-native of the same district in Scotland. Before they had proceeded very far,

one of the waggons broke down, happily at no great distance from Kamj, the chief

town of the Bangwaketse, where it was repaired, though only after considerable delay,

during which Mackenzie was able to preach to the people, who seemed very willing to

hear, but wanted to know why he was going to distant tribes, while they were passed

by. He confessed himself unable to give a satisfactory reply to this question, and

Christian missions have since been established amongst the Bangwaketse with much
success. At Kamj a native teacher attached to the tribe under the chief Montsieve,

came to the waggons to ask Mr. Mackenzie to visit his congregation, and administer

45
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the rite of baptism, and the request was gladly comphed with. Thus the accident to

the waggon was not without compensating advantages, and enabled the travellers to,

prepare the way for future work, and to encourage and assist a small congregation

of Christians who were at the time entirely dependent upon a native teacher.

At last the waggon was mended and the journey resumed. Without further

accident they reached Liteyana, the residence of Sechele, the fi'iend of Moflat,,

LiA-ingstone, and the Hermanusburg missionaries, where they received from the chief

a hearty welcome. He ottered his A-isitore an ox for food, and often amused them b}-

his eccentric dress, aj^pearing one day in a suit made in European fashion out

of a tiger-skin, and on another, when it was veiy hot, in an immense macintosh

and huo-e boots. He introduced them to the Hanoverian missionaries who had

built him a house, which he kept in excellent order—a wonderful conti-ast to the

houses or huts of other chiefs.

The travellei-s did not stay long at Lite3'ana, but pressed forward to Shoshong,

where they met Moffat returning from Moselikatse with a message of peace to

Sekhomi, the chief of the district. The meeting between the two missionaries was

welcome to both, but the interview was brief, for Moffat had to resume the journey

to Kuruman while Mackenzie pursued his Avay northwards through a dry and

barren coimtry, m which he encountered manj- ditliculties, and some strange ad-

ventures. One day he had a naiTow escape from death in a Makalala trap for wild

beasts. This was made of a piece of wood, with a large assegai pointed towards the

groimd, so suspended as to kill any animal passing imder it. Not looking very

carefullv where he was walking, the missionary did not perceive his danger until he

was almost immediately imder the trap. A remonstrance A\-ith the chief, by whose

directions it had been put up, elicited the excuse that the people were without food,

and it was not to be supposed Mackenzie would have walked in that direction.

Aeain a wa»cron broke do^vn and there being no place near at which it could

be mended, the missionary had to turn wheehraght, and compared himself to a

shoemaker called upon to make a set of false teeth. With verj^ imsuitable tools

he contrived to patch up one of the wheels, and after a delay of some hours

the waggon was once more capable of locomotion. The other waggons had been sent

on, and it was dark before Mackenzie came up to the encampment. Scarcely had he

arrived when a teiTible crj- of an animal in pain was heard in the direction in

which the horses and cattle were grazing. They were at once brought in and secured,

and it was discovered that one of the horses was missing. It was too dark to do

anj'thing that night, but early next nioming all the men went out to make search,

and not more than a hundred yards from the encampment, they saw a lion

raise his head from the inside of the horse. One man immediately tired his gim,

and the lion made off apparently iminjured. Mackenzie also fired, but the bullet

only threw up a cloud of dust, and the beast escaped. A bushman who came

up shortly afterwards said that he had seen the lion's track on the road for

miles, so it was e-\-ident the beast had been folloA\'ing the belated waggon for

some time during the previous evening, and had fallen upon the victim almost directly
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after he had been turned out to feed. The owner of the horse, a Hottentot named

Hendrik, now threatened to return to Kuruman unless he was compensated for the

loss, and, on Mackenzie declining to pay, turned sulky and tried to induce the

other drivers to strike. A little firmness and patience was, however, sufficient to tide

over the difficultj', and the next day good humour was restored.

In another part of the long journey the travellers were sadly harassed by

insuffici6ncy of water, which could only be obtained in small quantities after digging

for some hours, and even then it was found in the morning that wild animals

had drunk wh.at had been collected during the night. Fires lighted and kept

burning were not effectual in deterring the marauders, and a stuffed figure mtended

to represent a man did not deceive the thirsty creatures. A strict watch was there-

fore kept until they approached the water, and then some were shot, and the rest

found safety in flight.

As ilackenzie approached the Makololo country, where Messrs. Price and Hel-

niore with their families had recently gone to establish a mission, he heard a

rumour that the party of teachers had all died, except one man and two children.

The same story was subsequently repeated, but was not much credited, partly because

Mackenzie thought some of the people wished to prevent his own advance, and also

because the details were not always identical. Still he could not help feeling that a

sad catastrophe might have happened, and this feeling increased when one of the

natives, who repeated the tale, and was somewhat severely cross-examined upon it,

iu"ged him to go on to Linyanti and see for himself. As he was passing along the

banks of the river Zouga, he received a message from the chief Lechulatebe, inviting

him to cross the river in boats sent for the purpose, and the messenger added that a

white man who was sick and tired was waiting in one of the boats. Mackenzie did

not at once accept the chiefs invitation, preferring to continue his course until he

reached the spot previously fixed upon as the halting-place for the night. There he

found the white man, who was none other than Mr. Price, waiting as the messenger

had said. " Can all this I hear be true ? " was Mackenzie's first question, and even

before he received the reply, "All is true," he understood by a look that the rumours

were only too well founded.

It was some time before Price could tell the details of the terrible tragedy, in

which his own wife and child, Mr. and Mrs. Helmore, and two of their children,

as well as several native Christians, had perished of African fever, induced by a

wearisome journej-, improper food, and an unwholesome climate. After travelling

for seven months from Kuruman, the missionaries had reached Linyanti in February,

1860, and in less than a fortnight the whole party, except Mr. and Mrs. Price and

one servant, were taken ill. The first victim was one of the tallest and strongest

of the Bechuana drivers. Four days later, as Jlr. Price, who was nurse, doctor,

and cook, went out into the hut where the Helmore children were lying, he found

little Henry cold and dead. His father was conscious, and on being told of his

child's death asked that it might not be communicated to his wife. Two days later

Jlr. Price's infant daughter died, and again in two days Selina Helmore passed
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away, to be followed on tlie morrow by Mrs. Helmore, who had been unconscious

for some days, and did not know that two of her little ones had preceded her to

the grave.

For a time the hand of death was stayed, and the missionaries seriously

discussed the question of trying to find a more suitable and healtliier station,

but before any decisive step could be taken Mr. Helmore had a relapse, and died

in a few days. Mr. Price then resolved to leave the Makololo, but the chief,

Sekeletu, objected, and laid claim to Mr. Helmore's property, while the people made

off with everything they could lay hands on

—guns, ammunition, tents, and clothing belong-

ing to Mr. Price being stolen, when he was too

weak to protect his goods. It was with diffi-

culty that he retained a sufficient amount of

clothing for his own and his wife's personal

use, but after many hindrances he was at last

able to start for Kuruman, a distance of nearly

a thousand miles. He had scarcely begun the

journey when, waking early one morning, he

found Mrs. Price breathmg hard and quite in-

sensible, and in a few hours she too had passed

away, the last of the many victims of this un-

fortunate attempt to carry the Gospel to the

Makololo.

This failure of the mission under Messrs.

Price and Helmore, and the behaviour of the

Makololo, compelled Mackenzie to change his

plans, and he decided upon accompanying Mr.

Price back to Kuriunan, in order to await

instructions from England. Subsequently Mr. Mackenzie settled among the Bamang-

wato, though he made another long journey far into the interior to assist the mission

in Matabeleland, leaving Mr. Price in charge at Shoshong. At first Mackenzie made
small progress, but in time he felt he was getting hold of the people, who came

to his services and schools in considerable numbers. He was able with their assist-

ance to build a large chapel, and wishing to open it as far as possible in accord-

ance with the native practices on occasions of rejoicing, he issued an invitation

to the chief to come with his people to the new church on a given day to hear

why it was built, and to partake of an ox. The invitation was generally accepted,

and the people came in good time, dressed each according to his own taste, one

wearing nothing but a sheet, another only a pair of trousers, though many were more

completely arrayed in neater garments. The doors were thrown open and the building

was criticised. Some thought it a capital place for drinking beer in, others that it would

make a good sheepfold, and one man expressed the opinion that with a few warriors

inside tliey could defy all their enemies. The older men were unwilling to enter, and

GROUP OF KAFFIR CHRISTIANS.
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Avhen at last they were persuaded to come in, it was noticed that they carried

knives or daggers under their clothes. On being asked why they were thus armed,
they replied that they feared the Christians intended to revenge themselves for all

the ill-treatment they had formerly received. Mackenzie in a brief address was able

to dissipate these fears, and then after prayer had been ottered, the feast com-
menced, and was duly appreciated by the guests.

From that day the mission prospered, and Mr. Mackenzie subsequently com-
menced a theological class for training native ministers, which was, in 1876, reinoved

to Kuruman, and is still continued there by the now veteran missionary, Roger Price.

Recent years have witnessed the discovery and development of the mineral

resources and Diamond Fields of South Africa. Places in the distant interior,' a

short time ago untrodden by the foot of man, have become populous mining centres,

and the face of the country has been scored in every direction by diggers in search

of precious stones, white men and natives rushing to the fields m search of wealth

and excitement. A day at the diggings reveals strange contrasts—streets of canvas

tents, some inhabited by men of gentlemanly bearing, and furnished, if not luxur-

iously, at least with comfort and decency, and close by miserable shanties, affording

the barest shelter to the broken-down, the vicious, and the profligate. The diamonds

are mostly found in the clayey grounds, which also contams crystals, pebbles, and

quartz. Each miner has an allotment of ten feet square, and his first business is

to remove the surface soil, and next to dig out the underlying clay, which is

carried or carted away to the nearest water, the clay to be washed away and the

residue to be placed on a wooden table or stand. Eager eyes and busy hands are

then engaged in a thorough examination of the heap, and careful search is often

rewarded by the finding of rough diamonds, easily distinguished from the other

stones. The work begins early in the morning, and goes on all day, except on

Saturdays, when a half-holiday is usually observed, and is devoted to tidymg up

the tents or to some form of recreation. Saturday night is too often given up to

dissipation and drunkenness, and the canteens are crowded with men singing, shout-

ing, and lounging about in all states of intoxication ; Sunday is spent by many in the

same manner, although eff"orts have recently been made to secure order and quiet on

the day of rest.

Almost immediately upon the discovery of the Diamond Fields, the English

Bishop of Bloemfontein, the capital of the Orange Free State, despatched a clergy-

man to undertake the care of the spiritual welfare of the miners. The first religious

service attracted largo numbers of the better disposed, who heartily welcomed the

provision made for their needs, and agreed to pay all the expenses of the mission.

Then a regular minister was appointed, and now several missionaries are at work in

the fields among the European settlers and the natives. One evident residt of these

efforts has been an improvement in the outward appearance of the diggers, and a

more general regard for the decencies of ordinary life. The Diamond Fields will always

attract too many ne'er-do-wells from other parts of the country, and the task of the
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missionaries will be arduous. The greatest obstacle to theu- success seems to lie in

the temptation afforded by the drinking booths and canteens, where men who have

become the possessore of more than they need for their immediate wants will often

dissipate in a few hours the results of many weeks' hard and continuous work.

It is not only at the Diamond Fields that the missionary has found his worst

enemy in the canteen. Wherever there is a European settlement there is almost inevit-

ably a drinking-shop, largely frequented by white men and natives. The Kaffirs spend

considerable amounts in "Cape Smoke," which is not, as might be supposed, some kmd
of tobacco, but brand}^ often of the most fiery and abominable sort. To obtain it a

Kaffir will sell his cattle, his skins, and even his wife and children, if only he can rind

purchasers ; and when he has ruined himself in health and has lost every scrap of

property, he becomes the most debased and the vilest of human beings, the victim of

want and disease, only to be relieved from his sufferings by a miserable death. Many

of the chiefs have protested against the neglect of the Colonial Government to stop this

infamous, unhealthy, and soul-destroying trade, and have asked the authorities, " Why
have yoiu- people brought this temptation into our midst ? If we want brandy, let us

come to town for it. Don't bring it to our doors, and don't place it before our wives

and children." Such appeals and such reproaches go a long way to explain why so

many of the natives hate the white man, and why our missions are not more successful

in winning converts to Christianity.

We must not, however, despair of the ultimate success of missions in South

Africa, or despond as we read of difficulties and of temporary defeat. A great

historian has told an interesting story connected with the introduction of Christianity

among our own heathen ancestors in Northumbria, and that story has its lesson for

the supporters and friends of missions to-day. " With the general religious indiff"erence

of their race, they had yielded to their thegns in nominally accepting the new belief

as they had yielded to their king. But they retained their old superstitions side by

side with the new worship
;

plagues or mishaps di'ove them back to a reliance on

their heathen charms and amulets, and if trouble befel the Christian preachers who

came settling among them, they took it as a proof of the wrath of the older gods.

When some log rafts, which were floating down the Tyne for the constraction of an

abbey at its mouth, drifted, with the monks who were at work on them, out to sea,

the rustic bystanders shouted, ' Let nobody pray for them ; let nobody pity those

men who have taken away from us our old worship ; and how their newfangled

customs are to be Icept nobody knows.' "* The children of the men who were so

hard-hearted and indifferent to the drowning of these teachers, threw away the old

idols and exchanged the worship of Woden for the worship of Christ. And
it is not too much to hope that even before this generation has passed away, Bush-

man and Hottentot, Kaffir and Zulu, Bechuana and Basuto, will reject their old

superstitions and practices, and become part of the one flock under the one Sheoherd

and Bishop of the souls of all mankind.

* •• The Making of England," by J. R. Green.
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XXII.—MISSIONS TO THE JEWS.

CHAPTER XL.

IN JERUSALEM AND ELSEWHERE.

A Strang-e Chapter in History—The Jews' Society—Letter from the Duke of Kent—Rev. Claudius Buchanan

—

A Noble Confessor—Palestine Place, London—A Christian Church on Mount Zion—Frederick William IV.

of Prussia—The Jerusalem Bishopric—Bishop Alexander—Dr. Gobat—The Safid Mission—Story of

Abraham Oozeret—Jews in Poland, Moldavia, Galicia, and South Russia—Fanaticism in Constantinople

—Difficulties of Missions to the Jews.

TN his " History of the Jews," Dean Milman has the following striking passage :
" The

-L Jews," he says, " without reference to their religious belief, are among the most

remarkable people in the annals of mankind. Sprung from one stock, they pass the

infancy of their natittn in a state of servitude in a foreign country, where, nevertheless,

they increase so rapidly as to appear on a sudden the fierce and irresistible conquerors

of their native valleys in Palestine. There they settle down under a form of

government and code of laws totally unlike those of any other rude or civilised

community. They sustain a long and doubtful conflic(;, sometimes enslaved, sometimes

victorious, with the neighbouring- tribes. At length, united under one monarchy, they

gradually rise to the rank of a powerful, opulent, and commercial people. Sub-

sequently, weakened by internal discord, they are overwhelmed by the vast monarchies

which arose on the banks of the Euphrates, and ai'e transplanted into a foreign

region. They are partially restored, by the generosity or policy of the Eastern

Sovereigns, to their native land. . . . Under Herod they rise to a second era of

splendour as a dependent kingdom of Rome ; finally, they rnake the last desperate

resistance to the universal dominion of the Oiesars. Scattered from that period over

the face of the earth—hated, scorned and oppressed, they subsist, a numerous and

often a thriving people ; and in all the changes of manners and opinions retain their

ancient institutions, their national character, and their indelible hope of restoration to

grandeur and happiness in their native land. . . .

" The religious history of this people is no less singular. In the narrow slip of

land inhabited by their tribes, the worship of one Almighty Creator of the Universe

subsists, as in its only sanctuary. In every stage of society, under the pastoral tent

of Abraham, and in tlie sumptuous temple of Solomon, the same creed maintains its

inviolable simplicity. . . . Nor is this merely a sublime speculative tenet ; it is the

basis of their civil constitution, and of their national character. As there is but one

Almighty God, so there is but one people under His especial protection—the descendants

of Abraham. Hence their civil and religious history are inseparable.

" To the mere speculative inquirer, the study of the human race presents no phe-

nomenon so singular as the character of this extraordinary people ; to the Christian,

no chapter in the history of mankind can be more instructive or important than that

which contains the rise, jjrogress, and doAvnfall of his religious ancestors."

It is not surprising that when, in the early part of the present century, the
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Christian Church awoke to a sense of her responsibihty with regard to the spread of

the great " commission " of the Master, " Go ye into all the world and preach the

Gospel to every creature," she should also have remembered the letter of the mandate,
" Begmning at Jerusalem."

JEWISH OHXI.nKEN, JERnSALEM.

In 1809, a number of earnest men of all sections of the Christian Church met

together to discuss how they might best pi'omote the salvation of Israel, and after

much prayer and conference, the " London Society for Promoting Cliristianit}' among
the Jews " was formed.

On the 7th of April, 1813, H.R.H. the Duke of Kent, the father of Her Most

Gracious ilajesty the Queen, accompanied by the Lord Maj^or and Sheriffs of London,

several ilembers of Parliament, and in the presence of some 20,000 spectators, laid the

•first stone of the Hebrew Episcopal Chapel and Schools in Palestine Place, Bethnal
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Green, London. The occasion marked before the world the opennig of a great C'hristian

enterprise, which has since been largely expanded, and has been greatly honoured and

blessed of (Jod. The famous Wilberforce was present on that occasion, and the learned

Lord Erskine was one of the speakers. After referring in his speech to the Jews as

having preserved the foundation of our Scriptures, and their own prophets having

foreseen the later sufferings of the Hebrews, he concluded in these words :

—

" Let us remember that this is the greatest evidence attending the Christian

religion ; that its accomplishment is, after the life and death of our Saviour, the most

durable of all prophecies ; and that through it, it is in an especial manner we know
that the Scriptures are of God ; and having hitherto seen that the fabric of

Christianity is supported by the evidence which the degradation of the Jew affords,

shall we not endeavour to establish still further the proof of our own religion by

bringing about, if such be the will of God, the conversion of the Jew."

Such was the inaugui-ation of the work of the Society, and henceforth it made
steady progress. It was much indebted, from the first, to the aid of influential

persons who took a prominent part m advocating its claims in public. The Duke of

Kent, the Patron of the Society, was one of its warmest supporters, and a letter from

him to Lord Dundas will be read with interest, as it sets forth his views on the subject :

—

Ki'nuhiriton Piihicr, itli May, 1813. '

My Deak Lord,—As the return of the anniversary of the Duchess of York's birthday will render my
attendance at Windsor on Friday, the 7th inst., unavoidable, and that being the day fixed for the meeting of

the Loudon Society, I shall thereby be precluded from the possibility of fulfilling the conditional promise

I gave of presiding at it. I have to solicit the favour of your Lordship to fill the Chair on that occasion

in my stead, and in doing so that you will further oblige me by taking an opportunity, in the course of

the proceedings, of assuring the meeting that, although unavoidably prevented from personally attending it,

my heart will be with them, as I am most sincerely and warmly interested in the success of the grand
object they have in view, which I consider not only highly laudable, but. at the same time, most important

;

always, however, bearing in mind that every idea of proselytism must be excluded therefrom, the freest

exercise of conscience upon all matters of religion being, in my own opinion, the only basis on which the

plan can thrive. You Lordship will remember that I felt it incumbent upon me to express, in the strongest

and most unequivocal terms, at the dinner of the 7th of April, that although holding, as I do, the Christian

religion, agreeable to the manner in which it is professed and taught ia the Established Church of this

country, to be the purest guide to true happiness and morality, still I could not consider a right spirit of

Christian benevolence as going beyond the extending our arms to receive into the bosom of our Church

either the Jew or Mahometan who, from unbiassed conviction, becomes a convert to Christianity. It is

therefore under the impre.ssion of these sentiments, conveying the exact principles acted upon by the

London Society, that your Lordship will have the goodness to name me as their continual patron and

supporter, and to offer my best wishes for the success of the meeting, which I trust a correct knowledge

of its real object cannot fail to ensure. I remain, with sincere regard and esteem, my dear Lord,

riir Hiiiht Ih'ii. Liird Dinitl/ix. Ever yours faithfully, EDWARD.

The third Annual Meeting of the Society was remarkable. It was announced that

forty-foiu- children were in attendance at the schools, and that forty-one children and

sons of Abraham had received the rite of baptism. " Since the days of the Apostles,"

said the Report, "when the Gospel was transferred to the (ientiles, there is no

account on record of so many Jews on one day making a voluntary public profession

of faith in the crucified Redeemer."

It was at this Annual Meeting that the Rev. Claudius Buchanan, of Eastern fame,
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made a speech in which he urged upon the Society the necessity of a Hebrew version

of the New Testament Scriptures. That speech, resulting in action, had a marked

and decided influence on the whole history of the Societ3% and initiated a work of

incalcuhxble value. In the course of his remarlvs. Dr. Buchanan said :

—

" I was informed that many years ago one of the Jews translated the New

Testament into Hebrew for the purpose of confuting it, and of repelling the arguments

of his neighbours, the Syrian Christians. This manuscript fell mto my hands, and is

now in the library of the University of- Cambridge. It is in his o^vn handwriting

;

and will be of great use in preparing a version of the New Testament in the Hebrew

language. It appears to be a faithful translation as far as it has been examined
;
but

about the end, when he came tq the Epistles of St. Paul, he seems to have lost his

temper, being moved, perhaps, by the acute argument of the learned Benjamite, as he

calls the Apostle ; and he has written a note of execration on his memory. But,

behold the providence of God 1 The translator became himself a convert to Christianity.

His own work subdued his unbelief. In the Lion he found sweetness ; and he lived

<and died in the faith of Christ. And now it is a common superstition among the

A-ulgar in that place, that if any Jew shall write the whole of the New Testa-

ment with his own hand, he will become a Christian by the influence of the Evil

Spirit."

It was never an easy thing for a Jew to accept Christianity. He could not follow

Christ without taking up his cross, and sometimes it was a heavy one, as Jacob Levi,

a dweller in Constantinople, found. When the Rev. jMr. Hartley and Mr. Leeves, both

of the London Jews Societ}', were resident in Constantinople, several Jews came to

them professing their belief that Jesus was the Christ, and seeking baptism. For some

time they attended Mr. Hartley's instruction, and all went well with them until the

matter came to the knowledge of the Rabbis, when a bitter persecution was commenced.

Jacob Levi was the first upon whom the wrath of his countrymen fell. He was seized,

thrown into prison, and bastinadoed. During this trial he displayed, to use the words

of Mr. Hartley, " the true spirit of a Christian martyr." When he was being conveyed

to the Casa Nigra, a prison of the Jews, wherein their mad people also are confined,

and a place of which the converts had always expressed the greatest apprehension, a

Rabbi, concerned in the transaction, exhorted him to declare himself " a gooa Jew,"

and he would suffer nothing. " No," he replied, " I am a Christian ; the Messiah is

come. If I were to be confined a thousand years in prison, still I would declare that

Jesus is the ilessiah." Neither the bastinado itself, nor the barbarous threat that he

should eat it three times a day, could move him in his steadfastness.

At the expiration of five months Jacob Levi was released from his first imprison-

ment, but it was not for long that he was to enjoy his freedom. The spirit of persecu-

tion waxed stronger, and it was determined to persevere in silencing this " babbler."

Sixteen times he was cast into prison, thrice at the Bagnio, or Turkish prison of the

arsenal, and thirteen times for longer or shorter periods at the Casa Nigra. The longest

and cruellest of these imprisonments was one of nine or ten months in the latter prison,

where he was often chained by the neck to the wall, and two or three times a week
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lieaten with great brutality. "When these coar.se means of inducing him to recant,

failed, the Rabbis came and reasoned with him out of the Old Testament Scriptures.

But Jacob Levi held the key to the interpretations of those writings, and would answer

them so adroitly from the New Testament, that they found it a wiser policy to mock

than to argue with him.

At length there came a winter loirg remembered for its remarkable severity, and

Jacob Levi lay ia the prison, without lire or sufficient clothing, and with only food

enough to keep body and soul together. It was in vain that he pleaded with the

jailors to mitigate his sufferings and save him from death. Their only answer was

that " death was well deserved by such a rebel against his religion."

Then came the darkest hour in his lite—his fiiith failed, and his enemies triumphed

over him. " If they had put me to death at once," he afterwards said to Mr. Leeves,

" I could have borne it ; but I was overcome by my sufferings from the intense cold, and

could not bear to perish thus by inches. So I at last determined to dissemble, and

called the Rabbis and told them that I repented of my errors and wished to become a

good Jew again, and thus I obtained my deliverance."

But deliverance was bought at a high price. All the peace and joy of life had

gone, and Jacob Levi suffered m mind more than he had suffered in body. Like

St. Peter when he denied his Lord, he " wept bitterly," but like him also he became

afterwards bolder than ever m his Christian profession, while humbling himself before

God on account of the failure that had marred his testimony

Between the years 1.S.S4 and 1S.36 the liturgy of the C'hurch of England was trans-

lated into Hebrew. Embodying and expressing, as it does, a pure spiritual worship

needing neither picture nor image, nor other material adjunct ; discarding superstition,

and recognising that high and holy standard which the Master Himself enunciated

—

" the true worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth "—it was found

to be of great importance not only in respect to the Jewish converts, but to the Jewish

nation at large.

It was not long before its value was put to the test. In 1837, after the lapse of

centuries. Christian worship, in the holy language of the Hebrew nation, was commenced

in the little church at Palestine Place, in the east end of London, and in the following-

year a band of Hebrew Christians joined with Gentiles in worshipping the Redeemer of

Israel, in the lanauage and words of their forefathers, on Mount Zion in Jerusalem.

Referring to these events. Lord Ashley (afterwards the Seventh Earl of Shaftesbury), in

the Qaarferly Review for January, 18-39, remarked :

—

" It is surely of vital importance to the cause of our religion that we should exhibit

it in its pure and apostolic form to the children of Israel. We have already mentioned

that they are returning in crowds to their ancient land ; we must provide for

the converts an orthodox and spiritual service, and set before the rest, whether

residents or pilgrims, a worship as enjoined by our Saviour himself— ' a worship in

spirit and in truth '—its faith will then be spoken of through the whole world. A
great benefit of this nature has resulted from the Hebrew services of the London
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EpiscopiiJ Chapel ; it has not only afforded instruction and opportunity of worship to

the converted Israehte, but has formed a point of attraction to foreign Jews on a visit

to this country, and has been largely and eagerly commented on in many of the

Hebrew periodicals published in German}'. In the jJwrity of our worship, they confess

our freedom from idolatry, and in the sound of the language of Moses and the prophets,

they forget that we are Gentiles. But if this be so in London, what will it be in the

Holy Cit}^ ? They will hear the Psalms of David, in the very words that fell from

his inspired lips, once more chanted on the Holy Hill of Zion ; they will see the whole

book of the Law and the Prophets laid before them, and hear it read at the morning

and evening oblation ; they will admire the Church of England, with all its compre-

hensive fulness of doctrine, truth, and love, like a pious and humble daughter, doing

filial homage to the Church first planted at Jerusalem, which is the mother of us all."

It was only natural that the thoughts of those who were interested in the cause

of Israel should be directed at an early period to Israel's land and city as a field of

labour. Accordingly, the Rev. Lewis Way initiated a " Palestine Fund for the erection

and maintenance of chapels and schools, and for other missionary purposes, within the

Holy Land;" and in 1823 the Palestine Mission commenced.

A^ery soon a storm arose. Papal Bulls were issued against the Bible-men; the

Maronite Patriarch fulminated his anathema figainst the missionaries, and threatened to

withhold absolution to any Maronite possessing, borrowing, or reading a Bible ; and a

firman of the Sultan at last prohibited the distribution of the Scriptures.

For a long time the history of the Palestine Mission was a blank, but after the

jiolitical storm that passed over Syria in 1832, the work revived, and continued,

until in 1840 there arose on Mount Zion, exactly opposite the Castle of David, near

the Jaffa Gate, and on the very confines of the Jewish quarter, a Christian Church.

The year 1841 was memorable for an event which excited an intense enthusiasm

among all sections of religious society throughout the country, and will always remain

a subject of great interest, inasmuch as it " brought to a test the principles which

determined the action of each of the several schools of thought in the country." That

event was the establishment of an Anglican Bishopric in Jerusalem.

By the Treaty of July 13, 1841, signed in London, "for the pacification of the

Levant," Palestine was declared to be entirely' and solely under the suzerainty of Turkej',

and this circumstance directed the attention of Christians in Europe to their fellow-

Christians in the Land of Promise, especially at Jemsalem. No one felt a keener

interest in the situation than Frederick William lY., King of Prussia, the brother of

the late German Emperor William I. From childhood he had cherished the idea of

ameliorating the condition of Christians in the Holy Land, and the fact of public

concern in the question having been aroused, so soon after his accession to the throne

on the 7th June, 1840, seemed to him to be a "special providence." He deter-

mined, therefore, to take advantage of the terms of the Treaty, to procure for the

Evangelical Cliurches, for all future time, the same legal recognition in Turkey which

the Greek and Latin Churches had long previously enjoyed. His design was to

endeavour to raise the position of Christians in the East, and otherwise to benefit
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the Holy Land. This idea, ho feU, was " capable of general extension, not merely as

a Prussian, but as a German question ; and again, not merely as a German, but a

general Protestant question, when viewed in its connection with the entire Protestant

Church."

To give effect to this idea, the king sent for one of his Privy Councillors, the

Chevalier Bunsen, and requested him to proceed at once to England as a Special

Envoy ; to place himself in conannmication with the Church Missionary Society, and

the London Society for Promoting Christianity among the Jews, through the inter-

vention of the Archbishop of Canterbuiy and the Bishop of London, " as the

immediate heads of the several congregations of the Cliurch of England in foreign

parts
;

" and to ascertain—" In how far the English National Church, already in pos-

session of a parsonage on Mount Zion, and having conmienced there the building of

a church, would be inclined to accord to the Evangelical Church of Prussia a sisterly

position in the Holy Land."

It was a difficult and delicate mission. On the forefront of the negotiations the

king had placed this wise proviso :
—

" That Protestant Christianit}' can entertain no

hope of enjoying full and permanent recognition in the East, and especially in the

Holy Land, or of reaping any blessed or lasting fruits from its labours or its diffusion,

unless it exhibits itself to the utmost possible extent as a united body in those

countries. Above all, it should be remembered that, in that quarter, both the

Government and the people have been accustomed in all ages to see those who

acknowledge themselves to be co-religionists, appear and act together in spiritual

affairs as one body, subject to uniform discipline and forms. This is the character

in which Judaism—this is the character in which the corporations of the Latin,

Greek, and Armenian Churches exhibit themselves to the people of the East. If,

therefore, by the side of these, Protestant Christendom were to come forward, and

insist upon being recognised under all its separate denominations—the Episcopal-

Anglican, Scotch Presbyterian, United Evangelical,* Lutheran, Reformed, Baptist,

Wesleyan, Independent, and such like, the Turkish Government would undoubtedly

hesitate to grant such a recognition ; an act which comprehends the grant of the

highest political privileges to the heads of all such recognised corporations." . . .

Should these confidential negotiations be favourably received, the king was of

opinion that the first step would be the institution by the Church of England of a

Bishopric in Jerusalem, to include all Protestant Churches in the Holy Land within

its pale, so far as they should be disposed to accept the inclusion, and to this end

he was willing to contribute out of his own private purse the sum of £15,000.

This was agreed to, and it was furthermore arranged that the Bishops of the United

Church of England and Ireland at Jerusalem should be nominated alternately by

the Ci'owns of England and Prussia, the Archbishop of Canterbmy having the absolute

right of veto with respect to those nominated by the Prussian Gi'own.

All the negotiations were admirably managed by the Chevalier Bunsen (who was

greatly assisted in his difficult task by the influential leader of the Evangelical party,

* The Cliiiroh in Prussia is called '• Die Evangelische Unirte Kirolie."
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the Seventh Earl of Shaftesbury), and on the 19th of July, 1841, the Chevalier

wi'ote in his diary :

—

" This is a great day. I am just returned from Lord Palmerston. The principle

is admitted, and orders are to be transmitted accordingly to Lord Ponsonby at

Constantinople to demand the acknowledgment required. The successor of St. James

will embark in October. He is by race an Israelite; bom a Prussian in Breslau,

in confession belonging to the Church of England ; ripened (by hard work) in

Ireland ; twenty years professor of Hebrew and Arabic in England (in what is now
King's College) ... So the beginning is made, please God, for the restoration

of Israel." ...
Michael Solomon Alexander, the first Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem, was born in

the year 1799, in a small town of Prussian Poland, and was brought up from his

infancy in the strictest principles of Talmudical Judaism. When he arrived in

England at the age of twenty-one, he was ignorant of the language, and of Christianity

he had no other idea than that which he had derived from the traditions of the

Talmud, occasionally illustrated by a passing view of a Romish procession in honour

of some samt in his native town, which he regarded as idolatry, to be abhorred by

every faithful Israelite. As to the New Testament Scriptures, if he was not ignorant

of their existence, he certainly was of their contents.

Soon after his arrival in this coimtry, he obtamed a tutorship in an Israelitish

family, and while there an event occurred which, although extremely simple in itself,

was to be the means of altering the whole tone and complexion of his life. One day

when walking with a friend, his attention was attracted by a large handbill, notifying

the annual meeting of a local association in aid of the Society for Promoting Christi-

anity among the Jews. His curiosity was excited, and he was much surprised on

inquiry to find that the Society hoped to convert the Jews by means of the New
Testament. This led him to procure a copy, and he was told that " Everj' Jew

should read it, for although it was an absurd book, it would tend to confirm him

more strongly in his own religion, and in opposition to Christianity."

He read it carefully, and the very first perusal of its sacred pages awakened an

interest and a spirit of inquiry. Although he sought to resist the " fascination " of

the book, his mind was disquieted, and he could not shake off its influence. While

he was struggling against his convictions, an opportunity offered for him to settle at

Plymouth as reader in the Jewish s}Tiagogue, and this he gladty accepted ; not long

afterwards he married, and these circumstances combined to strengthen him in his

determination to abandon every thought of Christ and his religion. But the spirit of

( lod still strove with him ; aa^ain came all the alternations of doubt and fear ; before

him lay fidelity to conscience on the one hand, and worldly disgrace and ruin on the

other. Meanwhile Christian hearts were yearning over him, and Christian love was

drawing him nearer- and nearer to Christ, until at length he could resist no longer,

and, boldly facing the situation into which his convictions had brought him, he

announced to his congregation his change of views, and that lie had " fully and

finally decided for Christ," and was about to receive Christian baptism.
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This was in 1825. In 1.S27 Mr. Alexander received ordination in the Church

of England, and three yeai's later entered upon important home missionary worlc

among the Jews, lecturing and teaching in Palestine Place Chapel, and visiting the

auxiliaries of the Society throughout the country.

On the 12th of November, 1841, Mr. Alexander was consecrated to his Episcopal

office, and a few days later the first official act of the Jewish Church was performed

when he preached at Palestine Place in Bethnal Green, and, to quote the words of

Lord Shaftesbury—gave " the first Episcopal benediction that had fallen from Hebrew

lips for seventeen hundred years
; "—that is to say, the first since Jude, the last of the

sons of Abraham mentioned by Eusebius, occupied the Episcopal See in the Holy

City.

In 1846, Bishop Alexander died, a terrible blow to the friends of the enterprise

he inaugurated. He was an altogether exceptional man, with gifts and graces peculiar

to the office to which he had been called. His own zeal helped to keep alive the

zeal of those who, full of hope for Israel, lived in anticipation that the hour for

their restoration to their own land would speedily arrive. He was cut otf' in the

midst of his labours, when engaged in his first Episcopal visitation of the darkened

Kingdom of Egypt.

His successor. Dr. Gobat, of the Church Missionary Society, and a German by

nationality, was selected, according to the terms of the arrangement made on the

foundation of the Bishopric, by the King of Prussia. He retained his episcopate

for thirty-three years.

We do not propose to tell in detail the history of the Jerusalem Bishopric. It

has given rise to much controversy ; many difficulties and dissensions occurred ; it did

not answer the expectations formed of it ; Jerusalem showed no signs of being " a

city at unity mth itself," and the saying of Newman, " I have never heard of any

good or harm that Bishopric has ever done," was bandied about, until at last it was

endorsed even by many of those who at its establi-shnient were most enthusiastic in its

favour.

There can, however, be no two opinions as to the value of the Cliristian agen-

cies in operation at Christ Church, Jerusalem. One of the best and most interesting

descriptions we have come across of the present state of Jewish affairs in Jerusalem

is given by the Rev. S. Schor, a Jewish convert and missionary, who was transferred

to that .station in October, 1886. He says :

—

"The city has considerably altered since I last saw it, nearly ten yearS ago.

In outward appearance it has greatly improved. The principal streets and roads are

paved as well as any I have seen in London. Whole districts have sprung up in

nearly all directions, and it is remarkable that perhaps two-thirds of the houses out-

side the city walls, if not a larger proportion, are tenanted by Jews. This deserves

special mention, for I can remember when only about half a dozen Jewish families

lived beyond the walls. AU Jews then lived in the Jewish quarter, the dirtiest and

most unhealthy quarter of the city. Jews are also taking a more prominent place in

business than they did formerly. I was surprised to find one of the oldest and largest

46
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places of business, which had been always kept by Germans, in the hands of a Jew

;

and in the same way many of the finest houses have changed hands, Jews becoming
the possessors.

"And as their outwai-d chcumstances and social position have altered, they are

also becoming more enlightened. The old days when the Rabbis could dare to put

such a man as the late Sir Moses Monteliore under a ban of excommunication,

are gone for ever, without a sigh of regret from any one except, perhaps, from those

who lived on the ignorance of the masses. No parent is now called 'Apostate' or
' Epicurean

'
for teaching his sons other subjects than the Talmud, but, on the con-

trary, is encouraged to do so. I have heard Jewish boys speak English as fluently

as boys taught in our own schools, besides French, Arabic, German, and Spanish.

The Alliance Israelite has opened a large school for boys, besides night-schools for

young men, and has actually sent out an Englishman (a Christian!) to teach Jewish

boys some useful trades. This, perhaps, shows the great change that has taken place

amongst Jews more than anything else.

"And again, I notice that the niissionary aspect of things has changed consider-

ably. There seems to be more life and activity in most departments of the mission

than used to be the case. First and foremost, I noticed with intense pleasure many
new faces amongst the regular worshippers in Christ Church, some of the converts of

the last few years, who have settled in Jerusalem. AVhen we remember that jjerhaps

nine-tenths of our converts are obliged to leave Jerusalem in order to seek a livelihood

elsewhere, it is clear that great progress has been made. I was also agreeably surprised

at the crowded meetings for United Prayer held daily during the first week in January,

when I remember the three rather poorly attended meetings held on a similar occasion

ten 3-ears ago.

" Again, I find the schools overcrowded with children. Tlie House of Industry is

full, and so is the Enquirers' Home. The behaviour of the 3'oung men is on the

whole good, whilst some are very promising.

" Again, the behaviour of Jews towards missionaries has undergone a great change.

The)- seem to have no fear of openly conversing with us, which is a great thing for

Jerusalem. It is no doubt partly owing to the gi-eat influx of Jews from Europe,

who have to a certain extent not placed themselves under the rule of the native

Rabbis, and who receive no rehef from the Chaluka. But, on the other hand, some of

the Jerusalem Jews have changed, and will converse with us. I have already enjoyed

numerous conversations with Jews, many of whom I have known for years, and who
treated me with great kindness." . . .

Three years later, Mr. Schor, in one of his reports to the Society was able to

say
:

" The more I come in contact with Jews here (Jerusalem), the more I mar-

vel <it their wonderful change of feeling towards the missionary. We are indeed

reaping what our predecessors have done with great struggles and much earnest

labour."

One of the most marvellous stories of life and laboiu's among the Jews is in

connection with the Safed Mission. A gentleman—a Jewish convert, a native of
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Jerusalem, and a Jewish missionary, whose parents were amongst the first-fruits of

the Jerusalem mission, says in a letter to the present writer:

—

"The time is not far distant when a missionary would have been killed had he

ventured into the streets of Safed ; now a missionary can actually reside there ! But

what makes it still more wonderful is the fact, that the Rev. Ben Zion Friedman is

himself a Safed Jew, and had also to be sent away secretly and disguised from

Jerusalem to London, because his life was not considered safe. That he can actually

live in Safed is a perfect wonder to me. When I heard that he had been appointed

to that station, I felt inclined to protest against sacrificing a man's hfe to almost

certain death. I may mention, by the way, that a Jew who twenty years ago used to

pride himself in being the most zealous persecutor of the missionaries, every time

they i^assed Tiberias or Safed on their missionary journeys, is now a preacher of the

Gospel himself (the Rev. W. Schapira, Mission Curate in St. Mark's, Whitechapel).

A pathetic interest attaches to the first missionary stationed at Safed. Abraham

Leo Oczeret was bom in Tarnopol, Galicia, in 1854, and was educated first in the

Rabbinical schools, where he studied Hebrew and the Talmud, and afterwards in the

gymnasium in Lemberg, where he acquired Greek and Latin—all useful to him in

his subsequent work. When he had finished his education he devoted himself to

mercantile pursuits, and obtained an appointment in an oflBce in Lemberg. While

he was there, he fell in love with his cousin Cecilia, and at once began to think

about the future. An opening presented itself to embark in business in Egypt,;

he went there for the purpose, and met an old friend who, considering that his

mercantile experience was an equivalent to Oczeret's capital, persuaded him to go

into partnership. The friend, with all the available cash, made his way to Paris

to buy goods, but he never returned, and Oczeret was left in Cairo helpless and

penniless

!

As the Jews in Jerusalem are famous for their benevolence, some Jewish friends

advised him to go there, and supplied him with the necessary fimds. Arrived at

the gate of the city, the first man he met was an old Jewish convert, who opened up

conversation, learned his sad story, and advised him to put himself in communication

with the missionaries. Here for the first time he heard about the Saviour, His

sympathy, and His sufferings. Oczeret's heart was softened by the trials through which

he had passed, and was receptive to the truth. Deeply impressed by what he had

heard, he determined to attend the early Hebrew sei-vice in Christ Church. Here he

was much struck with the simplicity of the service, so different from the superstitions

of the corrupt churches. Again and agam he attended, each time with fresh light

breaking in upon his soul, until at last he asked that ho might receive regular

instruction, and this resulted in his conversion.

And now came another trial. He had corresponded regularly with the lady to

whom he was engaged, but had not told her of the great spiritual change that had

taken place in him. His first intention had been to do so, but fearing that his

motives might be misconstrued, and that it was possible she might think he had

been driven to this step by poverty, and would despise him for it, he resolved to
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keep his own counsel. But his letters soon assumed a serious tone ; he mentioned

various passages of the Bible that had impressed him, and wrote on subjects that

would cause even the most thoughtless to pause and reflect.

This continued for some time, but it was obvious it could not last for ever,

and one day he received a letter from his betrothed, asking what these religious

DE. GOBAT.

letters meant, and requesting an explicit answer. The critical moment had come. It

might result in the breaking-off of the engagement ; but he could not shirk the

question any longer, and therefore, rel}Tng upon God for strength in his great trial, he

told her all, writing as plainly as he could the reason of his belief in Jesus, and

his renunciation of Judaism.

For the next few weeks Oczeret suffered the most intense mental anguish.

Until the answer came he did not know whether he, for conscience sake, had not

robbed himself of a love that was dearer to him than all other human loves put

together. At last the answer came, and receiving it with trembling hands, he

rushed into his room to read it.

In order to explain the contents of that letter, it will be necessarj' for us to go
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back to his home in Austria. Naturally enough, after his departure Cecilia was very

lonely, and beguiled the weary hours b}' novel reading. But she soon exhausted

her little stock of books, and happening to visit Lemberg, determined to visit the first

bookseller's she could find. This happened to be the Bible depot of the Jews' Society.

Looking in at the window she caught sight of a New Testament in German,

bought it, and took it home with her. It was not until she had begun to read it

JERUSALEM, PEOM THE DAMASCUS GATE.

that she was aware it was a Christian book ; and knowing that her parents would

immediately take it away if they found it in her possession, she read it secretly in her

ow.i room, hiding it in her pocket when she heard any one approaching. One day

when reading it, a young man, a relative, entered suddenly before she had time to

hide the book. He asked her to show him what she was reading, pressing his request

very persistently, and promising that he would keep it a secret. When she showed

him the book, he assured her that she need not have feared to show it him, as he

was equally giiilty, and so saying he produced a New Testament fi'om his pocket,

and from that day they studied the sacred book together.

It was at this time that she noticed the altered religious tone of her lover's

lettej's, in which many expressions were suspiciously tinged with thoughts she had

found in her New Testament, and began to suspect that he too was reading the

forbidden book. Not daring to divulge her own secret, she at length took the bold

step of writing to ask what these altered letters meant.
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Great was the joy of Oczeret on reading this strange story in the spiritual

history of his betrothed. He had hoped and prayed that ultimately he might have

been the means of bringing her to the Saviour, little thinking that God, who moves

in such mysterious ways His wonders to perform, was leading her to Himself in

His own way.

After two years' probation, Oczeret was baptised in Jerusalem ; and then, his

talents and zeal pomtmg him out as a useful future missionary, he was sent to be

trained in the Hebrew Missionary College, at Palestine Place, in London. Some
friends in London who had heard the story of his engagement, provided a home for his

future bride near to him, as her parents would not allow her to be a Christian and

remam with them. Here she was baptised, her lover acting as godfather.

After completing the usual course of study, Oczeret was sent to Paris, and

laboured very successfully among the Jews in that city. There, too, he was married,

and soon after was selected by the Jews' Society for service in the East, and returned

to the Holy City, his spiritual birthplace, with the mtention of proceeding to Safed,

near the sea of Galilee, to open the proposed new station.

He received his ordination at the hands of the lately martyred Bishop Hannington,

and with dauntless courage proceeded, with his heroic wife, to the very hot-bed of

Jewish superstition and fanaticism. Safed had long been thought not only a dan-

gerous, but an impossible station for a missionary. When those from Jerusalem had

visited the town, they never felt quite at ease in entering the place, and were always

glad to quit it after a few days' stay. Many of them had to bear the brunt of an

excited and easily excitable mob. Some had very narrow escapes, while others were

roughly handled. One old Jew boasted of having on one occasion flung a stone at

Bishop Barclay (when a missionary of the Society), with such violence as made him

stagger for a while, and at last fall to the ground.

For eighteen months Mr. Oczeret and his wife resided m Safed unmolested, and

testified boldly to the 15,000 Jews, amongst whom their lot was cast. The Medical

Mission was a powerful auxihary to the work. One who knew the whole of the

operations, wrote :—

•

" It is really marvellous to witness scores of Safed Jews and Jewesses flocking to

the Mission-house long before the appointed time, to see the physician, and here, for

the space of two or three hours, beguiling their time with reading the New
Testament and Chiistian tracts. At last the physician makes his appearance ; the

missionary rises, and amidst a silence which is not observed in Jewish synagogues even

on the most solemn occasion, reads a chapter from the Hebrew Old Testament, ofi'ers

up a prayer, in the name of Jesus, and gives an address bearing on the Messiahship

of our Saviour, which is listened to with marked attention. People of every descrip-

tion, young and old, men and women, learned and unlearned, the self-righteous

Pharisee as well as the ignorant bigot, all come and sit and listen to the exposition of

their own Scriptures in the light of the New Testament. And this takes place in the

face of all Safed—a fact to which even our enemies bear witness."

Perhaps no higher testimony to the work could have been unconsciously given
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than by a Safed correspondent of a well-known Hebrew weekly paper. Bewailing

the changed attitude of many Jews towards the mission, he wrote :
" Woe unto us

!

Woe unto our holy religion ! There were times when the missionaries have had to

walk their feet sore in the streets and lanes of our towns, in search of some light-

hearted Jew who might condescend to enter into a religious conversation with them.

The missionaries, too, had to be grateful if they returned home from their excursions

without some insults from those whose religion they tried to pervert. AVe can well

recollect, for it is not so very long ago, when even our little children used to hunt them

down like some pest ; nay, the hue-and-cry of our veiy streets pursued them, and

they were hated and despised of all men. But now, alas ! how have things changed

!

The missionar}^ no longer needs to come into our streets in search of somebody to

speak to. His house, we are told, is full of Jews from morning till evening, and that,

we are sorry to say, not of Jews of the lowest sort only, but of those of our

brethren who ought to know better. His dispensary is sought after as if there were

no Jewish chemists and doctors in our place to minister to our sick. Oh, Israel, how

art thou fallen ! It all eomes from that so-called progress of the day, of which so

many of our people seem to boast. Who in the world would have believed that these

renegades would be thought of as objects of great importance ? We are constrained to

ask, Does our holy religion lose hold of our people, or do the missionaries employ new

tactics to outwit us throuofh and through ?

"

In the midst of his prosperous work Mr. Oczeret's health gave way—for a month

he was labouring almost without cessation, while fever and bronchitis were constantly

afflicting him. At last the doctors said that nothing but an immediate change of

climate would restore him. In the sultry month of June he left Palestine for Europe,

attended by his sorrowing Avife. But it was too late—his work was finished, and on

the 31st of July, 1886, he passed away.

But, again, "though God buried His workman. He canied on His work," and the

Safed mission is still one of the most notable successes of the Jews' Society.

Although the founders of the Jews' Society contemplated little more than attending

to the temporal and spiritual needs of Jews in England, and London especially, it

soon became apparent that they must extend the held of their operations, and as early

as the year 1810 they were sending out tracts to the West Indies, Gibraltar, and

elsewhere. In that same year attention was specially directed to the condition of the

Jews in Poland, and a request was made that a qualified person might be sent out.

This was done, and found to be the commencement of a series of missionary organisa-

tions in every country of Europe. But the history of the Polish mission is crowded

with incidents of a most interesting nature.

On the advent of the Jews into Poland in the tenth century, on the privileges

and immunities granted to them in the thirteenth century, and confirmed by succes-

sive monarchs in later years, and on their long period of prosperity, wc need not

dwell here. When the Rev. Lewis Way, an eminent friend of Israel, went to explore

this vast harvest field, he found intellectual activity and a spirit of religious inquiry

prevalent everywhere. As to the social condition of the Jev,-s, he wrote

—
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" In these provinces the Jews actually swarm to such a degree, as to appear the

possessors of the country ; while the native Poles appear among them as the strangers

and proselytes of ancient Judea. All the trade of the country is in their hands. They

are the traiteurs of all the post-houses on the road ; most of the inns are kej^t by

them ; they keep the ferry boats on the Dnieper, Prypetz, and Berizyna ; they farm the

mills, and buy the produce of the land from those who till, and in some places are

the cultivators ; they all have Polish seiTants for domestic purposes, and are the

masters of fahriques where Gentiles work. At one place where an immense flame

ascending through the roof of a house attracted my notice at night, I found on entering

that it was an iron mill which a Jew rented, with twenty-four Gentile slaves who work

it night and day by sixes hi succession."

The Polish mission was commenced in 1821, and Warsaw was selected as the centre

of operations. Testaments and tracts were put freely into circulation, and Avere

received with eagerness. But in the following year opposition arose ; the missionaries

were summoned to appear upon the " Commission of the Religious Confessions," with

the result that they were obliged to abandon their mission in Warsaw, and take up

their abode in Posen, where, through the mtervention of Sir George Rose, the mission

was placed on a firm and sound basis. Success followed, and Mr. Moritz, one of the

missionaries, wrote :

—

" There have now upon the whole been with me at least 800 Jews of all ages ; among-

whom there were nearly all the Jewish schoolmasters of the place, and the greater part

of the youths that study the Talmud in the Beth Hamedrash ; there have also been

some respectable Jews from Berditschef, who were there afraid to visit me. The crowd

on the tiret day was so great that I was obliged to place my people at the door as a

giiard, allowing only a certain number at a time to enter, and when these were de-

spatched, another number could enter. I was forced to this expedient, otherwise I

should have been suflbcated ; and in this manner I have distributed 1,000 Hebrew and

200 Polish-Hebrew tracts, and 58 New Testaments in these languages."

The value of services such as these, of course, can never be estimated. It may be

that those words of Life are even at this day winning their way to the hearts of the

people in obscure places from whence no sound of their influence will ever reach this

country.

One of the chief difficulties of the missionaries was to make the Jews understand

the Rabbinical perversion of the Scriptures, and to separate the Word of God from the

absurd commentaries that obscured its meaning. An illustration may be given here.

One day a Jew, evidently sincere, went to Mr. Hoff, one of the missionaries, and, after

some conversation, left^, taking with him a copy of the Jewish translation of Isaiah.

On his arrival at home, he spoke to his father-in-law of the beauty of the translation,

and read to him the fifty-third chapter. The old man was greatly touched, and when

asked what he thought of it, replied, "The prophet evidently speaks here of a person

who shall come, be rejected and despised, but who shall, notwithstanding, be the

Redeemer from sin."

This was a perfectly natural exposition of the chapter, but no sooner had he
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uttered the words than he became uneasy, and exclaimed, " This is a most embarrassing-

matter ; it is quite favourable to the Christians. How do they interpret it ?
" His son-

in-law replied that their interpretation coincided exactly with his. "Then," said the

JEWS' MARKET, WARSAW.

old man, " perhaps they have purposely made a wrong translation ; let us compare it

with the original." This was done, with the result that the true translation was

justified, and the exposition confirmed.

Then a si'eat fear came over the aged Hebrew ; his faith in the traditions of his
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fathers had received a shock, and he at once called for the commentary of Eashi as

a refuge for his doubts ; but when he read the ill-grounded explanation, which was in

opposition not only to common sense, but to the reverent feeling which the sacred

words had inspired, he pushed the commentary aside, and declared that the only tiiie

view of the chapter was the one given by the Christians.

What became of this old man no one knows, nor is there any record that his son-

in-law, who brought him face to face with God's revelation, ever accepted Christianity

;

but it is certain that the veil over the hearts of those two men was thinner after

that day's conversation
; and it may be that ere they passed awaj^ the grain of

mustard-seed had spread, and under its shadow they had found a resting-place.

From time to time many dangers beset the Polish mission, and in 1831 the

breaking out of the Revolution at once altered the whole aspect of the work, and

placed the missionaries in a peculiar position. At that time Mr. Lange, one of the

missionaries, wrote to the Committee as follows :
—

" You are no doubt m anxious

expectation of hearing something concerning us, especially on account of the events

which have taken place here. We have jDassed through a time of great danger.

. . . . An alarming event tooli place on the night of the 15th of August,

but we slept in peace, and knew nothing of what was going on till the next morning,

but from this time the distress was continually increasmg, and we had to fear great

misery from famine and sickness. Amidst the evils to which a besieged city is

exposed, we were kept between fear and hope till the Gth of September, when we Avere

awakened by the terrible thunder of cannonading. During the course of this day

some balls fell in our street, but without doing any hurt. Next day we were again

alarmed by the report of cannon nearer to us, and therefore more terrible. As the

attack was made near the Wola Gate, our houses were the more exposed to danger.

That night was dreadful ; black clouds of smoke, partly from the artillery, partly from

the houses which were set on fire, were hanging over us, and seemed to threaten us

with destruction. Afterwards our street Avas lighted by the flame of fire as if by

moonshine, and we expected every moment that our house would fall upon us, or

become the prey of fire. But, praised and glorified be God ' nothing of this kind

happened. We cannot but admire and bless the goodness of God, who has dealt so

exceedingly kindly and graciously with us, while himdreds and thousands of others

have suffered so very much."

Without entering into the history of this eventful period, we may say that in the

end it worked advantage to the mission. From many quarters, however, expected and

unexpected, there came oj^position. The Chasidim, a sect veiy numerous in Poland,

endeavoiu-ed to stop the work by issuing a Bull of Excommunication :
—

" Cursed be

tTie man who visits the missionaries ' cursed be his parents ! cursed be his sisters and

brothers ! cursed be his relations ! and may the door of his house be blocked up '

"

As this totally fiiiled in its object, the rage of the Chasidim knew no bounds, and

they ventured on threats of assassination, which, however, were frustrated by providential

circumstances.

After the war with Russia it pleased God to permit the hitherto open door to be
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closed against the missionaries. After being summoned on several occasions before the

Russian authorities, they were at length enjoined to discontinue all missionary work, or

to be pi'epared to leave the country in three weeks—viz., on the 13tli of January, 1855,

the New Year's Day of the Russian Church.

On the 8tli of February took place at the Warsaw Railway Station the touching

leave-taking of the missionaries :

—

" When the Brethren Becker and West arrived at the station with their families

to quit Warsaw, the scene was overwhelming. Crowds of people of all classes, Jews

and proselytes, Protestants and Roman Catholics, and members of the Greek Chinx-h,

together with their own more intimate friends, had assembled to take a last farewell

of the missionaries ; and it may well be doubted whether a railway station in Warsaw

ever before exhibited such a spectacle, and whether exiles ever left the Russian

dommions so universally regretted and respected, and with such heartfelt blessings

following them, as was the case when these devoted and long-tried missionaries to the

Jews in Poland were compelled to leave the sphere of their labours." . . .

Three weeks afterwards the Russian Emperor died, but it is only within a very

recent period that the mission has been reopened.

It would be difficult to over-estimate the importance of the services rendered to the

cause of Jewish missions by the wives of Jewish missionaries. A hundred stories might

be told of wonderful Christian heroism shown by frail and delicate women, who have

gladly taken their share of reproach and persecution, in order that they might plant

the seeds of the Kingdom of Heaven in the homes of the Jewish people. Let one

instance, selected almost at random, suffice as an illustration.

Catherine Grant was the eldest daughter of a parochial clergyman in the north of

Scotland, and on the death of her father was left in poor circumstances. At the age

of seventeen she became governess in the family of Principal Nicol of St. Andrews'

University, in which situation she continued for eight years, during which time she had

free access to the Principal's noble library, and made good use of her exceptional

opportunities. The ill health of her mother, and the death of her sister, caused

Miss Grant to leave, but a " Divinity was shaping her ends," and while travelling abroad

as governess in the family of Lord William Douglas, she acquired a thorough knowledge

of the German language, which opened a door of wonderful usefulness to her in after

life.

After the death of her mother, whom she attended with such faithful devotion

that the strain upon her strength was felt for the rest of her life, Miss Grant went

to live with her brother, the Free Church minister at Ayr, and while there she met

the Rev. Daniel Edwards, missionary of the Free Church of Scotland to the Jews at

Jassy, m iloldavia. Mr. Edwards soon found in her " a kindred spirit, glowing with

the same ardent love for the house of Israel, and qualified by natural gifts and

acquired attainments to be a helpmeet in his home and in his work." A year after-

wards they were married in German}', and proceeded forthwith to their labours in

Jassy.

Mrs. Edwards was a voluminous letter-writer, and many of her letters have been
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published—graphic letters showing incidentally how intense was her zeal and energy,

and how full of alternating joy and sorrow was the work into which she threw

herself, heart and soul. The following extract from her Memoir* gives a vivid descrip-

tion of an incident—one of a hundred which might be read with interest, as giving

an insight into the trying daily life of Jewish missionaries. Writing to her brother,

she saj's :

—

" I told you of a youth who came to us some weeks ago—Naphtali Horowitz,

from Austria. He was several weeks in the house ; his conduct most unexceptionable,

JASST.

modest, meek, gentle ; a truly engaging lad. His mind opened in a marvellous

manner to receive the Scriptures. His answers at evening worship used to thrill us

;

we could scarcely restrain the emotion we felt. His friends had heard of his being

here. They came, urging every inducement to get him away. At last the wife of

one of them succeeded in enticing him away, only to speak with his friends, as she

said. The poor boy, partly from tenderness, partly from fear that the}' would get

him sent back to Austria, went with her. There he was closely watched ; they

promised him a shop, I know not how many ducats, and I know not what. One

day he met one of the converts, and, drawing back from the street, he made a sign to

him that he was to return to us. For some daj's our hearts were longing after him.

He came, Ijut was immediately informed upon ; again at night he came, and, while

he was hero, old Rabbi Nahum came in. Had you but seen their mutual alarm !

* "Missionary Life among the Jews in Moldavia, Galicia and Silesia. Memoir and Letters of Mrs. Edwards."
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Naphtali then told us that, from what he had heaixl here, he was resolved to escape

to Galatz, aud there leara more of Christ. He could not remain ; but he woidd

come once agam before starting at the close of their Sabbath. On Saturday he

came. Now he had left all—his coat, his Bible, his shirts, his all, and he would

fear no longer. Would we not conceal him for a time ? We feared for him, but counting

the possibility of aiding his escape, we shut him into a little room, and hung a pad-

lock outside. All Sabbath he was there ; spies came to watch for him, but he was not

to be seen. Two women came in the evening, one a tierce opponent of Christi-

anity, who had caused several to apostatise. We had a long conversation with them,

and rejoiced to see this woman in our house. Of course we could answer no

questions about our poor boy. His mind seemed to open like a flower to the sun.

Though alone in his little dark room, he was full of joy and glatlness. At length,

when night came, and he had a light, suddenly he heard a voice above him—the

woman had got a ladder outside and climbed up. His surprise was so great that he

fell to the ground, but declared he would not listen to them. On Monday they

went and bribed the corporal to come and demand him as an Austrian subject. For

an hour and a half I was alone ! Daniel soon turned the men out of the court ; no

officer of another Power has any right to enter our courts. But then the question

arose. What was to be done ? The youth was undaunted ; Christ was enough for

him! He was brought in—our old Rabbi was present—he was questioned, and his

answers were most full and to the point. His danger was imminent; and after

solemn and anxious deliberation, it was resolved that he should be baptised that

evening. This would set him free from Jewish jurisdiction. Accordingly, between ten

and eleven o'clock, he was baptised in the chapel, in presence of all the catechumens

and converts present at evening -v^orship, and a few Germans whom he had called

as witnesses. Daniel questioned him fully, and then admitted one as like a lamb of

Christ as you can well conceive. While I write, Daniel is out, and has been out for

three hours, at the Consulate. To-day (Wednesday), the Austrian agent applied to

our consul to have him delivered up, on charge of having stolen, nobody knows what.

Of course they can find fifty Jews to swear that he has done so. The Lord alone

knows how to help his own! 29th.—Poor Naphtali has to-day been before the

Austrian consul
;
you may conceive the anxiety of last night to us all. Our consul

Avas very kind, and went with Daniel to the Austrian agency. Marvellous to relate,

they were exceedingly well received, and after an interview of about three hours, the

agent promised to see justice done to the boy, but no stranger would be allowed to

be present. This morning, at ten o'clock, Naphtali, accompanied by Daniel, went to

the court of the Austrian consul. The Jews in theii- written accusation had declared

that they missed a silver candlestick, and had given notice of the robbery at the

agency last week
;

also, that after his escape they discovered in his trunk a pair of

trousers which had been amissing, and therefore they concluded thrt he had stolen

money, which they also miss. We sent to the agency this morning and discovered

that no such notice had been given in there. The boy never had a trunk, and

instead of taking their things, he, to avoid suspicion in quitting the house, had left
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behind him all his own little stock. A dozen Jews were present ; one old man was

asked to swear, but declined. The chancellor was much enraged, and ordered them

to take the great oath in their dead-clothes with black candles burning. If they

refuse they are to be severely punished ; if the Rabbi ventures to evade the oath,

he is to be sent over the boundaries in chains—but should they swear, we fear the

boy will suft'er. The matter is in God's hands, we laiow that He is all-powerful

;

while we seek by all human prudence to procure a favourable issue, we are seeking

earnestly to cast the Avhole matter over to the guidance of the righteous Lord. To

the mission the consequences must be most important ; either the Jews will have

a triumph, and may be deterred from coming to us, or many of the entanglements

that have hitherto hindered our motions may be removed. Now we know what

sort of prayer was made by the Church for Peter. Meantime the boy is wondrous

calm ; he gave a noble testimony to-day before Jews and Austrians. The chancellor

treated him very kindly. Naphtali showed him two fingers and said :
' So was he

united to Christ, they might put him to death if they would—he committed

himself to the Lord.' This morning, just before they went away, I went to see if

he would take some coffee—he had an early breakfast. My knees were shaking and

my heart beating, but I found him in the school teaching the children their

alphabet. The British consid was quite interested in his appearance, and indeed we

hoped much from the childlike simjjlicity of his appearance and story. Should

our anxious prayers be heard, it is proposed to make him teacher here, now that

Samuel is in Galatz."

Naphtali's future career was full of interest. He had to make his escape from

Jassy, and after staying for a time in Constantinople, went to India to settle. Years

passed by, and he returned to Europe on a visit for his health. He made his

way at once to Breslau in the hope of finding Mr. Edwards there, but failing,

followed him to London and thence to Edinburgh, and rested not till he found him

in Ayr.

From Jassy Mr. and Mrs. Edwards removed to Lemberg, the capital of Galicia,

or Austrian-Poland, where, out of a population of 130,000 inhabitants, at least 15,000

were Jews. For three and a half years they laboured with growing success, greatly

to the annoyance of the Jesuit Archbishop, who used his influence to procure an

Imperial order commanding the missionarj' and his family to leave the Austrian

dominions. On its receipt Mr. Edwards proceeded at once to Vienna, to see if he

could not procure some relaxation of despotic rigour, but instead of being met in a

conciliatory spirit, he was ordered to leave Austria by the most direct route within

twenty-four hours, without returning to Lemberg. Happily the police interfered and

relaxed the cruel order, thoucrh the services of the English ambassador had failed in

this respect, and Mr. Edwards returned to Lemberg. But in four da3's he and his

family had to depart. In was in the month of December, the season was unusually

severe, and Mrs. Edwards was not in good health. In those days the journey from

Lemberg to Cracow Avas fatiguing, even for the merchant's clerk in summer-time.

But now it was feeble women and little children who had to prosecute their journey
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for four consecutive days, from morning till night, in the depth of winter—the ground

covered with snow.

It was a fatal journej'. Late on the night of the fourth daj^ Cracow was reached,

and the police refused to allow the party, exhausted as they were, to tarry and

rest until an Austrian officer, moved with compassion, interceded for them. Then, after

two days' respite, they moved forward again, and Mrs. Edwards reached Breslau more

dead than alive. Soon after their arrival she gave birth to a boy, and the day

following the physician despaired of her life. She rallied, however, but only to pass

through nuich suffering. " Within four weeks she was called to watch, with all a

mother's anguish, over the protracted agony amid which the young life to which she

had given birth had to be resigned."

Mrs. Edwards never really recovered from the effects of that long and disastrous

winter journey in such critical circumstances. Although for a time health seemed to

have returned, it was soon found that her strength was gradually declining. No

harsh or bitter expression escaped her lips; no vindictive feeling ever entered her

heart. She grieved that she could not be laid beside her "martyr boy," who had

perished through the Austrian expulsion, but her last words to her husband were

to urge him to continue the work which had borne to them such bitter fruit. " Speak

for Christ," she said ; and then suuunoning up all her remaining strength, repeated,

" Speak for Christ."

From time to time fruit was borne, in many diverse and unexpected quarters,

from seed which long appeared to be dead, and with results which have been of

special importance. Let us glance at the National Jewish Christian movement in

South Russia as a case in point.

At Orgeyeff", in Bessarabia, Joseph Rabinovitz, a lawyer, obtained a copy of

a Hebrew New Testament from one of the missionaries of the Jews' Society. Of

this book Rabinovitz appears to have made little use. Years passed away, and

then, urged by feelings of patriotism, he went to Palestine in the hope of pre-

paring there a place of refuge for his oppressed brethren. One day as he stood on

Mount Olivet, absorbed in meditation, the conviction flashed upon his mind that

Jesus, the rejected One, was the only Saviour of his people. To Him must the

Jews turn, and, side by side with the Gentile nations, rank themselves beneath His

banner.

No sooner was he inflamed with zeal by this new idea, than he began to press it

openly upon his brethren. With both Testaments lying open before him he pointed out

their complete unity to his clients, who came to consult him in legal matters, and

tried to impress upon them that the only way of escape from their fearful calamities

was for them to acknowledge Jesus as their Messiah. Mr. Rabinovitz did not wish,

like many converts, to renounce his nationality as well as his creed, but to form,

with his associates, a distinct Jewish national commimion of believers in Christ.

This idea is in course of realisation ; the teaching and the aims of this body have

been formulated, translated, and published; the sanction of the highest authorities at
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St. Petersburg was obtained for them to constitute themselves into an acknowledged

community on their own peculiar basis as published in their articles, and ^Ir.

Rabinovitz, as leader of these " Sons of the New Covenant," is successfully propagat-

ing his views, preaching the word of life and founding congregations in many parts

of Southern Russia.

Opposition has been the common lot of missionaries to the Jews. In Con-

RABBIS DISPERSING THE SCHOOL AT CONSTANTINOPLE.

stantinople there was very violent opposition on the part of the Rabbis to the Jewish

Mission, not only in regard to its work of preaching the Gospel, but m its

efforts to spread intellectual light and knowledge. The following may be taken as a

specimen :

—

" We are told," says a writer in the Jeivi'^Ii Iiittilir/ence for 1859, " that in one

quarter of Constantinople, a Jewish elementary school, whic'h had been established

under the sanction of the Government, was broken into by some of the Rabbis, ^^ho

tore the books in pieces and forced the children to leave the place. They had

previously pronounced a curse on all the Jews who should send their children to the

school, and finding that many disregarded their threats, they thus proceeded to take

the law into their own hands. And wh}' ? Because, as they say, it is unlawful for
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Jewish children to learn geography, inasmuch as they ought not to utter such words

as Saint Petersburg, San Francisco, or talk about the river Saint Lawrence, the Colony

of the Trinity or of the Redemption, the Bay of Todos Santos, &c. Mathematics are

also condemned because the signs [ + ] for addition, and [ x ] for multiplication, resemble

the sign of the Cross
!

"

Notwithstanding such ignorant _

opposition of the rabbis in Constan-

tinople and other places, however,

the mission schools established by

the Society have been a marked

success.

The difficulties with which mis-

sionaries have to contend are mani-

fold, but they may be summed

up under the following three head-

ings:—(I.) Superstitions. TheTahnud

is of course the great stumbling-block

It is considered by most Jews as

equal to the Old Testament Scrip-

tures ; by some Jews as of even

higher authority. The Talmud

teaches the Jew to say, " It is

more criminal to teach anything

contrary to the ordinances of the

scribes than against the written

law " [Pentateuch].— " The law is like

water, the Mislina like wine, the

Gemara like spiced wine." As, there-

fore, the Talmud is considered of

greater value than the Bible, and as

moreover it constantly misquotes and

mutilates Messianic passages, the dif-

ficulties with which the missionaries

have to contend in uro^inof the au-

thority of the New Testament Scrip-

tures are evident, as any passages

they may quote in proof of Christian

doctrine have already been carefully

and quite differently explained away

in the Talmud. The Jews have also a " Life of Christ " of their o-wn, and, from the

Christian standpoint, a more blasphemous production can hardly be conceived.

Written many centuries after Christ, it is of course of no critical value. It does

not deny that Christ worked miracles—on the contrary, it contains the record of

47

^"M

UUSSIAN JEW.
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many miracles not found in the New Testament, but of a siniilai" character to

those found in the Apocryphal Gospels. They assert that Jesus went into the Holy

of Holies, and stole the ineffable Name of God, with which He performed His

mighty works. (2.) Infidelity. The majority of the Jews in Western Europe are

now openly avowing their disbelief in the inspiration of the Bible. Nearly all so-called

" Reform " Jews are, in reality, Rationalists. C. G. Montefiore says in the Jewish

Qiuniedy Review, " We Reform Jews cannot accept any form of religion which

is obliged to take its stand upon miracles." (3.) Persecutions by so-called Christians.

No Jew can ever forget that for centuries they v.-ere hunted down, persecuted, robbed,

and despoiled by " Christians." How then can they believe that the religion which was,

and stUl is, the cause of untold suffering to them, can be the true religion ?

These are the main difficulties ; and yet, in spite of them, every year shows that

more and more of the House of Israel are being won over to the Kingdom of Christ.

" The more enlightened the Jew becomes," says Dean Milman, " the less credible

will it appear to him that the Universal Father intended an exclusive religion, confined

to one family among the race of man, to be permanent ; the more evident that the

faith which embraces the whole human race within the sphere of its benevolence, is

alone adapted to a more advanced and civilised life."

" We may humbly believe," says Canon Farrar in the preface to his " Life of Christ,"

"that the day is fast approaching when He whom the Jews crucified, and whose

divine revelations the Christians have so often and so grievously disgraced, will break

down the middle wall of partition between them, and make both races one in religion,

in heart and life—Seuute and Av3'an, Jew and Gentile, united to bless and to

evangelise the world."

But there is reason to believe that if the middle wall of partition is to be broken

down, it will be effected by human instrumentality imder the Divine guidance ! How
to assist in that work is indicated by Lord Shaftesbury in his diary. Speaking of the

Jews at Carlsbad, he says:—
" There are many Jews here in their costume. They seem in comfortable circum-

stances, but separated from the Gentiles. I have bowed to several to show my respect

to the nation. I shall next open a conversation with some of them. They are not

oppressed here, but manifestly avoided. The veil is upon the hearts of the Gentiles

in respect of that people, nearly as much as it is on their hearts in respect of the

Gospel Blessed will be the day when it shall be taken aAvay from both
'

"
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XXIIL—IN THE SOUTHERN SEAS—FIJL

CHAPTER XLI.

THE DAY -DAWN.

Polynesia and the Fijis—Geology—Climate—Discovery—Fijian Social Life—War—Eeligion—Cannibalism

—

Feasts and Festivals—The Wesleyan Mission—What has been Wrought—In Windward Fiji—Rev.
William Cross—Rev. David Calvert—At Lakemba—Influence of Mission Life—Work in Rewa—Messrs.

Hunt, Jagger, Calvert, and Cargill—Mr. Lyth and the Medical Mission—Somo-somo—Strangling Cus-

toms—Cannibal Feasts—The Story of Ono—Rays of Light—A Christian Heroine—Petty Battles

—

A Curious Prayer-meeting—A Hurricane.

N that "milky way of islets,"

clustered in distinct archi-

pelagoes, and spanning the

Southern Pacific between

America and Asia like so

many giant stepping-stones in

the sea, the group of " the

Fijis " is perhaps the most

familiar to our ears by name,

and the least familiar in all

besides. To withm a com-

paratively recent date, here has

been, at any rate, a terra in-

cognita, fiu'nishing us only

with vague thoughts of heat-cursed coral strands, doubt-

less very beautiful, but swarming with naked savages-

possibly with fiery serpents, at any rate with huge

mosquitoes which are equally bad ; and poetically as-

sociated in our mind with that mystic demigod of our

youth—" the King of the Cannibal Islands." Yet here in

this single group, whose native name, by the way, is

rather Viti than this vitiated " Fiji," there are no fewer

than two hundred and fifty islands, all of them like

' emeralds in rings of coral," covered with a vegetation

semi-tropical in its luxuriance, and each possessing a

}iefiUiar loveliness of its own. Perhaps, before taking up

lur parable, it maj^ be well to give a brief description of

a region so remote.

Polynesia once constituted in all probabiUty a fifth

continent of our globe. Submerged beneath the sea, it

outlined in the multitude of its coral reefs, the present islands originally

its mountain tops. To Fiji has been left, out of such submergement, an area

still is

forming
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of seven thousand four hundred square miles, or seven million acres, a tract equal

in the aggregate to the surface of Wales, or, in its isolated insular fragments, greater

than all the British West Indian Islands. To form an idea of the size of the

largest and most important island, we are told to insulate the south-east corner of

England, including the counties of Kent, Sussex, Surrey, Middlesex, Berkshire and

Hampshire. That would about form the island called Viti Levu, Great Fiji, a

territory as large as Jamaica. The next in size is an island somewhat smaller

than the south-west corner of England would be, if it could be cut off to include the

counties of Cornwall, Devon and Somerset, being one hundred miles long, by twenty-

five broad. The decrease in magnitude is gradual, till we reach but an isolated rocky

islet, but even on some of the lesser, towns of importance have been built where

the sites promised shelter or anchorage. The natives classify their island homes into

three groups, Whuhvard Fiji, lying to the east, Inner Fiji being the central archi-

pelago, and the Leeward Isles on the west.

The geological formation is volcanic. Ex-craters are distinctly observable in the

basaltic peaks, some of which attain an elevation of four to five thousand feet

above sea-level. The coral itself is found in some instances to have been up-heaved

a thousand feet out of its sea-bed. Hot springs occur, some of them reaching boiling

point in temperature, and covering half a square mile in extent. Earthquakes are

known, and gold has been found in small quantity. There is not much level ground.

Tavinni, an island twenty-five miles long and five broad, has a central ridge tAvo

thousand one hundred feet above sea-level, with a deep fresh-water lake running the

entire length of its crest. But along some of the coast lines there are rich tracts,

with extensive mud-flats and river-deltas, often flooded. On the larger islands are

several vast stretches of open land, suitable for all purposes of native culture or

white settlement.

Another distinctive feature in the formation is the coral reef, which, round many

of the islands, forms a natural breakwater. Some of these msect-raised barriers are so

huge in their proportions, rising as they do from the ocean's bed to its surface, as to

dwarf the greatest monuments to the architectural skill of man. They belittle the

Babel-builders of old time, both in the gigantic spaces they occupy and the ages consumed

in their erection. They defy the rage of the Pacific, an ocean whose nature fre-

qviently belies its name. Outside the reef it may be heaving tempestuously, but a line

of white foam marks the encircling protection of insectile opposition. All is calm

and clear within the reef as a rule, the blue pellucid water baffling the sky to match

its loveliness ; while beneath, the sea-flora exhibition is as abundant as it is exquisite.

The gazer oA^er the side of the lazily floating canoe descries a submarine land-

scape of rich and ciirious thmgs of endless hues and fantastic shapes—an aqueous

flower-garden of perfect wonderment, the fish floating athwart the scene vjdng with

the coral in the brilhance of its coloured iridescence.

Navigation amid such barrier reefs may be well supposed to be most intricate and

perilous. Usually there is but one means of access over the bar to the quiet waters

within, through a break in the reef opposite a river's mouth, the coral insect
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disdainmg, it is said, the flow of tasteless fresh water. In most cases this portal is

available only at high tide. Streams abound, and are large in proportion to the

size of the islands, forming waterways to the interior districts. The Rewa is navigable

by vessels of light draught for fifty miles up-stream.

The climate is considered equable, although severely enervating to European

residents. For three months the hot blast of the equatorial furnace is kept up,

ending generally in a hurricane which desolates plantations and homes, and, clearing the

iitmosphere, introduces " the Trades," and these for the remaining nine months render

bearable the great and constant heat. Dysentery is a serious evil, influenza is prevalent,

rheumatism is common.

The hot moist chmate and rich alluvial soil make these Eden hot-houses like so

A CORAL ISLAND.

many conservatories blooming with beauty and teemmg with fei'tility. All the year

round the vegetation wears the aspect of a thick tropical jungle. The great trees are

covered with great creepers which interweave in tangled festoons. The ferns are of the

Australian type. The plains appeared grassy, except where broken in upon by the hand

of cultivation, for the inhabitants were agriculturists for ages, and until recently

had no use for grazing. On every side are to be seen the native gardens of yam, the

staple food, interspersed with taro and mulberries, and with groves of banana or wild

sugar-cane, while orange, lime, and rare plum-trees fringe every walk. The cocoa-palm

is indigenous, the nuts being sometimes so thick as to defy computation. Cofl'ee is a

chief product. Sugar, tobacco, sago, tapioca, maize, rice, india-rubber, arrow-root and

spices, are also among the exports. The "sea-island" species of cotton sent from Fiji

to the Philadelphia and Paris exhibitions gained gold medal awards, and was pro-

nounced by a Manchester Committee to be most excellent.

The volcanic basis findmg a true accessory in the luxurious vegetation, the islands
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possess a matchless picturesqueness of their own, suggestive of some marvellous fairj--

laiid. A view obtained from a central coign of vantage presents their range as a

whole under the appearance of an unbroken coast much like the sweep of our own

colder shores, the interior mountain ridges perhaps hidden by those rain-squalls which,

familiar there as nearer home, drive over ther«i and add a saddening charm to

the landscape. But the mountain undulations and irregularities are peculiar to them-

selves. Peaks and precipices, hills and valleys, cataracts and waterfalls common to

other lands, have here a decided character which is unique. In some cases the mountain

rises sheer from the bosom of the deep, its steep sides clad with graceful palms to the

very summit. And within the recesses of those glorious rocks is one vast fernery of

sublime magnificence. With forests of niangi'ove lining their river-banks with its dark

green verdure, the home of the orange-coloured dove, and of the parrot ever and anon

flitting across the scene and lighting it up with the red and blue and green of its

satin wings ; with hoary orchids clothing the sides of their deep ravines ; with cinnamon

and nutmeg blowing soft their spicy breezes, these distant isles of the sea are, to say

the least, somewhat more romantic and attractive in their outward guise than must

have been these northern shores of ours two millenniums aso.o

But the romance only properly begins when we open the record of missionary

adventure which these islands have witnessed ; and then we are startled into truly

thrilling interest in their histor}'. Taking a retrogressive survey of a period a little

over half a century in length, we find at its commencement the whole civilised

world thrown into a sudden horror at the disclosure of the inconceivable barbarity of

the South Sea Islanders ; then Ave behold plunge into the midst of revolting scenes, with

only God to care for them, a handful of men and women who, bereft of the common
instinct of self-j^reservation, seem to care for nothing in this world but the reclama-

tion of ferocious savages from their inhuman atrocities ; and lastly, we are amazed to

observe how this dark spot of earth, full of the habitations of cruelty, undergoes a

transformation of extraordinary character, until to-daj' the religion of Jesus Christ has

no more honoui'able testimony and no more ardent or sincere disciple.ship on the face

of the earth than it has in Fiji. The tale is more variously marvellous than the

greatest three-volumed romance which the human mind could possibly have devised.

The most that is known of the early history of Fiji, apart from the discovery of

the islands by Captain Cook in 1773, is that some " whites," being runaway sailors and

escaped convicts from the region of Botany Bay, had made good their landing on

these .shores, Avhich were then the least likel}' to receive them. The desperadoes,

who managed to become the dread of the savages by causing them to stand in

wholesome and superstitious awe of their murderous firearms, had assisted some of

the chiefs to carry on their wars, and so had gained repute for themselves. Outlaws

against humanitj-, they were men of the vilest wickedness, and were regarded even

b}' the islanders as monsters of superhuman villain}-, outdoing in devihy the savage

votaries of the devil themselves. To them is due the founding of the two chief centres

of Fijian influence.

Thus, at the opening of the story of Fiji, wo step upon its inhospitable shores to
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find them filled with a humanity sunken, in its cruel thirst for human blood, to a

level lower than that of the ravening beasts of prey, and goaded on in its loathsome

excesses by fallen Europeans, steeped to the lips in crime.

In the beginning of the century, the islanders were designated by a great authority

"a race of nature's noblemen." Being a fusion of the Papuan and Malayan stock, thej^

have more in common with the Hindu than the Maori. The native towns are after

the pattern of a Hindu vUlage. Only the women are tattooed, whereas in other

Polynesian groups it is the men who suffer this art. In the Windward Islands the

Malayan element prevails in the reddish-yellow-coloured skin, the straight hair, and the

cold, grave, treacherous character which is the incarnation of self In the West, the

Papuan is visible in the dark olive skin, frizzly locks, merry laughter, and impetuous

character. The quick intelligence of the fairer race is thus a striking contrast to the

suspicious savagery of the darker. Until the beginning of the last half-century the

combined race preserved itself in its primitive purity by the massacre of all ship-

wrecked and other visitors to its coasts.

Mentally the Fijian was superior in some respects to the standard of brain-

power usually attributed to savage races ; moi'ally he was a mixture of strangely

heterogeneous ingredients, combining the extremes of politeness and cruelty, of open-

handed hospitality and ferocious murder, of infanticide and tender adoption of orphans,

of micalculating generosity and abandoned mendicity. A beggar and braggart, living in

a constant atmosjihere of suspicion and treachery, cunning was regarded as his highest

virtue. For vindictiveness of passion, and for Satanic rage when provoked, for cruel

jealousies, and for revengeful malignity, cherished even in the hour of death, the

Fijian was unsurpassed.

Socially the Fijian was neither much better nor worse than other savages.

Woman was but a chattel
;
polygamy was common ; vice was rampant.

As regards civic distinctions, which neither the missionaries nor the Government

have erased, there are the grades of greater and lesser chiefs, priests, employes,

distinguished warriors of low birth, common people, and slaves. Tlie heathen population

was grouped in townships under chiefs, and these again were subservient to the rule

of a supreme chiet. And this arrangement is still in force.

The most remarkable social person was the vasiv or "nephew," the son of a

chief by a woman of high rank, who had almost unlimited rights of appropriating the

property of the mother's family or even of her people. This class " supphed the high-

pressure power of Fijian despotism." However high a chief might rank, if he had

a nephew, he had a master, who would not be content with the name, but who

would exercise his prerogative to the full, seizing whatever might strike his fancy,

regardless of its value or of the owner's inconvenience at its loss. Resistance was

never thought of One chief who had quarrelled with an uncle, and had made war upon

him, used the right of vasu so far as actually to supply himself with ammunition

from his enemy's stores.

"Way was carried on with most courtly formalities. It was neither a necessity nor

an amusement, but the business of life. Tribal wars were chronic. Boys were trained
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"scientifically" in the use of the club from tenderest years. To neglect to teach a

babe how to strike its mother would beget a fear of the child growing into a coward.

Thus " without natural aftection," the Fijians became " implacable, unmerciful " at then-

mothers' breasts. The child was taught to hate and spurn the dead bodies of slain enemies

by kicking them with his tmy feet. Captives were treated with unspeakable

KATIVE WAR D.iXCE.

barbarity; some were given to boys of rank, to practise upon them their apprentice hands

in every ingenuity of torture : some were stuimed and cast into red-hot ovens, their re-

turning consciousness under the fierce heat urging them to fearful struggles for escape,

and creating uproarious laughter among the witnesses of the horrible scene: children

were hung from canoes' mast-heads by their feet, to be brained against the masts of

the rollincr vessels.

As regards religion, the pre-Christian creed was that common to the Polynesian
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mythology, including a belief in a future existence. There were two classes of gods

:

the immortals, of whom the greatest was Degei or Ndengei, the creator, eternally

existent in the form of a serpent, troubled little by human or any other affairs ; and

chose lesser divinities who were subject to like passions as men, and even to

FIJIAN WAli CLUBS.

death, and comprising the spirits of ancestors and heroes departed this life. Degei had
two very natural sons—Ra-dina-dina, the Fijian Ceres, whose smile fills the air and
ripens the crops: and Tokai Rabi, the Fijian Mars, whoso breast was replete with

every attribute of savage ferocity. The local or inferior gods were multiplied till they

were countless as the stars, not only each islet being able to boast a presiding

deity of its own, but every grove and rock bemg connected to the supernatural world

by some superstitious legend. Religion was spiritual, in so far as the object of it
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was immaterial ; for the highly imaginative nature of these heathens made them thus

capable of realising things unseen, and in then- feeble way they acknowledged the

superhuman, invisible powers which they felt to be around them. Even in the worst

days of gross darkness, the appeals to a wild idealism contained in their traditions

were never reduced to visible imagery. The Fijian was no idolater, in the sense of

being a worshipper of stocks and stones, the representatives of deity in the shape

of natural objects or artificial images. "Fijian gods" have been a late invention

of enterprising Brummagem manufacturers, who thus dupe the passion of American

and English wanderers for sorry " relics " of paganism, just as the saints of papal

countries have developed and multiplied their remains ad infinitum for the behoof of

their admirers.

The priests exercised a powerful influence over the people, and, in common with

the priesthood of other islands of the Pacific, had in full force a system of tuba

or tamhiL

Among the cruel rites practised in the old days of heathenism was the strangu-

lation of some of the wives of a great man ; and the burying alive of individuals,

either tired of life or no longer fit for it, the usual victims being the aged and

infirm.

Of cannibalism among the Fijians a writer remarks :

—

" There is a certain degree of religious awe associated with cannibalism, when a

national institution—a mysterious hallow, akin to a sacrifice to a supreme being,

with which only the select few, the tabu class, the priests, chiefs, and higher orders,

are deemed fit to be connected. Ovens for baking dead bodies, and the pots in

which human flesh is boiled or steamed, are not devoted to any culinary purpose.

"The cannibal forks obtained at Namosi tended to confii-m this belief My

handling them seemed to give as much pain as if I had gone into a Christian church

and used the chalice for drinking water."

But cannibalism degenerated into a mere morbid craving for human food. When

a large canoe was launched, the rollers which bore it down across the shingly shore

consisted of pinioned men, the torn, crushed, mangled corpses of whom were, after the

launch, cooked and eaten. Human victims were sacrificed upon the laying of the

keel, the beginning of the planking, the stepping of the mast, or the hoisting of

the sail for the first time. They were considered the proper food for the carpenters.

And a new canoe was never launched without her decks being "washed" in blood.

Some poor creature would be also captured and killed at each point of land it

touched, or even at the lowering of the sail. In short, upon every available occasion

the opportunity for a human feast was secured, and no case of cannibalism is reported

through scarcit}' of food.

Thus, from different points, light is focussed on the fact that the worship of

heathen Fiji had simply become a means of glutting the vilest passions of our fallen

nature. The religious festivals were but scenes of loathsome orgies. Man is never

better than his religious system. And Fiji, unchristianised, exhibited the heart swollen

with Satanic pride to such an extent that there was rife a boasting of wickedness.
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cunning, treachery, and murder from sheer love of notoriety, or human nature's delight

in its own self-adulation. The most bitter revenge was deified as an object of devotion.

The cultus partook of unutterable obscenities, indulged in by both sexes in all

the hideousness of indescribable lust. And when this is said, it must be left after all

to conceive as matter of imagination into what a realised pandemonium the first

messengers of heaven entered, bearing their lives in one hand and >he grace of God

in the other.

The Wesleyan Mission holds a prominent place in Fijian history. Apart from the

services rendered to humanity, which are acknowledged to have been immense, it

Avas mainly through the eftbrts of that mission that the heathen abominations just

described as so recently in full vigour, have become a thing of the past ; and the vast-

ness of the change which has come across these islands, equally with the wonderful tale

of the mode of its accomplishment, speaks aloud to all the world of the power of the

Gospel of Christ. God has honoured the Wesleyan Church to an extraordinary extent

in this corner of the great field which is the Avorld. Independent testimony is plenti-

fully borne to the fact in the Blue-books of the British Government, while reports of naval

officers, and the observations of travellers of intelligence and integrity, sufficiently approve

the completeness of the work. Forty years after the landing of the missionaries,

heathenism as a system was abolished; the temples, the priesthood, the human sacri-

fices were gone, and Thakombau, as a Christian king, ruled over a Christian nation.

Strange is it, for instance, to read of Levuka for some years the commercial capital, as

having become possessed of five churches, a government-house, courts of justice,

masonic halls, and mechanics' institutes and library, a club-house, a bank, two bi-weekly

newspapers, besides hotels, shops, and schools, and one cab ! To-day the sound of the

church bells mingles with the tones of the luii (the native wooden drum) in calling the

worshippers to prayer. The harbour, when the monthly mail steamer from Sydney was

in, presented an animated spectacle, with its inter-island steamboats and sailing craft

of all kinds flying their various national flags—a gay scene before the long town,

straggling its two miles' length along the coast. There was one Episcopalian chaplain,

with an assistant from Bishop Patteson's native clergy, to assist him in missionary work

and foreign labour, but the Church of England judged it wise to leave Fiji wholly to

the "Wesleyans, who have been so marvellously successful. Indeed, "Wesleyanism is the

" established church " of Fiji, and while other sects are now to be found as visitors

on the islands, the Methodists hold their own as the almost indigenous Church of the

people. " Out of a population of 120,000," wrote Sir Arthur Gordon, on his appoint-

ment as Governor in 1874, " 102,000 are now regular worshippers with them."

The history of the mission that has effected so wondrous a transformation con-

tains a prodigality of all that is heroic and romantic. Looking back at such scenes

as wo have now to conjure up by the firelight of our OAvn happy homes, and at this

distance of time, a halo of glory encircles them. But in the romance which fascinates

us so powerfully, let us not forget the commonplace details of sacrifice, of suffering,

of lonely isolation, of dreary depression, which, apart from immediate peril, w^as the

daily lot of the noble men and women who ventured to live amongst those wildest
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of savage men. We know not whether to admire more their first daring phmge into

the midst of such appalling surroundings, or the steady perseverance and unflinching

nerve which they evinced in their work. They had not more than a yearly communi-

cation with the outside world. Letters from home were usually fifteen months old.

No medical man was within a thousand miles of them, and Fiji was a hot-hed of

strange diseases. They had not one of their own language to speak to them a word

of sympathy in illness, or of cheer in their work. Apart from peril and the nauseous

environment of their life, their toil was no sinecure. Services increased rapidly, both for

•^

brain and hand and limb. Every day, and all day, they were compelled to hold inter-

course with natives, that they might gain some ; beneath the hands of these nude light-

fingered gentry, the mere conveniences of life disappeared, and the periodical running

short of provisions also told upon their health. In one missionary abode, all that was left

of comfort at one time was a solitary tea-cup, minus its handle. A supply of cloth-

ing took two years in coming, having been written for three years before. No ordinary

grace sent them there ; and no ordinary zeal kept these men of education, and these

women who had been used to civilised comfort and refinement, faithful amid such

privations. No more hopeless or forbidding prospect could be found than they had

chosen; yet their ardour, like the flame of fire on the Jewish altar, never went out.
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They sought to otiend no prejudice, and to provoke no hostility. In their daily life

of self-denjdng goodness, they preached the Gospel of a living Christianity in the

patience of their faith, the endurance of their love, and the fortitude of their living

martyrdom. What the happy results cost those good soldiers of Jesus Christ, only He

knows who saw their labours, their sickness, their pain, their disappointments, their

outraged feelings, and who heard their strong crying with tears. How dare we look

on the fashionable shabbiness of our own Christian profession, when we contrast the

gifts these heroes cast into the treasury of the Lord

!

The mission settled first in Windward Fiji, which the natives of Tonga, another

group of the South Sea Islands, were in the habit of visiting. Perhaps it was identi-

fied too closely with the Tongan element in the outset, for the generally tyrannic

bearing of those seafaring ruffians towards Fiji led to nmch mischief But it must

not be forgotten that to obtain any introduction to Fiji was most difficult. And among

the rough visitors were some who had received Christianity in the love of it, and these

became zealous in making known

to their Fijian neighbours what

they knew of the Gospel. In

1834, when the little Tongan

Church was blessed with a re-

markable revival, in which thou-

sands, including the king and

queen, wjre converted from idola-

trj-, Fiji was remembered with

especial prayers, and an earnest

desire sprang up to send the

Gospel of Jesus to its savage

mhabitants. That year, when the

missionaries met in the Friendly

Islands District Meeting, one chief subject of deliberation was the need of benighted

cannibal Fiji. Although they had their hands full, and were just beginning to

reap the fruit of much toil and danger in the district already being evangelised,

they could not refuse the call which came to them from Fiji to preach the Gospel

there. In October, 1835, the Rev. William Cross and the Rev. David Cargill, not ignorant

of the character of the barbarians, undertook to go forth from Tonga for their civilisa-

tion and enlightenment. Past the vigour of youth, their homes established, their little

ones growing up, their work succeeding, it must have been a second wrench, and a

second immense sacrifice in the lives of these men, to leave all and follow Christ.

But the voice of the Master sounded unmistakably across the face of the dividing waters,

" Preach the Gospel to every creature," and, counting the cost, they gave to His " march-

ing orders " their solemn " Amen !

"

With wives and little ones they awaited the opportunity of crossing the seas to

the scene of new peril, utilising the period of delay in arranging an alphabet, and

printing, at the Tongan press, a four-paged "First Book" in Fijian, and a "Short

WESLETAN CHURCH AT LEVUKA.
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Catechism." The two famiUes embarked in a passing schooner, 8th October, 1835,

King George of Tonga manifesting his sincere interest in the undertaking by sending

along with them an influential person with a present to the chief of the district

whither they were bound, urging him to treat the missionaries well, and stating what

great benefits had accrued to him and his people from their sojourn amongst them

at Tonga. In four days they reached Lakemba. Early m the morning the two men
went ashore, the schooner lying in the offing without daring to come to anchor. On
that shore deafening yells had announced the approach of the A-essel, and when

the two whites stepped out of the boat, a great crowd of savages had thus been

gathered to give them the usual anthropophagal welcome, running naked on the

beach and gesticulating in wild excitement. A hinidred feet from the water's edge

were two himdred men armed with muskets, bayonets fixed on sticks, clubs, bows

and arrows, their bodies painted jet-black and their faces reddened, in the approved

manner of the Fijian fashion of tifty years ago. The missionaries hailed the Tongans

in the crowd with the familiar greetings of their own land. And it Avas well that

they could converse with these, so as to bespeak a fiiendly reception fi'om the natives

by describing through them the well-meant intention of their visit. Leaving the long

row of houses that lined the shore beneath the shade of cocoa-nut trees, they came

to the abode of the chief situate in a large inland fortress. To him and his great

men they explained the purport of their visit, and begged some land on which to erect

a house. This was readily granted ; they were promised temporary homes at once,

and were desired to land their families and their goods. Then the vessel cast

anchor, and the sea-sick women and children were taken on shore. For the first night,

the shelter of a canoe-shed, open at end and sides, was lent them. Here they spent

the hours of darkness amid mosquitoes innumerable and unusually large, within range

•of the sonorous griniting of a herd of pigs that ran about them in all directions, the

children crying with the pain of the insects' stings, and in the midst of a tribe whose

ferocious jjropensity was to eat all strangers, and whose language they knew not.

These were the circumstances in which two faithful men of God began their assault

upon that ancient stronghold of the cruel.

The chief had promised them a dwelling, and during its erection they gladly

availed themselves of the captain's invitation to remain on board the schooner.

But house-building Avas a rapid process in Fiji ; a timber frame-work, bound together

by sinnet, the native tAvine, Avas soon run up, latticed and thatched ; the thatching

Avas a ceremony wherein every friendly disposed person Avas supposed to help Avitli

•shouts of triumphant, albeit discordant, glee. Thus, in three days, a large company of

Avilling natives erected the mission-premises, the doors and Avindows being landed

from the schooner Avith furnitiu-e, books, clothes, articles for barter and other stores.

And on a Saturday night the two missionaries, with their families, found themselves

domiciled in their new home among the cannibals.

Next day the mission Avork began in earnest, by their holding tAvo out-door

services, conducted in the Tongan tongue. The king had been invited, and he

came and listened attentively. A favourable impression ajapears to have been made
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on him. " The Dayspring from on high " had at length visited this region of the

darloiess and shadow of death.

Speedily the language was mastered. A version of part of St. Matthew's Gospel

containing the " Sermon on the Mount " was soon able to be sent to the Tongan

press, where it was printed in a booklet of twenty-four pages. This proved a valuable

acquisition. Meantime the preaching in the Tongan dialect was bearing its own

precious fruit. Many Tongans, who had found in Fiji a congenial sphere for the free

indulgence of every vice, became truly penitent. Bitterly repenting of evil deed.s, and

putting away the licentious courses still so easily open to them in Fiji, they returned

to their own land. Many a cordial greeting then took place between these wanderers

and their friends at home, who, themselves converted to the faith of Christ, received

them back as " dead but now alive again."

In October, 1837, a fleet of canoes left Fiji in which there removed about three

hundred persons who, at Lakemba, had been brought to the luiowledge of the truth

;

and of these earliest results among the Tongans, the thoroughgoing disciples proved

some of the most devoted of Christian labourers. Zealous in spreading the cause of

Christ, they greatly aided the mission by their earnest exhortations wherever they went,

and strove to repair the evil effect of their past lives by their indefatigable and in-

valuable services. Thus they seemed raised up of God as the best pioneers in the new

field, for they held the chiefs in no such fear as did their own Fijian subjects, but

professed their Christianity boldly and in an independent fashion of their own.

Among the Fijians themselves, the work did not progress so rapidly at first as

afterwards. Many of the professedly converted Tongans were insincere and half-hearted,

although some were entirely changed in character and life. And the l<jta, as the new

religion was called, permitted no compromise. It achieved nothing if it did not elevate

these lawless people to the standard of morality taught by the New Testament. That

was its one position. It sought to go deep into the heart of the cannibal, and, intro-

ducing a new set of ideas, a new class of motives, a new style of life, it would rest

satisfied with no half-way measures. And that doctrine was unpalatable at first sight to

the Fijian, as it is to the natiu'al heart in every man.

The first great attraction of the natives to the new settlers was the system of

barter Avhich they had established. In payment for gardening, fencing, building, or

for pigs, fowls, crabs, fish, fruit and vegetables, they would receive a long and hope-

lessly coveted article, such as an axe, a knife, a pot, a piece of calico or other

treasure. These things became, of course, matter of admiration ; the theme of con-

versation was soon the mission station, with its air of comfort, its domestic tran-

cpiillity, its happy contented life, which stood in marked contrast to their own. So

manj' came to see it at length, that the native curiosity became a nuisance, the more

especially that the smaller articles upon which hands could be deftly laid were secreted

and " annexed " by the visitors. Some looked upon the mission established among them

as giving them respectability^ others found in it other advantages, and there was a

danger at one time of the Fijian embracmg Christianity solely from a sense of the

benefits it manifestly conferred. Especially was this the case when medicine became
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pari of its beneficent schemes, the Fijian's great desire in this life being that he might

enjoy good bodily health. A chief once urged as a reason for the adoption of the

white creed, that his life might be presei-ved by the love and power of the white God.

Thus at first the mission generally met with a favourable reception, though not because

the people imderstood the nature of the Gospel or had any love for it. Mr. Cargill

was made to sit on one occasion for two hours in conference with a chief who

insisted on " interviewing " him. The heathen was then asked, " Do you believe to

KING GEORGE OF TONGA.

he true what I have stated?" And his reply evinced the state of public opinion

in Fiji regarding the whites :
" Everything is true that comes from the white man's

country
;

guns and powder are true
;
your religion must he true." As the people

became enlightened and thought for themselves, they began to provoke the hostility of

"the powers that be," by manifesting an increasing dislike to the tyrannic demands ot

the chiefs ; and when one or more were converted every week, it inflamed the incensed

chiefs to greater threatening and persecution. One of these, although supposed to

be himself favourable to the lotu, was tributary to the monarch of a neighbouring State,

and before accepting it openly, he wished to know the mind of his more powerful ally.

" AVhen Tanoa leads," he said, " I and all my people will follow." The force of this

was felt by the missionaries for some time. Until some chief of importance set an
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example, the Fijians would not in any great numbers embrace the Gospel. This cir-

cumstance of the subordination of the people to their feudal lord, explams the fact of

the great number of Fijians who were afterwards "converted" at one time. In the fii'st

six months thirty-one adults were publicly baptised, the sacrament being in no case

administered indiscriminately, and merely because heathenism had been forsaken and

the Christian services attended, but only such persons being received as had been

enlightened by instruction regarding the vows imposed on them, and evidencing

sincerity in their endeavour to live according to the principles of their new profession.

At the end of the first year of the mission, the Lord's Supper was administered

MISSION HOUSE AND HEATHEN TEMPLE AT VIWA.

to two himdred and eighty persons, reclaimed from the very worst excesses of which

our human nature is capable.

The first hastily built mission premises were blown down by a hurricane, but good

eventuated out of the calamity, for a much-needed chapel, besides more substantial

and comfortable homes, were soon erected in their place. Then the extending of

Christianity called forth very violent opposition from the priestly caste, which felt

its own influence was on the wane in proportion as that of the missionaries increased.

It was proposed that the setting up of the posts of a projected new temple should be

celebrated by the eating of some of the Christians. A Tongan chief interfered, how-

ever, in time to save them from destruction, and the calm boldness with which these

converts endured the annoyances heaped upon them was a new feature in Fijian,

character. Ex-cannibals, taking joyfully the spoiling of their goods, were a novelty in-

deed
;

and that they should sustain so much loss, and should show, not only no

revenge, but goodwill to their cruel persecutors, was, to all beholders, a perfect paradox,

so that when those who had suffered the loss of all things returned to their homes,

48
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they were treated with unwonted respect. The multiplied failures of their own oracles

tended to decrease the popular favoiu- towards the priests, while, on the other hand,

the missionaries seized every opportunity of conferring solid benefit. Thus, quietly but

finnly, the good work sped. Besides the regular preaching, a school at daybreak was

held, and there were added, with fresh translations of the sacred Scriptures, class-

leaders and exhorters instructed in their exposition.

The two pioneer missionaries, by advice of the king, and in circumstances of

exceeding difficulty, determined to push their efforts at length into the leeward and

more important part of Fiji. Thus Mr. Cross, though in an enfeebled state of health,

left Lakemba and proceeded to ilbau, then promising to be the centre of power which

it afterwards became. Here he found affairs in a state of high civic tension, the place

crowded with people, wrought up to a pitch of excitement in consequence of the

successful cnishins: of a revolt in connection with the exile of Tanoa, the kinsf. Two
bodies were already in the ovens, so that he thought it wiser to settle at Rewa, on

the mainland of Yiti Levu, and distant from Mbau by river about twelve miles ; the

king there offering him protection, and promising that any of his people should lotu-

who chose. The first services were conducted in the dialect of Lakemba, but in a

week Mr. Cross was able to talk to the people in their own brogue. His house was

small, low, and damp, and here the missionary sickened. " For six weeks he lay ill,

first with intermittent fever, then with cholera, and then with tj'phus fever, until his

strength was gone, and his poor wife saw closely threatening her, the hard lot of being

left alone with her little ones among cannibals." On recovery, a better house Avas built,

a chief and his wife were converted, the services were well attended, a school was opened,

and the aspect seemed brightening, when persecution arose, and besides being threatened

with arson, Mr. Cross nearly lost his life ly one of the stones hurled into the Christian

assembly. Here the chief of Viwa, a town a few miles north of Mbau, besought that

a Christian teacher mio-ht be sent him. He Avas a man of blood, and Mr. Cross

feared some scheme of vengeance. However, the chief told the old king Tanoa

privately that he intended to lotit, as he was afraid of the Avhites, some French war-

ships having severely revenged an outrage a short time previouslj'. A teacher Avas

accordingly sent into this ncAv district.

Thus Avas the mission started in tAvo centres of influence, east and Avest, by these

two men defying, single-handed, the Evil One in his ancient fastness of Fiji, Avhere,

secluded in its lovely islands, he had for ages succeeded, unchecked, in fostering every

vice and unheard-of abomination. Ko Avonder if the demon of savagery, outstripping

the common limits of rapine and bloodshed in his fury, and violating the very

instincts of humanity, should have been provoked, so that opposition became obstinate,

and the people appeared en masfip more debased and devilish than ever. But the A'oice

of omnipotent exorcism Avas in the evangel these men had brought, and Providence

had its never-slumbering eye upon its sei-vants, not only protecting them, but in due

course sending them much-needed help. The Friendly Islands District Jleeting foresaAv

that many more missionaries for Fiji Avould be required immediately. A stirring

appeal AS'as Avritten by one of their number, and circulated broadcast in England,
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with the result, that in December, 1838, the Rev. John Hunt, the Rev. T. J. Jaggar,

and the Rev. James Calvert, with their wives, landed from England at Lakeniba, and

Fiji was at once formed into a separate district, with the Rev. David Cargill for its

chairman. The noble Hunt then consented to relieve Cross, which meant that he hesi-

tated not, at the request of his brethren, to risk himself to work among cannibals, of

whoso language he knew nothing; while, with equal nobility, the shattered brother to

whose reUef he promptly went, would not yield his post when he came, choosing pos-

sible death rather than forsake a young, inexperienced man alone in such unexampled

difficulties. Fortitude like this was as timely as it was God-given. One of the king's

brothers had instigated the pelting of the native Christians, and the plundering of

their houses. The new missionary wrote :
" Mrs. Hunt and I were not very comfortable,

especially about midnight, when the death-like stillness of the town was broken by the

firing of a musket. We thought, ' Surely this is the signal for the attack,' and expected

nothing less than to have our houses plundered. Mr. Cross slept comfortably enough.

He was the old veteran, who had stood the shock of many a battle; we were the raw

recruits just introduced into the field, and consequently we felt the timidity which

most experience on the first charge. The chief never came near us, and the king

called a meeting of chiefs shortly after, which was the means of checking the persecu-

tion for a time."

Thus was kindled in Fiji the light that should never go out, but that should burn

into the darkest recesses of its degradation until, with holy opposition, it should consume

them. Scenes too horrible, too full of fiendish cruelty to be imagined, surged around

the missionary band ; every vice was committed, and every suffering endured, until the

cannibal atrocities lost their novelty, and were looked upon as a matter of course. Yet

the work of conversion was really begun. At Lakemba, a printing-press was estab-

lished among a people who three years before had possessed no written language ; but

as Rcwa appeared more naturally suited to form the centre of the mission activities

than Lakemba, to Rewa it was removed. Almost simultaneously, Mr. Lyth arrived from

Tonga, to prove, by his medical aid, a great accession of strength to the small but

already effective force.

For long these men laboured on, disappointed even in reasonable expectation.

"Unfruitful labours," "barren ground," " apparently useless toil," are among the epithets

used to characterise such Herculean tasks as lay before them, by ]ieople given to too

free indulgence in " cold water." But they toiled on in solitude and in faith. Always

and everywhere,—by the wayside, on board the canoe, at the sick-bed, and in the

garden, the missionaries pressed home to every man's conscience, religious truth. And

these men were chosen wisely and well, for individually they had aptitude for their

work. While Hunt translated the Scriptures, Calvert managed the press, assisted in

this by a Frenchman, who, being shipwrecked on the coast, and coming under the in-

fluence of the Gosjjel, relieved the missionary from the manual labovu- of printing, and

gave him release for his own j^roper work of evangelism. R. B. Lyth, by his knowledge

of medicine, mitigated suffering and prolonged life, leaving, wherever he went, not

only a grateful reminiscence of his skill, but an impression of his high honour and
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conscientiousness. On gaining some repute for medical skill, his first intluential

patient was a young chief of wonderful physique, whom Lyth attended during a

long illness, so that a deep friendship was formed. Then the old king summoned

his professional aid, and being a man of violent temper, proved a most difficult

patient to manage. If dissatisfied, he would seize his club and threaten his doctor

with mstant extinction. On one of these scenic occasions, the physician fled the room,

leaving his coat-tail in the royal hands—a breach not easily repaired in Fiji. The

THE REV. JOHN HUXT.

children were gathered round Watsford, who organised schools and put the Gospel

into verse and song. David Hazlewood, whose name is little known, was a man
holding a front rank amongst apostolic labourers of the Christian mission-field.

Highly gifted and of a peculiarly elevated and refined nature, here was a spirit aflame

with zeal—kindled, we might suppose, at the great patriarchal fount of Methodism, for

it was closely akin in many respects to that of the Wcsleys. To him is due a
translation of a large portion of the Old Testament. He compiled a masterly

scientific grammar of the language, and gave to future generations of missionaries a

dictionary which made the work of acquiring the strange tongue comparatively easy

to them. In all these men and their wives shone an intensity of unspeakable

devotion to their work, which seemed to make them forget the common instincts of
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self-love and self-preservation. Apart from all other qualities, with which they were

conspicuously endowed for the work, their courage was of an order approaching

the sublime in moral grandeur.

The next place which the missionaries attempted to supply with the Word of Life

was Somo-somo, a town of weighty influence and of the most barbarous wicked-

ness. Its king and his two sons had visited Lakemba with two hundred people, and

being struck by the supply of useful articles bartered at the mission, they had

pleaded hard for a similar boon for themselves, on the ground of their greater miport-

ance, numbers, and renown. In response. Hunt and Lyth went to Somo-somo in

July, 1839, but they soon found, to their disappointment, that they were treated with

TEMPLE OP NA VATA-NI-TAWAKE. MBAU.

conspicuous neglect by the supercilious cannibals. The king's youngest son had been

lately wrecked at sea, and it was whispered that he had been eaten. And when the

missionaries tried to prevent the strangling of several women, the king was enraged

at their interference with the ancient and popular custom, and only increased the

number of Avretched victims. Sixteen were put to death, the graves of some being

contiguous to the mission-house. AVhat the missionaries endured here will never be

known. " In quick succession they were compelled to witness scenes of cruelty and

degradation too deep for words. Deeds of darkest abomination were the familiar

sights of every-day life, and the people of Somo-somo proved themselves fully entitled

to the character they bore throughout the group, of being the vilest of the vile.

Cannibal feasts, attended by wildest orgies, were of constant occurrence, the bodies

being cooked in ovens close to the house in which Mr. Hunt and Mr. Lyth had their

quarters; and so great was the offence they gave by closing the doors to try and

shut out the revolting scenes, that their own lives were endangered, and the kmg's
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son, Tui-kila-kila, came up furiously, club in hand, threatening to kill Mr. Lytli, who

had ventured on remonstrance." Every day increased the peril in which they stood,

until one awful night they believed their doom was sealed. Defence Avas impossible,

and, crouched in the great gloomy house, they closed the frail doors and hung up

their curtains of mosquito cloth to hide themselves from eyes that might be peering

through the reed walls ; and then, one after another, they called on God, resolved

that their savage murderers should kill them on their knees. A band of noble

martyr-spirits, they had left their happy homes in England, counting the cost of the

risk they ran in these islands of blood ; and now, when the full sacrifice appeared

to be demanded, they bent their knees to its completion. " Just at midnight, when

each pleading voice was hushed and each head bowed lower," the horrid brooding

stillness was broken by a wild sudden ringing yell ; but God had changed the death-

knell, which they took it to be, into a savage invitation to all the women to come out

to dance. So the night passed with the ghastly cannibal jDurpose unfulfilled.

After a year, the Rev. John Waterhouse, General Superintendent of the South Sea

Missions, visiting the station, found Mrs. Hunt ill, and alone in it, her husband

having gone to console his brother-labourer, ilr. Cargill, whose wife had just died in

Rewa. His reports of this period state that Somo-somo was proverbial even in

Fiji for depravity. Tui-kila-kila, who was practically the monarch, maintained a deter-

mined opposition to the lotu. He permitted the preaching and teaching, but he

thought it would be vaua, for he was determined to kill the first poor man that

should profess Christ. Now it happened that the first to renounce heathenism and

publicly worship the true God, was the king's own brother. Success, however, wavered

in the balance. The most that the missionaries could effect was the sparing of human

life, which was taken on every available occasion. To Lyth, indeed, as a physician,

the king became somewhat attached, but he could on no account be persuaded to

abandon his heathenism. " Such a Goliath I had not seen before," wrote Mr.

Waterhouse ;
" we measured together, and I found him "to be the head and neck taller

than myself, and nearly three times the bulk ; every part indicating the strength

of a giant. This is the king whose mandate is life or death. He called at the

mission-house. Such a human form (all but uncovered) was enough to frighten

Mrs. Brooks, who had called on her way to Sydney, and who had seen nothing

of the kmd in the Friendly Islands ; and more especially so, when he took her child

(about seven weeks old) into his arms, and put his great tongue in its mouth."

The District Meeting of 1842 granted Mr. Cross leave of absence, as he expressed

the feeling that another year of Fiji would kill him ; but the death of ^Ir. Waterhouse

being reported, Mr. Cross, decided to stay in residence with Mr. Lyth, who in the

previous year had been the means of raising ilrs. Hunt from the brink of the grave.

But the fatigue of his removal, added to his exhaustion by disease, proved too much

for the intrepid missionary, and the sick man passed to his rest on the 15tli of Octobei;^

Over his grave was erected, in Fijian style, a neatly thatched house, and a ^v•ooden

monument told how the faithful servant awaited the coming of his Lord.

In August, 1843, the Rev. Thomas Williams joined Mr. Lyth, and in September,
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1844, the Rev. David Hazlewood strengthened the stati". For nearly two years from this

latest arrival, the weary toil was carried steadily on, before these devoted men could

persuade themselves of their duty to exchange this barren field of Somo-somo for some

other more j^romising sphere. But in 1847, the purpose of its abandonment was fully

formed. The greatest care was necessarily observed to keep the intention a secret

in the place itself Preparations for removing were carried on for months. Clothes,

books, furniture, and other goods were packed read}^ and doors and windows partially

unscrewed, so that the whole might go on the shortest notice. Late one evenincf the

vessel arrived with two other missionaries to assist in the decampment, and at day-

break everything was quickly and quietly stowed on board. Then the missionaries

went and bade formal farewell to the king, telling him that as ho was constantly

engaged in war and not disposed to listen to their message, they were leaving his

dominions for a time to visit other parts, where the people were most eager to lotu.

Thus was the dust of Somo-somo shaken suddenly oft' their feet. The natives were

much annoyed, as they were losing a source of wealth and honour, and they made

themselves very troublesome in purloining remnant goods, one old chief indulging

in the usual vindictive threat to kill some of them on the spot. The benefit of

their sojourn can scarcely be estimated. But after the little leaven of good had

gone, the whole district went express speed from bad to worse. The king was

murdered while asleep on his mat by his own son. The son was killed to revenge

the father's death by the brother, who in turn was soon assassinated. Then the

town became utterly chaotic. Civil war, in which brother slew brother in deadly

defiance, soon rendered Somo-somo a region of desolation.

Perhaps the most remarkable chapter in the history of this mission opens in

the story of Ono, an island far removed from the rest of the group, lying, as its

southernmost extreme, about 150 miles distant from Lakemba. An epidemic raging

in 1835 was proved to be positively incurable by the heathen gods, to whom the

thinned ranks of the living made unceasing appeal. One of the chiefs had fomied

the acquaintance of a Lakemba magnate who, having visited Sydney and other places,

had become a Christian. The scant information conveyed through this channel, that

Jehovah was the true God and that all men should worship Him on His own seventh

day, kept holy for the purpose, was the first ray of that Light which was soon to burst

in glorious fulness on distant Ono. This chief and his comrades resolved to pray only

to Jehovah, of whom they thus had heard, and accordingly, donning their best and

anointing their limbs with a profusion of oil, they observed a sabbath of their own.

These seekers after God were filled with inexj^ressiblo longing to have a teacher

among them, and a deputation of two went all the way to Tonga to beg for

one to be sent. Meantime, in May, 1836, a canoe from Lakemba drifted within

reach of Ono, having on board a number of converted Tongans. One of these,

Josiah by name, hearing of the anxious hearts at Ono, hastened over to the

island to tell all he knew of the Gospel. He soon took the place of the old priest,

and a chapel to hold a himdred persons was built. Other native teachers followed,

and in 1S39 the glad news was brought to Lakemba that 168 men and ICO women
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had turned to the Lord, that the three chapels which naa now been built were

crowded to overflowing, that the converts were so anxious to be taught that they

had scarce allowed the Christian teachers time to sleep ; and that, in addition, Vatoa,

another little island near Ono, had been Christianised bj^ means of a convert of the

Lakemba mission who, on his return home, had persuaded his fellows to lotu, and that

all the inhabitants, to the number of sixty-six, had followed his example. Mr. Calvert,

now left alone at Lakemba, was gi'eatly moved by the report, the marvels of which

were being noised abroad throughout Fiji, and by the pleading of the people for a

missionary's visit to their distant home. The long, perilous voyage in a canoe, sailing

to windward, and especially the leaving of his wife and child, were prospects by no

means inviting. But, urged by his heroic wife, he decided to pay the prayed-for

pastoral visit ; and his resolve was confirmed when news reached him of the unfaithfulness

of the head teacher. He embarked the last day of 1839, and reaching Ono in safety,

baptised 233 persons, and married sixty-six couples. The evidences he beheld of the

good work that had been done, were wonderful and cheering.

Here occurred an incident of peculiar interest in many ways. Toro, the converted

daughter of a chief, had been betrothed m infancy to the old heathen King of Lakemba,

and Calvert refused baptism unless she resolved, at any cost, to decline to become one

of this king's thijty or forty wives. The gu-1 declared her purpose firm. She would

die rather than fulfil her heathen betrothal, and the old chief her father, and all the

Christians, resolved to die rather than give her up. She was accordingly baptised, and

took the name Jemima. When Calvert got back to Lakemba, after about twenty-

two days' absence, he informed the king of Toro's baptism Thus a crisis was raised

in regard to olden rights and customs. The heathen were clamorous that their king

should demand his wife ; eleven canoes were equipped with warriors to sail to Ono,

and when Calvert remonstrated, he was only put off with excuses. He met the king's

party by a final word of solemn warning at the recklessness of this attempt to fight

against Jehovah, whose were both land and sea. The king chose to sail on a Sunday,

although two canoes containing Christian converts did not start until the following-

day. He reached Vatoa in safety, and then the heathen lordliug threw off all

disguise, and, by his wanton destruction of property and food belonging to the

Christians, clearly showed his intention towards Ono. Thence he despatched four

canoes, manned by a hundred pirates, prejDaratory to the attack, but these were

never heard of more. Then he started with the rest, but when in sight of Ono

the wind shifted, and, do what they would, the canoes could not beat against it, but

drifted away to sea. The breeze freshened, the canoe-housings became unfastened, and

the lives of all were m great jeopardy. The kmg dressed and anointed himself, and

sat in state for death ; for if he escaped the devouring waves, it would be only to be

devoured by more relentless fellow-savages. The night closed, and, destitute of hope of

rescue in the fearful darkness, the still small voice of the missionary's warning spoke

in the heathen soul. He made good his escape next day, being treated with strange

kindness by some islanders on whom Christianity was exerting an mfluence, returned

to Lakemba, and begging that the missionary would never iollow him with his words
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again, owned, in an ostensible way, that his hfc had been spared by the mercy of

the Christian's God.

Strange to say, the two canoes which had refused to sail from Lakemba on

Sunday, although they left Vatoa in company with the kmg's, had reached Ono in

safety, while his, which were superior craft, drifted away and were almost lost. At

Ono, when news came that the fleet had been sighted, preparations were made for

a determined resistance, the heathen, thinking they would also .sufl'er damage from

the visit, making common cause for the time with the Christians. The party who
landed, headed by Tokoi, an inveterate hater of the lotu, collected the usual

TlfE MISSIONABY DOUBLE CANOE.

tribute, and after waiting three months, sailed back to Lakemba, having never

heard news of the king. At last the missionaries thought they had got this man to

waive his claim upon Jemima; the usual presents in lieu of the bride were accepted,

and she was free by law to marry any other man. But, surrounded by evil counsellors,

and forgetting the lesson of the sea, he again demanded her in the interests of heathen

influence, which was considerably threatened by the ever-growing lotu. Mr. Waterhouse,

on his circuit visitation, went with the missionaries to the king to dissuade him, but

he was implacable, and nothing remained for Jemima but compliance or death. The

Ono people, however, refused to yield her up, although the king's delegate was a chief

who had always been successful in manoeuvring them ;
and remembrance of those seas

caused the determined husband to dread venturing on the errand again himself

Meantime, heathen Ono was turned against Christian Ono in a long series of petty

battlings, till at last the Christians took the enemy's position by surprise, leaving no
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chance of escape. " To the astonishment of the heathen, who had been so abusive

and cruel, and contrary to all Fijian precedent, the lives of all the conquered were

spared, and their ill conduct was freely forgiven. Hereby a greater victory was won, for

the hard hearts of the heathens were softened by this unexpected and unmerited

clemency, and no more opposition was shown to the true religion, but many who had

before been its enemies now confessed its power, and sought Christian teaching."

Peace once restored, nowhere in Fiji was there a greater work of evangelism than that

which ensued, and all the jjeople began to turn from their old ways.

Before the news of this remarkable movement had been received, the District

Meeting, not able to spare one out of the six missionaries who were all that were

in Fiji at this time, deputed to visit this distant and isolated spot a converted Tongan

of considerable influence, being a chief of high rank, Silas Faone, remarkable for his

piety and zeal, and successful as an evangelist at Rewa. During the visit of the Rev.

Thomas Williams in 1842, the only three persons remaming heathen were converted,

and about 200 were baptised, the whole island being filled with a spirit of devout

seriousness.

The District Meeting of 1847 appointed the Rev. David Hazlewood to proceed to

Ono for one year. His journals are full of interest. Thus he writes :

—

" On meeting together they found themselves in a great difficulty about the conduct

of the service. None of them had ever tried to pray, but they had always been accus-

tomed to emjiloy the mediation of priests in their religious observances. A heathen

priest was therefore waited upon, and informed of the piu'pose and perplexity of the

people. AVhether moved by his own good temper, or by fear of the consequences of

refusal, the priest consented to become chaplain ; and in this strange groping way did

these Ono heathens feel after the Lord, if haply they might tind Him. When all were

seated, the priest offered prayer in terms after the following fashion :
—

' Lord, Jehovah,

here are Thy people ; they worship Thee. I turn my back on Thee for the present,

and am on another tack, worshipping another god. But do Thou bless these Thy

people ; keep them from harm, and do them good.' Such was the iirst act of worship

rendered to the Almighty in the far-otf island of Ono.

" AjDril .5th.—The wind for some days had been strong, but to-day it increased

mightily, and continued to increase till midnight, when it blew a fearful hurricane.

Myself and one of our dear little girls were at Ono. I, and one of our teachers, sat

up all night, watching our house, and expecting every rencAved blast to bring it to

the ground. The roar of the sea, and the howling of the wind, and the rain descend-

ing in almost a solid mass, made it a most dismal niofht. Such was the roar of the

wind in the trees, and the breakers on the reef, that we did not hear the crash of

a house which fell not half a dozen yards from where we were sitting. But where

were my dear wife and children ? On a little island on the weather side of the land,

where they might, by one vast billow, be all swept in a moment into the foaming

abyss, without the possibility of human aid. But where was our faith ? Was there

not One sitting above the water-floods who could say to the proud waves, ' Hitherto

shalt thou come, but no further ?
' Yea, and in Him our souls confided ; and I felt
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but little duubt that their lives would be precious in His sight, and that He would

either still the waves, or preserve them in the midst of them. He did the latter. In

the morning, the rain having ceased, and the wind moderated in a slight degree, I

walked out, and found that many houses had fallen, and in many places the ground

was covered with fallen banana and bread-fruit trees. I hastened to the sea-side, and

looked towards the little island, on the safety of which all my earthly comforts

depended. We could not discern any house distinctly, and concluded that ours had

fallen during the night, but were happy to see that the trees made their usual appear-

ance, and had not been materially disturbed. But there still appeai-ed no possibiUty

of approach to them, the waves running, and the wind blowing as if propelled by

some almighty engine. About mid-day, the wind having somewhat abated, eight of

the natives ventured to attemjjt a passage in two little paddling canoes, the life-boats

of Fiji. They succeeded, and returned in the evening, and set my heart quite at rest

concerning my treasures there. Our house, in which they were, had fallen, as we

suspected, during the night, and they had made their escape into a small house

belonging to one of our teachers, which they managed so to prop up as to serve them

for the night ; but early in the morning the waves came up into it and they were

obliged to flee, and build a little temporary shed on higher ground, and further from

the sea, It was not imtil the third day that I could venture across the water to see

my dear wife and children, the wind being still very strong. I found her quite com-

fortable, her mind having been kept in peace. Some of our people who were away

at a little uninhabited island not more than twenty miles oti' knew nothing of the

hurricane till they came home. We deem it a great mercy that it did not happen two

or three months earlier, as it would have left the people in great distress ; but the

yam crop was so far advanced as not to be materially injured by it."

^liT--^^'""^''^-
^'^
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CHAPTER XLII.

THE BURDEN AND HEAT OF THE DAY.

Tribal Wars—A Missionary's Firmness—Struggles at Rewa—Sorrows and Perils—Work at Rewa Abandoned

and Resumed—Thakonibau, King of Rewa—King George of Tonga—Revival at Rewa—Fiji Poetry-

Death of Mr. Hunt—Sea Rovers—Incidents in the Life of Mr. Calvert—His Presence of Mind—
Peace-makers—Funeral Rites of the Old King of Mbau—The Giant King—His Visit to Sydney-

Speech of Thakombau.

A LMOST simultaneously with the great " awakening " in Ono, similar movements took

-^^ place in other parts of the Fijian group. At Lakemba, Oneatu, Loma-loma, and

many other places, chapels were built, schools erected, idolatry was forsaken, and heathen

customs were abandoned. From time to time fresh supplies of teachers, English and

native, came to take part in the mission; and, although there was much up-hill work

to be done, nmch deadly opposition from priests and chieftains to be encountered,

and many perils and privations to be undergone, everywhere the seed was being

scattered, and in smaller or greater degree was springing up.

We do not propose to give the history of the mission in detail, but rather to

select some scenes and incidents in its progress which shall illustrate, not only

the pluck, endurance, and Christian fortitude of the noble band of men who,

with their lives in their hands, fought at such long odds what, humanly speaking,

appeared a hopeless battle, but also the plans and methods they employed, and

which became, by the Divine blessmg, powerful to the pulling down of the strongholds

of savage Fiji.

On one occasion a war broke out between two towns, and the Christians from each

were allowed to colonise, unmolested, on a little island midway between them. It

was a strange sight in Fiji, that people should thus leave their fastnesses and reside

on an open coast in protest against the abominations of the land. The heathen

wonderment was great. Here a great multitude congregated to listen to the words

of truth from the lips of an Oneatu teacher. Prosperity, too, attended the colony on

the islet, Avhile the Fiji notions of war were devastating the mainland ;
another island,

notorious for wickedness and opposition to the lotii, yielded to the influence and

example of its new neighbours, and many forsook the old faith for the new.

An interesting instance of the firmness required by missionaries when dealing

with the heathen is sho-vvn in the following experience of Mr. Calvert:

—

"The king's daughter had been very ill, and Calvert's medicine had produced

a good effect. But he refused to go on with the treatment when a priest was fetched

who said that the gods must be appeased. Huge puddings were to be offered, during

the lengthy preparation of which the girl grew worse. The king sent for Calvert,

and excitedly exclaimed :
—

' The illness of my daughter is very great
!

'
' Yes, I know

it,' said the missionary; 'you are to be blamed for following useless heathen worship,

instead of continuing the use of medicine which proved beneficial.' And he declined

the case while the priests' heathen practices were allowed, alleging that should his
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medicine succeed, the senseless incantations would be credited with the recovery, and

thus error would be confirmed.

"After a long talk, and a lecture to the priest on his absurd deceptions, Mr.

Calvert at last consented to landertake the case. He administered a stimulant, which

FIRST MISSIONARY CHURCH IN FLJI.

revived her from stupor, making her throw about her arms restlessly. This frightened

the king, who thought she Avas dying, and cried out angrily, 'You have killed my

daughter!' The missionary was in no enviable position. The attendants and people

all round were very savage at his interference with the priest, and only wanted a

word to lead them to revenge. It was late at night, and the mission-house was far off.

The place was full of enraged heathens, in the midst of whom stood the stranger
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accused by the king of murdering his favourite child. Mr. Calvert snatched up his

bottles, and showed great indignation at such a charge, after he had come at their

earnest request—though served so badly by them before—and had given some of the

medicine that had been sent all the way from England for his own family. Then, as-

suming a look of being greatly affronted, he hurried away. During the morning a

message came from the king, begging for medicine for another of his children, who was

ill with d3'sentery. Mr. Calvert sent word :— ' Give my resj^ects to the king, and tell

him that I do not wish to send any more medicine for his children, having killed

his daughter last night, and it is not lawful for a missionary to kill two children of a

kmg in so short a time
!

' An apology soon came, and an entreaty for forgiveness for

words hastily spoken; but the medicine was not sent until another urgent request

was brouo'ht.

"For four weeks the priests tried all the efforts of their incantations and sacrifices,

but the sick girl got no better; so that, at last, the father's heart relented, and he

gave his consent that she should renounce heathenism and be removed, with her attend-

ants, to the mission-house. This was accordingly done, and the missionary's wife

will not soon forget the toil and inconvenience and annoyance of having so many

Fijian women in her house. The care, however, was cheerfully borne, and in a short

time the patient improved. Now that she had lost all trust in the heathen remedies,

she was perfectly submissive to the directions of the missionary, and soon recovered.

And God blessed her soul as well as her body ; so that she became an enhghtened

and earnest worshipper of Him, much to the dismay of the priests and the rousing of

the whole island."

One of the most interesting things in connection with the spread of Christianity

in Fiji, was, that the " bread cast upon the waters " was found again in so many

unexpected ways and places.

In Toto3-a, an island which no missionary had ever visited before, ilr. Malvern

found fifty-nine church members, earnest and intelligent, with everything very orderly.

In Thikombia, an eyrie village perched on the top of a precipitous island rock, the

Christian religion had found a resting-place, and the elevated inhabitants, living in

prayer and praise, could say after Balaam's example, " From the top of the rocks I

see Him." In Mango he baptised twenty-nine adults and nineteen children, and

married twelve couples. At Nayau, whither a contrary wind had driven him, he found

nearly all the population possessing or seeking salvation, and baptised over a hundred

of them.

In 1854, Calvert revisited the scene of his ten years' almost solitary labours, and

was greatly cheered. Evidences of Christianity were everywhere visible about Lakemba-

People were outwardly reformed and decently attired. The}' had renounced their obscene

midnight orgies. Polygamy was lessening, and domestic happiness improving; temples

were rotting, or their foundations cultivated with yam or taro. Club law was

abolished. Not a heathen priest was left. There were five chapels to which the

people flocked. Eight hundred children were daily taught in the schools. Two-thirds

of the adult population had become church members, none of whom were received
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without evidence of " fruits meet for repentance." Everywhere there was a hunger for

a copy of God's Word, the jDurchasers being wilhng to make any sacrifice to secure

it, and the press being incapable of producing more than a hmited number of New
Testament portions. A training institution for a native pastorate had also been

founded.

At Rewa, to which place it will be remembered the printing-press was removed

in 1839 from Lakeinba, many deadly struggles wei"e to take place before a similar

record of prosperity could be given. The king, although remaining heathen, was well

disposed to the lotu, but his brother was its most determined opponent. The

attendants at the open-air services were pelted with volleys of stones, some of heavy

weight, yet no one was hurt. The opposition was so strong that it was thought wise

to postpone building a chapel, although the king had granted a site. Influenza

breaking out violently among all classes, was attributed to the arrival of the fi'iends

from England, and the anxiety of the mission families for their own safety became very

great. When the king's brother died, many horrible customs were observed, which

showed that they were among a much more barbarous race than at Lakemba. One

night, three miscreants shot their muskets through the house where the missionaries

were at worship, and the balls went whizzing very close to some of them, but God

protected His servants. Then a house, adjoining the mission premises, was fired,

and from all parts the savages rushed to the plunder, but a friendly disposed brother

of the king jjrevented this. Thus the constant alarm was kept up. One day,

seventeen bodies were dragged into the town out of a canoe sent on from Mbau as

Rewa's share in certain spoil. These were subjected to disgusting abuse. " The scene

appeared to the imagination as if a legion of demons had been unchained and let loose

among the people to revel in their degradation and misery-, and to lash their passions

into a storm of iinbruted or diabolical barbarity." In another scrimmage, when Cargill

was lying ill, the bullets passed through the house, and Mrs. Cargill, in fear for the

children, placed them for safety behind a chest of drawers stuffed with clothes, and at

the back of the house-posts. The missionaiy journeys up the Rewa to visit the large

populations on its banks, remind us of the apostoHc "jDerils of waters, perils of robbers,

perils by the heathen."

There were sorrows, too, as well as j^erils; the alarms and hazards, added to arduous

duties, proved too great a strain upon Mrs. Cargill, who, with her babe of five days

old, died. She was a noble and faithful woman, and in Fiji, Avhere for six years she

laboured zealously, her memory is still blessed. Mr. Cargill resolved to take his mother-

less little ones away from the awful sights that surrounded them, and for a time the

management of the printing, preaching, and other laborious duties of the station was left

to one missionary and a few Tongan teachers. Brutal murders, strangling and burying

alive, sacking of whole towns, when scores were put to death, and cannibal orgies, were

surging round the mission station at Rewa, but the Gospel which had turned the

world upside down had come hither also. The first few converts had every form of

opposition to withstand, from derision to harshest persecution ; but when others saw

that these men of blood and lust had become men of peace and purity, they greatly
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wondered, and from the king, chiefs, and priests, down to the lowest of the jDeople,

misgiving grew into awe as they witnessed the might of the engine in their midst.

They could only say, with unaffected astonishment, " The lotu makes all our land

to move."

About this time the betrothed wife of a Rewa chief, an old enemy of the mission,

was reported to have been unfaithful with a young chief of Kandavu. Forthwith the

Rewan crossed with a large force, burned the town, and killed and ate many of its

inhabitants. The survivors who escaped would not give up the accused, but when the

messengers came the second time, he yielded himself up, and, with a comrade, was

killed and eaten. When the girl was carried off to Rewa, it was discovered that the

whole report had been a fabrication of certain enemies of her town, who had thus

accomphshed their own diaboUcal plot for its total destruction. The wicked victor

got the Christian teachers out of Kandavu, and compelled those who had lotiCcl to

give up their profession under pain of death.

Apart from its many sorrows and discouragements, the work at Rewa was carried

on in the teeth of horrors. A Christian chief smking in death, and unable to speak

or act, was carried off by relatives, who performed the usual heathen offices, and

strangled his mother before his eyes to bury with him. Suva was in ceaseless war

with Rewa, and its teacher lived in constant fear of its being burned, which actually

happened in 1843, when one hundred persons were killed and cooked. Yet there

were a few even in Rewa who had washed their garments and made them white in

the blood of the Lamb—sure signs to the patient, toiling watchers through the dark

heathen night, that daybreak was at hand.

The sorest hindrance was a fierce war between Mbau aiad Rewa. For seven weary

months, the missionary could do nought but work in the printing-office, suiTounded by

the continual discharge of musketry, and the dreadful noise of the death-drum, telling

of cannibal orgi&s at his very door. On one occasion, when the Mbau party approached

close to the premises, all fled but himself, where, at the greatest risk, he remained

working at his type. But his operations, confined to sending the truth to islands at

peace, were not lost.

Eventually the work at Rewa had to be abandoned for a time ; but in 1854 it

was resumed, and Mr. Moore was appointed to the station. Thakombau was king of

Mbau, and ho had been so far influenced by Christianity as to make overtures ot

conciliation to his old enemy, the King of Rewa ; these were declined, but just then

the relentless King of Rewa died. The chiefs capitulated, and Mbau was a scene ot

rejoicing. Moore, being suspected of giving the Icing poison in his medicme, awoke

that night to find the mission premises in flames ; the family were hurried out in

their night-clothes, and there was great excitement. Moore's presence of nund sustained

him as he called out to the furious mob to take what goods they could, and thus

diverting their mind, he saved his own life and the lives of his wife and little ones,

which had been his chief object. All undressed as they were, they decamped to Mbau.

Moore returned next day to Rewa, and, in the midst of danger, persevered in his

work, His property was all either burnt or stolen.
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A reputed brother of Thakombau next appeared on the scene, in an attempt tO'

nullify the peace and constitute himself King of Rewa. Hereupon arrived King George

of Tonga, with thirty-nine canoes, and after some fresh intricacies, in which Calvert

played the part of unavailing peacemaker, he joined his forces with those of Mbau.

At 6 a.m., a prayer-meeting was held before going to war, by request of the Tongan

chiefs. An immense number attended
;
the king conducted the service, and sixteen led in

prayer. They supplicated Divine guidance for the future of Fiji. They were all of one

mind on the subject of the war. Strangers from the Friendly Islands and Tonga

would never be safe in Fiji if they did not now make a stand, and they hoped by a

k i^.

EAELY CHAPEL, MISSION-HOUSE, AND SCHOOL, MBAT7.

battle to end the unceasing distractions. The whole force of one thousand Fijians

and two thousand Tongans then proceeded to invest Kamba. The town, standing out

on a promontory, was taken seawards by the Tongans, and landwards by the Fijians.

The rebel chief and one hundred men escaped by a long swim. The rebellion had no

hope, and oft'erings of peace were sent in from several towns. Mbau was very gay.

Moore now took his family back to the former scene of suffering and escape, the

various missionaries contributing to supply their lost conveniences. Calvert made a

round of visitation throughout the disturbed districts with George, whose canoe—probably

the largest in the world, and carrying one hundred an 1 forty persons—was a present

from Thakombau. They were met by such shrewd assurances as, " The party that is

right with God would assuredly prevail
;

" " The loin is true, or Kamba would never

have been taken." Mara, the rebel chief, and certain whites settled in Ovalau, were still

at deadly feud with Mbau, but the sparing of life on the fall of Kamba had made its

own impression on the mmds of the heathen.

49
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The Rewa mission was now lairly re-conimenced, the people wondering at the

missionary's continued kindness notwithstanding the treatment he had received. Their

minds were preparing for any movement towards the lotu, and it soon came. A chief

of influence abandoned heathenism and publicly professed Christianity, while his brother

chiefs, after resisting much pressure, Tesolved to lota also. The peace was permanent

when Rewa and her dependencies had begun to serve the true God. In 1855, things

had taken this turn for the better ; where, in the opening of that year, the Gospel had

been refused, doors were now opened to it on all hands, and many were inquiring the

way of salvation. Great surprise was expressed at the fervour of the converts, and at

the simple faith which they manifested. The work of God was altogether surprising,

and in the course of a few months it was greater than the missionary could overtake.

The District Meeting of 1856 was perplexed to know what to do. Sixty thousand

Fijians had bowed the knee to Jehovah, and thousands more were following. In the

Rewa circuit alone were twenty thousand professing Christians, and every week was

bringing additional numbers. The missionary wrote that he required a thousand bodies,

in order that he might be in every place at once.

The " revival " in Rewa spread to Mbau, and without tracing its progress in detail,

we may sum up the result in the words of a recent writer :—

•

" Mbau, that was an Aceldama, is now the Jerusalem of Fiji, whither the tribes

go up to worship. It has a very tine stone church, 97 feet by 45 feet inside measure-

ment, with walls 2i feet thick— the cathedral of Fiji Methodism. It was built from the

stone gathered from the foundations of fifteen heathen temples, and will hold, I judge,

about eight hundred people." The font is made out of the stone upon which the

human victims of cannibal orgies were dashed. " If Messrs. Cross and C'argill, Hunt
and Calvert, Watsl'ord and Williams, and others, planted the seed of the Kingdom in

Fiji, Mr. Langham (who has been longest of any of the missionaries in the work) and

his contemporaries have nurtured the young and tender plant, and now it is a great

tree, and it is like Joseph, a fruitful bough by a well : whose branches run over the

wall." *

The marvels of the mission press greatly delighted the people ; the heathen

declaring it to be a god. With silent power it carried on its work of transforming

lovely Fiji, cleansing it of its foul pollutions, and conferring on it the civilisation of

happier lands. After the missionaries had revised and corrected their translation of

the Books of the Bible in the islands, Calvert brought home the precious treasure,

and the work has since had its place among the publications of the British and

Foreign Bible Society. The people paid the cost price most cheerfully, that they

might possess a copy of the Word of Life. In Fiji one language prevails in several

dialects, the purest example being the speech of Mbau, which was therefore chosen as

the normal tongue, and into this the Bible was translated. The miniature Gospel of

John iii. 1(5, runs thus, in the beautifully euphonious version:

—

" Ni sa lomaui ira na kai vura—vura vakaogo na Kalou. me Solia kina na Luvena e dua banga sa

vakasikavi, me kakua ne rusa ko ira yadua sa vakabauti koya, me ra rawata ga na bula tawa mudu."

• Reed, " Recent Wanderings in Fiji."
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It is a language copious, flexible, vigorous, and full of euphony. The people, so

addicted to chattering, have also much poetic feeling inherent in thought and word.

The following translation of some native lines on the Resurrection afford an instance :

—

' The Saviour of mankind has expired,

And the gloom of an eclipse covers the world —
The Sun is ashamed, and ashamed is the Moon!
Joseph carried away the body.

And buried it in a new tomb.

The world's Atonement buried lies
;

Three nights it lay in the grave,

And the inhabitants of Judva rejoice !

Then of the angels there came two :

The faces of these two flamed like fire,

And the children of war fell down as dead.

They two opened the sepulchre of stone,

And the Redeemer rose again from the dead

—

The linen lay folded in its place.

I stamp underfoot the tooth of the grave !

And where now, Death, is thy might I

Take to thyself thy envenomed .sting :

I pledge a wide-spread exemption.

Shout triumphautlj', sons of the earth

;

For feeble now is the tooth of the law."

The great calamity sustained by the mission in 1848, was the death of Mr. Hunt.

With one heart the poor Fijians gathered in prayer to pour out their common grief

They pleaded for his life with importunate cries :
" Lord ! we laiow we are very bad,

but spare thy servant! If one must die, take me! Take ten of as! But spare

thy servant to preach Christ to the people!" The beloved and faithful man had

created a love and admiration amounting to reverence. As he died, he cried con-

tinuall3^ " Lord, bless Fiji ; save Fiji. Thou knowest my soul has loved Fiji ; my heart

has travailed in pain for Fiji." The end was a scene of exceeding triumph. Outside

Viwa is a spot sacred to the dust of the man who, in unwearied effort, was the instru-_

ment of raising from its heathen vileness the wilderness of Fiji. Here also reposes

William Polglase, Joel Bulu, and other of the glorious company of Fijian apostles.

Of the heroism of the men and women who fought the good tight in Fiji, we can-

not omit one or two extraordinary illustrations here.

On one occasion a tribe of sea-rovers returned to Mbau, bringing a large present

of spoil to the king. Profitable guests like these must be entertained by the royal honours

of a cannibal feast. The missionaries were away at the District Meeting. The purveyor

of human flesh, the chief of the fishermen, set out in his official capacity and zeal, with

a murderous crew, on an expedition to obtain holiolo. At a certain point, hiding them-

selves in the bushes and covering their canoes with leaves, they awaited their pre}'.

Fourteen women were seized alive and one man was killed. Long before they returned

the news spread in JIbau, and the rejoicing was great. The next day there was an

excited mob to meet the fleet of death. The intelligence of the slaughter of the poor

women was soon carried to their white sisters, ilrs. Calvert and Mrs. Lyth, who wei'e

alone at the Viwa mission station with their children. It would be desperate for two
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lone women to venture into Mbau to thwart the fiendish rage of those bloodthirsty

cannibals, yet they determined to go. They procured a canoe, and as they approached

the place, the yells of the orgies, the beating of the death-drum, the firing of muskets,

mingled with the piercing shrieks of the victims, grew louder. A lolu, chief met them

and hurried them on impatiently. Guarded of angels, they pressed through the mad

^r^x

crowd unhurt mto the old king's house, whose entrance was barred to women. Without
ceremony they took the old man by storm ; and the butchery was stayed, though nine

had been already killed. Then they visited the chief whose word had sealed their dark

sisters' death-warrant, and made him wince again under their sharp rebukes.

Women like these were the brave, intrepid heroines who, in many a similar scene of

horror, proved themselves, for the missionaries whose lot they shared, the true helpsmeet.

The officers of a British war-ship were struck with the beneficent result of

Christianity in one part of the group, and coming to Yiwa, hinted to the missionaries
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that the tales of barbarism were exaggerated. As they sat at a meal in the mission

house, the fisher chief, a handsome man, " modest and gentle," came in. That he had

taken part in such a tragedy was incredible. But the next day the visitors saw at

Mbau the bloody stone on which the victims' heads had been dashed, with multitudes

before them, and the sea-rovers pointed with pride to the ovens in Avhich the women

had been cooked : also a spot where, a few mouths previously, eighty slain corpses had

been piled before being apportioned to greedy warriors. The reality of the tale of

horrors brought expressions of unmitigated disgust to the lips of the naval visitors, who

soundly lectured the king on his detestable destruction of human life. Such judicious

backing of the long and often weary efforts of the missionaries by these high-spirited

representatives of the British navy, was not without beneficial influence on the savage

chief, and a tremendous impression was produced, in addition, by an exhibition ot field

gim and bomb-shell practice, which astounded him at the same time.

An incident in the life of Jlr. Calvert, showing how nearly he ran into the jaws

of death, may be given in his own words extracted from his diary:

—

"June 6th.—In going to Viwa I desired to call at Moturiki, which I had also

attempted to do the last time I passed on to Viwa. Besides wishing to speak with

them about Christianity, I now desired to warn them of danger near, Tui Levuka

having told me that Moturiki would certainly be destroyed, as the mountaineers would

go by night. We found that the tide did not serve well for landing; we therefore

proceeded towards the entrance leading to Viwa. One of my boat's crew observed a

man on the Moturiki beach beckoning for us, and told me. I desired one of my

Rotumans to go on shore, as it was a long distance for me to wade, and we would

put in at another point for him, where I would see the people. He got in the water,
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and was proceeding towards the shore, when he observed several persons come out

from among- the cocoa-nut trees. He was afraid, and said, ' They are from Lovoni,

and will kill me.' I requested him to come into the boat. The man continued to

call. He was dressed, which led me to think that he was a man from Mbau who

had lot a ('(I. I did not like to let the opportunity pass, and immediately got on my
old water-shoes. I did not believe them to be Lovonians ; but said to the boat's

crew that, should I be killed, they were to return to Levuka so that Tui Levuka

might get my bod}'. Kaitu, a Rotuman, wished to go with me. I forbade him, and

ordered them to take the boat round by the deep water near the reef, and put in for

me at the other side. The beach was a considerable distance from me, and the water

was in some places over knee-deep. As I proceeded towards the shore, many more

persons made their appearance, some running last towards me from two directions. As

they neared me they looked very fierce, and made gestures indicative of evil intentions

towards me. I could not get to the boat ; I therefore went on towards the shore. One

was swifter than the rest, and came near, with his gun uplifted to strike me. I

expostulated with him. Quickly several were up with me, some of whom had clubs

uplifted to club me, some with hatchets, some with spears laid on in a position to throw.

One came very near with a musket pointed at me, with desperate looks. I trembled

;

but protested loudly and tirmly that they ought not to kill me ; that m me there was

no cause of death from them ;
that their killing me would be greatly to their disgrace.

I was surrounded by upwards of a hundred. The features of one I recognised, and

hoped he was friendly. (This man had thought that it was my boat, and he knowing

the exasperated state of the jseople against the whites for meddling in the present

wars, fearing that I should be in danger, had run towards me ; but was late in reaching

me from having run a sharp shell into his foot.) He took hold of me, recognising me
as the husband of the lady of the wooden house at Yiwa, who had frequently purchased

food of them and treated them kindlv, and he said I should live. I clung to him,

and disputed for my life with those who clamoured for my death. Another man's face,

through a thick covering of soot, exhibited features familiar to me, but a fearful-looking

battle-axe he held in his hand attracted my eye. However, I laid hold of him, and

advised and urged them not to kill me. Thus 1 was between two who might be

friendl}-. I told my name, my work, mj' labours in various ways, again and again,

on their behalf; my having offered Tui Levuka a very large looking-glass if he would

let them alone ; my having entreated Mara and the mountaineers not to attack

them, and my preventing an intended attack. I told them that I had iirterceded

with the Mbau chief to send them the help by which they were now strengthened,

and that my fuU knowledge of being one and friendly with them, led me to come

on shore
; that no white man who had been active in the war against them would

have dared to come on shore there. Matters were in a hopeful state, when a very

ugly man drew near with great vehemence. Many had avowed themselves in mj-

favour. He appeared resolutelj' determined, in spite of opposition, to take away my life

;

he Avas extremelj' ferocious ; but his arms were seized and held by several. He
struggled hard for a length of time to get his musket to bear on me, which indeed
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he once or twice managed, but it was warded oft' before he could fire. At length his

rage subsided. All then consented to my living. But their thirst for kilhng had got

up ; and, as they could not kill me, they wished nie to return towards the boat, in-

tendmg to accompany me, hoping to get one or more of my natives in my stead. I

refused to go, and persisted in aj^proaching the shore, led by two. One untied nij-

neckcloth, and took it. They pulled my coat, felt me, and I fully expected to be

stripped. My trousers were wet and heavy. I was weak with talking and disputing

with them—indeed, quite hoarse. As we still went on in the sea, they commenced their

death-song, always sung as they drag along the bodies of enemies slain. I feared that

might increase their rage, aird desired to stop it. It was most grating to my feelings,

and I stood still and entreated them to desist. After a short time they did so, and

we proceeded to the beach. Those who had run to destroy me departed towards their

own town.

" I found Ratu Yuki, a chief of Mbau, had just arrived. He was vexed with

those who had treated me so, and would have punished them. I begged he would

not. I desired him to send me to Viwa in a canoe, as I was sure Mrs. Calvert

would be anxious. My boys had seen the danger to which I was exposed ; they also

were pursued by the natives, and hastened to Viwa, where they arrived about seven

o'clock. Mrs. Calvert felt much at the alarming intelligence ; but feared to send the

boat to inquire, lest my death might be followed by the killing of those she might

iiend. She also hoped that I was alive, thinking that the Moturiki people would not

kill me. Eatu Luke Matanambamba was very kind, and very ready to go, though it

was thought that my death was the vukivuJci ('turning') of Moturiki to Ovalau

against Mbau ; in which case those who went would have been m danger. At midnight

I reached Viwa m a canoe, and found that my wife had borne up well, but had just

given her consent to the going to look after me.

" During the whole of the attack on me, the Lord blessed me with great presence

of mind and considerable firmness, to stand up, proceed, dispute with them, and protest

against their taking away my life. My trust was in the Lord. He was my help and

deliverer. It appeared to me very probable that my course and m^- ministr}^ were

about being ended
;
yet I was comforted in the assurance that

'They could not yet ray life devour.

Safe in the hollow of His hand.'

While looking at the instiiiments of death which were held over and levelled at me, I

felt that my life was still in His hands, and could only be taken by His permission.

My prayer was to the God of my life. I was persuaded that if He permitted

my death, I should glorify Him in some way that I could not have done by my
life. I thought that the natives might be thereby led to deep consideration of the

folly and evil of war, and be led to terms of peace. I gave myself afresh to the Lord,

feeling willing and desirous to glorif}- Him, whether by life or death. I thought

of my family; and committed my children in England, New Zealand and Fiji, and

my much-loved and faithful wife, to the Lord, in whom she trusted. I thought of the

mangled body of the murdered Williams, and thought my own likely to be mangled
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and abused to the same extent; but I knew that I should not be eaten, even

in cannibal Fiji, which was some relief to my mind. And then I felt very

thankful to Him who had preserved me to labour more than fifteen years, in

which I had been employed in rough and dangerous work. It seemed to me an

appropriate end to my labours in Fiji. But how gracious, how wise, how powerful

my Deliverer! Again I am rescued, and privileged with restoration to my family and

labours.

"7th.—I went to Mbau. I felt stiff and tired, having been wet in my legs from

twelve at noon to twelve at night, as I had to get into the water with the crew

several times in coming to Viwa in a canoe. When about to leave Mbau at three

p.m., Mr. Waterhouse asked me to remain and preach. After the service, it was later

than desirable for me to be out, so I slept at Mbau."

Sometimes the missionary inherited the blessing of peace-maker in a double

sense. Mr. Williams undertook the reconciliation of two districts that were at war.

To get the chief who had lotu'd to accompany him to Avithin a short distance of the

fortress of his opponent was his first endeavour : and then to enter the fortress and

induce the suspicious heathen to come to the conference unarmed, was a difficult task.

The meeting was brought about in an enclosure of majestic chestnut trees. The least

indication of scorn or anger might mean a scene of bloodshed instead of peace.

The first moment of anxious suspense soon gave way to a thrill of j^leasure, as the

two enemies positively embraced and kissed each other. A Christian chief wept aloud

and cried, " We thank thee, Lord, for thus bringing Thy creatures into the way of

life "—both sides having considered the rash judgment of the servant of God in

proposing the meeting to be the way of death.

The death of Tanoa, the old King of Mbau, was looked forward to as a dreaded

•crisis. The tragical custom of stranglmg must mean the death of many wives to

honour so high a chief. If on so great an occasion it could be broken through, the

signal of its discontinuance throughout all Fiji would be given. But if the eftbrts of

the missionaries proved unavailing here, they feared the bitter effects of such

notorious failure would be a confirming of the horrible institution which had proved

so deep-dyed a cui'se. They became most importunate, and Calvert went so far as to

offer the amputation of a finger, in Fiji fashion, if the crime might be demitted.

Walsford offered the new mission boat, twenty muskets, and all his own personal

property, to save the women. But the consciousness of power made the succeeding

chief exceedingly jealous of interference with native dignit}^ AVhen the missionary

iirrived on the scene, on the day of the old man's decease, there were six biers standing

outside the house, a sign that five wives would be sent into eternity after their lord.

One was already dead, and the ghastly work of strangling the second had begun. The
third pranced up to the executioners, and was applauded by gentle hand-clappings

as she gracefully refused to be strangled with an old cord. The others followed in

cheerful composure. Only the now king seemed moved by the murderous part ho

was pla3dng. He ordered one to live, but she refused, whereupon he helped her own
son to strangle her.
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This chief, Thakombau, is said to have "gained a pre-eminence in Fiji beyond any

one who ever hved or shall live. Through the circumstance of a letter being

addressed to him ' Tui Yiti,' by an English Consul, he assumed, to the jealousj^ of his

fellow-chiefs, the title ' King of Fiji,' a title which his adroitness enabled him success-

fully to sustain." " It was impossible not to admii'e the appearance of the chief," says

a naval officer ; " of large, almost gigantic size, his Umbs were beautifully formed and

KING THAKOMBAU.

proportioned ; his countenance with far less of the negro cast than among the lower

orders, agreeable and intelligent ; whilst his immense head of hair covered and con-

cealed with gauze, smoke-dried and slightly tinged with bro'i\'n, gave him altogethei'

the appearance of an Eastern Sultan. No garments confined his magnificent chest and

neck, or concealed the natural colour of the skin, a clear but decided black ; and in

spite of this paucity of attii-e, the evident wealth that surrounded him showing that

it was a matter of choice and not of necessity, he looked 'every inch a king.'" His

name, " Evil-to-Mbau," refers to his successful coup d'etut by which he destro3-ed the

ilbau rebellion, and re-established his long-exiled father in his sovereignty. His

industrj', an example to all his subjects, was only exceeded by his boundless ambition.
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For years before his father's death he had ruled supreme, and had proved himself,

amid increasing diiiiculties, a ruler of considerable capacity. At length his supremacy

being disputed by a Tongan chief in the "Windward Islands, and being harassed by

an American demand of £9,000 for alleged injuries to the United States Consul, his

mind was humbled by his many reverses. His first overtures to become suzerain

under Great Britain were rejected ; Col. Smj-the, who had been sent out, havmg laid a

black report before the Foreign Office. The death of a great friend, a fellow-chief

who had turned out an earnest Christian, produced a powerful eflect on his mind. His.

downfall was sought by the resident whites as the solution of Fijian troubles. Their

number had risen from 200 in 1860 to 1,800 in 1869. Being afflicted with a

distressmg disease, he held a conversation with Mr. Calvert on the assassination of

the King of Somo-somo, who, although he had been raised up by Mr. Lyth's medical

treatment, had resisted God's truth until he was suddenly cut off and that without

remedy. " And does the Lord work so ? " asked the kmg in anxiety of heart. King

George of Tonga wi-ote entreating him to become a Christian.

In a few days his mind was made up. Calvert was summoned, the big war-

drum was beaten, which ten days before had called the cannibals to their human
feast ; three hundred attended, the old priest with long white hair and flowing beard

stood beside the king, all had assumed more ample lotu costumes, and the missionary

in the midst of that crowning service, for which he had laboured and prayed so

long, could scarce proceed for his emotions. The king became regular and devout

in his worship, and his example was joined in by many.

For about twenty-nine years this remarkable man maintained his Christian

character, and wielded immense influence for good. His vfife Lydia passed away in

perfect j^eace in 1881. Their Christian instruction had been promoted by their

own son at the age of seven, a bright intelligent scholar in the Christian school.

So eager were the royal parents for knowledge of Divine and secular thuags,

that the lad would frequently fall asleep with fatigue, to resume the lesson after a

nap. But although the change was great, it was not at first profound. Hatred and

revenge were too deeply seated passions to be removed at once. The benefit and

truth of Christianity had commended themselves to his judgment, but it cost many
an eai'nest appeal to break his rock-bound pride. Then his confidence in God
became calm and simple and strong, though he was surrounded by many a danger.

He was at length utterly humbled before God, confessing his sins and seeking

often-rejected mercy. The hope of the Gospel was gladly received when his pride

and power were in extremity, his town beleaguered, and his people famine-stricken.

After the danger tad passed and peace was established, the work of the Lord was

greatly advanced by his help on all sides. His marriage in 1857 to his " one wife

"

cveated no small stir. The Holy Ghost was poured out on Mbau and its surrounding

(I I 'pendencies, and hundreds jdelcled to the power of the Gospel, the congregations

aiwaj's being large.

]\nss Gordon Cummmg speaks of his visit to Sir Hercules Robinson in Syd-

ney :

—
" Thakombau and his sons came to visit Sir Hercules and see something of
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civilisation. You can imagine how strange the great city must have seemed to men
whose notion of a king's palace is a one-roomed thatched house one storey high.

The horses and carriages were still more wonderful ; and as to the railway, that was

beyond comprehension. But the old king took it all very philosophically, and was

never so happy as when Lady Robinson's little grand-daughter, a pretty little child

with golden hair, crept on to his knee, whisj^ering, " You won't eat me, will you ? " Or

else he would lie down and rest on his own mat, keeping his big Bible beside him

—

not that the old man could read it, for I believe his studies connaenced rather too

late in life, but he said " it made him feel so good 1

"

Thakomhau's autobiography, well and fully written, would form a volume in the

library of the wonders of the world. He was a man of great common sense, and had

a forcible way of giving vent to his views. Being encouraged to put down murder

by the Scriptural requiring of the nun-derer's life, he was frustrated by the whites,

who on one occasion would not give up to justice one of their o^s-n number. The

king called a meeting forthwith, and thus addressed it:—
" Being now assembled together here this morning, I wish first to say this is

purely my own desire and request, not that of my advisers ; I have something to say

to you, and I wish to say it myself The chiefs of Fiji are now united, and our

object is the good of the land. Accordinrj to oiur own customs, we had no diffLcidty

in getting rid of an offensive 2:>erson [by clubbing and eating him!], mid tve under-

sfand revenge or retribution ; but such customs are bad, and we wish for a better

state of things, and for that purpose laws have been made by you, and apjjroved by

us chiefs, and are now in force, and were to apply to all alike. But now I hear of

dissension, and amongst you. Why is this so ? You know and understand what is

right. You have had the like laws in your own land, and if laws are a good thing for

all, is the good not to be mutually enjoj-ed by you and us ? Or are you to have

good, and no evil ? When a native does wrong, there is no rest till he bo punished.

If the laws are to apply to both races, then it would bo well, but if it be your mind

that they are not so to apply, what is to be done ? I understood all inequalities were

to bo levelled and brought to a smooth surface by the introduction of a new state of

things ; but I heard the day before yesterda}', when a man charged with killing a

native was to be brought to justice, you of Levuka assembled with arms, and refused

to give him up. I thought law and order was a good thing, and expected and hoped

for mutual help from all. Three natives have been killed but lately—one at Kenito-

gaboa, one at Saou-Saou, and one at Saviuni—and nothing has been done to any of

the parties yet, and you Levukans now refuse to give up one of them. If a Fijian

commits a wrong, the governors are in their several provinces, and he can soon be

brought to justice ; but if you i-efuse help^ and take up arms to resist, what, then,

am I to do ? Wh&t will be the consequence, suppose a native kills a white man ?

If the laws are to appl)' alike to all, and we all mutually assist in their execution,

there can be no difficulty. I have told you my mind ; it is with you to follow it or

not. I desire the peace and welfare of all in Fiji, and with this wish to end my
address to vou."
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In 1SS;3, King Thakombau died, faithful to the end, beloved bj' all, an elder in

a Christian church ; a man who had wrought havoc, and run greedily in the way of

blood, but who, as an ex-cannibal king, had become the means of turnincf multitudes

of his people into paths of righteousness.

TiiMB OF THE RRV. JOHN lUXT.

CHAPTER XLIII.

THE A F T E R - G L O W.

'Cession of Fiji to Great Britain—A Plague of Jleasles—Polynesian Labour Traffic—Governmental Tributes to

the Missionaries—Christian Fiji—State of Education—Xative Agency—Ordination of Students—Eminent

Native Ministers—Fijian Public Worship—Praying and Singing—Strict Sabbath Observance—Fijian

Liberality—Fiji as It Was and Is—The South Kensington Colonial Exhibition—" What Hath God

Wrought I

"

"TTOR a long time the evil repute of Fiji limited European communication. It had
-*- become the Alsatia of persons whose pecuniary embarrassments rendered the Aus-

tralian climate unwholesome to them. White people of shady virtue had found these

the islands of the blessed. To them the absence of government was the reverse of

distasteful. After years of thus borrowing enchantment from its being viewed at a

distance, it began to attract settlers of a better type by the richness and variety of

its vast tinoccupied tracts. On that virgin soil, energy, and a handiness alcin to

the native characteristic, appeared as the sole necessity to secure that success should

be as certain as the sunshine. In 1871 an attempt at self-government turned out

an utter failure. When at last the British Government felt obliged to accept the
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uucouditional cession which Thalvombau then oifered, and when Queen Tictoria, with the

unanimous consent of the chiefs, became its acknowledged and gracious ruler, the

change was felt to be a great relief The late Lord Mayor Sir W. McArthur had

much to do with the movement for annexation. The population mvited tis to govern

them, and in 1874 this bright jewel, with its magnificent harbours and opening

commerce, was added to the possessions of our Empire as a Crown colony. To insure

freedom for the native inhabitants, according to the mstincts of the race, and to afford

scope for the emigrants from our overstocked home population, was the task of

the new government. AVise laws have been framed to enable the Briton and the

Fijian to live together in peace, and to contribute to the general and imperial wealth.

In many of its smiling valleys, English houses have risen. A few years ago, to be a

neighbour was to' be an enemy. Now, whites and blacks are living side by side in

peace—these gi'own into a serviceable colony, for the most part possessors of the land

;

those gathered in native towns.

The first G^overnor had many evils to combat. The whites, in consequence of the

low price of cotton, were struggling with poverty ; and a plague of measles had svi^ept

off nearly one-third of the population. Miss Gordon Gumming describes the awful

havoc thus :

—

" So, from every corner of the group, came tidings that the plague was raging.

Whole villages were stricken down
;
young men and maidens, old men and children

lay dead or dying. The handful of white people, as a rule, did their utmost to help, and

gave aU the food and medicine they possessed ; but their own labourers and theh' own

children were stricken, and needed more care than they could give. Xor were there

lacking bad white men, who went about telling the natives that the disease had been

purposely intnjcluced to kill them and get their lands. So the plam medical direc-

tions which were at once published were ignored, and the white man's medicine too-

often refused, from a conviction that it would cause certain death. Native medicines,

and bad, ill-cooked food, made matters worse. Of course, anything like isolation of the

sick was impossible
;
nor could they be prevented from rushing to the nearest water to

cool their burning fever. How could men who were continually bathing and swimming

be persuaded that this could harm them ? So the rash was thrown m, and congestion

of the lungs and dysentery of the most malignant type were brought on in thousands

of cases."

The abuses in the Polynesian labour traffic, which had called forth a storm of

indignation, firmed also one of the tasks before the new Governor. It was thus

stated at the time :

—

"The supply of labourers is one of the vexed questions of the present, as each

year the labour-vessels bring back a smaller number of volunteers from the other

groups ; and the employment of Fijians on the phintations of white men is in no way

encouraged by Government, which recognises as its first duty the care and preserva-

tion of these, the true owners of the soil, by whose own invitation, and for whose

welfare primarily, England here rules. Considering how invariably dark races have

been found to die out before the advance of the white races, the problem of whether
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this evu cannot be averted in the present instance is one of the deepest interest. It

is therefore considered of the utmost importance that the natives sliould remain in

their own villages, subject to their own chiefs, and cultivating their own lands, both

for their own benefit and to enable them to contribute their just proportion of the

Government taxes, which it has been found desirable to collect in produce, from

gardens specially cultivated for this purpose by each village. Now that the number of

the people has been so appallingly reduced by measles, it is the more desirable that

those that survive should not be encouraged to leave their homes. Consequently, a

comparatively small number of Fijians are in the service of white men, who, as a

rule, are not anxious to secure the labour of men from neighbouring villages, but

endeavour to engage those from other isles, who thus are virtually as much strangers

in a strange land as the labourers imported from other groups. It is said that only

under these circumstances are Fijians found willing to work diligently on the planta-

tions—no great wonder, considering how easily they can supply their own simple needs

in their own homes."

The good treatment of native labourers by their masters, and a supervision of the

conduct of both, was the policy of the new Government. A three years' term of

enlistment Avas approved. A Government agent sailed on board every labour-ship.

Strict inquiry was made on its arrival in port. Not only the Government, but the

employers, became most anxious to check any irregularity. Now the labourers will

enlist a second or third time. Wild-looking, black, native giants, they are described to be

—

perfect models of Herculean power as they throw their muscles into the turning of

the cotton-press screw, in the full nakedness of savagedom. They woi-k for three

years away from their island homes, to be sent back with more extended knowledge,

a big box full of clothes, knives, tobacco, hatchets, Jews'-harps, accordions, and a like

or dislike of the whites, according as they have had a good or bad master.

The Government has followed the mission in its employment of native agency

where possible, and in its tender handling of native laws, customs, and polity, utiUs-

ing the old order as far as practicable. The admiration of those in authority for the

mission work may be seen in the following extracts :

—

"We cannot speak of the missionary body, which has laboured for thirty-eight

years among these people, without recording our admiration of the zeal, intrepidity,

and devotion which have characterised their work here. It is to their teaching that

the great progress which Ave have recorded is due."

—

Blue-Book, Report of Her

Majesty's Commissioner.^, Commodore Goodcnough and Mr. Consul Layard ; Clause 60.

"The great social advances Avhicli have already been made Avithin the last forty

years from savage heathenism, are due to the self-denying and unostentaitious labours

of the Wesleyan Church."

—

Sir Hercules Robinson, Administrator of the Colony.

Such testimonies as these are emphasised by Sir Arthur Gordon, the Executive

Commissioner, Avho, in his catalogue of Fijian exhibits for the late Sydney International

Exhibition, reports the "entire native population not only civilised to a large extent,

but also Christianised and educated."

The methods employed to accomplish a Avork like this are very suggestive to aU who
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are interested in missions to the heathen. The missionaries have never sought to

denationaUse. They were satisfied to change the savage heathen into a Christian

Fijian. They made no attempt to compel their convert to dress, or look, or sit, or

kneel, or sing like an Englishman. His Christianity is adapted to his chmate and

habits, and while he has abandoned everything heathenish, he has not been required

to give up even an amusement because it was Fijian.

Wisely and well had the mission paved the way for civic laws. For example, it

had been alive to the jealousy of the chiefs for their time-honoured rights. Taking a

firm stand against so deep-rooted a system as polygamy, would the lotio interfere like-

wise with the offerings to the gods, and the tribute to the chiefs ? That was a

momentous issue. Hitherto, their rule of club seized, for every man who could

wield it, whatsoever he listed. Industry was paralysed, and poverty reigned. Injustice

everywhere beset the missionary in his path, but from the first he had enjoined the

necessity of subjection to those in authority. In all reasonable service people were

constrained to obey their chiefs willingly, and they were taught to cheerfully and

diligently render the lawful tribute. When all Fiji had its eyes upon Ono, the interest

concenti'ated on the question whether or no it would acknowledge the supremacy of

Lakemba. The new converts paid their tribute proniptl}^, and the news of this effect

of the spread of the lotu there, had great and good results. On the other hand, the

Christians everywhere refused to work on the Lord's Day, or to offer first-fruits to the

gods. The great event of the visit of the terrible King of Somo-somo to Loma-loma

was arranged to take place on a Sunday. Vainly they tried to get the day altered,

for their absence would surely be noticed, and might bo taken as a slight. The next

day they acknowledged his supremacy by the usual offerings, which were graciously

received; and this act of united protest and compliance produced a most favourable

impression, as showing the genuine effect of Christianity.

The sphere where the mission's success in working on native lines shines most

conspicuousl}-, is in its own direct work of preaching and teaching. The excitement of

heralding the evangel of (lod was wedded to the less I'omantic, but more patient, plodding

of the schoolroom. Schools were founded everywhere. When a party of engineers was

going out under the first Governor, some of the men kindly volunteered their help to

a missionary with whom they sailed, in teaching the people of his charge to read and

write. He " expressed his pleasure at their good mtentions, but added, ' I think that

you will find that some of them can read a little. We have already established some

schools in Fiji

—

ahoid fov^rteen hundred scImoU and nine hundred churches!' The

engineers were not the only people who opened their eyes at this statement, which

was strictly true." Latterly some complications arose between Government and the

mission on the education question. It was felt deshable to establish industrial schools

as a means of breaking up the hereditary trade guilds, which crippled the rising race

in its proper development. There are lately reported (1887): day-schools, 1,7G5

;

teachers, 2,.5"26
; day-scholars, 40,718. No help is received from the Government.

Xo other mission has taken the same pains to secure native agency for carrying

on its operations, or has employed it so largely and successfully. Lyth had been deeply
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impressed with the absolute necessity of this in tlae midst of his hibours. Native

agents of all kinds, visitors of the sick, class-leaders, praj^er-leaders, exhorters, local

preachers, or those more fully set apart as evangelists, pastors, and superintendents,

received his special attention. He laboured hard night and day to render these agents

efficient. With all possible earnestness and sanctified wisdom, he gave himself up to

laying this foundation of the future Church, and his plan of training was published in

the Society's Report for 1854. The result was most satisfactory ; all schools were made

to converge in the training-school. In the young savage scholars, bronzed by the sun,

were descried the future Pauls and Apolloses and Timothys of the Church of Fiji. From

HOT SPRINGS IN FIJI.

the training-school, the most promising young men went on to the theological institu-

tion for further preparation as catechists and pastors. They were taught in Fijian, but

encouraged to learn English for the sake of the vast literary wealth which thereby

was opened before them. Few students in English ever made better use of such

standards as "Hodge's Outlines," translated into Fijian, than the late- Joel Bulu, and Paul

Vea, both of them powerful preachers.

The training institution, situate on the island of Kandavu, consists of a sub-

stantial stone building on an eminence christened Richmond Hill, accommodating

a hundred students, and surrounded by a model village. A missionary in charge,

and native assistants, form its teaching staff. Most students are married, and their

wives likewise receive instruction in the art of rendering home brighter by their

presence, in assisting to lead classes, in teaching girls to sew, or in the conduct or

mothers' meetings. To this institution, the non-success of Romanisers has been mainl}'

due. The influence of an intelligent j'oung man, with his happy home-life, and his

Protestant Bible in his hand, makes the work of the Romish priest in a Fijian village
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as difficult as it is unpleasant. The candidate for ordination must, besides, have a

course of eight or ten years to recommend his conversion by its own proof of his pious

o-ifts and graces. The post of a missionary in his circuit now, is become that of a

bishop directing the clergy ot his diocese, and watching the systematic education

which, hke a network, has spread everywhere. The need of supervision of native

agency, even where the agents have been men of unwavering devotion and blameless

integrity, has been strongly felt throughout. It could not be otherwise than that a

people, newly emerged from gross savagery, should be unable to direct and control,

socially or adequately, their own infant church. The native teacher is not

RICHMOND HILL THlCuLiJGIC.iL INSTITUTION, KANDAVU.

European in any sense ; his education is superior to that of his flock, but his manner

ot life is as one of them, and he is simply supervised. Thus the natives are proud

of their own men occupying the position of pastors.

The wisdom of this system compares favourably with such a mistake as that

of the New Zealand Mission, which had secured no such agency, and was not

able to leave a native pastorate on the breaking out of the Maori war with

the British. The resultant disaster to Christianity is notorious ; whereas, when

Tahiti was occupied by the French, the English missionaries left in charge

of the church its own native pastors, without fear of the consequences. Such

would have been the case in Fiji. The system was made self-sustaining by the

arduous perseverance of Mr. Waterhouse. The work of a teacher is no sinecure
;
he

may be sent to a distant island, whose dialect must be learned ; three mornings a

week he must teach the children in school, and three evenings the adults
;
ho has

two Sunday services with sermon, and one week-day with address ;
he conducts an

early prayer-meeting in the chui'ch, besides leading morning and evening devotion in

the houses successively ; he visits the sick, buries the dead, and, once a week, must

find time to travel and report himself to the district minister. His pay varies from

50
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ten to twenty shillings per quarter, in kind, and he is provided with a free house and

a garden, wherein he must work. The sustentation by congregations of their own

native preachers, has been found to work admirably. The men are no longer regarded

by the jseople as mission agents, but as their own j^astors. Funds have been saved,

the scriptural duty performed, aiad tropical indolence checked, because people would

not pay a man who would not work. The village builds its own chapel and teacher's

house. It then provides for his support according to a fixed circuit scale, in money

or money's worth, in food, cloth, or produce, exchangeable for necessaries.

Among the native mmistry have been found men of exalted life. Nathan

Thataki, for long a catechist, was for nine years a successful minister, a powerful

preacher, mighty in prayer, and greatly respected. His one desire on the approach of

death was " to depart and be with Christ, which is far better." Joel Bulu was another

fully-devoted helper, labouring assiduously and successfully for thirty-seven years, and

passuig away on May 7, 1877, full of peace and hope. Miss Gordon Gumming, who

was at Mbau at the time of his death, wrote: ''He is' just my ideal of what Abraham

must have been .... a man whose faith is an intense reality. I have rarety met anj-

man so perfectly simple, or so unmistakablj^ in earnest."

Nearly thirteen hundred pulpits have now to be supplied by Fijian preachers

every Sunday. There are nine hundred chapels built by themselves, free of debt and

filled with attentive congregations.* The service is simple. The Apostle's creed and

Te Deum are chanted in true Fijian fashion ; which to a foreigner has a certain drone-

like monotony. The earnestness in prayer is most striking. A Fijian congregation at

prayer suggests to travellers the prostration of Moslems in a mosque. Everj-one kneels

on the matted floor with his forehead touching the ground. Not a head is ever

raised, except that of some tiny bro'wn child standing by its mother's side. All in

the daily life tends to show that this is not merely outward devotion. The presence

of the white missionaiy makes no appreciable difference in the congregation, for the

church is as crowded when only its native pastor conducts its simple worship. The

nation of beggars and thieves has been converted to industrious honesty, which is

its remarkable feature now ; while into every detail of life, true godliness enters as its

most striking and predominating motor. In quelling a rebellion of mountain tribes

against the Government, a small native army was employed ; each body of men

brought its own chaplain, and it savoured of Puritan days to behold the sejiarate

tribes at sunrise joining in prayer and praise, and ending the day's adventure by

chanting the Lord's praj'er and thanking the Lord for His goodness. Where else in

the world could be realised a faith so simple and so strong in the Lord of hosts ?

The family worship of Fiji is to-daj- one of its proverbial characteristics. The

traveller is pulled up, night and morning, by the customary ceremony of every house,

* From tlie Report of the Australian Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society for the year ending

March, 1887, the following information is taken concerning the Fiji district :—Churches, 8G2 (which number
seems to vary according to the will of the hurricanes!); other preaching places, 406; Missionaries, 10;

Native Ministers, 5r,
; Catechists, 47; Local Preachers, 1,910; Class Leaders, 3,480; Sunday School Teachers,

2,679; Native Members, 27.097; on Trial, 4,2B4 ; Sunday Schools, 1,42.-.; Sunday Scholars, 41,432; Atten-

dants on Public Worship, 101,150. This is out of a native population of about 12o,o00.
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and which is never forgotten. Sometimes the teaehei', clad in a white suht, is present

and leads the devotion. The melody of the hymn-singing has been compared to

that of the psalmody prevalent in a village church of Scotland. A long prayer

fluent and eloquent, is offered, the body being prostrate on the mats as in church. If

the teacher is not present, the head of the house takes his place naturally. The

Scriptures are read and the Lord's prayer audibly joined in by every one present.

Thus in every village, now sleeping in perfect security, where horrible and revolt-

ing cannibal revels, too appalling to be described, were once common, one is arrested

by the return twice a day of all thoughts to the Lord who has redeemed them.

" I doubt," says IMiss Gordon Gumming, " if there is any other corner of the world

from which the outgoings of the morning and the evening waft to heaven so united

a voice of prayer and jjraise."

Another characteristic of Christian Fiji, as contrasted with cannibal Fiji, is its

strict Sabbath observance. Once the Lord's day was devoted to the din of savage

orgies equally with every other day of the week. Now, if a canoe is seen darting its

white-winged way out of harbour and across the foam of the coral reef, it is known

to be speeding on some embassage of pfeace for the King of Kings, or some errand

of mercy towards man. There is a strange natural phenomenon peculiar to these

islands in the rising to the surface of the sea of small vermicelli-like worms, which

occurs only twice a year. The natives esteem these creatures a great delicacy, and

calculate their appearance with certainty by the position of certain stars. The lirst

diet of worms they call " The Little Balolo Festival," and the second " The Great

Balolo." They rise in countless myriads just before daybreak, and the natives in eager

excitement prepare for the sport of catching them, which, while it lasts, is a game of

merriest laughter. It so happened that one year the Great Balolo fell on a Sunday,

and thus a witness of the disappointment describes what took place :

—

"Sad to say, both this year and last year the full moon tide occurred on

Sunday morning, notwithstanding which, the irreligious little worms rose to the surface

with their wonted punctuality. So rigid is the obedience of aU the Wesleyans in the

matter of Sabbatical observance, that not one of their canoes went out; whereas their

Roman Catholic brethren, to whom more laxity is allowed, went forth rejoicing.

The latter, however, are a very small minority, and you can imagine what an act of

self-denial it must be to give up this highly-valued harvest of the sea on two

following years. So rigid is the adherence to the letter of the old Sabbatical law

throughout the group, that not a canoe will put to sea except to carry a teacher to

a place of worship ; nor will a native climb a tree to fetch a cocoa-nut, even when

bribed with much coveted silver; in fact, the offer of silver is considered as a

Satanic temptation to trade on Singha tamhii, the holy day. Of course to us this

seems an overstraining of obedience ; but then these people are still like children, for

whom a strictly defined law has many advantages ; and, moreover, many of them are

stiU in the fervour of their first faith, and they certainly are the most devout race

{for Christians) that I have ever seen."

The Fijian Church is notably imbued with the missionary spirit. A missionary
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meeting is a right joyous time, associated with hospitality, with merry native songs

and the meke or native dance. The collection is made in kind, chiefly in cocoa-nut

oil, with pigs, poultry, copra, and latterly in money notes. No sooner were congre-

gations formed, than it was explained to them that just as other English Christians

had sent missionaries to them out of love to them, so must they not only support

their own cause, but, having been benefited themselves, they must help m extending

A TTPICAL TOUNG MAN OK FIJI.

blessings to others. It was most gratifying to witness their zeal. The chiefs would

preside, and themselves, the fruit of mission entei-prise, would urge on the audience

the peculiar privilege to which they were now called of cultivating a missionary

spirit. Amid chanting, the congregation would form into a procession with the chiefs

at its head, and caiTying their divers gifts, they would lay them before the Lord.

This they did, first giving themselves to the Lord. They sent many a champion of the

cross to the regions beyond. Forty Fijian teachers went at one time to New Britain

and other islands on the coast of New Guinea, where they acquired the language,

gathered congregations, and founded schools, preaching the gospel of peace amidst
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savages more degraded than their own forefathers, and inducing two thousand three

hundred of them to embrace Christianity. They make capital missionaries. Dithculties

do not dishearten them, for they can look back on their own past ; nor do perils

affright them. When one falls under the club of the savage, (and many have so

fallen,) others are ready to take his place. In the earlier dajs each canoe setting

out for a business voyage to a distant part of the group, became a little mission

ship. In later days the same spirit animates them, and scarce a steamer sails but

has on board a Fijian ready to urge quietly but cogently the claims of his Saviour

upon others.

" What hath GOD Avrought
!

" The change in Fiji superficially is one which, to the

candid student of its history, refuses to explain itself except by the recognition of a

supernatural Force—almighty and beneficent. And, compared with past conquests of

the cross, we learn, moi'eover, that God in these days is speeding the chariot wheels of

the Gospel. Looking back on the religious past of our Northern Isles, truth and error

have waged war for generations since the day when St. Columba came over the

rough Irish Sea in his hide-covered canoe to preach Christ to the " painted

"

savages who, clad in skins, wore, in Fijian style, a tusk at the throat. But m the

sunny South Seas, the transformation scene has been more rapid, even as the work of

grace has apparently taken deeper hold on the heart and genius of the people.

Secluded in their mdulgence of unchecked passions until they had become a disgrace

to mankind, they are now in thousands the most devout worshij^pers of that Holy

One into Whose Name and by Whose Spirit they have been baptised. To realise

the meaning of nine hundred churches crowded with these Fijians, and seventeen

hundred schools eagerly attended by them and their children, while the first and last

sound day by day is their familiar hymn-singing in every dwelling, one must ask

how does this compare with British religion, which, guided by the Light of Chris-

tian centuries, should certainly be letting its candle shine equally with this prodigal,

who so recentty was recovered from the far country where the devil's swme were being

assiduously fed. Out of London's four million inhabitants, one million are not

recognised as even nominally Christian, an exceeding small number of it ever having

entered the house of prayer, and of the remaining millions how few would be characterised

by uprightness towards man, not to say devotion towards God, in any degree equal to

Fiji ! So that the evidence which this mission aflibrds for the more rapid, as well as

deeper working, in these days, of the grace that brings salvation, would appear most

satisfactory. Cavillers, for ever sneering at Christianity, are brought to book by such

grand results as are here patent to the most ordinary observer. Recalling the fact that,

before the lotw, every man's hand was against his neighbour, unresting from barbarous,

intertribal wars, in which foes were regarded as so many head of game, and prisoners

fattened like fatted calves for a feast ; when no war was occun-ent, the living had their

limbs lopped off, cooked and eaten before their eyes ; the dead were dug out of their

graves, ten or twelve days after biuial, so that only in the form of puddings could they

be cooked ; the sick were buried alive ; strong men clasped the uprights of their chiefs'

new houses while the earth was heaped on them ;
widows were strangled in multitudes

;
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men bound hand and foot acted as rollers for the launching of new canoes, in a death of

excruciating agony—recalling these days of darkness and anguish and fear, when the life

was as insecure as the property, and whole villages were depopulated to supply their

neighbours with carrion—it seems scarcely possible to put side by side with this state

of things, the Fiji of the present and deny the potency of the engine that alone has

wrought the change. But for the exemplary fortitude, the heroic self-sacritice, and the

perseverance unto the end, enforced in the hearts and lives of the devoted mission band

by the grace of God, no EngHshman dare have stepped on these shores, with aU his

vaunted education and civihsation. Now, he may pass from isle to isle not only

secure, but certain of a kindly reception from the hospitable inhabitants, whose hearts

are full of gratitude for the happy change. Christian schools stand where stood heathen

temples, into which if a woman entered she would have been laid a bleeding victim

at the threshold ; the hideous human ovens are overgrown with yams ; and where the

shrieks of agony and death mingled with the shouts of obscenity, there is now heard the

voice of prayer and praise : the sick are visited, and the dying say they have heard the voice

of their beloved Lord, and are going to be with Hun for ever. Gratitude and joy have

become the regnant atfections in Fiji, takmg the place of the olden malicious guile and

remorseless hatred. Often have the builders of some chapel been heard chanting to each

other such passages as, " I was glad when they said unto me. Let us go into the house of the

Lord." " But win God indeed dwell on the earth ? Behold the heaven and heaven of

heavens cannot contain Thee; how much less this house that I have builded!" To which

the response would be, " The Lord hath chosen Zion ; He hath desired it for His habita-

tion." Or with devotional feeling a number would join in the petition, " Hearken unto

the prayer which Thy servants shall make ; and when Thou hearest forgive." The Chris-

tian spirit opened the door through which civilisation has pushed its way among these

hordes of cannibals, and now to speak agamst that fact is to kick down the ladder

by which it has climbed. The early days of unheeded effort were looked upon as

.visionary; while the faithful servants toiled on in solitude. And now that their little

mission vessels have given place to mail steamers, and in the " Colinderies " at Kensmg-

ton the Fijian annexe has contributed one of the most interesting exhibitions of the

industrial arts of our great empire, it is vile ingratitude that denies our indebtedness

to the missionary of Christ as having been the pioneer of these wonderful results.

A vast commerce has followed Christianity. For the Christianity of Jesus means

the highest social blessings to which its disciples can aspire.

Thus Fiji stands lilve a finger-post, in this nineteenth century of scientific develop-

ment and commercial organisation, and proclaims in letters so large and distinct

that he who runs may read, that the Gospel of Jesus Christ is the I'egenerative power

of God to every one that believeth, and that He is able to save to the uttermost

In the snatching of this prey from the Terrible, we may, if we choose, hear the

footfall of the coming One, who is even at the door, and whose right it is to reign.

In the fact that here so recently and so rapidly has sprung up, in the distant islands

of the sea, a native church, self-supporting and self-governing, there may be read

by every Christian heart longing for that great re-appearing, a sign of the times.
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Foreign missions to the heathen will ere long be among the things that are past ; for

even in Fiji the native ministry is taking their place. The time is at hand of which

the prophets wrote :
" They shall teach no more every man his neighbour, and

every man his brother, saying know the Lord : for they shall all kn-ow Me, from the

least of them unto the greatest of them, saith the Lord."'
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I
"iHE venerable college of St. John's, Cambridge, has sent forth many earnest and

-^ enthusiastic workers into the mission field. Among the students who dwelt within

its walls in the first year of the present century, was a youth, who, though not

yet twenty years of age, had just won, as Senior Wrangler, the highest academic

honour his university had to bestow. Twelve years passed by, and the brilliant

young scholar was lying in an unkno^vn grave in the far East, leaving to the

churches the touching story of his martyr-life as a bright incentive to heroic self-

sacrifice and devotedness.

Henry Martyn was born at Truro, in Cornwall, on the 18th of February, 1781. His

father had been originally a miner, but he was a man of great native talent, who by

self-culture, by persevering energy, and by making the best use of his opportunities,

had raised himself to the position of head clerk to a mercantile firm. Henry, as a

child, soon showed that his mental gifts were not of the common order, but unfortunately

they were associated with a delicate physical frame, and great nervous sensitiveness.
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His usual quiet and gentle demeanour gave place to passionate fretfulness under the

influence of excitement or annoyance.

When his father, anxious to procure for him the advantages of education, sent him,

before he was eight years of age, to the Truro Grammar School, it was only natural

that a child so gifted should get on well with the masters, but it was equally natural

that, with his keenly susceptible organisation, he should experience (like the amiable

Cowpor at Westminster) a good deal of misery from commonplace fellow-scholars. But

young MartjTi's school troubles were for the most part put an end to when one of the

elder lads came forward as his protector, and a friendship was formed between the two,

from which, both at school and college, much happiness resulted.

Young Henry Martyn was but fourteen years of age when he went up to

Oxford as candidate for a scholarship at Corpus Christi College. The lad did well

at the examination, but was unsuccessful, and went back to the grammar-school for

two years more. He believed in after years it was a special interposition of Providence

whicii kept him from being too soon let loose amongst the temptations of under-

graduate life. His friend and protector went to St. John's, Cambridge, and Henry

Martyn followed him there at the age of sixteen. He soon distinguished himself

by his abilities, and took a high position in the college examinations. His father, down

in Truro, had been rejoicmg over the news of his son's successes, but innnediately

afterwards the sad intelligence had to be sent to the young student that his beloved

parent had suddenly passed away. Martjii says in his diary: "At the examination at

Christmas, 1799, I was first, and the account of it pleased my father prodigiously,

who, I was told, was in great health and spirits. What was then my consternation

when in January I received from my brother an account of his death. But while I

mourned the loss of an earthly parent, the angels in heaven were rejoicing at my
bemg so soon to find a heavenly one. As I had no taste at the time for my usual

studies, I took up my Bible, thinking that the considei-ation of religion was rather

suitable at this time. I began with Acts as being the most amusmg; and whilst I

was entertained with the narrative, I found myself insensibly led to inquire more

attentively into the doctrines of the Apostles. It corresponded nearly enough with

the few notions I had received in my early youth. I believe on the first night after, I

began to pray from a pre-composed form, in which I thanked God, in general, for

having sent Christ into the world. But though I prayed for pardon, I had little

sense of my own sinfulness ; nevertheless, I began to consider myself as a religious

man. The first time I went to chapel, I saw with some degree of surprise at my

foi-mer inattention, that in the Magnificat there was a great degree of joy expressed

at the coming of Christ, which I thought but reasonable."

Prior to his father's death Martyn had been a hard student, moral, temperate, and

as a rule amiable. At times his temper got the better of him, and once, m a moment

of passion, he had thrown at a companion a knife which remamed sticking in the wall.

The thrill of horror that succeeded did him good for a time. The counsels of his

college friend, and the loving letters of a pious sister, helped to keep alive at least a

reverence for religion ; but it seems evident that he had taken very little personal
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interest in the matter, and in after years he looked back upon the first part of his

university career as a time of darkness.

But the death of his father, and the reflections to which it gave rise, were the real

awakening of his spiritual life. The letters from his sister in Cornwall had now a deeper

significance. Martyn was at this time attending the sermons of the Rev. Charles

Simeon, who was exerting, both by his pulpit ministrations and by conversations with

inquiring students at his rooms, a vast influence over the religious life of Cambridge.

Our young student had many temptations and trials and spiritual conflicts, but he came

at length to complete rest in Christ as his Saviour. His diary reveals the remarkably

searching character of the self-examination which he kept up as a constant habit through

life, and which sometimes might almost be called morbid in its intensity. Very harsh

and bitter are the things he often says of himself, but at times he experiences a joy that

is ahnost ecstasy. " Rose at half-past five," he says on one occasion, " and walked a

little before chapel in a happy frame of mind. Endeavoured to maintain affectionate

thoughts of God as my Father on awakening in the morning. Set a watch over my
first thoughts, and endeavoured to make them humble and devout. I find this to be

an excellent preparation for prayer and a right spirit during the day. At chapel, the

sacred melody wafted my soul to heaven: the blessedness of heaven appeared so

sweet, that the very possibility of losing it appeared terrible, and raised a little disquiet

with my joy. After all, I would rather live in a humble and dependent spn-it, for then,

perceiving underneath me the everlasting arms, I can enjoy my security."

Henry Martyn's religious experiences did not hinder him from pushing forward

with his preparations for the final examinations in 1801. When he came to Cambridge

he was very deficient as regards mathematics, and, indeed, he thoroughly disliked the

subject. To obtain high honours at Cambridge it was absolutely necessary to excel in

this branch. It was said of him (as it has been said of some others) that at first he

began learning the propositions of Euclid by heart, without trying to follow the

reasoning. Be that as it may, he soon found the right method of study, and set to

work with indomitable perseverance to make himself master of the science. He had not

been four years at the University when, in his twentieth year, he attained to the proud

position of Senior Wrangler.

When the prize was won, Martyn was surprised to find how httle real gratification

its possession aflbrded him. There were in his soul deep spiritual longings which no

worldly successes could satisfy. It had been the dream of his young ambition to carve

out for himself a career as a lawyer ; but his increasing intimacy with Simeon filled hun

with new aspirations. It was one of the characteristics of that venerated divine to

imbue the minds of his young associates with ardent longings for the service of the

sanctuary. Henry Martyn resolved to devote his talents to the ministry of the Word, but

he had yet to take another step in the path of self-dedication. One day he heard Mr.

Simeon talking fervently of the self-denying labours of Carey ; about the same time he read

the marvellous story of Brainerd's work among the Indians. As he mused upon these

things, his own soul became fired with zeal for the missionary cause. The command, " Go

yc and teach all nations " came home to his soul as a direct personal injunction, and he
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resolved to consecrate his life to the service of the Cross in distant lands. The " Society

for Missions to Africa and the East," afterwards known as the " Church Missionary

Society," had recently been established, and to this organisation Henry Martyn ottered

his services.

But he was as yet too young to take orders. It was needful to go on with his

work as a tutor at Cambridge for a couple of years. In 1803 he went to Ely Cathedral,

with other candidates, and was ordained a deacon. To Martyn it was a very solemn

occasion, and he addressed some strong remarks to a fellow-candidate who was evidently

about to assume the ministerial office in a spirit of light-hearted frivolity.

He now became, for a time, the curate of his esteemed friend, the Rev. Charles

Simeon in the Church of the Holy Trinity at Cambridge, and also took charge of Lolworth

parish. Here he preached his first sermon, but soon he had to take his turn at

preaching in Trinity Church, w^ere the earnestness and pathos of his discourses were

strikingly ajiparent. He had been made a Fellow of St. John's College, and also

one of its Public Examiners, and still carried on tutorial work ; so that with

his clerical and academic duties, his time was fully occupied. But all these arrange-

ments he regarded as temporary, and still kept in view his high resolve to devote

himself unreservedly to the spread of the Gospel among the heathen. Nor did his

active engagements interfere with his deep spiritual exercises. Sometimes he

seemed inclmed to abjure everything that was not really devotional in its character.

He even struggled prayerfully against the pleasure, which he could not but feel, in

his professional perusal of the works of Greek historians and poets. Almost beyond

endurance was the misery into which constant self-contemplation sometimes plunged

him. And yet at another time he writes, " Since I have known God in a saving

manner, paintmg, poetry and music have had charms unknown to me before

:

I have received what I suppose is a taste for them, for religion has retined my mind,

and made it susceptible of impressions from the sublime and beautiful."

In 1804, Martyn's temporal prospects received a check. Through a disaster La

Cornwall, the property left by his father was all lost. To Martyn this would have

mattered little, but it was now needful for him to take such an appointment as

would enable him to support his sister. He obtained a promise of the next vacancy

that should occur amongst the chaplaincies founded by the East India Company,

and went down to Cornwall to pay a farewell visit to those who were near and

dear to him. Among these was Lydia Grcnfell, a young lady between whom and

Henry Martyn a strong mutual affection existed. Circumstances were .such that it was

needful for them to part without any definite hope of re-union. " Parted with Lydia for

ever in this life, with a sort of uncertain pain which I knew would increase to violence,"

is the entry in his journal. Mental anguish gave way at length to calm and comfort as

he became absorbed in his Master's work
; but we know well that, up to the very last, in

all his varied labours his dearest earthly hope was that Lydia might even yet be able

to come and work beside him.

Before his departure to the East, Martjai spent two months m London, studied

Hindustani, preached with his wonted fervour at St. John's, Bedford Row, and received a
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partuig blessing from the venerable Newton, expecting soon to be " gathered to his

fathers." He set sail on July 17th, 1805, from Portsmouth in the Union East Indiaman,

which, however, in consequence of an accident to one of the sixty vessels forming the

convoyed fleet, put into Falmouth harbour for three weeks. This was a j^recious respite,

although involvmg a second painful parting. He found his sister engaged to be married

in such a way as to relieve him from all anxiety as to her welfare, and as regards

Lydia, there was a renewal of hope and an agreement to correspond.

OLD PAGODA AT ALDEEN ON THE HOOGHLT.
(Henry Martyn's first home in India.)

And now the long voyage began in earnest. Martyn was soon hard at work at Hebrew
and Hindustani. On board the Union, besides crew and passengers, was the 59th

regiment, sent out to helj) in snatching Cape Colony from the Dutch. Martyn wanted

to do some good amongst this great concourse crowded together for so many weeks.

But he was only allowed to hold one service on Sunday, and officers sat drinlcing and

smoking within earshot of hi-s ministrations. It was evidently the general opinion that

it was a great bore to have a parson on board at all, and especially one so terribly in

earnest. He helped the cadets in their studies, and tried to talk to the soldiers and
their wives between decks, but the general tone of feeling wa's so adverse that he could
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do but little good. Still, some impression was made, and the Captain, who had been

one of his bitterest opponents, was anxiously calling for ilartyn to attend him on his

death-bed before the voyage was over.

The 59th landed at the Cajje, and Henry Martyn mourned over the bloodshed and

suftering that attended the seizure of the Colony. He tried to minister to the wounded,

and was much comforted and strengthened by meeting Dr. Vanderkemp and other

missionaries. The voyage was resumed, and at length the Union was sailmg up the

Hooghly. He was soon being nursed through his first fever in the family of the Rev.

David Brown, at Aldeen, near Serampore, who was the first chaplain appointed by

the Company in India.

Recovering from his illness, he continued his woi'k with Sanscrit and Hindustani,

and also sought opportunities for communication with the natives. Though in receipt

of his salary as chaplain, it was some time before the Company assigned him a station. He
wrote to Miss Grenfell and urged her to come out to India, as he found that his means

would be sufficient to justify them in marrying. Eighteen months of mingled hope and

anxiety followed before he received the letter stating that she could not accede to

his request.

ileanwhile, Martjai's personal trials had not interfered with his work and service. He
was no Baptist, but he showed a heartfelt sympathy with the little band of workers in the

adjacent town of Serampore, and Mr. Carey writes :
" A young clergyman, Mr. MartjTi, is

lately arrived, who is possessed with a truly missionary spirit."

Close beside the crumbling rivei'-bank at Aldeen, stands the picturesque ruin of an

ancient pagoda. It was for a time the dwelling-place of Henry ilartyn, and the scene

of his earliest eftbrts to bring the natives to Christ. Many a Christian traveller has

visited that sacred spot with loving remembrance of the departed saint. Gone for ever is

the open platform that once overhung the bank, and upon which the young missionary

sat in the cool of the day or knelt in prayer for the people. The pagoda had once

been a shrine of Radhabullub, but the river came nearer and nearer, and, inasmuch as

no Brahmin may receive a gift or eat his food within a hundred yards of the sacred

stream, the priests saw that they must either remove or suffer considerable incon-

venience. So the little black doll of an idol, famous as a work of art, and also for its

special sanctity—for it was stated to have been miraculously wafted to this spot—was,

with great pomp and ceremony, removed to a new temple further fi-om the shore. Mr.

Brown and other Christian residents had a place of prayer and praise fitted up with

an organ beneath the vaulted roof of the deserted shrine. As Martyn wrote, "The

place where once devils were worshipped, has now become a Christian oratory." It

was here, too, that he wrote, " I began to pray as on the verge of eternity ; and the

Lord was pleased to break my hard heart. I lay in tears interceding for the

unfortunate natives of this country ; thinking within myself that the most despicable

Sudra of India was of as much value in the sight of God as the King of Great

Britain." But he was not always absorbed in meditations and solitary prayer. He
was bravely active whenever opportunity offered. Once, as he sat here, he saw the

flames of a funeral pyre, and rushed off to hinder, if possible, the living sacrifice
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which he knew would take place. But the widow had been burnt with her dead

husband before he could interfere. He heard the hideous uproar from the gongs

and drums at Radhabullub's new temple, and strove to turn his feUow-creatures

from " a black image placed in a pagoda with lights burning round it " to the one

true God, whilst he himself "shivered as if standing, as it were, m the neighbourhood

of hell."

But the time came for Martyn to set out to his appointed station at Dinapore.

Mr. Brown and two or three fellow-Christian friends had a parting prayer-meeting

with him in the old pagoda. Martyn writes :
" My soul never j'et had such divine

enjoyment. I felt a desire to break from the body, and join the high praises of the

saints above. May I go in the strength of this many days ! Amen. I found my
heaven begun on earth. No work so sweet as that of j^i'aying and living whollj- to

the service of God." He went on his way up the river, and as he passed the

Baptist mission-house Dr. Marshman joined the party, and after going a little way with

them left them with prayer.

At Dinapore, his chief official dut}- was to minister to the soldiers, and to the

English residents and their families. He also held a service in Hindustani for the

soldiers' native wives. When the 53rd regiment halted for a time at Dinapore its

paymaster, Mr. Sherwood, and his talented wife stayed for a few days as guests in

Mart}ai's quarters. The lady describes Martyn's residence as " a church-like abode with

little furniture, the rooms wide and high, with many vast doorways, having their

green jalousied doors and long verandahs, encompassing two sides of the quarters."

But not a pillow could Mrs. Sherwood (who was suffering from neuralgia) find in the

place—only a bolster as hard as a pin-cushion.

The lady gives us a vivid descrij^tion of Martyn at this period of his life.

She says:—"He was dressed in white, and looked very pale, which, however, was

nothing singular in India ; his hau-, a light brown, was raised from his forehead, a

remarkably fine one. His features were not regular, but the expression was so

luminous, so intellectual, so affectionate, so beaming with Divine charity, that no

one could have looked at his features and thought of their shape or form : the out-

heaving of his soul would absorb the attention of every observer. There was a very

decided air, too, of the gentleman about Mr. Mart_)ai, and a perfection of manners,

which, from his extreme attention to all minute civilities, might seem almost incon-

sistent with the general bent of his thoughts to the most serious subjects. He was

as remarkable for ease as for cheerfulness. He did not appear like one who felt the

necessity of contending with the world and denying himself its delights, but rather as

one who was unconscious of the existence of any attractions in the world, or of any

delights which were worthy of his notice. When he relaxed from his labours in the

presence of his friends, it was to play and laugh like an innocent child, more

especially if children were present to play and laugh with him."

For a year and a half Martj-n worked at Dinapore, establishing schools, stud3'ing,

translating, preaching, and performuag pastoral duties for the Enghsh, who were spread

over a very wide area. His assistant in translation was Sabat, an Arab, with a strange
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and disappointing history. In past years he had been one of the most bigoted of

Moslems, and had brought about the martyrdom of his own bosom friend Abdallah,

when he found that his friend had become a Christian. Before Abdallah was

beheaded his hand was cut oft'. Sabat was standing by, and received from his tortured

friend a look of sorrowing pity which he could never forget. He came to India,

was led to search the Scriptures for himself, and after being baptised went to

Serampore. Here he helped in the translation that was always going on there, till

sent to help Martyn translate the Bible into Persian. He rendered effectual aid to

Martyn, but his wild manners were a constant source of anxiety, and his roaring

voice disturbed the missionary's high-strung nerves. His aspect, which at Serampore

liad been rather admired, was somewhat terrific, and Mrs. Sherwood depicts him as

the ideal of the Saracen's Head on the well-known sign. His gorgeous Oriental attire,

decked with jewels and embroidery, and the haughty demeanour which he cultivated,

licightened his singularity. Ultimately he became so sclf-opiniated that he would

argue for hours when the missionary differed from him over the translation, vmtil

Martyn could bear it no longer, and would go to a friend's house to escape the

distracting clamour. In the end Sabat relapsed into Jlohammedanism, and after a

few years of wandering life was cut in pieces and thrown into the sea at Acheen in

Sumatra, for offending the Mussulman chief with whom he had taken service.

The removal of Mr. Martyn to Cawnpore in April, 1809, brought him once more

into communication with his friends the Sherwoods. But the joiuuiey thither almost

killed him. He had to cross sandy plains in the face of a hot wind, and of the

last two days and nights he says :
—

" I lay in my palanquin, famt, with a headache,

neither awake nor asleep, between dead and alive, the wind blowing flames." He
fainted as he slipped into the bungalow of the Sherwoods, and for several days was too

iU to move from the couch that was prepared for him in the hall.

Convalescence saw him asrain at his studies and duties, which were similar to

his labours at Dinapore. But here he enjoyed the restful influence of congenial

companionship. Mrs. Sherwood's infant daughter Lucy, to whom, for her winning

gentleness, he gave the name of Serena, became a special favourite with him. When
urgently needing to refer to his Hebrew Lexicon, he would do without it rather

than disturb the silken-haired little mortal in white muslin who had perched

herself on the bulky volume.

An avenue of palms and aloes led up to the house occupied by Martyn at

Cawnpore. A long passage connected two bungalows, one inhabited by himself, the

other by Sabat and his wife. There was a pleasant garden, on one side of which

dwelt the servants allowed him by the Company, also sundry hangers-on, who for

subsistence depended on the daily handful of rice which Martyn gave them. Mrs.

Sherwood notes many curious features of this bachelor establishment. One evening

a party of invited guests was kept waiting an unconscionably long time for the

evening meal. The reason was that Martyn had suddenly remembered that he had

heard Mrs. Sherwood confess to a fondness for mutton patties. He ordered some to

be brought to table without a thought of the necessity for kilHng a sheep to
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procure the riiutton. On another occasion the Sherwood ^ noticed that the cheese on

Martyn's table was the very image of their own, and it came out that the servants

had combined to make one cheese do for both tables, and j'et had charged each

household with the cost. This was easily managed, as Martyn usually partook of

fruit for his evening meal, and only produced his cheese when the Sherwoods came

to supper.

An interesting feature of Henry Martyn's work at Ca\vnpore was his school—one

of several which he established in the district. Of this institution Mrs. Sherwood

gives a graphic description ; she writes :

—

" The master sat at one end like a tailor

on the dusty floor, and along under the

shed sat the scholars, a pack of little urchins

with no other clothes on than a skull cap

and a j^iece of cloth round their loins.

These little ones squatted like their master

in the sand; they had wooden imitations

of slates in their hands, on which, having

first written their lessons with chalk, they

recited them a pleine gorge, as the French

would say, being sure to raise their voices

at the approach of any European or native

of note. Now Cawnpore is one of the most

dusty places in the world ; the Sepoy lines

are the most dusty part of Cawnpore ; and

as the little urchins are always well greased,

either with cocoa-nut oil, or, in failure

thereof, with rancid mustard oil, whenever'

there was the slightest breath of air they

always looked as if they had been powdered

all over with brown powdei". Who that has ever heard it can forget the sound

of the various notes with which these little people intoned their 'Aleph, Zubbin ah,

Zair a, Paiche oh,' as they moved backwards and forwards in their recitations ? Who
can forget the self-importance of the schoolmaster, who was generall}' a grey-bearded

dry old man, who had no other means of proving his superiority to the scholars than

by making more noise than even they could
!

"

Towards the end of 1809, Martyn began out-door preaching to the natives. By

giving every attendant a piece (rather more than a farthing), a motley crowd was

collected in his garden every Sunday evening—often to the number of four or five

hundred. Frightful looking devotees, hideous with self-inflicted deformities, and the

very lowest of the vagrants that haunted the station, flocked hither to earn a coin by

listening to the missionary. The congregation were " clothed with abominable rags or

nearly without clothes, or plastered with mud or cow-dung, and with long matted locks

streaming down to their heels
;
every countenance foul and frightful with evil passions

;

HINDU SCHOOL-GIEL.
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the lips black with tobacco or crimson with henna. One man, who came in a cart

drawn by a bullock, was so bloated as to look like an enormous frog; another had

kept an arm above his head with his hand clenched till the nail had come out at

the back of the hand ; and one very tall man had all his bones marked on his dark

skin with white chalk, like the tigure of grim Death himself" It was hke a crowd of

phantoms from some delu'ious dream. In the midst of this repulsive assembly, and

conti'asting strangely with the loathsome forms that surrounded him, stood the pale

young missionary in his white dress, telling them of the only true God, and Jesus

Christ whom He has sent.

The congregation had been paid to attend, but did not feel bound to accept the

A HINDU SCHOOL.

teachings of the missionary, or even listen with decorum when his remarks

jarred with their prejudices. Ever and anon they interposed with frantic yells. It

became evident that his preaching and constant labours were telling on his consti-

tution. The medical men ordered him to leave off work and visit England, and

leave of absence was procured for him. He tells us in his diary how he dreamed

of a walk with Lydia, and woke to the remembrance that they were sixteen thousand

miles apart. He was evidently looking forward joyfully to a visit to England when

a new project took possession of his soul.

The Persian translation of the New Testament, over which he and Sabat had

spent so much time and labour, had not proved satisfactory. It had become evident

to the critical scholars at Calcutta that the work would have to be done over again,

to be of real service in the Mohammedan courts of India, where Persian is the poHte

51
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language. Martyn saw very clearly that the work could only bo effectively done in

Persia itself, where a translator would have the advantage of conference with

learned natives. He determined therefore to take the present opportunity of A-isituig

Persia, and i-esiding there whilst he revised his translation, mtending then to proceed

to Arabia and perform the same task with the Arabic version. He was in fi-ail

condition, but his Indian friends thought the journey might do him good, and it

would at an}' rate give him rest from the constant preaching which had told so

severely' on his constitution. "But can I then bring myself" (wrote his friend Mr.

Brown, of Aldeen), " to cut the string and let you go ? I confess I could not if

your bodil}' frame was strong, and promised to last for half a centurj^. But as you

burn with the intenseness and rapid blaze of phosphorus, why should we not

make the most of you ? Your flame ma}' last as long or perhaps longer in Arabia

than in India. Where should the phcenix build her odoriferous nest but in the

land propheticall}' called the 'blessed'? And where shall we ever expect but

from that country the true Comforter to come to the nations of the East ? I con-

template your New Testament springing up as it were from dust and ashes, but

beautiful as the wings of a dove covered with silver, and her feathers with j'ellow

gold
!

"

That out-door preachmg on the Sunday evenings had, indeed, been a terrible

strain upon MartjTi's power. He often began in a low voice, but strength seemed

to come as he ivanned to the work. In clear, fervent tones he delivered his message,

then with his own hands distributed the coins amongst the crowd, and retired to his

house to fall faint and exhausted on the couch. And what was the outcome of

all this toil and suffering ? So far as Martjm knew, only one poor woman had been

baptised as the result of all his labours amongst the natives at Cawnpore. He never

knew that Sheik Salah, a young Mussulman, son of a learned pundit at Delhi, had

received his message. This young man had distrustful doubts of his own faith

before that Sunday evening when he happened to be smoking with some companions

in a summer-house that overlooked Martyn's garden. They were at first intensely

amused at the English teacher and his horrible looking congregation, but Sheik

Salah heard words that night that sank deep into his soul. He heard Martj'n

preach several times, but never came into personal communication with him. After-

wards Sheik Salah was baptised under the n3,me of Abdul Messeh (servant of the

Jlessiah), and by his own efforts brought thirty-nine Hindus into the Christian

Church.

Martyn left Cawnpore on the 1st of October, 1810. On the previous Sunday he

saw his dear friend and successor, the Rev. Daniel Corrie, installed as chaplain, and

witnessed the opening of the church which had been rising through his exertions

whilst he was holding the church services in his own verandah. Another church nou-

occupies the site, erected as a memorial of those whose sad fate has for ever associated

Cawnpore with some of the most terrible incidents of the Mutin3^ In the evening

Martyn preached to his concourse of beggars for the last time, and afterwards, as ho

reclined prostrate with weakness, declared to his friends that he did not beUeve a-
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single person had received any religious impression during the whole course of his

Sunday evening services.

A month's journey down the Ganges brought Martyn, somewhat fecft'.ited by

the rest, to Mr. Brown's house at Aldeen. He preached for eight or ten Sundays at

Calcutta, and then bade farewell to all his Anglo-Indian friends, and set out alone,

and in feeble health, for the accomplishment of those services in his Master's cause,

which were to be the closing scenes of his long life-sacrifice. Our readers will find

the narrative of these events .in the chapter entitled " In the Far East."

In the year 1X14, through the persistent efforts of the Society for the Pro-

motion of Christian Knowledge, and of several leading English Churchmen, the East

India Company were induced to endow a Bishopric at Calcutta. Thomas FanshaVt'

Middleton, Rector of St. Pancras, London, and Archdeacon of Huntingdon, was

consecrated in Lambeth Chapel to be the first Colonial Bishop of England, with a

see that included all India and Ceylon, and ultimately the whole of Asia and the

Islands, with New South Wales, New Zealand, and Tasmania! An Indian Bishop

nowadays can rush across Europe, steam through the Suez Canal and the Indian

Ocean, and reach his Cathedral in a month. But Bishop Middleton stocked his cabin

with a Inmdred books in various languages, and settled down to his studies for his

long five montlis' voyage. He landed at Calcutta with his wife and two of his

Archdeacons ui November, 1814, and the entry was kept as quiet as possible, for fear

of native excitement. When he came to look round his diocese he found rather a

disheartening state of things. The scattered chaplains of the East India Compary

were at immense distances from each other, performing divine service on Sunda3'8 in

verandahs, dining-rooms, or riding-schools, and more than half inclined to look upon

the Governor-General as their Bishop, and to resent any further attempt at

organisation or chui'ch discipline. In imitation of the Baptist College at Serampore,

he set to work to establish a College at Calcutta for training young men (European

or native) for holy orders. He wanted to ordain some of the catechists trained

by Schwartz, but there were legal diflSculties in the way. He visited Tanjore, and

found Serfojee exceedingly polite. The prince came down from his throne to welcouie

the Bishop, and had Mrs. Middleton taken to the Zenana to see the ladies, whilst

her husband was being shown Serfojee's library and curiosities. The Bishop V/US

glad to find five hundred native Christians here, and that the good works estab-

lished by Schwartz were being kept up. Bishop Middleton was very assiduous ill

his episcopal labours, visiting the native Christians of Malabar, Ceylon, and else-

where, but circumstances did not admit of his engaging to any great extent in

direct missionary work. He was moreover fettered in all his eftbrts by an inelastic

State Church system, and was perpetually being worried bj' prejudiced officials

and rebellious subordinates. He died on the 8th of July, 1822, the victim of inces-

sant work and worry.

His successor was Reginald Heber, well known to many as one of the "sweet

singers " of the Christian Church, and whose hymns have taken a lasting place
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in the services of the sanctuary. He was born on the 21st of April, 17S3, at Malpas,

in Cheshire, of which place his fiither was rector. It was a family living, and

Reginald was understood to be consecrated, as it were, to the ministry from his bo}'-

liood. He was so well acquainted with the Scrijstures at five years of age that his

father could often save himself the trouble of referring to a Concordance by putting

a question to the child. He went to school at Neasdon, where he won the hearts

of his schoolfellows by his good nature, his overflowing fun, and adventurous daring.

He had read somewhere of wild animals being overawed by the steady gaze of the

human eye. He tried it on a bull in the field, but the animal did not properly

enter into the spirit of the thing, and charged so furiously that Heber was glad to

climb the fence rapidly and jump into the green pond beyond it. He excelled

in playground sports, and was ready to fight a bullj' when it seemed needful. But

books were his chief source of enjoyment, and his reading gave him material for

the stories to which his comrades were never weary of listening. But perhaps his

greatest pleasure was to stroll away alone and dream over Spenser's " Faerie Queene,"

or some other work of poetry, and he himself began composing verses at a very

early age.

Brasenose College, Oxford, received young Heber in 1800, and here, too, he led

a blameless life, and by his brilliant talents and untiring industry took high honours

in the University. In 1803, he gained the Newdigate prize for English verse with a poem

on " Palestine." Reginald's elder brother Richard was a man of culture and scholar-

ship, and had several literary friends. The most eminent of these was Walter Scott,

then chiefly known for his collection of " Border Minstrelsy." He was breakfasting

in Richard's rooms, at Oxford, in the course of a flying visit, when Reginald's poem, just

completed, was produced and read. Scott was delighted. " But," said he, " you have

missed one striking circumstance in your account of the building of the Temple—that

no tools were used in its erection." Before the party separated the young poet had

interpolated his well-known reference to the circumstance of which Scott had re-

minded him :

—

" No workman's steel, no ponderous axes rung
;

Like some tall palm the noiseless fabric sprung ;

"•

It was a memorable scene when, in accordance with the usual custom, " Palestine
"

was recited by its author in the Sheldonian Theatre. Miss Yonge has well described

it:
—"Reginald Heber, a graceful, fine-looking, rather pale young man of twenty,

with his younger brother Thomas beside him as prompter, stood in the rostrum, and
commenced in a clear, beautiful, melancholy voice, with perfect declamation, which

overcame all the stir and tumultuous restlessness of the audience by the power and
sweetness of words and action :

—

" 'Reft of thy sons, amid thy foes forlorn.

Mourn, widowed Queen ; forgotten Zion, mourn.

Is this thy place, sad city, this thy throne,

Where the wild desert rears its craggy stone

;

While suns unblest their angry lustre fling,

A.nd way-worn pilgrims seek the scanty spring ?
'

"
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" On flowed the harmonious lines, looking back to the call of the chosen, the

victory of Joshua, the glory of Solomon, the hidden glory of the greater than Solomon,

the crime of crimes, the destruction, the renewal by the Emjjress Helena, the

Crusades, and after a tribute (excusable at the time of excitement) to Sir Sidney

Smith's defence of Acre, gradually rising to a magnificent description of the

Heavenly Jerusalem :

—

'
'

• Ten thousand harps attune the mystic throng.

Ten thousand thousand saints the strain prolong:

:

Worthy the Lamb, omnipotent to save !

Who died, Who lives triumphant o'er the grave.'

"

The young poet held his cultured audience spell-bound, now hushed in deep

feeling, now roused to acclamations. Both his parents were present in this hour of

triumph. The mother went from the theatre to her son's rooms, and found him

overcome by liis feehngs, kneeling at his bedside.

After taking his Bachelor's degree, and receiving a Fellowship and other academic

honours, young Heber went for a tour in Northern and Eastern Europe. We see him,

in 1806, in a volunteer's red coat, figuring at a banquet of his brother's tenants. In

the following year he is ordained and becomes Rector of Hodnet. Two years later he

is married to Amelia Shipley, daughter of the Dean of St. Asaph. Thus possessed

at an early age of wealth, leisure, and good social position, endowed with literary

tastes and with his mind well stored it would have been httle wonder had Reginald

Heber, like so many others, resigned himself to a life of scholarl}^ indolence. But lie

worked hard as a parish p'iest, and qualified himself for the wider field of service
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that was as yet undreamed of. He saw tliere was a lack of hymns suited to con-

arrcations rather than to individuals, and wrote several which are assigned to

ftppropriate days in Church of England hynnials. He watched the growth of

jijissions under the fostering care of the dissenting bodies, and saw how needful it

was for the Church of England to take her right place in the forefront of the

mighty movement. Then there came to him the story of Henry JIartyn's life and

death, and the outcome of his emotions was the grand missionary trum|3et-call, " From
Greenland's icy mountains." The incidents of life that touched his deepest feehngs

often led hun to the composition of appropriate verses
;
thus the death, in 1817, of

a little daughter, whom, as he says, " he had the pleasure of seeing and caressing

for six months," led to that beautiful utterance of stricken yet triumphant faith:

—

"Thou art gone to the grave, but we will not deplore thee,

Whose God was thy ransom, thy Guardian and Guide.

He gave thee, He took thee, and He will restore thee.

And death has no sting, for the Saviour has died."
'

When, as already related. Dr. Middleton died, the Bishopric of Calcutta was

offered to Heber. From a worldly point of view it was not a position that he had

any need to covet. His home life was delightful, and his prospects good. In India

worry and toil would be incessant, and the result doubtful. But the man who had

striven to rouse the missionary fervour of the Church, was not the one to hold back

when the opening for foreign service was thus presented to him. " I hope 1 am

not enthusiastic," he writes, "in thinking that a clergyman is, like a soldier or a

sailor, bound to go on any service, however remote or undesirable, where the course

of his duty leads him, and mj destiny (though there are some circumstances in it

which make my heart ache) has man}^ very many, advantages—in an extended sphere

of professional activity, in the indulgence of literary curiosity, and, what to me has

many charms, the opportunity of seeing nature in some of its wildest and most

majestic features."

" Thank God for that man !

" was the fervent exclamation of a leading Wesleyau

after hearing Hcber preach his last sermon in Lincoln's Inn Chapel before leaving for

India. He went out full of ardour for his new duties, and m October, 1823, was

installed in his cathedral. Clergy were so scarce in Calcutta, that the Bishop had to

work as hard as any parish priest. He opened the college which his predecessor had

founded, and as the technical difficulties which hindered Middleton had now been

arranged, Bishop Heber, on Holy Thursday, 1824, ordained Christian David, a pupil

of Schwartz, and the first native of India admitted into Holy Orders by the Church

of England.

Bishop Heber as soon as possible set out to survey his diocese, or, at least, such

portions of it as were within reach. He journeyed up the Ganges to Dacca, Bankipore,

Dinapore, and other towns, here and there meeting with cheermg evidences of Christian

work. At Buxar ho found Captain Field holding crowded Sunday evening services

in his verandah, which many Hindus as well as the soldiers attended. Here, too, he

found Curreem Musseh, a converted Mohammedan, teaching school. The schoolmaster
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was simply dressed in a white robe and turban, but above liia desk hung his

.sword and sash, tor he had formerly been a Sepoy havildar. He Avas teaching

the boys to read Hindustani, and also to recite the Lord's Prayer and the Ten

Commandments.

The Bishop's journal traces his progress minutely, but we must pass on to the

sacred city of Benares, his entry into which is thus described in a letter to his wife

:

" I will endeavour to give you an account of the concert, vocal and instrumental,

which saluted us as we entered the town :

—

"First hrggnr: Agha Sahib! Judge Sahib! Burra Sahib, give me some pice; I am
a fakir ; I am a priest ; I am dying of hunger

!

" Bearers (trotting under the tonjon) : Ugh ! Ugh ! Ugh ! Ugh '

"Musicians: Tingle, tangle; tingle, tangle; bray, bray, braj^

" Chitprassee (clearing the way with his sheathed sabre) : Silence ! Room for the

Lord Judge, the Lord Priest. Get out of the way! Quick! (Then gently patting

flnd stroking the broad back of a Brahmin bull) : Oh, good man, move.

" Bull (scarcely moving) : Bu-u-uh.

"Second Betjijar (counting his beads, rolling his eyes, and moving his body back-

wards and forwards) : Ram, ram ! ram, ram !

"

The city of Benares, to which the Hindus gave the name of " Kashi," or " The

Splendid," is the most sacred city of India. Macaulay tells us how Hastings coveted

" that labyrinth of lofty allies, rich with shrines, and minarets, and balconies, and

carved oriels to which the sacred apes clung by hundreds." It was densely populated,

and religion and commerce brought thousands of pilgrims into its narrow streets,

which were rendered almost impassable by holy beggars and holy bulls. Long after

Heber's time, the British Government banished the holy bulls to the other side of

the river, and after some show of discontent the people learned to appreciate their

absence. Benares looks best from the river, where the carved marble palaces are

relieved by groups of trees, and where stately flights of stone steps conduct crowds

of worshippers down to the bathing places in the sacred stream.

Benares swarms with temples, and many deities are worshipped there, but

it is to Siva the Destroyer, the third person of the Hindu Triad, commonly known

as Mahadeva, or " The Great God," that the city is more especially consecrated. He
is usually represented in paintings as a naked man with a tiger-skin wrapped round

his waist, and his body well sprinkled with ashes. Deadly cobras are twined about

his neck and in his matted hair. He wears a half-diimken expression, in harmony

with his recorded habits. According to the Hindu Scriptures, he was always either

begging or drinking or enduring voluntary hardships and suft'erings. He is not said

to have accomplished any good action, and yet no other Hindu deity is so generally

worshipped ; but the upright column of stone that so frequently does duty as his

image in the temples, shows that an older and more esoteric worship has been

incorporated with that of Mahadeva.

Siva in his vagrant days had a faithful wife, Parvati, who, when her father refused

to invite her disreputable husband to a great festival, threw herself into the fire, and
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was burned to death. For this act she received the name of Sati, or the faithful

one, a name henceforth bestowed on every widow who cho.se to be burned alive

with her husband's corpse. Parvati reappeared on earth long afterwards to engage

in war with the race of giants. She slew the great giant-demon Durga, and all Bengal

still commemorates her prowess by suspending business for twelve days during the

great festival of Durga Puja. As Durga she is represented as a beautiful woman
with ten arms.

Very different does this goddess appear under her name of Kali—an ugly blade

woman with three glaring eyes, and with a huge protruding tongue reaching down

to her waist. Earrings and necklace are of human skulls, and a girdle of human
hands surrounds her waist. All these are trophies of her victories. She stands upon

the body of her husband, Siva. They say she was dancing with joy after conquering

all her enemies, and she danced so violently that the earth shook. To prevent its

destruction Siva fluns: himself at her feet. When she found herself dancinsr over his

body, she desisted and blushed for shame. Hence the protruding tongue, which to

this day (though certainly not in such an exaggerated form) is the prominent

characteristic of a Bengali blush.

Kali is supposed to be delighted with the smell of blood, and therefore abundant

sacrifices (happily no longer human) till her courtyards with an indescribable stench.

Upon her days of festival, crowds flock with their offerings from far and near, and

great numbers cut and burn themselves to win the favour of Mahadeva and Kali.

It may here be mentioned that this pair of deities had a son, Ganesa, the

god of wisdom, or, more correctly, cunning. Hindu men of business keep an

image of this elephant-headed deity in their shojos and offices, and begin the day by

bespeaking his kind offices in furtherance of their schemes. We are told that Ganesa

when bom had a human head, but that it was inadvertently burnt by the Sun, who

had called in to see the baby and congratulate its mother. Parvati therefore besought

her husband to procure another head for the child. Siva, being drunk, as usual, cut

ofl' the head of a passing elephant and clapped it on to his infant son, and so

Ganesa has been elephant-headed ever since.

Benares, then, is the headquarters of Siva worship. His recorded life was one of

frequent suffering, and so pain and laborious eft'ort are supposed to please him. For

hundreds of miles people journey hither on foot ; but for the last few miles, very

many measure theii' length on the ground at every step. To die in Benares is

considered to ensure a happy life hereafter, and therefore people who can afford it,

when they feel the end approaching floclc hither to breathe their last breath in

Siva's sacred city. Benares stands between the river Ganges and a road which leaves

the river-bank above the city and rejoins the river fifty miles lower down. All the

enclosed place is holy ground, and gives the same celestial privileges as the city

itself To account for the sanctity of Benares and its precincts, it is said that when

Siva, during a quarrel, struck off the fifth head of Brahma, it stuck to his hand

and could not be removed. Everywhere as he travelled he bore with him this proof

of the crime he had committed. But when he reached this s-pot, the head dropped
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from his hand, and he had peace. If coming here could atone for tlie sin of a god,

it seemed reasonable to suppose it could do as nuicli for his followers.

Close beside this great stronghold of heathen superstition, Bishop Heber found

ji church ready for consecration, and thirty converts, of whom fourteen were natives.

Availing to be confirmed. He visited a school founded by a wealthy Bengali who

was an admirer of Christianity. Here 140 lads were taught by English, Persian, and

Hindustani masters, under the presidency of an English catechist in training for the

ministry. Afterwards, as the good bishop was looking round in ono of the temples

of Siva, one of the brightest scholars he had examined at the school came up and

narrated in English the stories of the gods and goddesses, whose effigies were painted

on the walls. The young lad wore the cord of a Brahman, and the bishop saw how

Young India woidd slide into that policy of making the best of both religions, which

has since become such a marked characteristic of our Hindu fellow-subjects.

It had been found that in Benares, ever swarming with fanatics, street preach-

ing and similar methods could not be engaged in. But the agents of the Church

Missionary Society conversed much Avith people in private houses. ]\Iany persons

of rank were interested inquirers. Amongst these was Amrut Row, a j^ious and

charitable Hindu, who gave away in rice and money the value of 50,000 ru]iees

on the feast of his patron god, and at least three times that sum in the course

of the year. He had appointed a day for the Rev. Mr. Morris to see him, and tell

him about Christianitj^. But he died before that day came, and his body was being

consumed in the Burning Ghat when the bishop left Benares.

The bishop went on to Cawnpore, and as far north as Oude, confirming on the

way many converts who had been brought into the Church by Henry Martyn's friend

Mr. Corrie. After ten months' travelling he reached Surat, and from thence voj^aged to

Bombay, Ceylon (where he stayed some weeks), and Calcutta. Here he ordained

Abdul Messer (formerly Sheik Salah), Henry Martyn's unknown convert, whose brief

ministerial career of eighteen months was greatly blessed. After attending to

the affairs of the College, and receivmg into it with joy two or three young men

as candidates for the native priesthood. Bishop Hcber set out on another diocesan

visitation, which was to see the close of his life and labours.

He wont by sea to Madras, and occupied his time with some invalid soldiers,

who were returninar home, and with a heart-broken mother mourning for her babe

who died on the voyage. At Madras he was delighted with the schools, and other

good work progressing imder the care of Sir Thomas Munro, the Governor, and his

excellent wife. The bishop had been deputed by the Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge to present to the lady a vote of thanks from that Society for the good

works encouraged and aided by her in the schools of the Madras Presidency. Arch-

deacon Roliinson, who was present when this took place, says:
—"I have seldom

witnessed a more interesting or attbcting picture ; the beauty and gracefulness of Lady

Munro, the grave and commanding figure of the (lovernor, the youthful appearance

and simple dignity of the dear bishop, the beloved of all beholders, presented a

:scene such as few can ever hope to witness
!

"
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From Madras the bishop journeyed into the region where the Danish missionaries

had so abundantly iaboiu-ed. At Cuddalore he found the Christian converts very

badly off, but in Tanjore matters were more flourishing. Ho was delighted with the

simple faith and consistent lives of the native Christians in the villages.

Of our old friend Serfojee, whose connection with Schwartz has been described

in a previous chapter, Bishop Heber writes:—"I have been passing the last ibur

days in the society of a Hindu prince, the Rajah of Tanjore, who quotes Fourcroy,

Lavoilier, Linna;us, and Button fluently ; has formed a more accurate judgment of the

poetical merits of Shakespeare than that so felicitously expressed by Lord Byron; and

has actually written English poetry very superior to Rousseau's epitaph on Shenstone;

at the same time that he is much respected by the English officers in his neigh-

bourhood as a real good judge of a horse, and a cool, bold, and deadly shot at a

tiger." After referring to the prince's education by Schwartz, he says:—"To finish

the portrait of Maha Raja Sarbojee, I should tell you that he is a strong-built and

very handsome middle-aged man, with eyes and nose lilce a tine hawk, and very

bushy grey mustachios; generally splendidly dressed, but with no effeminacy of

ornament, and looking and talking more like a favourable specimen of a French

General officer than any other object of comparison which occurs to me."

Serfojee (or Sarbojee) had a son, a pale, sickly-looking lad of seventeen, who

spoke English imperfectly, and the father was lamenting the impossibility of getting

him properly educated in Tanjore. Heber ottered to take the lad to Calcutta,

accommodate him in his own house, introduce him into good English society,

superintend his studies, and procure for him the best masters to be found in India.

Both father and son seemed pleased at the proposal, but were doubtful as to the

consent of the lad's mother. " Next day," says Heber, " I had a very civil message

that the Ranee had already lost two sons ; that this survivor was a sickly boy ; that

she was sure he woulfl not come back alive, and it would kill her to part with him

;

but that all the family joined in gratitude, &c. So poor Seroojee must chew betel

and sit m the Zenana, and pursue the other amusements of the common race of

Hindu princes, till he is gathered to those heroic forms who, girded with long swords,

with hawks on their wrists, and garments like those of the King of Spades (whose

portrait-painter, as I guess, has been retained by this family), adorn the principal

room in the palace."

We can imagine the bishop's feelmgs when he found, that when Sei-fojeo was actually

the ruler of his territory-, he had permitted Christians to hold any office in the State,

but that since the East India Company had taken the administration of ali'airs into its

own hands, no Christians were admitted to Government employment. He warmly

denounced the lukewarmness and cowardice of the Government in its attitude towards

Christianity.

On Easter Day, Heber preached in the church that Schwartz had built, from the

words, " I am He that liveth and was dead, and behold I am alive for evermore."

More than thirty yeai-s had passed away since Schwartz ministered in that place, yet

many of his spn-itual children Avere present, and close by the pulpit was the marble
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THE GODDESS KALI.

monument reared by Serfojee to the sainted jDastor's memory. Thirty EngHsh and

fifty-seven natives came up to partake of the communion on this occasion. In the

evening Heber attended the Tamil service, and was rejoiced at beholding a reverent
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congregation of thirteen luuidred, all correctly taking their part in the liturgy. A
Hindu read prayers, a Dane preached, and the good bishop, thrilled with emotion,

gave the Benediction in Tamil to the surprised delight of all present. " Gladly would

I exchange yeai-s of common life for one such day as this
!

" was Heber's confession

when disrobing after the service.

After confirming a large number of persons at Tanjore the bishop proceeded to

Trichinopoly, where on the Sunday he preached and confirmed, but was evidently

unwell. Next morning, however, he held a Tamil confirmation in the native church, a

poor neglected building, and visited the schools, but was obliged to retire oppressed hy

A MISSIONARY OPEN-AIR MEETING.

the heat and bad ventilation. A deputation waited on him bringmg an address fi'om

the poor native Christians, lamenting that they had been without a pastor for two

years, and earnestly beseeching the bishop to send them one. Heber was intensely

mterested in their condition, and eagerly tallied over the matter with his companion.

Archdeacon Robinson, to whom he mentioned a Danish minister whom he thought

he should appoint to the care of these poor people. To recruit himself after his

exertions, Heber presently visited the bath—a separate building near the house.

It measured fifteen feet by eight, and had stone steps descending seven feet into the

water. A servant waited outside whilst he bathed, lut becoming alarmed at the length

of time that elapsed, he ventured to look m, and saw with amazement the lifeless body

of the bishop lying in the water.

So perished Reginald Heber, in his forty-fourth year, zealous in good works to the
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last hour of his life. Unsuspected disease had been developing for years. They buried

him next day in the church at Trichinopoly, where a tablet to his memory displays

no elaborate eulogy, but simply warns the living—" Be ye also ready
!

" His dying

wishes for the neglected native Christians of Trichinopoly were not unheeded. English

Christians sent money in abundance ; a church and three schools were established, and

the pastor whom he had himself named was placed in charge.

Heber's successor, Bishop James, died very shortly after his arrival. Bishop Turner's

episcopate was also very brief, and when he passed away, in 1828, men noted with

dismay that four Bishops of Calcutta had died at their post in nine years. Several

clergymen of eminence refused the appointment, dreading it as a sentence of death.

But at length the parish of Islington (London) had the honour of giving up its

venerated and beloved vicar, Daniel Wilson, to be for six-and-twenty years the guiding-

spirit in the Church of England missionary work in India. During that quarter of a

century, in addition to his episcopal and missionary labours, he strove earnestly t&

induce his fellow-countrymen to cease from that fostering of heathenism, and that

indulgence in vice and irreligion, which had cursed our rule. But to a large extent

he pleaded in vain, and before his death the land was reeking with blood in the

terrible year of the Mutiny, and the horrors of Cawnpore and Lucknow were the

miserable fruits of ruling for Mannnon and Belial instead of for Christ.

Daniel Wilson was the son of a wealthy silli-manufacturer in Spitaltields, and after

being educated in a private school at Hackney, was apprenticed to his uncle in

Milk Street, Cheapside. It Avas a busy house, where some of the yoimg men seldom

had occasion for their hats except on Svmday, for the half-holiday movement was as

yet undreamt of Young Wilson, fortunately for his health, was a good deal emploj'ed

in outdoor work—visiting banks, merchants' offices, and so forth. On Sundaj's all

went to church with their employer and his ftimily. Wilson managed to study in the

evenings, though without any definite object. As regards religious matters, he wrote in

after-years that at this time he had no faith and no understanding—that he never

prayed, that he had vile thoughts and did vile things, and was altogether a castaway.

Of course, like most such confessions, this was an exaggerated picture. He was

neither better nor worse than the average yoimg city men of his time. A few words

spoken by a companion in March, 1796, led him into serious thought and anxiety.

He began to pra^'. He consulted John Newton, Richard Cecil, Rowland Hill, and other

leaders of religious life in London. He passed through a long time of doubt and

despondency before he was able to struggle forth into the light. " Yesterday and to-

day," he writes to a friend after taking his first cornmunion, "have been, I think, the

happiest days of my life. The Lord shines so upon my soul that I cannot but love

Him, and desire no longer to live to myself, but to Him. ... I have felt great;

desire to go and do anything to spread the name of Jesus ; and I have even

wished, if it were the Lord's will, to go as a missionary to heathen lands."

It was thirty-five years before the last aspiration was realised—years of earnest work

and service in his own country. He was still a City apprentice and his father and

his uncle were both averse to the desires which he expressed to become a minister.
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Rowland Hill plainly told him, ' You have bound your.self for a certain number of years,

and that obligation is superior to any other." But, as time passed on, it was seen

that his longings proceeded from no passing influence, and so (largely through Cecil's

influence) his relatives allowed him to leave business, and he Avas entered as a student

at St. Ednumd's Hall, Oxford. Wilson worked hard as an undergraduate, and tlid

fairly well with his academic studies, but was not renowned for brilliant scholarship.

No one was more astonished than himself when he took the prize for English pi"ose,

and had to read his essay on " Common Sense " in the Sheldonian Theatre on Com-
memoration Day. Amongst those who were warnily applauding him as he came down

from the rostrum, was a young man who then took his place, and read a poem on
" Palestine." It was Reginald Heber, iii whose footsteps Wilson was to tread long

afterwards on the banks of the (ianges.

Daniel Wilson was ordained, and became a curate under the well-known Rev.

Richard Cecil, at Chobham, in Surrey. In 1809 (having previously married his cousin

Ann, daughter of his late master in j\Iilk Street, Cheapside), he was ti'ansferred to St.

John's Chapel, Bloomsbur}'. Here he laboured for fifteen years. Ho had no parish

work ; his Sunday services and sermons were his chief engagement. He always chose

his text on ilonday morning, and spent the week in bringing every possible light to

bear upon it. His preaching, though elaborate and thorough, was intensely earnest

and forcible, and a crowd of intellectual men used to u'ather to hear him. Amongst

these were Zachary Macaulay and his son Thomas, the historian ; A\'illiam Wilberforce

and his son Samuel ; and Mr. (afterwards Sir James) Stephen. His preaching did not

always take immediately with those who heard him for the first time. " I will never

hear that Daniel Wilson again," said a young law3-er. But he came again, and then

declared, " I will never hear any one but Daniel Wilson if I can help it."

He was always ready to confer with earnest inquirers ; hundreds, chiefly Avell-to-da

people, came to him for spiritual advice, and he gave up much time to this service.

Of mere visitors, however, he was somewhat impatient. His old friend Mr. Basil

Woodd used to say of him, " When I go to see ilr. Wilson, before I have well settled

myself in my chair I hear him say, ' Good-bye, dear Basil Woodd ; here is j'our hat,

and here is your umbrella
!

'
" " No doubt," adds his biographer, " aftection was in some

degree checked, and a certain kind of influence forfeited, by this, and some persons-

may be disposed to blame it ; but the man who himself fills a public post, with

unceasing engagements, and every hour occupied, will not be inclined to throw the'

first stone."

But Wilson also gave a great deal of time and energy to the help of Christian-

Societies, often travelling great distances to speak on and of some good cause. He-

overtasked his strength, and for a 3"ear or two was stricken down by painful ailments,,

that all but put an end to his career. But he was raised up to be for eight years

vicar of Islington, where his unceasing and indefatigable laboiu-s were long remembered.

Here, in 1827, his beloved wife was laid to rest. Of his six children, three died in

childhood ; one grew up to manhood, but died on the Continent. His daughter

Eliza went forth to cheer his widowhood, and his eldest son Daniel succeeded to the
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vicarage of Islington when the father left England as Bishop of Calcutta, m June,

He found scant furniture in the episcopal residence at Calcutta, and when he

asked the Archdeacon why his orders to procure all that was needful had not been

attended to, that functionary is said to have replied, " I thought this would be enough

to last for six months." It had come to be considered that a Bishop of Calcutta would

not want goods and chattels for any long period ! But the new bishop took every

precaution, hved quietly two years to get acclimatised, and then flung himself with

Ardour into the long series of labours and journeyings which he kept up till just before

his death, at the age of eighty.

In 1834 the bishop began his first long journey. He visited Penang and

Moulmein, examining schools, confirming convert.s, and consecrating a church built of

teak wood, with each pillar a single teak-tree. Then he proceeded to Ceylon, and from

thence into the Madras Presidency, where some laborious work awaited him. There had

been sad declension among the native Christians ; in one year 168 had gone back to

he.'.thenism. The policy of keeping up caste distinctions in the churches made it easy

to retrosrrade. Had caste been broken, there would have been an irrevocable barrier

against returning to the old life. But the bishop found aU sorts of unchristian dis-

tinctions kept up, and saw that the time had come to make a bold step in advance.

He ordered that all catechumeirs should, for the future, renounce caste before being

baptised or confirmed or allowed to partake of the communion, and that all distinction

as to place or precedence in church should cease.

The bishop's letter fell on the churches hke a thunderbolt. The warlike Sudras,

whose proud boast it was that they sprang from Brahma's shoulders, were indignant.

At Trichmopoly a large number left off attendmg the services. At Vepery the Sudras,

with their catechists and schoolmasters, walked out of the church when the bishop's

letter was read, and for some time held a service of their own. At Tanjore there

were now 7,000 Christians, 107 catechists, and four native clergy superintended by

Kohloff. Here it seemed as if a formidable schism would be developed. The bishop

<!ame, and was met on the bank of the Cavery by Kohloff and Nyanapracasem, the

last survivors of Schwartz's co-workers, accompanied by the faithful members of the

church and the school-children. The Hmdu was the eldest, a picturesque old man

with snowy hair, who, as he fervently clasped the bishop's hand, blessed God for his

coming. Then followed a conference with the cUssentients and a service in the church,

to which the Sudras came, but kept themselves separate. The bishop preached from

the text, " Walk in love, as Christ also loved us," and a catechist translated every

sentence into TamO. There was a time of deep silence after the sermon, and then, at

the bishop's request, the whole congregation repeated these words m Tamil—" Lord,

give me a broken heart to receive the love of Christ and obey His commands."

Much private labour with individuals followed, as well as a two days' stormy

conference with the main body of dissentients. Eesistance was kept up for a time,

though many returned, one by one, to their allegiance. Serfojee was now dead, and

his son, who had been prevented from accepting the advantages which Bishop Heber
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offered him, had grown up an indolent, pleasure-loving prmce. He was very poUte to

the bishop, who noticed that the young man had taken upon himself to try and

improve Flaxman's fine statue of his father. He had actually had a coloured turban

with black feathers and tassels substituted for the white marble turban which originally

cro-wned the statue.

At Trichinopoly the bishop preached with reverent emotion from the same pulpit

from which Heber had preached his last sermon nine years before. Seeing a number

of the caste party standing about in groups instead of sitting down with the

A CHILD TAUGHT TO ADORE SIVA.

congregation, he walked up to two or three of the foremost and led them to seats.

They could not but conform when thus "personally conducted" by a bishop in his

robes, and the rest were soon induced to follow their example. The communion was ad-

ministered to 147 persons, and Sudras, Pariahs, English and Eurasians, were purposely

mixed. Thus, by firmness, the victory over caste was accomplished in the church of

Trichinopoly.

The bishop again visited Tanjore, where he found the dissentients were still

coming back by degrees, and then proceeded to C^alcutta. On his way there he visited

the gi-eat temple at Puri, where Jagganatha, the Lord of the World, sits in darloiess.

To this habitation of cruelty and uncleanness, thousands of pilgi-ims flocked at the great

festivals, paying a poll-tax to the English authorities, who thus became partners in the

abominable system.

In 1836, Bishop Wilson visited Bombay and the ulterior of India, and found a

52
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most deplorable ignorance of religion amongst the English officers and residents in the

service of native princes. Many of them had seen nothing to remind them of

Christianity since they came out as lads to India. Extending his journey northwards,

lie reached Delhi, where he had the pleasure of consecrating a church—a iine domed

buildmg, with porticoes and flights of steps and marble pavement. Colonel Skinner, a

stout warrior, came in helmet and glittering uniform to ask the bishop to consecrate

the church which he had built. Twenty years before, as the colonel rode into Delhi

amongst the array that captured it, he had looked upon the coimtless domes and

minarets, and had vowed that the cross of a Christian church should be seen amongst

them.

At Allahabad the bishop saw the crowds of pilgrims bathing in the Ganges, and

was indignant that here, too, a Christian Government should be guilty of making a

profit out of heathen superstitions. He brought away a pilgrim ticket, " 76,902," and

used it as his text with such effect both in India and in England, that in the following

year the poU-tax at Puri and also at Allahabad was abolished.

Krishnagnr, 130 miles from Calcutta, is the headquarters of the worship of

Krishna, the eitjlith incarnation of Vishnu. Krishna's life is detailed in the " Vishnu

Purana," a work written about a thousand years ago, evidently by a person familiar

with the Christian New Testament. Many incidents are copied, and the name

(pronounced Kreeshta) is very similar to Kreesht, the Hindu for Christ. But here

all similarity ends, for Krishna was thoroughly bad, and only used his superhuman

power to gi'atify his own inclinations. Impurity and dishonesty were the prominent

featiu'es of his career, and his professed followers, probably about one-sixth of the

Hindus in Bengal, display the same characteristics. The name of his wife, Lakshmi,

is seldom mentioned, but Radha the cowherd's wife, the object of his evil j^assion, is

always associated with him, and " Radha Krishna 1 Radha Krishna
!

" is the formida

repeated hundreds of times by his adherents. There is no element of terror in

Krishna worship ; songs of passionate love are sung to hiin in his temples, and his

festivals are, above all others, days of gladness and pleasiu-e.

To Krishnagnr the bishop was called in 1840, in consequence of a reinarkable

movement towards Christianity in the district. In a previous visit in 1837, he had

found two agents of the Church Missionary Society keeping a school here, but

having no adult converts. But now there were hundreds of serious inquirers, and

numbers waiting to be baptised, having been for months instructed and prepared by

the missionaries. At Anunda Bass the bishop baptised 150 at one time ; at Rano-

bunda 250 ; altogether about a thousand in the different villages. All were ready to

renounce " all idolatry, feasts, poojahs and caste," and gave evidence of thorough

conversion. The work has proved permanent, and, in the very .stronghold of Krishna,

the power of faith in Christ has been manifested.

After twelve years of service Bishop Wilson's health gave way. He had a fever

at Umballah in November, 1844, from which he rallied, but in such an enfeebled

condition that he was ordered home for a long rest. He unwisely hurried to England

by the Red Sea route instead of the long sea voyage, which to many Indian invaUds
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•fias given such robust health that their friends in England have thought sick-leave

was very readily granted. But Wilson reached England " worn, pale, thin ; the hollow

eyes buried in the brows, the knees feeble, the nerves shaken, and the whole body

agitated" Slowly he gained strength, and the lingering traces of the jungle fever were

driven away by his native air and the pleasant change of scene. He enters in his

journal: "Went to No. 31, Milk Street, where in 1792 I was an apprentice. I visited

the warehouse, coiuiting-house, parlour, kitchen, bedroom, where I passed with my
.staff over Jordan in my boyhood." He preached in his old pulpits, and gave number-

less addresses at public meetings, and in his sixty-eighth year i-eturned to his Indian

labours—just two yeai's after being stricken do^vn by fever. In the following year he

consecrated his cathedral, of which he had laid the foundation-stone seven years

before, and towards the cost of which he had himself given £20,000. He was in his

seventy-third year when he undertook a fourteen weeks' voyage to Sarawak and back to

conseci'ate a church. Not long after, Mr. McDougall, of whom we have more to say

in another chapter, was consecrated in the new Calcutta Cathedral as first Bishop

of Labuan and Sarawak.

Bishop Wilson had many attacks of illness in 1850, and in iJeccmber of that

year was prostrated by a terrible accident. He was knocked down by striking against

a "jill-mill," or wooden shutter, in his verandah. On being raised, it was found

that his thigh was broken. He was not expected to survive, but the good old man

was very resigned and cheerful, and when in too much pain to sleep, was thankful

that he could still pray.

In the following year came the terrible time of the Indian Mutiny. Blood was

flowing all over the land, even in the very churches where he had laid his hands

upon the heads of the converts. But he rejoiced to see those converts remaining

steadfast in that wikl trial-hoiu'. \\'hcre Christianity prevailed in any district, all

remained tranquil, and where the rebels were revelling iu outrage and slaughter, the

native Christians took no part, but either hid themselves away or suffered with the

English. The bishop's last sermon was preached on the day of fasting and humiliation

which he had appointed on July 24th, 1.S.57. It was a fearful moment :—men were

standing aghast with horror at the news from Cawnpore and Lucknow, and no one

knew whether worse horrors might not yet be in store. The old man, with the

burden of his fourscore years, preached comfort and encouragement, but faithfully

pointed out the errors of the past, and declared that in Christianity al<me was there

any hope for the future. Till the close of the year Bishop Wilson was gradually

sinking. "All going on well, but I am dead almost. Firm in hope." 1'hus he wrote

on New Year's Day, 1858, and at the dawn of the next day his spirit passed to

its eternal Home. His body was laid in the grand cathedral, the erection tif which

had been (as he considered) the crowning work of his episcopal life—an outward

and visible sign in the sight of all men of the importance and dignity of Christianity

in the capital of oiu* Indian Empire.

Not to be buried in Calcutta Cathe'dral, but to be swept away by the mighty

Ganges, so that " no man knoweth of his sepulchre to this day," was the lot of
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the next bishoja ol this diocese. Dr. Cotton was a man ot refined hterary culture,

and yet one of the humblest and most earnest of Christians. His sympathies were

broad and keen. His widow says of liim :
—

" He never heard a false religion in-

considerately or contemjDtuously denounced in the presence of its votaries without

a jar on his own mind. Once, mdeed, he wrote, with more bluntness than was

usual with him :
' If I were a Hmdu I am sure I should be exceedingly angry at

hearing my religion so abused.' " Calm in temper, clear in perception, sound iii

judgment, Bishop Cotton travelled to and fro in his diocese for eight years, building

up the Church and helping and directing its aggressive warfare.

He was a child when, in 1813, his father, Captain Cotton, was killed in battle, and

in his twelfth year he went to Westmmster School. In that purgatory for boj's of

gentle disposition he suffered much, but by his quaint humour won himself an in-

dependent position there, and became known as a "good angel" to many a suffering

junior. He passed through Cambridge, became one of Arnold's assistants at Rugby,

then head-master of Marlborough College. During six years' residence he completely

re-organised that institution, which he left in order to undertake episcopal duties at

Calcutta.

He came upon the scene when the after-effects of the Indian Mutiny were every-

where painfully ajiparent. He had to work hard to reorganise the mission that had

been deserted, and to regain ground that had been lost. But stiU the work of wiiming

souls from heathenism was carried on ; converts were gained, and often in a manner

to wm fi'om those who were witnesses the exclamation :
" This is the Lord's doinsf, and

it is marvellous in our eyes." In all this work Bishop Cotton took a warm interest,

and, wherever possible, an earnest part. " I have been deeply impressed," he writes to

Dr. Bradley, " with the reality and thoroughgoing character of the whole business, and

I entreat you never to believe any insinuations against missionaiy work in India, or to

scruple to plead, or allow to be pleaded in your chapel, the cause of either the Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel, or the Church Missionary Society. All the English

humbug, the pettj' rivalries between the two societies, the nonsense which one hears

from a wandering deputation, vanish in this land where the real work is going on, and

the actual contest is waged between Christ and Belial."

In 1S64 he wrote to Dean Stanley in cheerful mood :
" Do you remember that

in 1858 you and I drank tea together in Dean Trench's drawing-room ? I wonder

whether in 1868, when, if alive, I shall be entitled to furlough, we shall drink tea

together in Dean Stanley's drawing-room ? " That anticipated meeting was never to

take place. In ISGG, when fresh out of a fever at Kooshteah, he had gone to a

consecration service, and was returning to the vessel in the river just as night was

settmg in. Owing to currents, churs (sandbanks), and the precipitous nature of the

banks, it was impossible to bring any vessel up close. The Bliotas was lying out in

full stream. Between it and the shore was anchored an intervening flat, which had to

be crossed. Somewhere on the perilous causeway of planks bridging the water the

bishojj's foot slipped, he fell, and was never seen again. The increasing darkness, the

unsteadiness of the platform, his near-sightedness, his bodily weariness, and the weakness
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CALCUTTA CATHEDRAL.

following recent fever, all doubtless conspired to bring about the mournful catastrophe.

He had done much for the cause of religion and education in India, but much more

was still expected from him when he was thus snatched away in full mental vigour.
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NOT far from that famous Pass of Killiecrankie, where " Bkiidie Claver'se," otherwise

" Bonnie Dundee," tell in the moment of victorj-, stood the old farm-house of

Auchnahyle, where, on April 2.5th, ISOG, was born Alexander Duff, destined hereafter

to do in India a mighty work, of which the far-reaching results cannot as j'et be

righth" estimated.

Of the picturesque scenery that surrounded the home of his childhood, Alexander-

alwaj's retained a vivid remembrance. By Indian rivers and amongst Indian

mountains, he alwaj's looked back with delight to the foaming Garry and the wooded

glens of the Grampians. His father, James Duff, was a man of godlj- zeal at the

prayer-meeting and in his own family worship. He carefully instructed his children

in Bible history and doctrine, and made them familiar with the heroic stories of the

Scottish martyrs. He used also to show them coloured pictures of Jagganatha and

other heathen gods, and led them to take a warm interest in the work of the

Gospel messengers in foreign lands. Little did he think that one of those listening-

children was to go forth as leader in a grand attack upon the \evy citadel of

Indian idolatry. Another powerful mfluence upon Alexander Duti's earlj- mental

development was the recitation of the poems of Dugald Buchanan, who, amongst

Gaelic bards, ranks next to Ossian. The appalling scenes described in " The Day

of Judgment" so affected the lad's mind that one night he dreamed of the Great

White Throne, and the whole human race waiting for judgment. He thought

his own name was about to be called, and, tlu'illing with terror and alarm, he

awoke. He prayed fervently for pardon ; the impression on his mind was so deep

that he could not rest till he realised a sense of acceptance with God in Christ

Jesus.

There were two streams near his father's cottage to which they had removed from

Auchnahyle. Into one of these the boy fell and narrowly escaped drowning. One

eveninff he was restinsr beside the other stream, when, as his bioafi'apher tells us, " he

dreamed as he lay on its banks among the blaeberries musing alone, that there shone

in the distance a brightness suiiJassing that of the sun. By-and-bye from the great

light there seemed to approach him a magnificent chariot of gold studded with

gems, drawn by fiery horses. The glory overawed him. At last the heavenly chariot

reached his side, and from its open window, the Almighty God looked out and addressed

to him, in the mildest tone, the words, ' Come up hither ; I have work for thee to do.'

In the effort to rise he awoke with astonishment, and told the dream m all its
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details to liis parents. Not long before his death he repeated it in this form to his

grandson, so deep and lasting had been the impression."

The village " dominie " of Monlin parish was a learned man, but was not

sufficiently alive to his responsibilities. He mended watches and fiddles, and let the

scholars hear each other's lessons, and often wont out tishinsf whilst his wife conducted

Bible-reading with the pupils in the kitchen. So, in his eighth year, Alexander was

sent to a school further off, and, after three years' rapid progress, to the school twelve

miles off, at Kirkmichael. This school, kept by Mr. A. Macdougall, was the making of

Duff. Amongst his fellow-pupils was Duncan Forbes, afterwards well known as Pro-

fessor of Oriental Languages in King's College, London. " What would I have been this

da^'," wrote Duff to Macdougall, long after, "had not an overruling Providence directed

me to Kirkmichael School ? " His fourteenth year was spent at Perth Grammar School,

where ho largely increased his knowledge of classical and English literature. Amongst

the books which he took back to his Highland home was Milton's " Paradise Lost

"

—a book that exercised a vast influence over him. It was always in his pocket,

and portions of it were read every day. " Thus," says Dr. Smith, " the ' Paradise

Lost' moulded his feelings and shaped his thoughts into forms peculiarly his own.

The Gaelic Buchanan and the English Milton, the Celtic tire and the Puritan imagina-

tion, feeding on Scripture story and classic culture, coloured by such dreams and

experiences, and directed by such a father and teacher—these were used to send

forth to the world, from the bosom of the Grampians, a tall, eagle-eyed, impulsive boy

of fifteen."

His father gave him £20 to finish his education, and henceforth the lad was

at his own charges. He went to St. Andrews University, and soon won highest

honours in Greek, Latin, Logic, and Natural Philosophy. He obtained a scholarship,

which supphed him with the means to live, before that £20 from the parental store

was exhausted ; he won his degree of M.A. ; but he realised something more precious

than all these scholastic triumphs. He sat at the feet of Dr. Chalmers, who was then

rousing in sleepy St. Andrews a fervour of spiritual life that had scarcely been

witnessed since the memorable days when the Scottish Parliament of 1650 declared

that '-this glaid tydingis of the kyngdome sail be precheit through the haill warld

for a witnes unto all natiouns, and then sail the end cum."

Alexander Duff, and several like-minded young men, founded a " Students'

Missionary' Society." Most fervent and most dedicated of that little band was the

lamented John Urquhart, who had given himself up for work in India. Duff had

talked and written much of Urquhart, and his father was deeply interested in the

subject. In 1S27 the son had come home for the winter vacation. " The usual budget

of intelligence was produced, but as the parents hung on their son's revelations, now

with tears, now with smiles, and ever with thankfulness and pride, the loved name of

his Jonathan was not once mentioned.
"

' But what of your friend Urquhart ?
' at last exclaimed the father.

"
' Urqidiart is no more,' said Duff with the almost stern abruptness of self-

restraint ; and then slowly, wistfully added, ' What if your son should take up his cloak ?
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You approved the motive that directed the choice of Urquhart
;
you commended his

high purpose. The cloak is taken up.'

" Mother and father were awed into silence at this, the first breaking to them, or

to man, of the vow that had akeady been made to God."

Roused to a sense of its responsibilities by Dr. Inglis and Dr. Chalmers, the Church

of Scotland resolved to send a missionary to India, and Alexander Duff was chosen

for the service. He completed his course of studies, and was duly ordained in April,

1829.

In July he married Annie Scott Drysdale, of Edinburgh—for thirty-six years his

devoted wife. " She worthily takes her place among those noble women, in many
lands of the East, who have supplied the domestic order, the family joy, the wedded

strength, needed to nei-ve the pioneers of missions for the unceasing conflict that ends

in victory."

The East India Company's ship Ladij Holland bore Mr. and ilrs. Duff towards the

land of their adoption. They passed through a severe stoim in the Channel, and

were depressed by the sight of a timber-laden vessel, swept by the waves, and not a

living soul upon it. They were detained at Madeira by storms for about a month, and

held Sabbath services, which were attended, amongst others, by the well-known novelist

Captain Marryat. Contmuing their voyage, they came within thi'ee hundred yards of

a pirate ship, but the frigate which had accompanied them, to look out for these

gentry, came to their rescue, and the Lady Holland was unmolested.

But the worst danger was to come. On nearing Cape Town, the vessel struck on

some reefs of rock over which the billows were dashing furiously. She became a total

wreck, and crew and passengers were only saved with great difficulty in the long-boat,

which bore them to the adjacent sandy shore. In the darkness of midnight the boat

had to make three perilous journeys amongst the surging billows and the mass of

floating wreckage before all were brought safely away. They were now on Dassen

Island, ten miles fi-om the coast and forty from Cape Town. The sole human inhabitants

were two Dutchmen who were collecting the eggs of the myriads of penguins that

frequented the islands. Upon these eggs the shipwrecked companj' had to subsist until

deliverance came.

A sailor who had been one of the most interested in the missionary services on

board the ship was strolling along the beach, and suddenly came upon Mr, Duff's large

quarto copy of Bagster's Bible, presented to him by friends at St. Andrews, and a

Scotch psalm-book. The box in which they had been packed was dashed to pieces.

Joyfully the sailor took these treasures to the hovel where the passengers were sheltered.

All hearts were moved at the incident. They came forth to the open beach and

knelt round ]\Ir. Duff as he read the 107 th Psalm with its wonderful description of

deliverance in deep waters. To Mr. Duff himself it taught a special lesson. Of eight

hundred volumes representing every department of knowledge, these two were all that

had not been either utterly lost or reduced to mere pulp. All his journals, notes,

memoranda, and essays had shared the .same fate. "They are gone," he wrote to ^h:

Inglis on reaching Cape Town, " and blessed be God, I can say, gone mthout a nuu-mur.
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So perish all earthly things ; the treasure that is laid up in heaven alone is unassailable."

Henceforth the human learning he so dearly loved was to be a means and not an

end. The Bible, so marvellously presei'ved and placed in his hands, was to be his

great weapon in his conung conflict with the time-worn creeds and superstitions of India.

DE. DUFF'S BOOKS FOUJJD ON THE BEACH.

The shipwrecked band could see from their island refuge the white mist that

hovers over Table Mountain. The Irish surgeon was sent to the mainland in the

Dutchmen's skiff, and in four days time an English brig of war, sent by the Governor,

bore away the unwilling tenants of Dassen Island in safety to Cape Town. Here the

Duffs were detained for weeks, and then had to pay exorbitantly for a passage

forward in the Moira. Troubles were not over yet. Contrary winds drove theln

far out of their course ; a hurricane nearly submerged them off Mauritius ; and
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not until the end of May did the Moira sight the pilot brig in the muddy

waters where the (Janges and the lirahraapootra mingle their currents. The vessel

was soon carefully steered up the Hooghly and moored off Saugar Island. It had

been a day of fearful heat, and was followed by a terrible cyclone. The three

anchors were of no avail, and wind and storm-wave jointly lifted the vessel on to

the steep nuiddy bank, with ten feet of water on one side of her, and sixty or

seventy on the other. The vessel wedged itself into the clay, but' kept heeling

over more and more towards the deep waters. It was an awful night—the hurricane

blast howled in the pitchy darkness, and ever and anon vivid flashes of lightning-

revealed the tunuiltuous floods that were submerging the low-lying delta lands.

At dawn, by the help of natives with a rope, the passengers got on to a bank,

where they were still, however, up to the waist in rolling waters. They hiu-ried

inland, but notwithstanding the tempest, the natives, for fear of losing caste, would

not admit the shipwrecked party to their houses. They had therefore to take refuge

for twenty-four hours in the temple of the great sage Kapila, of whose famous

curse, and all that resulted from it, we have spoken in a previous chapter. Then in

small 'dinghies" they reached Calcutta, terribly exhausted and covered with the

nmd of Saugar Island. Small wonder that the natives of Calcutta shoidd exclaim,

when their newspapers told of the repeated shipwrecks, " Surely this man is a

favoinite of the gods, who must have some notable work for him to do in India."

Mr. and Mrs. Duff were most cordially received by the Governor-CJenei-al, Lord

William Bentinck, and his accomplished and amiable wife, as well as by many other

persons of note in Calcutta. Alexander Duff, in his twenty-fifth year, is described as

"a tall and handsome man, with quivering voice, flashing eye, and restless gesti-

culation, Avhcn he first told the ruler of India what he had given his life to do for its

people."

The first thing to be done was to get a clear idea of the situation. So ]\Ir. Duff"

visited all the missionaries, and inspected all the village schools and chapels in the

district. Six weeks of the hottest and wettest portion of the Bengal year were

spent in this work. Last of all he visited Carey at Scrampore. It was on a blazing-

day in July, 1830, that the J'oung missionary, full of Scottish fire, strode up the steps,

of the college ghaut and sought the simple study of C^arey. There he came upon

"what seemed to be a little yellow old man in a white jacket, who tottered up to-

the visitor, of whom he had already often heard, and with outstretched hands solenmly

blessed him." Duff had made up his mind that his life-work was to give young

India, and especially its Brahmanical element, an English education, saturated with

the Bible. Carey heartily approved of the plan. It woidd not in any way interfere

with the work of the ordinary evangelist. " While you engage " (wrote Mr. Duff

to the Indian missionaries) " in directly separating as many precious atoms from the

mass as the stubborn resistance to ordinary appliances can admit, we shall, with the

blessing of God, devote our time and strength to the preparing of a mine and the

setting of a train which shall one day explode, and tear up the whole from its-

lowest depths."
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Witli a tow selioliirs Mr. hull' lici^'iin llu! work, in a, liall dhUiiiu'd lor liini liy

Ramiiuiliun Koy, the lliiulii 'I'licisl. liaimiiolniu lioy's I'litlicr, the (lescendanl- ol' ii

loiiLf lino ui holy ascotics, liiul ri'tin-d in (lisL;iist ironi tho sorvioc of Snriij-n(l-l)ov.lii,

(the j)(>r|t(!trator of tlu! " illack llolo" atrocity) bofoi'c his son's hirtli in 1774. \'iauig

Ranimohnn was a born in(|niri!i'. llo stiuUcd lij'ahnianisni, HiKMliisin, Mohanmicdanism,

lint I'oniiil no satisfac^tion in a,ny of tlioiii, and then look rdnnc^ in I'anlhoisni, and

afterwards in )inro Theism, llo liad managed to shako tho faith of his niothor, who

had boon all hor life a zcalons dovot-oe. She ditul at I'nri dnring tho festival of

lagganatlia, and bofor(^ sotting ont oonfcssod to hoi' son, " liannnolinn, you aro right,

bnt I am a wi'ak woman, and grown too t)ld U> gixc np riles whioh aro a comfort to

mo." Hor gifted son liad, nnfortnnaloly, not fonnd a Saviour to whom hi^ could i)oint

lu'r in their jilaco.

lianunohnn and his friends had for som(^ tinu! cai'riod on Thoistic worship in

Calcutta. It was tho hall whioh they va(^atod for a nc^w building that Rammohun now

l)rocure(l for Jlr. Duff. His views were by this time so developed that he rceoginscd

a personal (lod in the Christian sense, and had tho highest veneration for tho teaching

of Christ. IJoforo his death ho came to believe in tho Divinity of our Saviour's

mission, although not in tho deity of His person.

At the o[)ening of tho school, Rannnohun attended. Mr. Dull' olVored the Loi'd's.

Prayer in Rongali, and then asked tho older [)upils to read from the (iospcls. "This

is the Christian Shaster," oxolaimod on(! of t,hom
; "wo aro not Christians. How then

can we read it ^ It may make us Christians, and our friends will drive us out of

eastc." '^Jlien Rannnohun ]{oy seized tlu^ (expected ojijiortunity. Ho rose and told

thorn of Christians who had road tlui Hindu Shastors without becoming Hindus, and

how he himself had road tho Koran without becoming a Mussulman, and the whole

Riblo without becoming a ('hristian. "Why, then, do you fear to read it:'" ho con-

tinued; 'read and jndgo for your.selvos. Not com])ulsion, but enlightened jiersuasion,

which you may resist if you choose, constitutes yon yourselves judges of tlu^ contents

ot th(! book." For ten months tlus Hindu reformer came daily to the opening Bible

lesson, and when he left for England his oldest son gave his fr(v|uont jire.scnce and

counsel to the work.

It was very laborious work. Tho nundior of at-tcnders had gone uji to .'JOO, all

learning tho English alphabet from a teacher Avho Avas sitting up half iIk^ night

])reparing graduated school-books. He used to paint wooden lettei's, whitdi ho put in

a grooved frame in sight of all his scholars. He began by teaching thorn () thoroughly,

ho thou put ii|i X, and presently ])Ut tho two together and tuhl them what ox meant

in English. Now ox-carts abound in Calcutta, and tho drivers were astonished at

being saluted with shouts of "ox, ox," whenever they passed any of Duff's pupils. The

lads were simjily delighted to show off their English.

Of course, till English was mastered, instruction in other subjects had to bo

imparted in Bengali. As tho school increased, more accommodation was obtained. Mr.

Mackay, and subsequently Mr. Ewait, were sent out to help. Pundits wei'o engaged to

work in tho liongali department under supervision, and altogether tho school became
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one of the ,nost_ famous institutions of Calcutta. Europeans who came to thefn-st aimual exammations were amazed at the results which had been obtained Anappeal .vas made to Mr. Duff to found a school of a simHar character at Takeeoity miles off and bmldmg and appliances were promised. A fellow-passenc^e;W ^the IW. who had been helpin, him at CaJtta, was sent as .UZX
The excitement amongst the natives during this period was very great "Thevthrew open the very doors of our palanciuin," .vrote Mr. Duff "and pom-ed in dS

A CTCLOKE ON THE HOOGHI.Y.

-.pjaieauons with a pitiful earnestness of countenance that might have softened aheait ot stone. In the most plaintive and pathetic strains they deplored their

™;r; ^f
'^^ ^'•'^^^^ f- 'English reading; .English knowledge.' They constantly

.appealed o the compas.sion of an ' Ingraji/ or Englishman, addressmg us in the styleof Onental hyperbole, as 'the great and fothondess ocean of all imaginable excellencies'

some would say, "Me good boy, oh take n.e;' others, 'Me poor boy, oh take n.e;'some Me
^ read your good books, oh take me;' others, 'Me know your command-ments. Thou Shalt have no other gods before Me, oh take me;' and many by wayof hnal appeal 'Oh take me, and I pray for you.' And even after the final choice

Celv
'"

' '"'• '°'''"'"''^ ^''''' "* ''''' candidates that it was found abso-lutely necessary to issue small written tickets for those who had succeeded ; and
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to station two men at the outer door to admit only those who were of the selected

number."

Secular knowledge was, of course, the main attraction, but these earnest and

inquiring youths did not by any means treat the Bible-reading as a mere form. They

took a keen interest in the Scripture history, and also m the Scripture doctrmes.

Many were the evidences that showed how much the purity and loveliness of Divine

teaching impressed the minds of the scholars. When they were reading the First

HIXDn OX-WAGGONS.

Epistle to the Corinthians, and came to the words, " Charity endureth all things," the

young Brahman, who at the opening of the school had protested against reading from

the Christian Shasters, exclaimed, " Oh, sir, that is too good for us ! Who can act up

to that ? " Another young Hindu, after the reading of the Sermon on the Mount, often

exclaimed during the next few weeks, "
' Love your enemies ' Bless them that curse

you
!

' How beautiful 1 How Divine ! Surely this is the truth
!

"

The spirit of inquiry which had been roused in the minds of the pupils was furthei

stimulated by the public lectures on C^hristian evidences and similar subjects delivered

by Mr. Duff and his associates. Mr. Adam and Mr. Hill, of the London Missionarj-

Society, and Mr. Dealtry (afterwards Bishop of Madras) lent good aid in this service.

Crowds of young Hindus became as familiar with Christian history and teaching as
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with their own intricate and whimsical mythology. They could not but see that in

point of reasonableness and common sense their own system could not hold its ground.

Then, too, their own sacred books are held to be infallible authorities as regards science

and philosophy, which are so interwoven with the system of religion that all must stand

or fall together. It became impossible for these intelligent youths to credit a system

of geography that supplied seas of butter and seas of treacle, whilst astronomical and

other phenomena were accounted for in a similar lunatic fashion. Doubt led to doubt,

and young Bengal took to holding debating societies, and circulating journals, in which

they denounced and ridiculed the Hindu religion as vile and corrupt, and unworthy

the notice of rational beings. Some refused to wear the Poifo, or sacred thread, which

was the sign of their pure Brahmanical descent. Others, when enjoined to recite

the Miintras or prayers, would repeat lines from Homer's Iliad.

One of the most noteworthy of the Brahman youths in this time of excite-

ment and unrest was Krishna Mohan Banerji. His talents and acquirements were of

a high order. He was an excellent Sanscrit scholar whilst yet in his teens, and

good judges found a difficulty in deciding whether his compositions in Bengali or

English were more to be preferred. He still retained his caste and his high place in

Bengal society, but he had lost all faith in Hinduism, and Avas seeking the truth

amongst the various religious systems that surrounded him. His reputation for scholar-

ship, and his powerful mental endowments, made him a leader amongst his fellow-

students, who eagerly sought his company. One day a few of these called for him at

his father's house, and finding him absent agreed to wait for his return. They were

all sceptics, and ready to vie with each other in showing contemjjt for old opinions

and restrictions. " Let us try what Christian food is like ! Let us have a beefsteak
'

"

was suggested in a spirit of bravado by one of the party. The proposal was received

with hearty acclamations, and a sample of the unclean food of India's foreign masters

was sent for from a neighbouring hotel. These young men, vdio had been chiefly

brought up on rice, foimd the steak good, but it seems to have had an intoxicating

effect upon their frugally nourished frames. They had the audacity to pelt a respect-

able Brahman family with the scraps that Avere left, calling out at the same time that

it was " the flesh of kine." There was immediately a tumult and almost a riot. The

young infidels were obliged to make themselves scarce in order to escape a merciless

beating by the infuriated crowd, who came with clubs to vindicate their outraged religion.

But this was not the end of the aftair. In native circles all over the city

nothing was talked of for a time but the sacrilegious " beef dinner " of the young

Brahmans. Many an orthodox zealot wont about in hourly expectation of an awful

judgment on Calcutta to expiate the crime. Krishna Banerji had not been present

at the unholy repast, but his avowed heretical opinions and his high standing among

his compeers marked him out as a suitable person to make an example of He was

called upon to make public profession of Hinduism, or threatened with excommunica-

tion from his caste if he refused. He resolved to abide by his convictions. He was

forthwith disowned by his family, and became a disgraced outcast in the ej^s of the

orthodox. Bravely and resolutely he fought his way in the world, winning general
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admiration by the way in which he edited the English newspaper called the Enquirer.

This journal was for a time the brilliant organ of those Bengali seekers after truth

who had cast off Hinduism, but who were not satisfied with the Vedantic Theism of

Rammohnn Roy, nor yet prej)ared to accept the Christianity of the missionaries. For

a year Bancrji struggled with his doubts, then through Mr. Duff's ministrations he

arrived at a clear understanding and reception of the truths of Christianity, and ho

became a member of a Christian Church. He was afterwards ordained by the Bishop

of Calcutta, became the minister of a handsome church which was erected tor him

in that city, and was subsequently appointed one of the Professors at Bishop's College.

He was the author, editor, or translator of numerous books, both English and Bengali.

Year. by year the work grew, till the institution became a flourishing college, with

an average attendance of eight hundred. But during those years ilr. Duff had never

lost sight of the great missionary object which was, after all, the mainspring of the

enterprise. He had a private class on week-days, when inquirers were taught more

fully the doctrines of Christ, as well as Bible-classes, and services in Bengali and

English on Sundays. A few converts were gathered in, one by one. Of these one was

Anundo Chund llozoomdar, the youth who had been so impressed by the Sermon on

the Mount. Ho had renounced caste and idol-worship, and passed through a period

of atheism till he found rest in Christ. Another young convert was Gopenath Nundi^

who came weeping to Mr. Duff's study and asking, " Can I be saved '.
" He, too, foimd

peace in the Saviour. His family shut him up for a time, and then advertised him

in the newspapers as cast off for ever. Nothing moved him. His brothers and friends

made a final effort to retain him. They offered to give him wealth and all that heart

could desire, and even to coimive at his private belief in Christianity, if only he would

refrain from open profession. Terrible was the piercing shriek of his sorrowing mother

as Gopenath finally rejected all their overtures. The lad wept but his faith remained

steadfast. Of his heroic courage in the terrible year of the Mutiny we shall have to

speak by-and-by.

Five years of ceaseless labour had, in 1834, reduced Mr. Duff to such a state of

ill-health and feebleness, that it was absolutely necessary for him to leave India for

awhile. The terrible cyclone of May, 1833, carried an East Indiaman of 1,500

tons several miles inland, destroyed hamlets, and scattered hundreds of thousands of

bodies of human bein; s and cattle over a wide extent of ctnmtry. Pestilence followed

in the track of the tempest. Mr. Duff and his family, going to inspect the prosperous

school at Takee, had to force their boat through a mass of putrid bodies of men and

beasts. The return journey by palanquin was worse. Mr. Duff was struck down by

jungle fever, and recovered only to be again prostrated by remittent fever ne.xt year.

He appeared to bo dying, when Sir Ronald Martin brought him back to consciousnsss

and ordered him home forthwith.

Duff spent his furlough in rousing England and Scotland to the claims of the

mission cause. During this visit Marischal College, Aberdeen, bestowed on him the

degree of D.D. The autumn of 1839 saw him and his devoted wife again seeking

their field of service. They found the institution flourishing. The Rev. W. Ewart
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and the Rev. J. Macdonald had gone out to it, and were doing good service. There

were now live earnest missionaries at the head of this noble establishment. Several

high-class youths were living as converts at the institution, or at the houses of the

missionaries. One of these was Lai Behari Day, who has smce written a graphic

little work, entitled " Recollections of Alexander Duff, D.D." He gives us the following

beautiful picture of Dr. Duff in his personal association mth his students :

—

" After my baptism, I took up my abode with Jagadishwar and Prasanna, who

were living in Duff's house. . . . We there messed together by ourselves ; but we

joined Dr. and Mrs. Duft' at faniil}- worship both morning and evening. Duff was

A CHRISTIAX FAMILY OF HINDUS.

punctual as clock-work. Exactly at eight o'clock m the morning—not one minute

before or after—the prayer-bell rang and we were all in the breakfast-room, where

the morning worship used to be held. Duff was always observant of the forms of

politeness, and never forgot to shake hands with us, asking us the usual question,

' How do you do ?
' By the way, Duf["s shake of the hand was different to other

people. It was not a mere formal, stiff, languid shake ; but hke everything else of

him, it was warm and earnest. He would go on shaking, catching firm hold of your

hand in his, and would not let it go for some seconds. The salutations over, we took

our seats." After referring to the Psalm-singing, reading, and comment which

followed, the narrator says—" Oh, how shall I describe the prayers which Duff offered

up both morning and evening ? They were such exquisitely simple and beautiful

prayers. Much as I admired Duff in his public appearances—in the pulpit and on

the platform—I admired and loved him mfinitely more at the family altar, where m
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a simple and childlike mamier he devoutly and earnestly poured out his soul before

our common Father in Heaven. . . . I as a young convert experienced sensations

which it is impossible to describe. I felt as I had never before felt. I seemed to

breathe the atmosphere of heaven. I seemed to be transported into the third heaven,

standing hi the Holy of Holies, in the presence of the Triune Jehovah."

The Scotch missionaries in Calcutta were working steadily on, when, through

causes that need not be discussed here, the Church of Scotland was riven in twam.

Dr. Duff and his co-workers unanimously gave in their adhesion to the Free Church.

In all justice their institution and library and appliances, built or supplied from private

gifts and legacies, ought to have remained theirs ; but, as seceders, they had to leave

all and found a fresh estabhshment. They procured a large native house, in which

ministers and teachers and over a thousand pupils met for the first time on March 4th,

1844. Thus was the Calcutta Free Church Institution founded. There was a spacious

hall, once devoted to heathen revelry, but now dedicated to Cluistian teachmg

and the worship of the living God. The very shrme of the family idol was made

into a class-room, in which the younger children were taught to read the words of

Jesus.

The branch schools in the rural districts next claimed Dr. Duff's attention.

Whilst visiting these he saw the need of a school in a certain populous district, and

found an empty bungalow and grounds just suitable for the purpose. But he would

require 6,000 rupees to erect buildings and start the institution properly. He was

revolving in his own mind how to procure the amoimt. Just then he received a letter

i'rom Sir James Outram. That high-souled warrior had received £3,000 as his share

of prize-money on the capture of Scinde. Of this " blood-money," as he called it, he

would not touch a farthing. He had spent the bidk of it among the jDhilanthropic and

religious charities of Bombay, and now wrote to ask Duff (whose career he had watched

with admiring interest) whether the balance of 6,000 rupees would be of any special

use to him on the banks of the Ganges ? Dr. Duff' gladly accepted the sum, and

bewan to build at once. Thus the Bansheria school came into existence, through the

opportune help of the great Indian soldier who afterwards reUeved Lucknow, and whose

statue adorns the Thames Embanlcment.

There was great excitement amongst the orthodox Hindus of Calcutta when

they saw numerous conversions of high-class j-ouths taking place at the Free Church

Institution. An intensely interesting case was that of Umesh Chundar Sirkar. For two

years he was secretly wrestling with the impressions made on his mind by the college

Bible teachings. As soon as he showed a bias towards Christianity his friends got

him to read the works of Paine, the infidel. The perusal of these writhigs only

confirmed his convictions, and he resolved to be an obedient follower of Christ. But

he was only sixteen years of age ; his father was a stern bigot ; his child-wife was only

ten years of age, and he longed to take her with him into the Saviour's fold. For

two years this married boy and girl robbed themselves of slumber in order to seize

their only opportunity for searchmg the Scriptures together. The)' had thus read much
of the Bible, when Umesh Chundar bought his wife the " Pilgrim's Process " in

53
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Bengali. She was now twelve (a womanly age for India), and as she read she turned,

appealingly to her hu.sband. " Is not this exactly our condition ? Are not we now
lingering in the City of Destruction? Is it not our duty to act like Christian—to

arise, forsake all, and flee for our lives?" At the next idol festival, when women
visit their friends iia palanquins, Umesh seized the opportunity, and with his bravo

young wife got safely to Dr. Duff's house.

There was a raging tumult round the house for some days, but the J'oimg people

would not go back. Then there was an appeal to the law courts, but Sir Laiu-cnce Peel

investigated the case, and decided that the youth was of legal age to choose for

himself The young people were accordingly baptised—" the first instance (in Bengal)

of a respectable Hindu and his wife being both admitted at the same tune, on a

profession of their own faith, into the Church of Christ by baptism."

There was great trouble a few weeks afterwards over a young student, who'

subsequently became the Rev. Baikunta Xath De, of Culna. He was forcibly abducted

from the house of Dr. Thomas Smith during that missionary's absence, and chained

up in the house of a distant relative. Whilst thus imprisoning him, they surrounded

him with every opportunity for indulgence in sensual pleasures, and deliberate!}' tried,

to pollute his morals so that he might feel unfit to go back to his Christian friends.

After a time the place of his captivity was discovered, and a writ of habeas corpus

served. In after 3'ears this youth became an earnest and faithful preacher of the

Gospel.

To Dr. Duff's editorship of the Cdlcuffa Jievinr, and other literary work, we can

only here give passing allusion. He was delighted to aid in the philanthropic work of

Calcutta, and did good service when the Medical College Hospital for the poor of all

creeds and races was opened, just after Bengal had been desolated by fever and cholera

dm-ing the latter rains of 1844. A native (one of Dr. Duff's chief opponents) gave the

ground for the hospital, and all creeds imited in the effort to jirovide for its

maintenance.

In 1847 came the news of the death of Dr. Chalmers, and the Free Cliurch of

Scotland loudly called for Dr. Duff to come home and take the veteran's place at the

head of the New College in Edinbiu'gh, the fountain-head of Free Church life. But

Dr. Duff refused to abandon his missionary calling, consenting, however, to go home
and assist in such reorsfanisinsr work as mioht be found needful. Before doino- so he000 o

resolved to make a survey of the chief Indian mission-fields.

He tirst went by steamer to Madras, and then by palanquin through the

Trichinopoly, Tanjore, and Tinnevelly districts. It was a fearful journey to undertake

at tliat season of the year. When he left Madras, on ilay 11th, the thermometer

stood at 97" in the shade. At C'hillumbrum, on the ISth, he relates how the water he-

sipped was not tepid, but positively hot. Ink dried on the paper as fast as he wrote.

On May 21st he reached Tranquel)ar, " the classic land of modern Protestant missions."

He visited the new church whic:h Ziesrenbak- erected in 1718, the old one which he

erected in 1706 having been swept into the sea. Dr. Duff' writes, " I mounted the

pulpit, and with no ordinar}' emotion gazed aromid from the position from whicL
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Ziegenbiilg and Grimdlei' and Schwartz so often proclaimed a free salvation to thousands

in Tamil, Danish, German, and Portuguese. At the end of one of the wings at either

side of a plain altar lie the mortal remains of Ziegenbalg and Grundler. I stood with

not easily expressed feelings over the remains of two such men, of brief but brilliant

and inunortal career in the mighty work of Indian evangelisation. Theirs was a loity

and indomitable spirit, breathing the most fervent piety."

])r. Duff then visited Ziegenbalg's house, and mourned over the dilapidated

remains of the famous old library. There was a pile of MSS. in the handwriting of

the missionaries ; some had been sold as waste-paper ; some, it was reported, had

been used as wadding for the guns of the fort.

At Combaeonum Dr. Duff' entered the region of pagodas—the marvellous vestiges

of the famous Dravidian dynasties, "as remarkable a group of buildings as are to

be found in provinces of similar extent in any jiart of the world, Egypt, perhaps,

alone excepted, but they equal even the Egyptian in extent." There are thirty groups of

temples in the Tanjore district—each group a vast aggregate of courts and buildings

—a veritable city of priests and ]jrostitutes—approached on every side by immense

gateways between elaborately sculptured towers of gigantic height. The most famous

of these temples, the Seringham pagoda, near Trichinopoly, was visited by Dr. Duti', He
and his companion were conducted through six of the seven gi'eat courts or squares

whose high and massive walls rise one within the other—each wall at a considerable

distance from the next, and havinff its own "iyantic enti'ances and vast toAvers com-

pletely covered with mythological sculptures. Into the seventh enclosure, the " holy

of holies," none but the sacred Brahmans might dare to enter. Close to the seventh

court was the great mandapum for pilgrim worshijipers—the roof upheld by a thousand

lofty columns. Dr. Duff was taken to the roof of this building to get a general view

of the whole temple, his attention being specially directed to the gilded dome over the

shrine of the principal idol. It was getting dark when they descended, and they Avere

preceded by torch-bearers. They were next ushered into a room lit by large lamps, and

were seated on chairs, whilst a number of massive boxes with large locks were placed

in a row before them. These were opened one after another to display some of the

jewels and ornaments of the god of the shrine. The missionary was astonished at the

profusion of gold and jewels shown to him—amongst other things, large vessels of solid

gold, from one to several stones each, and golden ornaments studded with diamonds,

rubies, emei'alds, and pearls. The silver ornaments and vessels were simply countless.

" I had alwaj's looked on the accounts of such things as hyperbolic exaggerations

before," remarks our cautious Scotch doctor. He was most surprised at the great

golden idol—a hollow figure so constructed that it could be taken to pieces and put

together again. Each separate portion was of massive gold. " The immense size of

the figure," says Dr. Duff', " may be inferred from this : when the feet and the hands

&c., were shown us in parts, I took the hand from the wrist to the extremity of

the fingers, and having applied my ami to it, found it extended from my elbow

rather beyond the top of my middle finger ; the feet and every other part in pro-

portion. The figure, therefore, joined and compacted into one, must form a huge
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statue of at least fifteen feet in height, all apparently of soJicl gold." The joints were

concealed by a profusion of ornaments and jewellery, and, no' doubt, when erected, and
wearing all its ornaments, it would be one of the most wonderful sights of its kind

in the world. It is carried about at festivals on a brazen platform, overlaid with

massive gold, and the long projecting arms of the idol rest on the shoulders of the

bearers. The doctor was also shown a covering gown of the deity; apparently a fabric

of gold-thread tissue, plentifully inlaid with pearls.

THE EEV. ALEXANDER DUFF.

All these costly treasures. Dr. Duff pomts out, " were the gifts of kings, princes,

and nobles when Hinduism was in its prime; and must convey an awful idea of the

hold which it took of a people naturally so avaricious, ere they would be so lavish of

their substance. Whoever desires to know what a potent—yea, all but omnipotent

—

hold Hinduism must once have taken of this people, has only to take a visit to the

great temple of Seringham ! It is worth a thousand fruitless arguments and declama-

tions." The jewels of the idol are valued at half a million sterling, and the cost ot

rearing the vast temple, even with cheap Indian labour, must have been double that

sum.
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Our good doctor was, naturally enough, sadly indignant at seeing the riches of

the earth alienated from its rightful Lord to " a rival deity that holds millions in

thraldouL" But a further trial of his allegiance was to take place, of which we must

quote his own naive description :
—

" A ring of ropes " (he says) " was placed around

us and the lights, and boxes of gods and their ornaments, to keep otf the immense

crowd which gathered to witness the spectacle ' Then the guardians of the temple

came to me and asked if I wished to see a nach (a dance of the prostitutes of the

temjjle). In a most emphatic way, and in a tone indicative of real displeasure, I said,

' No, no ; I wish nothing of the sort. It would give me real pain and not pleasure ; do

not, therefore, for a moment think of it.' The giuirdians, or trustees of the temple, spoke

a little broken English, so I spoke it simply that they might understand me. Still,

whilst the ornaments were being exhibited, I heard the tinkling of bells, and the

preparatory notes of instiiiments of music. Then sideways I saw a procession of the

temple girls, gaily and gaudily arrayed, march with the bearers of all manner of

musical instruments. I took no notice of it, but felt pamed and wounded to the

quick, I said nothing to my companion. But as they were about to open new boxes

of ornaments I abruptly rose and said I had seen enough as specimens of the whole,

thanked the trustees for their courtes}-, and begged to bid them ' Good-bye
!

' On
which -one of them cried out in broken English, ' Oh, sir ; oh, sir, your honour not

stop to see the fun
!

' meaning the intended dance. ' No, no,' said I, moving hastil}' on,

' I liave seen enough—more than enough—may the Lord forgive me if my curiosity (or

rather my desire to know what heathenism really is) has led me beyond the thi'cshold

of forbidden gTound.' Ho saying, and rushing precipitately forward, the rope ring was

raised to let me pass on with my friend. The crowd hurled themselves pell-mell

inwardly, and so ' the fun ' for that time was at an end.

" With joy I again got out and began to breathe the fresh air of heaven,

thankful to have escaped the sad contagion. But doubtless, the matter-of-course

way in which they expected that the crowning gratification on our part would be

to see the dance, must sei-ve as an index to their ideas of our countrymen generally,

judging from past experience."

The temple has an income of f-t.OOO from land, besides the abundant offerings

of pilgrims. At the outer gate Dr. l)uft' saw, with astonishment, the huge stones,

twenty or thirty feet long and live broad. The Hindus ascribe this work to the

gods ; and it is certainly ftxr beyond any mechanical skill and power which they them-

selves possess at the present day.

In the Tanjore district. Dr. Duff earnestly looked for traces of Schwartz ; the

room in which he died, the pulpit from which he preached, the stone that covers

his grave, and the monument reared to his memory by the Maharajah of Tanjore.

" This monument," says the doctor, " has been pronounced a failure, a disappointment

;

I know not why. Hen of the world, men of carnality, men of mere ostentation and

show in the fine arts—that is, men guided and lorded over by the senses—may discern

nothing ver3^ remarkable, very striking, very imposing, veiy overpowering there. But

the Christian, the Protestant Christian, cannot help being overpowered. ... I gazed
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nt tlie monument as if I were in a trance. I had no consciousness as to wliat had

become of my companion ; I was Hterally absorbed. . . . There was a spell-hke

power in that simple monument. . . . Before me in solid well-grained marble, in bold,

but not obtrusive or glaring relief, was the couch of the dying saint ; on it stretched,

lay the pale, bald, worn-out veteran, apostolic man, whose assistance and mediation

heathens, Hindu and Mohammedan, as well as Christian governing powers, eagerly

eoveted, in the last gasp of expiring nature. Behind him, at his head, stood the

affectionate, tender, loving fellow-labourer, Guericke, . . . looking wistfully at the pale

collapsed features of the mighty saint. And there is the ilaharajah in full dress

holding the left hand of the dying father. . . . Altogether it is a simple, natural,

and affecting scene, and the group who compose it possess an mterest to the Christian

mind beyond what mere words can express."

Dr. Duff returned to Calcutta in August, but in October he was steaming up

the Ganges on his way to visit the North Indian mission . rields. Ho visited the

various missions on the (Janges and Jumna valle3-s, and pushed on to Kolghur on

the Upper Sutlej. He reached Lahore before the close of 1849, and was the

favoured guest of Sir Henry Lawrence. Here he preached to a large assembly in the

great hall of the Government House. Thence he took boat down the Sutlej and

Indus, and so reached Bombay. There was some brief joyful intercourse with Dr.

Wilson, and then a jxxssage home in a crowded vessel—he could procin-e only " a den

in the second lower deck." May, 1S50, saw him in Edinbui'gh.

The great problem which Dr. Duff had before him in this visit to Scotland was

to provide a permanent and sufficient income for the Free Church Jlissions. To
accomplish this object he induced the Scottish congregations to put the suppoit. (jf

foreign missionaries cide by side with the " sustentation " of their own ministers. A
quarterly Association for this purpose in every congregation was agreed upon. A vast

.amount of effort had to bo expended in bringing about the organisation of this

arrangement. At the General Assembly of 18.50, he delivered five addresses, which,

as reprinted, cover 80 pages. Of these speeches, the last two specially referred to the

Indian Mission. Mr. Smith graphically tells us how "on each night, m^w swaying

his amis towards the vast audience around and even above him, on the root, and

now jerking his left shoulder with an upward motion, till the coat threatened to fall

off, the tall form kept thousands spell-bound, while the twilight of a northern ilay

night changed into the brief darkness, and the tardy lights revealed the speaker

bathed in the Hood of his impassioned appeals. As the thrilling voice died away in

the eager whisper, which at the end of his life marked all his ])ul:ili.:' utterances,

nnd the exhausted speaker fell into a seat, only to be driven liome to a couch of

suflermg, and then of rest barely sufficient to enable his line constitution to renew
and repeat again and again the effort, the oliserver could realise the expenditure
of physical energy, which, as it marked all he <lid, culminated in his prophet-like

rapture."

Once the ^Moderator and other leading men wore alarmed at liis symptoms of

exhaustion, and begged him to postpone the conclusion of his address. But he
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refused to rest, and held the house in close attention for two hours longer. His last

discourse was a triumph of fervid eloquence. He spoke of the old Scottish loyalty

that had been so often commemorated in legend and song :
" Are these the visions

of romance," he asked, " the dream of poetry and song ? Oh let that rush of youthful

warriors, from ' bracken, bush, and glen,' that rallied round the standards of Glen-

finian—let the gory beds and cold, cold .gi'assy winding-.sheets of bleak CuUoden Muir

bear testiraonj- to the realit}', the intensity of the loyalty to an earthly prince ; and

shall a Highland father and mother give

up all their children as a homage to

earthly loyalty, and shall I be told that

in the Churches of Christ, in the Free

Church of Scotland, fathers and mothers

will begrudge their children to Him who
is the King of Kings and Lord of Lords ?

"

He went on to tell how he had found

" from one end of India to the other,

monuments of British dead." On the

southmost coast overlooking Ceylon he

had seen the humble t'^)mbstone of a

young officer from the braes of Athole.

" From one end of India to the other

the soil is strewn with British dead.

There is not a valley, nor dell, nor burn-

ing waste, from one end of India to the

other, that is not enriched with the bones,

and not a rivulet or stream that has

not been dyed with the blood, of Scotia's

children," He earnestly besought parents,

so willing to let their children go forth

to seek wealth or fame, not to hinder

them "from going forth in the armies

of the great Immanuel to wm cro^vns

of glory and imperishable renown in the realms of everlasting day."

It is, of course, impossilile for us to ftjllow in detail the labours of Dr. iJuff in

this home campaign. He set to work to visit and organise associations in each of the

700 congregations of the Free Church in Scotland. Every member and every Sunday

scholar was, as it were, brought into personal connection with the foreign mission

cause by seeing or hearing the valiant soldier of the Cross fresh from his field of

service. He also traversed England, Wales, and Ireland, and stirred up the sister

Churches to fre.sh zeal and lil)erality in the support of their own missions. He was

Moderator of the Free Church AsReinl>ly in 1.S51 : he gave evidence on Indian education

bc!V)re a cornmittoe of the House of Lords ; and ho gave to the Young Men's Christian

Association at Exeter Hall a lecture on "India and its Evangelisation," which is one

A NACTCIt r.TRU
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of the gems of missionary literature. He graphically portra3'ed the hoary creeds and

rituals of India, and pictm'cd the power and progress of Christianity in that land

;

and roused the audience to enthusiasm when in his peroration he called upnn the

young men to let Britain, through them, " discharge her debt of justice not less

than benevolence to India, in reparation of the wrongs, numberless and aggravated,

inflicted in f inner times on India's unhappy children. In exchange for the pearls

from her coral strand, be it yoiu's to send the Pearl of great price. In exchange

for the treasures of her diamond and golden mines, bo it yours to send the im-

perishable treasures of Divine grace. In exchange for her aromatic fruits and gums,

be it yours to send buds and blossoms of the Rose of Sharon with its celestial

fragrancy."

In 1854 Dr. Duff, after strong solicitations, visited America. The newspapers

described his course as a triumphal progress; his own letters take a far humbler view

of the matter. At Philadelphia about seventy ministers were on the platform of the

railway station to welcome him, a little before midnight, in the midst of a terrific

snow-storm. In the various halls Dr. Duff was astonished at the almost tempestuous

applause which greeted his utterances. The verdict of all the great cities was

—

"There has been no such man among us since Whitefield." With the benedictions

of the religious world of America, he returned to England in May. In October, 1S55,

he was on his way to India, and reached Calcutta (after tarrying in Central India)

in February, 1850.

He received a joyful welcome from his colleagues and scholars, and was at once

busily engaged in the work of the mission and in various new developments. Ho
had just started his Girls' School, when the Indian Mutiny broke out, and for many

months was the absorbing subject of attention. TIk; European residents in Calcutta

escaped, by (iod's Providence, the massacre which had been planned for their destruc-

tion. But the tidings of the outrages and horrors in other parts of the country

were harrowing in the extreme. Mr. and Mrs. Duff remained quietly in Cornwallis

Square when almost all the other English had left that jiart of the city. Of

that anxious Sunday evening when the British authorities and troops were disarm-

ing the Sepoys at Barrackpore, l)um-dnm, and elsewhere, and when it was known

that failure to accomplish this purpose would doubtless mean a general uprising,

Dr. Duff says

—

" Faith in Jehovah as our refuge and strength led us to cling to our post ; and

we laid us dovm to sleep as usual ; and on Monday morning my remark was, ' Well, I

have not enjoyed such a soft, sweet, refreshing rest for weeks pastl' Oh, how our

hearts rose in adoring gratitude to Him who is the Keeper of Israel, and who slumbers

not nor sleeps ! Then we soon learnt the glad tidings that all the armed Sepoys had

been successfully disai-med, and that during the night, the ex-King of Oudh and his

treasonable courtiers were quietly an'ested and lodged as prisoners of State in Fort

William."

This was in May of the memorable year 1857. June brought tidings of woe from

every quarter. Military stations were in possession of the mutineers, public treasuries
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and the homes of officials -were phuulered ; ofliccrs and their famihes were cruelly

.butchered : here and there httle remnants were cooped up in narrow ipiartcrs surrounded

by miscreants who were thirsting for their blood. Everywhere the country Avas

ravao-ed by the insurgent bands. One little incident Dr. Duff records which is a

bright spot in these scenes of dismal horror:

—

" A poor wailing British child found exposed on the banks of the Jumna, beyond

Delhi, by a falcir, or religious devotee, was taken up by him and brought to

Kurnal, after being carefully nursed and cherished for several days. The parents of

the poor infant were unknown, having in all i)robability been murdered in their

attempted flight. But once safely lodged in Kurnal—through the tender care of a

<lark heathen devotee, in whose bosom the spark of natural humanity still glowed—the

•child was soon caught up within the circle of British and Christian sympathy, whose

special concern is Ibr the poor, the needy, and the destitute."

July came, and every day brought additions to the black catalogue of treason and

murder. It culminated in the unspeakable horrors of Cawnpore. Before the end of

the month came the news of the death of Sir Henry Lawrence, the brave hero and

at the same time the tender Christian philanthropist—one whom Dr. Duff had tn

mourn as a personal friend, and also as " one of the truest, sincerest, and most liberal

supporters of our Calcutta mission."

Very earnestly, amidst all these barbarities, did Dr. Duff strive to remember the

need for Christians to watch their own spirits, and to lay it to heart " that the men

who have been guilty of such outrage against humanity have been so, just because

they never, never came under the regenerating, softening, mellowing influences of the

^Gospel of grace and salvation. And their diabolical conduct, instead of being an

argument agauist further labour and liberality in attempting to evangelise this land,

ought to furnish one of the most powerful arguments in favour of enhanced labour and

liberality."

October brought to Calcutta the brief but significant message—"Delhi is entirely

ours! Cod save the Queen! Strong column in ptu'suit !

" There was joy at hearing

that the great stronghold of rebellion had fallen, mingled with sad uncertainty as to

the fate of relatives and friends. Then came the news that Havelock had released

Lucknow garrison; but all Calcutta mourned to hear that General Niell, who saved

Benares and Allahabad, was amongst the slain.

Before the end of the year another great man had died of latigue and wounds.

This was General Davelock, the son-in-law of Dr. Marshman of Seramporc. The corps

that he led into battle was a phalanx of mod(n-n Ironsides. "He was the tirst of

our generals," says Dr. Duff, " who distinctly recognised the hand of (iod in his

surprising victories over the mighty hosts of rebel nnitineers. 'By the blessing ot (iod

I have captured Cawnpore,' were the first words of his memorable telegraphic despatch

from that scene of one of the strangest and bloodiest tragedies ever enacted on the

stage of time."

We have spoken on a previous page of the conversion of Gopenath Xundi. He

v/as one of the many native Christians who witnessed a good confession in this
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dreadful year of havoc and bloodshed. AMicn the Mutiii}' hrokc out he was in charge

of the mission station at Futtehpore. Under his leadership, Europeans and natives

worshipped and laboured side by side with harmony and zeal. News came to

Futtehpore that on June the 7th the Sepoys of Allahabad had massacred their olHcers.

The rabble rose at once, and bin-ned the houses of the (Jhristian residents, who, for

the most part, fled f(_>rthwith. The Judge, llr. Robert Tucker, would not leave his

post. He called upon the native police and the Deputy, Hicknuit Oollali Khan, to

join with him in protecting Government property. He received a message that prepared

him for the worst, but he waited resolutely at his jiost. Evening saw Hickmut and

the police entering his park with the green flag of Islam wa^ing above them. The}"

called upon Tucker to abjure Christ and become a Mohanunedan ; he refused, and, after

shooting sixteen of his assailants, he fell.

The Eev. Gopenatli Nundi had left for Allahabad a few days before with the

Christian Avonien. Finding woi'se dangers before them, they returned to their hus-

bands, and (lopcnath and his family made for Mirzaporc. After fovuteen miles

walking, they reached a village where they were I'obbcd of all they had, even to

their shoes, and their only coj^y of the Scriptures. They just got away decently

covered while the Brahmans were quarrelling over the plunder. They were more

fortunate than others whose sad fate they witnessed. Travellers who were too poor

to be robbed were mostly butchered, for all the restraints of law and order Avero

cast aside. A Hindu leather-worker of low caste, retiu'ning from Cawnpore, tame

to the village ; his wife was stripped of every rag, and their infant swung by the

feet till its brains were dashed out upon a stone, and he himself was driven awaj-

naked.

Gopenatli and his family fled to Allahabad, where bloodthirsty Mohammedans
.swarmed about them, and would have killed them at once, but were induced to take

them before the Moulvie \vho had usurped supreme authority in the city. The

Moulvie (piest ioned Gopenath as to his work, and his converts, and especially " How
many Mohannnedans have you perverted to your religion ? " "I have not perverted

anyone," said (iopenath ;
" but by the grace of God, ten were turned from darkness to the

glorious light of the Gospel." On this the man's countenance became red as fire ; and

he cried out, " You are a great haranizadah (traitor to j'our salt)—you have renounced

j-our tbrefathers' faith and become a child of Satan, and now use your every eflbrt

to bring others into the same road of destruction. You deserve a cruel death. Yoiu-

nose, ears, and hands .shoidd be cut off at difl'erent times so as to make yoiu"

suffermg continue for some time ; and your children ought to bo taken into slavci'y."

Mrs. • Nundi with folded hands besought the Moulvie to kill them at once rather than

to torture them. The Moulvie presently expressed his pit}', and advised them as a

friend to become Mohammedans, promising them high rank if they did so. He would

give them three days to consider and to hear extracts read from the Koran, and if

they did not become Mohammedans their noses should be cut ofl'. They were sent

back to prison, where they fomid a European family and some native Christiiins.

They all knelt down together at Gopenatfi's request, and wliile he was praying, ono
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of the guards kicked him in the back, and told him to j^ray after the Mohammedan

form or else hold his tongue.

A British officer, Ensign Cheek, was brought into the prison severelj' wounded,

and Gopenath ministered to him till he was forced away and placed in the stocks

by himseh'. Mrs. Nundi was dragged away by her hair and received a severe wound

in the forehead. The third day came, the day of threatened execution, and all day

long people came offering release with high honours if Gopenath and his family

would recant, and threatening to cut oft' their noses if they refused.

On the sixth day the Moulvie himself came over to the prison, and asked

Gopenath if he was comfortable. " How can I be comfortable whilst my feet are

fastened in the stocks ? " said the prisoner ;
" however, I am not sorr}^ because such

has been the will of my Heavenly Father." He then asked the Moulvie, "How he

could be so cruel as not to allow a drop of milk to a poor innocent baby ? " for their

little one had for six days lived principally on water. It was on this day that

Allahabad was retaken by the Europeans and Sikhs, after a desperate struggle. The

insurgents fled without troubling about their prisoners, who, being now unwatched,

managed to break their stocks and come forth to their friends, who rejoiced to see

them still in the land of the living.

The courage of Gopenath's wife is worthy of all honour. She, when appealed to

by the Moulvie, was ready to give up her life rather than become a follower of the

false prophet. When she saw the Moulvie in a rage at the failure of his efforts, and

ready to try torture and mutilation as a means to gain his ends, she quietly took her

twin sons apart and told them, " You, my children, will be taken and kept as slaves,

while we shall be killed ; but remember my last words : do not forget to say your

prayers, both uKirning and evening, and as soon as you see the English power re-

established, which will be before long, fly over to them, and relate to them everything

that has befallen us." Gopenath Nundi and his wife lived to reorganise the Church at

Futtehporc, but were soon afterwards called to their reward.

Amongst Dr. Duft"s anxious inquirers in the early years of the College at Calcutta

was Dukshina Runjun Mookerjea, a Brahman, who edited the Bengali journal

Gyandneshun. He had never professed Christianity, but had been eminent as a

reformer, and especially as a promoter of female education. Throughout the rebellion

he was steadfastly faithful to the British power. When the time came for the dis-

tribution of rewards to natives who had been conspicuous for their lo^-alty. Dr. Duff

called Lord Canning's attention to Mookerjea. The result was that this Bengali Baboo

was made a Rajah and Talookdar of Oudh, and the confiscated estate of a rebel was

conferi-ed upon him. At Lucknow he rendered efficient aid in the foundation of the

Canning College, a similar institution to that of the Presbyterian Free Church in

Calcutta. In the exercise of his duties as the feudal lord of thousands of ignorant

peasants, he profited much by the wise counsels of Dr. Duff'. He created a model

village, to which, in remembrance of his counsellor and friend, he gave the name of

Duftpore. In acknowledging the Oriental compliment the Doctor wrote :
" A village re-

claimed from the jungle of a rebel is a singularlj- happy type of the building of
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Jiving souls, whom I would fain reclaim from the jungle of ignorance and error.

And if, through your generous impulse, the village of Duffpore is destined to be-

come a reality, how would my heart swell with gratitude to the God of heaven

were I privileged to see with my own eyes its instructed, happy, and prosperous

occupants."

Till 1SG3 Dr. Duff laboured on at the flourishing Bengal mission. Many catechists

CAPTUKE OF THE ALUMBAGH, NEAR LUCKNOW, AFTEB THE MUTINY.

and ministers were raised up from among the students. In the year of the Mutiny

the college had been transferred to new buildings, for wliich £15,000 had been raised

in England, Scotland, and America. He also took a prominent part in the establish-

ment of Zenana work, which has since become so remarkable a feature of Indian

missions. He was wannly interested in the indigo troubles of 1860. In that year

the peasantry, roused to a sense of their almost numberless wrongs, refused to

cultivate indigo, and there were " riots, plunderings, and burnings." The result was

destruction to an industry annually worth a million sterling to the country. Indian

society was convulsed with the question. Some blamed the planters, but these, to a
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large extent, were themselves victims of the oppressive sj-stem whic4i had been

established by their predecessors. Others were for adopting severe measures towards

the discontented peasantr}-, and those who, like Dr. Duti' and the Friend of India,

sought the good of the people as well as the preservation of a valuable industry',

were denounced in the newspapers, and e\"en their lives were threatened.

Whilst inquiries by a commission were pending, the Rev. James Long, of the

Church ilissionary Societ}-, translated Nil Durpidi, a Bengali play, which graphically-

mirrored the alleged misdeeds of the planters and their wives. The planters pro-

ceeded against ilr. Long for libel, and the missionary was sentenced to a tine of a,

hundred pounds (which a Bengali immediately paid) and imprisonment for one month

in the hottest season of the year. But general sympathy was with ilr. Long; the

authorities did all they could to make him comfortable, and the best men and

women of Calcutta, including planters, flocked to the gaol where the imprisoned

missionary held his daily levees. Amongst other visitors came Dr. Duff, who
also m a letter to Mrs. Lons expressed his warm adherence to her husband's

'o
qir

cause. Mr. Long's imprisonment sobered all parties. It was felt that the teeming-

masses of India must no longer be neglected, and plans were soon set on foot,

that have since been largely extended, for giving the peasantry a chance of

education.

Dr. Duff earnestly helped in introducing into Eastern India the system of the

Christian A'ernacular Society. For six years he watched with unremitting zeal over the

development of education, and whilst he Yixod secured fair play as regards the

administration of Calcutta Universit\- and the distribution of grants in r.id to

non-official colleges and schools.

In July, l<SO:i, Dr. Duft' was again laid low by dysenterj-, and to save his life

was hurried otf on a sea-voyage to China. He had dreamed that the coolness of

such a Himalayan station as Darjeeling would complete the cure. But, as his

biographer remarks, " he was no longer the youth who had tried to fight disease in

1834, and had been beaten home in the struggle. He had worked like no other

man in East and West for the third of a century." So, in letters to Dr. Candlish

from Calcutta and the China seas, he reviewed all the way by which he had been

led to recogniise the call of Providence, and he submitted.

Bengal was roused to a keen sense of loss by his approaching departure, and then

to a unanimous determination to honour him as not even Governors had before been

honoiued. Dutf scholarships were founded at the University. In the hall, where he

had si long presided, his marble bust Avas set up at the expense of his students.

Christian and non-Christian. A few Sciitti.sh merchants of India, China, and Singa-

pore raised £11.000, and presented to him. On the interest of this suju he lived

for the remainder of his days, and then left the capital intact for the benefit of

invalided missionaries.

A volume might be filled with the farewell addres.ses presented to him during-

the last daj-s of ISG-S. Scarcely a class or creed in Bengal was left unrepresented.

His replies to these addresses were full of holy pathos. Perhaps the most strikmg was
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his reply to the address of the Bethiine Society, which represented all educated

iioii-C'hristian Bengal. He eloquently pointed out that, strong as were the claims of

science and philosophy, nothing but Christianity could account for missionary enter-

prise. He painted his bright hopes of India's future, and concluded by saying, " \Mier-

cvei- I wander, wherever I roam, wherever I labour, wherever I rest, my heart will

still be in India. So long as I am in this tabernacle of clay I shall never cease, if

permitted by a gracious Providence, to labour for the good of India ; my latest breath

will be spent in imploring blessings on India and its people. And when at last this

frail mortal body is consigned to the silent tomb, while I myself think that the

only befitting epitaph for my tombstone would be, ' Here lies Alexander Duff, by

nature and practice a sinful guilty creature, but saved by grace through faith in the

blood and righteousness of his Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ
;

' were it by others

thought desirable that any addition should be made to this sentence, I would reckon

it my highest earthl}- honour, should I be deemed worthy of appropriating the

grandly generous words, already suggested by the exuberant kindness of one of my
oldest native friends, in some such form as follows :

' By jarofession, a missionary ; by

his life and labours, a true and constant friend of India.' Pardon my weakness

;

nature is overcome ; the gush of feeling is beyond control ; amid tears of sadness I

must now bid you all a solemn farewell."

Over the words in which Bishop Cotton and others testified their high appreciation

of the devoted life and services of Dr. Dutf, we nuist not linger. He left India, but

it was not to spend his days in restful ease ; fourteen years of ceaseless labour were

still before him. In December, 1863, he had his last glimpse of Saugar Island, of

which he had first caught sight in May, 1830. The sight brought up many remin-

iscences. " At the close of 1833," he says, " I was for three weeks in a pdot brig at

these sandheads, while recovering from a severe jungle fever, with my dearest and then

only child, who Avas sutfering from ague. To the south of Kedjerie we saw the iJul-e

of York, of 1,500 tons, high and dry in a rice field, having been carried there in the

tremendous cyclone of the jjreceding May, perhaps the severest on record. The em-

bankments were everywhere broken down. The sea rolled inland for scores of miles.

ilyriads peri.shed. In some parts, as we passed, we saw poor emaciated mothers offering

to us their skeleton-like children for a handful of rice. The whole of Saugar Island

was seven or eight feet under water. Plantations, cleared at a great expense, were

destroyed ; and for years afterwards salt and not rice was its product. They are only

now tolerably recovered. In carrying on the draining, European superintendents resided

in bungalows raised ten or twelve feet fi-om the ground to keep off malaria, wild

beasts, ike."

AVith such a parting reminiscence of India, Dr. Duff sailed for the Capo.

The thirty-fourth anniversary of his shipwreck on Dassen Island found him at Capo

Colony, where he stayed some time and inspected the South African Mission, and then

reached home in time for the General Assembly of the Free Church, in August, 18G4.

Of the activity and interests of his latter days we need not to say much here. In

February, 1865, the beloved wife, who next to God had been his solace and his
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inspiration, was taken from him. " As a wifeless husband to a motherless son," he

imparted the sad news to his son in India, in a strain of mingled pathos and resigna-

tion, that concludes, after referring to other bereavements, with the words

—

" And now my faithfid, loving spouse—my other half, who sustained and cheered

and comforted me, and was herself not merely the light of my dwelling but my very

IN A ZEUANA.

home itself, and your precious mother, who so fondly nursed and cherished you, ever

ready to deny and sacritice herself if she could only minister to your comfort and joy

and happiness—she, too, is gone. She is not, for God hath taken her, taken her to the

temple above, to serve Him and enjoy Him for ever there."

In loneliness tempered by communion with many loving Christian friends, and

in such active service as his now failing strength permitted, Dr. Duft' Hved till 1^78

February found him dying, and he feelingly alluded to the prospect of soon being laid

beside the dust of his wife. He thought of Chalmers and Guthi'ie and the other great
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and good men who lie in Grange Cemetery, and exclaimed, " Why, there's a perfect

forest of them
!

"

The 3rd of February was his last conscious Sabbath. " I can feel, I can think,"

he said, " but the weakness almost prevents my opening my mouth."

" You are like John at Patmos, in the spirit on the Lord's Day," said one.

" Oh yes ! oh yes !

" was the reply.

Slowly and surely the end came ; still, for every kind mmistration he was careful

to express his .thanks. He lay apparently unconscious in the evening, but when his

daughter repeated the 23rd Psalm he responded to each verse. All through the next

week he lingered, till a clasp of the hand was all the recognition he could give to his

loved ones. On February 12th, without apparent pain, and m perfect peace, the end

came. One of those who were present says

—

" He was just like any one passing away in sleep. I never saw so peaceful an

end."

54
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XXV.—JAPAN.

CHAPTER XLVI.

THE REVOLUTION.

Storm and Earthquake—Civil Wars—Jlikado and Shogiui—An Elaborate Feudalism—Action of the Shoe:un

—

Treaties—The Crisis in Japanese History—Progressionists and Imperialists—The Daimios surrender their

Rights, Revenues, and Titles—Material Progress of Japan—Embassy to Europe and America—Educational

System—The Army and Navy—Postal System—Newspapers—Costumes—Progress the Policy of the Nation.

~rN the years that followed the signing of the Treaty, and the opening of ports to

-L foreign trade, the verj" earth seemed to resent the intrusion of the " barbarians,"

and echo the alarm of the mass of the populace. Even in that land of earthquakes,

nothing had ever been known like the succession of ominous upheavals of land and

water. The land rocked like a rolling sea. In Yedo (Tokio) 14,000 dwellmg-houses

were thrown down. The sea swept up the rivers and flooded the plains. The Russiaa

frigate Diana was whirled round and round forty-three times in thirty' minutes,

carried inland by the wave, and left hopeles.sly aground. No wonder manj- regarded

these catastrophes as danger-signals of the gods

'

Social and national upheavals of a still more momentous character began with the

admission of the foreigner. For fifteen years the State was shaken to its foundations.

Civil war ravaged the country, and the people were rent from the hermit life of

our Middle Ages, and set in the centre of nineteenth century civilisation. At first

it seemed to outsiders that the civil warfare was bciny wao-cd over the admission

of foreign nations. It appeared to be a battle between the ancients and the moderns,

between the spii'it of seclusion and the spirit of liberalism. But the advent of

foreign emissaries claiming the rights of trade and friendship was only the un-

witting occasion of a natural revolution, for which in reality rival factions and

opposing forces had been lung preparing. The real causes of the Japanese revolution,

which was merely precipitated by the presence of Western representatives, lie back in

the dualism which had been the growth of centuries.

The story has no parallel in history. The ilikados, " descendants of the gods," had

throughout all time been venerated as semi-divinities. Onl}' Court nobles were

permitted to look on a Mikado's face. Others might be allowed an audience, but it

was only to see a pair of feet peering under a curtain that screened his sacred person

from the vulgar gaze. This was true till recent years. Imperial authority was vested

solely in him, and for a time he exercised it ; but the theory of his divine descent

rendered him too sacred in public estimation to concern himself with sublunary affairs,

and gradually the actual power fell into the hands of his military Ministers of State.

The European reader will not fail to notice the remarkable parallel between this

gradual military usurpation, and that growing power of the Mayor of the Palace -which

ultimately gave rise to the dynasty of Charlemagne.

In the course of time two rival houses contended for office, the Taii-a and Mina-

luoto families. The flag of the one bore the red, the flag of the other the white
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Chrysanthemiuii. The Wars of the Roses between the Houses of Lancaster and York

have their Japanese parallels in the Wars of the Chrysanthemums. The conflict began

in the middle of the twelfth century ; the red flag was victorious ; Yoritomo was left

without a rival, and received the highest title

—

Hei-l-fai-sJiogvn, Barbarian-subjugating-

Great-CJeneral, commonly shortened to Shogiln, Generalissimo.

Thus began the usurpation of Imperial authority. The Mikado reigned at Kioto,

sovereign de jivre ; the Shogun ruled de facto at Yedo. The latter appointed and

dismissed ofKccrs of State and Provincial Governors. While doing everything in the

name of the Jlikado, he was real master of the country, like the Mayors of the Palace

under the Merovingian Sovereigns.

Along with the rise of the Shogun, the feudal system had been gradually growing.

By the twelfth century'- it was as perfect and stable as the European feudal system.

Up till 1872 this relic of the Middle Ages remained intact. Japan had its barons—its

chiefs, called Baimlos ; and its clans—its Campbells and Camerons, its MacLeans and

MacDonalds. Each baron had his armed retainers, the Smnurai, or " two-sworded men,"

who have played such an important part in the recent history of their country. In

return for protection and land, these vassals rendered military service to their barons,

and the barons to the State. Each clan had its chief's arms emblazoned on its flag

;

each Daimio possessed his crest, and, in consequence, hei-aldry became an elaborate

and intricate system. Every knight as well as his charger was clad in a complete

suit of armour. Each Daimio and his trusted Samurai fortified themselves within

their own walled town. He possessed despotic power within his own territory. He

could levy what taxes he desired, could estalilish his own mint, and coin his own

currency.

The Shogun, who was, as it were, great Daimio, compelled the others to present

themselves at Yedo, and spend six months each year there ; during their absence

for the other six months to leave their wives and eldest sons as hostages. The

scramble for favour with the Shogun aroused bitter jealousies among the Daimios.

Government spies lurked in every quarter. As history would reveal the origin of

the Shogunate, the people were forbidden to stud}' it, unless in the garbled form in

which paid writers concocted it. To prevent possible insurrection, the Daimios were

forbidden to meet, either in public or in private, without the presence of spies.

Nominally thei-e was a Council of State, like the English Council of earls and holders

of fiefs, but its power was nominal, its existence a form.

Here was an elaborate feudalism, perhaps the most complete the world has ever

seen, and certainly the most stable and long-lived, for it lasted seven hundred years.

But at last the smouldering jealousj^ of the Shogun's power began to burn fierce

in the breasts of the Daimios, who regarded him as only one of themselves who had

usurped authority. This spirit of discontent was fomented by the revival of Chinese

learning in Japan, which fiimiliarised thoughtful students with Confucian ethics, and

with their reverence for the Sovereign. The sack of Pekin, acting in the history of

Eastern progi-ess indirectly as the fall of Constantinople in the West, scattered the

classic scholars, and sowed seeds of future revolutions.
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A book of history did the rest. A Prince of Mito assembled a number of scholars

M story ot Japan. Its motive was to disclose the real origm of the Shoc-un's-thonty, and to enforce the sole sovereignty of the Mikado; ani when the spMtoinsurrection burst torth. ^< the war-cry," says a native writer.' nhat led Z Z^

MblT TO THE JIIKADO AT KIOTO

Iv^Cler"'
"" '"""' "' '"'^"''•" '''"^ ^^^^ """^^ ''''•' ^-^^ ^-'y ^^- ^I-k

forei.!! '™V'''
«^ogun's act m signing a treaty of commerce and friendship with

sp nn ;:
"'

'''''T 1 '"r* °' ^'^ '^^''' ^^-'-^^ --PPl-^l '^- •^P-k and

h'dle I T"- ^TZ'" "^""^ ""' '""^ ^'S"^ ^^'^'^-^''y -PP--1 that they

who ltd' r? ;
^"^"7 '' ''"" ^^'^^^^^^^ --^'"^ -h- t'-y l^eard of a kin

g

tt ttorv f
"' ;

^'^'
°' *' ^^"'"^'" "^' ^^^"^^^ ^^^" ""=-- in many minds-the theory of two Emperors, one Spiritual, the other Temporal

The Mikado and his Court refused to approve of the Shoo.f„.'s treaties and

I
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denounced bis assumption of a new and proud title—the C'liinese word Tai-kun

(Tycoon). The conflict thickened, and involved the nation in civil war and fearful

carnage for ten years. Early in this period of anarchy and bloodshed a series of out-

rages was pcr})etrated on foreign residents, ere they had well entered the country.

Twice the residence of the English Plenipotentiary, Sir Rutherford Alcock, was attacked,

^/.^'j'-^jf-

A DAIMIO IN COURT DEESS.

and once held for a time by turbulent Samurai. The Secretary to tne American

Legation was assassinated in 1861. An Englishman, Mr. Richardson, was murdered

on the public road between Yokohama and Yedo. No foreigner's life was safe, and

without an escort he durst not leave his house. In default of the payment of

indemnities, the British fleet bombarded Kagoshima, the city where Xavier had landed

two centuries earher.

The motive that inspired these outrages, we now know, was not enmity to foreigners,

so much as a desire to embroil the usurper, the Shogun, in difficulties with these

Powers, and hasten his downfall. That lofty personage was m a hot position. On the

one side were the irresistible foi'eigners, who were revenging insults suffered by their
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countrymen by shelling their sea-ports and exacting—however justly or unjustly—

a

niini(ju sterling as reparation. On the other, were the forces of the Mikado, who were

planning his destruction. Ere long he was found dead under suspicious circumstances.

New complications and jealousies then arose which cannot be detailed here. But

the Daimios had already begun to jjcrceive the advantage of foreign intercourse,

and the chief of Satsuma had, in defiance of the ancient prohibition, desjjatched

some rising young men to study the institutions of Europe and America. These

"returned, with open eyes and high hopes, in time to guide the Empii-e at the crisis

of its change." The new and last Keiki secretly conducted intrigues with the agents

of Napoleon III., and sought to seciu-e his support in the deadly conflict which was

now culminating, forwarding valuable Japanese articles which were exposed at the

Paris Exhibition of 1867.

In the same year the Mikado died ; MutsQshito was his youthful successor. The

new Shogiin, no longer able to resist the forces of opposition, was induced by Okubo

and Katsii to resign. But his supporters would not submit so tamely. A tierce civil

war began ; and, after a three days' battle near Kioto, the forces of the Mikado were

triumphant, and soon his restoration to sovereign and sole power was complete.

The deposed Shogiin was wise enough to recognise that consolidation of the Empire

could never be accomplished unless under the rule of the Mikado. He withdrew into

private ILfe^ and " became a quiet and loyal country gentleman."

Some who had fought desperatelj' on behalf of the Shogun, sharing the noble

clemency of the victors, afterwards held ofhce under the Mikado. One, Enonioto, became

Japanese Mmister at the Court of St. Petersburg. Another, Okubo, one of the greatest

statesmen that Japan has produced, devoted his genius and patriotism to the Imperial

cause. He and others who had studied Western civilisation, and were fired with

Progressionist ambitions, joined the heterogeneous elements which formed the Mikado's

supporters, and counterbalanced the reactionaries and the firebrands.

There were still many among the Imperialists who were bent upon expelling the

foreigner ; they were only biding their time. But the men of intelligence and ti'avel,

the strongest forces among the advisers of the Mikado, kept these fierce spirits in check,

and prepared to lay the foundations of new Japan. .One of these, Fidvuzawa, to be

introduced again later, published a volume on " Western Manners and Customs," and

various essays which were read voraciously. English books, such as the useful works

of Samuel Smiles, " Self-Help," " Character," &c. ; and Mill's " Essay on Liberty," and

some writings on rehgion and morals, were translated by a far-seeing schoolmaster, by

name Nakamura.

The Progressive party, led by Okubo and Katsfi, resolved, in face of fanatical

opposition, to invite the foreign representatives to an audience with the ilikado.

The British and Dutch Ministers alone accepted ; but on their way some of their

retinue were fiercely assailed bj'' assassins, one of whom, however, was speedily cut

di)\vn by a Japanese Minister of State, one of Okubo's henchmen. For the first time

in history, a " barbarian " looked upon the sacred person of the " Son of Heaven."

One of the first acts of the young Mikado was to appear in person at a council
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•of nobles and Dainiios, and make a solemn proclamation " that a deliberative assembly

.should bo formed ; that all measures be decided on by public opinion ; that the un-

civilised customs of former times should be broken through, and the impartiality of

justice displayed in the workings of nature be adopted as a basis of action, and that

intellect and learning should be sought for throughout the world, in order to estab-

lish the foundations of cuqiire."

It was a splendid step in advance—the watershed of Japanese history, a nation

led by a few brave and enlightened minds, emerging from the middle ages and

accepting the institutions of nineteenth century civilisation—accepting them intelligently,

too, and maintaining them with high-souled consistency. No parallel to this can be

found in the world's history.

The now era was marked by tlie removal of the throne and court to Yedo,

the former seat of the Shogun's government, and more accessible than the inland

city, Kioto. To escape the iniwclcome associations of the old name, Yedo was re-named

Tokio—" Eastern Capital." These steps, which profoundly impressed the new epoch on

the public imagination, were taken at the instigation of Okubo, the illustrious promoter

of the nation's progress. After seven hundred years' seclusion in his sacred city, the

Mikado dropped the screen which had hidden him from his people, and entered

the new capital in state, driving through its streets under the gaze of rich and

poor alike.

In his Kioto Palace he was a god " whose foot must not touch the ground.

When ho walked in its gardens, mats were laid before him as he stepped, to keep his

foot from touching earth ; and when he left it, as he rarely did, he was conveyed in a

large carriage closed in by screens, and, as he passed along, the people stopped and

worshipped. Any eye that saw his sacred form would, the people believed, be blinded

by the sight. He was a monarch and yet a prisoner, a god, and yet a slave " (Reed).

Now he was riding openly through the streets of his capital, was making a toiu' of

his country, and his photograph covdd be purchased in the streets. And the change

had occupied only ten years. Outsiders began to wonder if they were Rip Van

Winkles and had slept through a century.

But the most magnanimous of all the acts of the revolution remains to be

told. It was daily becoming evident that, in order to establish a consolidated and

national administration, the Daimios must follow the Great Daimio (the Shogim) and

relinquish their authority. The feudal lords were local Sovereigns with semi-independent

principalities ; national mrity was hnpossible so long as that antiquated system re-

mained in existence. The Daimios of Satsuma and C'hoshiu—leaders among the rest

—

conscious of this stern fact, and impelled by patriotic devotion, memorialised the

Mikado recpiesting permission to relinquish their fiefs into his hands. The enthusiasm

was contagious
; those who at heart were reluctant to part with their estates were con-

strained by public opinion to consent. Soon the Mikado had the revenue and control

of every principality placed in his own hands. At first, in order to break the fall, the

Daimios were allowed to remain governors of their territories. But in 1872, the feudal

.system finally disappeared, the Daimios became private gentlemen in the enjoyment of
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Government pensions ; which, however, became such a drain upon the national finances,

that a forced reduction was afterwards made, and finall}' they were commuted at a

very few years' purchase. The Samurai transferred their allegiance to the Mikado,

and went forth to varying fortunes, some to descend to trade and service, others

to hold the helm of the nation. It has been pointed out by Mr. Stock that "in the

very same year the petty kmgs and princes of Germany crowned King William of

Prussia Emperor at Versailles, the princes and nobles of Japan assembled in solemn

council in Tokio and bowed their heads in submission to the Mikado, as his new Prime

Mmister read out the Imperial decree abolishing feudalism."

History can name no parallel instance, however, in which landed proprietors sur-

rendered their lands and rights, revenues and titles, for the sake of their country's

interests, though truth requires us to make a deduction from their magnanimity. These

Daimios had long been the mere puppets of their Samurai, the ablest of whom ruled

their master. These barons' Ministers were ambitious to have a share in the government

of their country, and they persuaded their obedient lords to resign their fiefs. As a

matter of fact, most of the Daimios have disappeared into quiet country residences,

while the advisers of the Mikado and ofiicers of State are almost entirely drawn

from the leading ex-Samurai. From among their number is rising a new aristocracy

of ability and intellect. Still, with all deductions made, the self-suppression of the

barons was a magnificent action : it was as if our o^vn House of Loi-ds were voluntarily to

abdicate political power, and give up the bulk of their estates, for a few years' purchase, to

further the growing power of the Commons. Many a pathetic scene must have been wit-

nessed when the dispersal came. Mr. Grifiis, one of our authorities, describes one of

these scenes, when the wealthy lord of Echizen bade farewell to his clan :

—

" 1 shall not forget the impressive scene. All the sliding paper partitions separat-

ing the rooms were removed, making one vast area of matting. Arranged in the order

of their rank, each in his starched robes of ceremony, with shaven crown and gun-

hammer top-knot, with hands clasped on the hilt of his sword, resting upright before

him as he sat on his knees, were the three thousand Samurai of the Fukui clan.

Those bowed heads were busy with the thought born of the significance of the scene.

It was more than a farewell to their feudal lord. It was the solemn burial of the

institutions under which their fathers had lived for seven hundred years. Each face

seemed to wear a far-away expression, as if their eyes were looking into the j)ast, or

striving to probe an uncertain future. I fancied I read their thoughts. Is the Samurai

to become less than the trader ? Is honour to be reckoned less than money ? Is the

spirit of Japan to be abased to the level of the sordid foreigners, who are draining

the wealth of Japan ? Our children, too—what is to become of them ? Must they

labour and toil, and earn their own bread ? What are we to do when our hereditary

pensions are stopped, or cut down to a beggar's pittance ? Must Ave, whose fathers

were glorious laiights and warriors, and whose blood and spirit we inherit, be mingled

hopelessly in the common herd ? One could have heard a pin drop after the hush

that announced the coming of the Daimio.

"The feudal lord, who was to be a private nobleman to-morrow, now advanced
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down the wide corridor to tlie main hall. He was a stern-visaged man of perhaps

thirty-five years of age. He was dressed in pnrjale satin hakama, with inner robes of

white satin, and outer coat of silk crape of a dark slate hue, embroidered on sleeve,

back, and breast with the Tokugawa crest. In his girdle was thrust the usual side-

arm, wakizashi, or dirk, the hilt of which was a carved and frosted mass of solid gold.

His feet, cased in wliite socks, moved noiselessly over the matting. As he passed,

every head was bowed, every sword laid prone to the right, and Matsudaira, with deep

but unexpressed emotion, advanced amidst the ranks of his followers to the centre of

the main hall. There, m a brief and noble address read by his chief Minister, the

history of the clan, and of their relations as lord and vassals, the causes which had

led to the revolution of 1868, the results of which had restored the Imperial house to

power, and the Mikado's reasons for ordering the territorial princes to restore their fiefs,

were tersely and elocpiently recounted.

" In conclusion, he adjured all his followers to transfer their allegiance wholly- to

the Mikado and the Imperial house. Then, wishing them all success and prosperity in

their new relations and in their persons, their families, and their estates, in chaste and

fitting language, he bade his followers solemn farewell."

The Christian missionary followed close upon the heels of the diplomatist. Com-

modore Perry's action in greeting. Japan on his first arrival in Yedo Bay by singing

into its startled ear the Hundredth Psalm, was a significant prophecy soon to be

fulfilled. Christian missionaries in China, who had been watching events with

keen interest, made use of Perry's treaty to pay several hurried visits to Japan

to discover any possible openings for mission work. The existing treaty was too

limited, however, to permit mission" operations, and it was not till the wider treaty

which Lord Elgin negotiated came into force in 1868, that any forward step could be

taken. No sooner, however, was that treaty concluded than the ever ready American

missionaries entered.

Befoi'e proceeding, however, to glance at the history of Protestant missions in

Japan, and the mighty transformation wi-ought by them, it will be well to pause

awhile and look at some of the other closely allied agencies at work in moulding

the future of the " Land of the Morning."

Soon after the first Christian missions were established, tremendous strides began

to be taken in the material progress of Japan. The people saw at once what a

higher civilisation was capable of effecting, and the large majoritj' were more con-

cerned, therefore, about education, laws, medicine, and literature, than they were about

the doctrines of the Christian faith.

All the institutions which the Japanese saw with admiration in Europe and

America, and copied at home, bore, however, the visible mark of Christianitj^ That

religion was attested to them in (1) the superior civilisation it had produced
; (2) the

rich literature inspired anil animated by its conceptions
;

(-S) the education and en-

lightenment to which it had given birth ; and (4) the science in which its claims were

affected. They might at times pick up books which assailed the Christian faith: but
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even these shook tlie torch before their minds, and "the more 'tis shook it shines."

Students abroad could not easily escape the diseovcry, that the Gospel of the mission-

;iries had shaped the life, the social and national institutions of the peoples they

had gone forth to study. Japan began to adopt the civilisation of Christendom,

and the source of its superiority was—only partially at first, but afterwards fully

—

recognised.

In his proclamation of 186S, the ilikado had pledged himself to progress when he

promised that "intellect and learning should be sought for throughout the world." He
lost no time in fulfilling his pledge. An embassy of nobles and Ministers of State was

appointed to visit America and Europe—the tirst Imperial Japanese Embassy ever com-

missioned to appear before Christian nations. It is true that young men, some of them

now in this embassy, had been sent by the far-seeing Prince of Satsuma years before to

.study foreign coimtries, and learn the arts of war and peace. At the peril of their

lives they had eluded the surveillance of the eagle-eyed officials, and had escaped in a

ship to Europe. They returned, and foundries and arms, factories, &c., were begun at

Kagoshima.

But this was the tirst Guvernment embassy to the West. It consisted of the

foremost men of New Japan—tive Cabinet Ministers, headed by the illustrious statesman

Iwakura, and connnissioners representing every Government department. They were

received at Washington by the President, and at Windsor by the Queen. They studied

minutely the political methods, social and national institutions of various countries, and

returned to start a new era in the history of their countrj'. The work which they

"ivere to perfect and crown had already been begun by anticipation.

The educational sjfstem was transformed. Previously, upper schools and colleges

had been monopolised by the aristocracy—the barons and their retainers. Mei'chants

iind farmers had no share in the higher education. The civil war, that completed

the downfall of the Shogun, had turned the common schools for the time being into

barracks and hospitals. But no sooner was peace won than a new educational era

was begun. An Education Board was created. The Foreign Language School was

opened in Tokio—a school which has since grown to vast dimensions, having had in a

recent year over six hundred pupils under twenty foreign teachers. The old Confucian

College at Tokio was transmuted into a university, afterwards to be better housed

elsewhere, and to become a strong and comprehensive institution. A Bureau of Transla-

tion was constituted for the purpose of translating into Japanese the best text-books

for schools. They republished every scientiiic book produced in Chinese by the

missionaries. Schools were begun at all the ports for the purpose of supplying instruc-

tion to young men in English, German, and French. Schools for nrilitary and naval

tactics sprang up. Native scholars and select foreigners, with Dr. Verbeck as chief

director, were charged with the translation of Guizot's " History of Civilisation," a

" Compendium of Geography," " Chambers's Information for the People," and the " Code

Kapoleon."

The Japanese Minister at Washington had issued a circular letter to the leading

educationists and publicists in the United States, inviting advice on the best means
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of promoting education in Japan. YoluHiinous replies were received, and these Avere

submitted to the Government at Tokio. One resuh was that Professor David Murray

Avas appointed Superintendent of Schools and Colleges in Japan, and joined the

Educational Department at Tokio as their adviser in reorganising their sj-stem of

education.

A gigantic plan was laid out and begun. The empire was to be divided mio

RECEPTION ON BOAED THE MODERN JAPANESE WAE-SHIP SEIKI, 1ST8.

eight large territories. In each of these there were to be a university, thirty middle

schools, 210 academies, and 53,760 common schools. Native teachers, female as well

as male, were to be provided by means of Normal Training Schools. The best students

in the Lana-uao-e Schools were to be drafted to the University, and from the University-

ISO young men were to be sent abi-oad each year to complete then- study of Western

science and literature in Harvard, Oxford, or Edinburgh Universities.

These plans have proved not to be Utopian. Already they are speeding on their

way to complete fulfilment. It is said that over three millions of young people of both

sexes are at school to-day. An Imperial College of Engineering Avas founded, and is
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now attended by enormous numbers of students. Under the patronage of the Empress,

a Female School was established in the capital in 1872 for the higher instruction of

girls m Japanese and English. Numerous foreigners were engaged at large salaries

to come and teach in schools and colleges. Controlling the new and splendid educa-

tional system were British and American professors and masters.

From the same countries gentlemen were invited to organise the navy, the army,

arsenals, agricultural colleges, and public works generally. Under the feudal S3'stem

each Daimio had his army of Sanuirai. A new army organisation was adopted,

with a system of conscription, rendering seven millions of men, between seventeen

and forty, liable to service, and securing a regular force of thirty-five thousand

in time of peace. They dressed on the model of the French army. England supplied

the model for their navy, and provided the otficers for its instruction and training.

Armed war-ships of the latest and best type were procured, and merchant steamers

subsidised.

Surpassing both army and navy in the calibre of its men was, and is, strange to

say, the police force. "When the feudal system fell in 1872, and the Samurai were

disbanded, many of them became police officers. There must be 20,000 members of

the force, mostly of superior build, educated and patriotic, trusted by the people and

admired by all except the jealous amiy. When in 1877 the Satsuma rebellion arose,

the regular soldiers were on the verge of defeat till a police battalion arrived

!

Similar progress was made in the law of the land, when the code of Napoleon

was adopted. English laAV "was everywhere and nowhere." Before the revolution and

the advent of the Christian foreigners, death was a common punishment for all

manner of offences. In serious cases, torture preceded cajsital punishment. The new

code abohshes all excessive penalties, and now the convicts not only learn and practise

certain trades, but also produce porcelain and lacquer ware, and even woilis of art.

A postal system on European model was inaugurated in 1871, replacing no system

at all. So rapidly did the people avail themselves of the postal service that by the

time of the Satsuma rebellion there were more post-offices than in all Ireland, and

thirty million letters, &c., were carried. Telegraph-wires were soon visible on the

main highways, and a cable was laid bringing Japan into immediate communication

with the rest of the world. The first railway in Japan, covering eighteen miles,

between Yokohama and Tokio, was opened in 1872 with great ceremony by the

Milvado m person. A second ere long joined the old sacred city of Kioto with its

natural port Osaka. Together not above sixty miles, they carried in a few years

three millions of passengers per annum. Lighthouses began tcf mark sunken rocks

and promontories and river mouths. Steamboats began to ply between the coast

towns.

A mint was established at Osaka, and the decimal currency adopted. When
English merchants first landed, the traders had no notion of the value of coins. Gold

to them was no better than silver, and they readily bartered the former for the

latter, weight for weight. It is to the eternal shame of foreigners that they abused

native ignorance, and bought up all the available gold. The new Government has
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created jDaper-money, unhappily seriously depreciated for several years owing to the drain

upon the national finances created by the new movements. Trade and commerce

took a new start.

A large measure of freedom of the Press was granted ; and newspapers, daily,

weekly, fortnightly, sprang up with mushroom speed. One of the rising Government

officials, Kido, established one of the most enterprising papers. Their editors were often

men ot culture and liboral-mindedness, who had returned tired with progressive ideas

from the study of foreign civilisation. Journalism became a potent factor in the en-

lightenment of the people. The freedom of the Press was seriously threatened in

1870, and a determmed battle was fought between the Government censors and the

journalists. Owing to the state of the country, stringent restrictions were imposed.

The new Press laws led to numerous prosecutions. " A noble army of editors

"

sutt'ered tines and imprisonment. The cause of freedom won in the end, and the

Press flourished. About the time of the rebellion they had fourteen papers, with a

daily circulation of tifty thousand, without a Sunday issue.

The eta and kin in, the pariahs of society, who had done the defiling and

despised work of the people, were now enfranchised, and entered into the rights and

responsibilities of citizenship.

In all these new undertakings, each foreign nation Avas taken as the model in

that in which it was believed to excel. Hence they went to England for the model

of their navy and for officers to train naval cadets ; to France for their army and their

code of law ; to Germany for their medical and hosjjital system ; to America for their

educational schemes and for their instructors in agTiculturc ; and to Scotland, the

Clyde, for their engineers. Japan was to combine in its institutions the best pro-

ducts of world-wide civilisation. Every detail of foreign life and customs was copied.

Soldiers wore foreign uniform (the baggy trousers of the Zouaves), carried rifles and

bayonets, used foreign words of command, marched to well-known airs played on foreign

instruments by a band in foreign dress. Sentinels guarded the avenues to public buildings,

and saluted in foreign fashion ; while horses stood saddled and bridled as at the Horse

Guards, ready for any emergency. Policemen donned white trousers and dark-blue frock-

coats with stripe on arm, and carried a long baton in their hand. Railway guards wore

British railway uniform, even to the brass buttons, and when the train was ready to

start gave the signal with the familiar English " All right 1

"

Many a side-splitting absurdity was to be seen. It was every man to his own
taste. Some scenes can never be forgotten : a young clerk with a Paris felt hat,

tall wooden pattens, native robe with a bath-towel or shawl round his neck ; or a

Government official going out to dine dressed in swallow-tailed coat, white gloves,

native pants, and clogs ; some in ^Yellington boots, others with silver-headed canes

and cigars ; some with English coats, others with English trousers, all usually melan-

choly misfits. A lady traveller records having even seen a man stretched on the

ground, supporting his head with his hands, and absorbed in a book, who was dressed

in—a pair of spectacles

!

Civilised customs were too much for some of them. The principal of the
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Engineering College tells how he once saw a good lady, according to the custom on

entering a house, leave her pattens on the railway plattbrra as she stepped into the

Tokio train, expecting no doubt to tind them on the platform at her destination.

Japanese engineers were not long in supposing that they could dispense with

foreign help. They started a steamer on a trial trip in the Bay of Yedo, but when

they wished to round back to the anchorage again, no one knew how to get the ship

about, nor did it occur to them to stop the engines. By a happy accident " they so

steered that the vessel went wildly round and round in eddying circles, to the infinite

danger of all the other shipping in the anchorage, while at intervals the crew called

lustily for help, luitil, tinally, an English crew boaixled the runaway, seized the

ens'ine-room, and brought the steamer to an anchor."

AMien the steamship HirosJuma mara was on one of its earliest voyages to Shang-

hai, a heavy storm occurred, during which some sulphuric acid came into contact with

some zinc, and ignited a cargo of matches. Believing that their doom was sealed,

they, like all Easterns, refused to work. An ofScer happily remembered a native

superstition, and worked upon it. He distributed charms, telling the sailors that,

protected by these, they were beyond all danger. They now set vigorously to work

and saved the ship. Such are some of the incongruities and absurdities that mark

the transition from the old order to the new.

But people were asking,Would this progress last ? The Satsuma rebellion of 1877 settled

that question decisively. Reactionaries were numerous and powerful, especially in Satsuma,

in the southern island. Its Daimio, Shimadzu, supported by Saigo, a distinguished and in-

fluential statesman, believed that the country had gone far enough at the Restoration of

the Mikado, and that the wholesale introduction of Western wa3-s and means would be

fatal to the national life of Japan. To resuscitate the glory of the disbanded SnmLirai

he demanded an invasion of Corea, but in vain. He thereupon presented to the

Mikado a petition protesting against twenty unwarranted innovations. One was the

tacit toleration of Christianity (the "evil sect"), another the extensive "employment

of foreigners and adoption of their ideas." The petition was fruitless. The climax

came in 187(j, when the right of the Samurai to wear two swords was abolished. It

was " the knell of all his hopes of a return to the old order." In despair he abandoned

the effort. His former henchman, Saigo, however, proceeded to manufactiu-e arms at

Kagoshima, and, under a false pretext, i:)repared for a deadly conflict. AVhen it came,

it cost thirty-five thousand lives and eight millions of money. In the struggle Saigo,

a noble and patriotic spirit, but mistaken in his reading of events, was the first to fall.

His lieutenant, according to ancient military custom, cut off Saigo's head with his heavy

sword, and then, with his lighter blade, carried for the purpose, he committed hara-

kiri, discinbowelment. The reactionaries were crushed ; the backward tide was tinned

again. Progress became now the steady policy of the nation. That rebellion of 1877

had been a momentous crisis. Happily for Japan, the Rising Sun was not stopped

in its upward course.

But its progress was mainly material thus far. It had adopted only the

machinery of Western civilisation, and had its dark sides. It was intoxicating the
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people with the prospect of proud pre-eminence in the East. It was unsettling the

foundations of all religious belief. The more advanced minds were beginning to dis-

trust and even despise every form of religion. The moral maxims of Confucius were

less generally studied, and the restraints which his ethical teaching had exercised were

vanishing. Japan was making the Kingdom of Heaven consist largely in steam and

electricity, books and colleges. The change did not at first strengthen the moral

principle of the people. A characteristic storj' is told by Dr. Maclay in his "Budget

of Letters " :

—

" The Mitsui Bank in Tokio is a national bank, backed up with the money of the

Government. Young Japan had been esj^ecially educated abroad to carry on the

banking system on approved foreign principles. They were intelligent, capable, and

shrewd. They made excellent cashiers, tellers, bookkeepers, and clerks, so far as the

merely executive qualities were concerned. They possessed every intellectual require-

ment necessary for carrying on a bank, but they were too intelligent. They were so

thoroughly acquainted with financiering that they understood many little methods of

deflecting cash from the treasury into their own pockets. And there was no power

except fear that could prevent their doing so ; and fear had but little effect, as there

was hardly any fear that the capitalists, composed of effete Daimios and of Govern-

ment officers unfamiliar with banking, could detect how the cash disappeared. In this

predicament, one of the bank officers, with great candour and solicitude, came and

explained the situation to one of the missionaries. He frankly admitted that he did

not believe in any religion whatsoever. He claimed that the Japanese intellect was of

too philosophical a nature to accept the Jewish myth called Christianity. ' But,' said

lie, 'your religion does something that our religion cannot do. It makes inien honest.

Now, we wish our employes at the bank to be carefully instructed in these principles,

so that they may learn to discharge their duties with scrupulous integrity.'"

It was indeed not surprising that their ethical progress should be less rapid at

first than their- material and intellectual progress. Thus far, they appeared to think

that a nation that travels fifty miles per hour is ten times more civilised than a

nation that travels only five. A few years later, and they would be found deploring

the lack of lofty moral principle among the people, and inquiring after the religion that

would best produce moral feeling. But meanwhile much silent vigorous work remained

to be done by Christian men and women before Japan would be leavened with the

moral spirit of Christianity.
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XXVL—AUSTRALIA.
CHAPTER XLVII.

A M O X G THE ABORIGINES.

Area—Discovery—Western Australia—Victoria—South Australia—Queensland—The Austral-Negroes—Manners

and Customs—Cannibalism—Thieving—Atrocities—^Mental Capabilities—Religious Ideas —Evil Spirits

—

Marriage Rites— Introduction to Manhood- Corrobborees— Rev. F. A. Hagenauer—Thirty Years with

the Australian Blacks.

THAT extensive area of the earth's surface denominated by the general name of Aus-

tralasia, and broken up into islands, large and small, was once peopled throughout

by savage blacks ; but, like America, it has become a new Anglo-Saxon home, and con-

verted by the British mto a great Christian dominion, whose seven colonies are partially

federated in government. Over this area of nearly three Europes the English have

spread ; until, in little more than half a century, they exceeded three millions, a

population which, ever receiving increment from within and from without, promises to

rival the fifty millions of the United States. As yet only one-twentieth part of the

available land of this vastly greater Britain is in occupancy by man.

The discovery of the largest island in the world was made by the Dutch in the

fifteenth century ; it was named by them New Holland, now familiarly known as Australia.

Its lenarth from east to west is about three thousand miles, and its breadth from

north to south about two thousand : its magnitude is thus about three-quarters that

of Europe. A massive chain of steep mountain ridges for the most part forms its

coast line, and encloses its magnificent interior as by a natural girdle ; and behind

this barrier range, the country, except that formed mto basins by the few rivers which

it boasts, partakes mostly of the character of a terra incognita. Vast table-lands

stretch their level plateaus in the south-east, while the region northwards exhibits

extensive steppes like those of Southern Africa. The whole of the eastern shore was

first discovered by our own distinguished countryman. Captain Cook, in 1770, and,

reminding him of the Welsh coast, with whose bold scenery he was famihar in his

native land, he named it New South Wales.

Upon the report made to Parliament by that great navigator, it was resolved to

foi-m a penal settlement at a convenient point in the coast called, from the vegetable

fertility which it displayed. Botany Bay, with the object of " ridding the mother

country from time to time of the yearly increasing number of prisoners who were

accumulating in the gaols, of affording a proper place for the punishment of criminals,

and of forming a free colony out of the materials which the reformed prisoners would

supply, in addition to the families of free emigrants who might be induced to settle in

that country." In 1788 a fleet sailed with this extraordinary purpose in view, having

an assemblage of upwards of a thousand persons on board, seven hundred and fifty of

whom were convicts. Captain Phillip, who had been appointed commander of the

expedition, discovered rather to the north of Botany Bay the extensive haven of Port

Jackson, whose narrow entrance among the rocks had been passed unobserved by his

illustrious predecessor ; and there the long silent solitudes of the thinly-wooded coves in

55
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the many beautiful ramifications of that Port were suddenly broken, a hundred years

a;^o, by the landing of the infant colony, which, as an empire in embryo, was destined to

grow in a century- into a city and its suburbs, having a population of about two hundred

thousand souls. Where these emigrants first pitched their tents, and then, bond and

free together, cleared the ground and built their timber huts on the margin of the

sea-lake, the splendid city of Sydney now stands, with its palatial buildings, the oldest

En""lish home in the southern world : and from that moment t>f their landing, the

history of these men and their descendants has been, as regards temporal ^velfarc, one

of progressive prosperit}-.

In 182i) a new settlement was begun at the head of King George's Sound, on

the Swan River, designated the colony of Western Australia, with Perth as its capital,

three hundred miles from the mouth of the great stream. There the first landing

was eti'ected perforce in a storm in mid-Avinter: the ships were dashed to pieces on

the rocks, a crowd of people gathered together in confusion and starvation ; families,

officers, soldiers .and sailors, with their horses, cows, sheep, and other live stock : ploughs,

[lianofortes, casks, furniture, bedding, and tools heaped together in the soaking rain.

Several abandoned the enterprise upon the first opportunity of a ship visiting them

;

others pushed on, and, being gifted with a larger share of the true Briton's indomit-

able energy, succeeded fairly well.

Victoria, situate at the southern point of the great continent, and formerly called

" Australia Felix," was disjoined from New South Wales, and made into a separate

colony in 1838, those who first arrived at the site of the now robust capital having

fiiund there but a cluster of rude huts. Soon wooden houses were run up, a small

square one being built for a church, to which an old ship's bell was for long used to

call them, as to a place " by the river's side where prayer Avas wont to be made," a

veritable home of catholic Christianity, inasnmch as all denominations of Christian

A\"orshippers were gathered within its primitive walls. In tliirt\' years the city of Mel-

bourne had sprung into existence, with hundreds of vessels at anchor in the splendid

harbour of Port Philip, representing its worhbwide conuncree, and with its churches-

and public buildings bidding fair to rival the most magnificent capitals of the old

world. In the centennial celebrations of 18SS this colony, mto which every year pours

its fresh additions, was able to boast a population of four millions of souls. But, in spite

of railway facilities and river steamers, the recesses of this, the best known of the

colonies, are not nearly opened up.

South Australia, another colonial block of territory of more than double the size of

the British Isles, fertile and free fi'om forest, is speedily being brought under cidtivation,

although parts of its vast area are as unexplored as the hidden depths of C-entral Africa.

Its copper has ]n'oved a source of great wealth : farms are on the increase ; townships

arc rising everywhere ; and Adelaide, its capital, is a city ornate with excellent architectui'C.

(Queensland and North Australia, the extensive colonics of the north, possess a

climate too exhaustive to the physical system of inhabitants <if a temperate zone to

promise such great things as their sisters of the south have exhibited imder the skil-

ful treatment of the British emigrant.
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Tho Austral-negroes, the orioinal possessors of this immense island, were of the

Papuan stock, and, forming a branch of the coloured descendants of Ham, almost

merged its physical and spiritual characteristics in the instincts of the lower creation.

In some exceptional specimens the physique was singularly' tine, the muscles ot arm

and limb a perfect study, the head, uncovered and unkempt, carried loftily, tho dignity

of its well-shaped brows being increased by a tillet bound round the roots of tho

hair ; the brilliant eyes mingling curiosity and pleasure in their keen vision
;
the skin

black, but not sooty like tho negro's, lint in general, the people represented the

lowest members of the trreat human family, and stood low down as one of its shabbiest

and least creditable relations ; and miserable mementoes were the most of them of a

glory that had gone. Inured to hardship of every kind, their appearance in the eyes

of their fellow-men was not enhanced by a fitful kind of natural merriment, which

served to render them only the more disgusting as fallen members of tho (jenus

hotiii). Sense, acuteness, and keenness of sight reached a perfection which, in itself, wo

are accustomed to consider tho birthright of the lirute. With a vision, hawk-like

in its keenness, and with hearing acute enough to enable him to track like a blood-

hound, so that he could steer as by tho unerring instinct of the home -going bee a

direct course through tho dense, pathless forest, with its impenetrable walls of living

green on either side, the Australian has boon held in infinite contempt by his learned

and cultured and well-to-do fellow-man, and it is true that in all things he was a child

of nature and ignorant of grace. Practically coverless, ho was altogether homeless. If

anything was ever worn, it was a kangaroo's skin thrown over the left shoulder,

brought under the right arm, where it was securely skewered with a wooden peg;

or, as was more usual, some matted grass round his loins contented him ; a twist of

opossunr hair on one arm held a tobacco pipe ; a bundle of spears—primitive reminis-

cence of the sharp-stone age, and sufficiently murderous—was carried in one hand,

and completed the accoutrements. The women were porters to the tribe when on the

tram]i, which was always, and the poor creatures wandered after their lords, bowed down

beneath the loads of flour and blankets constituting their whole supplies and stores.

Until quite recently, the land swarmed with hundreds of such degraded human

items, roaming their forest home with no sign of clothing; with no prospect of

bettering their condition ;
with no idea of anything more elevated in life

;
and in

their miserable death worse than the beasts of the field. A tribe consisted of fi'om

one to two hundred persons, comprising both sexes and all ages, interconnected by

blood relationships, their only government being the despotic control of the weak by

the strong, and tribal intercourse frequently rendered hostile by the alliance ot

individuals, wherein one set became partj- to the quaiTels of another ; but conflicts

aj)])ear seldom to have reached the point of taking each others' lives. Much

clamour, and a wordy war with some wounding, generally ended their feuds, the

chief causes of which were the usual heroic nixus Jiclli, the invasion of territory

or the abduction of women. Sometimes injury would be atoned for by the sacri-

fice of a woman or a child, but for the most part the art of warfare was beyond

them, although in some of the more savage tribes the spear never quitted tho
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male hand from boyhood onwards, and they were inured to the practice of the grossest

outrages.

The aboriginal habits and customs were similar in all parts of Australia. They

rarely slept two nights in the same place for fear of some treacherous deed ; their bed-

chamber was soon run up, being but a lean-to shelter, like a rude fence of boughs

and bark, with a fire kindled at its open side, to which they put their feet when

they " turned in." Warmth to the last was the one hixury of life ; in case of death

the deceased was left alone with a solitary fire at which he might warm himself

unmolested in his unspeakable chilliness, and even the grave was warmed before re-

ceiving its inmate, as part of the ceremonial of his sepulture. At night their fires,

twinkling on some hill-side, would denote their presence and determine their number

;

but in the north this adjunct of their rendezvous is necessarily dispensed with. The

northern savage, who as yet has not died out like his southern cousin, knows neither

clothing nor shelter of any kind, the large fan-like leaves of the friendly palm being his

natural sunshade by day, and the roots and fruits, abundantly supplied by the

tropical scrub, furnishing him with food in plenty without the expenditure of the

sweat of his brow in procuring it. Food everywhere consisted in whatsoever of flesh.
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fish, reptile, or vegetable the jieoplo could devour with impunity ; moreover they were

anthropophagous, being given to eating one another; troublesome children, if not

abandoned in the woods to take care of themselves, were Idlled and eaten. The
" noble savage " lived for his body, and, in fulfilment of its worst passions, was an incarna-

tion of sensuality and cruelty; wanton outrage was the order of his existence, and

when the whites settled in his land he added to his natural corruption the deeper

miseries of drunkenness, and the other vices which they of the pale face introduced

KAIIVE UF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. BOY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

to his notice, so that he soon turned out a filthy, idle, roving beggar, hanging about

tap-rooms as containing his most exalted notion of " the blessings of civiHsation." Where

the fire-water beverage is still unknoAvn in the land, every right-minded man will agree

that the continuance of such blissful ignorance is to be devoutly wished. The already

rapid strides of the Australian towards self-destruction were greatly accelerated by his

contact with criminal England, until the complete obliteration of the bestial man was

more than probable.

A revolting picture might be drawn in detail of the imbruted cannibalism of the

people, and of their altogether treacherous and cruel morals. After living sometimes

for months in a settler's house, some cunning pilot on his property or his life has been

discovered as the motive of their residence. They were arrant thieves, and dishonesty

was detected among all their tribes. "A sour-looking old man," saj's a missionarj',

"to whom a ribbon had been given, made many signs to get another, but knowing

that ho had already received one, we wished to discover where he had secreted it.

Now the gentleman had neither coat nor trousers pockets to put it in, and the mouth

was also free ; it turned out that he had placed it carefully under his left arm, whence
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it escaped when we lifted up that limb. This exposure of his deception created

great merriment amongst all the spectators, although the man himself looked as if he

could have speared us all in his great disappointment." This trait, characteristic more

or less of all savage tribes, chiefly discovered itself in the most treacherous cruelty.

Gliding serjoent-wise among the long grass, they waylaid their foes, speared them

rmawares, and then ate their flesh and drank their blood. They have been caught in

the very act of cannibalism, and the information that the human flesh they were

devouring was a most pleasant delicacy was accompanied by a pointed reference to the

various parts of the body which were preferred. In reply to a missionary's protest

against the horrible practice, a chief gave the pretext usual to cannibals :
—

" We like

boomar (human flesh) and you like pork or something else." The feasting on hoomar

was spoken of c^uite gleefully till the blood curdled in the veins of the listener,

and he shivered at the low inhumanity to which human hearts had fallen in the

nineteenth century of the Christian era. Civilised ears were greeted from time to

time with reports of their atrocities, of which the following is a sample :

—

" 30th October, 185G.—Some of the aborigines of this country are gathered in

this spot (about 250 miles south of Sydney), induced to come by the excitement of the

whale-fishing season. Their time is spent in drinking, dancing, and lighting. A poor

3'oung man belonging to a different tribe was yesterday found murdered, and his body

concealed under boughs of trees. Full of cruelty are the habitations of these poor

heathen, for whom, as yet, no messenger is found to tell them of Heaven and a

Saviour's love ; and yet they are as intelligent, and as capable of receiving instruction,

as any other race of human beings."

As to the mental capabilities of the black races. Government examinations removed

all doubt ; the highest number of marks ever obtained by an elementary school in

Victoria, being scored by Kramer at Ramahyuk, tcstitied not only to the able

management of the master, but also to the educational aptitude of the swarthy young

humanity under his tutorship. A public examination was held, with the results of

which his Excellency the Governor, who was present, was so well pleased that he gave

presents to six youths who had answered and sung remarkably well. In rare instances

the native intellect has attained a high degree of acuteness.

Religious ideas, if any such the aborigines possessed, were confined to faith in an

Evil Spirit, who pursued and harassed them, and who, if he met them in the dark,

would cast them down. Death, according to tlie imiversal creed, was the result of

sorcery; the Evil One had charmed away the departed spirit from its tenement, but

it would reappear at the mention of its name ; and hence they fled in terror from the

spot where one had recently died, and strove to banish his name from their recollection

and their heart. In Queensland, the dwelling-place of Evil is marked to this day

by a huge stone that obtrudes its dark mass at a gloomy spot in an overhung river.

The natives will never approach the dreaded place, and when compelled to pass it in a

plantation boat, they couch behind the gunwale lest the Evil One should sec and

catch them away ; they always caution their friends against the locality ;
and when

" Biany," a chief's son, heard of missionaries who had touched the fearsome stone, he
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received the news with every gesture of dismayed astonishment. Thus Uved these hordes

of men and women, a life of benighted terrorism from one another, and from the dead,

and as if under the foul spell of the very presence of the Evil One ; and thus, spiritually

capable of supernatural dread, they forcibly embodied the miserable plight of such as

' are described in the New Testament as having been " through fear of death all their

life-time subject to bondage."

Only nowada3-s to be naet occasionally in the luxurious vales and deep mountain

gorges wdiich fill the impenetrable recesses of their countr}', the black people seem to

•shun, like wild beasts, the centres of civihsed life ; in greatly decreasmg numbers they are

being driven into these retirements before the advance of squatters on the table-land.«,

of sugar planters on the fertile plains, or of other settlers on the rich coasts or river-

banks.

' Very rarely do any considerable number of them meet in one place ; they

generally wander in parties of from two or three to twenty, sometimes camping for a

few days near a township, and then scattering among the hills, or by the rivers, and

disappearing for months. In a long ride a few may be overtaken, with their hatchet,

boomerang, and waddy stuck in their girdle, ^vith a lump or two of fat twisted among

the curls of their hair, and perhaps their 'jin-'^, or wives, following, carrying by the

tail the newly killed opossums. The clothing of the men is sometimes a striped shirt,

sometimes a blanket given by Government, sometimes nothing but their girdle ; and

the women usually wear a blanket or opossum rug, unless some white woman has

given them a gowm."

When nearing the wooden homestead of some of his white skinned acquaintances,

the Christian minister is reminded that there are " other .sheep which are not of this

fold," by the appearance of perhaps some dozen of the homeless children of the bush

encamped close to the " town," lying or squatting on the ground, each of the seniors

having a blanket, .skewered by a stick, round his neck, or a girdle round his loins, the

youngsters playing around in Nature's full dress, their own black skins, which even

m adults are almost equal to clothing, and deprive one of the sense of nudit}'. If they

have passed the night in the place, their sojourn Avill be notified by the sheets or

bark left slanting against the trees, and which arc all the shelter they seek from

wind and rain, and there will be the smouldering ashes of their camp-fire ; while under

one of the strips of bark ma}- still be seen asleep some curlj^-headcd or grey-haired

aboriginal coiled up in his blanket.

These wild people have certain customs by which, among themselves, they regulate

their wanderuig, their fighting, their man-iages, and the ceremonies of life from the day

that one is born till he is buried and his bones carried about. Their coijimunism

indeed presents a field of study for the political economist, and for the student of the

laws of property, not to be met with among his own white civilisations. The (ierman

missionary Hagenauer came to the conclusion that it woidd be a capital thing for

some of the French jireachers of that system to spend a time, as he himself did, in

observing how it operates if honestly carried out, as has been the case in North

Queensland ; for, if spared to return to his native land, any communistic gentleman
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who made that experiment would go back a sadder but possibly a wiser man. In

regard to property, the law of the black comes into grievous collision with that of the

white : the black holds that he has as good a right to property as any other man,

and the white being the richer of the two, the black asserts his communistic ideas by

appropriating the cattle, horse, sheep, or other goods of the settler ; according to the

white man's laws he must be punished as a thief, and awful consequences have ensued

from the misunderstandings which have thus arisen ; the black is stirred by another

of his laws to murderous revenge ; this leads to retaliation on a wider scale, and is

indeed said to be one of the causes tending to the speedy extermmation of the northern

aborigines. The inborn law by which they hold all thmgs common property produces,

even among the " civilised blacks," notorious results. One of these is their manifest

lack of gratitude ; the feeling of thankfulness is totally absent from their nature, for

why should they be grateful for a present when the thing is their own as much as

the donor's property? They hand it on to some other black fellow, feeling, according

to their law, that they have a perfect right to it ; the gift is hghtly esteemed because

one has as good a claim to it as another. And yet in regard to favours shown to the

sick and dpng and distressed they prove themselves to be not wholly devoid of a

grateful spirit ; for they will keep in long remembrance any good offices performed at

such times, and will return them with interest.

On all the northern shores there were wont to be practised several savage customs

more or less disgusting to European taste, and revolting to Christian eyes. The in-

troduction of boys to manhood, for example, was accomjDlished by cruel ceremonies

which were only effectually stopped when the manliness of the Christ was set before

the people as the great and true ideal. The rite was much more mildly performed in the

south, but in the north it was marked by three degrees of extreme savagery. The first,

called the Wombal, was undergone by boys between eleven and fourteen years of age;

and if they came out of the trial courageously, they had accorded them certain privi-

leges ; for more than fourteen days they sat together , in a long, deep trench dug in

the sand, their heads bent as low as possible, the men dancing round them several

hours every morning, followed by a game of imaginary fish-spearing and grubbing for

turkeys' eggs, played after the fashion of children " pretending " scenic things in real

life, and which was wound up by a " beehive ceremony," consisting in the throwing

of innumerable spears over the boys' affrighted heads to represent the stings of the

bees. The Wombal step towards manhood was concluded by the " Tombee," which

was a ritual of gross immorality. After the lapse of a year or two, the second degree

was taken by candidates for manhood passing the " Tai-buljee," a much more trying

ordeal, wherein a small hole was punched through the nose for the insertion of an

ornament later on in life, the mode of operation being one of the profoundest secrets

among the rude barbarians. The third degree, called " Nooman Tej-rie," or " Bora,"

consisted in knocking in, or out, or off, the front teeth by a kind of wooden mallet;

a sacred rite, and a most terribly cruel one, for by it many a poor lad has lost his

life as he stood at the portals of his opening manhood : carried out from the circle

of the males by whom he had been surrounded, his corpse, stiffening in the last
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convulsion of its agon}', would bo taken to the women, whose yelling testified their

woe. An English officer who witnessed the whole series of these ceremonies pro-

nounced them, from first to last, horrible beyond description.

All the disgusting scenes connected with the nocturnal " coiTobborees " of the Aus-

tralians cannot with propriety be described. The vile performances carried on beneath

the graceful palm, or the umbrageous fig-tree, contained the most shocking outrage on

COEBOBBOEEE.

everj' decent feeling—nude savages, trembling with excitement in every limb and

uriuscle, were beheld jumping, crawling, hopping, swinging, stretching, drawing them-

selves together, beating time on their own bodies, the women seated m fi'ont of them

in abject fear; their howling filled the night with terrible cries heard afar; a state

of extreme exhaustion was induced, which completely prostrated the wretched creatures

in the end. These were orgies which amazed the unaccustomed spectator with an

insight into the depth of degradation to which the human heart of the untutored

savage can reduce itself.

Yet, degraded and lost as is this prodigal son, he has proved his divine original,

and also his capacity for becoming a son restored. In regard to the capabilities of

the aborigines for receiving Christianity, no one is more entitled, from close personal
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knowledge of tlie native character, to express an opinion on the snbject than the Rev.

F. A. Hagenaucr, who lias had about thirty year.s' experience of the Australian blacks,

and who gained a [)lentiful insight, prior to his successfully evangelising them, into

the cruel and superstitious nature which made them slaves to their i)assions, and their

feet swift to shed blood ; and he has recorded an awakening among these poor

creatures of a desire for those better things which he was privileged to preach to

them. " In the beginning of LSGO a remarkable awakening amongst the blacks began,

with earnest cries to God for mercy, and sincere tears of repentance, which was

folloAved by a striking change in their lives, manners, and habits. The "wonderful

regenerating power of the Gospel among the lowest of mankind worked like leaven in

their hearts, and, through patient labour and the constraining love of Jesus, we were

soon privileged to sec a small Clu'istian Church arise, and a civilised community settled

around us. To the glory of liod it can be said, that a comparatively large nnmber of

the remnant of this rapidly-decreasing race has been brought to the knowledge of the

truth, and a good many honoured the Lord by their humble Christian life for many

years, and a still greater number died in full assurance of eternal happiness through

faith in Jesus Christ."

CHAPTER XLVIII.

nnilGRANTS AND THEIR INFLUENCE.

Early Settlers in Australia—Kev. Robert Johnson—Rev. Samuel Marsden—The Convict System—Christian

Work among- the Convicts—Proiligal Sons—Life in the Bush—Rev. Samuel Leigh, the Pioneer of

Australian Methodism—Light in Dark Places—Drawbacks—Episcopalianism—Book Mission—A Peep into

a Township—Floating Populations—Sheep-runs—Death in the Bu.sh—The Gold Fields—How a Preacher

got to Adelaide—Bible Christians.

BEFORE passing to the story of the various attempts to evangelise the natives

of Australia, we must glance at some of those influences which have been imported

into their country in connection with the early settlement of convict colonies, the life in

the bush, on the sheep-runs, and among the gold diggers : with a cursory review of

religious activity, and of the notorious fact that Christianity in the wilds of Australia

is at a discount.

New Holland had become, in the early days of this century, a pandemonium of

vice and wretchedness after the Government had laid the foundation of the colonial

structure deep in crhne. It was a simple process, but a discreditable policy, which

thus disposed of the mother country's social refuse by casting it out on the far-distant

.shore
; but rulers seemed imbued with the unchristian spirit of the times, for it was the

ago in which Voltaire's "perfumed blasphemies" filled the air with atheism as regards (u)d

and anarchy as regards man; and religious love in* both spheres of its operation waxed

cold, so that when the gaols overflowed with moral and physical pollution, contagion

was thought to be best avoided by emptying it out in one seething mass of fermenting

wickedness into the great bush at the Antipodes. In the mind of the Government

there was evidently no other cure for the convict malady, and hence neither clergyman,
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nor schooli mister, nor kindly Christian official of any kind t'oiind a placo in its

ideal in-oy-ramuie. Just before the first batch of evil-doers sailed with their two

hundred military warders, a pious parson, the Rev. Robert Johnson, ohered himself to

the Rishop of London, in unparalleled devotion, for self-exile, and for the disagreeable

work of ministering to the souls of these banished ones. During the voyage of eight

months, of course only the ship in which this good man had secured a berth could

be benefited by his presence, except when the vessels put into Rio Janeiro, and he

held services on them all in turn. In the new colony, the absence of religious

restraint was soon apparent, for when the severe discipline of shipboard was relaxed,

the depraved activities of the people burst forth in awful excesses after the long coir-

finement and its enforced idleness ; thefts and murders were fre(|uent, and their

punishment was after a most barbarous sort. Without hope of earthly reward, and

in the midst of a famine which was aggravated by ever-increasing numbers of convicts

jirriving from CJreat IJritain, the worthy chaplain laboured on in solitary zeal, often in

the teeth of ofHcial opposition. The convicts, it is true, were ordered " church attend-

ance," which meant that they were drawn up in the open, surrouniled by a military

guard armed with loaded nmskets, the Governor and his officers never thinking of

attending themselves, their ordinary boast being that they had left off the profession

of religion as they rounded the Cape of Cood Hope. For six years there was no

church, or prcjspcct of one, until Jlr. Johnson erected a wooden structure at his own

cost, and then it was burned down by wicked hands. The Governor thereupon ordered

stone churches to be built by way of "hard-labour" punishment, and not the more

likely were the recusants to enjoy worshipping within their walls on that account.

After twelve years of noble and most unselfish service, .Mr. Johnson returned to

England in ISOO.

A better known name, and one which indeed glitters as a star of the first

magnitude in coimcction with this convict chaplaincy, is that of a man who turned

anany to righteousness, the Rev. Samuel Marsden, senior chaplain at Paramatta, near

.Sydney, where he was appointed in 1795. By the unwearied exertions of this warm

friend of lost men, whether civilised outlaws .steeped in crime, or uncivilised bar-

barians stained with cannibalism, much good was done, and his name holds a fore-

most place in the Chnstianisation of Australia, as indeed it does on the roll of

apostolic labourers among the savage tribes of the earth, (-)f humble origin, he ha<l

been reared in the grammar school at Hull, of which Dr. Jlilner, the (!lnn'ch

historian, was headmaster; and exhibiting no ordinary literary aptitude, ho had been

sent by the "Eland Society" to finish at Cambridge, where, while still a student, he

was offered, through Charles Simeon's influence with Wilberforce, the vacant chap-

laincy ainong the convicts at the Antipodes. Having accepted the unlooked-for call

as one from God, he was waiting with his newly-wedded bride at Hull for the sailing

of the ship which was to carry them into exile, when, just as he entered the pulpit

of that seaport's parish church one Sunday morning, the gun fired as a signal to

sail, and the congregation lost their sermon, and parted with the preacher on the

beach amid nuitual prayers and benedictions. The ship put into Portsmouth for her
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contingent of convicts, and visiting the Isle of Wight, Marsden preached a sermon in

Brading church, which led to the conversion of " The Dairyman's Daughter," whose

story Legh Richmond afterwards told for the benefit of countless readers. Arrived

at Paramatta, his destination near Sydney, the chaplain here laboured heroically for

the rest of his life amid the worst offscum of society. Few men have ever been

more vehemently opposed by their friends, or have met greater hindrances in their

work than did this sturdy Yorkshireman nearly a century ago; at every step in his

reforms he was thwarted, opposed, and misrepresented by those in authority ; for no

clergyman had been found as yet so courageous as to attempt the reformation of

that abandoned population which had been outlawed by England from her civilisa-

tion and her Christianity alike, for every conceivable crime, and which surrounded

the good man with the reckless, brutish, and abominable habits of its class. Personal

abuse, official misrepresentation, and newspaper libels were the only reward which his

godliness met in the first instance, and he had at last to appeal to the Home Govern-

ment for its interference. In the Irish rebellion of 1804, in New South Wales

Marsden's life was marked as " the first to be taken," and, indeed, he had carried it in

his hand for years, such was the abandoned viciousness of those amongst whom he

laboured.

On the appointment of Sir Thomas Darling as Governor in 1825, Marsden re-

ported to him that only five or sis persons habitually attended church, whereupon

His Excellencj- announced his intention of attending himself, and his example carried

weight. But crimes of honible atrocity were even then of daily occurrence ; no

punishment checked them : men on the scaffold thanked God for the termination of

their living misery. Sir W. Burton, a truly Christian judge, uttered a manly protest

against the whole system ; the absence of religion in it had produced its own inevit-

able consequences : and the Archdeacon of Australia, W. G. Broughton, came to

England and brought the awful condition of her convict colony before the notice of

the authorities, so that an attempt was made to mitigate some of the crying evils

forthwith. The vast island continent had been hitherto considered as part of the

diocese of Calcutta : the Archdeacon returned in 1836 the first Bishop of Australia,

and the establishment of the episcopate, with the introduction thereby of a new

Christian element, effected changes for the better in the religious atmosphere of the

community, and began the new page of its proper ecclesiastical history and

Christianisation.

Not the most encouraging sphere of labour for a Christian mmister, however

ardent, could have been presented by that early colonj', where " the estabhshment,"

a euphemism for the prison, formed the life-staple of the people's thought, as it was

the raison d'etre of the community, consisting of convicts, officers, and those who

catered for them ; and the chaplain's work was not hopeful. No personal interviews

with the convicts were to be had but in presence of officials, and therefore the

inner life of the individual sinner could scarcely be disclosed. Periodical visits had

to be paid to the gangs at Avork on the roads, probably from twenty to thirty miles

in extent ; when the chaplain rode up the warder summoned the men, perhaps ten
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out of sixteen of whom were Protestants, and a short sei-vice was held ; after requests

for sHght favours had been preferred, the warder dismissed them, and the worshippers

turned Ustlessly back to their " hard labour," the whole thing looking too much like a

device to cheat them into bemg good. There was rather more attention when the chap-

lain could give them a service on a Sunday : that seemed at least a more tit and
proper performance, and if there was singing of hymns they entered into it with gusto.

Under certain restrictions convicts were permitted to enter the employ of private

gentlemen, under whose control, which was generally considerate, these so-called

" assigned servants," working out their various terms of sentence, would be greatly

REV. S. MAESDENS CHURCH AT PAEAilATTA.

humanised by a treatment at any rate more benignant than that of the gaol and its

iron-glove machinery. Encouragement in well-doing had its own reward in signs of

improvement, and the man who could act the Christian friend-in-need to his degraded

brother when there was none other at hand, could always count on winning his way into

his heart. In those days Christian lajmnen were unhappily rare ; but just because of

the rarity, the man found sitting at the bedside of sick or dying convicts, administering

comfort to body and mind, performed a service which told immensely, even as he

shone the more conspicuously as the good Samaritan neighbour to a humanity that

had fallen among thieves. For the most part the brutal discipline only demoralised

the outcasts, if that were possible, and they in turn reacted on the social and

religious atmosphere. Hence, missionaries to the blacks always desired to be removed

as far as practicable from a settlement, on that account, and a chief cause of the

failure of their labours among the benighted heathen was attributed by one of the

colonial governors " to the deadly influence of ungodly Europeans "—men who were
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citbsr convicts or the offspring of convicts, and whose evil influence conld scarcely be

exa'igerated. The disheartening attempts to elevate the aborigines failed for one great

reason, because of the baneful propinquity of the missionary's fellow pale-face, Avhoso

life was actively antagonistic to his own Christian teaching : the white community

needed itself to be raised from its own gross sinfulness before it could appreciate the

labours of a missionary, far less set a true pattern to the poor heathen : and not

more sunken were the hearts of the blacks than were the consciences of the whites,

debased and hardened by sin, to whom repentance was being preached, not in the

winsome love of the GosjdcI, but in the iron grasp of law.

Nor was this state of the case greatly altered when, in addition to sowing the

ground with the seed of evil-doers, England poured forth a tide of voluntary emigration

upon Australia, the one anxiety of the volunteers being to make money out of the

l>enal labour of their enslaved brethren, the convicts. So that if in a succeeding-

generation deeply ingrained habits of evil moulded the progeny of the one ancestrj-,

no high Christian standard coidd be expected from the other. Alongside of trans-

pi >rted (-riminals sailed out wild sons, spoiled at home, prodigals, likewise banished

for reclamation, in the iav country—thus reversing the order of the father's love in

the pearl of parables. The luithrifty and useless, to be got rid of as a public nuisance

b}- the employers and ratepayers of England, were shipped out also to people the new

earth, where already dwelt unrighteousness : so that the wonder is that pvu'ity, piety,

or even temporal prosperitj' could be secured at all "on the other side." Even those

who had been accustomed from j-outh to regular outward observance of religion, found

the absence of churches, as well as of home influence, too great a trial of their faith.

Habits of Scripture -reading and of prayer once broken in upon, are at all times

difficult to re-establish, and in the case of any who might be thus piously inclined,

the excitement of the voyage and of the new life amid novel surroundings, made too

often a sad havoc of a good beginning of Christian life. For the most part the

colonists required to possess Christianity ere they could practise it : and even in later

days, when less antagonistic to its tenets than formerly, they might frequently wield

a greater infliience for good than they do ; the Australian employe, whether black or

white, can at least understand the simple message of divine love, equally with the baptised

heathen in London slums or rural cottages, and consecrated self-denial might reaj*

harvests for its Lord.

Two main influences have let and hindered Australian Christianity hitherto—the

love of money together with the divisions of Christendom. In many thriving

settlements the jiositive irreligion is a disgrace ; churches and schools are regarded

as bad investments by the worldly-wise squatters, whose whole soul is given up to

amassing stupendous fortunes and returning " home " to spend their days in showy

opulence : and this fortune-hunting having been the ground of their emigrating at

all, they grudge every penny wdiich makes not towards that aim of their being. A
settler rolling in his acquired wealth of £5,000 or £(3,000 a year has been known to

jjromise one pound only towards settling a parson in his township. Where thirty,

twenty, or even ten years before, there was not a sign of the white hand, where no
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spade had ever turned the virgin soil beneath the rank verdure ot the forest fernery^,

there are now numerous communities, each composed of hundreds of j^ersons, their

neat wooden liouses surrounded by peach and nectarine trees, adorned with blossom, or

bending' with the weight of fruity plenty. As surely as there are live hundred

souls thus congregated there will be two, three, or more separate houses for them to

pra}' in ; and the English, Scotch, and Irish being prett}- determined to display their

nationality on the forefront of their respective creeds, religious differences do not suffer

under the new conditions, but in the smallest township prevent its inhabitants, other-

wise brothers born, from combining in one solid flock, so that the vigorous flow of

warm Christian life-blood, which might have been hoped for, is found to be sluggisk

in the ecclesiastical veins, and settlers, however they may desire improvement, drop into-

the old routines with greater conservatism than ever.

The first to attempt evangelising the bush appears to have been the Rev. Samuel

Leigh, the pioneer of Australian Methodism. The ]\Iethodists, deeming that there was

room for all earnest-minded workers in the Avicked colony, no matter what section of

the Church they represented, began one of their Societies in 1S12. A minister had

previously broken up the fallow ground, but had been compelled to relinquish his

effort from the stupendous difficulty which beset it ; and now the humble beginning-

was confined at first to two schoolmasters and their wives, tAvo school-girls, two soldiers,

and four other persons, who prayed together that a minister might be sent them from

England. There were twenty thousand in the New South AA'ales colony living without

(iod, they said, the higher ranks of Avdiom had been convicts, and were either engaged

in amassing wealth or squandering it in riotous living ; the lower orders revelled

in sin with unlilushing indecency, while moral order and propriety were not only

rcla.xed Init were almost extinct, the differences in rank simply meaning that the

wealthier had the greater possibilities of indulgence in vice. Nineteen met in class and

called at length for help for themselves and their children,' as well as for the social

outcasts daily landed on their shores : and to their prayers and appeals was given

Leigh, a pioneer wonderfully suited to his work.

Providence prepares its instruments when it has special work to do, and here was a

godl}- ambassador of Christ singularly robust, cheerful, and energetic. Taking leave of

his aged mother and dying sister in his Staffordshire home, he sailed in 1815, and

arrived at Sydney in the August of that year after a stormy passage of five months.

The reception he met with was not of the warm Methodist type ; for the appeal for a

minister having been written by a poor scribe, the singular mistake had been made

by the Committee of reading "furnitiu-e for a Iiouxe" into "furniture for .a horse;" so

that instead of household utensils being shipped, the mission equipment, when it arri\-ed.

consisted of a second-hand military saddle and bridle ! Fears were also expressed as to

the legal difliculties which might arise in regard to his exercising his ministry in the

colony. The day after his arrival, therefore, Leigh waited on the (iovernor, and meeting

a rebuff' in these high official quarters, he set forth his aims and methods in such cogent

and large-hearted terms that the objections of his Excellencj' were overcome. He was

wished God-speed, and directed to call at the Surve_vor-(Jcnerars office, where every
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facility woula be offerea him for travelling in the unkno^vn country, the Governor

closing the interview by advancing and affectionately shaking hands with the missionary,

thus establishing a life friendship between them ; after which the solitary labourer in

the untried field had to betake hhnself to prayer for his Master's guidance.

Nor were the openings of his work encouraging ; a vast convict comnumity was on

everj'^ side, and upon its outskirts were the wandering denizens of the forest, with free

squatters scattered up and down the country, by all of whom " the one thing needful

"

seemed to be the one thing forgotten. The building of gaols instead of churches appeared

the major desideratum towards the " improvement " of the people in the eyes of the

Government, whose mode of " reforming " their inmioralities was, to his Christ-like spirit,

heartless and repulsive in the extreme, with its " discipline " darkening the atmosphere,

and degrading the society of already degraded men, and deadening every higher impulse

within them. But Leigh, transported though he felt himself to be in that strangely godless

place, was not the man to be daunted. Skilful in his systematic Methodism, he soon had

an elaborate itinerating "plan," in which alone he could breathe freely as a true son

and heir of the Wesleys
;

posing himself on his map as though already " on circuit,"

he vigorously commenced his attack on the stronghold of evil ; and numberless as were

his difficulties at first, his success soon exceeded his most sangume expectation. " ilen

who had despised parental authority, who had disregarded truth and honesty, who had

passed through the discipline of the prison and the treadmill, and finished their convict

life in the chain-gang, trembled like Felix under the faithful preaching of the Gospel,

gave their hearts to God, became consistent members of the Church of Christ, and

exemplified the beauty of religion by a holy walk and conversation."

A beginning was made at Sydney, where, in a room in one of the lowest parts of

the town, Leigh preached on Sundays to a motley congregation of emigrants, soldiers,

and convicts, and a Sunday-school was organised for the rising generation, which was

in much danger of following the vices ot its seniors as it grew up. In these

departments several of the missionary's first converts turned out valuable fellow-

labourers in the Gospel. One of these. Sergeant Scott, a zealous Wesleyan formerly

converted in India, became a local preacher, held forth first in his own dwelling, then

purchased a property, part of which was fitted for the missionary's abode, and the

rest apportioned as a site for a chapel, and, lastly, when the time had come for its

erection, he finished his munificence by erecting it at his own sole expense.

Leigh soon became acquainted with Marsden at the Paramatta convict establishment ;,

and the Episcopalian chaplain—reared himself in Yorkshire Methodism, to which he

was ever ready to acknowledge his indebtedness for much of his own well-known

sterling piety—heartily welcomed the Methodist missionary as a co-labourer in the

common cause. The first convict-convert Leigh made at his station at Paramatta had

been a notoriously bad man, and the change produced by the grace of God was so

extraordinary that it attracted much attention ; the man, on obtaining his freedom,

rose steadily until he set up the first Australian stage-coach, which he drove for many
years afterwards, strictly forbidding all profanity and excesses among his passengers.

He acquired an honourable competence, and was further privileged to see in his old
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age one of his sons enter that ministry which had been the means of so much blessing

to himself.

Leigh had not been long in the colony before he mounted his horse, and, with

the spirit of the Wesleys strong upon him, began a tour of exploration. At the end

of the first long day's ride he came to the door of a settler's cabin with a letter of

introduction, but was refused admission, and told to move on. After adding two

more miles to his journey, he came to a second door, which opened to his call

—

OLD CONVICT STATION, SYDNEY B.\Y.

"Will you receive a Wesleyan missionary?" A sturdy lad appeared, and, laying hold

of bridle and stirrup, responded heartily, " Get off, sir, my father will be glad to see

you." Within the hut, the wearied missionary found the family about to join in their

evening prayer; opening the Bible, the words ho read through blinding tears were,

"The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad for them, and the desert shall

rejoice and blossom as the rose," and his emotion so overcame him that he had to stop

for some moments before he could command the power of utterance. There in the dark

and lonely bush the homeless had found a hojne, which was a Bethel, and, better

still, a divine voice within it preaching the regeneration of the world. After he had

offered a fervent, though broken, prayer, the settler, who had once been a drunlvcn

soldier, and was now a thriving farmer on his own land, seized his hand, exclaiming,

"We have been praying for three years that God would send us a missionary!"

56
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This iiuiii, from the terrible moinent when God had spoken to him by a dream in

the awtul sohtiide of his bush clearing, had renounced his evil ways, had become a

new creature in Christ ; he afterwards built a chapel of his own and presented it

debt-free to Mr. Leigh's Society—the first Wesleyan chapel erected in New South

AVales. The day following this adventure, the missionary continued his difficult journey

throuo-h forty miles more of tangled bush, often being obliged to dismount and cut

^vith his axe a passage for himself and his horse through the compact scrub. At one

point, a large snake, hissing its pathway through the dense foliage, startled his horse,

but it did no other harm than produce a fit of vomiiing from the offensive ettluvium

thrown off its trail. All along the line of his passage the good man marked the trees

in case of his being lost, and at a late hour found himself at the long-sought settle-

ment, fatigued, but thankful : and there planting a second Methodist banner (for the

people were Wesleyans who had lapsed from " Society "), the missionary returned in

safety from the new outpost in the heart of the forest.

Soon a well-organised circuit, occupying ten days to travel, was in full operation,

the missionary spending one fortnight in the city, and the next in the country,

chieriy in the saddle. So great were his successes, that his labours becoming over-

pressing, other ministerial appomtments were made to assist him during the next few

years ; and on a subsequent visit to England he was able to say, " When I com-

menced my missionary work in Australia there were only fourteen clergymen of the

Church of England, and very few conununicants ; now there are ninety-three thousand

one hundred and thirty-seven persons in connection with that Church ! Then there

Avas no Presbyterian minister in the colony ; now the members of the Church of

Scotland nmnber eighteen thousand one hundred and fifty-six ! Then there were

only fourteen accredited Wesleyans, now there are about ten thousand, and nearly as

many children receiving instruction in the day and Sunday-schools! May we not say,

in the language of admiration and gratitude, ' What hath God wrought ?
'

"

The attempt to arouse Christian life among such people, scattered as the}- were,

and hidden in far-away corners of the bush, was no easy task; and from the A'astness

of the area, regidar ministrations were excessively laborious. Even in the case of

hard-working men and women who had sought a home in the distant land, and who

might wish churches or chapels to be planted in their midst, the means of their

erection and sustentation were not alwaj's forthcoming, and home Christianity, while it

listened to appeals on behalf of heathen nations, did not keep itself abreast of the

spiritual needs of its own emigrant sons and daughters, whose public standard of

morals was in danger of being lowered through an utter absence of religious culture.

Serious droughts have more or less always affected the well-being of Australian settlers,

cheeking their efforts towards chiu-ch extension, among other branches of their

industry, and calling loudly for extgrnal help. It is not wonderful, when the grass

is withered, and the cattle are, in consecpience, dying in thousands, that the people,

liiiwevcr highl}- they may value religious privileges, are unable themselves to support

them. As a sphere of active missionary entcr|)rise, the spiritual needs of the bush

have thus been again and again terribly accentuated, the drought of the earth caused
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by rainless summers being, as a natural visitation, symbolical of the deeper spiritual

dearth caused by the universal famine of the Word of Life. Such seasons, frequently

ovcrla})ping one another for a succession of years, are beyond the imagination of the

English agriculturist to conceive. With all his grievances, ho rannot experience the

wholesale destruction of his flocks, and failure of his crops, on the broad scale which

visits the Australian periodically with its dire severity, so that from a condition of

affluent prosperity, he tumbles into a hand-to-hand struggle for hare subsistence ; and

however loyally he may have devoted a sacred tithe of his gains to the service of

religion and philanthropy in the years of plenty, these sieges upon his piu'se make
continued subscriptions burdensome, and even reduced giving sometimes becomes

impossible. In a few signal instances, when pioneer missionaries have called the in-

habitants of certain populous districts together, and propounded the plan of providing

church acconunodation for them and theirs, they have, rich and poor alike, from their

bounty or their hard-earned savings, responded with prompt and marked liberality
;

but it is well for old England to remember that in the tide of iramisyration, which

never slackens, new Englands are being built up in the wild solitudes of her

Australian Colonies which recpiiro the faithful abetting of the stronger religion of

the mother country to promote in them the faith of Christ, as well as the intelligent

vigour of the Anglo-Saxon race to which they still belong.

It might be well to disabuse the mind of the familiar meaning given at home
to some ecclesiastical terms which have somewhat changed their dress as they crossed

the seas. The Episcopalian, for example, wherever he goes, must carry his diocese and

his bishop along with him, together with his parish and his parish-priest, or he en-

dangers his character as a good Churchman. Now, an Australian diocese is practically

but a church division of the great missionary world as such, and in its initiation is

thoroughly missionary in its character. To this day it is so in North Queensland,

teeming in tropical scenery, but where man}' of the settlers have not attended public

v.'orship for twenty years, and where a diocesan visitation means for its j^resent witty but

earnest bishop a tour of thirteen thousand miles. The ordinary notions of a bishop in

his lawn sleeves also succumb before the actual picture of a Cambridge man, every-

where spending the major portion of his weary and solitary da^'s in the saddle,

ver}- usually with coat and vest strijiped off, his white flannel trousers and shirt-

sleeves rolled up, a huge cabbage-leaf hat to protect him from the sun, and the

perspiration ov the rain streaming off his right reverend ji^i'soi^- '^^ l^c* enters among

the congregation for a confirmation or a dedication.

The parish, like the diocese, begins on an extended scale, imtil, with the in-

creasing population overtaxing his single-handed efforts, the clergyman is glad to

have a slice cut oft' and given to another labourer. One parish, si.x lumdred miles

long bj- two hundred broad, is said to be worked vigorously and sj-stematically by

its single incumbent and his single curate ; while in the North Queensland diocese

is a parish as large as England, having been likened to the unifying of our English

parishes in one vast parochial area, with London for its j^firsonage^ and Berwick,

Plymouth, and Norwich as outposts on its circumference ; a ride round the giant
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enclosure carries its incumbent thirteen hundred miles, and to his credit it is reported,

that he traverses it twice or thrice a year. In the Sydney diocese, another clergyman

has nine places of worship to serve with his ministrations, eked out as Lest he may

with the assistance of invaluable lay agency. In a land where no old village churches

dot the unfenced forests with their heaven-pointing spires and their earth-hallowing

associations, it may be imagined that, strange though the work of the pastorate may

be among a people so scattered, and demands so rapidly mcreasing, many in outlying

districts would lapse into practical heathenism but for the visits of missionary clergy-

men. From many such places comes still the ilacedonian's cry, sometimes wringing

the pastor's heart in vain, " Come over and help us ; we never see a minister. No
man cares for our souls

!

" " But the labourers are few," and bush parishes lack not

only clerical, but lay-agents, such as Sunday-school teachers, and other efficient helpers

of the ministry usually found at home.

In face of all diliicidty and discouragement, however, with many to hinder and

few to help, the mission-work of preaching Christ has prospered, the preachers being

instant in season and out of season, doinw the work of evangfelists, and making full

proof of their ministry. The Book Mission has also done silent but noble work,

travelling thousands of miles with waggon-loads of wholesome and holy literature, the

bush families being read and prayed with by its itinerating agents. At all points

where the adversary, embodied in freethought and impure sensational literature, has

been found most actively at work, the Book Mission has been established to prevent

the unwary from being led astray ; and the pernicious tendencies of the secularist and

sceptical press have been counteracted by its circulation of the Word of God, eagerly

purchased in numberless cases ; while the agents, usually happy in their knack of

giving a reason for the hope that is in them, have spoken wiirsome words for the

Master. In some instances the bread cast thus on the waters of human life has

been found after many days. Among the labouring immigrants of the present day

are such as are engaged in the construction of railways on a large scale across the

interior, which impUes an immense accession of navvies to the colony. This, together

with the fact that one line they are engaged in building—the Great Northern or

Trans-Continental Railway—already extends a himdrcd miles beyond any churches,

shows at once the increasing need of immediate provision in the way of religious

instruction, and also that the path is opening up to the Christian missionary to

penetrate into " the regions beyond."

A peep into one of the townships which now thickly stud the Australian wilds,

will afford a typical illustration of the religious atmosphere of the bush. Its site is

chosen at a junction of roads leading from coast or river to the great squatting dis-

tricts among the upland plains ; and its popidation of five or six hundred includes a

doctor, a clerk of petty sessions, four or five storekeepers, an equal number of

publicans, and a minister of religion. Here and there in the middle of the wide

street may be seen sticking up as a danger-signal to drivers the stump of the forest-

tree, with the marks u[ion it of the cross-cut saw which originally effected the

clearing. A Presbyterian kirk on a hill at one end confronts, in rather a perky
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way, a Roman Catliolic chapel on anotlior at the other end ; while the inedi;eval

Church of England, with its brick school-house, parsonage, and master's dvv'elling, main-

tains the post of honour and of dignity in incdlo ; and these sacred buildings arc

perhaps the most westerly churches for several degrees of longitude, not another

being found for any kind of worship, even if required, between them and Western

Australia, a distance of some two thousand miles. Other townships within riding dis-

tance are ministered to on alternate Sundays by the clergy of the various religious

schools, who form in reality an order of primitive bishops, assisted in their im-

mensely extended parishes by laymen, those of the Episcopacy being licensed^, by the

bishop to read prayers and printed sermons. Church music is not a great success in

the bush : loving zeal supplies a piano, which in due course makes way for a statel}'

organ ; a busy mother conies a distance of two or three miles as the only available

organist, and here, as elsewhere, reaps the commendatory award as the only repaj'ment

for her toils
—

" She hath done what she could." When at home, the parson annoimces

the fact by a daily tolling of the bell; and when it does not ring it is understood

throughout the quiet countiy side that he is absent on some distant round of visita-

tion. The religious condition of so vast a district, without reckoning other circum-

stances that have been mentioned, may indeed be considered to be as a rule at a very

low ebb, but in a thinly peopled tract like this there must be also some pleasing

excejDtions.

The fluctuating nature of the population in manj' a " town " is not conducive to

the permanence of religion. For instance, Grenfell, formerly the haunt of outlawed

bushran"'ers, and so-called from the fact of a miner of that name having there been

shot by this seed of evil-doers, formed, in the second jDcriod of its history, part of a

large sheep-run ; but a shepherd finding a nugget of gold twenty years ago, an

influx of all nationalities from every part of the colony speedily rushed in to populate

it until the lonely spot in the bush was suddenly filled with at least ten thousand

people, and an irregularly built town sprang into being in the form of a boomerang,

and quite oriental in the narrowness of its streets, with three churches representing

the Episcopalian, Presbyterian, and Romanist commimions, occupying prominent

jiositions. Yet the towmship dwindled down to five hundred persons, almost as

speedily as it had arisen, in consequence of the failure of the promise of a golden

harvest; and the Government, having in the meantime severed state aid from denomi-

national teaching in the schools, the churches received a succession of reverses, from

which, in such circumstances, they can scarcely be expected to recovei'. Thus the

people move hither and thither, and the attempts to follow them on the part of the

C^hristian Church have been arduous in the extreme. We, in our settled home-habits,

can form but a faint conception of the mobilisation which goes on among the bush

]iopulations at the Antipodes : news of " a find " is sufticient to shift a whole town in

a week, and to us it would be rather more than a nine days' wonder if one of our

midland boroughs were to become suddenly disintegrated, and dissevered from its site

wore to be found in a few days springing up in the Xew Forest or among the Welsh,

hills. Amid the excitement of such a life, and with the novelty of every fresh
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migration, the task of ministering to the souls of the people is in toil and patience

second only to that of catching them " at home."

Another element in the nncongregated assemblage to whom the faithful pastor,

whose parish is the wide bush, nmst address himself, is that of the draymen, wli.>

form by profession the most migratory class of the ever-shifting population. On all

the long bush routes, many companies of these ever-wanderers are met di-iving down
wool, tallow, or hides to the coast, or carrying up-country loads of stores for the

.suj^ply of the cattle-masters, inland towns, or publicans : two-wheeled drays ai'e the

only vehicles possible to the unmade roads, and they are drawn by either horses or

bullock-teams. At night a halt is called, near water where it can be had ; the animals

are tethered and turned out to graze ; a tire is kindled
; rpiart pots of tea are put on

;

" damper " is made of flour, water, and salt kneaded on a piece of flat bark and
baked in the hot ashes : this, with salt beef, constitvites the evening meal ; the draymen
chat over their pipes in the tirelight, and " turn in " beneath the dray on sacks stufled

with dry grass, and beneath coverlets of blankets or opossum rugs. Too often one of

the well-known tap-rooms abounding on the chief lines of route is made for as the

resting-place : rum is then substituted for tea, and docs its own mischief on the

fellows, who are very apt to drink. To seek these errant ones is the dnt)- of the

parish priest, whose ever-roaming parishioners they are, spending their whole lives in

the bush, without the possibility of attending a church, so that to be faithful he must

avail himself of every chance occasion of walking by their side, and of so conversing

with them as to lift their thoughts heavenwards. AVhen he camps with them for the

night, the ecclesiastical holster must be imclasped and the ]3ible drawn forth ; and

indeed the ofl'er to read and pray is seldonr rejected by these complete wanderers on

the face of the earth. Tlie transient opportunity of " speaking a word to him that is

wearjf " being embraced by the servant of Christ, the two or three thus gathered in the

blaster's name never meet again after the morning dawn has parted them on their

several devious paths ; and only God can estimate the effects of such gleams of

heavenly sunshine on those dark tracks piu-sued by many a human heart in the bush.

A drawback said to be felt in bush religion is the absence of any external hallowing

associations. In the thick forest glades no church spire points visibly upwards above the

trees, and nothing on all the imdulating plains serves as a reminder to man of the claims

of his God upon him as the sovereign source of all good. (Jne favourite device has been

the connecting of the diurnal hoin-s with sacred themes ; for the bnshman tells the

time of day by the sun's position in the sky with great accuracy, and the practical

religion of these isolated men has been advantaged by nothing more material than the

linking each passing hour with some particular act of (Jod's mercy to man. Thus the

sun has become a witness of divine light in the spirits of those who have brca'the<l

their prayers and praises under the influential sacred theme to which the hour was

thus consecrated ; and out of that spiritual rock which has thus followed them the

wearierl wanderers in the great wilderness have learned to drinlv of the Avater of life.

On the sheep-runs, there are usually two or three flocl^s of a thousand sheep eadi

at a statio'n, with a shepherd to each flock and a hut-keeper : but sometimes the life
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of a shepherd is absohitely sohtary, and in other cases, the hut, which is tenanted by

hiui only at night, is the abode of his family also. The sheep-runs represent a wide

area, and the problem of " seeking for Christ's flock that are dispersed abroad " upon

them, according to the ordination service, is a very difficult one, while the work of

the parish priest in a parish, as practically limitless as the bush is, has features

widely different from the well-defined and well-organised labours of the same official

at home. For one thing-, the clerical conscience knows no compunctions arising fi-om

AN AtrSTRALIAK SHEEP-STATION.

a sense of his officiating beyond his own parochial limits, such as prevent clergy-

men from trenching on each others' patent rights in the crowded parishes of

merry England. Long, weary rides in a blazing sun over routes rather than roads,

leading fi-om hut to hut in the vast pasturage, constitute the pastor's daily toil, at

the beginning, middle, or end of which he holds services, classes, communions or

baptisms
: speaking as he goes " words in season, out of season,'^ by the wayside.

Along the banks of " creeks "—the Australian rivers—he must go for three or four

miles from the deserted huts ; up hollows where wells have been sunk he must climb

:

one here and another there, the flock of God must be sought out by the faithful
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under-shepherd, who must remember their several haunts, and the conversation on

each last visitation, following them to the spot in their runs where they are most

likely to be fomid. When he greets them Uke wandering sheep on the mountains

" he rejoiceth " : the reins are thrown over his horse's neck : a little talk about the

old country and the " old folks at home " engages their attention, and then beneath

some all too scanty shade the Bible is read and prayer oftered. Often, in out-of-the-

way comers where only two may be gathered together, has the graciousness of the

promise been mtensitied by a sense of the blessed presence of the Lord, in that His own

loving foresight has provided equally for two as for three, in such cases as these where

AN AUSTRALIAN GOLD-MINE.

three would be impossible. " Thank you, sir
!

" is generally the attentive listener's

response at the close of such a meeting, and sometimes he may add, with the tears

glistening on his weather-beaten cheeks, " you are the first clergj^man I have seen for

sixteen years " : the event of meetmg a parson, or any rough and ready attempt at a

service, recalls the events of life in the distant past : the old-fashioned teaching of the

old, old story of Jesus and His love is well received by men and women of all de-

nominations ; and especially are parents anxious that their children should know some-

thing of the simple religious impressions which they received themselves in early life.

Their shy bush children listen to the Gospel stories with glowing interest : for old

and young alike, having none of those passing events, which, in town life, so rapidly

efface impressions, have plenty of time for ruminating on the Christian visitor's words,

so that these are often found after many days to have been deeply embedded by being

long pondered in the mind. Inmates of a hut are seldom without an Achan in the
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(•amp, one whose impurity or blasphemy goes far to lead the minds of his fellows

astray on a downward and ruinous path by polluting the moral atmosphere which

they breathe ; and it is no slight conquest if the missionary can divert the mental

faculties to some fresh theme of light and love during the solitary hours of the

iveary days to come. When all gather in the hut at eventide, and tongues sealed

durmg the day are loosened, it is a blessed counteractive of evil if, amid ribald con-

versation, the thoughts suggested by the visit of a man of (rod have any place or

potency : and that such a visit is an event long looked back upon with emotions of

gratitude may be surmised by the sad but expressive saying too truly realised at

every sheep-run :
" There's no Sunday in the bush !

"

The destitution of the bush also in regard to medical aid compels the parson

to become a doctor, whether it suits his humour or no. The nearest practitioner to

a man with his shoulder put out has been known to be upwards of seventy miles,

necessitating a ride of a hundred and forty miles before the case could be attended to,

with the chance that the doctor when sent for might happen to be twenty or thirt}'

miles from his residence in another direction. Sometimes the people manage to band-

age or physic themselves, without a licence from a college of surgery or of medicine.

In addition to the simple remedies which good sense packs into the clerical holsters

—

and every bush parish priest would do well to be a trained medical missionary—the

presence and sympathy cai'ried along with them possess a magical charm of their own

:

and a patient has been healed, according to her own account, from the moment that

a minister's kindly hand touched the region of her pain, so that on his next visit

superabounding blessings have been invoked on his head, which have lost none of

their fervour or their honesty by reason of the person susceptible of such manifest

priestly cleansing having hailed from the Green Island.

Death in the bush is often a terrible scene. In a miserable hut lies a once line-

looking man disfigured by disease : the minister admits the air, but is well-nigh

sickened by the smell ; the buzz of hundreds of blow-flies, settling now on the patient's

face, and now darting about in all directions as if to warn the intruder from their

prey, fills the interior with their restless annoyance ; the temperature is 100*^'
: and the

tirst words of the sufferer arc :
" 0, sir, for the love of God, give me a drink of tea."

Alone for hours, he has had no strength to move in any self-help, and ihcre has

stood the pot of cold tea, almost within arm's length, to nioi'k his dying agony: the

life is ebbing in imrelieved suffermg : the words of spiritual .sympathy and comfort arc

brought to his ear b}' the " chance " clerical visit : he passes away with his eternal

interests sadl}- neglected in the day of life : and as the minister leaves him with no

man to care for his sold besides himself, he can but commit him in his awful need

to the all-pitj'ing care of the Father above. Such is the last hoiu- of many a bushman,

wherein the ghastly king has been shorn of none of his terrors. ()n the other hand there

are here and there the graves of those who have " departed to be with Christ, which

is far better," dottins: the vast bush as the first-fruits of them that slee).i in Jesus, and

consecrating its distant plains with their sacred dust: revealing the truth that mis-

sionary labour in Australia has not been in vain in the Lord, whom to faithfully preach
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is to have sooner or later to acknowledge, " Thy paths drop fatness : they drop upon

the pastnres of the Avilderness."

The gold-diggers form another separate community, with a sj^ecial interest for the

Christian philanthropist. It was in 1852 that the lirst discovery of gold carried the

colony '• oft' its head," when an immense influx of maddened fortune-hunters streamed

in ujion it from every ipiarter of the globe, so that it has been questioned whether

the world has ever presented a spectacle of greater wickedness, more intense suffering,

or imbridled lust, combined with such positive want, as the gold fever entailed

in Victoria in 1852-5. " All evil, and only evil continuall}-," was represented in the

great excitement and infatuation, as though it were a repetition of the Noachian era of

abandoned ungodliness :
" the diggings " became the scene of appalling vice : the love

of money poured a torrent of iniquity upon the colony, which not the most urgent eft'ort

of every Christian minister could stem. The utmost exertion was made to provide

religious services for the thronging nudtitudes of heterogeneous people suddenly con-

gregated : but those held regularly in houses of prayer were largely deserted by their

respectable communities, who had to be followed to the mines. Denominational " homes "

were erected at great cost, (Government voting grants in aid ;
and these proved both a

tempitral blessing and a spiritual comfort to many a homeless one. Tent chapels were

pitched in the extensive mining camps, and much good, at least in the way of

checking wholesale corruption, resulted from the services held in them : rough slab

churches were erected also, in which the gold-seekers might hear the Gosj^el of a bettor

treasure in the skies. Thus have the mining classes, ever prone to the dust, and

spending their substance, when they have procured it, in riotous living, found that in

all their migratory unsettledness, and dwelling as they do only on the fringe of

civilised life, the Christian Church has not left them utterly to perish, although the

minister who will be faithful to them finds his attempts replete with hardships, and

his dangers quite of the primitive type. As I'resh centres of mining wealth are opened,

ever and anon whole imheard-of populations are unearthed in new regions by " those who

watch for souls as they who must give account." " Five hundred miners and no religious

service " is one of the latest reports of such a case to the Christianity of Adelaide.

In another place is met a population of seven thousand, with forty-seven public-houses,

and sitting accommodation for eight lumdred worshippers in small sanctuaries.

Not onl}" has the Gospel to be preached to the greedy lovers of gold in some of

the gold-tields, especially in those of North Australia, to which are also attracted a

mixed heathen population of Malays and Chinese, but members of various denomina-

tions are being constantly drawn away to the lucrative fields, who, unless watched and

warned are too apt to bid farewell to every semblance of religion, and to slip back into

semi-heathenism. Perhaps the choicest example of what Christianity has effected is to

be witnessed in Townsville, the key to the rich gold-fields of the north-east, a young

and rising centre of ideal attractiveness, with a wholesome supply of pulilic institutions,

excellent schools, and several fine churches, all of which, with shipping and rail-

ways, contribute to make it the mining capital of the north, wdiile the religious activity

of the prosperous place appears as floui'ishing as its commercial, the zealous and
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self-denying Bishop Stanton having selected it as the centre of his great diocese of North

Queensland. At Charters Towers, also m the north, and " the capital of squatterdom,"

where miners met on the main street leadmg to the Day Dawn mine are recognised

as having come fifom Victoria for the sake of enhanced profits, there are four hand-

some church edifices representing Episcopahan, Wcsleyan, Presbyterian, and Roman

Catholic sections of Christianity'.

GOLD-WASHING.

In some respects the survey of the Christianisation of white AustraUa is as cheer-

ing, as the retrospect of the attempts to evangelise black Australia will be found to be

depressing, and a pleasuig picture is presented by the growth of a living Church side

by side with the march of civilisation. Distinctive sectarian features are among the

things transported to the colonies, it is true, by members of various denominations

who emigrate; and being part of the home-land life which they may carry with them,

things that are distinctive, rather than things that are common in their creed, are

cherished as reminiscent of the old country, distance from which lends its own

enchantment, so that none of their hold upon the heart is lost. Thus the seeds of all

the British denominations have struck deep and vigorous roots in the new soil. On the

other hand, catholicity, both in spirit and in practice, has more free scope
;

there is no

State Church; those who prefer the Episcojial are, as a rule, liberal-minded towards

those who do not, while all comers have fair play; and as it is generally the young
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blood that emigrates, representing the advanced thought and bolder temper of the

nation, it may be presumed that mid-walls of religious partition are not so strong at

the outposts as in the overcrowded sectarianism of the mother country.

The Church of England does not neglect her sons in the land of their adoption-

The first Bishop of Austraha, Dr. W. A. Broughton, consecrated in 1S36, soon found

the inrolling tide of immigrants too onerous for a single-handed episcopate, and the " Pro-

vince of Sydney " was in due course broken up into several sees ; after Tasmania, in 1842,

followed Adelaide, Melbourne, and Newcastle in 1847; and thereafter, in successive years,

.

Perth, Brisbane, Goulbum, Grafton and Armidale, Bathurst, Ballarat, North Queensland,

and Riverina. At first, churches were aided from the colonial purse, but Bourke's Act

of 1836, whercbj' this State aid was aftbrded to religion, died a natural death ; and Australia

was never a land flowing with the milk and honey of pious bygone generations and their

wealthy benefices, so that Episcopalians had some hard pecuniary lessons to learn. For

some years home societies, like that for the Propagation of the Gospel, came handsomely

to their rescue ; and in 18.50 a conference of bishops held at Sydney, " where, within

the memory of man, the word of God and the name of Jesus were unknown," founded

a " Church Society," which, by creating a deejJened interest among the widely-scattered

members of the Church in their own common brotherhood, and by rendering the

young dioceses self-reliant in regard to raising funds for church building, clerical support,

and other such purposes, marked the actual struggle mto existence of the colonial

Episcopacy.

It is difiicult in England to form any correct estimate of the discouragement

which these bishops had to face when State aid was removed : to them and to their

people it appeared an act of spoliation
;

missions and schools were broken up for lack

of means ; and what could they do towards building up the religion of their fathers

among people, many of whom were as far from the religion of Christ, and as unde-

sirous of it, as the heathen around them ? The English Churchman, beyond most

people, is at a loss to know how to manage his affairs under conditions so trying.

Accustomed to see his clergyman and his church maintained without his aid as ahnost

a part of his churchmanship, he begins with the idea that voluntarily to support a

pastorate is degrading alike to pastor and people ; and when the Government proposed

no longer to provide his chiu'ch and school revenues, the colonial Churchman found him-

self at sea as to ways and means of promoting religious ordinances for himself, his famih',

ixnd neighbours. His education had been neglected in matters financial, compared with

the Nonconformist, who felt it no hardship to do what he had been accustomed to do

all his life. He was in tutelage, always asking what the State
—

" the Government "—was

going to do to discharge that part of its function, the maintenance of religion ? Yet,

labouring under this enormous disability, the Episcopalians have grown in numbers,

and multiplied in finance to an extent which speaks its own testimony to their

earnestness and determination. In twenty-five years the Victorian clergy alone increased

Irom three to a hundred and twenty, and their churches numbered more than two

hundred
; in one year of great commercial depression an mcrease of £705 was

announced in the Newcastle Diocesan Church Society, many of the bush shepherds
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having willingly contributed in suni.s viirying from tive sliillings iij)tt-ards. And every-

where the Church has led the van in mission-work among degraded Avhites, as well as

aborigines.

Prcsbytcrianism has also been carried to " the other side " with the thistle and the

shamrock ; and at the Pan-Presbyterian Council held in London in IHHH, it reported

upwards of three hundred congregations federallj' united, and occupied in combined

missionary operations among the native heathen and the (Queensland Ka-nakas.

"Wesleyan ilethodism has been from the first an inuuense evangelical power in

every part of the Australian continent. Jubilee services connncmorativc of the arrival

of Samuel Leigh were held at Sydney in 1S04. The president at a breakfast party of

tive hundred persons, happened to be descended from one of the original ilethodists,

and charmed his guests by tales of the misoionary and his horse, " Old Traveller " ; an

oti'ertor}^ of £4,000 was the residt of the meeting, Avhich sum was further increased liy

£12,000 for the foundation of a Wesleyan College, as a thank-otl'ering for what God
had done by Australian ^lethodism, the progress of which has been as rapid as its

success has been marvellous, imtil to-day it is in its various sections and agencies one

of the chief factors in the religion of the Greater Britain of the Southern hemisphere.

In Yictoria, the sphere of a single minister settled in 1X41, which year added a hundred

and fifty persons to the Church, has multiplied into many circuits, having beautifid

chapels in each, with a " AVcsley College " and numerous schools ; although here it will

be remembered it has suffered some severe atHictivo losses. In 1866, in the ill-fated

steamer London which foundered in the Bay of Biscay, the Rev. and Mrs. D. J. Draper

found a watery grave, when nearing their home : iu 1868 the Rev. J. Caldwell was

dro^med; in 1.S69 the Rev. W. Hill was murdered by a convict whom he was visiting

iu his cell in Melbourne Prison ; in the same year another highly successful labourer,,

the Rev. B. Field, suddenly died.

At Adelaide a most remarkable Providence realised the prayers of a small but earnest

society in 1837, Avhen a shipwrecked missionary was sent, as one of those " men who-

have hazarded their lives for our Lord Jesus Christ," and turned a seeming calamity

into great good. The Rev. "W. Longbottom, sailing for "Western Australia from Hobart

Town, with wife and child, fell in with a gale which increased in fuiy, until one midnight

the vessel struck on an unknown coast, and they Avero landed through the surf bj- means-

of a rope. They suffered for want of a tire, till on the second day of their escape some-

friendly natives ventured near them ; and after a fortnight passed in a forlorn condition

and not knowing whither to turn, a crew of shipwrecked mariners joined them who, by

tbeir chart which they had saved, had come a hundred miles and were going fifty

more in search of a whaling station. For forty-five days the}' wandered through the

bush, and reaching the station, they were taken by sea to Adelaide, where the pastorlcss

society of sixty members welcomed the missionary and would not let him go. The-

chapel was speedily crowded out under his faithful preaching : and the Home Com-
mittee continued the services of the man thus ordered of Him whom winds and waves

obej', until a eomuiodious sanctuary was built by the earnest crowd who flocked to

hear the Gospel. As the work expanded other districts were opened, chapels were built
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in the villages, tiiirl stations planted in "the regions beyond." In the first circuit,

which was a hundred miles long, hundreds of sinners were gathered into the Redeemer's

fold under the pi'eaching of the missionary and his staff of zealous lay-helpers, and the

good work, notwithstanding occasional trade-depressions and other hindrances, has con-

tinued to spread from that day to this.

The Bible Christians have contributed a large quota to the advance of morals and

the promotion of spiritual interests in various parts for a third of the centur}-. The

tirst meeting of their Colonial Conference being held in 18SS, the year celebrated

throughout Australia as the centennial of its occupation by Great Britain, became a

source of double gratitude to Almighty (iod on the part of these faithful servants of

His who have preached the A\'ord of Life not only in their sanctuaries—numbering

over a hundred, besides preaching rooms—but also from door to door, and have taught,

the young, and promoted the cause of temperance. One of their earnest agents held

quite recentl}- upwards of four hmidred services of various kinds in one year, and

penetrated sixty miles farther into the country than any similar labourer had gone

before ; and another, standing in the door opened in Queensland b}^ the influx of a

thousand innnigrants per month into its fertile coimtry, writes, under the burden of his-

over-abundant toils
—

" Do send some help at once." Many of this denomination's

ministers are happy in the manifest blessing of God on their work, and, having carried

the GosjK'l far into the Imsh, they have seen many of the most reckless and godless

of its settlers turned to repentance by their means, and leading peaceable lives to the

glory of God.

An interesting feature of colonial Church-life was the recent union of the

Methodist Church of the Xew Connexion and its minister in Adelaide, with the

Bible Christian denominatiiin, an augury of still greater and brighter conquests to be

yet accomplished by these brethren, who thus at the Antipodes assert that unity to.

which is attached the guarantee of farther achievements—"For there the Lord com-

manded the blessing, even life for evermore."
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XXVII.—MADAGASCAR.

CHAPTER XLIX.

A NOBLE ARMY OF MARTYRS.

Description of Madajrasoar—The Malagasy People—Language—Early Xotious of God—Radama I.—David
Jones and Samuel Bevan—Desolate Families—Character of the King—Boys sent to England for Tuition

—

David Griffiths—Spread of Education—Religious Progress—The Printing Press—Death of Radama I.

—

Queen Rauavalona—Appeal to the Idols—Beginning of the Persecutions—A Reign of Terror—Rasatama
the Proto-Martyr—Rafaralahy falls a Victim—The Flight of Rafaravavy—Perilous Hospitality—Hunted
Down—Escape in Disguise—Trial by Ordeal—Burning Alive—Hurling from the Rocks—Christian

Heroism—Lessons for To-day—Stories of Persecution.

"TV/TADAGASCAR is one of the largest islands in the world, being about 960 miles

long by 300 wide, with a superficial area somewhat larger than France. It consists

physically of tlu-ee zones—iirst, a low-lymg flat tract of coast-land, where the tidal-

mud and river-swamps breed fever and other deadly ailments ; next a region of forest-

land, of grassy plains and of mountain slopes, rich in food-producing trees, and trees

valuable as timber; and last, a mountainous plateau from 3,000 to 4,000 feet above

the sea-level, upon which rise mountains to a height of 4,000 or 5,000 feet higher. The

principal sea23ort on the east coast is Tamatave, about 250 miles from Antananarivo,

or " The City of a Thousand Towns," the capital, which is situate on a hill rising

nearly 1,000 feet above the great central jilateau.

Little is kno^vn of the early history of Madagascar, but it woidd appear that

Fernando Suarez landed there in 1506, and founded some trading stations for Portuguese

enterprise ; France attempted to take possession of the island in 1643, and on many

other subsequent occasions ; and the English and Dutch sought to found colonies there,

but most of these attempts ended in failure.

The ilalagasy were not an utterly barbarous people. Those inhabiting the central

and some of the coast provinces had a civilisation of their own, differing widely from

ours, ages before they came in contact with Europeans. They had, for example,

established forms of government, gradations of rank, and laws affording considerable

protection to life and property.

The people differ considerably in colour, the tribes inhabiting the sea-coast being

much darker than those occupying the high lands. They may all, however, be classed

amongst the yellow-skinned races. They are a well-built people, of middle height, with

features regular and fairly good, the nose aquiline and prominent, forehead broad,

mouth large, and lips thick. In the central provinces there are, irrespective of slaves,

two classes, the Hovas, or governing class, and the Andrians, or members of the royal

family. The latter are numerous, and are divided into seven classes, according to the

nearness of their connection with the reigning sovereign. They are not permitted to

intermarry with the Hovas.

Throughout the whole island only one language is spoken. There are, of course,

many dialects, but not so many as might have been supposed considering how large
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the island is, and how difficult intercommunication has always been. Any one knowing

the Hova dialect would have no great trouble in making himself understood among

every other tribe in the island. The language is closely allied to the Malay or Malayo-

Polynesian, many words in the Malagasy being identical with those m the Malay.

The Malagasy were not without a knowledge of the true God—faint though that

knowledge may have been. It was probably brought with them when they came to

the island, and became more and more shadowy, and with less and less power

TAMATAVE.

to stir the life of the people. In some of their proverbs and traditional sayings

it would almost appear that they had a conception of God's power, omniscience, and

justice ; of His sovereignty, and of His dispensing final rewards and punishments. This

is a matter open to question, however, while as a matter of fact, when the first missionaries

went among them they found the place " a habitation of cruelty," and the people given

up to every form of licentiousness ; the whole land was full of idols, and their religion

appeared to chiefly consist in a slavish belief in witchcraft, luck, and divination. Their

superstitions were at once dark, degrading, and cruel. Thousands of children born duruag

an " unlucky " period were exposed and perished ; while it was calculated that every

.

year thousands of persons died by the tangena, a trial by ordeal, poison being

given to ascertain whether or not a suspected person had been guilty of witchcraft.

They had no written language, which fact in itself is a good criterion as to the

57
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ytute of their civilisation, and althoiigli they were not entirely ignorant of the arts,

and sciences, such as working in iron, weaving, carpentry, and so forth, tliey had not-

made much progress in tliese things.

Such were tlie people sixty years ago, and now we have to tell one of the strangest

stories ever told in the history of the progress of Christianity, and to see how the

gross darkness which overhung the people vanished before the rising of the Sun of

Righteousness.

Towards the close of the last century the newly founded London ^lissionary

Society turned its attention towards Madagascar, and Dr. Vandcrkemp, whose labours-

in South Africa Ave have described elsewhere, was invited to luidertake the proposed

mission. After some years dela3', arrangements were fully made, and he was about to-

start from the Cape in LSll, when his sudden death put an end for a time to the

enterprise.

Meanwhile there had come into power as ruler of the Hovas a young prince,

Radama I., the most enlightened ruler ever known in IMadagascar. He was shrewd,

clever, and far-seeing, a man in advance of his time, and withal tired with an intense-

ambition to encourage civilisation and to extend the political power of the Hovas ovcr-

the Avhole island, and himself to be King of Madagascar. To this young prince there

came in 1810 an embassy from England bearing proffers of friendship. The envoj^

was joyfully welcomed, and Radama ratified his treaty of amnesty and good-will

with the English by the solenui and binding oath of blood. " England was tho

first to hold out the hand of friendship to Madagascar," is a saying of the natives ;

and the fruit of that friendship was soon seen, as in the following year a treaty was

signed for the abolition of the slave trade.

A year later, and there arrived at the port of Tamatave two AVelshmen appointed

by the Directors of the London Missionary Society to establish a mission in Madagascar..

These were David Jones and Samuel Bevan, Avith their Avives and children. They

met Avith a very favourable reception, but unhappily they arrived at the most

unhealthy season of the year, and hardly had they settled doAvn than the infant

daughter of Mr. Jones died, and Avithin a fortnight his Avife folloAved her. A
little later the child of Mr. Bevan died; then he sickened under the terrible malaria

that spread over the shore, and eleven days later Avas carried to the grave, Avhcre, in

four days after, his Avife Avas laid by his side. Thus, in seven Aveeks, out of six

persons Avho had landed in health and vigour, only one—Mr. Jones—Avas left. With

Avonderful heroism he determined to stand by his post, but the state of his

health made it necessary that he should for a short time retire to the Mauritius

for rccover3'.

In the foUoAving year he returned, and proceeded at once to Antananarivo, the

capital, Avhere he Avas kindly received by Radama, Avho Avas by this time virtually, if

not actually, King of Madagascar.

Radama Avas a remarkable man. Tenacious of the manners and customs of his

people, he Avas yet so keenly alive to the advantages of civilisation, that m order to

secure these he Avas Avilling to countenance the introduction of Christianity. He believed'
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in himself, more than he believed in the faith of his fathers, or in the new faith as

he had learned it from the Em-opeans. Mr. Ellis* narrates several instances which

ilhistratc this characteristic. Un one occasion the king visited a cavern to salute

a renowned idol, who was believed to have the power of imparting the knowledge

of di^ination. In the part where the altar was fixed there Avas a curious rever-

berator)- echo, hi which probably originated the belief of audible answers being given

to those who visited the cavern and saluted the idol. Radama entered, saluted the

idol, and was answered in a low solemn voice. He then oti'ered his present of

mone}', and a mystic hand moved slowly forward to seize it. Radama had too

much good common sense to believe in spiritualism, and seizing the hand he cried

out, "This is no god. This is a man I" and gave instant orders for the impostor to

be dragged out.

In like manner he refused to be brought under the influence of the diviners

—that is, if they opposed his will. Once, when returning with his army from a cam-

paign, he learned, on approaching the capital, that the diviners had declared he must

halt outside for a number of days. Radama had no intention of submitting to their

will and pleasure, and despite their covert threatenings, marched straight to the

palace. " This public act," says Mr. Ellis, " on a great occasion, was but one of many

in which Radama had shown, that however frequently he might, for state purposes,

follow the pretended directions of the idols, he was at least sceptical as to their

existence or power: and his conduct coidd not fail to affect very powerfully the nimds

of his more intimate companions, as well as many others."

There was an opposite side to the character of Radama. He was dangerous when his

will was thwarted, or when his temper wan provoked, and at such times—happily they

were rare—he felt no obligation to respect human life. One day, for example, a sla\'e

attending at table had the misfortune to break a dish. The king ordered an officer

near him to take the man away and see that he never committed the offence

atrain. The officer called the man out, returned soon afterwards, and, in answer to

the king's incpury, reported that the man was dead.

The friendly reception of Mr. Jones by the king was partly owing to the re-

conmiendation of Sir Robert Farcpdiar, Governor of the Mauritius, and also to the fact

that he was personally introduced by the British agent, Mr. James Hastie, who had

been sent to renew the negotiations, which had been temporarily broken off, for the

abolition of the slave trade in Madagascar. To this important measure the king

acceded, making as one of the conditions that ten Malagasy boys should be sent to

the Mauritius, and ten to England, to be educated and instructed in the useful arts

—a distinction which the people were extremely anxious to obtain for their

sons.

The two sides of Radama's character came into prominence in the selection of

candidates. One chief was so eager for his son to go, that he offered to give three

hundred dollars for the privilege. On the king hearing of this offer, he sent for the

* To the works of Mr. Ellis—" The Martyr Church," '-Three Visits to Madagascar," "Madagascar

Revisited," kc.—we are largely indebted for the information contained in these chapters.
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chief, and finding that he was in earnest, said :
" Your son shall go free. I will pay

his expenses."

One of the youths selected, afraid of the sea or fond of his home, declared that

he was sick and unable to go, notwithstanding the fact that he was perfectly well

the day before. On hearing of this, Radama ordered the youth to receive fifty

lashes, and to be hung by the thumbs on a high pole in sight of all the people.

Both these instances reveal, in part, the secret of the great influence of the king

over the people.

Radama not only gave Mr. Jones every encouragement to settle in the country,

but having made himself acquainted with the work of the London Missionary Society

in the South Seas, he arranged that the ten youths sent to England should be

placed under the care of that Society—the English Government defraying the cost of

then- education—and caused a letter to be sent to the Society requesting them to

send out more missionaries, provided there was among them a proportion of artisans

to mstruct the people in the arts of civilisation.

Meanwhile Mr. Jones was comfortably settled in one of the roj^al houses in the

capital, with servants to attend upon hmi, and here he commenced his labours as a

public teacher in a school with three scholars, one of whom was heir-apparent to

the throne, the other two being children of distinguished chiefs. In a very short

time the numbers increased so much that a new school-house was necessary, and

the king testified to the good services of the missionary by laying the foundation-

otone, and sprinkling it with sacred water.

After he had been nearly a year at the capital, Mr. Jones was greatly delighted

to welcome his fellow-countryman, David Grifiiths, and those two devoted men were

the pioneers of Christian missions in Central Madagascar. They were afterwards

joined by others, among them David Johns, who rendered conspicuous service, and

the Rev. John Jeffreys, who, with four skilled artisans, had been sent out in com-

pliance with the king's request. Radama gave them a hearty reception, and directed

that a piece of land should bo set apart for the artisans, on which they might erect

houses and workshops, and that each of them should have two apprentices, and a boy

as a servant.

Never was a mission commenced under more auspicious circumstances. Everything

gave promise of success. School after school was opened, " technical " schools for learn-

ing trades, schools for ordinary education, schools conducted by the missionaries' wives

for teaching women needlework, and the making of articles for their own clothing.

Education became a passion. After two years' tuition some of the children could

read the New Testament m English; the king studied English under Mr. Hastie, and

French under if. Robin, the king's secretary, who also opened a school for officers of

the army and their wives, who attended to the number of about three hundred.

Meanwhile Messrs. Jones and Griffiths were hard at work in reducing the Malagasy

language, which hitherto had no \vi-itten alphabet, grammar, or vocabulary, to writmg

;

their efforts being principally directed to a translation of the Bible into the

Malagasy tongue, a stupendous work which they lived to successfully accomplish.
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The eager desire for education was not confined to the capital. It spread to

the villages for many miles round, where schools were established, and placed under

the charge of teachers selected from among the more intelligent youths who had

distinguished themselves in the schools of the capital.

Although attention to education and the arts of civilisation demanded an

amazing amount of time and labour from the devoted band of missionaries, they

never for a moment lost sight of the higher aims of their mission. Public worship

STREET IN TAJIATAVE.

in the native language was held in the large school builcUng in the capital every

Sunday, where, from the first, the attendance was over a thousand persons. Messrs.

•Jones and Griffiths also visited the villages, where schools were established, for the

purpose of preaching to and catechising the people. Moreover, the school routine

was the great vehicle of religious instruction. At least two thousand quick, intelli-

gent children were under tuition, and the wonderful revelations of the Bible, more

especially the teaching of the New Testament respecting the only Saviour of men,

laid hold upon their imaginations.

In 1827 the printing press was introduced into Madagascar, greatl}' to the satisfaction of

the king, and in the course of a few years there issued from it school-books, catechisms, and

tracts ; the Old and New Testament translated into the Malagasy language by Messrs.

Jones and Griffiths, a dictionary and grammar of the Malagasy language, and other works.
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Without pausing to trace the progress of civihsation step liy step, it may bo stated

here that at the end of the iirst' ten years of the Christian mission in Madagascar

the results were in every respect satisfactory. It is true that there had been no avowal

of Christianity—not a soul had come forward to express a desire to lie baptised in con-

fession of Christ ; even the king, who had done so much to foster ( 'hristianity, liad

not himself become a Christian. But the seed had been sown la-oadcast among the

young; the simple truths of the Gospel had been set before them in great faithfulness:

everywhere there was a turning away from idolatry and the monstrous superstitions

in which they had hitherto believed, and, as we shall see by-and-by, when the

testing time came it was found that the missionaries had not laboured in vain.

In 1828 the public examination of the schools was most gratifying. "The one

small school in the missionary's room, commenced in the end of 1820 with three

scholars, had, in less than eight years, increased to thirty-two, in which four thousand

youths and children were receiving Christian instruction."

In that same year an event happened of enormous importance to the mission.

Kadama, whose constitution had been injured by over-fatigue, exposiu-e, and repeated

attacks of fever, fell seriously ill, and died on the 27tli of June, at the early age of

thirty-six years.

Radama, not having a son living, nominated his nephew, Prince Rakotobe (the first

scholar sent to the first school in 1820) to be his successor. One of Radama's wives

named Ranavalona, had, however, determined to secure the throne for herself, and at

her instigation the young Prince Rakotobe was seized at night, hurried away to a dis-

tance, where, " by the side of a newly-made grave, after granting his recjuest for a lew

minutes to eonmiend his spirit to God in prayer, they thrust their spears through

his body, covered up his corpse in the grave, and returned to the capital." On the

3rd of August following, an innnense concourse of people assembled in the capital to

hear the official announcement that Ranavalona was the successor to Radama, and

that all were required to take the oath of allegiance to her. Having, prior to her

accession, cut off the members of the royal family whose claims were superior to her

own, almost her Hrst act as cpieen was to make away with those who had been her

agents in that murderous business, lest they should claim more substantial proofs ot

gratitude than she was disposed to confer upon them, for having been the means of

elevating her to the throne. Xor could she feel secure while a single member of the

family of the late king remained alive. Radama's eldest sister and lier husband were

barliarously nun-dered : his mother was banished and died of starvation in prison •.

his brothers and uncle were also starved to death, suffering such agonies that they

implored their guards to put them speedily out of their misery :
his early com-

panions, trusted generals, and faithful governors of provinces were shot.

No wonder that the minds of the people were tilled with dismay ^vhcn this bloody

woman, in whom every evil seemed to concentrate, came into power, or that the

hearts of the missionaries sank within them as they foresaw the pvubablo cessation of

the work that had been carried on so successfully under Radama. It does not,

however, appear that the q-ueen had any special hatred of Christianity or of
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'Christians; on the contraiy, ahnost iiiiniediatoly after her accession she assured the

imssionaries that they need lie under no apprehension, that she would countenance

them not less than the late king, and would rather augment than diminish the en-

couragement given to the schools. For some time she was as good as her word. She

repeatedly gave directions for tlie maintenance of the schools and for promoting their

efficiency ; she gave permission for the opening of ne\v places of worship, and she

also granted liberty to such of the natives as wished to receive baptism, and

twenty-eight of the first converts to (Jhrist thus publicly renounced paganism. At one

time it seemed that, after all, the reign of the queen, although it had begun in bloofl,

might continue and end in peace, and the revival of interest in the Sunday services

.at the large chapel in Antananarivo, where the attendance was larger than at an\-

former period, appeared to warrant the conclusion. One of the missionaries wrote at

this time :—" It is truly delightful to see the present attendance at the chapel. The

hour of the solemn assembly never arrives without exhibiting the pleasing spectacle of

many already met together, awaiting with apparent desire the commencement of the

service. The number of adults is so considerable as to render the children almost

invisible : and these adults consist principally, not of occasional hearers who step

in when passing by, but of regular attendants, who manifest a desire to become

.acquainted with the (lospel, and to become the followers of Christ. The chapel is

iiot only crowded within, but immbers usually stand around several of the windows to

some distance outside. The attention oi the people is equally pleasing ; all are silent

and reverent, apparently intent upon listening to what is said, and sometimes a degree

of emotion is manifested under the preaching of the Word (piite unparalleled here in

former times."

But notwithstanding the apparent friendliness of the queen to the work of the

missionaries, they " rejoiced with trembling." And they had cause. It soon became

clear that .she was greatly under the influence of the priesthood, who were persuading

her that the followers of Jesus were politically dangerous ; that the object of the

missionaries was to alienate her people's affections from her and her ride, and to

transfer their allegiance to the English. It was said that she sent spies into a meeting

of Christians, who reported that they invoked one Jehovah and one Jesus to confer

favours upon them
;
and that this Jehovah was the King of England, and Jesus was

Ids son, or the general of his armies ; and that an insurrection was meditated in wliicli

those potentates were to C(3me to the aid of her discontented subjects, and assist them

ill dethroning her.

Be this as it may, it is certain that on her coronation day, in the presence of

thousands of people, she stood upon a sacred stone, and taking two idols in her hand,

•exclaimed, " I have received j-ou from my ancestors, I put my trust in you ; therefore

.support me." The season of calm was but a prelude to the storm. It was not long

before the policy of the queen became unmistakable. Little by little, attempts were made

to destroy or nullify all the efforts of the missionaries ; the schools were encouraged

only beeau.'se they served to supply better qualified officers for the army ; masters were

forbidden to allow their slaves to read
;
permission to baptise natives, and to observe the
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Lord's Supper, was withdrawn ; under the pubHc and express sanction of the Government

many of the idolatrous practices and superstitions of the country revived.

At last, in March, 1S35, an edict was issued requiring the people from the sur-

rounding country, even to a child of a cubit high, to assemble at the capital on a

certain Sunday. Early in the morning of that day the booming of cannon and the tramp

of 15,000 troops, announced that the time had come when the will and power of the

sovereign of Madagascar to punish the followers of Christ, and to stop the spread of

the new religion, had to be announced.

The following was a portion of the message of the queen delivered to the anxious

multitude by the chief judge :

—

"As to bajJtism, societies, places of worship distinct from the schools, and the

observances of the Sabbath, how many rulers arc there in this land ? Is it not I alone

that rule ? These things are not to be done, they are unlawful in my country, saith

Ranavalomanyaka ; for they are not the customs of our ancestors, and I do not change

their customs, excepting as to those things alone which improve my country.

" Now then, those of you who have observed baptism, entered into society, and

formed separate houses for prayer, I grant you one month to confess having done

these things, and if you come not within that period, but wait to be first found

out and accused by others, I denoimce death against you, for I am not a sovereign

that deceives."

Eventually the period for confession, which would remit half the punishment

that would otherwise be imposed, was limited to one week—a Aveek of intense

anxiety, for in every family in and around the capital some of its members were

involved in the accusations. It was a searching and a sifting time in the experience

of thousands. Some who had once consorted with the Christians now withdrew, and

joined the heathen party, plunging headlong intti their old heathenism. But the

great body of the disciples hold together with wonderful tenacity, and despite the

fact that prayer to any other than the gods of the coimtry was prohibited, they

gave themselves to prayer and supplication to the God of gods and tBe King of

kings as they had never done before.

At last the fatal day arrived, but the sword which had been so cruelly

brandished AVas again sheathed. The people of the provinces had been so moved by

the sternness and injustice of the queen's decree that they had interceded in a

body for the Christians, with the' result that a message was sent from the queen

duly setting forth the offences of the Christians and the punishment due to them,

but concluding, " Now for all this evil which you have done in my country I

would so have dealt with yon that you should never again have had power to do

good or evil, had not the cries and entreaties of Imerina {i.e., the people of the

provinces) prevented me." The message, however, closed with these Avords :
" If any

change the national Avorship I Avill punish him with death, saith Ranavalona." No

one Avas put to death or sold into slavery, but 400 ofHcers Avere reduced in rank

and 2,000 others Avere fined.

Then a series of persecutions set in almost unparalleled in history. Every
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person who had received books was ordered to dehver them up
;

prayer or

Christian instruction was prohibited on pain of death ; no missionary dared preach

in his own house, still less in a chapel ; no inquirers could visit him, nor coul( I

he visit any of his flock
; Sunday was desecrated by compulsory work and public

amusements. In this state of things the missionaries had no alternative but to obey

the order of the queen, and retire for a time, in the hope that (iod would some

HOVA WOMEN.

day open for them a door large and effectual. Accordingly four of them left the

capital in Juno, 1835, and the other two, Messrs. Johns and Baker, in July, 18:16.

In the interval between these two dates there happened one of the most

remarkable occurrences in the history of missions. Persecution, instead of damping

the ardour of the native Christians, kindled it into a burning enthusiasm. The

number of converts increased daily ; they hungered and thirsted for tlic Word of

God and for prayer; some of them walked sixty or a himdred miles to procure a

copy of even some portion of the Scriptures. Some resorted to strategy, by passing a

scripture watchword to find out those who were like-minded, with whom they might

converse on holy things. No one was in ignorance of the risk involved in these pro-

ceedings—the penalty of death hung over every one of them ; hut they had counted

the cost, and were prepared to dare all and bear all that the profession of the faith
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•<'oiilcl bring upon tlieni. They were at first accustomed to meet secretly in their own
houses, but, as the Government spies were abroad, they found it safer to meet on the

tops of hills, where they could sing the praises of God without being overheard by their

enemies, and whence their sentinels could descry the approach of their persecutors

.and give the alarm, so that the meetings might be broken up and the worshippers

dispersed before the arrival of their enemies ; a state of things in some respects not

unlike the doings of the Scottish Covenanters, who, in the like manner, sought security

from their persecutors m the remote glens and by the dashing waterfalls, and

worshipped the God of their fathers in detiance of " a bigot's and a t^-rant's bloody

laws."

But it was impossible that the Christians could long escape the fury of the cruel

queen, who, with all the force of her strong will, had set herself to destroy the new
religion. "It was cloth," she said, "of a pattern she disliked, and she was determined

that none of her people should use it." Many were the victims of her t\uy.

The first to suti'er was Rasatama, a joung woman who was persuaded by the

Government officials that the names of the whole body of Christians were known, and

thus she unwittingly revealed those of seven who were her ft-iends and companions.

This preyed upon her mind, and, feeling that she herself was doomed, made her the

more bold in exhorting others. For herself she had no fear, and when the officer

representing the j^ower of the queen arrested her, she said, " I am not afraid, rather

I rejoice that I am counted worthy to suffer affliction for believing in Jesus. I havc^

hope of the life in heaven." She was put in heavy irons and severely' beaten, but in

her prison cell she sang praises to God. Before the last trial came, all excitement

had 2^iissed away, and she calmly and resolutely laced death without either courting, or

seeking by retractation to avert her fate. From the afternoon of one day tdl the morning-

of the next she was kept in irons of a peculiar construction, consisting of rings fastened

round the wrists, ankles, knees, and neck, and so connected with chains as to force the

body into a position excruciatingly painful. " Being led to the place of execution next

morning, she expressed her jojr that she had received the knowledge of the truth, and

continued singing hjTTins on the way. Passing by Mr. Griffith's chapel, where she had

been baptised, she exclaimed, ' There I heard the words of the Saviour
!

' On reaching

the fatal spot she requested permission to luieel down and pray. Her request was

granted. She calmly knelt down, committed her spirit into the hands of the

Redeemer, and in that attitude was speared to death ; the executioners, three in

number, standing behind and by the side of hex-, and striking her through the libs

and heart. Her body was left to be devoured by the Avild dogs that frequent all

places in Madagascar where criminals .suffer."*

Thus died at Ambohipotsy, on the 14th of August, 1837, the proto-martyr of Mada-

gascar—the first of a long and honoured line of Christian confessors.

So far as is known, only one of the Christian commimity was present when

Rasatama sealed her testimony with her blood—a young man of about tAvo-and-twenty,

* "A Xarrative of the Persecution.? of the Christians in Madagascar," ice. By .J. .T. Freeman antl

D. Johns, formerly missionaries .in the Island. London, ISltJ,
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named Ratiu'iilaliy. Ho had been iindor tlie influence of the Gospel for some years,

but had onl}^ made profession of Christianity since the publication of the royal edict.

Ho was of high family, and was noted for the abundance of his good works, especially

liis liberality. He was wont to gather a band of Christians in his house for worship

;

and the knowledge of this chanced to come to a man who had once professed

Christianity, but, when the psrseautions began, had apostatised, and thenceforth had

become one of the mo.5t virulent of the enemies of the Gospel.

When Rafaralahy was seized he was immediately put into irons, and every cruelty

Avas exercised in order to extort from him the names of his companions. But he

remained inflexible, saying: "Here am I, let the queen do what she pleases with me;

I have done it, but I will never accuse my friends." After three daj's of torture, during

which time all attempts to cause him to recant or to betray his companions were

utterly fruitless, he was led to the place of execution, where, after oft'ering a prayer for his

persecuted brethren, he commended his soul to the Saviour and was speared to death.

The story of the persecution of a Christian woman named Eafaravavy, which

occurred about this time, is one which has been told man}- times as a typical instance

of Miilagasy heroism, but will bear repetition here.

Rafaravavy was once as conspicuous for her support of idolatry, as she had since

become in the service of Christ. Contrary to the law of the land, she was accused by

her own slaves of reading the Bible, and of assembling some of her companions for

private pra3-er. In answer to the judge, she acknowledged herself to be a Christian,

but refused to divulge the names of her companions. This was reported to the queen,

who in great wrath exclaimed :
" Is it jJossible that anyone is so daring as to defy me ?

And that one a woman too ! Go and put her to death at once." But Rafaravav}' was

a member of a family of rank and position, and her father had rendered such impor-

tant services to the State, that the advisers of the Crown lU'ged the queen to inflict

ii lighter penalty. This was accordingly done ; she was flned to the half of her

property, and then to avoid interruption and danger she removed to a distance from

the town. There her house again became a Christian sanctuary', little companies of

believers from outlying parts, many of them coming a distance of twenty miles for

the purpose, forming the assembly.

But no long time elapsed before information was again laid against her, and an

order was given to the people in the market to seize her property. The rush of the

rabble into her dwelling, seizing eveiything it contained and destroying the very fabric

of the building, was the flrst intimation .she received of danger. Presently she was

arrested and led away by four of the royal guards towards Ambohipotsy, where criminals

were usually put to death, and concluding that orders had been given for her execu-

tion, she breathed the prayer of the flrst martyr, " Ijord Jesus, receive my spirit." But

the end was not yet ; she was led to a house by the way, was bound hand and foot

by chains, and informed that before the day dawn she was by the queen's command
to be executed. l)uring the night a fearful fire raged in the capital and wrought

tremendous havoc. The superstitious fears of the queen were aroused ; she did not

like the tones of those about her who whispered of the calamity as a Divine judgment.
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All order was therefore issued to " discoutinue Governiuent service," aud iii the uni-

versal confusion the sentence on Rafaravav}- was forgotten or neglected.

After five months of imprisonment in irons, which she passed amid great spiritual

joy, the queen ordered her to be sold in the public market place. A distant relative

became her proprietor, and treated her with the greatest liberalitv, allowing her the

exercise of her liberty as much as possible consistent with certain prescribed work.

Duruig this period she had the happiness of spending much time \\ith her husband.

DEATH OF KASATAMA.

a colonel in the army, who having heard of her enslavement, obtained leave for a few

months to come to the capital.

Rafaravavy was not content to enjoy immunit\" from the sufferings of her fellow-

Christians, and once more she ventured to attend with thein a place where prayer was

wont to be made. This meeting was discovered, and its little band pei-fidiousl}^ be-

trayed by one who had professed Christianity and had established himself m their

confidence. Death seemed inevitable to all who had formerly been convicted, and of

these there were several. Flight was now their only hope of safety, but whither could

they go ? Some found a temporarj^ refuge in the forest, and food was brought to them

secretly by Christians from the city. Others sen-eted themselves in pits and caves to

evade the vigdauce of the soldiers who explored the entire couiitry in search of them.
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Eafaravavy and a friend, under cover of the darkness, left the city at midnight, and

travelled towards the west, until on the evening of the following day they reached

Itanimanina, forty miles distant. A warrant was issued for the execution of Rafaravavy,

who for several weeks found shelter in the house of a Christian friend by night, and
by day concealed herself in the hollow of an adjacent mountain.

" Venturing to return one evening before dusk she was discovered, and her hiding-

place reported to the chief Minister at the capital, who sent eight soldiers to apprehend

her. So unconscious was their victim, that two of the soldiers were within a minute

or two of entering the house before its inmates had the slightest intimation of their

approach, and Rafaravavy had only time to conceal herself behind a mat before they

entered, stated their business, and inquired where she was. Every syllable they uttered she

heard, and trembled lest her loud breathing should betray her. After a lengthened conver-

sation the OAvner of the house went out, and the men, supposing he had gone to inform

Rafaravavy, followed him, and thus allowed time for their victim to escape by another way."

It was a perilous thing to offer hospitality to a Christian fugitive in those days, as

the protectors of Rafaravavy soon found, for not long after the soldiers arrived in the

district their house became unsafe, and they, with her, were homeless wanderers. The

perils through which they passed during the weary and anxious weeks they were hiding

for their lives were constant and severe, while their privations and sufferings were quite

as greatly distressing. Sometimes they foimd that the soldiers had gone before them,

leaving orders with the head men of the village to apprehend any woman not belong-

ing to that part of the country who might come amongst them. At other times the

soldiers would be following along the same road, or a number would come upon them

.suddenly, causing some to run into the bush, and those unable to fly to seek conceal-

ment by plungmg into some bog which might be near, in which they sometimes sunk

so deep as to be unable to extricate themselves without help. Sometimes the soldiers

would halt for the night in a village beyond which, in order to avoid suspicion, the

Christians did not proceed until the early morning, or, as they expressed it, before

the light enabled them to " see the colour of the cattle." At one time Rafaravavj-

was concealed in an empty roona with an unfastened door, before which, while the

soldiers who searched the house were standing, the master of the house, a friend of

the Christians, succeeded in diverting their attention for a few moments in another

direction, while she made her escape.

At times they were drenched by the falling sheets of tropical rain on the barren

mountains over which they travelled ; sometimes they slept among the large stones and

boulders by the sides of the rivers, or lay concealed among the tall grass on the flat

top of some ancient sepulchre. As they frequently travelled by night they met with

brigands and robbers, and, on one occasion, discovered that they had taken shelter in

one of then- caverns. Their' preservation amidst dangers so imminent during the three

months in which they were wanderers in the country west of Antananarivo, impressed

them deeply ^vith a sense of the ceaseless protection of their Heavenly Father, and

inspired them with hope of ultimate deliverance.

Nor were they less impressed with the reality of Christian sympathy and fellowship.
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Many a time whole households hazarded their lives to give them shelter and pro-

tection. (_)n one occasion, arriving in a village Avhere the soldiers on their track

had already taken np their cpiartei-s. they were concealed by a faithful woman in a

pit beside her house, the mouth of whii-h was covered by thom bushes, and here

they remained a night and a day.

At last there came a gleam of hope. One day, while they were sharing tho

hospitality and protection of a Christian family, the}- heard that ^Ir. Johns, tho

missionary, was at Tamatave. and, tinding means to communicate with him, they acted

upon his advice, and made theii' way towards the port. It was in some respects the

most dangerous journey in all their wandering-s. For four days the}' did not Acnture to

enter into any house, and for three days they were entirely without food of any kind,

but at last they approached the port, and while hiding in the jimgle managed to send

a note to' a friend, who replied that he would come for them in a canoe after dusk.

The sun had not set when they proceeded to the appointed rendezvous. Shortly

afterwards their friend came and conveyed them in his canoe safely to their dwelling.

They breathed more freely when they found themselves within protecting walls and

beneath a sheltering roof, but felt scarcely assured of the reality of their position and

treatment, so ditferent from that which had marked every waking hour of the time

since they had parted from their friends at the capital. The fi-iend whom God had

raised up for their protection was a military officer as well as a local judge, secretly also

a bcHever in Christ, and he incun-ed equal risk with the fugitives in rendering to them

liclp and shelter. He received them with sincere kindness, set food before them, and

they imited together in reading God's Word, and in rendering praise to their Divine

Protector. A ship was soon expected, and although he could not be much with them

himself, he promised that his nephew, who in the meantime would attend to their wants,

should see them safe on board.

At last the ship arrived, and the fugitives received a 'Confidential message front

their friend bidding them to cut their hair short and follow the guide he had sent.

" The darkness of night was descending when they left the house and proceeded

to the jungle near the sea, where their guide left them with anxiously palpitating

hearts, while he informed those Avho were to take them to the ship. Friends soon

came with a suit of sailor's clothes for each, which they put on in the bush, while

another friend went to the landing-place to divert the attention of the guards.

• The moment had now arrived when life or death seemed to depend upon the

slightest movement. Noiselessly, and with almost suppressed breath, they proceeded to

the water's edge, entered the boat, pushed off" fro'm the shore, passed over the rippling-

watei-s of the bav and reached the ship ! As soon as the last of the Christians wa.s

safely on the deck, the captain, rubbing his hands, addressed to them the welcomo

and assuring words of their o\\'n language :
' Efa Kabary ' (tinished is the business, or

accomplished is the object). The Christians, as soon as they could realise their actual

safety, and coidd command their feelings, asked permission to offer a song of praise to

God for their deliverance, which, being granted, the sailors and the captain listened

with evident pleasure, while stanchng together on the deck, as the Christians thus gave
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expression t" their devout and grateful feelings. The cool, i'resh breeze from the

land in the early morning -wafted the ship out of harbour, and they reached Mauritius

in safety on the 14th October, 1,S:?.S."

For several years the persecution continued, rendering it unsafe for the fugitives,

to return to JIadagascar. Great was their sorrow when in 1842 their faithful friend,

and the friend of eveiy native Christian in Madagascar, the indefatigable missionary,

'\Ir. Jt)lms, died from fatigue and anxiety.

And truly those were years of anxiety for everyone deeply interested in the-

progress of the Gospel in iladagascar. There were times when the rigour of the

persecution appeared to relax, but this would be followed by a period of relentless

ftny. C)nc of the most terrible of the punishments inflicted upon the Christians.

was the tangena, or trial by ordeal, and this not so nmeh on its own aecoimt,

as on account of the treachery exercised in its administration. The ordeal

consisted in swallowing poison, and subsequently drinking plentifully of hot water.

This acted as an emetic, and if it was etlectual in nullifying the cfl'ect of the poison

the person was declared innocent ; if he died, he was considered to have been guilty„

Generally the one or other of these results would occur, according as the emetic was

given, that is to say, whether immediately after the administration of the jjoison, or-

whether it was delayed ; and as it was supplied by the judges, who were leaders of

the heathen party, it was virtually at their option, by giving it at once or withholding

it for a time, to tind the suspected person innocent or guilty. It is not, therefore,

surprising to tind that five out of every six Christians who submitted to the ordeal

should have perished under it.

There was revolting barbarity in many of the pimishments inflicted on the

Christians. One woman having been discovered with a Bible in her possession, was

beaten by six men to force her to reveal the names of her companions. Failing

in their object, she Avas condemned to public flogging, and bore the painful lacera-

tion till, from loss of blood, she swooned at the feet of her torturers.

For those who managed to make their escape, the queen issued orders that

soldiers should search for them, bind hand and foot any whom they might And, dig

a pit on the spot, hurl them into it head foremost, and pour boiling water on them

till they ceased to live

!

When the trials of the Cliristians were multiplying on every hand, a source of

consolation arose in an extraordinary manner, and from an extraordinary (piarter. The

Queen Ranavalona had a son, an only son, and heir to her throne. AVhen he was

sixteen jears of age he came in contact with a youth, the nephew of an officer who-

often had business in the palace. This youth told the 3'oung prince about the faith

of the Christians, and of their meetings, and invited him to attend one of them. This he

did, and was so much impressed, that, having a palace of his own, he arranged for

Christian teachers to meet him eveiy evening for prayer and stud}' of the Scriptures.

New hope was now inspu-ed in the breasts of the persecuted Christians, and not

without good reason, for their snfterings had deeply touched him. Not only was he

moved to compassion, but he was roused to action, and when the names of one
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hundred persons who had disobeyed the laws were handed in by the othcers, he pleaded

with his mother so effectually that, although some were punished, none were put to death.

Two years passed away—years of comparative rest and calm, greatly owing to

the influence of the young prince. But, in 1849, there burst forth the greatest storm

i)f persecution hitherto known. The queen had, in her own mind, finally determined

that no relision other than that of her ancestors should exist in Madasrascar. Asrain

the Christians were ordered to accuse themselves within a certain date at appointed

places in each district, and to take the oath which recognised the idols, and implored

the prescribed curses on themselves.

Multitudes were haled before the judges, and what followed must be told in the

words of Mr. Ellis :

—

"The trials were now ended, and the multitude separated until the morrow, when

sentence was to be pronounced. The captives in chains spent this, their last night on

earth, in their respective prisons, guarded by the soldiers, their keepers. . . .

Their brethren in Christ, whose limbs were still unbound, met together an hour after

midnight to pray. The firing of cannon at break of day agitated the hearts of

thousands, and while the firing of guns continued at intervals through the morning,

the multitudes gathered at Analakely. The preachers, teachers, readers of the

Scriptures, and worshippers of God were conducted to the plam, and each class of

offenders was placed by themselves.

" But the sight which most deeply penetrated many hearts, and stirred their in-

most feelings, was that of the true, steadfast confessors who had refused to bow

down and worship the idols of Ranavalomanyaka. . . . Each Christian man and

woman was fastened with cords to two poles, their bodies wrapped in torn

and soiled pieces of matting, in token of their degradation, their mouths filled

with rag to prevent them speaking of the Saviour
;
yet these eighteen, the noble, the

civilian, the slave—all equal now, children of God, going to glory, formed, as thej-

were borne along, . . . the grandest procession which the sim of Madagascar had

ever shone upon.

" On reaching the appointed spot these Christians were placed on the ground,

the soldiers encircling them with their spears fixed in the earth. And then, accom-

panied by their escort, and marching to the sound of military music, with all the

solemn pomp belonging to their rank and duties, the officers and judges, with their

attendants, arrived, and delivered the message of the queen."

The sentences were then officially announced. " The four nobles, two of whom
were husband and wife, were sentenced to be burnt alive at Faravohitra, the last

village on the northern end of the mountain on which the city is built. The four-

teen others of mferior rank were sentenced to be hurled from the edge of Ampam-

arinana, a rock to the west of the palace, and their wives and children to be sold

into irredeemable .slavery. The remaming sentences included labour in chains for

life, inflicted on one hundred and seventeen persons, with public flogging on one

hundred and five of their number. Fines, equivalent to one-half of their value

if sold into slavery, were imposed on sixty-four. A fine of three oxen and three
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dollars was inflicted on 1,643 persons for attending Christian worship. Prince Ramonja,

holding high rank in the army, was, for the same ott'ence, fined one hnndred dollars

mad reduced to the rank of a common soldier. One of the ofHcers of the palace

was deprived of his rank and fined fifty dollars (as were also all other officers in the

army, or in the civil service of Government) and reduced to the lowest grade. The

total number of those on whom one or other of the sentences was pronounced on

this occasion amounted, at the least computation, to 1,903, but by some accounts it

is nearer 3,000."

AH the sentences were carried out to the letter. The four who were burnt were

of noble blood, which, according to the law of the country, it was luilawful to shed.

One of the ladies gave birth to a child after she had been actually fastened upon the

pile. Yet, while the flames were rising they sang praises to the Lord, and as they

sang a deluge of rain fell and extinguished the fire, which had to be re-kindled.

Then, " a large and superb rainbow, the sign of God's promise and faithfulness, was

stretched across the heavens," and many of the superstitious spectators fled in terror,

while the martyrs uttered the words of the Man of Sorrows, " Laj' not this sin to

their charge."

Perhaps a digression may be pardoned in this place. It is unhappily the fashion

nowadays for professedly Christian men to speak in a loose and flippant way of

the decadence of vital Christianity. Even ministers of the Gospel arc apt to point to

the Acts of the Apostles, as if it closed the history of God's heroes. But the

Christianity of to-day has a greater vitalitj' than it ever had, and the noble confession

of St. Stephen, the martyr, was not one whit more heroic than the confession of

these yellow-skinned martyrs of iladagascar, who not only " hazarded their lives for

the Lord Jesus," but endured unspeakable torture, imprisonment, starvation, and the

cruelest forms of death for the sake of Him who was made perfect through sufferings.

If anyone doubts whether the Gospel has stOl its old power, let him read with an

impartial mind any of the many volumes giving a faithful historj- of these times,

and we think he cannot fail to alter his views.

And, in passing, a hint may be given here to home ministers of the Gospel.

What is wanted in the pulpits of our day is not so much the enforcement of what

God did in the past, as what He is doing in the present. For one sermon preached

on the heroism, the self-denial, the confession of God's heroes of to-day, there

are ten thousand preached on the heroes of the eleventh chapter of Hebrews
;

and yd the faith that inspired those of old times to " quench the mouths of

lions, and to stop the violence of the sword," is the same faith that has achieved

the modern Conquests of the Cross of which we write. If ministers of religion

W'Ould aid the cause of missions as they should, the}' woidd not ignore the

devoted lives of the missionaries, or content themselves by dragging in some

set phrase at the end of a prayer for " light to shine on the dark places

of the earth," or relegate to an annual " missionary sermon," followed by a

collection, all that they have to say on God's gi'eat message to the nations of

beathend'im. There was a time—and it was the time when the great evangelical
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revival was stirring the cold heart of the Church at home—when from almost every

pulpit in the land there came a trumpet-call to Christians as to their duty in

regard to this matter, and in proportion as it met with response there was spiritual

prosperity in the churches at home. Then the great missionary societies were formed,

then men went forth eagerly to the vast fields of laboin-, then a deep and thrilling

interest was taken in the simple imaffected reports of the missionaries, the voyages of

missionary ships, the stories of discovery and adventure, the record of God's dealings

with individuals to whom the (iospel message came as good news from a far

country. If, as alleged, there is now a decline in missionary zeal, to what is it to be

.attributed '. May it not arise from the failure to recognise the present jjersonal

inspiration of God in the actions of man ; the failure to honour the present-day

martyrs and confessors ; the transfer of interest in individuals to that of societies ; the

.zeal to keep a mass of machinery in woricing order, rather than to follow with prayer

.and sympathy the labours of the missionaries l We venture to commend the study of

•the Malagasy jiersecution as one of the most marvellous and instructive chapters in

tlic history of missions. Certainly there is nothing in the whole range of Christian

niartyrology more touching and affecting.

After the great storm of persecution in liSiO, although the Gospel was still

"proscribed at the capital, the fury of the queen seemed to have spent itself, and in

the provinces many of the disciples enjoyed comparative freedom, although all were

still obliged to meet in secret, and some were hiding in places of concealment. Many

of these had been sentenced to chains for life, and it was an affecting thing to see

them coming from their hiding places to take part in the meetings of the brethren.

Although the edicts against Christianity were unrepealed, and from time to time indeed

were reiterated with even greater severity of language, they were only occasionally

•enforced. This was in part due to the fact of the profession of Christianity by the

queen's son, and the zealous Christian conduct of the Prince Kamonja, a man of great

influence in the capital, who, notwithstanding the fact that he had suffered severely,

.spoke without fear to the queen of the Gospel of Christ.

Towards the end of 1.S.52, it was reported that the Malagasy Government was

anxious to resume the friendly relations with England which had for many years been

interrupted, and the London Missionary Society, deeming that this would be an excellent

•opportunity to send some trustworthy person to Mauritius to watch the progress of

•events, and to negotiate for the re-introduction of Christian missionaries into the country,

selected for that purpose the Rev. AVilliam Ellis, who for many years had been engaged

in important missionary labour, and had shared in the exile of those faithful men who

introduced the (Iospel into the South Sea Islands. His important mission to

•Madagascar and the fruits it bore, will be the subject of our next chapter.
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CHAPTER L.

WILLIAM ELLIS AND HIS MISSION.

Death of Rainiliaro, the Prime Minister—First Visit of Mr. Ellis—Hopes Revive—Second Visit—Smuggling-
in the Scriptures—Third Visit—Reaches the Capital—Spread of Christianity—Conspiracy against tht-

Queen—Madame Ida Pfeiffer—Horrible Deaths—Terrible Outbreak of Persecution—Instruments of

Torture—Death by StouiuK'—An Interesting Letter—Death of the Cruel Queen—Radama II.—Return of

the Banished—An Open Door and who Entered It—Arrival of Mr. Ellis— Conferences with the King

—

Not a Christian—The Coronation—A Reign of Progress—Mr. Ellis made Foreign Secretary—The
Dancing Sickness—The King Relapses to Idolatry—Murder of the King—Labours of Mr. Ellis—

A

Tribute of Praise.

IT was said of the Hebrews, when they dwelt in Egypt, " The more they were afflicted,,

the more they multipUed and grew." This was equally true of the native Church in

Madagascar. That little Church which, in 1834, consisted only of "several" believers,

was estimated, after years of terrible persecution, at five thousand souls. Even the

horrors of the year 1849 had not only failed to quench the ardour of their zeal, but

had been the means of adding to their nimibers.

In 1851 important news arrived m this country from Madagascar after a long

silence. A letter was received from some of the Christians, intimating that their

persecutors, as if weary of then* work of blood, had for some time remained passive,.,

and had ceased to molest the Christians. Other letters followed at intervals, but as

each was tinged with the complexion of the mmd of the individual writer, it was

extremely difficult for the Committee of the London Missionary Society to know what

was the actual state of affairs. One of these letters ran thus :

—

"May, 1852.

" My heart and soul are full of sorrow and grief when I take up my pen to write

to you. . . . The wrath of the sovereign continues to rage against us. Thei-e is a

law that no one shall pray or worship according to the rehgion of the white people

;

and he that does shall be put to death. This law is read once a fortnight to the

soldiers in their military exercises. . . . Yet the people here are advancing. They

meet to receive the Lord's Supper once a month. They worship in seven different

houses, for the law of the sovereign is very strict. It says, ' Spy into the houses, make

a diligent search, and if you find any practising this new religion, bring them to me,

saith Ranavalomanyaka.' Yet Prince Ramonja, the queen's nephew, officer of the

palace, is one of our company. He is a wise man, and he trul}' loves Christ. He
continuallj' preaches to the queen, though her heart kindles in rage against him when

he speaks to her about the Christian faith. ... He does not fear the queen's

anger. ... He is deemed stubborn and obstinate ; but the queen does not punish

him, because he is her sister's beloved son.

" As to those that have been imprisoned, they are still in chains. Some remain in

various prisons, others are at home, but still in chains. Those that took refuge in the

wilderness are still wandering from place to place. The officers whose honours had

been taken away were ordered to carry muskets as common soldiers. And having thus

been punished and tonnented we remained nine months in town, and then we were
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sent to Mantasoa, near the forest, to build a stone house. When this was done, we

were sent to drag timber out of the forest."

There was no mistaking the tenour of the queen's order, referred to in the

foregoing letter. It ran thus :^

" If any administer or receive baptism, I will put them to death, saith Ranavalo-

manyaka : for they change the prayers of the twelve kings. Therefore, search and

look, and if ye find any dc)ing that, whether man or woman, take them that we may

kill them ; for I and you will kill them that do that, though they be half the people.

ANTANANARIVO.

For to change what the ancestors have ordered and done, and to pray to the ancestors

of the foreigners, and not to Andrianampoinimerina and Lehidaraa, and the idols that

sanctified the twelve kings and the twelve mountains that are worshipped ; whoever

changes these observances, I jnake known to all people, I will kill, saith Ranavalo-

manyaka."

Notwithstanding the fact that this order was still outstanding, there were many

who, reading the signs of the times, entertained hope of better things in the near future.

One of the chief grounds for this anticipation was that Rainiharo, the Prime Minister,

and sworn foe of the Christians, was dead, and his son, in full sympathy with the

Christian friends, and bosom-friend of the Crown Prince, had succeeded to his office.

Tliere Avere tokens given in various ways that the queen was growing tired of her

reign, and was relinquishing her power to her son, whose name was now inscribed

iqxjn the flags that were hoisted along the coast. Moreover, it had become kno^vn

that at Tamatave, the great port, there was a strong desire on the part of the Commander

iind those in authority that trade should be re-opened with the English, under a

treaty of commerce similar to that in force in the daj's of Radama I.

When these matters were represented to the London Committee, endorsed by an
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earnest letter from Mr. Lc Brim of ilauritiiis, in -whieh he yearned for '^ one of the old'

missionariehi to watch the moment when his feet could again tread the land so dear to

his heart," the committee determined to take action, and in 1858 they issued an

appeal to the friends of the mission, in which it was stated :
" At length C^od has

heard the blood of His martyrs from beneath His altar, and to His suifering Church

there has arisen light in the darkness. The only child of the persecuting queen has

learnt the faith in which the martyrs died, and the only son of the late Prime Minister,

Kainiharo (the bitterest foe of the Christians) has avowed himself the Christian's

friend. To the young prince has been committed the government of the country, while

the son of Rainiharo has succeeded to his father's office ; and as the first I'ruits of this,

most blessed change, the ports of Madagascar are about to be opened to foreigners, and

English missionaries, it is confidently expected, will be freely admissible to the-

country."

Most of this, as we shall see, was sanguine anticipation ; but so intense was th&

mterest taken by the English people in the C-hurch of Madagascar, that within three

months of the issue of the appeal special contributions poured in to the treasury of the

committee exceeding the sum of eight thousand five hundred pounds

!

Before making any direct attempt to resimie missionary labour in Madagascar, the

committee determined to request the Rev. AVilliam Ellis, for many jears a successful

missionary in Polynesia, to visit the island, accompanied by Mr. Cameron, at that time

stationed at the Cape, who had fonnerly been a missionary in Madagascar, and was

therefore well acquainted with the people and the language; They landed at Tamatavo

in Jul}', 1853, and were favourably received by the authorities when it was known that

they were the bearers of a memorial to the queen expressing the friendly feelings of

the EnglLsh towards Madagascar, and praying for the re-opening of trade with that

country. They requested that they might be allowed to proceed to the capital, but

were informed that this could only be done with the queen's pennission, and that a

fortnight at least must elapse before it could be received.

During the time they were thus Avaiting they had many opportunities of obtaining

information respecting the state of the people, and especially of the Christian converts.

It was found that though the prohibitions against the Christian faith stood unrepealed,

active persecution had virtually ceased. " Nothing struck me so much," says Mr. Ellis,

" as the earnest, importunate, and reiterated applications for the Holy Scriptiu'es and

other Christian books, which reached us through all available mediums. One fine-

lookinsr vounsr ofiicer, who had come from a distance, on hearing that we were at

Tamatave, almost wept when in reply to his solicitation for a book, Mr. Cameron told

him that we had not a single copy left. In answer to an inquiry as to the number of

Christians in his neighbourhood, he replied, ' ^^'e are few in number, because wc have

so few books. If we had books, many would read them and would imite themselves

with us.' " *

When fifteen days had expired the answer of the queen arrived. It was

couched in courteous words, inquiring after some of the former missionaries, but

* " Three Visits to Madagascar." By the Rev. W. Ellis.
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coaeliulecl with the recommendation that the visitors should not prolong their stay

lest they should fall victims to the prevailing fever! A few days after the receipt

of this letter, Mr. Ellis left Tamatave for the Mauritius, where he decided to

remain imtil the following year, and when an opportimity an-ived, to attempt

once more to reach the capital. Meanwhile Mr. Cameron, acting with the merchants

of Port Louis, was instrumental in concluding important trade negotiations which

resulted in the opening of the ports of Madagascar to foreign trade.

When Prince Ramonja heard of Mr. Cameron's arrival at Tamatave, he at once

recognised his name as that of one of the former missionaries, and wrote to hin^ the

following encouraging letter :

—

Aiitaiuinariro, 28 AhiliiiMaili/. 18."i4.

To Me. Cameeon,—Hearing of your arrival at Tamatave. through the blessing of God, I now write

to you to ask after your welfare, for I am alive in this dark generation ; ajid I also praise God for His

goodness manifested towards me. And I send my salutations to all the brethren in Jesus. And, sir,

wishing you the blessiny of God, when you send Bibles and Testaments and Catechisms, give them to

Mr. that I may receive them, and that we may examine them in this dark place. May God's blessinpf

rest on you. Farewell, says

Davidra Ramonja, Prisce,

Your relation in Jesus.

In June, 1854, Mr. Ellis paid his second visit to Tamatave, and while waiting for

permission to proceed to the capital, ^vas able to enjoy much intercourse with the

(Jhi'istians, although under the strictest caution and secrecy. While harmless as a

dove, he had a good deal of the wisdom of the serpent, and there is something

annising in his description of the manner in which he conveyed copies of the Scriptures

to the JIalagasy. He says :

—

" I foimd tliat amongst those at Tamatave, and at Foule Point, as well as at the

capital, the great want was the Word of God. I had sent from Mauritius a few

copies, and I had brought a ninnber of New Testaments, bound together or in separate

portions, as well as copies of the Psalms and other religious books ; but as the officers

of the Custom-house had strict orders to seize all books which there was any attempt

to introduce into the countr}^ my great difficulty was to get them on shore from the

ship, as the captain was unfriendly. I could only conceal them tied under my dress,

and in this way, and in my pockets, I managed to take eighteen Testaments and other

books at a time. But my heart sometimes beat a little quicker when the bow of the

boat touched the shore, and I had to jump down on the beach amidst three or four

Custom-house officers, lest a copy should get looso and fall on the ground before them.

I generally spoke to them and passed on, breathing a little more freely Avhen I had

entered my house, locked my door, and deposited my treasures in the innermost room.

By this means I was able, dm-ing my successive visits to Tamatave, to introduce abotit

1,500 copies of portions of the Scriptures and other books among the famishing

Christians, some of whom had only a few chapters in manuscript, or three or four

leaves of a j)rinted book, soiled and torn and mended, until the original was the

smallest part left."

When the answer came from the capital, it once more brought disappointment:

permission to visit the capital was refused on the ground that cholera was raging in
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the Mauritius, and its introduction into Madagascar was greatly dreaded. Mr. Ellis

therefore returned to England to wait for a more favourable opportunity. It came

in the following year, when he received a letter from one who held office in the

Government, and had been one of the youths sent to England for education by

Radama, conveying the permission of the Government for the missionary to visit the

capital.

In March, 18.56, the dauntless ambassador of the Gospel, authorised by the

TEAVELLIXG IN MADAGASCAR.

British Government to convey to the queen the assurances of the fi'icndly disposition

of England towards her Government, and bearing presents for her and other members

of the royal family, again set forth, this time alone, and landed at Tamatave in July.

Here he was received in a very different fashion than heretofore ; a newly-built

house was assigned to him ;
servants were placed at his disposal ; and the most

respectful and marked attention was shown by the authorities.

When he began his progress to the capital, his party of bearers and attendants

amounted to considerably more than a hundred men ; he was borjie along in a

palanquin, and for twenty days passed through strange and stiifing scenes. The

people, the novel scenes, the strange and level}' fomis of vegetation, in all the

luxuriance of tropical profusion and marvellous in their beauty—a very paradise
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of orchids and Eden of ferns - seemed to invest every step of the way with

enchantment. " Their course," says his sou * " lay sometunes along rivers, but to a

BY THE ROADSIDE.

greater extent by a more toilsome march over land, occasionally through swamps

and muddy flats, though more frequently on firm ground, passing on their way

* "Life of William Ellis." By Iiis son, John Eimeo Ellis.
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throiiEfh vast, dense, and intricate forests, crowded with ffisantic trees, ferns, and

creeping plants, and intersected by hollows, water-courses, and steep ravines, so as to

render the road almost impassable—a natural barrier to an approach towards the

interior, in which the tirst Eadama placed much rehance, boasting that he had two

genonils—General Hazo, forest, and General Tazo, fever— in whose hands he could

]ea\e any invading army."

The recejjtion of Mr. Ellis in the capital was in every respect satisfactorj-. Three

houses were set apart for his accommodation ; the Prmce Ramonja and other devoted

Christian men, as well as representatives of the Government, came to welcome him

;

the Crown Prince paid him a preliminary visit of ceremony, and afterwards became

a frequent visitor, and was always most cordial in his demeanour. Mr. Ellis was a

keen observer and a subtle student of character. Of his tirst interview with Prince

Ramonja, he sa3-s, "The meeting affected me much. After we had exchanged greetings

on his entrance, he knelt down by his chair, and in simple terms, but with much
earnestnessv and feeling, thanked God for His goodness in bringing us together. He
then prayed for the Christians who had sent me, and implored blessings on the believers

in iladagascar. He afterwards conversed with earnestness, but with gentleness of manner,

about the friends of whom he had heard in England, of the afflictions and sutt'ciings of the

Christians in his own country", of God's gi-eat goodness throughout their long season

of trial, and of then- continued increase, both m the city and in the country."

Of the Prince Royal he formed an estimate which subsequent events fully confinued.

Although he had been a sturdy friend of the Christians, and although his language

abounded in devout expressions, Mr. Ellis had no difficulty in discovering that he Avas

wantuig in strength and stability of character ; singularly humane in disposition, but

phant and fond of pleasure.

In his interview with the queen, which was held in the presence of a large

assembly and with much ceremony, Mr. Ellis had opportunity' for uttering only a short

speech or two of compliment and friendship, to which, however, he received a courteous

reply.

The visit to the capital, which was limited to one month, the time originally prescribed.

was a very fruitful one. In his free intercoin-se with the Prince Royal, ilr. Ellis had frequent

opportunities of advising him as to the future when the reins of government should bo

in his hands ; to the members of the Government he gave ample proofs of the friendly

feelings of England towards their country ; to the Christians he brought hope and com-

fort in telling them of the intense interest taken in their weltare by the whole Church,

and of the prayers and labours of Protestant Christians on their behalf

On the 26th of September he took leave of the capital. In recording his impres-

sions of the state of religion among the native Christians, he says :

—

" The religion of the present is the same as that of the past, and appeai-s to be a

religion derived simply and solely from the teaching of God's Holy AVord, imfoldcd,

applied, and sustained by the operations of the Holy Spirit. Under this Divine

intluence it appears to have attained a measure of development which is tnily marvel-

lous. That it is to be ascribed to this source alone, would appear from the fact that
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a largo minilicr of those who have sntt'ered became Christians after the last iiiissionarie.>

had left the country. I repeatedly passed the places where the martyrs suffered

—

spots which will be consecrated by the most hallowed associations in the nnnds of the

Malagasy throughout all futiu-o ages. I met and conversed repeatedly with their

widowed survivors and their orphan children, and with those who had witnessed the-

steadfastness of their faith, and the triumphant character of their deaths. Deeply

affecting were the details I received of the sorrows and consolations of the sufferers
;

of their conduct in the hour of peril ; and of the noble testimony which they bore

when -brouoht before kings and rulers for His Name's sake.' From these testimonies

I derived more than contirmation of all that I had previously heard."

The persecutions of the Christians in Madagascar, unhajipily, had not come to an

end. In 1.S.57, only two months after the arrival of Mr. Ellis in England, there was

a conspiracy in .Madagascar for the dethronement of the queen. Only the vaguest and

most contradictory accounts of it were received in England, nor were the facts of

the case fully recorded until Madame Ida Pfeitier, the celebrated traveller, published

her last "Journals." On her way to Mauritius she fell in with M. Lambert, a

French merchant, who proved to be the very centre and mainspring of the conspiracy.

A lew extracts from the diary of Madame Pfeiffer will explain the position of the

Christians in Madagascar at this time. Of the plot originated by M. Lambert, it

will be enough to say that it failed "owing to the cowardice or treachery of the

Commander of the Forces," and that knowledge of the conspiracy having reached the

ears of the cpieen, she at once associated it with the work of the native Christians.

Her old animosity was aroused, and she at once ordered the people to attend a great

kabar.

" Such an announcement," writes Madame Pfeiffer, " always spreads terror and

apprehension among the people. The pin-port of it was as follows :—The queen had

long suspected that there were many Christians among her people. AVithin the last

few days she had learnt that several thousands of this sect dwelt in and around

Antananarivo. She gave the people fifteen days to accuse themselves.

"July 11th.—Yesterday an old woman was denounced to the authorities as a

Christian. She was immediately seized, and this morning they dragged her to the

market-place and her backbone was sawn asunder.

"July 12th.—This morning, I am sorry to say, six Christians were seized in a

hut at a village not far from the city. I fear there will ))C horrible scenes of l:)lood.

The queen is said to have been in continued ill-humour, or tits of rage, for the last

eight or ten days.

"July I7th.—This very morning, a few hours before our departure, ten Christians

were put to death with the most frightful tortures. I am told that the poor creatures

behaved with great fortitude and continued to sing hymns till they died. On our

way through the city we had to pass the market-place, and encountered tliis horribl

spectacle as a parting scene."

As the queen had " never put a white person to death," she limited the punish-

ment of the conspii-ators—M. Lambert and his party, among whom Avas iladame Pfeiffer

—

c
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to perpetiuU banishment from her dominions. Ahhough they had to leave the

capital within an hour, and the usual time for making the journey to Tamatave would

occupy about eight or ten days, the mihtary escort, doubtless under instructions,

A ilOIHEK ASU HEK CHILDKEX.

protracted the journey to tifty-three days, durmg which the prisoners, already suftering

tr-om fever, were kept in the jungles and marshes, which were at all times veiy

imhealthy. When at last Madame Pfeifter reached Mauritius she was, as she says,

'• almost m a dying state." Although she partially recovered, a disease resulting from the
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Malagasy fever could not be eradicated, and it terminated her life in the following

year.

Of the cruel and violent outbreak of persecution which followed the discovery of

the plot, Mr. Ellis says:

—

" More than two hundred of the Christians suft'ercd different kinds of punishment,

most of them severe. The greater number of those

who sufi'ered death were men of mai'k, distinguished

among the Christians for their position, piety, devo-

tedness, ability, and usefulness. Fourteen were stoned

to death at Fiadama, as were also others afterwards.

Fifty-seven, if not a larger number, were chamed

together by the neck with heavy u'on fetters, and

banished to distant parts, where more than half of

them died a linsrerinsr, agonising death in their chains.

Fifty took the poison, of which eight died. Sixteen,

amongst a large number reduced to slavery, were

redeemed at heavy cost to their friends ; and six

devoted leading men among the Christians who had

been condemned to death, escaped, and remained

for four years and six months m concealment, often

suffeiing from want of food."

The horrible barbarity of these punishments is

almost inconceivable. Of those who were chained, it

is not surprising to find that a large majority died.

The instrument of torture consisted of an iron ring-

passed through an aperture at one end of a heavy

iron bar, nearly three feet long. The ring was

rrveted on the neck of the Christian, and a hea^'}•

iron ring was also riveted on each ankle. A second

ring was passed through an aperture at the other end

of the bar, and riveted on the neck of another

Christian, and in this manner seven or more were

chained together. Mr. Ellis brought to England the

fetters, weighing fifty-six pounds, worn for four and

a half years by one Christian.

Death by stoning was a diabolical device designed to meet cases in which other

means had proved unsuccessful. " The heads of those stoned at Fiadama were severed

from their bodies, in some instances shortening the sufferings by terminating life ; the

heads were then fixed on poles. Those whose friendly eyes had watched, as near as

safety would allow, the last moments of the departed, guided afterwards the footsteps

of friends who repaired to the spot during the hours of the night, to drive off" the

hungry dogs, and to bear away the bruised and mangled remains of the martjTS who

had that day sealed their faith with their blood. These remains, regarded with hallowed

A. MAI.AGASr CRIMIX.VL IX CHAINS.
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.iiffection, were received by loving hands, and finally consigned in seci'ct to the, resting-

places of their ancestors."

This persecution—the most severe that the Christians had experienced—was happily

the last. This, however, was not known until some time afterwards, and meanwhile

the greatest anxiety prevailed in England amongst those interested in the welfare of

iladagascar. Access to the island on the part of any Christian missionary, or, indeed,

of any foreigners, was strictly prohibited, and only occasional letters were received.

Some of the letters written bj- the native Christians about this time arc very

beautiful, and, when it is remembered how scanty their education had been and how
limited their ojiportunities for acquiring Christian knowledge, are quite extraordinary.

The following, as an example, was written to Mr. Ellis :

—

Anfitnininrifo. Jiinr 27, ISdl.

To Me. Ellis and all our Friexds,—Blessed be .lehovah, God the Father of onr Lord Jesus Christ,

who has preserved us uuto this day ; for from God does all mercy come, which we obtain through His love

towards us.

Although the distance by sea is great between us, it is as though it was even near for us to look upon

-each other. Therefore we can talk with one another, and this increases our gratitude.

Pray to the Lord for us. His simple children, that He would give us power and strength to endure

this affliction, and that He would pardon our transgressions which we commit in His presence, and that we
may be remembered among His chosen paople (.John xv. Ki), and that the darkness of the land may close

(I Tim. ii. 1—0).

Pray, dear sir, that the blessing of Jesus Christ may be with us, and with you, and that we may be helped

to receive the exhortation given by you to us, and to endure the affliction that is .so severe. May we have

love and courage during our lifetime upon earth (Rom. v. S— 11). and may the God of peace quickly subdue

the work of Satan, and advance the knowledge of the people respecting Jesus Christ (2 Cor. ix. lU ; x. l.'i).

The distress of the people here is increasing daily ; for they are in darkness and have no knowledge. The

country is not tranquil. There is much war with the enemy, so that they are hated and hating one another.

Therefore we saj' pray to God that light may spread among us, the people of Madagascar. Let us ask the

God of mercy that darkness may be scattered from the land of Madagascar ; and, perhaps, while we both are

alive we shall see your face and shake hands with you, dear sir ; and even though we be not permitted to

see one another in this life, may God help us to meet in the great salvation that was accomplished bj' our

Lord Jesus Christ, to increase our gratitude and praises.

With respect to the royal prince, indeed, dear sir, it causes us to rejoice and bless God that he supports

-and makes the people of God strong to bear the affliction and trouble in Madagascar. Yes, what he has

done, he has done by the help of God. and we therefore bless the Most High on that account (Matt. xvi. 17") ;

:and not towards the Christians alone does he 'show kindness, but to the people in general, when he can. And

when any evil thing or calamity overtakes a man. he protects him from being reported if he can do it. And

.also when anyone wishes to talk with him, and shake hands with him, he does it in a friendly manner with

all. This comes from the mercy of God.

The blind woman, whose name was Rabodamana. spoke, saj-ing, '• May God be blessed, who made my
ear to hear the words— ' God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever

believeth on Him should not perish but have everlasting life.' May God be blessed for sending the white

man to tell these words to the people of JIadagascar, that their ears might hear, though my eyes have not

seen the messengers."

She had been blind for a long time, and in the year 1S31 the people spoke of the nature of God.

and the nature of man, and of God's mercy in giving His Son. This was the conversation of the people

that knew hei- before the forbidding of Christianity and the Word of God in Madagascar ; and when the

]>rohibition came she was blessed of God, for she would not let that word depart out of her mouth, saying

also— '• He is at the right hand of the Father, asking God to bless us, for He always maketh intercession for

us." She continued during her life, though both in trouble and blind, according to what I have said to

you since j-ou were at Antananarivo.

And may you all, dear friends, live and be happy in love and holy salvation. And I send this letter to

shake hands with you, dear sir, saith

XoAH Rainibekoto and his Gojipamions.
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For three years after the departure of Mr. ElHs, dark clouds continued to liang

over Madagascar: then came the dawn of better things. On the IGth of August, IcSGl,

the cruel, tyrannical (t)ueen Ranavalona died, and her sou, Radama II., ascended the

tlirone. There was a conspiracy among the heathen party to set up a rival claimant

to the throne ; but Radama having been forewarned was forearmed, and his rival,

Ramhosalama, the otiicers, judges, and leaders of the j^eople concerned in the conspiracy,

were bani.shed.

The first act of the new king was a free invitation for the return of all foreigners,

the proclamation of perfect religious liberty, without distinction or favour, throughout

the land, and the liberation of all exiles, prisoners, and captives. Never were stranger

scenes witnessed than those which followed the issue of this proclamation. Suddenly

there came forth from concealment men and women who were thought to have long

since been dead and buried, or eaten by the dogs ; many dragged themselves to the

capital in their chains, but hardly able to stagger owing to the weight of their fetters,

and the weakness and feebleness of their bodies ; others were brought in by the king's

mess.uigers, poor, bruised, maimed, emaciated, and sometimes dying creatures—sad

witnesses to the barbarity of the dead queen.

Radama not only recalled the banished ones, but as far as possible restored to

them the pi"operty of which they had been dispossessed ; others he caused to be loaded

with gifts ; those who had been sold into slavery he redeemed ; even the disaffected

tribes, who were prisoners of war, he set at liberty, and secured thereby their lasting

friendship.

When the tidings of all these stirring' events went forth, and it was known that

there was no obstacle to religious teaching, Romish priests and agents of France rushed

in from Mauritius the moment the door was opened. In England Mr. Ellis was among

the tirst to receive intelligence of the things th;vt had come to pass, and on the very

day of its receipt he concluded arrangements with the London Missionary Society to

once more visit ^Madagascar. As fever was raging at Taraatave, he remained for some

time in the Mauritius, from whence he wrote to the king setting forth a plan that had

occupied much of his thought. He had conceived the happy idea that the localities

in and about Antananarivo where the C!hristian martyrs had suffered, would form most

appropriate sites for places of woi'ship, and, as long as they stood, would be striking

memorials of the trials of the early Church of Madagascar, and the sublime constancy

of its heroic members who had sealed their fidelity with their blood. The idea not

only commended itself to the king, but to English Christians generally, who forthwith

subscribed the necessary funds for its accomplishment.

AVhen ilr. Ellis arrived in the country, officers from the king were staying at

Tamatavc to conduct him to the capital, where his coming was awaited with great

oxpectanc}^ Thirty miles from the capital a large number of Christians from

Antananarivo met him, and as he drew near commenced singing a hymn of praise, in

which the Christians of his party joined. For ten miles they all travelled together,

and then halted for the Sabbath, large congregations assembling for morning and

evening service. Shortly before the evening service seven officers, one of high rank.
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arrived fr(im the palace, bearing messages of welcome from the king. All these officers

remained to the service, in which they joined heartily. Six years before, Mr. ElUs had
rested in that same village. Then, a few Christians came by stealth and late at night

to meet for secret prayer; now, the chief room m the largest house in the place was
opened m broad daylight, and was thronged with simple and devout worshippers, while

numbers crowded round on the outside.

The procession into the capital was an imposmg one ; the cavalcade comprised some

AMBATONAKANGA CHUKCH, IN MEMORY OF THE MARTYRS.

two hundred persons, who were joined by delegates from the Christians, additional

officers from the king, and a number of refugees who had been slaves or outlaws

during the reign of persecution, and were now retuniing to theu' homes.

No sooner was Mr. Ellis settled in the capital than he commenced tlie most

strenuous labours. His house Avas continually thronged with Christians fi'om different

parts of the capital, or by Christian families from the numerous villages in the suburbs,

all craving for teaching and assistance, and especially for copies of the Woi'd of God-

He was surprised to find that among entire congregations there Avas not a single copy

—that the people only heard the Scriptures read when a friend or minister from the

capital chanced to visit them, " and yet," he says, " their faith is simple, scriptural,

and firm ; no deviation in their teaching or belief from the great essential traths of the
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Gosnel ; no visionary or erratic opinions on the subject of religion, which seems to be

with thcni a simple, sincere, earnest, personal concern."

Mr. Ellis was very frequently sent for by the king or some of the high officers,

and in addition he spent some hours daily with the king teaching him to read

En-dish ; he also had a class for the instruction of nobles and officers, and another for

the sons of these men of rank—the future rulers of the country—who came to him for

an hour and a half each day. Besides these labours in tuition, Mr. Ellis WiO, constantly

T' iJBS OF THE EAELY MISSIOXAIIIES.

engaged iji preaching in the large chapels of the capital ; in conference with the

pastors and officers of the various churches, and in tending the sick, of whom,

among those especially who had returned to the capital from long exile and captivitj-,

there were many.

Greatly as Mr. Ellis rejoiced in the changed aspect of affairs in Madagascar, he

rejoiced with trembling. Although Radama II. was a prince of amiable disposition,

quick sensibilities, and considerable intelligence, and had his father's desire to raise

JIadagascar in the scale of nations, he had not his father's political wisdom to sus-

taui him. Moreover, although he was in every way favourable to Christianity, he

was not, as had been so long supposed, a Christian indeed. Mr. Ellis describes

his personal attitude with regard to Christianity in these words:

—

" On one occasion, when the members of the British Embassy, including the

Bishop of Mauritius, referred, in the presence of the king and queen, to his abolishing

59
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SO many evil usages, and having proved such a friend to the Christians, the

kino- looked at me as if he wished me to speak. I said before the Icing, and all

his own officers, as well as the foreign visitors, that he had luidoubtedly done much

to promote the welfare of his people, for which they were grateful, but, I added,

'there is one thing yet wanting—the one thing needful. He has not yet become a

Christian himself.' The king looked gravely towards me, and said with some emphasis,

' Mr. Ellis knows what is in my heart. He knows that I desire to understand and

serve God. I desire—I pray to God to enlighten my mind—to teach mc what I

ought to know.'

"

Nor Avere the changes he introduced always those which were best for the

people. He removed all customs duties on the sale of spirits, and in consequence

drunkenness, rioting, and licentiousness prevailed in some quarters as they had never

done before. He was too mild and lenient in disposition, and relaxed many laws

which had hitherto been in force, and a disastrous increase of crime followed. The

very reforms he promoted, excellent as they were in themselves, were introduced

with far too great rapidity ; and he attempted in the course of one year what should

have been the work of a generation. It was not, therefore, to be supposed that

all his subjects would look upon the new order of things with favour ; and very

soon there were signs of disaft'ection apparent.

The coronation of the king, however, attended as it was by French and

English Embassies, the latter having presents from the Queen, kept matters in check

for a while, but scarcely had they withdrawn than the ministers and officers of

Ranavalona, who still held office, were in league with the keepers of the idols,

plotting, scheming, and inflaming the rising discontent.

Meanwhile, Mr. Ellis, who had been joined by a strong reinforcement of mission-

aries from England, was hard at work as before, and in addition was actively advancing

his cherished scheme of erecting memorial churches on the sites of the martjrdom of

the Malagasy Christians—a scheme in which he was warmly supported by English

Christians. His great work at this time was, however, in malting preparation for the future

by planting the various native churches on a satisfactor}' basis. When the Bishop of

Mauritius was in Antananarivo at the coronation—charged with the duty of presenting

the sovereign with a handsomely bound copy of the Bible in the name of Queen

Victoria—^Mr. Ellis held many earnest conferences with him on the position and pros-

pects of the mission, " and it was mutually admitted that the interests of the people

aad the progress of the Chi'istian religion among them, would best be served by the

missionaries of the Church of England occupying other stations than those alreadj-

tilled by tlie London Missionary Society, and where their labourers had in former years

so long and patiently toiled and suffered." " Siu-ely the principle is a sound one,"

adds Mr. Ellis's biographer, " and the Gospel will better be commended to heathen

tribes by co-operation, than by the displaj' of antagonism among rival sections of the

Church."

Among the matters that Mr. Ellis sought to settle were the following:—That no

pecuniary help should be given by the English Society for carrying on divine worship,
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US the churches would be stronger and more robust by depending upon themselves

rather than on foreign aid ; that Bibles, Testaments, and other books should not be

given away indiscriminately, but should be paid for ; that each chiu'ch should be

ostablished on a thoroughly independent basis—every church member being qualified

to vote for office-bearers ; that for the present the labours of the missionaries should be

confined to the capital and neighbourhood, rather than spreading their strength over

the provinces, thus making Antananarivo the centre of all operations, and concentrat-

ing there all the power of the mission for the first few years after its re-establish-

ment.

All these points were carried, and the wisdom of Mr. Ellis in projecting them has

been more than amply justified in the subsequent prosperity of the churches.

Early in 1SG3 Rahaniraka, the king's foreign secretar}-, died, and Mr. Ellis was

urgently entreated to undertake, at least temporarily, the duties of the office, and as

he could not refuse the request, there was now added to his almost overwhelming

labours the task of translating and drafting answers to the English correspondence

of the Government. This happened, too, at a time when he was in deep personal

trouble, mourning the loss of his only surviving daughter, intelligence of whose death

had only recently reached him from England. Clouds of another kind were rising

which were soon to break in storm. The king, instead of gathering men of age, ex-

perience, and rank as his friends and coimscllors, placed himself in the hands of the

Menamaso, the royal body-guard, chiefly young men, the companions of his youth,

without influence or position, who pandered to his vanity and his pleasures, and

<lrew him away from better influences. The consequence was that the character of

the king sadly deteriorated ; he was guilty of foolish acts Avhich exasperated many

of his most powerful subjects, and destroyed the confidence of his government.

The heathen party were not slow to take advantage of the reaction in popular

feeling. The keepers of the idols excited the fears and fanaticism of the heathen

population by threats of coming woe, and directed all their denunciations against the

missionaries generally, and Mr. Ellis in particular. About this time there broke out

an extraordinaiy epidemic—a species of hysteria, called the dancing sickness, which, it

was said, rendered the subjects of it at certain times unconscious of what was passing

around them, but opened up to them visions, in which they heard voices of invisible

beings, supposed to be the ancestors of the king, deploring his apostacy, and fore-

telling fearful calamities. Young people, principally females, were seized with this

dancing madness, and exhibited themselves daily in the places of public resort, the

tombs of the kings, and the buildings for Christian worship.

Had not the manhood of the king degenerated, he would have done what one

of his nobles did, who, when the disorder appeared among his dependents, threatened

to flog the next person who manifested the least symptom of the disease, with the

result that no other case occurred in his establishment. But the superstitious fears of

the king had been excited ; and acting upon a mind naturally weak and now de-

graded bv dissolute habits, he dreaded the vengeance of the offended gods of his

country, ordered all his subjects to uncover their heads whenever any of the persons
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aflbcted with tlie nialad}' approached them, and withch'cw his fitvour from the

Christians.

Thronghiiut tliis period Mr. ElUs was exposed to great and constant danger from

the fury and malevolence of tlie heathen part}'. For many nights in succession, sa}'s

his son, warning emblems of death, believed to be endowed with a malign influence

of fatal omen, were laid at his door. On one occasion, while reading with the king,

a number of the mad dancers, armed with stones and other weapons, forced their

REV. WILLIAM ELLIS.

way into the room, and, with savage countenances and menacing gestures, seemed bent

on taking the missionary's life ; but the king remained close to his side, leaning heavily

on his shoulder, and taking his hand in his own, which trembled violently ; and though

so much agitated that he could scarcely articulate, he ordered the intruders to be

forced back, and the door barred against them. It afterwards appeared that they had

bound themselves by oath to take Mr. Ellis's life on that occasion.

A crisis was near at hand. The mind of the king evidently became imhinged. He
continued to support the ilciiamaso, notwithstanding the fact that it increased his un-

popularity ; he made territorial concessions to a French Mining Company, to the gi-eat

exasperation of his people ; and he resolved upon the issue of an insane injunction,

that after a certain day all suits of law, instead of being aro-ued before the magistrates.
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.should bo flecided by a rcsoil tn arms, and in thu event of the death of either

party the other should go free and un^iunished

!

The Prime Minister, accompanied bj- a number of the chief men in the hind,

went to the king and expostulated with him, but without effect. Startling events

followed. The city Avas filled with troops ; the Menamaso were seized and put to

•death, and then the conspirators, a\1io were all men of high standing, effected an

•entrance into the palace, and broke into the king's apartment. The queen interfered

with cries, and promised that all their demands should be acceded to, but without

avail ; she was forced from the apartment, the king was seized, and a mantle being

thrown over his head, the sash was tightened round his tlu'oat until he sank dead

upon the floor, only three days after the last ineti'ectual appeal of the nobles, and onl}'

little more than a year since he ascended the throne.

The last visit of Jlr. Ellis to the king was on the day preceding that monarch's

tragic end, and it was a visit fraught with great danger to the missionary, whose escape

was almost miracidous. It was perilous to approach the house of the king, for the

whole city was in commotion, each one dreading some undefined but dire calamity.

Nevertheless he made his visit, but much earlier than usual, and found seated in the

room two Roman Catholic priests, as well as the leader of the party who had sworn to

kill him. Adroitly apologising for the interruption, he shook hands with the king and

hastily withdrew. On his return home he found two messengers from the Prime

Minister, with a warning from their master that he should at once change his residence

into safer quarters. It afterwards transpired that the man he had seen in the king's

presence with the priests was imder oath to put him to death that ver}- day, the time

selected for the nuirdcr being the hour at which he imiformly left his own house to

visit the king. The fact of his having gone earlier than usual and coming immediately

awaj' was, in God's providence, the means of his escape.

Within a few hours of the death of the king the crown was offered to his widow

Rasaherina, and was accepted. The cousjiirators in the revolution became the real

governors of the laud, but they acted with much wisdom and forbearance. The

concessions made to .the French Mining Company were revoked, the old fiscal regu-

lations were re-established, capital punishment for certain crimes was again enforced,

trial by jury was established, religious toleration was continued, and foreign commerce

encouraged.

Throughout this time Mr. Ellis was working indcfatigably, nor did he relax his

labours until confidence was restored to the Christians in Madagascar, 7,000 of whom
were present at a public reception accorded by the queen, nor until he had secured a

treaty that the memorial churches in course of erection shoidd be " put aside b}^

the sovereign of Madagascar for the teaching and worship of the missionaries of the

London I\Iissionary Society-, and for the Malagasy who unite in the same worship with

them, and for their successors for ever."

The signing of this treat}- was the last public act of Mr. ElHs in connection with

the mission, and on the 1.5th of July, 186-5, he took Ids leave of the queen, and

received, in presence of the Court, the expressions of Her Majesty's regret at his
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departure, and her good -wishes for himself and his family. Three days afterwards,

on the slope of the hill on -which Antananarivo stands, his missionary brethren

and large numbers of the native Christians, among whom were many of the widows

and orphans of the martyrs, bade him an aftecting farewell, " sorrowing most of all

that they would see his face no more."

Few men ever more completely won the respect and admiration of friends and

foes than did Mr. Ellis. A writer in The Ovcdmtd Commeycial Gazette, a paper

published at Port Louis, and by no means favourable to the missionary's enterprise,

or apprehending the motives by which he was actuated, paid this high tribute to

his energy and wisdom :

—

" It cannot fail to strike even his enemies with admiration, this picture of a stern

self-denying veteran ' Soldier of the Cross '—a relic of an age gone by ; a very Palmer-

ston in religion ; leaving wife, home, beloved Albion, that garden of the world, all that

makes life pleasant, all the luxuries of civilisation, and, at the age of seventy years,

burying himself in the capital of Madagascar, almost ruling the coimtry, puzzling the

Jesuits, guiding his fellow-missionaries, opposing the policy of the British Consul,

advancing the interests of the London Missionary Society in a masterlj* manner, render-

ing his name a very bugbear to the French party, accused of attempted assassination,

revolution, and regicide, holding his position in spite of attacks and misrepresentations,

from without and within, and finally obtaining a signal triumph in the siiccessful

manner in which the ambassadors have made their debut in England : and if all

this is the result of religious conviction, it is onl}- another instance of the extra-

ordinary force and energy derived from a belief m a future state of reward after

death for acceptable and meritorious actions perfonned here, and we can no longer

wonder that the enthusiastic and puritanical ' hordes of Oliver Cromwell finally

triumphed over the chivalrous courtiers of Charles II.'"

CHAPTER LI.

MADAGASCAR A.S IT IS.

Queen Easaherina—Her Death—Eanavalona II.—Declines to Recognise Priests, Astrologers, and Diviners—

Her Coronation—The Queen and her Prime Minister Publicly Renounce Idolatry—BurniuiJ of the

National Idols—A Harvest, and Those -ivho Availed Themselves of It—The Society for the Propap-ation

of the Gospel—A Bishop Refused—The Church Missionary Society Retires from the Field—Report of

Dr. Mullens—State of Civilisation—Religion and Education—Malagasy Literature—ilusic and the Arts—
•' Friends of the Villages '"—Madagascar and the French—What has Christianity Done .'

THE reign of Queen Rasaherina, Avidow of Eadama II., was short and uneventful.

She retained her heathenism to the last—although her faith in the gods of her

ancestors was rudely shaken towards the end, and at the same time she adhered

faithfully to the promises made on her acces.sion, not to allow the Christians to be

molested, and not to exclude foreigners from full access to her country. Early in 1S6.S

her health began to fail, and rumours were soon afloat that the throne V'as vacant

;
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whereupon a conspiracy was formed for the purpose of changing the dj'nasty. The

attempt was unsuccessful, the aspirant to the throne was executed, and the principal

conspirators were cast into prison. The queen was staying at that time at Ambohi-

manga, the sanatorium of the rojal family, and was urged by her nobles to return

to the capital. But her idol had promised her recovery if she remained where she

was, and she refused to leave.

" The Prime Minister then requested the chief of the priests to induce the idol

to recommend Her Majesty to return. The veteran hierarch is reported to have replied

that he could not force the god. The minister replied that was true, but, perhaps, he

might influence his keepers ! The priests afterwards brought the idol Kelimalaza to

the queen, and said the oracle declared that Her Majesty must go to Antananarivo

;

but the queen doubted their word, asking if they had really received such insjDiration,

and although they answered that they really had, she still refused to return." The

outbi'cak of the conspiracy rendered her return compulsory ; she was conveyed to

the capital, where she died on the 1st of April, 1868, her confidence in the idols

greatl}- shaken, but without hope in Christ.

Un the following day Ramona, the sister of Prince Ramonja, was proclaimed

queen under the name of Ranavalona II. ; her first act on the morning of that day

being to send to the missionaries and inform them that all their privileges would bo

preserved.

The new sovereign was not long before she gave decisive evidence of her

principles and purposes. Scarcely had Rasaherina been laid to rest in the palace

yard beside the tomb of Radama II., than the j^i'iests of the idols came, in their

capacity as priests or keepers, to offer to the new queen their acknowledgment of

her sovereignt}'. She declined, however, to receive it, and informed them that she

could not recognise them as priests, but merely as subjects. In like manner the

astrologers and diviners were informed that she could only regard them as subjects,

as she did not recognise their pursuits. More distinct indications of the queen's re-

ligious feeling were soon forthcoming; she issued an order that all Government

work should cease on the Lord's day, and that all Sunday markets should be

closed ; native preachers were sent for, and daily the Scriptures were read, and

prayer offered within the court of the palace.

On the day of her coronation, not only were all idolatrous ceremonies banished

from the arrangements, but there was a distinct public recognition of Christianity,

although up to this time the queen had not declared herself to be a Christian.

Inscribed in glittering characters upon the front of the canopy above the throne

were the words, " Glory be to God," and on the back and sides, " Good-will among
men," " On earth peace," and " God shall be with us." On cither side of the throne

stood two tables ; on one lay the crown, on the other the handsome Malagasy Bible

sent to her predecessor by the British and Foreign Bible Society. In her speech the

queen assured the people in unmistakable terms of liberty of conscience, and concluded

in these words :
" This is my word to you in regard to the praying (Christianity) ; it is

not enforced, it is not hindered, for God made you."
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Greater surprises of joy were iii store for the Malagasy Christians and the EngHsh

missioTQaries. On the 21st of Febmary, 1869, at the invitation of the queen, the judges,

nobles, and head men of the people, together with the j^reachers from each of the

city churches, assembled in the large court of the palace, where, after singing, prayer, and

preaching, the queen and the Prime ilinister publicly renounced idolatry, and were

baptised by Andriambelo, a Malagasy minister !

The impetus given to all Christian labours by the example thus set b}" the queen

EOTAI, PALACES AXD HOUSES OF NOBLES, ANTANANARIVO.

it is impossible to fully describe here. Everywhere there was great searching of heart

and an earnest sphit of mquuy, and when, later hi the same year, the most remarkable

circumstance in the history of Madagascai' occurred, the people were for the most part

ready to receive it. This was nothing less than the public burning of the national

idols, followed by the wholesale desti-uction of the household gods or fetishes in the

possession of the people in the capital and around it.

The story of this extraordinary event cannot be better told than in the simple

language of the Prime Minister, m a letter he addressed to Mr Ellis :

—

AntiiHaiiiiriri , Srpt. 8, 1869.

Dear Friend,— I have received the letter whicli you wrote on the 14th of April la.-;t, telling me of your
joy and praise to God when you heard how the queen loved the Word of God and proposed to walk in His

ways ; also to trust in the great Saviour our Lord Jesus Christ.

Yes, there was true reason for your rejoicing, for things greatly to gladden the heart indeed are these.
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We may indeed praise God, for it is as His Word, which says, "The sovereign's heart is in the hand of the

Lord; He turneth it whithersoever He will." God has guided the heart of the queen to that which pleaseth.

Him. and caused her to understand that in which He delights ; and now the queen has been baptised and
has partaken of the feast of the Loi-d. AVe are also building' a beautiful stone house within the court of the

palace to be a house for the worship of God. Joyous are the men in this good work, energetic are the

Christians, because they see the worship of the sovereign ; for those who believe in Jesus Christ have no
anxiety and no fear. Truly rejoicing is it to behold the deportment of the people at Antananarivo on the

Sabbath day. Scarcely is any one to be seen in the streets until the close of the public worship, because

the great majority of the people assemble in the houses of prayer. No public work is done on that joyful

day.
Another fresh cause of rejoicing is here. On the same day that I write this letter to you, the queen

sent for the officers and the heads of the people to come within the courts of the palace, and when they

were assembled the queen said, "I shall not lean upon nor trust again in the idols, for they are blocks of

wood ; but upon God and Jesus Christ do I now lean and trust. And as for the national idols I shall burn
them or cause them to be burned, for they do no good whatever ; they are all deceit and falsehood.

"

And when the people haard this they expressed their pleasure, and asked the queen if she would
summon a Kabary (or general assembly) to cause all the idols of ihe people to be burned.

The queen answered and said, "That would please me ; I have no desire that there should be idols any

more in the kingdom. Nevertheless, I do not force or compel you, my people."

Then agreed or consented the people, there before the queen, to the burning of all the national

idols in Madagascar ; and the queen, consenting, rejoiced. And on the same day the queen sent officers

to burn all the idols of the queen . . . and they were all burned, and some of the people also burned

theirs.

And astonished to the utmost were the keepers of the idols when they saw the idols in the

flames ; for they had said that the idols were too sacred and powerful to be affected by the burning.

That was a new thing here, therefore we sincerely thank God. for He has manifested His power
here in Madagascar. . . . Saith your true friend

Raixilaiarivoxy

To the Rev. William Ellis. Prime Minister.

That memorable day was the beginning of a moral revolution throughout the

whole country. Voluntarily released from all connection with the old idolatry, an

innnediate reaction set in, and thousands flocked in to the churches craving for

instruction and the privileges of the " new religion." Except perhaps in the Sandwich

Islands, where, in the metaphorical language of Scripture, " a nation was born in a

day," there has hardly ever been a parallel to the task that lay before the missionaries

in Madagascar. Day by day, and sometimes day and night by day and night, they Avero

teaching, preaching, reading, praying, and conversing with the people, and had it not

been that there was a wise and settled purpose among the missionaries not to allow

themselves to be overcome by the clamour for admission to Church fellowship, the

consequences would have been most disastrous to the future of Madagascar. The every-

day concerns of the j^eople were for a time almost neglected ; the whole business of lile

f.eouied to be the acquisition of knowledge relating to Christianity.

Of course other societies besides the London Missionary Society entered into this

harvest-tield. It was an irresistible temptation, when intelligence arrived in England

that new churches wore being built both in the city and in every considerable village,

to send forth agents from many denominations. Probably the most eftectual aid was

rendered liy the Friends' Foreign Missionary Association. Their agents, strong on the

education question, threw themselves heartily into the work, and co-operated on the

best possible terms with the missionaries of the London Missionary Society. The

Norwegian Missionaiy Society in like manner lent their services ; and both these
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societies, and especially the former, " came into the Held with the avowed intention of

doing nothing to unsettle the minds of the native Christians on any of the minor

i:)oints of Christian doctrine on which their own views might differ from those of

ihe missionaries already at work in the island ; while they felt such full unity of

sentiment with them in all that was fundamental, that a clear field of labour appeared

before them, in which, while being on an independent footing, they could work by

the side of and with those already in the held, for the one great end of bringing

the knowledti'e of salvation to this dark land. And so, in reo'ard to Church u'overn-

ment and organisation, they had no difficulty in accepting what they found already

in vogue."*

It would have been well, perhaps, had the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel been in a position to have adopted a similar course. The Queen, Prini%

ilinister, and chief nobles, had all declared themselves adherents of the London

llissionary Society, and were then, and are now, members of churches founded under

its auspices and according to its teaching. Yet in 1869 the Society for the Propagation

of the Gospel took active steps for sending forth a " Bishoji of Madagascar " forsooth, and

for the reinforcement and further development of the Church of England Jlissions.

The present writer was resident for some years in a heathen country, where at first

the sole occupants of the mission field were missionaries of the Church of England.

The people listened and were interested, believed, and were baptised, and casting away

their idols they worshipped the One God. By-and-by sect after sect sent forth its

emissaries, and the effect was most disastrous ; how disastrous those of us may under-

stand, who know the difficulties of mastering even an approximate idea of what are the

claims of the rival sects in a Christian countr}-. But in a heathen land, among a

nation of people only emerging from savagery, the fine distinctions of creed were wholly

inexplicable
;
and while the sects were striving for mastery, the people relapsed into

heathenism, and were baptised back again, out of Christianity into their old idolatry 1

When the application of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel for licence

to consecrate a Bishop of iladagascar was made to the Archbishop of Canterbury, his

Grace refused to grant it, wisely remarking that " the advent of a bishop in Mada-

gascar would be calculated to produce schism in the Anglican communit}', and there-

fore have an injurious effect on the conversion of the heathen of that country."

Nevertheless the plan was persevered in, and the Kev. R. Kestell-Comish was consecrated

to the office by the bishops of the Scottish Episcopalian Chiu-ch. It need not be said

that this was a source of considerable pain to those who had so long laboured

in Madagascar, and whose work was practically ignored. It was as though the bishop

had said: "I alone teach and hold Christianity in the true way; yoiu" missionaries are not

authorised teachers ; I cannot worship with them or attend their prayer meetings, and

so long as you do not acknowledge me as j-oiu* bishop, I cannot worship in j'our chiu'ches

or pray with 3"ou."

For some years missionaries of the Church Missionary Society had been working

in Madagascar, confining themselves by agreement to the coast, in order that their

" Report of Friends" Committee. Madagascar : Ten Years' Review"—p. 26.").
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labours might not clash with those of the London ilissionary Society, and that the

nimds of the people might not be disturbed by the appearance of two different sets

of Protestant teachers, each with their own peculiar doctrines and forms of Church

government. When, however, the bishopric, in the face of remonstrance, was planted in

the midst of the oldest churches, " the Church Missionary Society, feeling that they

could not countenance such, to say the least, ungenerous conduct, withdrew from

the country rather than remain and appear to be indifferent to the breaking of an

agi-eement under which they had been successfully labourmg for years."*

A few years after the desti'uction of the idols and the religious revolution in

JIadagascar, the directors of the London Missionary Society sent a deputation of

their members to that country to meet the native pastors and native churches ; to

.assure them of the warm regard in which they were held by English Christians ; to

inquire into their welfare generallj', and to collect mformation as to details of the

work going forward which it was desirable that the Society should laiow. The result,

in epitome, is given by the Rev. Dr. ilullens in these words :

—

' My visit to Madagascar not only afforded me intense pleasure, it gave mo a

very high idea of the spiritual work going on amongst its people. From reading

and correspondence that work had for years appeared to me, as to others, truly

marvellous. I found it all that I had hoped, and even more. In certain respects

its form differed from what I looked for ; the outward civilisation of the ilalagasy

was less advanced. But the tide of Christian life through all the central provinces

and its offshoots was flowing wider, deeper, stronger, than I had imagined. The

Christian renovation of the Malagasy people is truly the work of God, and by the

direct use of His own instruments, the teaching of the Word, the bestowment of

gracious gifts, and the discipline of sorrow, the Holy Ghost has long been leading,

not individuals only, but multitudes of the nation towards Himself. It was a source

of the greatest satisfaction to my colleague" (the Rev. J. Pillans, of Candierwoll) "and

myself that in the spirit and the aims of the four evangeUcal missions working side

by side in Imerina, we found nothing to mar that Divine work, but everything to

carry it forward, in dependence upon the Saviour's blessing, and to His praise. And

what we desire and hope for these Malagasy converts is that they ma}' grow up into

the full stature of men in Christ Jesus, not as a branch of any EngUsh Church or

denomination, but as a veritable Malagasy Church organised in a way natural to itself,

worshipping God in its own fashion, and offering its own contributions of national life

and faith and love at the feet of the Saviour." f

The civilisation of the people kept pace with their religious progress. Here

is a picture drawn, many years ago, b}' a native teacher named Rabe, shoAving

what the Gospel had done for the habits of the people in the Sihanaka province,

in the days soon after the great change had come over the nation :

—

" Only a person here and there could be found who washed his clothes, for

•everyone's dress Avas smeared Avith castor oil, and they thought it would spoil their

* " Madajrascar of To-day." by Georije F. Shaw. F.Z.S.

t ''Twelve Months in Madagascar." By Rev. Joseph Mullen.s. D.D.
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clotliiny to wash tliem, as they would be soon worn out, so that the clothing of the

people was offensive to the last degree. For that reason the dark blue cotton was

generally worn, as it was nearl}- black to begin with. But now there is hardly any-

one who does not wash his clothes and has not white dress. Not long ago, when it

girls' CENTR.\L school, ANTANANARIVO.

was evening, the young men in the villages used to form into two parties and had

violent boxing matches all through the village, the women also often joining in the

fray. But now no one practises this rough sport. Not long ago rum was what the

people chiefly delighted in, and if any strangers who visited them were not made

thoroughly drunk, the owner of the house was looked upon as inhospitable, although

he gave them the best of everything to eat. One day, I, with five others, happened

to be staying at a certain village, and the people of the house in which we stayed

brought thirty bottles of rum and a small water-pot half full for us to drink together

with the famil)'. And although we reproved them, it was with difficulty Ave prevented

them from drinking, until they saw we were really in earnest. So that at night there

was great disturbance everywhere from drunken people. But now there is nothing

of that kind, for if anyone is seen drunk b_y his companions he is exceedingly
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ashamed, and those who still like excess, drink in secret, ior everyone now knows

the folly of it. And what has brought about such a change but the spreading of

the Word of God?"

It does not fall within the scope of our present purpose to give, even in the

briefest outline, an account of the political history of Madagascar, of the claims, or

supposed claims, of France upon that island, or of the disastrous events that followed.

But our sketch Avould be very incomplete unless we glanced rapidly at the present

state of affair's in Madagascar.

" Xo nation, with jjerhaps the exception of the Japanese," says ilr. Shaw, " has

made so much progress and has shown so much vigoiu- for development in civilisation

and Christianity as the Malagasy, especially the Hovas, during the past twenty years. . .

Since the late Queen Eanavalona ascended the throne, giant strides have been made

in social, jiolitical, and religious progi-ess. The arts of civilisation have been encouraged

by those in authority. The people are well housed, well clothed, and well fed. The

liouses are better built, of better material, better arranged, and well fimiished, with well

made native furniture. Ornamentation of a civiUsed type has taken the place of the

ciiide and often gaudy attempts of twenty years ago ; and the silveremith and gold-

smith iind plenty of employment. Cai'pentei-s, stonemasons, blacksmiths, bootmakers,

and tailors have also learned to turn out articles which would be no discredit to

workmen in this country, while the best buildings m the cajaital would be no disgrace

to the tinest city in the world. The queen's palace, with its four massive towers, the

palatial residence of the Prime ^[inister, and the graceful spires of the stone memoiial

churches, attract the attention of the most indifl'erent traveller, and call forth the

admiration of all interested in the social advance of the world."*

In two points, however, the Malagas}- are behind the times—they have no roads,

and the system of slavery is still in vogue. Usually road-making is one of the first

signs of advancement among a hitherto barbarous people, but in Madagascar they

remain as they were, little better than sheep tracks. The reason for this is not far

to seek. They do not court the advent of foreigners among them, and therefore do not

care to throw open highways for them. Meanwhile, for their o\nr needs, they have

read}' means for the conveyance of news and despatches by their native runners, who

can carry a message from the port to the capital, a distance of two hundred and twenty

miles, in two days and a half while burdens of from fifty to eightj' pounds can be

convened on men's shoulders by the same route in six or eight days.

Slavery in the ^Madagascar of to-day beai-s no resemblance to that which was in

existence when early travellei-s visited the capital, and recorded the fearful scenes the)'

witnessed there. In 1877, by an edict of the queen, all the imported slaves and

descendants of those brought from Mozambique and elsewhere were liberated.

" Option was given them," says Mr. Shaw, " of either remaining in the coiurtry

as subjects of the queen, or of leaving the island for their homes. As a matter of

fact, I believe, all remained, and have never been treated but as the faithful people

of the sovereign. Their liberation was real, and not, as was stated at the time, merely

* '• Madagascar of To-dav," by Georfje F. Shav.-, F.Z.S.
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a, ruse to obtain the good opinion of England. Although the time has not yet come

when the Government feel that all slavery may be safely abolished, yet the now code

of laws greatly restricts the powers of the masters ; and there is evidence that the system

will of itself crumble away under the levelling inHiience of Christianity, and as the

universal brotherhood in Christ becomes more clearly understood by the [jeojjle."

Among the many advances in social progress that have been made during the past

twenty years is a new code of laws, containing over nine hundred statutes, to each of

which is attached the punishment to be inflicted in case of disobedience—the death

penalty only applying to murder and treason. Laws have also been made regulating

conscription, and limiting the period of sei-vice to five years ; and for prohibiting the

manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors in the interior of the country.

But more important than any other, perhaps, have been the laws relating to

education, making attendance at school compulsory, and giving to teachers a political

.standing. From time to time efforts had been made by the Government to improve

the elementary school system, but it was not until the year 1881 that it was put

upon its present iirm basis. Now all children over seven and under fourteen years

of age are obliged to attend school regularly. A register is kept in which the names

of all children between these ages are recorded ; agents are appointed to see that they

actually attend, unless prevented by illness or other sufficient cause, every day the

schools are open ; and fines are inflicted upon any teachers who knowingly permit

the infringement of the school laws by the scholars.

Although these are Government arrangements, and the scholars are regarded as

Government pupils, yet as a matter of fact, it is the missionary in whose schools the

children are taught and who has the fullest control over all arrangements, examinations,

holida3's, and the like.

"When the registration was made, the Government schedule stood as follows :

—

SCHOOLS. SCHOLAES.

London Jlissiouar^' Society and Friends' Foreign Missionary Association S18 ... 10.5,.")16

Norwegian Missionary Association 117 ... 27,'.t09

French Jesuit Mission I'.il ... 14,U(iO

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 41 ... 2,.j21

' It is interesting to learn that one result of increased education has been a desire

for literature, and that five mission printing establishments are constantly employed in

producing school books of all kinds, as well as magazines such as " Good "Words," the

" Children's Friend," and " The British Workman," the two latter being illustrated from

electrotypes of the original engravings in those journals.

Although there has been a marked want of public spirit in the ^lalagasy Govern-

ment, exhibiting itself in the fact that there are no public works in the country, no

roads, no bridges, no drainage or system of irrigation, no railways or tramways, but only

the cumbrous native palanquin, still there has been considerable progress in the arts

and sciences, many sources of productive labour have been developed, and much to

contribute to the enjoyment of social life has been introduced.
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Spinning and weaving are universal throughout the countrj-, and it is thought that

the ilalagasy are indebted to the Arabs for their knowledge of the art ; the iron

manufacture was introduced bj' the artisans sent out by the London ili.ssionary Society

in the days of Radania I. ; straw-plaiting and the manufacture of uiats and baskets

from reeds and rushes is universal. In the manufactare of jewellery, especially amono-

the Hovas, they are extremely dexterous and ingenious. "They will make most
excellent copies of flowers, birds, or European jewelleiy, and even execute a design

from an illustrated price list in such a way as to defy an}- but an expert to tell that

KNGLISH CHILDREN WITH MAL.\UASV NCKSES.

it is not of English manufacture, and made with all the advantages of modern machinerj''

and not with the few rough tools in the possession of the Hova silversmith. Some of

the silver chains and filagree work are marvels of fineness and exactness, while the delicate

and precise repairs successfully done to valuable watches would drive an English watch-

maker to despair when he saw the tools with which it was to be performed." In like

manner carving and artistic designs—altogether unknown before the introduction of

Western civiUsation—are executed with consummate skill, and the eleg-anee of the designs

in wood and stone, in the adornment of their houses or on tombs and monuments, have

surprised most travellers in the island.

As regards music, sixty years ago it was of the most primitive sort, consisting of a

monotonous kind of chant accompanied by bamboo instruments, which were capable of

producing only two or three notes. Now, sfood bands are to be met with in most of
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the Government towns, composed cither of stringed or wind instruments, with cymbals,

triangles, and side drums. The service of praise in the churches has greatly increased

the Malagasy love of music. Harmoniums are not at all uncommon
;

part singing,

acquired by means of the Tonic Sol-fa system, is quite general ; very many of our best

hymns are translated into the native language, and the " Sacred Songs " of Mr. Sankey

are sung to the same tunes, with a ring and enthusiasm not excelled by congregations

at home.

Within quite recent years the Executive Government has been re-modelled, and to

.a large extent upon the English system. The supreme power is vested in the Queen,

-^^^^y^^ZX.^^"^'^"'-''-^-

NATIVE PASTOKS OF ANTANANARIVO.

•and is wielded by her Prime Minister. There ai-e eight departments of the Administra-

tion, each with a Secretary of State at its head, who is responsible to the Prime

Minister for carrying out the laws relating to that department.

" Registration of births, deaths, and marriages, sales of property and slaves, have

Leen established, and carried out by a number of men in each large village, called

' Friends of the YiUage.' These are not only the registrars, but the men responsible for

the peace and order of the village, and in most cases the only representatives of the

central Government. They are the guardians of tlje civil rights of the people, and the

only easy means of communication between the common people and the Government.

" The book of regulations with which they are supplied, and which has been circu-

lated far and wide in the country, contains instructions with regard to divorce, polygamy,

registration of births, deaths, and marriages ; the amiual returns of the residents in each

60
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Village ; all acts of oppression and causes of social disturbance ; the sale or renting of

land or houses ; the registration of property ; stealing, loans, false weights and measures,

the cleaning of the roads and public thoroughfares of the villages; the non-separation

of young slave children from their parents ; and also general instructions with respect

to the observance of the Lord's day, the attendance of children at school, and the

proper regard to be paid to places of worship. For the work involved in the discharge

of many of these duties the HalMizamhohitra receive small fees, varying from twopence

to two shillings."

In liSSo—the 3"ear in which many disastrous complications arose between the

Malagasy Government and the French, resulting on the one hand in the bombardment

of Tamatave, but on the other in the permanent presence of a representative of the

British Government in Antananarivo—an event occurred which had been contemplated

throughout the country not only with sorrow but with a foreboding fear. For two

months the queen lay at the point of death. She was suffering from a painful illness,

which she bore with exemplary fortitude amounting to heroism, and on the 13th of

Jill}', li583, she passed away to her reward. Nobly had she done the great Avork com-

mitted to her by the " God of all the peoples of the earth " ; in a thousand-fold more

than in a mere political sense had she earned for herself the honourable title of " Friend

of the People," and when she died there was mourning such as had never been known

in Madagascar.

Great fears were entertained by many as to the future. The times were troublous

:

hostilities with the French were just commencing ; clouds seemed to till the horizon i

but, contrary to expectation, the new queen was proclaimed in peace. She was a

niece of the late Queen Ranavalona II., a young woman who, as a girl, had been trained

in the admirable schools of the Society of Friends and of the London Missionary' Society,

and who had already given evidence of being a true-hearted Christian.

The future of Madagascar is full of hope. If the next thirty years bear any relation

to the last thirty years of her history, she will stand one of the queens among the

nations conquered by the Cross. In the meantime should anyone ask—" After all, what

have your Christian missions in foreign lands done ? " let the one to whom the question

is put, answer—" Study the history of Madagascar, and see."
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XXVIII.—THE GOSPEL IN CHINA.

CHAPTER LII.

SCHOOLS IN CHINA.

Moilos of Teaching—Professor Legge—Confucius—The Four Wishes—Chinese Boys—Giving a Name—School

Routine—Chinese Primers—The Books of the Four Philosophers—The Analects, or Digested Conversa-

tions—The Book of Wisdom—The Doctrine of the Golden Mean—The Teachings of Mencius—Dr.

Martin—Cemetery at Pekin—Mr. Alexander Wylie—Dawn of a New Civilisation—English Thought and

Chinese Tea—Old and New Literature—Introduction of Roman Characters.

XT follows from the high place that boolcs have ever held in Chinese estimation, that

-*- schools must also have an honourable position, and education is indeed the one great

lever by which j^i'oraotion is to be hoped for throughout every department of the State.

Soon after Morrison and Milne founded the mission college at Malacca it was

perceived that, while all education was prized by the Chinese, the mode of teaching

adopted in mission schools must be framed to some extent after Chinese models,

while these, in turn, were seen to be determined by the peculiar qualities of the

written language as a system of complicated symbols. The Chinese scholar from the

first is compelled to be something of an artist, and the mere formation of the letters

in such an extensive alphabet occupies a major portion of the school life. Again,

the Chinese scholarly class are so imbued with respect for the classic works of the

sages, that their whole system of education is actually hung around these writings

as pivots. The memory of the student, too, is loaded with quotations, as it used to

be in our own " classical education," while literaiy style is entirely dominated by the

fossil precedents of a most venerable antiquity.

JMr. Thomson, whom we have already quoted, assures us, however, that the

Chinese are, in a sense, great prose writers, expressing with considerable accuracy

such crude science as they have attained to, and giving prosaic and patient utterance

to the story of their national life.

" They possess," he says, " a power of observation the most minute, supplemented

by a patient and preserving spirit, which, even in the absence of higher qualities,

will sei-ve them in good stead when they take to the serious studies of Western art

and science."

It is impossible not to feel indebtedness, in writing on such a theme, to a great

scholar, who, still with us, carries our minds back to the times when missionary

effort was impossible in China itself; to the time (within a year or two) when

Morrison was still busy at work. Professor Legge, of Oxford LTniversity, who has

done so nmch to make the loftiest products of the Chinese mind accessible to

Western students, was born at Huntly in Aberdeenshire in 181.5. Like Morrison, he

too went to study at Highbury Theological Seminary, before departing for China as

a missionary, imder the auspices of the London Missionary Society. Mr. Legge en-

joyed a course of study before this at King's College, Aberdeen, and in after years

his country, through its two Universities of Edinburgh and Aberdeen, each bestowed
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on him as a well-merited honour their degree of LL.D. On his arrival in the East

he took charge of the Anglo-Chinese College at Malacca, founded by Milne and

Morrison, and he filled the important office of president during the period 1839-43.

In Hong-Kong and the region around Canton, as a practical missionary, he had

many opportunities of studying the working out in real life of those ethical and

religious ideas which are embodied in the ancient classical writings of China, to the

interpretation of which he has brought so much of the patience and fine tact of the

scholar. We shall throughout this and the following chapter be glad to borrow

from the treasures disclosed by the genial Oxford professor of Chinese language and

literature.

The undoubted master of Chinese thought is Confucius, and as a religious in-

structor we shall return to him in our next chapter. But Dr. Legge has given us

many interesting glimpses of the great teacher and of his disciples, by means of the

records that come down to us from those dim times, and these help us to understand

the school life of the present day, with the curious and almost tender relationship that

still subsists between the preceptor and his pupil, and survives in the most modern and

Christianised school in China.

One of the disciples of Confucius was Ch'ae, an unprepossessing but very

honest and sincere little man, whose stern sense of justice was felt by the common
people to be so essential a part of his character, that on one occasion a man whose

feet he had caused to be cut oft' in punishment for some gross off'ence was after-

wards led to save the life of Ms righteous judge. In what kind of school was this

man taught ? we may be disposed to ask.

The master moved about the country with his disciples, and his one end was

apparently to create a class of learned and thoughtful men, who might look at

plain facts in order to learn to govern rightly. One daj', we are told, as Confucius

was riding in his carriage along the skii-ts of a famous mountain, his attention was

arrested by the lamentations of a woman who was weeping over a grave. The

sage, bending down, listened with sympathetic interest to her cries. At last he

sent one of his young disciples to inquire kindly as to the cause of such very unusual

sorrow. " You weep and wail," said the messenger, " as if you had endured quite a suc-

cession of afflictions." " Yes," she replied, " it is as you have supposed. My father-in-

law was killed at this spot by a tiger
; "—an animal still to be found, strangely enough,

even beyond the northern limits of China—" my husband, too, has been slain here in

the same way, and now my own son has met the fate of the others." The master

very naturally asking her why she had not at once moved away from so veiy fatal a

spot as this, the poor mourner answered :
—

" Well, Sir, ive have not an 02)2>res8ive

government in this place." Confucius hearing this answer, turned to his young

poHticians and made the significant comment, " My sons, remember this ! An oppres-

sive government is even more to be dreaded than a devouring tiger."

Such was the teaching that has helped to build up perhaps the most stable

government the world has ever seen ; and it is on the basis laid down by Confucius

that the education of the young Chinaman is still conducted.
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In one part of the work, which contains a digest of his conversations with his hxds,

there is a pleasant httle sketch of the every-day work of the school, which, paraphrased

just enough to make obscure allusions intelligible, is as under. It might be called:

—

THE FOUR WISHES.

On one occasion the master was in a playful mood ; so he said to the four students

who were sitting by his side :

—
" Though I maj' be a day or two older than some of

^ ^!i
^ "^

PBOPESSOR LEGGE.

{FrotiL a photograph by IT, BladcaU, Oxfunl.)

you, forgetting all about that, I wish you to speak out j-our minds quite freeiy to me.

Now, day after day I overhear you each deploring that you remain quite unknoA?n

and unnoted by the world. Suppose now that some great potentate were to favour you

all with frank recognition of your talents, what, now, would each of you do with them ?

"

One of the students, Tszeloo by name, lightly replied thus :
—

" Suppose the case to be

that of a State owning ten thousand war chariots. Suppose, too, that it wei'o to be

straitened between other large rival States ; to be also suftering from an invasion of

hostile armies, and to all this add, that its people were suffering from a great famine.

Well, if I were but entrusted with the government of it, in three yeai-s' time I could

assuredly impart to the people courage and rectitude." At this the master quietly

smiling, turned to another, and said, " K"ew, what are your wishes ? " K'ew expressed
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ft similar ambition to that which his fellow had uttered, but with more modera-

tion, and somewhat less self-confidence. In three years he felt sure that he could make

plenty to exist in the land, but was candid enough to confess that he would have to

ftwait the rise of some heaven-born sage to instruct the people in the high themes of

morals and nuisic, which in Confucian teaching are strangely interwoven. Ch'ih, when

it came to his turn, with some trace of the spirit and character of his master,

wished to take part in the services of the ancestral temple, and at the audiences

given to princes by the Emperor, to act as a merely minor assistant, dressed in dark

square-cut robe, with the proper black linen cap of ceremony on his head. Last of

all, tbfi master, turning to Teen, asked him to declare his desires. Teen, who seems to

have been a gay young fellow, pausing as he twanged his harpsichord, and while it

still continued to resound, laying the instrument aside, arose and said :
—

" ily own

wishes ditt'er a little from the desires of these three brethren." " There is no harm

in that," says the teacher, "just speak out as they did, the wish within."

Then up spake the gay, genial, and honest Teen :
—

" In this, the last month of

spring, rigged out in the proper costume of the season, I would fain go bathe in the

river E, along with live or six young fellows like myself and a few younger boys,

enjoy the soft breezes that blow among the rain-altars, and return home singing."

The master heaved a sigh and softly said, " Well, after all, I give my approval to

Teen."

In one Y>lacQ there is a statement as to his method of imparting instruction.

He says :
" I do not open the truth to one who is not eager after knowledge, nor

do I help anyone who is not anxious to explain himself When I have presented

one corner of a subject, and the hstener cannot from it learn the other three, I do

not repeat my lesson.

AVe have already alluded to the strongly democratic feeling which exists and

has always been potent in China. Through the writings of Confucius every schoolbo}^

is led to know that government exists solely for the good of the people, who have

the moral right to rebel whenever the sovereign jjroves faithless to the trust he

has received from Heaven. On the other hand, as the sovereign, de facto, is Heaven's

vicegerent according to the teaching of Confucius, so long as his conduct is reasonable

and serviceable to the commonwealth in an ordinary degree, his position is simply im-

pregnable, for Confucius in his writings is the very soid of loyalty, and loyalt}' in China

is religion. His \vi'itings almost take the place that the Coronation Oath and Magna

Charta occupy in this country, and hence their importance in education. Professor

E. K. Douglas says on this point that " the possession of so highly-prized a literature

at so early a date having suggested its adoption as the curriculum in schools and the

test of scholarship at all examinations, the people, ignorant of all else, have learned to

look upon it as containing the quintessence of wisdom, and its author as the Aviscst

of mankind. It might be considered impossible to calculate the effects of the con-

centration of a nation's mind century after century on the study of any given text-

book ; but in China we have the result worked out before us, and we find that it
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has amounted to the absohite subjection of upwards of forty generations of Chinamen

to the dicta of one man." This hist statement is probably too sweeping in character,

and wo shall see, when wo come to consider the systems of religious thought that have

arisen in or spread to the empire, that there has never been absolute subjection " to

the dicta of one man."

A Chinese boy's education very properly does not begin till he enters upon his

seventh year, and this system agrees very closely with the opinions held by the best

European authorities of recent date, who base their conviction on the data furnishetl

by a careful study of the physiological development of the human brain, which, as

Professor Calderwood in his " Mind and Brain " shows, does not reach maturit}' till

about that time.

The advent of a son in a Chinese household is a very different affau- from that

ol a mere girl, for the infant son of the poorest parents has the possibility of a

grand career before him, of service to the State and the loftiest rewards. Not

only may he win spurs for himself by dint of industrj' and learning, but should he

rise high enough in the ranks of his country-men, the humble parents, and even their

parents, who have perchance sorely pinched themselves to make a path for his progress,

may be rewarded, long after they are dead and gone, with titles of high nobility. That

such a reward is desired, esteemed, and diligently laboured for by the people, is surely

one amongst the many evidences, direct and indirect, which are to be found in China

of a general belief in the doctrine of an existence continued and enjoyed far beyond

the boundaries of the grave.

At the birth of a boy the happy father at once proceeds to get one element in

the fiite of his offspring read and determined. Now, in a Chinese day there are only

twelve hours, and each jDcriod of two hours has a sign, like those of the zodiac, by

which it is symbolised, and those twelve signs consist of the Rat, Ox, Tiger, Rabbit,

Dragon, Serpent, Horse, Sheep, Jlonkey, Cock, Dog, and Boar. Some wise people may

suppose that each animal in this lively zoological collection represents the sacred

protector or guardian of some ancient and primitive clan, that, in short, there is a

manifest survival of the tot/>))i in this conception of the Chinese of to-day. It is very

lamentable, however, that at present there is no clear and reliable evidence for the

truth of such a view as regards China, and we can only give the fncts as thej^ seem

actually to be. When papa finds the sign under which his boy has been born, it

requires some care to know how to act. Suppose the youth has fallen under the

geomantic sway of the Rabbit, it must appear quite clear to the most imsophisticated

mind that it would never do to place him under the tuition of a master whose natal

:ugn happened to be the Tiger, and so on till a comfortable result is reached.

These preliminary cares over, the boy gets a family or pet name—which is often

contemptuous and unappreciative, lest the fairies should learn too soon his value and

make away with him—but there has been no such solemn naming hitherto as British

Christians associate with baptism or christening. This serious naming of the boy belongs

to the teacher, and takes place at that great event, the entrance on school life.

Arriving, say at the village school (the usual hours of which are from nine o'clock
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in the morning to six o'clock in the evening), young hopeful is respectfully introduced'

to his master, who is perhaps a " stickit " graduate
;
presents suitable to the rank of the

parents are presented, the bo}" receives his public name, duly prostrates himself before

the image of the great master, Confucius, from whom all wisdom and learning flow,

and forthwith sits down on his own special hard angular bench to rub down Chinese

ink, and learn how to grasp his hair pencil properly, to hold it perpendicularly, and to

make the strokes into which all Chinese characters can be analysed.

These have to be written in a certain elegant st^ie, and at first thej' are traced

on square sheets of transparent tissue paper of a red colour from a copy placed under-

neath. This is done till the pupil's wrist and fingers fall into the muscular habits.

CHIXESE SCHOOL CHILDREN.

required, and then the coppng has to be done from sight alone, the relative position

of the strokes being equivalent to the spelling of a word. Mr. Giles, in his " Historic

Cliina," gives an interesting account of the succeeding stages, from which we gather

much that is valuable and interesting.

For the past six centuries the next task has always been the same, and it is the

committal to memorj- of a tiny primer called the Tliree Character (or Word) Classic.

The sounds and tones are gone over very assiduously, the pupil repeating line upon line

and page after page, again and again, till he retains the sounds in their order. A few

explanations are usually given, but in Japan, where the same code, so to spefk, was

in use till very recently, those explanations did not come till farther on, as if an

English boy were to commit to memory the Beatitudes in Latin before he could

translate them into his mother tongue ; and, as we have seen, ordinary local Chinese

diverges quite as far from the literarj- language of the classics. The Three-Word
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Classic is a mere concatenation of loosely-connected words, sometimes with a little

meaning, arranged mnemonically and in a very compressed form. As Mr. Giles shows,

each character is linked by means of sound rather than sense to its neighbours.

The opening sentence, quite a hard nut to crack for a boy entering his seventh

year, is :

—

" Jlau at birth,

By nature good,

In instinct similar.

In practice diverging.''

There may be some difference of opinion as to the theology of such a comprehensive

statement. Further on the pupil is brought back to more mundane interests, and is

taught that " the three great lights " are " sun, moon, stars," and that " the six

domestic animals " are " horse, ox, sheep
;

pig, dog, fowl." Still following Mr. Giles in

the main, we are told that a little history, biography, and so forth, make up the sum

and substance of this work. While learning their lessons the pupils all chant

aloud their monotonous task at the same time, which results m a discordant din

quite unbearable. In the midst of all this hubbub the master calmly hears each of

his scholars at a time repeat his task in a still louder and falsetto note to the same

sing-song melody, the pupil turning his back to guard against any chance of stealing

a glance at the text-book. The youth thus gets to be famihar with the sound and

shape of each character which the primer contains, in all about four hundred, arranged

in triplets. He thereafter steps on to a higher rung of the educational ladder, and

proceeds to the next great task, which is to memorise a unique piece of composition

called the Essajj of the Thoitsand Characters.

Mr. Thomson, who has formed a poor opinion of the results achieved by the

Hterary school which grew out of the Chinese sage's teaching and influence, says:

—

" The cold Confucian philosophy may be likened to a broad stream, and the litera-

ture to pebbles throwm up upon its banks, all of them uniformly rounded and

polished, and none of great intrinsic value to the world." The Essay of the Thousand

Cltaraciers is almost typical of the style of poetry into which Chinese thought tends

to crj'stallise.

Mr. Giles gives some account of the work :

—

The obvious object of the poem as a school exercise is to collect, in such a

method as to be easily remembered, one thousand word-pictures or characters, which

ai-e in every-day use. Those characters are arranged in lines containmg four each,

and these again in two hundred and fifty columns.

Of course this forced collocation of ideas is too arbitrary to have very much

sense, and a strange story is told as to how it first came into existence. It is related

that an unfortunate prisoner had the one thousand word-symbols in question sup-

plied to him in prison. They were simply jumbled together, and out of this hope-

less looking chaos of characters he was commanded to build up a poem. He did so

in a single night, but, as usual in such legends, his hair turned white with the agony

of mental effort. That the mere subsequent readmg of this tragic effort of Chinese
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imagination might have some such effect, a brief specimen may suffice to ilhistrate.

It is Mr. Giles' translation, and improves upon the original:

—

" Like arrows, years fly swiftly by
;

The sun shines brightly in the sky
;

The starry firmament goes round
;

The changing moon is constant found
;

The heat remains, the fuel spent ;

—

Be then on time to come intent.

A dignity of mien maintain,

As if within some sacred fane.

Adjust your dress with equal care

For private as for public wear
;

For all men love to crack ajoke
At ignorant or vulgar folk.

Four words which give a sentence force

Are rcallii, no, indeed, of courae."

The Four Books (or The Books of the Four Philosophers) are then most carefully

committed to memory, hardly any explanation being afforded till the j^wpil l^as got a

parrot-like grasp of the mere sounds, which, to him, as yet, are little more than so

much gibberish. A great difference of opinion seems to exist amongst the missionaries,

not only as to the value of the material thus so painfully acquired, but also as to the

method of acquiring it. It is alleged with some justice that the memory is cultivated,

to the neglect and even stai-vation of the higher faculties ; and to remedy this, mission

!;chools have done very much by introducing new ideals of education, apart altogether

from their great direct effectiveness as a means of j^resenting Christian truth to the

minds of the young and impressionable.

The Rev. J. MacGowan of Amoy found that, although darkness and superstition'

prevailed amongst the masses, no missionary could fail to find, amongst the crowd which

surrounded him to hear the Word proclaimed, men of good understandmg and intelli-

gence, and that in addressing such people a knowledge of the Chinese classics, Avhich

torm the basis of a celestial education, is svu-e to bo of great service to the missionary.

He tells us that many of the pithy phrases which these classics contain are almost

household words, so that the vulgar herd catch them up and understand them as

readily as the literati themselves. They often embody great truths, and an appeal to

them will gain the assent of the people more quickly than any moi'e direct argument,

a method which certainly seems to have the authority of Saint Paul's example in

dealing with heathen Avritings.

Let us glance very cursorily at the four books. First comes a short work (none of

them are long) reminding us in literary form of one of our Gospels, say that of St.

Matthew. It contains pithy discourses or conversations of Confucius and his disciples,

which were probably compiled within two generations of the death of the sage.

Professor Legge mentions, what is for the most |)art clearly enough seen in

reading the work, " that many chapters, however, and one whole book, are the saj'-

ings, not of the sage himself, but of some of his disciples." This first book is called

the " Analects," or " Digested Conversations." The ideal man, or as we should say,
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true gentleman, is held up for admiration and imitation in China, Corea, and Japan,

and Western writers usually give " the superior man " as the translation of the term

used. In this and other books of the same system of morals he is thus described

as the type of scholarly ambition and good citizenship, for the sj-stem of Confucius,

it must be remembered, is essentially a religion for gentlemen.

The scholar and gentleman of the Chinese ideal is reverent, grave, earnest in

deeds, careful in speech, loyal, sincere, economical in habits, and temperate in food

;

loving the connnon people for whose good he exists, and employing them properly

;

bending his own mind to what is radical in conduct, so securing purity at the primal

source that all practical courses come right of themselves ; having no friends who

are not of equal rank with himself, and frequenting the compan}?- of men of moral

principle in order to get his own standards rectiiied ; though poor, yet cheerful,

though rich, yet loving the rules of propriety ; feeling no slight, and not attticted

that men do not know him, but afflicted that he does not know men ; catholic, and

no mere partisan ; not a uteiwil simply ; combining learning with productive thought,

and guarding against the perils of mere thought by accurate learning. On one

occasion, as we are told in the Analects, a disciple asked the master to tell him what

constituted this superior or ideal man. The answer was :
—

" He acts before he

speaks, and afterwards speaks according to his actions." , In another place, Ave are told

that in times of haste and danger alike, he cleaves to virtue. Again, "The superior

man thinks of A-irtue ; the small man thinks of comfort. The superior man thinks of

the sanctions of law ; the small man thinks of favours to be received." As to him-

self he is huiublc ; as to his superiors, respectful ; to the people kind in his treatment,

and just in his commands.

Some of the sayings of Confucius are very suggestive from an educational

point of view. Oi one discij^ile he said, " Rotten wood cannot be carved ; a wall of

foul earth will not receive the plasterer's trowel." "When about sixty years of age, he

cried, " Let me return ! Let me return ! The little chihbvn of my school are too

ambitious and too hasty."

Much that this volume contains seems obscure and inconsequent, and, even

allowing for darkness that better study of these old writings may yet help to remove,

there is much that is supremely Chinese and commonplace ; and j'ct, such seeds of

moral truth as some we have indicated, cannot fail to germinate and prove fruitful

on good soil, with the vivifying mfluence of the H0I3' Spirit. ilany missionaries

are strongly of opinion that there need be no conflict between the moral teaching

(as a whole) of Confucius, and the religious faith which centres in the Christ. Con-

fucius was wrong, however, and taught wrong doctrine as to the duty of revenge ; nor

in this respect does his system advance much beyond the barbarous instincts of

primitive humanity, while it is fraught with grave danger to the fabric of society.

From this work we learn most that we know authoritatively as to the life, doctrines,

and doings of the great sage. It contains several interesting paragraphs as to his

personal bearing m society, and even as to little petty details of his life, and has been

irreverently compared to Boswell's life of Dr. Johnson.
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The next book is Tlte Book of Wmlom, or The Great Learning. It also

occurs in a subsequent classic (The Book of Rites), much as the song of Moses,

reapj^ears in the Book of Psalms. This second classical work is supposed to be the

compilation of a disciple of the very earliest Confucian school.

Next follows The Doctrine of the Golden Mean, as it might be called. It seems

to teach the doctrine of Patience or Quiescence. " While there are no stirrings of

pleasure, anger, sorrow, or joy, the mind may be said to be in the state of Equilibrium.

When those feelings have been stirred, and they act m their due degree, there ensues

what may be called the state of Harmony. This Equilibrium is the great root from

which groiu all the human actings in the world, and this Harmony is the universal

path ichich they all should purme." [Legge's translation.] We are reminded of Hegel

in one of the opening sentences, which professes to describe the book itself :
" The book

first speaks of one principle ; it next spreads this out, and embraces all things
;

finally,

it returns and gathers them all up under the one principle." Such is one of the

books that Chinese small boys for GOO yeai-s have had to commit to memoiy without

any explanation 1 The thoughts of this book seem to have more affinity to India than

to China, and belong to a period subsequent to Confucius. Many scholars, however,

suppose it to have been written by a favourite grandson of Confucius.

The fourth book is like the iirst in character, but contains the teaching of another

eminent sage, Meneius, whose doctrine is that the nature of man, coming to him as it

does from Heaven, is originally good and pure. The heresy which this book opposes

is that of Kao, who taught that man's nature runs like water hither and thither,

without any bias or tendency either to good or bad, that, indeed, it is morally indiftcrent.

Meneius' reply is that water will, no doubt, indift'erently nm eastward or westward

but will not flow indift'erently up-hill or down-hill. As water naturally- tends to run

down-hill, so man by birth has a bias to good. " There are none but have this

tendency to good, just as all water flows downwards."

The classics contain, in addition, the Five Chronicles (or properly, " orderly warps "),

which are—

•

1. The Book of Changes, probably supplemented by Confucius.

2. The Book of Chronicles, proper.

3. The Book of Ballads, the sum of which, Confucius said, is, " Have no depraved

thoughts."

4. The Record of Rites.

5. Spring and Autumn, a kind of provincial chronicle made by Confucius, supposed

by some to have been begun in spring and ended in autunm.

For the higher education of Chinese young men on modern lines, which is now

required by their changed relationship to the wider world their fathers knew not of,

no one has done so much as l>r. ilartin, President of the Tong Weng College at

Pekln. Our narrowing limits will only permit a very brief outline of his dis-

tiniTuished and most useful career.

William Alexander Parsons Martin was born at Livonia, Indiana, in the year
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1S27. In 1S50, then being twenty-three years of age, he went to Ningpo, and
laboured there faithfully as a missionary for about ten years. On one occasion ho

was captured by a gang of those dreadful pirates, who, in unsettled times, were a

perfect terror to seamen in the southern seas of China. During the important and

critical negotiations in 185S, Martin was associated with Urs. Bridgman and "Wells

Williams as interpreter to the Minister of the United States, the Hon. Wm. 13.

Reed. When the Hon. E. "Ward was appointed to become Mr. Eeed's successor,

]\Iartin accompanied the new minister to Pekin during the presence of the allies

there, and afterwards went with him on a diplomatic visit to Yedo, the seat of the

then potent Shogun of Japan, a mission which, however, was doomed to become a

conspicuous failure.

After the destruction of the Summer Palace in 1860, which the allies left a

smoking ruin—its white marble bridges battered and broken, its beautiful Lotus Lake

foul with rubbish—the country began to settle down to the practical carrying out of

the new treaties. It was then that Martin found a favourable opportvmity of entering

upon a new sjjhere of mission activity in the great city of Pekin, and till the

year 1868 he continued to reside there as a missionary, giving nmch attention and

study meanwhile to the nature and new wants of Chinese education.

Pekin, which the Mongol dynasty fixed as their capital, although ten degrees

south of the latitude of London, is very cold in Avinter, a cruel dry wind connng

from the frost-bound steppes of Mongolia, and often laden with dust, making it a

trying residence in that season. The country around the metropolis is subject to floods,

but the city itself is on a higher level than the surrounding plains. It can be

reached by the Grand Canal, and from the sea near Tientsin by the Peiho river, but

large vessels do not go beyond Tientsin at present. A day or two's boat journey

up the river and j'ou reach Tungchow, where an old stone road to Mongolia begins,

but it is now in a fearful state of disrepair, and almost impassable in moist weather.

Dr. Fleming Stevenson went to visit the famous Portuguese cemetery at Pekin,

and he gives an interesting account of the tombs of those who were in a sense

the predecessors of Dr. Martin in his educational influence on China. " Behind a

mission chapel we entered a garden, and Avalked under trellises of famous vines

supported by stone pillars, and then through a narrow door in among coarse, withered

graas and between rows of tombs—tall, upright stones, with inscriptions in Latin and

Chinese, that contain the brief record of the Jesuit fathers whose dust they cover. But

near the platform at the further end there are three names, and the traveller treads

softly as he approaches the monuments of those mighty men. Eicci and Schaal and

Yerbiest lie almost side by side underneath the tortoises and the incense burners and

the other Buddhist emblems carved over their graves ; Avhile on the bare platform a

grey, weather-beaten cross of stone, with nothing but the letters I N R I, rises up

against the cold, grey sky. Those missionaries are held in wonderful honour ; they

guided famous schools, were consulted by the emperors, built their palaces, and intro-

duced the science and learniu"' of the West."

Dr. Martin had not been very long in Pekin ^vhon the Chinese Government called

o
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liim to 1)0 tlu'ir adviser in diplomatic intercourse with foreign nations, and up till now

he has lioen constantly at their elbow, having jiroved specially serviceable during the

recent war with France—in 18cS4-5, receiving for his valued counsel the highest

decoration it is usual to bestow, that of mandarin of the third class. The colleges of

his own countrjf had not been slow to recognise the merits of the great educationalist

and diplomat; Lafayette College bestowed upon him, in 1860, the degree of D.D. ; and

in ISTO, the University of New York City granted him that of LL.l).

Dr. Martin conducted for some years a very useful scientific magazine which

tended to open Chinese eyes a little ; he translated many works of a legal or political

character which have been of service to officials, such as Martin's " Guide Diplomatique,"

Woolse)"'s " Introduction to International Law," etc. He also published in Chinese,

works on " Natural Philosophy " and " ^Mathematical Physics," and a treatise which ha:i

made his learned name familiar to every reading man in China and Japan, Martin's

" Evidences of Christianity," which reached a tenth edition in 1885, and is now selling

more largely than ever.

There can be little doubt that a great change is now creeping over intellectual

China. New standards of education and cidture are being appealed to, and the higher

minds in the land feel that the old bottles will hardly suffice to hold the new wine of

Western thought and activity. It is not likely that the higher education will pass into

the hands of the missionaries as such, and perhaps the lofty educational schemes of a-

Morrison or a Duff woidd not be practicable in modern China ; but in a few years more

the current will probably be better marked and its future course more easily de-

termined.

ilr. Alexander AVjdie, of the British and Foreign Bible Society, before his return

to this country, where he died a short time ago, translated a " Treatise on Steam-

Power," Horschel's " Outlines of Astronomy," and completed a work on Geometry which

Ricci left unfinished. It is to be hoped materials have been left for the biography,

not, we believe, without incident, of one of the greatest Chinese scholars our country

has pi'oduced, one of the sweetest and most modest of Christian gentlemen, and a

veritable martyr to over-study in the cause of science and literature as a means to

advance Christian missions in China. His services have been acknowledged in other

fields, such as Chinese bibliography, by scholars like Max Midler, who alwaj's mentions

Wylie's name with profound respect.

The Chinese mind is now becoming awake, for the dawn of a grander civilisa-

tion than that of the vanished golden ago she mourns is softly breaking over the

land, and suftusing it with a strange new glow. Her students are travelling with

keen practical outlook in all our Western countries, her merchants are organising fleets

of steamships, are familiar with the advantages of telegraphic communication, and as

a keen observer has said, " her statesmen are rising from the stud)' of the past tO'

view with alarm the progress of nations that a few centuries ago had hardly found

a place in the history of the woidd." It has been a bitter cup to drink ; but China

has at last placed it to her lips, and perhaps the flavour of the bracing tonic she

so much needs, may not prove any more distasteful after all than her tea proved to
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Western palates when the first strangeness had been overcome. As the gift of China

has become almost a prime necessary of life even to our poorest inhabitants, we may
hope that cosmopolitan truth will j'et reach the myriads of Chma, raising the level

of their hard lives, and setting before them noble ideals of conduct and lofty hopes

of a higher life than this we now enjoy or suffer.

We have seen how the peculiarities of the language of books dominate even

-elementary education in China. Although, in a sense, it is the most ancient of

CHINESE YOUTH. CHINESE MAIDE>-.

lanwua'-fes, it is still alive so far as educated Chinamen are concerned, and it has

shown an unexpected and German or Greek-like capacity for carrying the heavy

burden of modem technical lore. The Chinese book market is rapidly being flooded

with popular manuals, competently written, bearing on every possible subject of interest

to the modern practical mind of this century. Its old literature is almost rich in

terms pregnant with moral and sphitual significance, and many pithy expressions

which have come down through the ages weighted with thought are evidently

capable of having infused into them cognate ideas of sharper and clearer import as

the expanding intelligence of the people gives scope for new developments of thought

in the good old national grooves. What the adoption of Roman characters may do

for education in China is at present a subject exciting much interest and discussion.

The new method of spelling has fairly been set afloat in Japan, where, however, the

conditions are somewhat different, but the results achieved there are giving fresh hope

to a small but ardent band of "Romanists" in Chma.
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CHAPTER LIIl.

GIANTS IX THE LAND.

Earlj Religion of China—Misapprehensions Concernins: It—Heaven and God—Earth and Man—Pre-Confuoian
Ideas—A Spotless Official—Early Years of Confucius—His Life and Teaching-—The Chows—Tomb of

Confucius—Mencius—The Sovereig-n People—The Law of Life—Taoism—Lao-tze, the Old Philosopher

—

"The Path"—Distorted Traditions and Absurd Beliefs—Writers of the School of Lao-tze-Teaching in

Dreams—Mystery of Life—The Name of God—The Vendetta—Laws of Love.

It wfi.s a serious error to suppose, as many Christians at first did, that the mission-

aries would find the minds of the three hundred millions or so who inliabit the

flowery land to be mere " clean slates " upon which to write the new message of the

Gospel of Jesus. Thaiiks to the labours of eminent scholars amongst the mission-

aries, who have been brought into daily contact with the great religious and ethical

systems of China, we are now able to take a comprehensive survey of the ideas which,

on the arrival of Christian teaching, were found to preoccupy the heart and intellect

of the Chinaman.

So persistent, however, has been the wrong impression that the Chinese people

had never enjoyed any form of religious belief, that a returned missionary of intelli-

gence vouches that within the last two years he heard a distinguislied contributor to

the leading reviews state to a London audience as an undoubted fact, that the

millions of China had got on very well, for a longer period than any other nation

had existed, without any notion whatever of a God ! How very far from the truth

such a view is, we hope to make plain in this chapter ; but it must not be for-

gotten that several of the earlier missionaries, of authority in other matters, were led

to form a S(5mewhat similar misconception, and even diligently to propagate their

blunder far and wide amongst Christian communities.

In the Chinese people we have a strong indirect testimony to the Biblical

doctrine of the unity of the human race. And so, in some respects, we can study in

the religions, social customs, and even industrial appliances of that isolated race as

they exist to-day, the infancy or childhood of our own advanced civilisation. But we

shall find that there has never been absolute stagnation amono-st the " black-haired,"

while there has at times been considerable intellectual activity, especially after fresh

contact with foreign races, while some useful lessons for humanity at large have been

grandly enforced, as we have seen, by the teaching and practice of the sages of

China. As an observant missionary, Mr. MacGowan, has truly remarked :
—

" The more

we become acquainted with her philosophy and her systems of morals, the more shall

we be convinced that, isolated as she has been, and apparently shut out from the

world, she has been acting as high a part in the history of the world as any other

heathen nation."

Long before the names of Buddha, or Jesus, or Mahomet had been even uttered

on the banks of the Yellow River, where we first find the Chinese as a settled and

civilised people, there had been firmly rooted amongst the natives of the land a

61
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system of religious thought hnking this world to that above, and giving sanctions to

the growing society on the banks of the Hoang-Ho. With all its sectarian diversities

this system, upheld by the early sages as already a venerable thing, long maintained a

unity which has to some extent outlived the strife of schools, a fact best explained

by the supposition that, luiderlying it from the first, there was an indestructible

foundation of genuine religious truth.

It has sometimes been supposed that the primitive religious faith of the Chinese

was a crude form of nature-worship ; but on the contrary, its very kernel was the re-

cognition of a kindly parental Something, above what we are accustomed to call

nature, determining its phenomena for the welfare of men, which Chinese writers, fully

conscious of the difficulty of the attempt, tried to name by the conjoined title (implj-ing,

as many believe, no real duality) of Heaven and Earth.

Not only is there a constant reference of luunan affairs to this over-ruling Pro-

vidence, but undei the personal title, Shang-ti, do the Chinese seem to recognise, and

through their Pontiff or Sovereign, annually offer very solemn worship to, one Supreme

God, ruler of heaven and earth, and so superior, in an immeasurable degree, to all

genii, ghosts, and spirits. These latter arc believed to fill earth and air and sk}'.

Miss Fielde speaks of the tortuousness of the country roads, which makes it necessary

always to employ a guide. " In visiting," she says, " among our church members, and

in teaching in the hamlets, I at first pondered much upon the fact that the Chinese

did not appear to have discovered that a straight line is the shortest distance between

two points. I would start for a village that looked as if it were but a short distance

away on the plain, but the road to it was always many times further to my feet

than to my eye. After a while I learned that all roads and canals are made

labjTuithian, so that wandering evil sjiii'its may not easily find their way to the abodes

of the inhabitants of the lands."

A third element is constantly introduced along with that of Heaven and Earth,

and that is Man. He is called the Microcosm, or world in little, and in him is found

the type of all things, the symbol, the very flower of all existing and created beings.

We have already referred to the Confucian conception of an ideal or superior man,

the moral knight, the true gentleman, which now pen-ades all schools of Chinese

thought. He is the one who fulfils rightly all the relationships of life according to

his station, acting towards others as he woidd have them act to him in return, and

showing generally that he is swayed by a moral sense. In lil'e and conduct the

middle course is where safety and peace are surely to be found ; all extremes lead

to ruin and disaster. Filiality is the type of all virtues, perhaps the one source

whence all have really sprung. Hence ancestor-worship is yet almost universal, and

is one of the very last weeds to yield to the good seed of the Gospel of Jesus

Christ, who claims the undivided allegiance of His followers.

Such, in brief, are the main lines of an ancient creed that cannot strictly be

called Confucianism, however closely the name of the sage may be now identified with

it. No Chinaman would readily so speak of the early faith of his forefathers, which

Confucius only claims to have transmitted, which existed long before his day, and is
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loyally held by many of his hottest opponents. Just as we speak of Judaism or

Hinduism, it has been proposed that a new term, " Sinism " (from Sinim), be used to

denote the national faith of the Chinese race. The system has had some quaUties

within it of a useful kind, if the continuity of the national life is any evidence.

Here is an example, with which every native is familiar, of a " spotless official."

This man, Yang Chen, was of such scholarly reputation that he used to be called

the Confucius of the West, living a century or two after the great sage. He attained

a high official position, with great influence and many opportunities of quietly adding

to his rightful emoluments, yet nevertheless he died a poor man, and attained only

the one object of his ambition, which was to be known as a spotless official. To-day

the family or clan of Yangs worship with pride in the temple of their ancestors, which

derives its title of " The Hall of the Four Knows " from an incident marking his

incorruptibleness in an age when such virtue was rare. The story goes that some

importunate suitor had ui'ged the righteous-minded officer to accept a bribe, saying

that the matter would never come to be known by anyone. Yang Chen with quiet

firmness declined the temptation, saying, " How so ? Heaven would know ; earth

would know
;
you would know ; and I should know."

There is an appearance of duality in this phraseology, but elsewhere the terms

Heaven and Earth each appear as the necessary complement of the other. To the

ancient dwellers in the wide, garden-like plains of China, the vast over-arching dome

of azure was always figured as a circle, while the flat expanse of earth was less fitly

represented as a square, and those two geometric forms are produced respectively by

masonic square and compass. The outcome of a good man's life, therefore, was to

combine harmoniously the significance of those two forms, the all-round man and the

square hole—a moral lesson constantly brought close to men's business and bosoms,

even in far back times, by means of the brass or copper coinage of the empire, the

" cash " being round in outline but perforated, so as to be strung on straw cords for

convenience, with a square opening. To this very day the grand national worship of

Shang-ti is twice annually ofl'ered by the Emperor amid much pomp, at two altars, one

square, the other round, each having the same significance as in the instances already

mentioned. Very striking is the fact that this worship is felt to be too solemn to be

directly engaged in by anyone but the Pope-Emperor, or spiritual father of the people,

and by him only after solitary prayer and fasting. Yet so great an authority as

Professor Legge gives it as his opinion, after a life-long study of the early classics, that

were a Chinese child, familiar with the old pagan prayers used long before Christ's time,

to be asked in the familiar words of Dr. AA'atts's " First Catechism "—" Can you tell

me, child, Avho made you?" he would probably enough answer in the very words oi

Dr. Watts, "The great God Avho made heaven and earth."

The greatest name in China is Confucius, or rather is that of the sage, K'ung,

which the Jesuit missionaries lono- ago latinised into the form which has now become

far too familiar in Western countries to be readily superseded.

In the northern pai-t of China, where the province of Shan-tung now is, and nearly
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north-west from the modern treaty-port of Shanghai, six centuries before our present

era began, existed the kingdom of Lu, one of an adjoining series of petty states, at

constant feud with each other, but which had always one common centre, round which

at last crystallised mto tinal soHdity the present empire of China. In the middle of the

sixth century before Christ there lived m Lu a very tall and brave old officer with a

grand pedigree, named Liang-ho, noted not only for his stature, but also for his strength,

courage, and sagacity, who had attained his seventieth year when at last a son—the

future sage—was born to him.

The birth of Confucius is believed to have taken place in the year 551 B.C. Not

long before this, Cyrus had founded the great Persian empire, and Shakhya Muni, the

founder of Buddhism, was probably still alive and teaching his sublime lessons of

patience and mercy to the people of India.

Only three years afterwards, the young mother of this notable boy was left a

widow and had to bear the hard lot which, in China not less than in other lands, so

often falls to her class. The poor child took his amusements in a rather serious

form, and was passionately fond of going through dignified ceremonies with sacrificial

vessels for playthings, and elaborately posturing according to the rigid etiquette so

dear to the obsequious courtiers of that age and kingdom. This prim little posturer

grew up amid the narrow and ungenial atmosphere of the poor widow's home, to he

very early recognised as the greatest teacher of his countrymen. Long afterwards,

when surprise was once expressed at the extent of his accomplishments, he replied

—

" When I was young my condition was humble, and I acquired some ability in numerous

things, but they were mean matters."

The youthful sage was greatly attached to his widowed mother, and at her death,

which took place when he was in the prime of youthful manhood, he mourned for

her long and bitterly. We are told that a sudden heavy fall of rain had destroyed

the memorial mound which, following the fashion of the time, he had caused to be

raised over the grave, to Avhich he had also removed the bones of his flxther. At this

he wept greatly, characteristically chiding himself for having departed from the

venerated customs of ancient times in raising such a mound. He ate nothing for three

days after this.

Confucius was married at the age of nineteen, and he adopted the profession of

teacher, or rather tutor, in his twenty-second year. His disciples were young men,

anxipus probably to qualify for the duties of official life. Their studies seem to have

consisted largely of a kind of Socratic puzzling over the problems of life and govern-

ment, illustrated chiefly by an ideal golden past, very dimly pourtrayed to be

sure in authentic history. This group of disciples finally grew to be not onlj'

large but also somewhat select. Like modern Scottish students, many of those j'oung

men seem to have busied themselves in ordinary employments in order to gain a

living, but the Chinese seemingly resorted only to their instructor when embarrassed

about particular problems. On such points of detail, however, our knowledge is very

meagre.

Confucius lived within the period when the dynasty of the Chows (b.c. 1122—250)
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dominated the gi'owing empire. The country was still in a kind of feudal condi-

tion of development, and had not yet been welded into anything like the substantial

CONFUCIUS.

unity whid^i it now presents. While there were even then distinct traces of imperial

influence and control, the land was really split up into many minor principalities

governed by scheming and ambitious " dukes " and other rulers. We are reminded by

many incidents recorded in those times of the conditions which existed in our own
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younof island empire before the Duke of Normandy and other leaders hammered our

heterogeneous mobs into an imperial race. It is difficult to project ourselves away

back into an age and amongst a people like that in which Confucius lived, where

so many fruitful " first things " were just budding into being. But unless we

can in some degi-ee approach to the almost infantile stand-point of those who

formed the auditory of those early sages, we cannot hope properly to appreciate the

originality and true greatness of their teaciiing relatively to their special sphere and

time.

In politics, where Confucius sought to find his .true life, his aim was on the

whole to support, with an evidently sincere loyalty, the ruling dynasty, and of course

to weaken all the rival ministers about him. It was the opposition and partial

coalition of these rivals that every now and then drove him from office in disgust,

and made him frequently become an unwilling pilgrim to other states, where his

private counsel was generally in greater request than his official control. ' Heaven,"

said an older sage, "gives birth to the man of intelligence to regulate the people."

It was a disappointment to Confucius to the end of his life to find so little recognition

of his celestially-inspired mission to men.

The age of the Chows was that in which ceremonial dignity and courtly primness

had risen to its highest development. Its traces survive to our day in the lordly

pomp and stiff etiquette with which the modern mandarin loves to fence himself,

just as not a little of our judicial picturesqueness and dignity come down to us from

the courtly days of the Stuarts. We need to have some understanding of this, to

perceive the point of much that Confucius and his followers laid stress upon, which

now seems altogether trivial to ourselves. In this field some Western critics have

looked upon him as a kind of more earnest Lord Chestei-field, and he has streaks, too,

of his lordship's quiet courtly humour. One of his sajings, however—" Fine words and

an insinuating appearance are seldom associated with true virtue "—does not seem a

Chesterfieldian sentiment. In .r.nother passage he says :
" He who aims to be a man

of complete virtue, in his food does not .seek to gratify his appetite, nor in his

dweUing-place docs he seek the appliances of case ; he is earnest in what he is doing

and careful in his speech ; he frequents the company of men of principle that he may

be rectified—such a person may be said to love to learn."

While his teaching has some bearing on all the duties and relationships of life,

it ttmis more frequently on the duties and burdens of official life. In those days,

before morning newspapers and political platforms existed, such sayings as many of

those that come down to us had a direct bearing on the problems of the times,

which can hardly now be appreciated.

The Rev. Dr. AVilliarason paid a visit to the tomb of Confucius (the "Thronclcss

King," as he has been popularly called), and from his graphic account, contained in

" Journeys in North China," we glean a few sentences. Beside the tomb Ihcre is a

temple of peculiar sacredness, very richly adorned. The chief building is of two stories,

surrounded by a verandah resting " on gorgeous marble pillars, twenty-two feet high,

and about two feet in diameter, which at a distance appear as if huge dragons were
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coiled around them, and hanging from the top. . . . The tiles of the roof arc of

yellow porcelain, as in Pekin, and the ornamentation of the eaves is covered with

wire-work to keep it from the birds. Inside the building is the imago or statue of

Confucius, in a gorgeously-curtained shrine, holding in his hand a slip of bamboo,

such as was used for writing upon in his days. The statue is about eighteen feet by

six feet, and is life-like. Confucius was tall, strong, and well-built, with a full red

face and large and heavy head. ... On the tablet is the simple inscription, ' The

most holy prescient Sago, Confucius—his spirit's resting-place.' On the east side are

images of his favourite disciples, arranged according to the estimation in which he is

said to have held them. . . . Before him, and also before his disciples, were the usual

frames for sacriKces, and, in front of these, beautiful incense-pots ; beside them were

several most interesting relics, such as vases, said to be of the Shang dynasty, B.C.

IGIO, the work of which was superb. There were also two bronze elephants, reported

to be of the Chow dynasty, and a table of that same era of dark red wood."

In another temple, behind this one. Dr. Williamson saw " three pictures of the

sage on marfilc, one an old man, full length, rather dim, having no date ; the second

smaller, with seal characters on the side ; the third and best, giving only his head

find shoulders. These varied somewhat, but were substantially alike. All of them have

the month or lips open and front teeth exposed, and full, contemplative eyer-.

Inmiediately behind these are gravings on marble, illustrating all the chief incidents

of his life, with appropriate explanations at the side."

The old writings inform us that Confucius was very careful to have his clothes well

cut and of the proper colours—red being excluded. All his home affairs were required

to be arranged " squarel}^" He liked to stand still by a river's brink and watch, with

c. sense of lofty exultation of spirit, the flowing of the water past him, and the Chinese

have still a saying :
" The wise ones love the water." To the calm judgment of our

<lay, he may seem to have been too much a mere doctor in decorum, and to have laid

luidue stress on details of ceremony or costume. His views in theology seem to have

lain somewhat close to what we call agnosticism, for while he recognises in forms of

reverence the current belief in a personal sovereign of the heavens and earth, his

teaching does not seem to lead up to Him, and to sacrifice to spirits not related to

the worshipper he denounced as mere flattery.

Confucianism, as Mr. DutHeld Jones remarks, " has no priests, but in every public

office . . . there is found a person who directs the ceremonial observances which the

Emperor rcrpiires to be perfonned in particular temples at certain seasons of the

year. . . . They wear the dress peculiar to the lowest literary rank, and are

allowed to have a brass button or ball on their hats." These directors of ceremonial

•worship, he adds, ' are necessarily men of respectability and some literary attainments,

who can put on a grave and dignified air when occasion demands, and speak with

authority."

A collection of high-toned thoughts uttered by a later disciple have been accorded

a secondary place in the Chinese classics along with those of Confucius, and so enter
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universally into the academic and official culture of the empire. Not a plausible courtier

or glib tlatterer of princes, Mencius (B.C. 371) met with the same kind of discourage-

ment from statesmen that embittered the life of his greater prototype. Besides, he was

a stronger claimant of the rights of the people than Confucius, and in his well-known

saying, " The people are the most important element in the country . . . and the

ruler is the lightest," there may be found ere long a taking catch-cry for a great and

intelligent political part}'. There was need in his day, at least, for the emphasis of so

pregnant a sentence. China was not only then in a most deplorable state, but seemed

to contain no remedy within herself. Mencius used to teach that the people can be

guided by their great men in any given direction, but they cannot be made to under-

stand the reason why. He asserts that there is no such thing as a " righteous war."

We are only, in his opinion, justified in saying that some wars have been comparatively

better than others. With him the law of life is this, there should be between father

and son, affection ; between sovereign and ministers, righteousness ; between husband

and wife, attention to their separate functions ; between old and young, a proper order

;

and between friends, Hdelit^*.

The great leading doctrine or principle, which has had much influence on Japanese

ideas, is that the nature of man is essentially good, though subsequently to birth it

may be warped by selfishness and passion, and by the evil communications received

in one's pilgrimage through the rough highways of life. When a man ceases to do

evil, he literally, like the prodigal son, comes back to himself, or, as the Japanese

express it, " his original heart returns."

We come now to sum up the main facts we have elicited as to the pre-

existing elements of a moral and spiritual kind, which modern missions inherit as the

legacy which the classical teaching of China has left.

Has it all to be considered a combustible heap of used-up and offensive wood, hay,

stubble ? We have seen, first, that there has been recognised from the most ancient times

the existence in man of a guiding moral sense ; that a view has also been held not far

removed from Bishop Butler's conception of a human constitution Avhich, in its balanced

adjustments, on the whole makes for good ; that there is a seendy awe of those in

lawful authority as having ixirental authoritj^ as well as wielding power; a national love

of courtesy, propriety, and order which preceded even the early teaching of Confucius
;

and, lastly, a deeply rooted filial reverence which has decayed into an abject supersti-

tion, spite of the wise warning of Mencius, who wished affection to make the mutual

bond between parent and child.

Confucius, it is said, having on one occasion paid a visit of inquiry to a contem-

porary philosopher, who was probably his senior by a good many years, afterwards said

to his followers :
" I know how birds can fly, how fishes can swim, and how animals

can run. But the runner may be snared, the swimmer hooked, and the flyer shot

with an arrow. But as for the dragon!" (a mythical rain and stonn power which

assumes that shape, derived, perhaps, from the appearance of a waterspout), " I cannot

tell how he mounts on wings of wind through the clouds and rises up to heaven.
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To-day I have seen Lao-tze, and can only liken him to the dragon." If one of Lao-tze's

ixdinirers may be relied on in such a matter, Confucius, ever looking about diligently

for official jmtronage and employment, was rather roughly lectured by that Carlyle of

those days, somewhat in this fashion :
" I have heard that a good merchant, though

he be rich in treasures deeply stored, appears as if he were really poor, and that

the knightly man of culture, whose virtue is complete, appears outwardly to be stupid.

Put away your j^i'oud air and many desires, your insinuating habit and wild will.

These are of no good to you. That is all I have to say to you."

This great and genuine leader of thought in China, Lao-tze, held by tradition to

have been born with hoary hair, is hence called the Old Infant, or more commonly,

the Old Philosopher. He is next in importance to Confucius himself, if, in some

respects, he is not to be ranked before him.

The system of which he was the founder is not very easy to define, but is known

to Western scholars as Taoism. The word Tao, from which the term is derived, in

its ordinary usage, simply denotes a way or path. And just as Jesus speaks of being

the Way, and Shakhya Muni points to the Path, this term has a special meaning to

the disciples of that system to which it is made in Europe to give a name. Some of

the early Jesuit missionaries thought it to be close in meaning to the \6yo<;, or Word,

of the Apostle John. Others, on better grounds, perhaps, translate it Reason; while,

again, it often resembles the Divine Wisdom spoken of by the wise man.

As to the system itself, which is more important than its name:—"Three

precious things I prize and hold fast," said the sage, Lao-tze :
" humility, compassion,

and econom}-." Sir John Davis says, " He seems to have inculcated a contempt of

riches and honours, and all wordly distinctions, and to have aimed, like Epicurus, at

subduing every passion that could interfere with personal tranquillity and self-

enjoyment."

One brief scriptm-e, " The Path," is all that he left beyond his o\ni direct oral

teaching and example, but his religious following is still very large. His comparatively

pure and morally helpful lessons have become encrusted with such a deposit of

superstitious nonsense and idle alchemy, that it is now one of the chief obstacles to

mental and moral progress in China. How such a wonderful transformation, or more

strictly degeneration, could take place, has always been somewhat of a puzzle. There

is, however, a certain naturalness in the process of decay here as elsewhere. Human

passions might be subdued or even crushed, and a philosopher, at least, might

reconcile himself comfortably to a life of pinching poverty and obscurity, but what

of the great stem fact of death, which each must face ? There was the question ! It

nuist come and be met somehow, and without a life beyond, the outlook must

have been meagre and disappointing. Hence, perhaps, arose, as there did arise, in

China, an intense thirst for some kind of mechanically acting "elixir of life," which

led not only to the secret study of magic and alchemy, but also caused an

expedition to be sent to search for it over the seas.

The mystic work, "History of Great Light," written about two centuries before

Christ, serves to mark this striking transition from comparative moral hght to intense
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darkness. Whether in any indirect way much sei-vice was rendered to Chinese progress

by those futile efforts of a purblind humanity, we know too little at present to be

able to judge.

In an old • Chinese work containing legends of three brothers who belonged to

the fraternity of Tao in this degenerated condition, there is a story illustrating

the absurd beliefs which grew out of the distorted traditions of Lao-tze's teaching.

Chang-paou, leader of a band of Taoist rebels, called " Yellow Caps," was surprised

by the Imperialist general in force. So Chang, mounting his horse, with dishevelled

hair, and waving his sword blade, made magic cuts like invisible symbols written in

air. The wind arose, loud peals of thunder burst from the sk}% and from on high

there came down a sable cloud filled with warring men and horses. The imperial

troops were drawn off in confusion, and the general consulted a soothsayer, who

suijplied him with—not ammunition, but a collection of the blood of sheep, swine,

and dogs, and other impiu-ities to be hurled at the rebels when the proper crisis in

the battle should arrive. The rebels in due course advanced plying their magic arts

;

again wind and thunder arose, followed by a storm of sand and stones. The

imperialists feigned retreat and led their foes into an ambush where their foul resources

of a very crude civilisation were hid. Launching their treasures on their enemies, lo

!

the air became thick with horses and men of paper and straw, which fell confusedly

to the earth like snow-flakes. The wind and the thunder were hushed, and the sand

and stones were still and ceased to whirl about. The rebels, of course, were in this case

defeated ; but in history we find that similar troubles soon ended the great dynasty

of the Huns.

The same Emperor who built the by no means mythical great wall of China,

who burned the Confucian books, and who sent some 300,000 men to fisht the

Huns, also despatched an Imperial roving commission of some kind to hunt for

herbs wherewith to brew this most desirable bevei'age, the elixir of life. There were

supposed to be some far off islands of the Sun in which the materials were likely

to be found. And so the commissioners set sail for the cfolden shores of Fancr-lai,

but, alas ! they never returned. Did they simply find and colonise Japan ? is a ques-

tion which, for many years. Orientalists have been more ready to ask than to

answer.

By-and-by this strange Taoist S3rstem began more and more to assimilate itself

outwardly to the Buddhism which it resembles in several respects internal^, and

great is the likeness now born by the priests and temples and services of the two

systems. Like its great rivals. Buddhism and Confucianism, it is legally recognised,

and to some extent officially endowed. Its Pope or " Heavenly Master," having the

family name Chang, comes down through an uninterrupted descent (so it is believed)

from almost the beginning of the Christian era. Of its theological tendency Professor

Legge writes, " The name Ti, or God, which Confucianism never abused at all

without calling forth some protest and, in the end, correction of the error, is given

to scores of the Taoist deities. No polytheism could be more pi-onounced, or more

grotesque, with hardly a single feature of poetic fancy or ajsthetical beauty."
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There were two writers of the school of Lao-tze, the father of Taoism, who

stand out prominently, Licius and Chwang-tze. They are not considered orthodox

by respectable Confuciauists, and while they show vei-y clearly the impotence of the

mere human understandmg to reach and rest in divine truth, their very human-like

struggles are significant and interesting. The tendency of Licius—or rather Lieh-

tsze—is thought to be pantheistic. Speaking of death, he says :
—

" The ancients call

the dead returned (or gone home). If the dead are gone home, the living, then, are

pilgrims." Possibly he means little more than some Buddhists mean by Nirvana, for

again, " Why trouble oneself about anything in life ? Is not death, which is but

return from existence to non-existence, ever close at hand ? My body is not my
own ; I am merely an inhabitant of it for the time being, and shall resign it when

I return to the ' Abyss Mother.' " Once he exclaims :
—

" 0, how great is death 1 the

knightly men it leads to rest, the rough ones it reduces to submission."

Like John Bunyan, Licius loved to teach in dreams, a precedent followed by

Chwang-tze and others of the same school. ' There is a touch of modern rationalising

treatment of the Biblical account of Creation in this ancient Chinaman's theory

(possibly following hints from now forgotten traditions) of the origin of things. At

first there was unconscious, unintelligent change. Then came spirit, after which followed

form, then matter ; but spirit, form, and matter were not yet separate. As yet they

existed only as chaos, invisible, inaudible, impalpable. Then at last came the one

(or unity) which sundered into seven.

There was one tolerably faithful follower of Lao-tze who was by no means an

admirer of Confucius. Chwang-tze is most caustic in his sarcastic condemnation of

the fiissiness which he fearlessly attributes to the great sage and his whole school.

But for the bitter, clever, bantering scorn which belongs to him, he would seem to

have been under some influence from that Indian quietism, which was about that

time making itself felt in the far east. His works have recently appeared in

English translations, and although hard to read, they show great originality in the

" art of putting things." Like Licius, he now and again indulges in didactic dreams.

Is this troubled sea of life a reality or a nightmare ? One day the philosoi^her

dreamed a dream, finding himself fluttering gaily on the wings of a butterfly, all

oblivious of the human cares and joys of poor Chwang-tze. Suddenly he awakes, and

coming slowly to himself, again he wanders away into a still more dreamy speculation

as to which was the mere dream, and which the reality. " Am I, after all, the man

who dreamed he was a butterfly, or am I not, mayhap, a butterfly which idly dreams

he is a man ? " And so life, it seems, is an unreal thing in itself, although it has

aspects and issues real enough for us.

Chwang-tze seems ever to be sighing for that undisturbed guileless infancy of

humanity of which authentic history is so grimly silent, and his crude system of

reform has elements in common Avith the pretty dreams of fairyland, with which

Mr. Henry George is wont to entertain his hearers. Says this old-world philosopher

of China :
" If the world (society) were but left to itself, people would wear that

which they spun, and eat that which they grew. . . . All created things would
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rejoice in life. Wild animals would wander in troop.s, and trees and shrubs would

flourish, among which birds and beasts might roam, and then would man enjoy a

golden age." The obstacle in the way of all this happmess is government ; and, of

course, the reforms were to have been brought about on the familiar old plan of

putting down the other party first of all, and that havmg been accomplished, a clean

sweep was to be made of laws, judges, and policemen. Many passages, far too long

to quote, read almost like a clever modern parody of some of the extreme forms of

Socialism that now assert themselves so noisily. The high-toned Confucian books were

THE GKEAT WALL OF CHINA.

duly burned to make way for the new era, which, however, has been somewhat slow in

coming. Nothing can evidence the fruitfulness of Confucius's advocacy of catholicity

better than the tolerance extended by the orthodox and governing classes to views

apparently so subversive of the established order as some of those taught by this school,

of which there used to be an active and vigorous offshoot in Japan also.

The Christian missionary of intelligence (and none but intelligent men and women

can hope to succeed in China) has no idle task before him in supplanting those old

and giant forms of belief by "the truth as it is in Jesus." He does not find mere

empty rooms, swept and garnished, to be fitted and furnished, and oft-times perchance

he sighs that it is not so. On the conti'arv, he has to do with a people who cannot

be called Atheists, who even recognise the tenderness of a Divine Providence, and the
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awful sanctions of the life to come, a life closely in touch with the life that now is
;

and in all this there is a ray of hope for the religious future of China. To build

on this is not to take a foundation of wood, hay, stubble, for there is deep in human
nature, and very deep in Chinese nature, a belief in the immateriality and so, perhaps,

in the immortality of the soul.

Shakespeare makes Malvolio, in Tiuelfth Night, define the opinion of Pythagoras,

" That the soul of our grandam might haply inhabit a bird
;

" and such a view is

common enough in China ; but in China the soul asleep Avould seem to be no soul.

The nirvana, or swoon, which the higher Buddhism promises, is to the common-
sense of the Chinaman no explanation of the mystery of that life which a disem-

bodied spirit lives. Dr. Lockhart relates an incident, which shows how such ideas

sometimes work in common minds. " At about eleven o'clock one night a man was

noticed standing at a door in one of the public streets. He held a lantern in his

hand, which he occasionally waved above his head, calling in a most plaintive voice

upon some absent person. He was answered from withui in the same tones. It

was found upon inquiry that a child in the family was suffering from fever, with

delirium, or, in the native phrase, ' his soul had gone away—was rambling abroad.' In

such a case the father hangs up on the side of the house a paper figure of Buddha
which he burns. Then lighting a candle in a lantern he holds it at the door, and

c.ills in a mournful and beseeching tone for his child's soul, ' A-sze, Invni lae ! ' (A-sze.

come home); to which the person who is watching the child replies, A-sze lae tsae (A-sz3

has come back). This continues till the delirium subsides, or till some change has

taken place. The wandering spirit is supposed to see the light, and hearing the call,

returns to its usual abode."

Among the great problems pressing for solution which the missionary has to

encounter daily and hourly, and which arise from previous religious thought and

culture, are, as we have seen, such questions as how to name God in common speech

or writing; and the choice from existing and ancient terms is much more difEcult than

the creation of new ones. We are inclined to agree with Professor Legge, that the

Chinese Emperor in worshipping Shang-ti is worshipping the Almighty Ruler of Heaven

and Earth whom we call Father.

Dr. Wells Williams, on the other hand, describes Shang-ti as a heathen "vanity."

Now it is quite possible for impartial people to agree so far with Professor Legge, and

yet to discard the proper name Shang-ti for a generic word meaning god (or spirit).

Williams relates that he himself used Shang-ti, as he found others, such as Morrison,

doing on his arrival in China, till he began to observe that in loyal and reverent

Chinese minds there was a horror of trespassing on the ground which from antiquity

had been claimed as too sacred for anyone but the Emperor to tread. " It is highly

probable," he says, " that the worship of God by the Taiping rebels under the name
Shang-ti, which they adopted from Christian books, caused them to be suspected from

the first, as aiming at the throne."

Although Shang-ti proper may have no birthday, as Professor Legge points out.

Dr. Williams has shown that there are inferior beings to whom the same name is
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popularly but iuiproperly applied—an argument, however, that is fatal to Dr. ^^'illianls'

own most )3o\vert'ul ohjedlun to Shang-ti. He tells us that he was impressed by the

fact that annual placards were to be seen in the villages through which ho travelled,

on which were the words " The precious birthday of Shang-ti." So much for Professor

Legge's challenge to show that Shang-ti had a birthday. The converse, indeed, holds

good of the Shang-ti whom the Emperor alone is privileged to worship, but Dr.

Williams has in this shown the absurdity of his own argument, that the worship of a.

Being called Shang-ti implies, in Chinese minds, disloyalty to the Dragon Throne.

Suppose the early Christians in Europe had chosen the word Jupiter for (iod, and the

Latin language furnished precedents for the use of adjectives, such as tonans, pluvians,

etc., woulil our theology or religion have suffered ? They found other words ready

to use, such as Theos, Deus, God, ancf they used them. It may be fortunate for the

future of theology in China that Christians have been driven to form clear conceptions

of God Himself rather than to deaden thought by the ea.sy choice of words that, after

all, are only signs.

Another serious question arises in connection with the supposed duty of revenge, or

the A'endetta, as sanctioned in the most solemn manner by Confucius—perhaps the

chief flaw in his moral system.

The missionaries, however, from the first have found that the great practical objection

urged against Christianity is its cruel interference with the popularly accepted duty of

worshipping the spirits of one's ancestors. Said an intelligent Chinaman to one who was

urging him to become a follower of Jesus—" If you take away the worship of ancestors,

you take away filial piety ; and where there is no filial piety all the relations of life are

thrown into confusion." On the other side it is contended that filial piety has been

steadily degenerating from the times of Confucius, till the talk about it has become

mere empty cant. Frequently it is not shown by the typically filial son till after the

death of the neglected parent, and there can be no doubt whatever that it is

constantly the occasion of acts of the most terrible domestic tyranny the world ha^

ever seen. What Christianity has to do and will do—for it alone has the power

—

is to re-create that old tender tie of mutual affection, which even Mencius, two

thousand years ago, perceived to be lacking in the doctrine of filiality as taught by

Confucius.
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XXIX.—IN THE WEST INDIES.

CHAPTER LIV.

THE SCOTTISH MISSION.

Origin of the Scottish Mission to Jamaica—Devoted Labourers—A Christmas Sabbath—Education—Drunken-

ness—A Series of Misfortunes—Cholera—A Tragic Event—The Rev. H. M. Waddell—\egro Holidays

—

Slavery—Some Terrible Statistics—The Sugar Trade—Plantation Life—Xegro Worship—Sugar-Cane

Harvest—The Caribbean Sea—Capture of a Spmish Slaver—Involuntary Colonists—Native Churches.

THE Edinljiu'gh ilission Society, which came to be the Scottish Missionary Society,

was at first of an undenominational character, and became estabhshed at Edin-

burgh in February of the j'ear 1796 ; but its mission to the "West Indies was not

inaugurated for a good many yeai's afterwards—in 1824.

Some wealthy Scottish proprietors of estates in the Caribbean sc3m to have initiated

the enterprise with the hope of conferring benefit chiefly upon the slaves at work in

their own plantations. One of those liberal landlords was Archibald Stirling, of

Keir, who was the chief proprietor of a Jamaica jjlantation called Hampden. Another

was William Stothert, of Cargen, who owned a similar estate called Dundee, and

these two gentlemen agreed to share between them one half of the expense of the

new mission. Other planters readily came forward at a later period and gave liberal

help to the new project, some of them frankly expressing their hope and conviction
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that Gospel teaching would improve the value of their human property, by tending

to preserve order among the slaves and to pi'omote fidelity to their owners.

The Rev. George Blyth, who had just returned from the borders of the Caspian

where the Scottish Society had a mission to the Tartar foliowei-s of Jlahomet (ultimately

suppressed by the Russian Government), sailed for Jamaica in 1824 with the object of

seeking to promote the spiritual elevation of the slaves, especially those who lived and

toiled on the estates of Hampden and Dundee, which lay towards the northern limits

of the fertile, and at that time exceedingly prosperous, island of Jamaica. Mr. Blyth,

whose name became prominent in an unfortunate controversy with ilr. Knibb, was

soon followed by a succession of devoted labourers, among whom we may mention the

KING STREET, KINGSTON.

Revs. John Chamberlain, James Watson, Hope Masterton AVaddell, John Cowan, and

Warrand Carlile—who established little centres of Christian activity in various parts

of the island, and much sooner than the most sanguine hopes could have anticipated,

had quiet, orderly congregations of slaves around them. Much futile criticism

has been expended on the work which was done at that time, amidst great hostility

from those whose lives were rebuked by the very existence near them of a few old-

fashioned believers in a life to come. Probably greater stress was laid on the sanctity

of the Sabbath by the Scotchmen than other Christians might have deemed to be either

expedient or necessary. We are told that " the Sunday markets were abolished ; men and

women were no longer to be seen working their fields ; it was even very seldom that any

one was seen carrying a burden," on the sacred day of rest. Even the ordinary holidays,

which had once been scenes of wild revelry, drunkenness, and unbridled licentiousness,

with noise and excitement, became times of quiet rest and peaceful enjoyment.

62
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Mr. Watson thus describes the scenes that had once prevailed :
—

" I have seen the

streets of Lucea on a Christmas Sabbath crowded with hundreds of the country negroes,

wearing maslcs, grotesquely dressed, having caps with feathers, red coats, and swords,

marching in_ procession preceded by about thirty men and women dancing and cutting

all sorts of capers to the sound of the rude noisy kind of music of a drum and fife,

with the harsh and grating accompaniment of a stick rapidly drawn up and down the

teeth of an old jawbone of a horse, or some other animal. These scenes were disgusting

in the extreme, and painful to Avitness as a proof of the almost hopeless degradation

into which the people were sunk, and of the vast amount of ignorance and darkness

which everywhere pirevailed."

Marriage now began gradually to take the place of concubinage, and the eflbrts of

the Scotch missionaries to promote elementary education among the slaves and the

" brown " population were received with some degree of favour. The planters were not

always hostile to such means of improving the negro mind, and many of them wore

quite favourable to any means which might tend to keep them from plotting insurrec-

tions, a pastime in which servile races have always been wont to indulge. Mr: Blyth,

Avho took nmch interest in the matter, wrote that " it has been remarked by all my
acquaintances who have paid attention to the subject, that comparatively few of the

negroes are able to read with ease and fluency. This does not arise, in my opinion,

from want of capacity, but from their not being accustomed in early life to fix their

attention on minute objects. On this account, numbers of them, who are otherwise

acute and intelligent, have been unable to learn the alphabet, or to distinguish the

form of one letter from another." This opinion refers chiefly to adult negroes, but as

the rising generation inherited some capacity, better results were gradually attained, till

a very good standard was reached at last.

The British Government gave the Scottish Society £6,630 in various grants for

education, and the desire to use their opportunities for improvement seemed to gain

upon the negro population. The one great difficulty was to secure regular attendance

on the part of the little woolly-headed pupils, each of whom had to make out

monthly, at least one week's work, and so their periodical recurrence on the benches

-was compared to that of planets in the heavens, while some of them were almost

comet-like in the shortness, infrequency, and general eccentricity of their appear-

ance on the scene. As a rule they were taught English granmiar, geography, writing,

and arithmetic, with the very sensible addition of a little natural science. Uncivi-

lised races do not seem to have the capacity even for simple enumeration, and it

is not surprising to he told that an absence of faculty for arithmetic was very con-

sjncuous, while, strange to say, the girls excelled the boys in almost everj^ department

of study.

This was a golden age in the education of the Jamaica negroes, which, however,

soon passed away. The poor people had hoped to find great material benefits from

conning their primers, painting bill-hooks, and multiplying fabulous sinns of money,

but the material benefits were not yet plainly visible on the narrow horizon of their

sordid lives, and so, even the best Christians among them thought the Bible was
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tlic best and therefore the only food for the mind, wliile village politics were able to

thrive without the aid of newspapers, which were very rarely to be seen.

Chastity and general propriety of demeanour were certainly highly developed under

the intiuence of Christian church life, but temperance was not so. favoured. In

former days the slaves rarely got drimk, for they had no money to spend on liquor,

and they had no friends on whom to levy hospitality ; but when they became men
with money in their pockets, they had abundant opportunities of making beasts of

themselves, to which many of them were not slow to respond. This dreadful scandal

led to a vigorous temperance agitation, and Mr. Blytli had the happiness of recording

that in one year no case of drunkenness occurred in his church of seven hundred

members. The poor people began to make etibrts to help the good cause, and

within about three years they (ollected the sum of £3,891, exclusive of charges for

buildings, etc.

ilr. Anderson states that 310 people gave a week's labour each in order to

make a lime-kiln, required for the building of a new church. It was an

interesting sight to see these black Christians labouring so earnestly in such a cause,

without the old stimulus of the lash. Mr. Cowan gives some interesting and vivid

touches to the fascinating picture. He writes :
—

" The people have come to-day to

carry materials for the church I have been remarking the difference between the

manner in which they perform ilieir work now and in the days of slavery. In those

days they were often employed in the same kind of work. The manner in which

they walked was indescribable

—

not faster than half a mile an hour. I remember also

that those who were thus employed were young people, who otherwise would have

been sprightly and active. It was sickening to see them. Now the people are as

active and as agile as if they had never tasted the cup of slavery. Just now, old

iind young are passing and repassing with a step so smart and sprightly, that it does

one's heart good to see them. Their movements are as fast as those of willing work-

men in Scotland. Such a change even in this respect has the removal of the load

of slavery effected."

At this period of the mission's history, while the church-going people had a

most respectable and orthodox appearance, there was often felt to be much real in-

diff'erence to the spirit of the religion of Jesus, and the missionaries perceived the

revival of old African forms of thought, ^^'ith freedom there came not only a good

<leai of luxury, comparatively speaking, but even licentiousness, while the young

negroes, who were no longer to be considered as valuable jjroperty, merely threw off

the paternal reins, bolted from the home, and were often not to be seen again by

any one who cared for them.

In 1S3.5, the Rev. James T'aterson and the Rev. William Niven sailed for Jamaica

to join the Scottish mission; I he latter, however, some few months after his arrival,

perished during a storm, his young wife following him very soon afterwards, in

child-bed. A series of sad misfortunes overtook the mission from that time, and

the deaths were numerous. Among those who speedily succnmbed to the climate

chiefly may be mentioned the Rev. "W. P. Young; the Rev. J. Scott, and his
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young wife ; Rev. J. Caldwell ; Mrs. Winton ; Eev. W. Turnbull, and llr. J. Drnm-

mond, teacher.

In 1847, after the union of two of the numerous "splits" from the old National

Scottish Presbyterian Chui'ch, which agreed to form the body now called the United

Presbyterian Church, the missions in the West Indies were transferred to the care

of the Board of the United Presbyterians. At the time when this peaceful transfer

was effected there were on the mission roll of communicants about 2,700 members

;

the average Sunday attendance at the services was 4,500 ; and there were some

1,100 children attending the mission schools.

In 1850 the cholera made dreadful havoc among the people under the care of

the United Presbyterian missionaries. Mr. Anderson (now in Calabar) wrote thus,

during the height of this awful visitation :
—

" I state a simple fact, and within the

truth, when I say the half of the congregation are dead, smitten down by cholera.

This is the tAvelfth day, and oh ! what twelve days ! From morning to night I have

been among the sick, the dying, and the dead. Eight, and sometimes eleven,

persons have been employed in digging graves. I cannot write ; my whole frame is

ipiivering."

Mr. Aird, writing of a visit which he made to the station at Lucea, says :
—

" I

went to preach and dispense the sacrament there last Sabbath, but have never seen

a town in such a melancholy state—nobody from the country, and the towirspeople

either sick or attending the sick. The streets had all the appearance of midnight.

No one was to be seen but the doctors and their visitors moving in haste from

place to place, and the dead-carts conveying bodies to their resting-place. Except

the administration of medicine, the making of coffins, and the digging of graves,

business of everj^ kind was suspended."

The beginning of 1852 was marked by a tragic event in the histor}' of the mission

which cannot yet be quite forgotten in this country. Mr. and Mrs. Wmton, just after

their marriage, took passage for Jamaica in the ill-fated Amazon. She was a fine

new steamer of 2,250 tons, 310 feet in length, and of 800 horse-power. Under the

command of the experienced Captain S^mions she left Southampton on the 2nd of

Januarj-, on .her first voyage, with fifty passengers and a rich cargo. There was a crew

of 110, including engineers and officers. The weather was a little rough as the Bay

of Biscay was entered, and the engines being quite new, a good deal of friction took

place, and the bearincfs got so heated as to necessitate slowing and sometimes

stoppage. A sudden alarm of fire was then raised ; the passengers made attempts to

get into the boats, one of which capsized, hut the fresh wood-work was of so resinous

a nature that the whole ship was soon in flames, with her funnel red-hot. An explo-

sion as of gunpowder was heard, and soon a few shivering survivors were all that

could be seen. One hundred and forty people perished, and among them Mr. and

Mis. Winton.

We are indebted to the Rev. Hope Masterton Waddell for a vivid and interesting

narrative of many of the doings of the Scotch Presbyterian Mission in the West

Inches. That gentleman, now residing in Dublin, after a life of arduous mission service
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in the tropics, has published a vahiable record of his experiences as a missionary to

the African negro, under the title of '• Twenty-nine years in the "West Indies and

Central Al'rica." Wiien Mr. Waddell was eio-hteen years of ase he was servinsr an

apprenticeship to Messrs. Andrew Pollock and Co., druggists, etc., in Dublin, when there

came to him what he felt to be a Divine call
—

" It pleased God, who called me by

His grace, to reveal His Son in me, that I might preach Him among the heathen.'*

After giving himself to study he was ordained to the ministry in the year 1829 by the

Edinburgh Presbytery of the United Secession (now United Presbyterian) Church, and

duly arrived at Jamaica in December of the same year. Like other travellers before

and since, he Avas charmed with the pictiu'esque aspect ,of the islands of the West-

Indies, the steep ascents of their lofty mountains, their deep and leafy ravines, the

Avaving cane-lields, and snow-white beach of coral sand, which give so much grace and

beauty to each vision of the shore. A Ufetime in the tropics, he assures us, " has not

effaced the first vivid impressions of the splendid scenery that burst on our view as

our ship passed close along the coast." The night was more strikingly tropical in its

impressions on the new arrival than the day. The bay was lit up by tire-flies, and other

strange luminous insects "Avith globes of dazzling light, sailing like steamships in straight

lines hither and thither," made a q-rand insect illumination. Even more strikintr than

this novel appeal to the eye " there Avas an insect serenade, too, Avhich gradually but

unceasingly swelled till it filled the air—a chorus of countless nmltitudes of tiny

voices—a universal song from all little creeping and fl}"ing things that love the night

—

in shrill notes of endless number and variety."

Just before 5Ir. Waddell's arrival in the field a now Avhite church had been built

for the negro congregation of his predecessor, Mr. Blyth. It stood charmingly framed

in the deep shadowy green of a cocoa-nut grove, and near it towered some lofty

cotton trees. The black people avIio formed the congregation Avere slaves for the most

part, but the young :nissionary Avas cpiite surprised to observe how decently the}' Avere

clothed, how attentiA'e to the service, hoAV intelligent in appearance, how decorous in

their general conduct—in short, this congregation of negro slaves was greatly superior

to anything he had expected. They Avere generally dressed in Osnaburg and Penistons.

—the former a coarse linen, and the latter a Avoollen material of a blue colour, Avhich

seems to have been the usual clothing for slaves on the jjlantations. There is one

pleasing feature throughout Mr. Waddell's narrative, and that is, he seems to wish to

make the lot of the slave appear to bo no Avorso than it really Avas, and his intense

sympathy for the servile race of negroes never tempts him to do injustice to the

planters, Avho had their OAvn troubles, and sometimes very great ones too.

When Mr. Waddell began his labours in the West Indies, negro congregations Avere

still rare, except in the larger towns, and the dominant race Avas not in the least

degree favourable to measures intended to develop intelligence or self-respect among-

the slaves, and so " the religious instruction of the slaves and their admission to church

privileges Avere fiercely resisted." Even Christian men of the ruling communitj^ doubted

Avhether religious ideas—tending to equality—could be comnumicated to the slaves

with safety. Everywhere Mr. Waddell found the same questions being keenly debated.
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.and the doubt being freely expressed whether the slaves would continue to be docile

and obedient if education was to be given them along with the religion of Jesus, which

is the highest source of education and social improvement.

At Christmas time, the slaves had at least one brief period of relaxation and

even licence, reverting in some degree to the barbaric superstitions of their African

ancestors. "The slaves had three holidays," Mr. Waddell relates, "and made the

most of their annual festival by unbounded revelry. Then they got their annual

clothing, and a good allowance of salt-fish, sugar, and nun, which enabled them

to feast and be merry. The estate overseers usually gave a dance to the people,

where the most dissolute of botii sexes were sure to be present, and to indulge

too freely in the shrub made for the occasion. Companies of young men paraded

the estates, carrying a fanciful and gaily-painted structure called a Johnny Canoe,

and followed by a crowd singing and beating the gombj'. In the towns two

parties or sets of girls, called from their dresses ' reds and blues,' paraded the

streets in rivalry, followed by crowds of both sexes and all ages. The young men

who led, gaily dressed, sang sweet airs to improvised words, their followers swelling

the chorus. They received contributions from the householders, and spent their

evenings in feasting and merriment. The three days became a week among the town

slaves, who made a saturnalia of a Christian festival, spending the time in the

Efrossest riotiny. The result of so much licence ' or licentiousness, it was hoped,

would bo great good humour, to prepare the slaves for another year of ill-requited

toil." AVhen the revelry was over, things settled down into the old dull routine for

another year.

The growth of public opinion led to the abandonment of the cruelty that

had at one time marked the treatment of the slaves ; but even from the lowest

point of view, imkindness was discovered to be an expensive kixur}-. A\'ith the

best of masters and with the most thoughtful management, the mortality amongst

the slave population was very extraordinary ; and when the trade of slave

importation was stopped it became clear that, oven by natural laws, slavery would

come to an end in the West Indies, and by the mere dying out of the existing

slave community. Some of the facts are simply appalling in their suggestion of un-

told misery.

About 18,000 negroes were being annually introduced as slaves up to the year

177G, and there had been in all up to that period some 000,000 bondsmen landed

to woi"k on the plantations. Now what became of them ? Let us quote Jlr. Waddell's

quietly eloquent figures :
—

" 130,000 had been sold away again, and 270,000 had

perished, leaving about 200,000 in the island. In 1817, when the slave trade had

been suppressed, their numbers were 340,000. It is certain that a much greater

number, probably twice as many, had perished. Even after the importation had ceased,

and when the planters had the greatest interest in taking care of their slaves and

promoting their natural increase, they decreased at the rate of several thousands

annually. In 1829 their numbers were 322,000 ; five years later they were only

302,000."
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Amidst sucli surroundings as slavery tends to en-\-iron itself with, a high tone

of moral sentiment was not hkely to prevail, and ilr. Waddell's narrative gives a

painful impression of the degradation into which an EngHsh community may sink

when the standards of our high moral development are abandoned under the pressure

of such conditions as the system imposed on the planters. " Cheerful wilhng labour

was not to be found, it was not looked for ; nor peace and purity. The proprietors

or island nobility were for the most part absent, and their ' great houses ' unoccupied

A SUGAR PLANTATION.

and going to decay, except where a

planting attorney resided and l^ept

everything in good order." Most of those gentle-

men, who formed the " squirearchy " of the

island, had families, bnt they were rarely mar-

ried men, and some planters had never seen a married lady since leaving England,

nor would they know how to address one. " Housekeepers " were supposed to be

more economical. Mr. Waddell describes how young men coming to the country

would at first be shocked, then amused, and finally would adopt the customs of

this strange community.

Mr. Waddell was somewhat fortunate at the outset of his career, for it was

arranged, after some travelling about to study the conditions of the field, that he

was to settle at a place called Cinnamon Hill, where he found a pious lady, the
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proprietor's wife, who, on hearing his decision, said with emotion, " I thank God, for

I have earnestly desired and prayed for you to come liere."

Tliose were the palmy days of the West Indian sugar trade, and whatever scenes

of darkness, cruelty, and lust might lurk beneath the shadow of the profitable plant,

a sugar estate at that time was a pleasing sight to the outward eye. Our missionary^

thus describes such a scene as then greeted him :

—

" The canes presented an appearance of the utmost luxuriance, and especially

NEGRO SQUATTERS. JAMAICA.

when crowned with the lilac an-o-ivy blossoms. The pastures, shaded by the most

valuable or beautiful trees, were often like English parks. The works, usually white

and clean, comprised an extensive range of buildings. There were the overseer's

house and stores, with the barrack for book-keepers, carpenter and mason ; the mill-

house, boiling-house, cooling-house, and still-house ; the carpenter's, cooper's, and

blacksmith's shops, and extensive trash-houses. A little way off stood the hospital or

< hot-house.' " Overlooking the estate from a rising ground generally, stood the

mansion of the proprietor, or "great house," as it was called by the negroes of the

estate, and alongside, at some distance oft", were the villages in which resided the

slaves—who were very numerous, of course, in some of the larger estates. These
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last buildings were often buried in a very picturesque manner under groves of the

kingly cocoa palm, or were kept cool and shady by the graceful leafage of the

orange and mango, or the avocado pear-tree. All this was very pleasing and

attractive from a merely pictorial point of view—an idjd of prosperity and happiness

!

But the young missionary was soon to see the other side of the shield. Meanwhile

he began with his wife's assistance to attend to the various wants of the poor and

sick. The worthy coujjle had brought with them from Scotia a bag of the national

oatmeal, which seems to be indissolubly bound up with Presbyterianism, but un-

fortunately it became too popular as a remedy to last long, and daily the cry would

be :
—

" Missis, me beg you a lilly (little) o' meal to make pap for my pickaninny', him

bery sick. Do my good missis."

A good attendance was promised at the first service, and Sunday morning

found a room swept and garnished, with a goodly arraj^ of benches—all empty.

The minister rang the house-bell vigorously, and even went to the slaves' quarters

and rang it there as it never had been rung before, but dead silence was the only

response. At last, some poor crippled and worn-out old slaves were discovered,

who seemed quite surprised to find the buckra troubling themselves about tliem.

They were mduced to lend their presence, became attached worshippers, and

old Daddy Brown, Grandy Fanny, Grandy Juliet, Grandy Phcebe, and some others

were placed m due order on the roll of the church. The croj) had begun—the

great plantation event of the year—and there was rest for no worker, those who

could get away having gone to market for their week's needs. At night, however,

there was really a good turn-out of people to the service of this first Sunday, and

never again were empty seats to be found. The congregation, indeed, soon grew all

too large for the acconunodation, and the little group of cripples had expanded to

a resjular ratherina: of about one thousand souls.

The routine of work was to visit the negroes at " shell-blow," or dinner-time,

when they had a few minutes to spare for instruction and inquiry. Mrs. "Wacldell

assisted her husband in the formation and carrying on of a school for the negro

children, and the sadly neglected class of whity-brown " free " children. The house

was soon made to resound with the cheerful notes of A B C in every key and pitch,

and the demand for education became quite embarrassing. There were, of course,

many grumblers as to this fresh move on behalf of a parcel of " niggers." " What

teach the davcs to read !—to read the Bible, and then newspapers and so forth, till

they become discontented, rebel against their masters and proprietors, and burn up

the country
!

" was the tone of those hostile criticisms, which came from all quarters.

On the other hand there was no lack of evidence for the sobering and staying

effect even of such elementaiy education as had alone been proposed and attempted.

" Minister," said a young man attending the Bible class, " you do very good teach

we read book. Before time them leader hold book and talk, and we believe their

word come from book. Now it no so ; we find them out ; they hold book upside

down, and no saby (know) read one word. Ah ! minister, plenty false prophets live

for nc;'er-house."
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When the season came to harvest the sugar-cane—called " crop-time " on tlie

plantations—the lads who had been toiling all day in the heat were often willing

enough to attend evening lessons, but many of theui were so overcome with fatigue

that they could hardly keej) their eyes open, reading Avhen the turn of each came,

and dropping off to sleep again with the mechanical alacrity of the fat boy in " Pick-

wick." Mr. Waddell gives us a peep into his evening school at crop-time. " One class

with books sat round the table, another faced a lesson-board on the wall. The rest

were soimd asleep on the floor. A\'hoever moved out of his jilace had to pick his

steps among the i3rostrate scholars. When their turn came, however, the sleepers

jumped up, rubbing their eyes, while the others took their places, and were fast asleep

in a moment. Out of crop-time their craving for lessons was insatiable. They would

not be done. ' One word more, minister ; only one. Missis, whara (what) dis be ?

Massa, whara you call dat ?
' Ten o'clock sometimes came before we could get them

out of the house." Sometimes the individual results were very encouraging, and then

the promising pupil would be transferred to some other plantation, and would be

entirely lost to view thenceforth
;
but even now there are, or at least voiy lately there

were, surviving evidences of the valuable influence of those evening schools.

A chief magistrate, who was also a planter, and was generally supposed to be a

froe-thinker, invited Mr. Waddell to give similar instruction to the people on his own

estate, making a charmingly frank avowal of his motives for doing so. " I have," he

said, " a bad set of people ; they steal enormously, run away, get drunk, flght, and

neglect their duty in every way ; while the women take no care of their children, and

there is no increase on the property. Now, if you can bring them imdcr fear of a

God, or a judgment to come, or something of that sort, you may be doing both them

and me a service

"

The usual dwelling-house became too small for the growing congregation, but

Mr. Waddell was fortunate in obtaining pennission to meet in a great empty house

formerly the residence of a planter. Rats, bats, and owls were ejected, licence was

obtained from Government to use this fine old colonial mansion, bedecked with

family jjortraits, as a church. " Its floors and stall's, wainscoting and ceiling, doors

and windows, were of mahogany, cedar, rosewood, ebon}', orange, and other native

hard woodo of various colours, fit for cabinet work, highly polished and well arranged.

Spacious piazzas and corridors ran round the house above and below, and the front

door was reached by a very elegant flight of stone steps." It is not often that

missionary congregations are so comfortably provided for, and in this case the grand

house often contained a great congregation of negroes, man}' of whom were not

insensible to the festhetic charms of their house of prayer.

\Vith all the gi-andeur of tropical scenery and the luxuriousness of colonial icsi-

dence in the old style, life in Jamaica was often tainted with an unaccountable

home-sickness, which received emphasis when a mail packet arrived. One is

struck with the beautiful all-pervading presence of the sea in those records of

missionary labours in the West Indies. Mr. Waddell thus writes :

— " In the

morning , smooth as glass, it mirrors the fleecy clouds floating aloft, and ac the
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sun emerges from its placid depths seems converted eastward into molten gold.

During the day the trade-winds ruffle its surface, and dot the blue expanse with

wreaths of foam. Defended by encircling reefs, only a few hundred yards distant, the

Terdant shores never hear the surging and breaking of a heavy swell ; nor are they

KESROES GOIXG TO M.\EKET.

ever deformed by long loose tracts of slimy sand, forsaken by the ebbing waters

;

for the great equatorial current fills the Caribbean Sea and keeps it always at high

tide. In the gentle, limpid wavelets that murmur and sparkle along the pui-e white

sands, children might delight to bathe." The arrival of a ship fi'om afar with news

of the wide world and its men and movements sent a thrill through the quiet com-

munities, or sometimes a shipwrecked crew would engage the sjanpathy and employ the

faculty of every missionary on the spot. The slave-ship, however, was no longer to
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be seen discharging its dusky cargo on those shores over which waved the British

flag. But slavery continued till long afterwards to be a legal institution in other

isles of the Caribbean. In 1839 an incident occurred within Mr. Waddell's experience

which brought to his mind tlie horrors of that slavery that had once been sup-

ported and approved of by Britons.

In that year, as Mr. Waddell records, " a Spanish slaver was captured off the

coast of Cuba, and brought into Montego Bay, where about 400 emaciated and miser-

able objects, male and female, were landed. A special magistrate allotted them, on

proper terms, to responsible parties, for a service of two years, till they could learn

>J,ii>
^'"''

the language and ways of the country, and take care of themselves. A large number

of them were brought to Cinnamon Hill, and thereby under our care for their

Christian instruction, and happily we were able to afford it to them, by the aid

of Guinea people on the same estate, who spoke their different languages. Among
them were parents and children, brothers and sisters, taken at the sacking of

their native towns, and in other waj^s customary in the trade. A good-humom-cd

little fellow, who ultimately came to my service, was sold by his grandfather, with

whom he had been living, in payment of debt. On board the slaver he found his

sister and a little brother. The foi-mer had been sold for rum by the man she trusted,

the latter kidnapped. The one who came to me had the name George Buchanan

given him by the estate, but subsequently took my name. He soon learned to

speak English, and gave a lively account of the capture of the slaver. While waiting
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at Popo, on the Guinea coast, lie heard, that if an EngHsh man-of-war should

meet them at sea it would take them to a good country, and set them free ; and

every day after they sailed, he and other boys looked out secretly for that English

.shi]). ' But,' said he, ' we neber tell Panish capin,' for the captain had taken four of

the boys into the cabin to wait on him. After a long time, one morning, the

man on the look-out at the mast-head called to the captain, who took his glass,

and went aloft to spy. Soon he called to the seamen on deck, who began to run

about, and do many things to the ropes and sails. George peeped and saw a little

ship, very far away, which came on, and on, after them, and grew bigger and

bigger. Wlicn it began to come near, he saw fire and smoke, and heard

' boom-m-m-m.'

"This frightened the Spaniards, who ran about, as George said, doing everything

lip and down the ship. But he and the other boys began to be glad. Then Englishman

fired another big gun very loud, ' boom-m-m-m-m,' and he heard something go over

their heads, whiz, and through the sails, tearing and breaking everything. Then the

Spaniards made haste and got into boats, the captain calling his cabin-boys to follow

;

but George and another hid themselves, and stayed in the ship till he saw the

English sailors come on board ;
then he leaped, and shouted, and clapped his hands,

and all the slaves on deck leaped, and shouted, and clapped their hands, and then

the others below shouted too."

The involuntary colonists soon settled down in a manner to their new life ; all of

them improved in health, and were soon able to dress well and look like respectable

British citizens ; some of them became Christians ; others also got married, but as

usual nearly all of them wandered away from the estate and were lost sight of by

their white friends. George, however, returned to his native Africa with Mr. Waddell,

who went to labour in Calabar, where the United Presbyterians hoped to reach the

negro ere he had been crushed by slavery. That mission is still carried on with much
vigour, but its history does not belong to this chapter.

It is questioned by many influential members of the United Presbyterian Church

Avhether the work now carried on under their auspices in Jamaica can any longer be

regarded as mission work amongst heathen people. Three generations at least of

Christians have grown up amongst the sable children of Africa who were long ago so

cruelly deported to the West Indies to satisfy British lust for gold, and many hope

soon to see those native churches stand alone, or leaning only on the Divine Master

Avho has purchased their freedom from a slavery worse than that of the old British

cane plantations.
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CHAPTER LV.

CHURCH OF ENGLAND MISSIONS IN THE WEST INDIES.

Oglethorpe and Codrington—Bishop Coleridge—An Adventurer—Dr. Porteus—State of the Clergy—Wholesale

Baptisms—Mr. Brett—Among- the Caribs—In Swamps and Brakes—Story of African Jeannette—The

Forests of Guiana—Cornelius, the First Indian Convert of the Pomeroon District—The Aravvaks

—

Curious Customs—A Pisgah Vision and Farewell—Present State of West Indies—Great Bahama—New
Trades and Industries.

THE story of missions to the West Indies in connection with the EstabUshed Church

ahnost seems to involve the whole history of the British colonies in that region.

We shall perhaps best succeed therefore, within our present limits, in producing a clear

impression, by narrating vivid incidents which serve to illustrate characteristic phases

of the Church's operations in those lands, of the work achieved and the difficulties

encountered by the servants of the Church of England in carrying the banner of the

Cross to all the various tribes who lived there under the Union Jack

Those who now read of men who
" driven by strong benevolence of soul

Shall fly, like Oglethorpe, from pole to pole,"

have probably a very indistinct impression as to the person named in those lines.

Early in last century General Oglethorpe made strenuous, though but moderately

successful, efforts for the reform of debtors' prisons, then in a most shocking condition.

Ho afterwards sought to establish in America a British refuge for Protestants, whom

Europe at that period was too illiberal to harbour. It was by this good man that the

earliest efforts to establish missions from the Church of England in the West Indies

were made, and since that time the Church has not been without witnesses in the Caribbean.

Codrington College, in Barbadoes, derives its name from another eminent layman

and religious benefactor, Christopher Codrington, who lived to be Governor of the

Leeward Islands. Christopher was born in Barbadoes, but came to England when very

young, and entered Christ Church, Oxford, as a Gentleman Commoner. He became a

Eellow of All Souls' in due tune, joined the First Foot Guards of King AVilliam III.,

of which regiment he became colonel, and saw some fighting. He spent the latter

part of his short life in retirement and study, and died at the age of forty-two in the

mansion-house of one of his Barbadoes estates, which house is now the " Lodge " of

the College Principal. His body was carried to England and buried at All Souls' College

in 1716, when Young, the author of "Night Thoughts," pronounced a Latin oration

in his honour, the foundation-stone of the Codrington Library being laid at nearly

the same time and place.

A bequest of this good man and gentle scholar to the Society for the Propaga-

tion of the Gospel in Foreign Parts was intended to found a college, in which were

to be " maintained a convenient number of professors and scholars, who should be

under the vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, and be obliged to study and practise

physic and chirurgery as well as divinity, that by the apparent usefulness of the
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former to all men they miglit both endear themselves to the people and have the

better opportunities of doing good to men's souls whilst takmg care of their bodies:"

It was not till 1S29 that this bequest was utilised in the way intended by the testator.

Prior to that year scholarships to England were granted, but says Principal Webb,

from whom we have taken some particulars :
—

" This system gave only one parochial

clergyman to the West Indies, though these ' scholars ' could have been ordained by

the Bishop of London, in whose diocese the West Indies were supposed to be." When
slavery became clearly doomed as a colonial institution. Bishop Coleridge, the first

Bishop of Barbadoes, in 1829, connected the school with the residence of the chaplain

provided by the will of the founder, and soon the college became a living and some-

what powerful institution.

The Rev. J. Pinder was the first principal, and when he resigned from illness in

1835, he was succeeded by the Rev. H. Jones, M.A., of Oxford, who resigned in 1846.

Next came the Rev. R. Rawle, FeUow and Assistant Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge,

who was afterwards Bishop of Trinidad. Mr. Webb succeeded the bishop, to whom the

college owed much of its influence. " The course of instruction," says Principal Webb,
" comjDrises divinity, mental and moral science, classics, history, mathematics, and

medical science, in any of which honours can be obtained. The mathematical lectures

for the greater part of the last twenty-five years have been given by Cambridge

wranglers. The founder's will is not exactly carried out as regards ' physic and

chirurgery,' the practice of which is neglected, though those students at least who are

intended for foreign missions ought certainly to be able to commend their care for

men's souls by ability to do good to their bodies."

A son of Christopher C'odrington was Governor after him, but the Church and the

colony were not always favoured with governors of this high Christian type. An adventurer

of evil reputation, named Daniel Parke, succeeded the younger C'odrington as Governor

in 1706. Born in Virginia, his own early conduct there had compelled him to fly

to England for refuge, rinding here a social position in the county of his adoption

and a seat in Parliament. Driven from that most tolerant of all clubs for bribery, he

rashly committed further offences and fled to Holland, where his valuable services

were frankly accepted by the Duke of Marlborough, to whom he became uide-de-camj).

When the great English general, at the head of his extraordinary medley of Teuton

troops, with calculating fury drove the French from their "impregnable" little village

of Blindheim, or Blenheim, Parke did the terrible "Malbrook" a great service by

carrying the first tidings of his glorious victory to the Duchess, and was soon

rewarded by his grateful sovereign, Queen Anne, with the Governorship of Antigua.

His darkly spotted public career, his tyrannical and senseless administration of local

affairs, and the open and unblushing profligacy of his own personal behaviour—not too

fastidiously criticised in such a community, we may be sure—roused general opposition,

which resulted in the recall of the new Governor. He curtly refused to obey the

summons, but one December day, in 1710, the local magnates felt obliged to give

orders to a loyal body of men—some five hundred in number—to use force if necessary

to cause the degraded oflScial to vacate the Government House.
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Parke ordered them to disperse, but the sense of lawful authority was gone, and

although his opponents strove to mediate on his behalf, he fell before the muskets of

the semi-legal mob, for whom a general pardon was readily enough secured. Such were

some of the men in whom at that time was vested the power of appomting the clergy

to colonial livmgs. Indeed, it is not to be wondered at that the clergy themselves were

often not without reproach—were

indeed, sometimes men of httle or

no education, leading dissolute lives, and

causing much scandal. port moeant.

Dr. Gibson, Bishop of London from

1723 to 174S, to whose care colonial charges were committed, was diligent and even

zealous in assisting the Church's work. A Commissary, James Field, laboured for thirty

years in the West Indies to secure reforms, and was succeeded by James Knox, a pious

man, and also an earnest labourer for Christ.

The Society for the Conversion and Religious Instruction of the Negroes in the

British West India Islands was originally promoted by Dr. Porteus, Lord Bishop of

London, and was formally mcorporated by Royal Charter m the year 1794. An estate

was left for the support of the Society by the Hoa Mr. Boyle, the resources provided

63
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from wliieli enabled them to send several clergymen of the Church of England tO'

different parts of the West Indies. The planters, however, who had generally shown

severe disfavour to the representatives of the dissenting bodies, and had even secured

the passing of laws imposing heavy penalties on unauthorised preachers of the Gospel

to the negroes in their possession, do not seem to have shown much greater symjsathy

for the eft'orts of Churchmen, and, uideed, often were very marked in their manifesta-

tions of hostility.

In 1.S24 the Bishoprics of Jamaica and Barbadoes were established, but the supply

of suitable clergj'men for colonial and mission work was very hmited. Mr. Waddell,

with whom we have travelled in the preceding chapter, thus, we believe impartiall}-,

describes the state of things then prevalent in Jamaica.

" Previous to the arrival of the bishop the parish clergy were in a state of shocking-

disorder ; nor did his presence immediately correct the evils which prevailed. Things

not to be spoken of were too well known in nearly all the parishes along the north

side. The Rev. Mr. Trew had distinguished himself for zeal and fidelity, and was

perhaps the first parish minister who attempted the instruction of the slaves.

Four or five zealous evangelical curates succeeded him, and were already eminent

when I went to the country. Of them nothing but good could be spoken by any

who loved good. In time they got parishes, and their number happily increased.

Except by them the Gospel was not preached in the parish churches, and few attended

them.

" The clerg}% indeed, were bound to christen the slaves at the requisition of the

masters, but that was done without instruction. The negroes got a half-holiday for

the occasion, came in clean frocks to the overseer's or master's house-steps, and drew

up in a row. One by one they advanced and received a new name and a few

drops of water on the head, by the high authority of the Father, Son, and Holy

Ghost. ' It was like driving cattle to a pond,' said one of them afterwards to me.

' I heard something about God,' said another, ' but thought the parson in the long

gown Avas he.' If it did nothing else, it made many of them think they were

now proof against Obeah." This last statement contains the undoubted reason for

much of the zeal shown by plantei-s, imnotcd for any special piety, to have

their slaves christened. They were perfectly aware of the menace to themselves

and property of the power which this secret bond of heathenism had over the

servile race.

A Churchman ^vriting apologetically on the other side, thus puts the case from

the standpoint of the Established Church. " In theory such system is excellent ; it

is a public recognition on the part of the civil authorities of the duties of caring"

for the spiritual well-being of the people. In practice it is not provocative of zeal,

either among the clergy or their flocks. There was not in the West Indies, as in

the East, the same open field for missionary work ; for, imtil 1834, the state of the

slave population depended on the will of their owners, without whose permission the

clergy did not venture to approach them. It is not to be wondered at, . therefore,

if, in a society so constituted, there were frequent outbreaks on the part of the
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slaves, •which were repressed at the cost of much bloodshed and cruelty ; or that

the clerg}', who were regarded by the slaves as in league with their masters, were not

acceptable to them."

The most interesting field of the Church's labours was on the adjoining continent,

and amongst the aboriginal tribes who live in the forests of British Guiana. Of these

most primitive savages, who represent the races found by Columbus in the West Indies,

there are four so-called " distinct races," namely, the Arawaks, or Arawa-aks ; the

Acawoios, the Waraus, and the Caribs.

In 1824 the see of Barbadoes ^Bishop W. H. Coleridge) was divided into those

of Guiana (Bishop Austin), Barbadoes (Bishop Parry), and Antigua (Bishop Davis),

In 187.5 Bishop Parry wrote (in Mission Life), that the two hundred "black

Caribs " in St. Vincent's, and the five hundred " yellow " or pure Caribs, had been

converted to Christianity, and are now, without exception, members of the Anglican

Church. Such a result was not accomplished Avithout tears, and prayer and earnest

labour.

In 1840 Mr. Brett was sent out as a catechist, when a very young man, by

the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, and his eflbrts were addressed to the

iVrawaks, on the banks of a minor river, the Pomeroon, which empties itself inta

the Atlantic about one hundred miles south of the great Orinoco. Good Bishop

Austin showed every kindness and consideration to the young catechist, and, as

every wise ecclesiastic does in relation to a unique man like Brett, very sensibly

left him nearly free to cany out his own plans. The result was most satisfactory

in every way, for the mission certainly became one of the most successful that

the history of modern Christianity can point to, while the story of the life of this

noble and cultivated man, immured in the deep jungles of Guiana, reads like the

pages of a romance. It belongs natvu'ally and properly to the West Indies, and

we can only regret that our limits prevent so full a treatment of the subject as its

interest and importance warrant.

The account of Mr. Brett's first visit to the country of the Caribs, a remnant of

that once formidable race having remained or settled on the upper banks of the

Pomeroon river, is very interesting. Attended by four lads to paddle his large

canoe, he went up the river for several miles with the flowing tide, and turned off

by a tributary sti'eam, arriving before mid-day at the settlement of the Caribs,

or Caribi, called Kamiraftu or the Bamboo. Here resided the chief's brother, a

gentleman who possessed two wives and rejoiced in the European name of "France."

In the absence of Mr. France, his two wives, along Avith some other women,

received our missionar3% who goes on to describe the scene in his lively and pleasing

style :

—

" The appearance of these women was very barbarous, as is, indeed, the case with

most of the Caribi females. Their dress was merely a narrow strip of blue cloth, and

their naked bodies were smeared with the red arnotto, which gave them the appearance

of bleeding from every pore. As if this were not sufficiently ornamental, some of them

had endeavoured to improve its appearance by blue spots upon their bodies and limbs.
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They wore round each leg, just below the knee, a tight strap of cotton, painted red,

and another above each ankle. These are fastened on while the girl is young, and

hinder the growth of the parts by their compression, while the calf, which is uncontined,

appears in consequence unnaturally large. All the Cai'ibi women wear these, which

they call sapuru, and consider as a great addition to their beauty. But the most

singular part of their appearance is presented by the lower lip, which they perforate,

and wear one, two, or three pins sticking through the hole, with the points outward.

CAKIB I.NDIAN.

Before they procured pins, thorns or other similar substances were thus worn. . ., .

The cloth which is worn by the Caribi men, secured by a cord round the loins, is often

of sufficient length to form a kind of scarf As it would otherwise trail on the ground,

they dispos3 of it in a graceful manner over the shoulders, so that part of it falls on

the bosom, while the end hangs down the back. It is often adorned with large cotton

tassels, and is the most decent and serviceable as well as the most picturesque covering

worn by any of the native tribes. The coronal of feathers for the head is sometimes

worn, but not generally. The head is usually adorned by a large daub of arnotto on

the hair above the brow, and the forehead and cheeks are painted in various patterns

with the same vermilion colour."

Another village was soon reached, very tidy—cleaner, indeed, than any Indian

village Mr. Brett had yet seen. Most of the men were off on some expedition

with the chief, but a few were got to sit down and listen to an exposition of the truth,
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as revealed in Holy Scripture, of their Tainosi Kabo-tano, or Ancient One of Heaven,

which is the native title of the One Supreme Being. The Caribs were interested in

what was said to them, and gave their guest at parting a large pine-apple and a cluster

of ripe bananas as a token of a welcome visit.

On a hill where the ancient C'arib chiefs had been buried they found a roof under

which to sleep, and early next morning they started to go up stream. " The weather

was delightful," Mr. Brett goes on to relate, " and though our prospect was very limited,

yet each object was beautiful and striking ; the venerable forests, Avith the manicole

palms growing out of the river and reaching a great height ; the mirror-like stream,

reflecting every leaf on its unruffled surface ; the flsli springing from the waters, and

the splendid azure butterflies fluttering among the leaves—all rendered the scene

interestinor to a strano-er. Over our heads the king of the vultures hovered motionless

on his strong pinions, while many of the common species were at a respectful distance

flying in circles through the sultry air. To complete a picture so purely South American,

a party of Caribs with their bright copper skins, black hair, and brows variously

adorned, now passed us. They were seated apparently on the surface of the water, their

frail canoes, or wood-skins, made of the bark of the purple-heart tree, being at a little

distance scarcely visible beneath them."

The next settlement proved to be very difficult of access, and Mr. Brett had

to wade through swamps, and to tear through thorny brakes under a burning sim.

When, with sun-scorched face and muddy garments stuck over with grass-

seeds, he burst through the bush into the right track, a party of little Carib girls

ran screaming to the village and brought their mother, who received the missionary

visitor civilly. A very tall man just coming from the chase heard what Mr. Brett

had to say with respect, and the pair gave him fniit and other presents on parting.

When the expedition returned, in three days from their starting out, the Arawak

Christians—for some had been baptised—showed their anxiety to hear of others

accepting the Gospel, by their eager inquiries as to how the Caribs received the news

of salvation.

For ten years Mr. Brett lived and toiled alone among his people. Once .he

was laid aside by the deadly fever of the swampy forests, and the story of how

an old pious negress attended him in his sickness is very touching. African Jean-

nette was not one o£ the " bush " negroes, or descendants of those who last century

revolted against their white masters and established their independence. These

people grow up in the bush with a curious mingling of the obeah superstitions

which had birth in the Dark Continent from which their fathers came, and with

them are blended many of the wild conceptions of the red men whom they have

helped to drive away. Jeannette's origin and training, however, were difi'erent from

theirs. Mr. Brett records that "Jeannette might herself have seen Park" (Mungo, the

traveller), " for she had been born on the banks of the Gambia, and was kidnapped

there (as I found by questioning her) soon after his first expedition. Another young

girl, who was probably a decoy, had said to her, ' Let us go down to the shore where

I have seen beautiful shells.' So she went, and was seized by two black men who
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were there lying in wait, and sold to a slaver captain, who brought her to Uenierara."

She there became a domestic slave, and when the slaves were freed she came to the

" Wild Coast," as the Dutch called the scene of Mr. Brett's first labours, and settled

there.

When the young catechist arrived in 1840, Jeannette, who was then a Christian

and devoted Churchwoman, supplied him out of her own slender stores with a table,

minus one leg, a form and chair, and a Caribbean jar, or rather portion of one. She

could hardly be prevailed on to accept payment for the " black broth '' and other

delicate luxuries with which she furnished the table of the young bachelor, and when

the schoolroom showed an entire lack of pupils, she went paddling about in her canoe

to coax children to come. The poor things had not even " moral pocket-handkerchiefs,"

but Jeannette was equal to the emergency, and " the old woman dressed them, scantily

indeed, but somehow. Boy No. 2 was rigged out m a blue striped coatee, which,

as he was very rotund (from the depraved habit, engendered by disease, of eating

clay or earth), could not be made to button by some inches. He would have looked,

in my eyes, better with nothing on, and been much more comfortable. But tastes

dift'er. Garments which would not cover were still garments, and as such considered

respectable by the river people. It would not do to be too fastidious ; to raise people

we must first take them as they are." This curious little colony of semi-civilised

savages were set to work in the garden, Jlr. Brett evidently doing a fair share of

the hard manual labour. Sometimes a scorpion, a centipede, or better still an opossum,

would cross the horizon of the youthful scholars, and then there would be a hue-

and-cry.

At last, after much fatiguing duty, Mr. Brett began to feel a pleasing drowsy

feeling come over him sometimes, and a growing lassitude. One night, soon after

this, violent thirst, with racking pains, especially in the back, came on, and ideas

began whirling in the poor agonised head with frightful rapidity. When the morning

came the little darkies had found their teacher lying on the floor, for he had, in

his delirium, tumbled out of bed, and Jeannette solemnly pronounced the diagnosis

to be yellow fever. The good woman administered a " puke " of tartar emetic, and

nearly finished both the yellow fever and Mr. Brett, to the admiration of the collected

scholars. This sort of experience lasted, with variations, for some eleven months of

" seasoning," as the process is called. " No mother could nurse her child more tenderly

than old Jeannette nursed me," saj's our missionary. " One instance of her care struck

me more than all. I had only a few books, and she knew that I had read them

over many times. So, without telling me, she went in her canoe ten miles to a

settler's house to see if she could borrow a book to amuse me, and succeeded."

This was in 1840 or '41, the book she secured bemg Mungo Park's recent account of

his first expedition, and Mr. Brett recalls the story of the negro woman who be-

friended the great traveller, as illustrative of his own tender treatment during a time

of trouble, by a negress from the same region

!

Poor Jeannette's own sorrows soon came. She had, like all well-conducted

slaves, saved a little money, and a worthless old negro, called " Uncle Body," a
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contraction for nobody, cast sinister e3'«s on Jeannette's little savings, and made love

to the good old soul, who was finally enticed into the noose of matrimony. Married

life, even in the forests of Guiana, is not all that young poets deem it to be, and

this sad truth good old Jeannette soon found. Little domestic unpleasantnesses

sprung up, sounds of blows and feminine cries of help were sometimes heard, and

one morning Jeannette was found to have been severely injured by her brutal

husband, who had used a " squared stick " for the purpose. Mr. Brett visited

her in her affliction. " She was quiet and resigned, making no complaint, but

she had received severe bodily injur}', and her heart was broken. .She was evidently

thinking of the mission, to which she had been, in her decrree, a nursine mother,

and where she might have lived yet many 3-ears as a sort of queen among the

Indians, who loved her, and were grateful for her care of their children." She

died shortl}' after this, deeply mourned by the young catcchist whom she had

nursed.

Mr. Brett's knowledge of the Indian tribes on the shores of British Guiana and

the vicinity is both most extensive and accurate. His recently published " Mission

Work among the Indian Tribes in the Forests of Guiana" (Society for Promoting

•Christian Knowledge) is a most fascinating book, and contains the substance of

•earlier and more elaborate works from his pen, which are not accessible to ever}'

•one. The Arawaks and Caribs had constant feuds lone: after Columbus visited them,

and when the Caribs of St. Vincent's came to pay a hostile visit to the coast they

used Tobago as a resting-place. " There is little doubt," says Mr. Brett, " that the

•cannibal scenes ^\liicli Defoe, in his charming fiction, describes as enacted on ' Robin-

son Crusoe's Island,' really took place there."

A great conference was once arranged by the Governor, which led to some

increased smoothness of working between the natives, and Mr. Bi-ett mentions

.an incident which came to be for the Arawaks a connecting linlv to his mission

in a strilving manner. The chief speaker and representative of the Arawaks

had with him a fair little boy, with unusually fine and Avavy hair for an Indian,

a fact which got him the native name of Saci-barra, or Good Hair. " That boy

^azed with some degree of awe upon Mahanarva, a robust and stately personage,

whom he heard the whites style the ' Carib King.' He observed all that passed

at the meeting, and listened also with attention to the tales which his people at

that time recited—traditions of the wars of ancient days, and incidents of individual

prowess—treasuring them up in a retentive memory, of which I," says Mr. Brett,

".had the benefit in after years." This man was the first convert, and was christened

•Cornelius.

Saci-barra had married and settled down by the Pomeroon river, and was about

forty years of age, when he came to Jlr. Brett, resolved to give up his sorceries

and incantations, for he himself had practised the black art among the Indians.

How he came to thirst for the Word was not exactly known. He knew little

English, and Brett as yet knew little of Saci-barra's tongue, but the new inquirer

ViTis a determined man, and set about to learn what he could with great diligence
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and perseverance. He left his little son and also his daughter, Ko-i-ahle—or the

red and blue macaiv—to be taught at school. Henceforth the name of Cornelius

is ver}' prominent in Mr. Brett's narrative. The first impression made by the

heathen inquirer was not deceptive. " He seemed," says his instructor, " the most

simple-minded and straightforward Indian I had yet seen, and the opinion then

formed I never had occasion to change."

Poor Corneliuo invested in a pair of store spectacles with only one glass, and

NEGHESSES IN GUIANA.

set himself to study the Ten Commandments, stumbling at the words " third and
fourth generation."

This led to Mr. Brett's resolution, which he began forthwith to carry into effect,

to have the Lord's Prayer, the creed, and other articles of the Christian faith translated

into the Arawak language. In a short time, natives thirty miles away were foimd who
had learned to repeat them without direct missionary instruction.

Cornelius became captain, or head man of his tribe in that district, and also

churchwarden. He was a great enthusiast in all matters pertaining to the Church and
Mission, a man of simple but pure and noble mind, and loyal to the Christian faith
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till his death. The church bell is always rung by one of his family, and it bears the

inscription :

—
" In memory of Cornelius, the first Indian convert to Christ in the Pome-

roon district. Died February, 1.S6S."

Many statements in Mr. Brett's earlier

work are valuable as throwing light on the habits

and thoughts of the people :—
" The aborisfines of Guiana, in their naturallv

wild and untaught condition, have had a confused

idea of the existence of one good and supreme

Being, and of many inferior spirits, who are supposed

to be of various kinds, but generally of malignant

character.

"The Good Spirit they regard as the Creator of

all, and, as far as we could learn, they believe Him to

be immortal and invisible, omnipotent and omniscient.

But, notwithstanding this, we have never discovered any trace of

rehgious worship or adoration paid to Him by any tribe while in its

natural condition. They consider Him as a Being too liigTi to notice them ; and, not

knowing Him as a God that heareth prayer, they concern themselves but little about

Him.
" It is not, therefore, surprising that they should pass then- lives in abject dread of

evil sjjirits, and, not regarding God as their protector, seek blindly to propitiate devils.

Their belief in the power of demons is craftily fostered by a class of men who are

their sorcerers or priests, who pretend to hold intercourse with the evil spirits, and

to cure diseases by their means." Those sorcerers offered fierce resistance to the
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encroachments of the rehgion of Jesus, and they threatened to work fatal injury on

any who hstened to the poisonous words of the white man.

The Arawaks do not call themselves by that name, but ioAo, or in plural form,

Lokono, which means "the people," reminding one of the word used by Hindus in India,

log, with the very same meaning. The tribe is divided into clans or families with

distinctive names, and descent goes by the female line, as has been observed in manj*

primitive races. "Thus," saj's Mr. Brett, "a Avoman of the Siwidl family bears the same

name as her mother, but neither her father nor her husband can be of that family.

Her children and the childi'en of her daughters will also be called Siividi, but both her

sons and daughters are j^rohibited from an alliance with any individual bearing the same

name ; though they may marry into the family of their father, if they choose. These

customs are strictly observed, and any breach of them would be considered as wicked."

Filial affection does not, in British Guiana, readily respond to the parental love

shown, as a rule, by the Arawaks, but chastisement is not veiy often inflicted upon

the cmng child. The young grow up without much reverence or regard for their

parents, till middle life is reached, when, as in C'hina, great respect and filial regard

are shown towards the old people. In a primitive state, as in advanced and Christian

civilisation, experience is one of the best teachers ; and paterfamilias, even in the

forests of South America, begins to know what the tenderness of paternal love has

been to him, when his own little brown bairnies begin to show symptoms of revolt. Mr.

Brett tells us how the Indian mother may be seen calhng after her little naked

Arawiik, " who is, j^erhaps, pursuing some unfortunate lizard with his tiny arrow,

but not the slightest notice will ' Satchi ' take of her, until it suits his pleasure to

do so."

Sometimes the women followed their husbands on the Avar-path. The great

naturalist, Waterton, describes the conduct of one A\hose husband Avas slain in 1801

:

—
" She Avas a fine young Avoman, Avho had her long black hair fancifully braided in

a knot on the top of her head, and fastened Avith a silver ornament. She unloosed

it, and falling on her husband's body, covered it Avith her hair, beAvailing his untimelj'

end Avith the most heartrendinof cries."

When any of " the people " get angry Avith each other—and even savages some-

times do—the parties to the quarrel do not speak to each other for some time.

If an angry man A-entiu-es to tell another he is bad, that is looked upon as

decidedly strong language, not at all parliamentary. Sometimes, hoAvever, in

contact Avitli the facts and needs of civilisation, a crisis occurs, AA'hen sAvearing is

felt to bo almost necessary for the prevention of sei'ious internal complications. In

such a case the copious A-ocabidary of Christian England has to be resorted to,

for the poor heathen of the Guiana forests liaA'e no such resources in their OAvn

language.

A curious superstitious custom is mentioned by Mi*. Brett, Avhicli has also been

observed in the Pacific Islands and clscAvhere, atnong primitive races. When a baby

is born, the poor mother has to get about her domestic duties as quickly as possible,

Avhile the happy father is obliged to take at once to his hammock, and lies there
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strictly confined for a long time, being carefully dieted and nursed by the sjTnpatliising

female relatives

!

i\Ir. Brett describes the manner in which a Carib family travels through the

woods. The woman carries the loads and leads or drags the children. Describing

•one group he says :
—

" If any one had compelled that man to carry his wife's load,

.she would herself have objected to it as a degradation to his manhood. Inde-

pendently of which, in a country infested with wild beasts and dangerous reptiles,

it is necessary for the man, who goes armed in front, to have little to impede the

use of his weapons. On his coiu'age and activity the safety of all frequently

depends."

It is impossible hei-e to give even such an outline of this missionary's labours as

would do anything like justice to his remarkable career, and we may now glance but

at a few illustrative incidents. A considerable group of the Acawoios hved above the

Falls on the Demerara river, and thither Mr. Brett went in 1867 to seek them out,

and bedn their instruction. On his return he left the infant mission under the fostermg

care of a pious Englishman settled near the spot, who was interested in the welfare of

the people. When the bishop came next year to visit this new station, in the depths

of the primeval forest, he found that the Indians had formed a big encampment and,

with their canoes drawn together at the foot of the cataract, were respectfully awaiting

his arrival. After an examination extending over some days, 241 dusky Indians with

their children, numbering 145, were added to the church by baptism. The chief

himself built a school-chapel, and ten months afterwards seventy-nine Acawoios were

added to the number of converts.

In an interesting little work (published by the Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge) containing papers on ilodern ilissionaiy Work, by the Kev. H. W. Tucker,

Secretary of the Society, an accoimt is contained of the Guiana mission, from which

Ave take the folloAving passage :
—

" Mr. Brett's labours have been so abundant, that

there is now no Indian people within the limits of Guiana who cannot learn the

rudiments of the faith in their own tongue from the translations which ilr. Brett

has made, and which the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge has printed.

. . . The thirty years of work performed by Mr. Brett represent more of ' peril, toil,

and pain,' than are to be found in many of the semi-mythical labours which have

conferred on the doers of them the honours of canonisation."

Before returning to spend the evening of his toil-worn life in England, Mr. Brett

took a parting glimpse of the scenes where his struggles had taken place. Stand-

insr on the site of a villafje of cannibals, where a Christian mission now has its

centre, he looked around him, and thus describes his feelings :
—

" It was a lovely

and peaceful Sunday evening. The ilonica before us was shining in the rays of

the setting sim and gliding cahnly through a wide extent of forest, in which two

lines of taller trees marked the course of tributary streams. My fii'st visits to those

rivers had taken place nearly forty yeai's before. Each had its peculiar association.

At Washiba Hill, near the head of one, the Caribs had, soon after that visit, made

their first attempt at ' church '-building ; on the other I had met with a most
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unfriendly reception from the imcoiatli Waraus
; and there also their first favourable

movement towards the Gospel had afterwards begun. A great change had taken.

place since those days. The people of those races,

and of two others, had joined our congregation on

that hill, no longer hostile to us, or to each other,

but all worshipping together in peace. . . . They

were just then departing after evensong, and their

clean white garments formed an agreeable spectacle

as they streamed across the plain, or entered the

paths which led to their forest homes. . . . The

time had come. Increasing bodily iniirmities had

warned me that my forest journeys were all ended,

and that I must now, with deep thankfulness to

Him whose undeserved mercy had protected me so

long, leave canoe and wood-skin voyages to yoimger

and stronger men."

QUADEOON.

We cannot leave the Went Indies without a peep

at the present condition of the population there, in so far as it relates to the mission field.

The Rev. Henry Philpot, who left this country for the West Indies in 1867, thus-

describes the state of things amongst the negroes in the island of Grand Bahama,

in the diocese of Nassau :
—

" The island of Grand

Bahama has a savage, rock-bound coast, excessively

dangerous of approach ; indeed, when southerly winds

prevail, it is impossible to land on the south side of

the island, the angry roar of the waves, as they

dash upon the rocks, lieing quite deafening. The

island is large, but only ver}' partially cultivated ; a

low bush covers the face of the country, diversified

with pine forests, palmetto, and bog-rush, with an

undergrowth of wild creeping plants.

" The natives being entirely black or coloured,

are poor, ignorant, and superstitious to a degree

almost incredible. The Afi-ican Obeah is freely

practised, and witch-doctors abound. Any one in

pain or sickness is pronounced by the blacks to be

'put so,' i.e., some one has vhenhed him, and an

Obeah-man must be sent for, who for a consideration,

either in money or kind, will take the spell off him.

These Obeah-men are great rascals, and by sleight-of-

hand appear to extract centipedes, scorpions, worms,

and other noxious insects from the patient. All the time they have, of course, these

insects concealed m their sleeves, or sometimes even in their mouths ; and when the

MFLATTO.
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tf^t

incantations are over, they triumphantly produce these reptiles, pretending that they were

the actual cause of the rnalady. I have often seen an old bottle, tilled with insects or

trash of some kind, hung up in a tield, or suspended to the branches of a fruit-tree, to

scare away thieves ; and the device is not without its effect, so great is the superstition

of these wretched Africans." The testimony of the missionaries is quite strong and

uniform as to the existence among the African population of those superstitions, which

Chai-les Kino-sley was derided by old \\'est Indians for assuming as still in existence.

We have only to o-lance at the people of Hayti, to understand how persistent are such

national or race prepossessions and prejudices, for the

independent negroes of that island republic are found

«ven to revert to cannibalism, if olhcial testimony is

to be relied on.

The conditions of the mission-field in any region

must vary with the industrial conditions of its popu-

lation. What are these, speaking generally, in the

West Indies ? Eastern labour has been imported largely,

and now considerable " floating " colonies of Hindus

and Chinamen exist, which are based on tho tempo-

rary contract system. Workmen from England cannot

endure the conditions of life in tho tropics for any

length of time, and the free negro, with his light heart

and head, has been somewhat disappointing to many

of his best friends as a worker. His heritage as a

labourer is the cane-field, the plantation, and the

pasture-land, for which there may bo a future. The

Creole, mixed, and "coloured" population, would seem

to be that section of the community on which hope

must be placed. The creole has a neat hand as a worker. With better technical

training than he has hitherto enjoyed, he will make an excellent smith or painter,

carpenter or engineer; and many there are of this once despised race who now fill

those spheres, with great credit to themselves and comfort to their employers. To them

do we now look with growing expectation, and probably Nature is busily engaged in

fitting them, by development and adaptation, to people and master a region on which

our own stock seems to be in every way unsuited to settle permanently. Already

great numbers of them attend religious services, and it is to be hoped that greater

success will follow efforts now made on their behalf by the various Christian organisa-

tions in the West Indies.

The Rev. Dr. James Brown, of Paisley, as one of a deputation to the missions

of the United Presbyterian Church, wrote a series of most instructive and attractive

papers describing his impressions, which appeared in the Missionary Record of that

body during the year 1883. On one occasion the doctor visited the estate of Mr.

Malcolm, of Poltalloch, where capital and enterprise were reaping their reward even

in Jamaica. " We found ourselves," says the writer, " driving between well built

CREOLE.
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fences, which enclose rich pastures, and the approach to the house was along a trim'

avenue and through park-like fields studded with comfortable looking oxen. . . .

We were interested in obtaining some insight into the industry of cattle-rearing,,

which has taken the place of sugar-growing in so many districts of the island, and

which, through the opening up of a trade with such islands as Barbadoes, where-

the old industry still maintains an exclusive place, promises to become a source of

wealth. Young Mr. Edwards (the manager) gave us amusing accounts of his efforts-

to introduce home methods of working. Believing the wheel-barrow to be an im-

portant civiliser, he jarocured one, but it was long before he could get his labourers

to understand its use. They filled it carefully, but when it was full thej' persisted in-

lifting it on to the head of a man or a woman, who contentedly walked away witli-

the load."

Dr. Brown mentions Mr. John E. Kerr, son of an Episcopalian missionary, as

doing a great service for Jamaica, by shipping fruit for the small growers to America.

" The people are thus able to dispose of their oranges and bananas, which before oiten

went to waste, or had to be carried to distant villages and sold for a trifle. The

prosjDcrity of this firm is one of the evidences that Jamaica has a future, and that

the late governor, Sir Anthony Musgrave, was right when he tried to convince the

people that that future is not bound up exclusively with the growth of sugar."

An excellent quality of paper—a commodity for Avhich the demand is yearly

increasing—can now be made from the " trash," or cane refuse, of the sugar-crushing

industry. To utilise this valuable discovery the planters would require to introduce

appropriate machinery ; but it does not seem improbable that those in the West Indies

who are now almost giving way to despau' may yet retrieve their fortunes and restore

some measure of prosperity to those islands, upon which Nature has lavished her pro-

ductions without stint. A great, but not growing, population of loyal subjects of all

shades of colour, black, brown, red, yellow, and white, is still there, and it is to bo-

hoped that, Avhile these races are being built up into steady church-going communities,

they may find enough of this world's comforts to make life endurable, where the

necessaries of life are so accessible, and easily secured.

The lesson of the West Indies may be well summed up in a passage from the

Report of Special C'ommissioners in 1850, who, in urging immigration from India and

education of the Creoles, say :
—

" It is obvious that with the advancement of moral and

religious instruction among the labouring classes, the better citizens will they become,

and the more useful and industrious members of society."
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JAPAN AND CORE A.

Mission Stations nuderlined on tlie Map alphabetically arranged to show the various Societies workin-,^

The ai)breviation3 used are explained hy the following list :

—

a. P. G. . Society for the Propfigation of the Gospel.

C. M, S. , .. Oliiirch Missionary Society,

Bapt. Miss. .. Baptist „ ,,

Hor. Fem. Ed. .. Society for Promoting Female Gilucation

in the East.*

Un. C'luirch "The United Church of Christ in Japan "

embraces the Missions of The United

Presb. Church of Scotland, The Presb.

Church of U.S. (North and South), The
Reformed (Dutch) Chui'ch m America,

and The Reformed (Gorman) Church
in U.S.

Am. Meth. Epia. American Methodist Episcopal Church.

Am. Meth. Prot. ,, „ Protestant ,,

Am. Prot. Epis. American Protestant Episcopal Cluuch.

Am. Bapt. ... „ 'baptist Missionary Union.

Am. Cliris. Con. „ Christian Convention.

Am. E. F. M. ... „ Board of Foreigu Missions.

Am. Friends' ... „ Women's Foreign Missionary

Society of Frienda.*

Am. For. Chris. „ Foreign Christian Missionary

Society.

Am. Bible Soc. ... ,, Bible Society.

Am.Women'sUn. ,, • Women's Union I'^Iissionary

Society.*

Can. Meth. ... Cauadiiui Methodist Church Missionary

Society;

Curab. Presb. Bd. Cumberland Presb. Church (America),

' lu all other cases Stations wovkol l>y Women's SocietiMS are inclmlefl under the liuadiity of the rtssoei.itions

tit which tliey are ausUiary.

JAPAN.
Akita
AOMOKI

T^OISAWA .

,

FunUKAWA ..

Hachinohei .

Hakodate
Ha^ada
Hamanatstj ..

HiBOsniMA .

HOTA ,

ISIUNOM-VKI

IWANlflTA

KAdASniMA ,.

Kanazawa
,

Kioto...

Kiitni

KOBl::

KOCHI
KOFU
KuJUKuni
KUMAMOTO

MisnuLA
MiZUNO
MORI^tKA

MOEORAU
MUBAEAMi

Nagasaki

Am. For. Chris.
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CHAPTER LVI.

MISSIONS AND MISSIONARIES.

Openincr the Treaty Ports to Foreigners—Earliest Protestant Missionaries—Their Difficulties—Dr. Hepburn
Prepares a Dictionary—Jlission Schools— L'phill Work—A Ten Years' Record—In Search of God—Rev. G.

Ensor—The Story of Futu^i'awa—The Two Brothers—1S72—Woman's Work in Japan—Increase of Labourers

—Removal of Edicts against Christians—Progress—Effects of the .Tesus-dootrine—The " Communion "—
Attack on Christianity Defeated—An Anti-Christian Society—Influence of the Press—Dr. Griffis.

"TTTHEN in July, 1S.59, cci'tain ports were thrown open to foreigners, witli liberty

* ' of re.sidence within certahi luuits, two missionaries of the Protestant Episcopal

Church of the United States were already on the soil. The honour of being the first

Protestant missionary to Japan belongs to the Rev. John Liggins. Forced to escape

from the rigours of the climate of China, ho was in Nagasaki m search of health when

the door for mission work in Japan was thrown open. The Eev. C. M. (afterwards

Bishop) ^\'illianls, followed by a medical agent named Schmid, was sent to join Mr.

Liggins in the pioneer enterprise. In October of the same year Dr. Hepburn, who had

done yeoman service for over twenty years at Amoy, and, driven homo by ill health,

had spent thirteen years in medical practice in America, landed at the port for Yedo.

A month later two ordained and one medical missionary arrived as agents of the

Dutch Reformed Church in America. Four months from the opening of the treaty

ports to foreigners had not passed, when seven missionaries, acting for three Societies,

were on the field preparing for service.

These pioneers found themselves surrounded by restrictions, suspicions, and dis-

couragements. The Shogun, under the proud and fraudulent title of Tycoon, had

made terms with the foreigners ; but the ilikado and the people were bent on ex-

pelling them. The situation had many disadvantages. The story of the Jesuit Mission

of Xavier had been told in whispers to each new generation, and the name Kiristan

(Christian) had become the traditional symbol of treachery, intrigue, crime, and torture.

The dread of being suspected of C'hristian leanings made the people shrink from inter-

course with the missionaries. " Whenever the subject was mentioned to a Japanese,"

says that valuable authority, Mr. Warren, " he would involuntarily put his hand

to his throat as a token of the danger to which the introduction of such a subject

exposed him. Some young men, who in these early days came to a missionary to

learn a little English, purchased copies of a book called ' The Christian Reader,' and at

once erased the word Chriifian from the title page and cover for fear it should be

noticed by others and bring them into trouble." A native now tells how, when passing

along the street where Dr. Hepburn lived, he took to his heels, looking anywhere but

at the Kiristans house, and did not halt till he was safely jDast the evil magic of

the foreigner.

Tablets hung on the Nikon Bashi, the " London Bridge " of Japan, from which all

distances are measured, inscribed with the following ominous enactment :
—

" The evil

sect, called Christian, is strictly prohibited. Suspicious persons should be reported
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to the proper officers, and rewards will be given. Human beings must carefully practise

the principles of the five social relations. Charity must be shown to widowers, widows,

orphans, the childless, and sick. There must be no such crimes as murder, arson, or

robbery."

Many of those who visited the missionaries as mquirers proved to be Government

^pies, who had been sent to discover their objects and to watch their movements.

Informers reported their daily acts and conversation. Anyone addressed by a foreigner

on religious topics was bound to report the conversation. One who is now a physician

at Kioto, became a servant in the house of Dr. Hepburn for the express purpose of

assassinating him, but, overcome by the, doctor's kindness, he abandoned his plot.

It was possible to do little more, during the decade from their first arrival till

the completion of the revolution, than to Hve within sight of the people, exert a

personal influence over them, and acquire their language.

It was no easy task to learn a language second only to Chinese in complexity,

especially when there was neither grammar nor dictionary to assist. To compose the

latter was the next duty—one congenial to Dr. Hepburn, who had, when in Amoy,
produced the standard dictionary of Chinese. Dr. Hepburn's Dictionary of Japanese,

finally perfected after twenty-seven years' labour, is now a monument of scholarship

and patience. Portions of Scripture were being translated, but meanwhile Chinese ver-

sions, to Japanese what Latin is to Englishmen, were circulated among the educated.

True, the sale of books was protected by a clause in the treaty to the effect that

:

" The Japanese shall be permitted to buy whatever the Americans have to sell."

Apparently this sanctioned the sale of Bibles. But another clause ran : "Americans

shall not do anything to excite religious aniioosity
;

" and under shelter of this

latter clause the officials strove to hamper the distribution of the Scriptures.

Missionaries, however, first reached the people by means of education. They
opened schools in their o-\vn houses, and won then- way to the people's confidence.

They gave instruction in English to the more ambitious and progressive Japanese

who carae to them. Theii- religion was considered pestilential, but their language was

the key to knowledge; and education became in Japan, what medical science has been

m Africa and India—the best instrument of the missionary. By means of it homes
and hearts were opened, and a safe standing ground obtained.

Gradually the animosity relaxed, the suspicion was allayed. It Avas foimd that

not all Cliristians were Jesuits; that Protestants as little as the Japanese themselves

approved of the methods of Xavier's disciples. A slowly growing confidence in

Protestantism was perceptible. Schools for teaching English were started in Yokohama
and Nagasaki, and were manned with missionaries as instructors. The story of

Nicodemus had now more frequently its Japanese parallel. From curiosity or from

a sincere longing for light, groups of young men visited the missionaries, under cover

of learning EngUsh, and read the Bible with them.

The first ten years of mission work was a period of preparation, and, indeed,

up till 1872, there were not ten converts to Christianity in all Japan. The time was

unfavourable; the revolution was in active progress during that same decade, and the
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fortunes of Mikado on one side, and Shogun on the otlier, absorbed and excited the

people, to the exclusion of religious interests. Social unrest and political change dis-

tracted the public mind. When the revolution, with the first decade of missions, closed,

the work achieved was easily summed up ; the language was learnt, grammars were

constructed, Hepburn's noble dictionary was prepared, portions of the Bible had been

translated, the instruction of a few schools was in the hands of missionaries, private

j)upils had been influenced, the system of espionage had been relaxed, the ditfereirce

between Protestant and Jesuit had been discovered. But the revolution did not at once

alter the criminal character of Christianity. Indeed, no sooner had the new Imperial

Government seized the reins than they re-enacted the anti-Christian edicts, posting

them afresh on the notice boards. Not only at the central Nihon Bridge, but in every

tovra and hamlet the people read the warning :

—

" With respect to the Christian sect, the existing prohibition must be strictly

observed. Evil sects are strictly forbidden."

For four years, from 1860 to 1864, the work had been heavily handicapped by the

American Civil War. So serious was the strain upon the finances of missionary societies,

that several of the Episcopal missionaries were forced to return to the United States

for a time. At the close of the Civil War, however, great enthusiasm was kindled, and

the missionary imagination of Christian society in America was fired by the story of a

young Japanese. The Rev. J. H. Ballagh, one of the most vigorous workers in Japan,

teUs how this youth of good family had been reading a book on geography written by

a missionary in Chinese, and was startled by one sentence :
" In the beginning God created

the heavens and the earth." God ! Who was that God ? Where was he to be found ?

Certainly not in Japan
;
perhaps in America, the home of the writer of the book. He

would go and see. To find this God he secretly escaped from the country at the peril

of his life (for the law still existed that forbade a native to leave Japan), made the

voyage to China in a trading vessel, and there embarked for Boston. But on arrival

he found himself in still greater perplexity :
" I came all the way to Boston," he said

in dismay to the captain of his steamer, " to find God, and there is no one to tell me."

The captain took him to the owner of the steamer, Mr. A. Hardy, a gentleman bear-

ing a Christian reputation, who took him to his residence, installed him m his

home as a son, and sent him to college. He soon knew and learnt to love the God

in search of whom he had crossed the ocean, and became a devout disciple of Christ.

In 1875 he returi;£d to Japan as a missionary, to tell his countrymen of the

true God. He went out in connection with the American Board of Conunissionei-s

(Congregationalist), but at the sole charge of the ship-o^vner who had received hun.

What work he accomplished, and is still conducting; how he founded a noble

Christian college, where he presides over hundreds of students; how he is leading

many to the God he sought and found, must be told later.

This incident woke the American churches to a new spirit of missionary enterprise,

and had large results in a few years, while another event occurred which brought help

from England. In 1866 a band of Christian people belongmg to various nationahties at

Yokohama, on the occasion of the world-wide Week of Prayer, had drawn up and
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published an address to Christian churches throughout the world, describing the growing

tolerance, the open schools, the widening doorways of Japan, and calling upon Christians

to pray and make ready for the occupation of the country. This appeal, through the

columns of the Church Missiunurij Intelligencer, reached and touched the heart of

one generous English Churchman, who sent an anonymous donation of £4,000 for a

mission to Japan. The Americans had thus far been alone in the field, but now British

churches were to join in the Christian campaign.

The Rev. G. Ensor has the honour of being the first English missionary to Japan.

He landed at Nagasaki immediately after the restoration of the Mikado, the removal of

the Government to Tokio, and the first State reception of foreign representatives. He
soon saw the situation when he was confronted with the Government notice confirniins:

the historic prohibition of the " evil sect." " I read those words," he says, " in Japanese,

and I realised at once that the :nissionary work in Japan was thenceforward to be one

of excessive difficulty. What were we to do ? I couldn't gather the little ones into the

Sunday-school, or stand and preach in the streets. The only opportunity I had was

simply to receive the visits of any inquirers who chose to come to me to my own

house ; and would a Japanese venture thus ? They did venture.

" Ere a month had passed, day by day, hour after hour, my house would be thronged

with Japanese visitors, all curious to know something about England and her science

<and art and progress, but, most of all, about her religion. Tliey knew that she was a

power among the nations, and believed that religion and power in a State are insepar-

able, ilore serious inquirers would wait till the darkness of night, and then steal

into m}^ house ; and we used to have the doors closed and the windows barred ; and

as I bade them farewell Avhen they left I scarce ever exjrjccted to see them again—for

I was informed that an officer had been specially appointed to keep watch at my gate."

It seemed as if the Rock of Martj'rs, which they had passed on entering the Bay

of Nagasaki, might still be used for its former purpose, when he saw hundreds of

Romanist Christians march past his house on their way to banishment. They belonged

to the remnant, three thousand strong in number, of the Jesuit Mission of two and a

half centuries ago, who had inherited the Romanist faith. One town near Naga was

almost emptied. Reports ran through the country of terrible cruelties which were

perpetrated on the exiles. Sir Harry Parkes interposed on their behalf, but was assured

by the Government that the reported cruelties were fabulous, and that their banishment

was the consequence of their disloyalty. How far this charge was justified we cannot

now discover, but probably these poor peasants, ignorant and " mixed in their faith," were

the victims of the traditional animosity of the Japanese to Jesuit Christianity. In

1873 they were brought back from their exile.

A man of the worst character, who had committed murder and had been outlawed

from his home and district as irretrievably degraded, paid a visit to Mr. Ensor with

.sinister designs. They were alone together. The missionary aroused the curiosity and

arrested the interest of the criminal by telling him the story of the Cross. Gradually

the fierce heart was captivated, and ere long the man who had come to entrap the

Christian became the devotee of Christ. Futugawa, the quondam murderer, devoted
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himself to the assistance of Mr. Ensor with his printing-press. But that was not the

end of his notable history'. One evening he was missing, and after three days' search

it was found that he had been put into prison, nominally for some small breach of

the law, but really because he had turned Christian. His friends strove to get his

release. But Mr. Ensor had to return to England invalided, and he never saw

Futugawa as^ain.

Three years after, however, a Japanese letter reached Mr. Ensor. " I knew the writing

:

it came from the Christian." It brought the news that he had been set at liberty; and

along with the letter came the journal which he had kept while in prison, telling

how he had been seized and thrust into a filthy den, with the roof studded with iron

spikes, and so low that it was impossible to stand upright. Here he remained for some

months, almost starved—for the little food which was given him was hardly fit to eat.

Sometimes he was led out from his own cell, with heavy chains upon his hands

and feet, to be examined by the magistrates, and sometimes he was put for a while

into the common prison with all the worst criminals, who mocked and sneered at

him.

" His friends could not get at him to help him, for he was twice removed from prison

to prison ; but he might, if he had chosen, have helped himself, for he was offered his

liberty and all that he wanted if only he would give up his religion
;

yet he would

not. At last a change came. Like Joseph, he found favour in the sight of the

keeper of the gaol, and by-and-by, though still a prisoner himself, he was set

over the other prisoners, and made the keeper of the dungeon. He began to speak

to those around him of the Saviour for whose sake he was bound and incarcerated.

The magistrates as Avell as the prisoners listened to him, and treated him with

great kindness ; so, like St. Paul at Rome, he preached Christ from his prison, and

Mr. Ensor tells us that, during the three years of his imprisonment, ' there were

between seven and eight hundred men who heard from him the Gospel, and out of

these not fewer than seventy or eighty began themselves to study the Word of God.'

"At last he was set free. He went back first of all to Nagasaki, and has now

gone to live at Tokio, the capital. There he may often be seen, preaching openly in

the streets of the city, as before he used to preach in the prison : no less earnest a

worker for Christ now, in the days of his freedom, than when he was 'an ambassador

in bonds ' for the sake of the Gospel."*

The perils of inquirers as well as the perils of the missionary are reflected in

another story of Mr. Ensor's pioneer work

—

"I was sitting by myself in my study, and heard in the darkness a knock at the

door. I went myself to answer it, and, standing between the palm-trees of my gate,

I saw the dark figure of an armed Japanese. He paused a moment, and I beckoned

to him to enter ; he came in and sat down, and I asked him what his business was.

He replied, 'A few days ago I had a copy of the Bible in my hands, and I wish to

be a Christian.' I said, ' Are you a stranger in these parts ? Don't you know that

thousands of your people are being detained as prisoners for this ?
' ' Yes,' he said, ' I

• " Heralds of the Cross."
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know. Last night I came to your gate, and as I stood there, thinking of the terrible

step I was about to take, fear overpowered me, and I returned. But there stood by me

TOKIO IN WINTER.

in the night one who came to me in my dreams, and said I was to go to the house

of the missionary and nothing would happen to me, and I have come.' And, drawing

his long sword, he held it up to me in a form signifying the Japanese oath, and pro-

.mised that he would ever keep true to me, and I received him."

The first Protestant C'hristian convert was Vano Riu, who had been engaged as
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teacher to one of the missionaries. The next were two brothers, officials under a,

Japanese Prince. The story of their conversion is worth recording. It tells how " an

English pocket Testament which had been dropped overboard from one of the ships-

of the English fleet which visited Japan in 185-4, came into the hands of the elder

brother, Wakasa by name, and on learning that there was a Chinese translation of it,

he procured a copy and began to study it." The younger brother and three friends

read it and became interested, and sought instruction from Dr. Yerbeck. Their official

duties jjrevented them from personally visiting the missionarj^ but books were supplied,

and " two messengers were employed in going regularly to and fro between teacher and

pupils—a two days' jouniey each way," with questions from the brothers and explana-

tions from the missionary. In May, 186G, they were baptised.

A generous action on the part of American Christians created a favourable im-

pression in Japan. During the revolution, Japanese students in America were unable

to get remittances from home, and a few kindly Christians belonging to the Dutch

Reformed Church generously supplied them with funds. This conduct was highly

appreciated by the Japanese authorities. On returning home in 1872, Iwakura and

Okubo, members of the first great embassy, wrote a letter to Dr. Ferris, containing

the following passage :

—

" The generous conduct exhibited by yourself and other gentlemen m this instance,

as well as in all matters of educational mterest pertaining to the Japanese youth,

will do more to correct this impression (that 'foreign nations did not entertain

kindly feelings toward our people '), and will do more to cement the friendly relations

of the two countries, than all other influences combined."

The year 1872, the date of the abolition of feudalism, marks the opening of a

new epoch in the career of Japan. The nation woke up from a trance, and began to

welcome with avidity all the products of Western civilisation. Thirteen years' contact

mth missionaries, diplomatists, and merchants, had broken doAvn many a wall of pre-

judice, had taught them the advantage of intercourse with foreign nations, had de-

monstrated the intimate connection between Christianity and civilisation, between

Christian missions and the enlightenment and education of the people.

Large reinforcements were made to the missionary staft'. The first representative

of the American Board, a society whose agents were yet to take a large and honour-

able share in evangelising Japan, had arrived in 1869. He and Mr. Ensor were the

only additions which had been made since the first band of workers had entered ten

years before. Two years later, three ladies connected with the Women's Union

Missionary Society of America landed at Yokohama, and, within a year, had estab-

lished the " Mission Home," which was destined to do much for the cause of female

education and the elevation of woman. In 1873, the Society for the Propagation of

the Gospel sent out the Rev. AY. B. Wright and the Rev. A. C. Shaw. The American

Methodist Episcopal, and the Methodist Episcopal Church of Canada, and a year

later the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland, entered the field. The Cliurch

Missionary Society strengthened its mission by sending the Rev. C. F. Warren to

Osaka, the Rev. J. Piper to Tokio, the Rev. W. Dening to Hakodate, Rev. H.
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Evington and Rev. H. (now Archdeacon) Maundrell to Nagasaki. It was not till

1883 that an English Bishop (Bishop Poole) was appointed ; meanwhile Bishop Burden

of China and Bishop Williams supervised the Episcopal missions. Within tour years

of this new awakening of 1872, there were fourteen missionary societies represented by

about one hundred missionaries in the field. Of these the largest number were American.

Japan had been opened by the United States' ironclads, and the place of honour and

prominence in missionary work has been held from the beginning by American Societies,

The first Christian (Protestant) congregation was gathered under Mr, Ballagh in

Yokohama in March, 1872, the membership consisting of ten people, eight of them young

men recently baptised. It took the name " The Church of Christ in Japan," adopted

a simple evangelical creed, and organised a system of government by pastor and elders,

representing and chosen by the people. From this small beginning grew one of the

strongest Christian communities in the country, the " Union Church of Christ in

Japan."

Ere long a church was erected on the little historic islet, Deshima, Nagasaki, on

which, two centuries before, those accused of being Christians had been compelled to

trample on the Cross, and where also the few privileged Hollanders lived their hernait

life.

A significant step was taken in 1873 by the Government. The edicts against

Christianity were removed from the notice boards. The prohibition of the " evil sect

"

was not repealed, any niore than the laws against murder, arson, or robbery, which

also were taken down, were withdrawn. Officers were appointed to warn the people

against supposing that the law was changed because the notices were no longer ex-

hibited as formerly. " But in spite of these explanations, the people soon began to

regard what had been done as equivalent to a repeal of the obnoxious edicts ; and

the Government, who were undoubtedly anxious to avoid offending the Christian

sentiment of Western nations, were not averse to such a construction being put upon

their action, and were better able to ignore breaches of the law when its existence was

less conspicuous."

Preaching was now ojjenly conducted in and around the Treaty ports. Churches

were built at first only within the foreign concessions, but ere long in the main streets

also, although in the latter case the building was required by Japanese law to be

held in the name of a Japanese subject. Only those foreigners who held Govern-

incnt appointments could live outside the concession, and this restriction prevented

the missionaries from living among the jjeople and getting into close contact with

them, although some overcame this difficulty by teaching in public or private schools

under Government sanction, and thus gained the rights of residence which were

enjoyed by Government employes. Others took engagements under commercial com-

panies : their extra-mural time they devoted to direct missionary work, and in many cases

their best converts came from these schools.

Each year as it came, between 1872 and 1877, witnessed more and still more

intense missionary activity. The Christians' opportunity had come, and they used it.

The general ability to read and write—over 70 per cent, of the population had received
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an elementary education—gave the missionary to Japan a great advantage over those

in many other tields. Evangehstic work was extensively cai'ried on. Under the pro-

tection of a passport for travel, tours were made into the interior, groups of casual

listeners were addressed at the tea-houses by the way, and little congregations were

collected in the inns at night ; stations were formed in the neighbourhood ot the

Treaty ports ; the "Je;us-doetriue" was carried by the converts to their own villages and

homes, and the rising Christian churches became Andrew-and-Philip Societies—each

brought brother or friend to hear the stoiy of the Crucitied.

It would form a romantic and heroic history could we construct the "book of

golden deeds" in the spread of the glad tidings. One devoted Christian, a widow of

Osaka, became a shampooer, not in order to earn a living for herself and her daughters

so much as to get large opportunities of telling the story of divine love. In the inns

and homes where she found employment, she stirred up an interest in the Christian's

(iospel, and at least one instance of her success became public when a young medical

man and his wife were led to become tirst inquirers, and soon communicants, through

her work as a missionary shampooer.

Nakamura, the lirst of Archdeacon Maundrell's converts at Nagasaki, brought

from Kumamoto three of his Samurai friends, who entered the Nagasaki police for

the sole purpose of learning the Christian faith, and within a year all sought and

received baptism.

The Careys, American missionaries at Okaj-ama, tell of a father who, in his de-

termination that his son shoukl not carry out his intention of becoming a Kiristan,

had compelled him to become a monk. But a Christian colporteur met him in the

course of his tour, and learnt from this young monk's lips that he was not so un-

fortunate after all, as in the monastery there was a weU-tilled library, which contained

a Bible and other Christian books such as his father had put out of his waj''.

It is told that the governor of a certain prison had a portion of a New
Testament given to him, but not caring to examine its contents, he j^assed it on to one

of the prisoners. Some time afterwards a fire broke out in the cells. But none of the

hundred prisoners took the opportunity to escape from custod}-, and, instead, rendered

what help they could in putting out the fire. Their conduct puzzled the governor.

He made inquiries, and found that the man to whom he had handed the Scripture

had become an earnest Christian. What he had found for himself he strove to

share with his fellow prisoners. Such was the effect of his story that, following the

example of Paul and Silas in their dungeon at Philippi, they did not take their

libert}^ Thus Scripture is fuliilling itself in every generation and in every land. Paul

in his shipwreck at Malta has his Japanese parallel.

Christians began to draw together into social circles. Domestic Hfe became sweeter

and purer ; many a wife was won to belief, through the change which the " Jesus-

doctrine " had wrought in her husband's treatment of her. The hearts of men ,were

turned to each other with new feelings. The Peacemaker stilled revenge, and taught

men how to forgive.

About twenty-five years ago, according to a recent issue of an American Missionary
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Eevieu', a native of Japan, not known by name to modem history, conceived

tlie idea that for his country to open her gates to Occidental civiHsation would be

a benefit and blessing, and, with the prophetic foresight of a practical patriot and
statesman, he dared publicly to advocate the abandonment of the exclusive policy

hitherto pursued by his nation. For such advocacy he became so obnoxious to his

countrymen that it was resolved to put an end to his influence by putting an

end to his life. On a great festival day, when Japanese came from all quar-

ters to do honour to the gods of the kingdom, three bands prepared to waylay

him : he escaped the first, but fell into the hands of the second and perished.

Very recently, a native pastor was celebrating the Lord's Supper in one of

the Christian churches of the island empire. He was a relative of that murdered

man, who was the first modern martyr to his country's advancement. In the con-

gregation an old man arose and begged to be heard. He said, " I am one of those

who murdered that man, twenty-five years ago, and I want to confess my part in

that crime." The young pastor said, '' By all the ancient customs of Japan, I am
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bound to avenge that blood-feud by plunging my dagger into the thi'oat of the man
who was the :nurderer of my relative. But Christ's blood reconciles all blood-feuds,

and in Christ's name I wish to extend to this brother the right hand of fellowship.'"

What a scene was that to betoken the change which twenty-iive j-ears had brought

!

At intervals in the streets, lamps hung above little Christian churches bearing on

opposite sides the invitation to enter and hear the Yesio-no-michi. Withm squatted

the congregation on the matted floor, while curious crowds blocked the doorway.

The Japanese are, to use Dr. Maclay's crisp language, " champion listeners. They

wear an ordinary man out. They are insatiate. They come three or four times a.

day, urging a continuance of the speech. I laiew one missionary who began at four

o'clock in the afternoon, and when he was exhausted his native helj^ers carried on the

exhortation until nine o'clock at night. Of course sennonising is not resorted to.

Simply the barest recital of the life, the work, the agony of our Redeemer seems to

chain their attention. The people then disperse. Very few of them, jJei'haps, will be

baptised. But curiosity has been awakened to know about this extraordinar}^ religion ;.

books are bought ; and when the missionary makes his next visit he will find a number

of earnest inquirers after the truth."

Liberal Buddhists were on rare occasions found, who permitted the missionary to

preach in their temples, where the new sensation drew large audiences, among whom
were leading native officials. Students wrote home from EurojDe or America reporting

what they saw of the Christian religion in its own home. One wrote from the States-

giving it as his impression that sooner or later it must become the religion of Japan.

What was the later history of this student is not recorded, but his correspondent in

Japan, Mr. Nakanishi, was deeply impressed by the contents of the letter, and,,

although a Buddhist of the straitest sect, ere long saw one duty clear, that he

should rid his house of idols. He did so, leaving only the ancestral tablets. A
Christian print came into his hands which helped him to determine that he would

seek out the missionary, who found that not only had he renounced the worst half

of his Buddhism, but Avas already worshipping the true God according to his light.

His soon became a Christian home and family.

Some were " mixed in their faith." A curious case of the excrescences of a

purely home-grown faith is given in a recent Qiurch Missionary Society Report :

—

" This man is forty-nine years of age, and very peculiar. Seven or eight years

ago he was a policeman, and afterwards became ' kocho ' (head of the village). "Whilst

kocho he bought a copy of the Xew Testament in Chinese, with diacritical marks to

assist in the reading, and by degrees perceived that he ought to worship Christ.

From this time he gave up his whole time to the study of the Scriptures, and,

finally (dreadful to relate), placing bread and spirit upon a shelf after assembling his

family, brake the bread and said, 'This is Christ's flesh,' then, taking the wine, he

said, ' This is Christ's blood.' He then caused his family to eat and drink. He
punished his wife because she did not believe in the true God, and told her that

such as she were unfit to live ; she ought rather to have a miU-stone tied to her

neck and be drowned. For five years he gave up his work and made the reading of
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Scripture and praj-er his duty ; latterly, however, he has perceived his mistakes and

grieved over them, and has received baptism."

Scarcely less curious is the way in which Father Nicholas, the head of the

Russian mission in Tokio, celebrates the comnuuiion. A large bowl of rice with a

broad cross traced out on it in Japanese tea is brought in. After a short special

liturgy, communicants receive the rice and tea—^the two staple products of the

country—which they take and mix together with their fingers into a ball.

There were open minds among the priests and people, and stories arc told of men

who, beginning the study of Christianity with the view of assailing it as a pernicious

falsehood, became devout believers in it. A Buddhist priest in the north of Japan, by

name Yohoi, was called to some ecclesiastical assembly at his headquarters, Niigata. A
discussion sprang up among the priests as to the best methods of attacking the Christian

relio'ion. Mr. Yohoi contended that to attack it successfully, they must first study its

doctrines. To practise his own advice, he bought a New Testament in Chinese imme-

diately upon leaving the conference. He even went to see a missionary, and became

convinced, not that Christianity was true, but that it was not an " evil sect." At a sub-

sequent meeting of the same assembly the same question was again discussed. Mr. Yokoi

ursed them to zealous effort on behalf of their own religion. That was the sure means

of defeating the invading rival. He declared that many of the priests were immoral,

and that they did not know their own religion. He would advise that a clean

sweep be made of all the priests in the country ; that then a fresh start should be

made ; that the people should make choice of those pure and learned enough to be

their religious guides : otherwise Buddhism would inevitably proceed on its course of

decline. The other priests taunted him with being himself a Christian in secret and

the enemy of Buddhism. A few days later he handed in a written statement to the

chief priest informing him that, as his advice had been despised, he would no longer

serve under him. Returning to his northern temple, he resigned his charge, with the

intention of going to Tokio. Some of his people laid hands on almost all his goods

in the hope of forcibly detaining him. He set out for the ca]>ital, travelling 180 miles

on foot. In Tokio he became acquainted with a Scotch missionary, Mr. Davidson,

through an aged doctor, who directed Mr. Yohoi to him as likely to satisfy him.

He lived, with some other Japanese, in Mr. Davidson's house, not in the hope of

becoming a Christian, but secretly with the intention of becoming the better qualified

to attack Christianity. It was when he read the Ten Commandments and saw how

pure the lives of Christian people were, that he was filled with a dread of the Supreme

Being. His vision of his sins was so startling that he despaired of himself, and pro-

posed to cease the study of religion. But one day when reading the Bible he came

upon the passage—"Come unto Me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I

will give you rest. Take My yoke upon you and learn of Me, for I am meek and

lowly in heart, and ye shall find rest unto your souls." He read those words ten

times the same evening, and Avhen he retired he had them off by heart. That night

the priest could not sleep ; he could see nothing but the words of Christ ; and that

night he ever after looked back upon as his birth hour as a Christian.
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There were, of course, numerous drawbacks. While Christianity was tacitly tolerated

by the Government, local officials intimidated and browbeat converts. Two Christians

were spirited away and never heard of more. At Nagasaki an anti-Christian Society

was organised from truly heterogeneous elements—Buddhists, Confucianists, Shintoists,

NATIVE JAPANESE SCHOOL.

Materialists, and Freethinkers, who combined to defeat the missionary. Some of the

converts fell back ; a few defamed their profession by immorality ; in two congrega-

tions divisions arose, but, happily, were afterwards healed. But the chaff was trifling

when compared with the wheat.

The Press was openly discussing the merits of Christianity, and familiarising the

people with its claims. Some papers assailed it ; many recommended inditierent

toleration of it and of all religions. A few, while personally neutral, could not conceal

from themselves that " the entrance of Christianity is the natural outcome of time." One
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wrote :
" There is nothing better than Christianity to aid in the advancement of the

world, but there are sects which are injurious as well as sects that are beneficial. The

best mode, therefore, of advancing our country is to introduce the most free and

enlightened form of Christianity, and have it diffused among the people."

Splendid service to the Christian cause was done by several Englishmen and Americans

who held Government appointments in Japan. In 1871, Mr., now Rev. Dr. W. E.

GrifBs, who afterwards wrote the best book on " The Mikado's Empire," was called to

fill the post of lecturer on science in a college containing SOO students at Fukui,

an inland town, where he was in frequent contact with a leading Uaimio. Mr. Grifiis was

succeeded by Mr. E. Warren Clark, who, in his " Life and Adventures in Japan,"

tells us he was asked to sign an agreement, by which he would be prohibited from

teaching the Christian religion throughout the three years of his appointment. Friends

pi'essed him to submit ; his Japanese interpreter advised him to accept and afterwai'ds

ignore the clause. He had spent all his means in travelling to Japan. Should he sign,

or sacrifice the post ? He refused to comply with the condition, and wrote to the Govern-

ment :
" It is impossible, for a Christian to dwell for three years among a Pagan people,

and yet keep entire silence on the subject nearest his heart." The Government sur-

rendered, and Air. Clark opened a Bible class for students the very first Sunday after

his engagement connnenced. Upon his transfer to the Imperial College at Tokio some

years later, he followed the same policy, conducting three Bible classes every Sunday.

Professor W. G. Dixon, of the Imperial College, and afterwards author of the

" Land of the Jlorning," rendered service a few years later in the same way. Captain

James, a teacher at a colleofo at Kumamoto, in Kiushiu, was the means of leadincr a

fine body of young men to Christ, of whom more than thirty joined the Christian

College at Kioto at once, in 1876, and were subsequently received into the Christian

Church in that city. About a dozen of this number completed their theological course in

1879—extending over three years—and are now engaged in educational, pastoral,

evangelistic, and literary work.
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School—Union College—Model Farms and Agricultural College—Mr. Warren Clark—Dr. Verbeck—"The
Text-book of English "—Female Education—A Japanese Girtou and Newnham—Home Relations—Social

Pi'ogress—Vice—Young Men's Christian Associations—Liberty of Conscience—Amalgamation of Churches

—

Bible Translation—Revival without Extravagance—The Evangelical Alliance—Dr. Hepburn— Christian

Literature—Sunday—.i National Church Wanted— Change in Native Religions—Buddhists on the Defence
—Japanese Students in England—A Testimony to Christianity—Agnosticism—A New Religion—A Strange
Benediction—The Russo-Greek and Roman Catholic Churches.

r
I

"iHE Gospel of Medicine entered Jajjan in company with the Gospel of Grace. Dr.

-*- Hepburn was the first medical missionary to that country. He opened a dispensary

forthwith, where, for many years he prescribed for thousands of applicants from
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all parts of the countr}^ He gave clinical instruction to numerons pupils, some of

whom have since reached distinction in their profession. Dr. Simmons arrived a

fortnight later, and helped to establish the State Hospital. Other medical men followed,

and dispensaries and hospitals were opened at the leading ports.

Dr. Berry, of the American Board, soon after his arrival in 1872, was appointed

to the Medical Directorship of the Government Hospital at Kobe, and had also a

large share in establishing a hospital and a number of dispensaries withui a radius of

twenty miles of that treaty port. He was successful in enlisting the interest and

co-operation of native medical men. Visiting country towns, he met the doctors, gave

advice on their difficult cases, and instructed them on medical matters, until he had a

hundred and twenty physicians under his medical instruction and missionary influence.

He has since then started a hospital for the training of Christian Japanese nurses. Dr.

Banning began dispensar}^ work in Osaka, and has recently erected excellent buildings

called St. Barnabas Hospital.

In 1S70 a petition Avas presented to the Government urging the advantages that

would accrue from the employment of foreign physicians as professors, and recom-

mending that German doctors should be invited to teach in their medical colleges and

schools. The petition had its effect ; twelve students were sent to Germany to

study medicine
; next year two Prussian doctors arrived, and other eminent Germans

joined the faculty, and by 1875, twenty-five foreign surgeons were engaged in Govern-

ment hospitals and schools. Years before that date, an Institution for Vaccination had

been formed, which passed through various stages of growth, and finally became part

of the Imperial University of Tokio.

All medical and sanitary matters were in 1873 placed imdcr the conti'ol of a

.sanitary bureau under the Home Department. Bocal sanitary officers were appointed

throughout the country, whose duty it was to inspect water supplies, the sanitary

condition of houses and drainage, to inspect the manufacture of drugs, and prevent the

adulteration of food. Every medical man must now undergo a regular course of train-

ing in the usual subjects, and must hold a licence from the Government before

practising. Should any grave misdemeanour be proved against him, his licence may
be revoked. Women may now practise medicine, and two are reported to have

recently qualified with excellent diplomas. Every year the number who practise the

old—the Chinese—system of medicine is diminishing, and it will soon disappear. In

the 31 medical schools and 044 hospitals, Western science and Western methods are

firmly established.

The humane and philanthropic sides of the medical profession have been culti-

vated, quite in the spirit of Christian nations. The " Society of Universal Bove " was

organised during the Satsuma rebellion, with the object, in common with the Red

Cross Society in England, of caring for the wounded in times of war. Indeed, the

Japanese Red Cross Society has become a widely beneficent medical and charitable

institution. The " Badies' Benevolent Society," with Countess Oyama as president, has

rendered valuable assistance in charity hospitals, and it numbers among its members

many ladies of the highest rank. There is even a Japanese Society of Health.
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According to its printed report, it owes its origin to a few gentlemen, mostly

medical men, who felt the pressing necessity for the general diffusion of sanitary

knowledge in Japan. Within the first year of its existence, its membership reached

nearly five thousand. These societies and institutions are all conceived in the

spirit of the Great Physician, and, although not directly the fruit of allegiance to

Him, are borrowed from nations who.se life has been shaped by Him.

Japan has from the first travelled forward along the line of education. The

prominence given to that subject by the earliest missionaries has been accorded to it

throughout. They manned its first schools ; they taught its ambitious sons ; they

became the synonym for enlightenment and knowledge. It was not long till almost

every mission had its educational institutions, and found them repeatedly requiring

enlargement. These beginnings have been crowned with great results and notable

expansion during the last decade.

The indefatigable Fukuzawa, the early advocate of Western civilisation, the

Japanese " of light and leading," had founded a school in Tokio. He was willing to

gather for his fellow countrymen the rich fi-uits of Christianity from the West, although

he had then no mind for that religion itself He will figure later as a leading

lecturer against C^hristianity. Yet, strange to say, his great school was entrusted to

the educational charge of a missionary. The Rev. A. Lloyd, a Cambridge Fellow, and

distmguished classic, who went out first to join the staff' of the Society for the Pro-

pagation of the Gospel, was soon recognised by the Government as an educational

expert, and was entrusted with the entire charge of Fukuzawa's school, ^vith its GOO or

700 pupils. He has raised it to a position of eminence, and manned it with Chris-

tian teachers, some of them missionaries like himself Following the same polic}^ he has

succeeded in getting not a few Christian masters into Government and municipal schools.

More recently still, an application has come from the Xaval College at Yokosfdca

for a missionary to teach English and Christianitj^ accompanied by the offer of a

salary almost equal to that of a missionary 1

The Christian Collegiate and Theological School at Kioto has been a signal

success. Begun in 1875 by the Japanese who had gone to America iir search of the

God named in a book of geograph)-, it has advanced by strides, until now it has, in

all its departments, about 400 students. Of these, the majority above a certain age

are Christians, most of whom have adopted that faith since they entered the school.

Each term, long lists may be seen of boys who are applying for baptism. During the

school year ending March, 1S88, eighty-two had thus publicly professed their accept-

ance of Christian truth. One of the young men was a son of one of the most

famous men in Japan. A visitor may attend service in the College Chapel, and join

with between three and four hundred scholars in their Christian worship ; and he

may make the round of eight detached buildings for boarders, of lecture-rooms,

library, and gymnasium.

This institution appears all the more remarkable, when, from its grounds, you

look over on the adjoining palace of the august ilikado—a powerful Christian College

bordering on the sacred precincts of the ancient Imperial court and temples

!
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Mr. Niishima, referred to above, who possesses great influence with his students

as a man of cuhure and scholarshijD, of Christian character and gentle manner, is

President of the College. It is in the hands of a Japanese Company, called "Do-

shisha," " The One Endeavour Society," but is practically under the supervision of the

American (Congregational) Board. Here young lads may receive a scientific, literary,

or theological education, and may be prepared for any civil or sacred calling. From its

curriculum many native Christians have gone out into aU parts of the country to

become pastors, evangelists, and teachers.

Years ago a school for boys and girls was opened in Yokohama; now the boys'

department has been removed to Tokio, and has become the Union College with 300

students, under the care of Dr. Hepburn—the missionary, be it remembered, who

landed, past mid-life, in Japan, ready to be tortured to death or driven out.

The Colonisation Department of the Government had planted a model farm and

centre of operations at Sapporo, in Yezo, the northern island, and had instituted an

Agricultural College for the education of students in English, agriculture, and engineer-

ing. The Government placed the College under the superintendence of Mr. Warren

Clark already mentioned. He enlisted the interest and won the confidence of the

students in a Avonderful degree by his devotion to their advancement, by his skill in

developing the College, and by entering into their student life with enthusiasm. H&
conducted them on exploring expeditions, gave them an example of courage and

coolness, braved dangers and discomforts, and evoked the manliness and contempt for

difficulties which good colonists require. He held the principalship for only a year:

yet so potent was his influence as a man, so strongly did his work as a president

commend his teaching as a Christian, that the most intelligent portion of the College

became followers of his Master. He opened his classes with Scripture and praj-er,

and preached every Sunday, besides importing Christian conceptions into much of

his instruction. The Japanese authorities remonstrated with him, and told him ta

teach morality. In reply, he held up the Bible, saying, "If I teach morality,,

here is my text-book." Many young men owe their Christian faith to his instru-

mentality.

A similar, although not Government, agricultural college was established near

Tokio by a Christian Japanese of excellent social position and influence, Mr. Tsuda.

A Professor in the Imperial College of Engineering, Mr. Dixon, tells how he was invited

to give Sunday lectures to the students, all of whom were of good social standing, one

a son of a Minister of State. A large number had their prejudices removed, and a

tenth part of those who attended contemplated asking for baptism when Mr. Dixon

left. Upon the occasion of his leave-taking, one of the ablest students—who had

been among the most virulent assailants of Christianity—arose and, amid not a little

emotion, read an address of enthusiastic "ratitude.

One of the greatest statesmen of New Japan, Iwakura, sent his sons to study under

Dr. Verbeck, an eminent missionary who afterwards was decorated by the Mikad©

with the Order of the Rising Sun. This high honour Avas conferred on him for the

services he had rendered to the cause of education, and as Principal of the Imperial
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University. Even the ex-Shogxin became partial patron of a high school, at which

the principal read and explained the Bible to the pupils.

Still more remarkable: in the "i-eat Buddhist school and collegre at Kioto, orgranised

on Western lines, with tine foreign buildings, with two hundred students enjoymg a

liberal education, the New Testament is studied as the text-book of English. Let one

control the education of a people, and he may make either its songs or its laws who

will. The education of Young Japan has been given to Christian representatives, and

already this fact has told.

Female education, as a new movement, is perhaps the most remarkable example

of this fact. The earliest missionaries were loyal statesmen as well as preachers. They

saw that Western civilisation would never take firm root in Japan unless it were planted

and fostered in the homes of the people, and as female education was the siu-e way to that

result. Christian schools for girls were accordingly planted by every mission. The Fei-ris

Seminary, an example at Yokohama, has outgrown its limits. Several similar institu-

tions at Osaka, the Venice of Japan, draw numerous pupils and boarders, one of these

having altogether two himdred and sixty scholars. Others—American Reformed and

Episcopal—at Nagasaki, Kobe, and Hakodate, touch large circles of female society. The

Society for Promoting Female Education in the East has established one of its institu-

tions at Osaka with success.

Japan has now its Girton and Newnham—for the higher education of woman has

become the foremost social question of the daj'. Its Girton was organised by several

University jii'ofessors, who enlisted the sympathy of the chief Ministers of the Govern-

ment and of wealthy merchants in their scheme for a large and high-class ladies'

college. The Government placed a commodious house at the disposal of the college until

the permanent buildings should be erected. A hundred thousand dollars were ere

long subscribed. The Prime Minister, Count Ito, drew up a minute outlining the

basis on which it was to be constituted. The college is nominally a secular institu-

tion—educational, not missionarj'—yet its promoters desired that the entire

direction of its teaching and boarding arrangements should be put into the hands of

Christian ladies. Within the official school hours. Christian teaching is disallowed

;

but the staff of teachers are understood to teach from the Christian standpoint.

After the official hours of study. Christian work may be done. Thus Christian ladies-

come into intimate relations with the Japanese women of the upper classes.

A similar institution, the Newnham of Japan, has been planted at Osaka, with

the Governor of the city as its president, and over a hundred lady students of good

social standing. They are taught not only English, etc., but all practical domestic

accomplishments, not excluding needlework and cooking. The latter has become a

highly necessaiy accomplishment, now that so many husbands have at least one English

meal per daj-, and have to resort to a public restaurant to get it. The ladies who
attend such an institution no longer blacken their teeth or shave off their eye-brows.

A committee composed of Japanese and foreigners manage the afiairs of the institu-

tion
; but its instruction and methods of work are committed to the hands of English

and American ladies. The movement has become a contagious epidemic. Native
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female schools and female normal traininsf colleges have arisen, begun under the

especial patronage of the Empress. Her Majesty intimated her desire " to contribute

the sum of tive thousand yen from her private purse for the purpose of promoting

the education of her sex in the empire."

One such school is described by Dr. Fleming Stevenson—" attended by about three

hundred girls of noble family. The education was excellent. The pupils would certainly

be the better daughters and wives by the various plain work and embroidery that

they were taught ; and the conductors, with an eye to profit, had taken a small

contract for army clothing. It was curious to watch the importance attached to the

lessons in etiquette, for a young lady is thoroughly trained here in the elaborate cere-

monies of good society ; and the entrance of a visitor, the mysteries of afternoon tea,

the respect to superiors, and the conduct of meals, were being taught to a class in one

room with as much gravity as history and classical literature in another. It was also

curious to find in the English section 'The Assyrian came down like a wolf on the

fold,' and some of our hymns, written out by these girls as English compositions, and

in a fair, even hand."

By such means Japanese ladies are acquiring practical skill in conducting domestic

affairs, and, still more, a purer moral tone and loftier ideals of home life. " The

religion of the home-maker, and the children-lover, and the woman-exalter, is mighty

to save the Japanese mother, and must be potent to purify and exalt the Japanese

home. Of all the branches of missionary labour in Japan, none is of greater import-

ance, or more hopeful of sure results, permanent and far-reaching in its influence, than

the work of Christian women for women in Japan."

The elevation of women is being accelerated by other causes as well. Fifty lady

missionaries are engaged among the women of Japan, either in schools, hospitals, or in

domestic visitation. Christian natives are now bringing their bi-ides to Christian

churches, where they are married with Christian rites, and on Christian terms of

mutual affection. Japanese ftimilies sit together in Christian churches, the mother

and her childi'en ranged beside the father. When we recall that a husband owned his

wife as property, could divorce her for disobedience to her mother-in-law, for jealousy

of other women's clothes, for barrenness, or for talking too much, and could have

concubines at will, we see that Christian civilisation has already done much for

woman.

Social progress has been rapid in other directions. In a land where sake is freely

imbibed, temperance work is needed, and is being prosecuted as part of Christian enter-

prise. A worse evil meets the Christian philanthropist, in the vice that has long eaten

away the vigour of the race. The veteran Dr. Hepburn declares that the Japanese

are lower in point of virtue than the Chinese, among whom ho lived and worked for

over twenty years, and immeasurably lower than the lowest masses in Xew York.

One half of the people are sufferers from their o^vn or their fathers' sins. Emissaries

from Japan unhappily found, in Christian countries, not only models of education,

but, as they believed, models of hygiene, and these observations induced and enabled

them to systematise their own Contagious Diseases' Acts. The tide of feeling is
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already beginning to turn. The Japanese Evangelical Alliance in 18S7 sent to the

Government a petition for the removal of the blot ; and, within a few weeks, at

BUDDHIST PRIEST AND HIS PUPILS.

an important meeting of Japanese physicians held at the Grand Hotel at Yokohama,

this resolution was heartily adopted. The same medical meeting, in view of existmg

social perils, recommended that the daughters of Japan should be j^laced in Christian

schools. It is a sign and a prophecy, when educated native physicians publicly connect

disease with sin, and the cure of sin with Cliristianity.

Strict discipline has been exercised in the Christian churches, wisely, in view of
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the moral condition of the people. In a case of a penitent pastor under discussion

in a Presbyterian Church court, the native members were the foremost in the refusal

to restore any such oti'ender to office.

Already Young Men's Christian Associations are springing into existence and

influence, and are being adapted to Japanese needs. A magnificent hall has been

erected in Osaka, the necessary cost being

defrayed by Japanese Christians and by Young

Men's Christian Associations in England and

America. It seats about 1,500 people, and the

first week of 18S7 saw it fully occupied during

the meetings of the Evangelical Alliance.

Liberty of conscience has been recognised

by the Government as a necessary factor of

progress. Prior to 1SS4 every citizen required

to register himself as either Buddhist or Shin-

toist, and every burial must be conducted

according to the rites of the one or the other

sect. In 1875 an American missionary at Tokio

had buried a convert with Christian rites. Two

native Christians, who had taken part in the

ceremony, were brought before the courts, repri-

manded, and threatened with fine. In many

cases the cemeteries were in Buddhist grounds,

and the priests refused burial. In the case of

some who were more liberal-minded, permission

was granted, the fee was exacted, and the priests

absented themselves. In 1884 a notification

was issued by the Government abolishing all religious distinction with reference to

burial and registration, and announcing that pidjlic cemeteries should be provided avail-

able for people of all creeds. Keligious liberty had been won, the rights of conscience

Yindicated.

This act did more: it completed religious equalitj' among the sects. For this

had been the only remaining distinction. The State Church had already been dis-

established. At the revolution the Shinto faith—which amounted to i-everence for

the Mikado, the Son of Heaven, and for all parentage and authority—had risen into

power along with the Imperial cause. A department of religion had been organised
;

but the influx of Western ideas in a few years changed the views of the Government.

The department of religion was abolished ; the Shinto priests were disendowed, receiv-

ing pensions in lieu of their former revenues. These pensions were to cease after

twenty years ; and some comnuited and adopted a secular business. In 1884 the last

strand that connected the State was cut, and Church and Shintoists, Buddhists and

Christians, were alike self-governing and self-supporting.

Seldom have these ends been reached without protracted warfare and plentiful

GIEL SCHOLARS.
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bloodshed. Japan would have carried the conflict through long generations, had it

not been that Western nations handed them a national polity, in which the question

was already settled, liberty of conscience already granted. The highest credit, how-

ever, belongs to a nation accepting so wisely the experience of other nations.

The churches had been taking forward movements of great importance during all

these years, and in no mission field has there been such extensive amalgamation of

churches. Alliances, conferences, and unions stand forth prominently in the history of

the last decade. As early as 186 6 wc hear of an Evangelical Alliance having been

gathered, which in 1887 held its sixteenth meeting. Composed of delegates from all

Christian churches in Japan, on this occasion nearly 1,200 celebrated the Lord's

Supper together. A native Evangelical Alliance—the Friendly or Harmony Association

—was formed for the purpose of promoting brotherly feeling, discussing questions of

common interest, securing uniformity of action in common work, and taking common

action in public movements.

A great conference of missionaries took place in 1878, at which united action

was taken in the matter of Bible translation. A second, and still greater, conference

assembled in 1883, rejiresenting fifteen missionaiy and two Bible Societies, and composed

of 110 delegates. The Bible Societies were the British and Foreign, and the Bible

Society of Scotland, who were scattering Scripture portions and tracts by colporteurs

in tens of thousands each year, iluch work was being done also in connection with

the Religious Tract Society.

That year saw the churches take a fresh start in their advancing campaign. A
time of refreshing, a revival, had, earlier in the year, visited the entire mission field.

Free from excitement and extravagance, it had deepened the faith of the congrega-

tions, and intensified their spiritual ardour. The missionary conference that followed

in the same year bore the marks of this blessing, displayed a new enthusiasm, a

closer brotherhood, and a surer confidence in Christ's coming victory. It marked

another epoch.

The Buddhists were constantly striving to throw discredit on Christians because

of their sectarian divisions. Many of the people were led to believe that the various

missions were at " daggers drawn." Had that been true, it would have been no Avorsc

than the sectarianism of the Buddhists; for they are divided and sub-divided and

cross-divided, and each division is the enemy of the rest. But to correct the false

impression. Dr. Hada, a physician in the Church Missionary Society's ilission,

organised a series of great lecture meetings, the various Christian missions taking part.

The largest theatre in Tokio was rented, and 4,000 persons gathered, many being imable

to gain admission. The Evangelical Alliance Lecture Jleetings, with audiences of

2,500 people, attracting leading physicians and Government employes, had served the

same purpose, proved Protestant unity, and awakened a wide-spread interest. These

occasional conferences did not end in Japan where so often they end at home—in

smoke. They speedily led to organic union. The tendency of the Christian churches

thus far has been to gather into two clusters. Episcopal and Presbyterian.

The Episcopal missionaries of England and America held a united conference by
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-which a Prayer Book Translation Committee was appointed. The morning and even-

ing prayer, Htany, and conniuuiion offices Avere issued within a year; the remainder

were added three years later, and in 1885 the thirty-nine articles were published in

Japanese. This movement towards union was consummated in 1887, when the native

churches, organised by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, the Church

ilissionary Society, and the American Episcopal Missions, met in Synod and formed

themselves into one—the "Japan Church." A constitution of canons was agreed upon.

The Prayer Book and articles of the Church of England are for the present to detine

the worship and belief of the United Church ; and Bishop Williams and Bishop Bicker-

steth share between them the superintendence of the congregations.

Another and larger imion had been happily completed some years earlier. The

various Presbyterian and Reformed Missions from America and Scotland held a

.Synod in 187G, and agreed to unite and form "The United Church of Christ in

Japan." When the union was consummated it had eight congregations and (i2.3

members. At the Assembly of 1886, ten years later, 101 delegates represented 58

congregations and 5,152 members, which was a gain of 1,193 upon the previous year.

In 1887, the membership rose further to 6,859 ; and thus the United (Presbyterian or

Eeformed) Church is the largest ChiU'ch in the countrj'. Negotiations have been

proceeding with the Congregationalists, the next in size, with a view to union

between them and the United Church. A committee of missionaries and native re-

presentatives have drawn up a basis of union, and these approaches are being

happily crowned with success.

In the case of the theological colleges the same process of amalgamation has

been in operation. The churches wisely demand a high standard of education from

their native pastors ; for the Christian converts have been taken largely from the

middle and upper middle classes, especially from the Samurai, who in their heyday

conjoined literature and warfare. Union among divinity schools will help to secure

the ablest professors.

In the translation of the Scriptures, in Bible and Tract Society work, the same

spirit of co-operation has manifested itself alike among natives and niisaonaries.

The translation of the Old and New Testaments has been accomplished by com-

mittees representing the various churches. Portions of the Xcw Testament have been

published year by year as they were translated. It was in 1880 that the entire New
Testament was completed, when a united public meeting was held in Tokio to celebrate

the event.

The translation of the Old Testament was carried on through the next seven

years, and in February, 1888, the entire Bible was issued, dedicated to God's honour

.and service " in the name of the whole body of Protestant missionaries in Japan."

The Japanese Churches had expressed a desire to have a share in this work, and

in 1884 three Christian native scholars were added to the committee of translation.

Dr. Hepburn is on all hands recognised as holding the place of honour in this

work, having originated the scheme and drafted most of the translation. Nor is this

the only service he has rendered to Japanese literature. The standard dictionary
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CHEISTIAX AT THE WICKET.

is his, the product of thirteen years

severe labour. The name of the Kev. P.

K. Fyson deserves to be mentioned along

with his as a translator. Another of his

coadjutors in that work has laid Japanese

Bible students under a deep debt by his

Reference New Testament.

The Press has been employed, not

only in Bible work, but also in the publi-

cation of orood Christian literature. Not

only have millions of Scriptures been

scattered by colporteurs over the land,

but the Japanese have been supphed with

Lives of Christ, Commentaries on the

Parahles and the Gosiwls, and books

apologetic and devotional. Mr. White, an

English Baptist missionary, has had the

honour of translating the " Pilgrim's

Progress," with illustrations adapting the

captivating dream . to . Japanese life and

customs. A few of these we reproduce

as interestmg to the English reader. The

fact that the first edition of 2,000 copies

was almost exhausted within a year, shows

the popularity of the Bedford prisoner in

Japan.

Other forward movements were made

;

other signs of Christian progress were

visible. The Sunday of Christian nations-

was officially adopted as the Day of Rest.

The weekly holiday' had come every sixth

day, and an attempt had been made to

induce the foreign teachers and professors

to conduct their classes on the Sunda)^

The Government shrewdly tried the plan

" Divide and Conquer," and gave the order

'.^y^lM,

IN THE SLOUGH OF DESPOND.
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lirst to the Frenchmen, who j-ielded to

the demand. They next tried Germans,

Enghsh, and American emi^loyes ; but all,

some on religious, others on purely mun-

dane grounds, stood tirm against the

demand. It was soon found inconvenient

to have two sets of holida3s in Govern-

ment departments ; and, in consequence,

ere long the weekly holiday was changed

fi'om each sixth to each seventh day in

all Government offices 1 No one supposes

that the change implied an}- Christian

motives in the Government. Economy

in diminishing the national holidays, the

action of foreign teachers, and the custom

of Western nations, had more to do with

it. But it was done all the same.

In the native churches, self-reliance

CHEISTIAN AND THE THEEE SHIXIXG OXES.

PBEPARING TO CROSS THE RIVER.

and the desire for organised Church life

have been among the many fore-gleams

of permanent stability. Everywhere, in

Episcopal as well as in Presbyterian,

Congregationalist, and Methodist congre-

gations, members have claimed a re-

sponsible share in the government of

the congregation's affairs. Accordingly,

chiu'ch committees have sprung up in

almost every mission. While temporarily

accepting the authority of Bishop Williams

and Bishop Bickersteth, the congregations

under their supervision " avow their desire

for an independent national Episcopal

Church, separated for a time from the

other churches, but looking forward to-

union hereafter." This desire for organic

amalgamation characterises all the mission
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churclies. They have also q. shigular pride in being self-supporting, and many

have already reached a position of independence. The}-, who have received so

much from missionary enterjjrise, display already great missionary and evangelistic

;2eal. A mission to Corea has long been contemplated ; but, for years to come,

home mission work is likely to give sufficient scope for Christian enthusiasm.

Radical and prophetic changes are passing over native religions ; temples arc being-

used by the Government as schools and hospitals, and the sanctity of the great shrines

and images is passing away. Mr. Clark, already named in connection with educational

and Christian Avork, writes :
—

" After studymg the Dai Buts [or Great Buddha] at Xara,

as a work of art, I climbed up into his capacious lap, and sat upon one of his thumbs,

which are placed together in a devout attitude. Here I began to sing the l)oxolog3^

to the astonishment of the priest standing below." There are thinner streams of

pilgrims to the shrines of Nikko and Ise, and the legends of the gods are greeted

with derisive laughter in the streets. Some priests foresee with loud lamentations

the coming triumph of Christianity ; while others are spurred by these inuninent

dangers to larger eftbrts. The Japanese Gazette regrets to say " that Buddhism

cannot long hold its ground, and that Christianity must finally prevail throughout

all Japan. Jajsanese Buddhism and ^^'estern sciences cannot stand together."

In the heart of the country, Mr. Fyson once found the Scriptures and other

•Christian publications being sold openh' at a little bookstall in the grounds of a

Buddhist temple. "When asked, " Do the priests allow you to sell these books ? " the

stall-keeper's reply Avas, " They buy them themselves. They are some of my best

customers."

A vigorous defence of their faith has been begun by the Buddhists. Years ago

they subsidised newspa])ers and lecturers to demolish the new religion, and it is

reported that they raised a large fund to bribe converts to return to the bosom of

inother-church. They have begun to emulate Christian churches in their philanthropic

work, in order to maintain their hold on the respect of the people. Several institutions

have been started for rescuing and educating neglected children and orphans. One

of these, called the "Blesscd-field-assembly-rearing-children-institution," has a box for

donations suspended on the pillars of city temples, with an inscription inviting support.

One sect of Buddhists has been intensely active in adapting itself to the new

phases of Japanese civilisation. The Shin-Shiu, or Protestant Buddhists, described in an

earlier chapter, founded at Kioto a school and college on the Western model, for the

purpose of educating a priesthood who shall use the enemy's weapons in the coming

Armageddon of religions in Jaimn. It has splendid buildings, capable of accommodating

two hundred students, library, large chapel, and long blocks of students' quarters with

studies below and dormitories above. The full course covers seven years, three preliminary

and four collegiate. Western languages, science, and religions are studied, the text-

book of English being the New Testament. This college is being rebuilt on a larger

scale; and other similar seminaries are springing up in various parts of the country.

Students have been sent by the same sect to Europe, some to Oxford, to learn

the secrets of Western thought in philosophy and religion, and return armed with
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powerful weapons of defence and attack. One case is worth quoting, of a young priest

who came to England to tind the vulnerable points of Christianity, and who became

oblivious of its weaknesses in the discovery of its sublimities. He appears to have been

a, man of intense application, independent mind, and pure heart. Excessive study

destroyed his health, and ho died shortly after leaving England to visit India on the

way home to Japan. Professor Max Miiller wrote to the 'fivwN a letter descriptive of

his character and lamenting his loss. His English tutor gave some renriniscences of

him, and of his impressions on confronting Christian teaching. It was proposed that

they should read the Gospels together ; and Kasawara, finding they were written in

Greek, proceeded to acquire the Greek tongue in order to study them in the original.

" In reading them he often made his comments as though thinking aloud." His tutor's

notes contain such passages as the following :

—

"
' The Christ of your Scriptures,' he said, ' is a truly sublime personality. In all

the four biographies or Gospels He stands out a distinctive and luiique figure, alwajs

conscious of His own superior moral grandeur and of His intimate relations with the

invisible essence. His personal presence must have been a profound awe, and at the

same time an irresistible magnetism. His tone of authority is very majestic, and quite

becommg His consciousness of pre-eminent moral superiority. His ethics are unim-

peachable, and His own example of them grandly consistent and complete. I can

conceive of nothing more morally beautiful in spirit and life than this figure of the

Jesus of the Four Gospels. He could not have been a literary imagination, but must

have been a fact in history. I am struck with the consistency of this portraiture of

the Christ in His biographies, and the afllrmation that He was the Word or mani-

festation of God. The imaQ:e of God must needs be the Ideal Jlan. . . . He has

spoken the first and last word of true religion, and is the first and last example of it

in the purity and perfection of His own personal life. Religion can speak no higher

word than life, and can be neither more nor less than life. Your C'hristianity has

the whole of all actual and possible religion in its grand rudimental doctrine of life in

< 'hrist.

" So pure a nature as that of the Christ must have been a great sufferer from the

misunderstandings, reproaches, and active hostilities of the powerful classes among

his contemporaries. It seems as if He were always bearing the sins of wicked people,

and bleeding at His very heart for the unhappy state of all who opposed themselves

to Him. And yet He avows of Himself the consciousness of such a perfect peace

within His own soul that, though a Son of Man in the midst of the suftering conditions

of the world, He was j-et while on earth a Son of Man who is in Heaven."

The battle to-day, however, lies between scientific Agnosticism and Christianity.

The Reformed Buddhists, now so busy, may keep out the tide for a brief interval
;
j'et

already it is seen to be irresistible so far as they are concerned. But students sent to

America or Europe by Government, return to talk Spencer and Darwin and look

with philosophic indifference on all religions. Mill and Buckle, Huxley and Tyndall,

" The Origin of Species '" and " Sociology," are opcnlj' for sale on native book-stalls.

A Professor of Natural History in Tokio Universit}', an American biologist, used his
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position in the class-room to preach Atheistic Evolution. He engaged a hall near the

great Buddhist temple of Tokio—the Temple of Asakusa—which answers to the St. Paul's

Cathedral of Japan, and lectured to immense audiences, including many leading thinkers of

the capital. His teaching became the talk of the college students, and many were

captivated by his materialistic evolution. As in India, amongst the keen intellects of the

Japanese the first-fruits of the decay of the older faiths is often the loss of any faith

at all, and the greedy welcome of a materialism which professes to account for everything

in purely matei'ial terms. Two hundred thousand English volumes were imported in 1887, a

large fraction being Agnostic writings and anti-religious publications. The educated classes

recoil from their own religions, so full of idolatrous superstitions, but in many cases it has

become a recoil from all religions. A Christian Japanese declares :
—

" The aged, time-worn

religions of Japan are tottering to their fall. The people are unsettled. Thej^ are ready

to reject every belief, however reasonable, if it be only old, and to embrace every doctrine,

however absurd, if it be only new. The scepticism of Japan, though now confined to

the educated few, is yet an undeveloped giant, and must either be crushed while young,

or else it will crush us."

The conseipience is that large numbers are indifferentists, preferring philosophic

neutrality to a defined faith. Eclecticism is the order of the day. The proposal to

found a new religion has been seriously made and canvassed ! ^Vhy should not Japan

cull the best from the creeds of ditierent countries, and adapt the new S3'stem to the

customs and feelings of the people ? But no one has come to the front to gather the

cream of every religion. To compete with one alrcad}' marching to success, the founder

of the new, the Eclectic religion (as a great monarch said long ago), would need to give

himself to crucifixion for the sake of truth and man, and then rise from the grave.

But even here there are signs that the current of Agnosticism is slackening. One

significant fact may be given. Mr. Fukuzawa, the leading Progressionist of New Japan,

who decUned every offer of a place in the Government Ministry, and instead founded a

famous school in Tokio, organised lectures against the Christian and all rehgions. His

eminence as a writer and an educationist won a hearing for his free-thought lectures
;

and Fukuzawa became a large factor in the questions discussed by missionaries.

But recently a remarkable change has appeared in his attitude to Christianity.

Eminent publicists have been discussing the question whether Japan should adopt the

Christian religion. Mr. Fukuzawa, who frankly acknowledges that personally he has

no interest in religion, advocates its adoption for the sake of its secondary benefits, its-

social and national fruits. He recognises that it is the creed of the most civilised races,

and that it is a security for social stability, and the best instrument of enlightenment

and progi-ess. In this he is supported by a large and influential section of educated

Japanese opinion.

Professor Toyama, of the Imperial University, has issued a work to promote

this movement. He claims that Chinese ethics must now be replaced by Christian

ethics, that the introduction of Christianity will secure such benefits as (1) the

improvement of music
; (2) the union of sentiment and feeling, leading to harmo-

nious co-operation
; (8) the supply of a medium of intercourse between men and women.
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This is a case of protective mimicry. It has not yet been shown, however, how a

nation can, by the adoption of a religion, secure its secondary benefits without personal

and honest belief of its substance by the people. The results that followed Constantine's

official acceptance of Christianity do not supply an encouraging precedent. But such

discussions in high quarters contribute to the spread of a spirit of inquiry and respect.

It is a significant fact that Fukuzawa's son has become a Unitarian, and under his

auspices a Unitarian " embassy " has been sent to J apan. In his farewell address,

at Boston, in November, 18S7, Mr. Knapp, the missionary, said—" My errand is not a

mission to heathen. It is conference, not conversion, at which I aim." Thereafter

young Fukuzawa read an address which closed with the extraordinary benediction

—

" May God, Buddha, and the eight million deities of Japan bless him."

Thus, as has been well said, " a new sun is rising upon Japan." Gently but resist-

lessly C'hristianity is leavening the nation. " In the next century the native word

inaka (rustic, boor) will mean heathen." Strong native churches have been organised,

and have given promise of one united Christian Church of Japan. The Bible has been

given to them in their own language, and orders for copies have poured in by post

and telegraph from all parts of the country. The members are drawn mainly from

the best gi'ades of society, the upper middle class, including the ex-Samurai, from

Avhom the Ministers of State have also been taken. Mr. Katsu, a nobleman who had

been Prime Minister of the Shogun, and afterwards a Minister of State, who was also

linked with Okubo as a hero of the Restoration, permitted a Christian professor to

hold a service in his grounds, allowed his three daughters and two sons to attend,

and by-and-by his eldest daughter avowed her acceptance of Christianity in baptism,

and one son expressed his wish to enter the Christian ministry.

The education of Young Japan continues to be largely in Christian hands. Female edu-

cation in its higher branches flourishes under Christian control. Domestic life, the marriage

relation, social morality, are feeling the virtue that flows from the touch of Christ.

The Russo-Greek Church and the Roman Catholic have large numbers of converts

;

but they increase at a much smaller rate of progress than do the Protestant Churches.

During the four years preceding 1888 the Protestant Church increased threefold. In

1872, there were only ten converts in all Japan after fourteen years' labour. The

returns issued in 1888, sixteen years later, show that twenty thousand have been

gathered into Church membership, representing a gain of five thousand upon the

previous j'ear's return. There are two hundred iind twenty-one organised congregations

and over a hundred ordained native pastors. In addition to these, twenty-four missionary

societies in Europe and America have two hundred and fifty-three missionaries on the

ground. Of these, five-sixths represent American societies. American Christianity has thus

maintained the place it took when Perry broke through the seclusion of two centuries.

Latest reports tell of new movements and fresh progi'ess, of a Scriptin-e Union with

five thousand members, of a religious awakening at Tokio in which five hundred

Japanese within one month professed allegiance to the Son of God. The present is

truly the spring-time, but it is the spring-time only : what shall the harvest be amongst

a people such as this ?
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CHAPTER LVIII.

THE NEW O R D E 11 .

Social and Political Chanjres —Lighthouses—Ships and Xavy—Cabs and Bath-chairs—Boiilevards and Bankers

—

Telegraphs—Railways—Post-offices—Omnibuses—Book-stalls— Fire-engines—Pullman Cars— Factories

—

Exhibitions—ChamVjers of Commerce—Newspapers—^Roman Letter Association

—

The Court Language

—

Constitutional Government—A Second Chamber—Then and Nosv.

^T^HE Christian triinsformation of Japan has been accompanied by social changes

-^ and pohtical developments equally great. The old oi-der has changed, giving place

to new. We pictured the scenes and life of the people as seen by the earliest diplo-

matists and missionaries. A second visit to-day will supply a sufficiently startling contrast.

Thirty years ago we found a country without lighthouses, without sea-going ships,

and without a navy. Now the Mitsu Bishi, or Japan Mail Steam-ship Company, have

a large fleet of ocean steamers that make swift passages between Shanghai and

Nagasaki, Kobe and Yokohama, and that sail, under native commanders and enoineers,

past frequent lighthouses and light-ships. We steam into the Bay of Yedo, past

Japanese war-ships of the most modern type, thread our way through a fleet of foreign

merchantmen and native junks, and gaze upon a large and flourishing sea-port,

Yokohama, which in Perry's day was only a swamp. Pretty bungalows dot the

green slopes of the Bluff, and foreign hotels and clubs front the bay. The sampans

are the same, but they carry us to a well-consti'ucted harbour, where wc have to

run the gauntlet of the custom-house, whose officers are dressed in English imiform,

and speak to us in the Engli.sh language.

Men who met the earliest visitors in a coat of mail, now beset us with peram-

bulator-cabs. From the bath-chair or the perambulator has been evolved the

jinricksJia, the " man-power-carriage." Resembling a dwarf hansom, only with a man

between the shafts, well lacquered and supplied with an available hood, this " Pull-

man car " will carry us sixty miles per day at the rate of six miles per hour. These

" bipeds in harness " must now exceed seventy thousand in number in the cities of

Japan.

We are driven along broad European boulevards to banker or money-changer,

where we tind John Chinaman entrusted with responsible duties. AVe post on past

foreign warehouses and the Union Church (English) to the telegraph office, Avhere we

hand in a cablegram that reaches England seven hours earlier than it left Japan 1

On to the railway station, where we take tickets for Tokio printed in English and

Japanese, have our luggage checked, and And in the waiting-room a daily paper on

the table, and a bookstall in the corner covered with daily and weekly journals. The

guards in the orthodox English dress wait to signal " all right " to the driver ; so we

take our seats in the long American car, and tind ourselves beside picturesque

women, who squat upon the seat and smoke tobacco. If we traverse the length of

the train we .shall find some among the third-class passengers who have hired tiny

cushions for a cent before starting, to be handed to the porter on arrival.
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During oui- journey of twenty miles to Tokio, we remember that this, the first

railway, was opened in 1872, and now at least five hundred miles are opened to

traffic, while eleven railway companies were started in 1887. Till 1869 there was no

telegraph ; now its network of fifteen thousand miles of whe covei's the country, and

four cables connect Japan with the rest of the world. Telephone and electric light

have been added. The post-office was estabhshed in 1871, and in 1885 nearty one

hundred million letters, post-cards, and packages passed through its hands. In Tokio

there are letter-boxes in almost every street, red mail-gigs hurrying to the stations,

iind smart postmen in uniform delivering letters six or seven times per dav. The

words " post-office " in English may be seen in many a village, and money orders

iind savings banks have been added.o

Our train passes stations with names in Roman letters, and is signalled on the

block system. To our right, ironclads, with the flags of all nations, and coasting

vessels and junks, cover the bay anchorage, while to the left Fuji, now as of yore,

•'gleams in its snowy surplice like a solemn priest before the altar of God."

At Tokio we emerge into a broad and busy thoroughfare, with a lining of trees

on each side. Omnibuses nm frequently, but the initiated bewai-e of them. The

ancient and the modern, side by side, make a strange patchwork. Young swells wdth

Paisley shawls on their shoulders, shops Httei'ed with Manchester and Bradford goods,

book-stalls with native and English books intermingled, fire-engines and gas-lamps,

riders on horseback, carriages driven by grooms in livery, and passengers with clatter-

mg pattens, make up a strange and hybrid scene. The following, given by Dr.

Faulds in Nine Years in Xipon, is typical:—"Notice. Shoe Manufacturer. Design

;it any choice. The undersigned being engaged long and succeeded with their capacity

at shoe factory at Isekats, in Tokio ; it is now established in my liability at under-

mentioned lot all furnishment will be attended in moderate term with good

quality," etc.

Our Pullman car hurries through the str'eets and past the lotus-covered moat of

the ancient palace of the Shoguns, to the British Legation. Or we are trundled along

to the Concession, covered with the homes of missionaries, or to one of the colleges on

the wooded eminences.

The two-sworded men have disappeared since our last visit. The abolition of

feudalism left the Samurai without aim or calhng. They crowded the Civil Service

and the professions, taught in schools, edited newspapers. The foremost became the

real governors of Japan, the Ministers or officials of State : many of them—strange

social upheaval—engaged in trade, once so despised. Many of these knights of

the feudal times have been glad to become grooms or policemen, and were we

to inquire we might find that our jinricksha men once wore the two swords.

They still wore the knightly weapons ; but as they adopted European dress they

found the swords inconvenient encumbrances. Ere long a royal decree was issued

permitting all and sundry to wear two swords, and thereupon they lost their charm.

"WTien the Government took the next step and forbade the Samurai to wear them^

the order had been anticipated in large measure by common custom. " The pawnbroker
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shipped them as curiosities to Europe, and the country became so bare of them, that

durmg an insurrection they rose to a premium."

The social upheaval has placed the first last and the last first. It was a mark

of radical revolution when, at the opening of the first railway, a group of merchants,

formerly the lowest social grade, presented an address of congratulation to the Mikado.

Factories, exhibitions, and Chambers of Commerce have become the stock-in-trade of

new Japan. The year 1887 gave birth to 111 Industrial Companies in three cities

alone.

Twenty-five years ago Japan had no newspaper, now it has over two thousand

—

more than we should find in Spain or in Russia, or in all the rest of Asia. These

represent all varieties of interest—industrial, mechanical, medical, legal, educational,

political, and Christian. You may address any of the leading dailies in Tokio in

French, German, or English, and a translation of yoiu- letter will appear in the next issue.

The Roman Letter Association was formed in 1884, for the purpose of substi-

tuting the Roman alphabet for the Japanese and Chinese syllabary. An ordinary

pupil loads his memory with at least 4,000 Japanese characters, while to graduate in

a higher college, a student must know double that number. To learn to write the

language in Roman letters would require hardly as many weeks as the present system

takes years. For the Press the gain would be as valuable as for education, seeing that

at present a compositor's case of type contains thousands of compartments, and fills a

room. This society of Romanisation has now over a thousand members, many of them

princes and Government officials, the Government warndy supporting this reform. A
Romanised New Testament is now in its second edition.

It is even proposed to substitute English for Japanese as the language of the

country. It is not likely, however, that a people with such a history will break with

its past thus. But English has been made obligatory in the common schools of the

country. Blackboard, slates, and Arabic numerals are extensively in vogue.

Of the 53,000 primary schools contemplated by the Government, 30,000 have

already been erected. The entire increase of pupils in one year was two hundred

thousand at least. The best scholars are prepared by the teachers to be sent to

Europe or America, and there Japanese students have frequently taken foremost

places in University Prize Lists. In twenty years 600 have been sent for foreign

education at Government expense, and it is believed that another 600 have gone at

their own cost.

The evolution of constitutional government has a remarkable record. After the

Restoration the Privy Coimcil, headed by the Mikado, was supi'eme. In 1877, accord-

ing to promise. Provincial Representative Assemblies were instituted, empowered to

control local taxation and local interests. This small experience of Local Government

whetted the people's appetite for more power. The Press led public opinion in the

same direction, and in 1881 the Mikado proclaimed that in 1890 he would "establish

a constitutional form of government." A special commission was appointed, with

Count Ito at its head, to prepare a constitution for the promised Representative

Pai-liament.
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Another wise step in advance was taken when the foundations for a Second

Chamber were hxid in the formation of a new nobiHty. The old nobles had been

mere puppets of clever retainers. In 18S4, hundreds who had distinguished them-

selves m the service of their country were admitted to the new peerage, under the

titles of Marquis, Count; Baron, etc. Wise statesmen foresaw that the Parliament to be

elected by citizens capable of writing and reading would need a regulator in the

shape of a partially hereditary Upper Chamber.

Thirty years ago the Government was a tyranny ; now it is a Constitutional

Monarchj-. Then .Japan lived a hermit life, unknowing and unknown; now it has an

emissary at every court in Europe. Then the feudalism of the iliddle Ages combined

with the dual system to make a consolidated empire impossible ; now there is one

sovereign ruling constitutionally his entire territory. Then "the sea was a bulwark;

now it is a pathway." Then science, higher education, and medicine were a thousand

years behind ; now they avo abreast of this centur}". Then woman was property, had no

marital rights ; now her elevation and higher education are among the watchwords

of Japan. Then to leave the shores was to incur the penalt}" of death ; now hun-

dreds visit foreign countries annually, to bring back the civilisation of Christendom.

Then a Christian was forced to trample on the Cross or perish ; now Christians are

counted by tens of thousands, and publicists are calling for the official adoption of

Christianit}'.

The direct contribution of Christians through its missions to the civilisation of

Japan has been incalculable ; equalled only by its indirect contribution through the

histitutions and social character which it had already shaped in the West.
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XXXL—THE Js'ORTH AMERICAN INDIANS.

CHAPTER LIX.

CHOCTAWS, DACOTAS, AXD WYAXDOTTS.

Miivinp; towards the Setting Sun—The Good God and the Bad God—' Medicine " and '-Medicine Chiefs"
The Great ' Medicine " Dance—The Ordeal of Self-torture— Jlourninvr for the Dead—The Happy
Hunting: Grounds—Life-processes-Earlj' Missionary Labours—A Revival—Broken Treaties—The Indians
of Oregon—A Horrible Massacre—The Dacotas— •' Eagle-help "—The Gospel of Soap—Wandering' Sioux—
The Dacota Langua:,'-e—HaEehvood—Bloodshed—Danger and Deliverance—The Sioux War-The "Mystery-
life "-Peter CartwriLTht-Rogues' Harbour—In Illinois—A Tragic Accident—Backwoods Preaching-
Success of Cartwright's Ministry—Slavery—John Stewart, a Singing Pilgi-im The Wyandotts ^Rev
J. B. Finley—Robert Armstrong— ' Fire-water "—The Scalp Yell—Savage Whites.

"\T7 ILLIAM PENN made a treaty with the Indians and kept it. So far as the niakmg
» * of treaties goes, the United States Government has followed Penn's example ; but

unlike him, it has violated its solemn engagements whenever convenience or inclination

made fi-esh amangements desirable. Refore the onward march of civilisation the poor

Indian has had to keep moving on towards the setting sun. A score of times during

the present century, the red men have been driven, by heartless tyranny, into savage

outbreaks of spoliati(jn and massacre, which have been repressed with merciless ferocity.

To evangelise the Indian was one of the ostensible aims of the jjioncer colonists ; and

yet, in 1S7G, Sitting Bull declares, " There is not one white man wdio loves an Indian,

and not a true Indian but hates a white man."

Nevertheless much has been done. The Government has aided the work of civilisation

amongst the settled Indians, and the various ilissionary Societies have co-operated m
the work. Episcopalians, ilethodists, Presbyterians, Baptists, Friends—in short, all the

evangelical churches of America have, either separately or in combination, taken part

in the work of Cliristianisinsf the Indians. Missions have been earned on in a vast

number of places, sometimes temporarily sometimes permanently, by a succession of

faithful labourers. We shaU not attempt anything like an historical summary of the

widespread and constantly varying labours of the churches amongst the red men, but

shall content ourselves with a few sample narratives that may serve to show the

nature of the work accomplished, and the more striking characteristics of the remark-

able people whom it was sought to bring into the Christian fold.

But it will be well in the first place to say a little about the Indians of the

present day before we refer to the work of the missionaries. The various tribes under

the rule of the United States make up a total of about two hundred and fifty

thousand red men, exhibiting a great many degrees of civilisation, from the cultivated

Cherokee or Choctaw of the Indian territory, down to the savage Apache of Arizona,

the "wildest, fiercest, most cruel and barbarous in all their habits and instincts, of the

American Indians." But even amongst the Apaches, a large majority have found that

it pays them better to cultivate land and deal in corn and bullocks than to follow the

customs of their forefathers.

More than half the Indian population of the United States is comprised in the

aixty tribes cut up into innumerable bands and inhabiting the country between the
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Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains. These are the Wild Indians of the

Plains, who still to a large extent presei-ve theb ancient customs. Amongst thein

•Colonel Dodge spent over thirty years, and has given his experiences in a book

INDIAN- MEDICINE BAG, WHISTLE, DRUM, kC.

-which is acknowledged to be one of the most graphic and accurate presentments of

Indian life ever published.

The Colonel found that (subject to many shades and gradations) the religious

belief of the Indian centres in two Gods, a good one and a bad one. The Good God

is his friend and helper in business, in war, even in crime. The Bad God is always

thwarting him, and is the cause of every disaster, misfortune, or disappointment. There

is no question of right or wrong mixed up with this system—the Good God or " Great
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Spirit" is always doing the best ho can for the Indian, and wants no prayers, thanks,

or service of any kind. But the Bad God is unceasingly struggling against him, and

can be bribed or jjropitiated by offerings. Only in this life these gods have power,

and the Indian looks forward to inunortality in a Happy Hunting Ground where ho

shall be beyond their control. But into that Happy Hunting Ground, according to

the orthodox belief (now much modified), no man who has lost his scalp or who has

been strans-led can entei\

Under such a system, the only religious anxiety which the Indian feels is as to

Avhich of his two gods has got the upper hand in regulating his affairs. The relation

of the gods to each other as regards himself is expressed by a term which has been

universally translated " medicine." When all is going well with a man, his " medicine

"

is good ; when he misses a shot or fails in an enterprise, his " medicine " is bad.

Hence, every new theory is cautiously and doubtfully received. It may be " good

medicine," and therefore heljDful to the Good God in his unceasing struggle, or it may
be " bad medicine," and so aid the Bad God to perpetrate mischief By watching-

the Hight of birds, the crawling of snakes, or the movements of horses, the poor Indian

tries to discover which of his gods is in the ascendant, and arrange his proceedings

accordingly. He also depends on his " medicine " bag, containing various ingredients, such

as earth and bones, and likewise one special ingredient known only to himself The

making of medicine, generally performed about once a weeli, is one of the highest religious

exercises known to the orthodox Inchan. If, by certain signs which become apparent

during the mixing, he finds that the medicine is not good, ho carefully buries it, and

mixes again. If he has reason to believe that his own special ingredient which he

adds to the tribal ingredient is proving a failure, he goes out into the wilderness and

starves himself into a trance, in hope of a new secret being revealed to him in place of

that which he obtamcd by similar means at his initiation.

Each tribe has its " medicine chief," who lives in luxury at the expense of the

community. When the women cook anything particularly nice for their husbands,

they always run with a portion of it to the " medicine chief's " tent. This worthy

has to be reckless in battle, for he claims to have "medicine" that makes him

invulnerable. One of his chief duties is to heal the sick, for can he not cast out the

Bad God who makes men ill ? Old women howl in chorus, the medicine chief beats his

tom-tom above the sufferer's head and chants his incantations, and the afiair soon

ends either by the patient's death or recovery. There are numerous grades of medicine

men amongst the Indian tribes ; some of them are addicted to all sorts of strange

conjuring and horrible practices.

Now and again the Indians and their medicine chief meet in solemn conclave,

not exactly to worship the Good God, but rather for the purpose of getting informa-

tion from him as regards coming events. With bumt-offerings, with sig^ns of divina-

tion, and with abundant smoking of the medicine pipe, conclusions are arrived at with

respect to the number of ponijes that may be expected during the coming season, and

similar matters of interest to the tribe.

No doubt, many of our readers have heard ot the great medicine dance, it has
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become greatly modified in most tribes, and is now only cariied out in its complete-

ness by a few wild tribes not yet brought under the rule of the established authorities.

We shall, however, describe it as it was practised by all the tribes of the plains

until within the last few years. The reader nuist imagine a great central lodge with

open sides, but with a rough roof of boughs and skins supported by poles. From the

roof hangs a small image, painted white one side, and black the other, so as to sym-

bolise both the gotls. The middle part of the lodge is roped off for the dancers, who

are selected by the medicine chief from the warriors of the tribe. At the appointed

hour these appear in the circle almost naked ; in each dancer's mouth there is a bone

whistle, ornamented with a single tail-feather of the chapparal cock. All the Plains

Indians esteem this bird so highly as " good medicine," that it is becoming exceed-

ingly scarce.

Ranged in a circle, the dancers begin a slow monotonous round, each ej'e fixed on

the small image hanging from the roof, and each dancer accompanying himself with

continued shrill whistling. It is a dance of endurance, and although some joung

beginners soon begin to bound with enthusiasm, the more practised take care to

husband their strength.

Without a pause for rest, food, or drink, the dance goes on, and is very

monotonous and uninteresting, until in the course of eight or ten hours signs of

weariness are apparent. Outside the ring of appointed guards there is now a dense

ring of relatives and friends, who, with yells of frenzied excitement, stir up the dancers

to renewed eftbrt, or cheer up a favourite with words of loving encouragement. Pre-

sently the lodge rings with the wild shrieks of the women, as one of the dancers

staggers and falls. The guards drag out the body and lay it on its back. The

medicine chief comes with his medicine, paints and draws signs on the bod}', which is

then taken out in the open air and revived with buckets of watei'. The women

hail the restoration with cries of joy, and earnestly beg the officiating personage to

spare fhis dancer from further effort. The medicine chiefs word is law, and he may,

if he pleases, order the warrior back into the circle. But the prayers of the women,

backed up by the promise of one, two, or half a dozen ponies (according to the wealth

of the dancer) generally result in the man's being led back to his tent to recover

from his fatigue.

Meanwhile the dance goes on, and if at the appointed time no death has resulted,

" good medicine " is declared, and with light hearts the council meet and decide on

their progrannne for the season. But if, on the other hand, death has resulted,

the camp resounds with howls and shrieks, the women gash their arms and

bosoms with knives, and after burying the dead the bands separate, anxious to flee

from the wrath of the Bad God, Avho has proved himself the strongest on this

occasion.

But the glory of the medicine chief has now considerably departed. Any

warrior may hold a medicine lodge if he can afford the expense. The dancers enlist

voluntarily from motives of personal vanit}-, or to perform a vow, or because it is

considered amongst the young warriors as the right thmg to do. There is now no
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obligation to die over the business, and of the hundred or so who begin the dance,

many fall out at intervals, till on the fourth day some ten or twelve remain, who

have actually danced and whistled for seventy-five hours without a moment's pause.

Great fame is won by this trial of endurance ; and if all has gone on hamioniously,

and the weather has been iine, these are taken as sufficient signs of "good medicine,"

and the lodge is declared a success.

In days gone by, no yomig Indian could become a warrior without passing through

an ordeal of brutal torture. This is no longer required, but the practice is by no

^y^^-^^:

IXDIAN BURIAL PLACE.

means discontinued. Tliere are still many who submit to self-torture—some from

religious motives, others from an ambitious pride in their own fortitude, and a desire

to stand high in the estimation of their people. When the medicine dance is over,

the aspirants for torture come forward. Some religious rites are performed, and then

the medicine chief makes two vertical cuts in the breast of each of the volunteers,

about two inches apart, and three or four inches long. He makes the incisions by

passing his broad-bladed knife through the pectoral muscles, and then lifts the in-

tervening flesh from the bone, and passes through the opening the end of a horse-

hair rope, three-quarters of an inch thick. The rope is secured with a piece of

wood, and the long end is fastened to the top of one of the lodge jJoles. Here the
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sufferer must remain without food or water till he can tear himself free. Sometimes

the ropes are passed through the muscles of the shoulder-blades, and weighted with

buffalo skulls, which the devotee drags about till his flesh gives way and liberates

the ropes. It is understood that it is "good medicine" to get loose speedily, and
^' bad medicine " to be several days over it.

The man who flinches from the knife, or who cries out at any stage of the

process, is set free at once amidst general contempt. Formerly he was condemned

ienceforth to do women's work, and might not marry or hold property. As a rule

SIOUX PAPOOSES.

no lasting injury results from the torture to those who go through the ordeal; the

skilful Indian treatment cures the wounds in a few weeks.

The Indian sometimes buries his dead in the earth or deposits them in caves,

but the favourite resting-place, especially for a man of rank and importance, is a

tree. The body is dressed in the most gorgeous raiment procurable, foV it is believed

that the spirit will appear robed m the same way in the Happy Hunting Grounds,

and it is desirable to make a good first impression on arriving there. The face of

the corpse is elaborately painted ; at his girdle are all the scalps he has taken in

life, and round about him are various articles supposed likely to minister to his
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comfort in the future life, or during the long joimiey thither. The body lies upon

a i^Iatform of poles covered with grass and leaves, and tirnily secured with thongs.

of raw hide to the boughs of the tree. Above it is a roof of bent branches covered

with buffalo hides, the whole forming a rough but secure burial-case from six to

ten feet long, and from three to five wide. Upon the neighbouring boughs, pots

and kettles and similar articles which will be wanted by the deceased, but which

could not be conveniently packed in the burial-case, are suspended, and streamers of

coloured cloth wave above the dead to frighten away animals and birds.

Stoical as the Indian is in many of the vicissitudes of life, his mourning for th&

dead is the very abandonment of woe. A chief bereaved of a beloved son feels that

his "medicine" is wrong, and that the Bad God has struck a severe blow at him. He
hacks off his long hair, and, almost devoid of clothing, lies in tearless agony on the

earth floor of his lodge. Three or four weeks pass by before he can be persuaded to

wash, dress, and resume his ordinary avocations.

But it is the Indian women who are pre-eminent m the extravagance of grief.

When a chief hes dead, his women-folk surround the body, and keep up an in-

cessant chorus of howls. They cut awa}' their hair, tear their clothes, and inflict

horrible wounds on their arms and legs and breasts. Covered with blood and dirt„

they continue to howl and wail like maniacs till the body is taken to its last rest-

ing-place. But long afterwards, whenever one of the bereaved widows feels low-

spirited she will go forth wailing to the grave. The other widows quickly join in, and

plenty more women come out of sympathy, and presently the whole forest echoes with

the unearthly din. The Indian woman is very great in lamentation ; she seldom can

see a grave without giving the mournful howl which is her version of a sigh.

The Indian's ci-eed as to that hereafter which he calls the Happy Hunting Grounds,

is exceedingly vague. The medicine men have always set themselves against any dis-

cussion on this subject. A future state in which death will bo unknown, and where

rJl persons of every age, sex, or colour will meet (if they die unstrangled and unscalped),

and where the phantoms of animals and of portable property will have their place

—

where, in fact, there will be larger capacity and wider opportunity for the enjoyment

of all earthly appetites—such is the Indian's heaven. He does not attempt to explain

the contradictions in his scheme, or trouble himself as to how there can be the

pursuit of game for food, and the killing and scalping of enemies, in a state where

all death is abolished. His faith is too deep for argument, and he gladly practises

self-sacrifice for the sake of giA'ing the dead a good outfit when they start on their

journey to the Happy Hunting Grounds. An Indian will go hungry when game is

swarming round him, although ho knows that the guns and powder and lead which

he needs are packed away in the burial-cases within easy reach.

Turning now to the beginning of an Indian's life, we find him spending his first

year as a papoose, tied to a board, as in the illustration, which hangs from his

mother's neck, or is placed against the wall, or swung from the bough of a tree,

according to circumstances. The child's first lesson is to be taught never to crj-.

When it sets up an infantile yell the mother covers its mouth with the palm
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of her hand, and j^resses its nose with thumb and forefinger till the child is

nearly stifled. At every attempt to begin a squall the process is repeated, till baby

grasps the idea, and henceforth cidtivates silence. Indian children are very precocious

;

the girls are at their best when ten or twelve years old, and at sixteen begin to age

visibly, worn with incessant toil. The boys, who may not be struck by their

mothers or any woman after they arc weaned, imitate as soon as possible the

warriors, whose highest exploits have been scalping and horse-stealing. Some of the

most cold-blooded atrocities perpetrated on the plains nave been the work of roving-

bands of young Indians in their teens, burning to achieve distinction. When a

youngster can satisfy the council of his tribe as to his having done deeds that really

jjrove his manhood, he is declared a warrior. The initiation by torture is no longer

obligatory in any of the tribes, but the youth must go away to some lonely hill or

forest and starve himself into a tranced condition, during which the idea comes into

his head of the particular substance which is to be his special "medicme."

In the early part of the present century, many isolated attempts were made by

numerous American societies to caiTy the Gospel to the Indians. Thus, in 1801 we

find Jlr. Holmes sent by the New York Missionary Society to settle among the

Tuscaroras near the Falls of Niagara. After his preliminary visit to them in the

previous year, some of their Sachems and warriors had written to the Society in a

piteous strain. They begged that a good man might be sent to dwell among them

and teach them. " We cry to 3'OU from the wilderness ; our hearts ache while we

speak to your ears. . . Think—poor Indians must die as well as white men. We
pray you, therefore, never to give over and leave poor Indians, but follow them in

dark times, and let our childi'en always find you to be their friends when we ar&

dead and no more."

Mr. Holmes and his successors had a good deal of uphill work, but the Tuscaroras-

ultimately . became a Christian tribe. An effort, begun about the same time by the

Connecticut Missionary Society, to evangelise the Chippewas near Lake Erie, was a

failure. " The Gospel, though very good for white people, would never do for Indians,"

was the unanimous decision of the tribe, and the mission was abandoned.

The establishment of the American Board united a large number of scattered

missions on a soimd basis, and helped many of them to realise considerable success.

Cf the beneficent results that followed the labours of the Board's agents among the

Cherokees, the details have already been given. Similar successes were realised among

the Choctaws. It was a nation of pagans amongst whom, in 1818, Mr. Kingsbury and

Mr. Williams planted the mission station of Eliot. The Choctaws were ready to be

educated and civilised, and the missionaries joined heartily with the enlightened chiefs

in the work. The people in tlieir councils voted money liberally for the schools ;:

large sums were to be set aside from the United States subsidies due to them in

payment for the lands of which they had been dispossessed. They soon excelled in

agricultiu'e and various industrial arts, and learned to dress well and furnish their

houses comfortably They established a strong civil government, and enacted a code of
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laws; abolished many ancient customs which they saw to be prejudicial, and, by the

firmness of the leading men, intemperance was banished from a nation of hitherto

notorious whiskey-drinkers.

For ten years the missionaries had to be content with helping forward these

reforms, and then xsarae the looked-for signs of a spiritual awakening. In tlie year

1828 there was a flocking to hear tlie Gospel message, and stern warriors wept and

cried out for salvation. In the villages the people neglected their sports and dances,

to meet for prayer and rehgious conference. The revival was still in progress, and

between 300 and 400 Indians had become church members, when a sad reaction

was brought about by the high-luxnded action of the United States Government,

which compelled the Choctaws again to sell their lands (guaranteed to them by treaty),

and migrate to fresh reservations beyond the Mississippi.

The enemies of rehgion now came forth as patriots. They declared that the

introduction of Christianity and the abohtion of their ancient customs was bringing

about their national ruin. They were led by Mooshoolatubbe, a chief who had been

ejected from the council for his dissolute life. Several chiefs who favoured rehgion

Avere de^josed from their official position, and the law against Sabbath-breaking was

annulled. Intemperance again became rampant ; large numbers of the people either

gave themselves up to reckless vice or sank into sullen despair ; even of the church

members, many fell away at this disastrous crisis.

From 1831 to 1833 the transfer of 15,000 Choctaws to the wilds of Arkansas

was being carried out. Young and old, sick and well, alike performed the long

journey through the uninhabited wilderness, many of them in the depth of winter.

Numbers perished of cold, hunger, fatigue, and sickness. The swamps of the

Mississippi engulphed a considerable number. One steamboat captain rescued a company

who had been six days surrounded by rising waters, and a hundred of their horses

were standing frozen dead in the mud. •

Mr. Williams came amongst them in their new country, and planted the station

of Bethabara, and subsequently several other stations. For some years little progress

was made with the Gospel, though the Choctaws were wise enough to again encourage

education, to adopt civihsed habits, and acquire proficiency in the industrial arts. After

a time Christianity again made headway, and at the completion of forty years of

patient labour (dating from the settlement of Eliot station) the missionaries saw around

them a Christian nation, industrious, intelligent, and thriving.

Passing over some other missions carried on mider the auspices of the American

Board amongst various tribes, we note that in March, 1836, it sent its agents be3'ond

the Rocky Mountains to the Indians of Oregon. Messrs. Spalding and Gray and Dr.

Whitman were the three missionaries who journeyed 3,600 miles, for the most part

through a desolate wilderness, to the shores of the Columbia River. Here they taught

the Kayuses and the Nez Perces Indians, and were delighted with their reception.

" We might as well hold back the sun in its course," writes Mr. Spalding, " as hold

back the mind of this people from reUgious enquir3'. When they return from tlieir

tents after the services of the Sabbath, they sometimes spend the whole night in
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perfecting what thej but partly understood. I am sometimes astounded at the correct-

ness and rapidity with which several will go through many of the eveirts recorded in

the Scriptures ; but no history is listened to with such profoimd attention as the story

of the Cross of Christ. A paper with His Name upon it is clasped to the bosom with

all the apparent affection of a mother embracing her darling child."

This description is a little high-flo^vn, but that the Indians certainly did come to

school, and learned a good deal, is certain. In 1S39 the first printing-press beyond the

SWAMP ON THE MISSISSIPPI.

Rocky Mountains was set up at Clear Water station, and a school-book in the Nez

Perces language was printed. That printing-press and all appurtenances, worth about

£100, was the gift of a native church at Honolulu, where, only twenty years before, the

darkness of heathenism had been unbroken.

But though these Indians were interested in school teaching, and improved in their

agriculture and other paying pursuits, they did not realise Mr. Spalding's glowing

anticipations, and in 1847 the mission came to a sad and terrible close. Dr. Whitman,

after returning from the burial of an Indian child, was sitting reading, when an Indian

came and asked for medicine. Whilst the doctor's attention was thus engaged, another
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Indian crept np behind him, and killed him, with his tomahawk. As he lay dead on

the floor, Tilaukait—a chief who had received many favours from the murdered doctor,

find who was about to be received into the chiu-ch—mutilated the dead body, and

threw the heart on the road. The doctor's wife and Mr. Rogers were shot at

the door of the house, and several other Americans in the neighbourhood were cruelly

butchered. The cause of this outbreak was never clearly known. Mr. Spalding and

his family were spared, and about sixty persons (mostly women and children) were

ultimately given up by the savages, after suffering many wrongs and indignities. But

the tribes were in an excited condition, and the mission had to be abandoned.

From amongst the many other Indian missions superintended by the American

Board, we select one more example before passing on to speak of the labours of other

societies. In June, 1837, the Board sent Stephen R. Riggs, of Steubenvillc, Ohio, to

labour amongst the Dacotas or Sioux. He was the son of a blacksmith (who had

managed to educate him for the ministry), and with his wife Mary, formerly a school

teacher, and who proved herself an invaluable helper in the mission cause, Riggs

spent many years amongst this warlike tribe. They settled at Lac-qui-parle, where

there were seven native Christians in the employ of Mr. Renville, a half-breed fur-

triider. For a language that had never yet been written, Mr. Riggs made a dictionary

and began translating the Scriptures. He used English letters, and spelt the words

phonetically, but had to arrange for representing four clicks, two gutturals, and a nasal

unknown in English. j\Ir. Renville gave valuable aid to the missionaries, teaching

them the language and helping them in their plans. But the Dacotas were very

mercenar}^ and at first would only accept Gospel teaching when accompanied by boiled

pumpkins, turnips, and potatoes.

The first Dacota who learned to read and write his ovni language was the war

prophet "Eagle-help." He was of great service to the mission, though, he expected to

be well paid for all that he did, and clung for a long time to his Dacota customs.

He professed to have communication with the spirit-world, and asserted that after

fasting, praying, and dancing he saw in a vision Ojibways in a canoe on the river, or

passing through a forest, and the spirit would say—" Up, Eagle-help, and kill." He
declared that the whole scene just as he saw it had never failed to be realised.

Earl}- in 1839 there was considerable irritation amongst the Sioux in consequence

of the treachery of a band of Ojibwaj^s, who some months previously had feasted and

smoked the pipe of peace in Dacota lodges, but had risen at midnight and murdered

their hosts. Eagle-help determined to get up a war party. All the village took

part in the circle dance, and then Eagle-help saw his vision and prophesied success.

Twenty young braves decked themselves with war-paint ; they fasted and feasted

alternately
; they danced the " No-flight Dance," and listened to the old warriors, who

inflamed the passions of the young men by recounting their own deeds of vengeful

prowess.

Jlr. Riggs and his gentle wife wei-e very grieved that their good friend Eagle-

help should lead out a party to murder Ojibways. Their exhortations and entreaties

were unheeded, and when they declared that they should pray that the expedition
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mio-ht be unsuccessful, the Dacotas were greatly enraged, and seized two of the mission

cows, upon which thej- feasted just before starting. The Indians had a long, arduous

tramp, and came back without having seen an Ojibway. They said it was all owing

to the prayers of the missionaries, and for some months Eagle-help would have nothing

to do with them.

Uf course the school was the principal missionary work of these early days. It

was well attended; the education given included spinnmg, knitting, and Avoavmg.

AVashino- was also tauo'ht, for it had been the custom in Dacota to wear garments

till they rotted off. "The Gospel of Soap," , as Mr. Riggs remarks, "was indeed a

necessary adjunct and outgrowth of the Gospel of Salvation." Gthcr helpers were sent

to aid in the school work.

The Susetons of Lake Traverse, the Yanktonais who hunted buffaloes on the

great prairies beside the ilissouri River, and the Teetons who lived beyond the Big

Muddy, were populous branches of the Sioux nation, with whom our missionaries Avished

to open friendly relations. Guided by Thunder-face and a partj' of wild Sioux, and

then by Sacred Cow, Mr. and Jlrs. Riggs reached the Missouri near Fort Pierre, and

Avere kindly received and entertained at a dog-feast by the Teetons. The intentions

of the missionaries were explained, and the Gospel Avas preached, and after a month

of forest journeying the explorers got back to their comrades at the mission, convinced

of their inability to attempt much on behalf of the Avandering portions of the Sioux

people.

At Lac-qui-parle they laboured on steadily, and had many encouraging experiences

as Avell as many trials of their faith. Up till February, 1841, the only males received

into the church Avere Mr. Renville and his sons, but there Avere several Avomen.

*' Your church is made up of Avomen," said the Dacota Avarriors ;
" if you had got us

in first, it Avould have amounted to something, but uoav they are only Avomen. Who
Avould follow after Avomen ?

"

The first full-blood Dacota man to become a Christian Avas AnaAvangmane (Walks-

galloping-on). By Dacota custom, no man can be punished for a misdemeajiour

except by a man Avhose brave deeds had exceeded his OAvn. AnaAvangmane "had

been a very dare-devil on the Avar-path
;

" his valiant deeds had exceeded those of all

the other braves, so that amongst his oAvn people he Avas above the law. Such Avas

the man Avho Avas made Avilling to renounce all for Christ. For three years he had

been Avanting to be a Christian, but had acknoAvledged that the sixth and seventh

commandments Avere too strict for him. But he Avas not quite thirty Avhen he made

the complete surrender and Avas baptised into the church by the name of Simon.

He put on Avhite men's clothes, and planted a field Avith corn and potatoes ; and as

they passed bj^ even boys and Avomen pointed at the bravest of the Dacotas, saying

—

" There goes the man Avho has made himself a Avoman."

The schoolroom became too small for the Sunday sen-ices, and it Avas resolved

to build a church. Catherine TotidutaAvin and the other Avomen dug out the

site and made nmd bricks, ' Avhich Avere dried in the sun and built up into

Avails. Not much money Avas spent on it, but much good Avork Avas done there.
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About this time a native orator and two or three other young men joined the

church.

A new station was formed in 1843 at Traverse des Sioux, and some more

workers came to help in the Dacota mission. A good deal of opposition had to

be encountered, but the great obstacle to success was the whiskey-drinking. Kegs of

whiskey were brought up to Traverse from St. Paul in exchange for skins or horses,

and then there would be general drunkenness, after which the whiskey in the keg-

^^^^^^^^J/ -J^d^A^^Jt.

MEDICINE MEN DEEIDING AN INDIAK CONVERT.

would be made up to the original quantity with water, and sold to other Indians

further West. The drunken Indians with their o-uns and knives were often mis-

chievous and threatening. Whiskey was the cause of some serious backsliding among
the converts. Anawangmane was chaffed by old associates, and tempted to drink.

He develojDed a j^assion for " fire-water," and spent eight years in alternate sin and

reformation.

After four years of great discouragement and hardship at Traverse, Mr. and Mrs.

Riggs -were transferred back to Lac-qui-parle, where they found the church only half

as large as when they left it. The Indians, as they more and more realised that

Christianity required a great deal to be given up that they took delight in, became
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stronger in their opposition. Sometimes they cut np the blankets of people who

came to the meetings, and would kill the mission cattle, or steal the horses. They

argued that the missionaries ought to pay for the fuel and grass and water that they

used, or else go away. Mr. Riggs, however, conferred with the chief men of the dis-

trict, when a more friendly understanding was arrived at, and teaching and preaching

again went on hopefully. Young men who had learned to read and write wanted to

know more, and asked for geography, arithmetic, and so on. " In the work of preach-

ing," says Mr. Riggs, " I began to feel more freedom and joy. There had been times

when the Dacota language seemed to be barren and meaningless. The words for salva-

tion and life, and even death and sin, did not mean what they did in English. It was

not to me a heart-language. But this passed away. A Dacota word began to tlirill as

an English word. Christ came into the language. The Holy Spirit began to pour

sweetness and power into it. Then it was not exhausting as it sometimes had been

—

it became a joy to preach."

Mr. Riggs' Dacota Dictionary, with 1G,000 words, was printed in 1852 by the

Smithsonian Institute, and won high commendation. About this time the Daeora

people were removed by " treaty " to a reserve on the Upper Jlinnesotav Whilst

the question of removing the mission was under discussion, all the mission property at

Lac-qui-parle, except the adobe cluu'ch, was destroyed by tire.

This event accelerated the migration of the Christianised Sioux and their pastors.

They settled near the Yellow Medicine, at a place that received the name of Hazel-

wood. Here an Indian boarding-school for twenty scholars was opened, and proved

of great service. There was now a respectable community of young men who had

been educated by the missionaries, all with their hair cut short, and wearing white

men's clothes. Riggs got them recognised by the agent as a separate band, and they

organised themselves into the " Hazelwood Republic," and appointed a president and

other officers. They built themselves decent farmhouses, and subscribed liberally to

the erection of the Hazelwood church.

The year 1857 brought serious trouVile. A Dacota chief, named Inkpadoota, or

Scarlet End, quarrelled with the Avhite settlers of Spirit Lake, and destroyed the

settlement. Forty whites were murdered, and four women taken captives. As they

hurried westward one of the women was killed for not being able to cross a river

by a fallen tree, and another was killed soon afterwards. The other two were

ultimately rescued, by Indians who had learned humanity from the missionaries.

White troops now appeared on the scene, and there was great excitement, but the

Government forces were few in number in comparison with the five thousand Indians

encamped near the Yellow Medicine, and a general rising was feared. Little Crow and

a band of Dacotas were forced to go and punish the Spirit Lake murderers. They

reported that they had fired upon Scarlet End's people, but their reports were never

confirmed. The excitement, however, gradually died away, and there were a few j'ears

of apparent calm.

On Sunday, August I7th, 1862, the Lord's Supper was celebrated for the last

time in Hazelwood church. Next day there came the fearful tidings of continuous

67
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massacres of vi-hite jieople at the 'Lower Sioux Agency, only forty miles away. The ievr

soklicrs who put in an appearance had cither been slaughtered or obliged to leave their

arms and Hee back to the fort. The Indians of Yellow Medicine met in council ; some

were for killing all the white people ; some were for seizing the property and letting

the whites escape. The Christian chief, John Otherday, spoke up nobly against blood-

shed and violence, and the next morning at daybreak he started off with a party of

over sixty whites, to guard them across the prairies to a place of safety.

Meanwhile the missionaries and teachers at Hazelwood, and the neighbouring-

station of Payzhe-hoo'-ta-ze, were in great trepidation. They retired to rest, but fev/

of them slept, and about an hour after midnight friendly Indians roused them. " If

you regard your own Ijvcs or oin-s, j'ou must go." In less than a quarter of an hour

the little band of twenty-one persons was on its way to seek a refuge. The children

and most of the women were in two conveyances ; the rest walked. Their Indian

friends guided them through the tangled underwood and tall wet grass to the river-

side, and then conve3'ed them to a wooded island and left them. All that night the

party sat on the damp grass, cold and desolate, and anxious as to the fate awaiting

them on the morrow. Next day ilr. Riggs and Mr. C'lumingham paddled to the

shore and reconnoitred, and some provisions were obtained, but the day passed

wearil}', and the fugitives were drenched Avith heavy rain. They heard that their

houses had been rifled, and that they nmst all flee for safetj-. Before evening they

were on the march, carrying their bundles, and soon fell in with the family of Mr.

Riggs' valued coadjutor, Dr. Williamson, and a few other persons, with whom they

struck out across the prairies in an almost forlorn hope to save their lives. They

were joined on the way by a ilr. Orr, who had been shot and stabbed that morn-

ing; how he got to them Avas a marvel, and he had to be placed in one of the

waggons. As they journeyed on, the party were soaked by a driving I'ain-storni, but

they were thankful to see that it washed away their track. Tuesday night was spent

upon the hard earth ; then came another long day's march and another comfortless

night. On Thursday at noon they reached a wood, and rested for the remainder of

the da}-, venturing- for the flrst time to light a tire and roast some meat over it o\\

cross sticks. The next day they met Dr. A\'illiamson and his wife and sister. He had

remained at his post as long as he dared, when he sent the rest of his family forward.

Anawangmane and another Christian Indian had said they could protect them no

longer, and had helped them to get away.

The whole party pressed forward towards Fort Ridgley, and when within ten miles

of it ill-. Hunter drove on to reconnoitre. " We felt ourselves in danger," says Miss

Martha T. Riggs, " but thought if we were only inside the fort walls we would be safe.

The men shouldered their arms, the daylight faded, and we marched on. In tli.-

mysteriously dim twilight every taller clump of grass, every blacker hillock, grew inti)

a bloodthirsty Indian just ready to leap upon his foe. All at once upon the brov."

of the hill appeared two horsemen gazing down upon us. Iiidiiins! Every pulse-

stopped, and then throblied on more fiercely. Were those men now galloping away
sent by a band of warriors to spy out the land, or had they seen us by accident r
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We could not tell. The twilight faded, and the stars shone out brightly and lovingly.

As we passed along we came suddenly on a dead boy some days cold and stitt'.

J3eath grew nearer, and as we marched on we looked up to the pure heavens beyond

which God dwells, anil prayed Him to keejs us." Mr. Hunter met the party about

a mile from the fort, and told them that Lieutenant Sheehan, couunander of ths

fort, informed him they had been lighting hard for live days. The Indians had

onlj' withdrawn at seven that evening, and unless reinforced the fort could not hold out

much longer. Some of their buildings had been burnt ; they had already 500 women

and children to guard, and if the newcomers could go forward they must go.

Hearing this, the fugitives from Hazelwood again struck out on to the prairie.

" Ah : if night of fear and dread was ever spent," says Miss Riggs, " that was one.

Every voice was hu.shed except to give necessary orders ; every eye swept the hills

and valleys around ; every ear was intensely strained for the faintest noise, expecting

momentarily to hear the unearthly war-whoop, and see dusky forms with gleamin;;'

tomahawks uplifted. . . Life was so sweet, so dear, and though it be a glorious

heaven, this was such a hard way to go to it—by the tomahawk and scalping-knife.

Oh, God I our God ! must it be ? Then came something of resignation to death itself,

but such a sore shrinking from the dishonour which is luorsn than death, and we

could not but wonder whether it woidd be a greater sin to take one's life than thus

to suffer. So the night wore on imtil two hours past midnight, when, compelled by

exhaustion, we stopped. Some slept heavily, forgetful of the danger past and present,

while others sat or stood, inwardly fiercely nervous and excited, but outwardly calm

and still."

After two hours' rest the march was resumed till nine next day, when the party

struck the road to Henderson. Then from the little band, who now saw deliverance

in prospect, rose the joyful hymn, " Jehovah hath triumphed. His people are free !"

But still columns of smoke rising from the distant river-banks showed where burning

ricks and homesteads had been tired by the Indians, and they even heard the re-

ports of the guns which killed four persons who left their company to go to Fort

Ulm. They found abundant opportunity for rest and refreshment in deserted houses,

where even the very dishes had been left on the table.

On Sunday morning they reached a spot on the road where a great number

of settlers had collected. Mr. Riggs conducted divine service, and many hearts united

in thanksgiving for having been brought safely through this " great and terrible

wilderness." Ragged and dirty and footsore, the party reached Henderson, after their

arduous journey of a hundred miles, on Monday afternoon. " Why, I thought you

were all killed," was the greeting from every old acquaintance.

John Otherday, with his party of sixty-two, mostly Government employes, left the

Yellow iledicine on Tuesday (the day after the massacres began), and he piloted them

across the ilinnesota River, and seven days afterwards brought them all safely into

the city of St. Paul. Otherday was warmly congratulated, and at a meeting of citizens

he stated that he was a Dacota Indian, born and reared in the midst of evil, without

the knowledge of any good ; but he had been instructed by the missionaries, had
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become acquainted with the Sacred Book, and there learned his vileness. He was a

member of Dr. Williamson's church, and his religion had taught him what to do.

When he heard of the trouble of the Lower Sioux Agency, knowing that it was not

in his power to prevent it, he thought the best thing he could do was to attempt

to save the white people at the Yellow Medicine. " With sixty-two men and women,"

he said, " without mocassuis, without food, and without a blanket, I have arrived in

ox THE PLAINS.

the midst of a great people, and now my heart is glad. This deliverance I attribute

to the mercy of the Great Spirit."

For about three weeks the Indians had it very much their own way in Min-
nesota. Fifteen or twenty frontier counties were depopulated of whites; about 600
were slain, and the rest driven away. From many of the murdered families, fathers
and brothers and sons had joined the army to help put do-i\m the Slaveholders'

RebelUon in the Southern States. Ey September 2.3rd forces were got together, which
routed Little Crow and the rebel Sioux at AVood Lake. Soon afterwards a hundred
women and children were rescued from a .shameful captivity of six weeks' duration.

The further history of the Sioux war, with its intermittent outbreaks and
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subsequent hangings and imprisonments, would lead us too far from the main subject

of these pages. One fact must be borne in mind—all through the war the church

members had no hand in it, but in a great many conspicuous cases risked much to

ensure the safety of the whites. The Rev. G. A. Pond, in reply to calumniators, says

" Were not those Christian Indians, at least by profession, who rescued companies of

our people from death, and conducted them through perils to a place of safety ? Were

not those Christian Indians, who sacrificed their all and risked their lives to protect

individuals ? Were not those Christian Indians, wlw etfected the deliverance from

bondage and death, or treatment worse than death, of hundreds of captives at Camp

Release ? Did not the leaders of that band bear Christian names given to them in the

iioly ordinance of baptism 1

"

The war itself had been largety brought about by the corrupt administration of the

Indian Department, and by the lawless proceedings of many of the border settlers.

And when war once broke out, mere sympathy with the fighting that was in progress

drew many warriors into the rebellion. But beyond all this, there is no doubt, as the

missionary, Mr. Pond, points out, that one great cause of the outbreak was the an-

tagonism of heathenism to Christianity and civilisation. The war prophets and medicine-

men wanted "an opportunity to rise and re-establish by violence the waning power of

the Takoo-wakan, and to return, wading thi-ough the blood of Christians if need be, to

the homes of their pagan fathers."

The Tcikoo-wakiin of the Dacotas is the mystery-life, and includes all their ideas

of the supernatural. This spiritual essence they found everywhere—in earth and sky,

in forest and lake, in river and mountain. The Dacota lived under a sense of an

awful secret power everywhere present. He could only explaui the mystery of good

and evil, joy and pain, life and death, by peopling creation with demons engaged m
eternal strife. j\Iany of these were sought to be propitiated by sacrifices and dances.

But of all their divinities the least regarded was the Wakan-taka, or Great Spirit,

who indeed is considered by many to be a comparatively modern creation of the

Indian mind, designed to fill up a felt void in their religious sj'stem, just as an altar

to the Unknown God was mtroduced amongst the shrines of Athens. But Wakan-taka

came to be recognised as the white man's God, and to be worshipped by many a.

Dacota as the only true God. Wh3n the war broke out, the Sioux medicine-men

and warriors regarded it as a conflict between the one Wakan-taka and the mysterious

powers of the Takoo-wakan. The events of 1862-3 proved to large mnnbers of them

that the white man's God and his religion and civilisation were to be supreme. A
widespread reaction set in iia favour of education and civilised customs, and the

missionaries were not slow to profit by the opportunity.

Some portions of the Sioux nation, on their new reservations, have even of late

years been provoked into hostilities. But the good work accomplished has been very

thorou'''h. Before leavinor the Dacotas in 1877 Mr. Eig-rrs could write as follows :

—

" The forty years are completed. In the meantime many workers have fallen out of

the ranks, but the work has gone on. It has been marvellous in our eyes. At the

beginning we were surrounded by the whole Sioux nation in their ignorance and
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barbarism ; at the close we are surrounded by churches with native pastors. Quite

a section of the Sioux nation has become in the main civilised and Christianised.

The entire Bible has been translated into the lansf-uaq-e of the Dacotas ; the work of

education has been rapidly progressing." After alluding to the Episcopalian work

amongst the Sioux, of which we shall have to speak presently, he concludes :
" Thus

(Jod has been showing us by His providence and His grace that the Red ^Men too

may come into the Kingdom."

A\'c must hero tuin from the work of the American Board of Foreign ilissions to

that of other societies, or, if space permitted, we might tell of their labours amongst

the Osagees, Creeks, Pawnees, Ottawas, and so forth. In many of the Indian

languages, most of which had not been previously reduced to writing, the Board had
various elementary works and portions of the Scriptures printed.

The Baptist community has done some good work amongst two or three of the

tribes, and rendered valuable aid in the civilisation of the Cherokces already described,

but the chief missionary eiibrts of this denomination have been in other parts of the

world. The latter remark applies also to the Presbyterians, who, however, liave kept

up several stations amongst the lowas, Choctaws, Seminoles, Chickasaws, and others,

with similar results to those experienced by other societies.

The great ilethodist community, who take so prominent a position in the religious

world of America, have not been unmindful of their oblisrations to the ancient

inhabitants of the land. Amongst the vast scattered population of settlers in the

border States and territories, early Methodism found a cong-cnial ticld for the develop-

ment of its ready methods and the free exercise of its restless activity and its fervent

enthusiasm.

Peter Cartwright stands out ]3re-eminently as one of the pioneer missionaries of

the Jlississippi valley, preaching righteousness and salvation to white men, black men,

and red men wherever he found them. Born in A'irginia in 1785, he was reared in

Kentucky when the bear and the buffalo were freel}' roaming the wilderness, and

wild Indians were trying to check the advance of the white men by frequent

massacres.^ Logan County, where the family settled, was so notorious as a gathering

place of outlaws of all kinds—robbers, mmxlerers, forgers—from all parts of the

Union, that it was connnonly known as " Rogues' Harbour." Here they led a wild,

rough life, and vouny- Peter's amusements were racinsr, dancing, and gambling-. But

a pious mother ceased not to warn him and to pray for him, and a travelling

preacher uttered in the rude log cabin words which sank deep into the youth's

heart.

He was sitting by the tire one evening after returning from a dance, when there

came upon him such a sense of his condition that he fell upon his knees and prayed

for merc}'. His mother heard him, and was soon by his side, but there was no comfort

that night for his wounded spirit. There were three long months of agonising conflict

to be passed through—nights of sleepless anxiety—days of solitary retirement and

prayer. He gave back his race-horse to his father, a)id brought his pack of cards to
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liis mother, who gladly threw them on the lire. AA'iitchiug, pr:iying, reading the Bible,

the young man still sought for peace. It came at last ; kneeling among the penitents

at a camp meeting, the sense of pardon tilled his soul with joy.

This was in ISOI. In the following year (his seventeenth) we find him addressing

large congregations, and soon he went regularly on circuit. Under his preaching

large numbers became "soundly converted unto (lod." The circuit work of those days

was very arduous, and attended by many privations. Of one of his experiences, he

says :

—
" I had been from iny father's house about three years

;
was five hundred miles

from home
; ni}' horse had gone blind ; my saddle was worn out ; my bridle reuis had

been eaten up and replaced about a dozen times ; and my clothes had been patched

till it was difficult to detect the original. I had concluded to try to make jny way

home and get another outfit. I was in Marietta, and had just seventy-tive cents in

my pocket. How I would get home, and pay my way, I could not tell."

He Avas, however, helped and entertained hy one and another, and at length

reached home with threepence farthing in his pocket, and a heart glowing with

<Tratitude to the Almighty for His preserving goodness. He rested a few weeks, and

received from his father " a fresh horse, a bridle and saddle, some new clothes, and

forty dollars in cash. Thus equipped, I was ready for another three years' absence."

In 1810, Peter married a noble-hearted woman who shared his enthusiasm. The

results of his preaching were often marvellous. A himdred and twenty-seven adults

.•md forty-seven children were gathered in at one meeting. At another meeting, which

lasted day and night from Sunday till Tuesday, three hundred persons lay upon the

<^round "struck down by the force of their convictions." In 1812 he was appointed

Presiding Elder of the Wabash district, which ranged over the three States of Illinois,

Indiana, and Kentucky. To fulfil his duties he had to cross the Ohio sixteen times a

year.

To withdraw his young children from the evil influences of a slave State, Cartwright,

in 1824, settled in Illinois. As the family were removing to their clearing, they met

with a tragic accident. "Just before wo struck the prairies the man that drove my
team contrived to turn over the waggon, and was very near killing my eldest daughter.

The sun was just going down, and hy the time wo righted the waggon and reloaded, it

was getting dark, and we had a difficult hill to descend ; so we concluded to camp there

for the night, almost in sight of two cabins containing families. I was nearly exhausted

•with reloading my waggon. The evening was warm, and my wife persuaded me not to

•stretch our tent that night ; so I struck a tire, and kindled it at the root of a small

mid, as I thought, sound tree. \\g lay down and slept soundly. Just as day was

reappearing in the East, the tree fell on our third daughter—as direct on her from

her head to her feet as it could fall—and I suppose she never breathed after. I

heard the tree crack when it started to fall, and sprang up alarmed, and seized it before

it struck the child, but it availed nothing. Although this was an awful calamity,

yet (iod was kind to us
; for if we had stretched our tent that night, we should have

been obliged to lie down in another position, and we shoidd probably all have been

killed instead of one. The tree was sound outside, but within it had the dry rot, which
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we did not suspect." They got their little one out from under the tree, and

caii'ied her twenty miles to the house of an acquaintance, where they buried her.

C'artwright settled his family in the log hut on his little farm, and went forth

again to his work as backwoods preacher. Subsequently he was made Presiding

Elder of the Sagamon district. Continuous travelling in regions without roads, frequent

crossing of dangerous rivers, aiid (in winter) journeying over snow-covered prairies,

largely made up his experience.

" This was a tremendous field of travel and labour," he saj's. " Around this,

district, extending six hundred miles, I had to travel four times a year, and I had

many rapid streams to cross, mostly without bridges or ferries. Manj' of these streams,

when they were swollen, I had to cross to get to my quarterly meetings. I would strike

for some point of timber, and traverse up and down the stream imtil I could find a drift

or a tree fallen across. I would then dismount, strip myself and horse, carry my
clothes and riding apparatus across on the fallen tree or drift, and then return and

mount my horse, plunge, and swim over—dress, saddle mj' horse, and go on my way

from point to point of timber without roads." He often spent the night alone m the

woods with his horse tied up, and sometimes on the open plains, holding his horse's-

bridle all night long.

It would be beyond our j^rovince to describe in detail how thousands were led into

the open profession of religion during the many revivals that took jslace in connection

with Cartwright's ministry. But in addition to his other work he was for some time

Sujjerintendent of the mission to the Pottawattomies of Fox River. In his first journey

to the station he and his companions had to cross a hundred miles of unbroken

wilderness to reach the mission. There were no roads, so the}' had to hire a guide

and camp out. >Several volunteers for the mission settlement accompanied them. They

had to shape their course from point to point of timber. Late in the first evening

they struck the timber of the Illinois Vermilion, and finding plenty of water they

made a fire and cooked their food. After refreshing themselves with a hearty meal-

they had evening prayer in the wilderness, fixed their blankets and overcoats, and laid

doAvn to sleep soundly and sweetly till next morning. They rose earlj-, breakfasted, fed

the horses, and started on their way across the Illinois River, swimming their horses

beside the canoe. At night they reached the settlements, and C'artwright at once

called the mission family together and preached to them.

On the next day he met the Indian chiefs. ""We smoked the pipe of peace

together," says C'artwright, "and through an interpreter I made a speech to them,

explaining our object in establishing a mission among them. All the chiefs now- shook

hands with us, as their custom is, and gave us a very sociable talk, and all bid us a

cordial welcome save one, who was strongly opposed to our coming among them. He did

not wish to change their religion and their customs, nor to educate their children. I

replied to him, and met all his objections. I tried to show them the benefits of

civilisation and the Christian religion. When our great talk was over I asked them

the liberty to preach to them, which was granted." Cartwright at once used the

permission, and preached to them an exhaustive discourse before they separated. This.
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mission was beginning to show hopeful signs, when the work amongst them was

interrupted by the transfer of the Pottawattomies by the Government to a fresh

location beyond the Mississippi.

Cartwright detested slavery. He was fervent in his desires that the ministers

especially should not in any way be connected with the accursed system. Still he did

not advocate that ministers should " meddle with slavery politically," but keep them-

selves clear, and spread the Gospel, of which the leaven would so work that slavery

would perish. He know the subject as well as any man
;
he had seen thousands of

PICTKE CARTWRICHT.

poor slaves, and their mastei*s too, converted to Christ. But at the Methodist Episco-

pal Conference, held at New York in 1844, he thundered against the party -who

wanted to permit ministers in the South to hold slaves. He was a man of mark

at the Conference ; everybody gazed with mterest at the sturdy sunburnt backwoods

preacher standing up in his drab coat, coloured vest, and nari'ow black necktie, over

which his broad shirt-collar fell carelessly back. Thrilling m the extreme were his

denunciations of the curse of his countr}-. He lived to see American slavery swept

away for ever during the suppression of the Great Rebellion in 18G3.

Of Cartwright's latter years, though he was an earnest and indefatigable minister

of the Gospel till compelled by increasing infirmities to consent to be superannuated,

little more need be said here. Long after he had passed the limit of fourscore years
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he was a useful and earnest man, still labonring in his JEaster's service .as occasion

offered and his strength permitted.

At a Jlethodist camp-meeting held near ^ifarietta in Ohio in the year ] 814, amongst

those who came to the penitent bench was John Stewart, a mulatto. He had been a

•drunken rcjDrobate in his time, and had once been on the point of drowning himself,

but of late had been passing through some deep spiritual experiences. At the meeting-

referred to he passed the night in contrite prayer, but joy and peace came with the

morning, and he was united to the Methodist Episcopal Church. Soon afterwards he

had an illness, which was followed as he believed by a personal call to the ministry.

He settled his outward afiairs, and then shouldered his knapsack and pushed on

throuo'h the woods to the North-West, till he reached the Moravian station at Goshen,

iunong the Delawares. Thence he journeyed to Pipetown on the Sandusky River, where

he charmed the Indians with his melodious singing. They wanted him to staj^, but he

went forward to the Upper Sandusky, where the United States Indian sub-Agent and

his family welcomed him. Here dwelt a section of the Wj^andott or Hiu'on Indians,

once the powerful owners of all the country adjacent to the great chain of lakes, and

the vanquishers of the Six Nations and other warlike tribes. When Stewart came

.amongst them they had become demoralised by the vices of the border v>-hites

;

•drunkenness and gambling were fearfully prevalent. A large number of them were

nominally Roman Catholics, and many of them bore names similar to those of white

men.

Stewart was introduced to Jonathan Pointer, a coloured man who spoke the Wyan-

•<lott language like a native, and who was prevailed on to be interpreter. Jonathan

<lid not like the job, and very unwillingly took Stewart to a feast and dance, where

the latter exhorted, and sang hymns, and shook hands with many chiefs, who agreed

to come to Jonathan's house next da}-. At the appointed time only one old woman

•came, to whom Stewart duly preached, and next day she came again, bringing an old

man named Big Tree with her. Stewart was undoubtedly an enthusiast, who, according

t3 his own account, had sometimes been directed by audible voices. He alwa)'s declared

that he knew the old man and woman just referred to as soon as he saw them, for

he had" met them in his dreams before coming to the Sandusky. He had eight or

ten to hear him on Sunday; and then his congregations increased, and kept up during

the winter of ISIO. His singing was a very great attraction, but Pointer, the inter-

preter, and some others, became really anxious for salvation. One evening Stewart

preached against the feasts and dances, and invited discussion. Whereupon John Hicks,

•a chief, said they woidd take advice, hut would not have their religion and customs

assailed, ilononcue, another chief, said that the Bible would have been sent to them

as well as the whites if intended for them. Stewart told them the book had come

Dou; and it would so come to all nations and colours and languages, and none could

stop it. He spoke so effectually that ilononcue said to Hicks :
" I have some notion of

giving up some of my Indian customs, but I cannot agree to quit painting my face :

this would be wrong, as it would jeopardise my health."
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In February, 1817, there were some unfortunate "manifestations." Many lookers-

on at a prayer meeting were said to be struck down, some motionless, others crying for

mercy. Some of them begged Stewart to stop singing his hymns or they should die.

The heathen party got up a great feast and dance as a counter-demonstration, and

Stewart was sorry to see some of his jjenitents dancing with the rest.

He was obliged to leave his congregation for a visit to his friends in Marietta, and

was accidentally detained longer than he expected. (_)n his return he found many had

fallen away, and a powerful opposition, headed by Two Logs, or Bloody Eyes, and

ilononcue, had sprung up. They anuised the people with incessant feasts and dances

and racing and gambling, and their medicine-men tried to frighten them with visions

ixnd 231'ophecies. Stewart laboured on, and coniirmed his followers i)i their faith and

practice, and added to the number of his little flock. His credentials as a minister

being questioned, he went in March, 1S19, with several converted Wyandotts, to the

Wesleyan Quarterly Meeting at Urbana, and this unlettered coloured man was duly

licensed to preach the Gospel. Henceforward he was assisted by the Rev. J. E. Finley

and other ministers. The work prospered, and Between-the-Logs and other opponents

became earnest helpers ; and an address signed by several chiefs was sent to the

missionaries asking for a school at Camp Meigs, on the L^pper Sandusky, and a

preacher who could teach and preach and baptise and marry. l"he Rev. J. B. Finley

was appointed to this post.

AVith his wife, a female school-teacher, a maid-servant, and two j^oimg men
helpers, Mi: Finley went to his appointed place. Eight daj-s they journeyed with the

"waggon and yoke of oxen that carried their household goods. Their piece of land had

no shelter on it, but a blacksmith near at hand lent them temporarily a cabin without

<loor, window, or chinking. One of Finley's young men soon had enough of it, and ran

away before the first week was over. The other young man, George Riley, was laid up

for a time by a bough falling on his head. He recovered, and toiled hard with Finley

to make a log house, which was just finished sufficiently to take shelter in when the

snow began to fall. But all that winter they were cutting and hauling timber, and

hewing and sawing it to complete and improve their accommodation. The preaching

and classes and prayer-meetings were all kept up at the same time. StcAvart was

suffering from pulmonary disease, and was set to teaching the children. When one

of the flock, an aged woman, died, Finley and Riley rode fifteen miles through the

night to her residence at Big Spring. Next day they made her a coftin, and the

funeral had to wait till sundown while they finished it. Clouds hung heavily and
snow was falling as they went to the grave. " We entered a deep and lonely wood,"

says Riley, " four men carrying the bier, and the rest following in Indian file. When
they came to the spot, the Indians stood wrapped in their blankets, leaning against

the forest trees in breathless silence. After the grave was filled up ilononeue (nephew
•of the deceased) spoke in eloquent testimony to her goodness."

There was a large promiscuous attendance at the meetings lioth at Big Spring and
U]-)per Sandusky, but the introduction of church discipline and definite membership
(including entire abstinence from ardent spirits) reduced the numbers to twenty at the
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former place and ten at the latter. The white whiskey-sellers who haunted the vicinity

of the reservation exerted their influence against the mission. The heatlien party n;iade

fresh efforts to revive their customs, but in spite of obstacles the little church became

more firmly established, and slowly increased in its number of members.

The Indian converts displayed a very shrewd insight into the practical working of

real Christianity'. At a meeting held on a new white settlement at Tj-amochte Creek,

Mononcue spoke of the peace that now prevailed in place of former bloodshed, and

declared that to preserve the peace one thing must be done :

—
" You, my friends, must

leave off bringing j'our water of death and selling to my people, or we can never

live in peace, for wherever this comes it brings fire and death with it. Oiu- poor

people are but children, many of them, and you know that a child will just as soon

take poison as food."

The people saw the need of consistency in their official members (class-leaders,

etc.), and these were soon rebuked if they did not act up to their position. One

leader was accused at a Quarterly Jleeting of being too dirty in his person. " Look at

his shirt," said the accuser, " it looks as if it had never been washed. Now, if I

know anj'thing about religion, it is a dean thing. It certainly has made our women

more j^articular and nice in their persons. They now work and clean themselves and

their houses, and all looks as if religion had been at that house. And if religion

cleanses the inside, will it not the outside ? That brother is too chrty to be a leader

of a clean relioion. Look at his head—it has not been combed, nor his face washed

;

I give it as my opinion, if that brother does not mend in this he must be no longer

a leader. "We must set some better example before our people."

The poor man thus vigorously criticised got up and said he had no wife, and he

was a poor hand at washing. The reply came at once—" Your want of a wife is n»

excuse. \Ve have women enough in our nation that have no husbands, and feel

themselves lost for want of a head. They will marry if asked, and will make wives

good enough for a.ny of us ; but some of our men are afraid to get wives now

:

they cannot throw them away when they please, but must now stick to them. Our

women do not now cultivate our corn, cut our wood, and do all our work as they

used to do. This fiills on ourselves, and I am afraid there are some who are too

lazy to provide for their wives, and would rather live dirty and loimge about other

people's houses than to work a little." In less than a fortnight Jlr. Finley had tiv

marry that old brother who had been so earnestly exhorted, and henceforth he looked

like a man who had a wife to look after him.

The pioneer Stewart, who had been suffering much m health, married a Avoman

of his own colour, in 1S2(), and settled doA\Ti on a piece of land which was assigned

to him, and where he resided till his death. Of the mission work which he planted,

and which for a few years was carried on by Mr. Finley, a few more illustrative

incidents may be noted.

Several remarkable changes took place in men at one time notorious opponents.

Bloody Eyes, the brother of Between-the-Logs, came one da}- to the house of the

latter to kill his brother for desertino- the reliofion of his forefathers. He .seized him
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by the hair, and stood tomahawk in hand, while Between-the-Logs quietly said

—

" Brother, have I done you any harm ? Am I not as kind to you as ever I was ?

If you will kill me for loving you and my God, you may, but I will not hurt you

;

and I know if you do kill me I shall go straight to heaven, for I feel the love of

God now in my soul." Bloody Eyes was abashed, and went off, saying, " I will give

you one year to think and turn back." A few nights afterwards he returned, and

smoked the pipe of peace with his brother. Finley was sent for, and there was a

THE OLD OHIKF AND THE MISSIOXAKV.

talk which lasted all night and till nine next morning. The heathen was conquered.

Soon afterwards the ferocious Bloody Eyes joined the Church, and died in great

peace.

One day a hand of warriors, dressed up and painted and adorned with jewels and

feathers, came into the congregation and began smoking in a defiant manner. Finley

took no notice, but preached his sermon from St. John v. 16—" Wilt thou be made
whole ?

" The head chief, De-un-quot, then rose with the old story that the white man's

book was good for the white man, and so forth. He went on to say that " once in

the years of our grandfathers, many years ago, this white man's God came himself

to this country and claimed us. But our God met him somewhere near the great

mountains, and disputed his right to the country. At last they agreed to settle this
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matter by trying their power to remove a mountain. The white man's God got dowit

on his knees, opened a big book, and began to pray and talk, but the mountain stood

fast. Then the red man's God took his magic wand, and began to pow-wow, and

beat the turtle-shell, and the mountain trembled, shook, and stood by him. The white

man's God got frightened and ran otf, and we have not heard of him since, unless he

has .sent these men to see what they can do."

All the while ho spoke the heathen party kept ejaculating, " Tough gondee " (that is

true), and they wore an air of confident victory. Mr. Finley smilingly commented on

" the queer story they had heard," and forcibly pleaded for the Oire God and His holy

book. Between-the-Logs also spoke earnestly as to what the religion of the true God

had done for him. But De-un-quot went away angiy, asserting that he was the head

of the nation and ought to be believed. Xot long after, as he saw the work prosper-

ing, he declared—" This religion may go into all the houses on this reservation, but

into mine it shall not come." In less than a year he died, and his widow joined the

Church and had prayer meetings held at her house.

One of ilr. Finley's most useful helpers (nrore especiall)- as regards interpreting)

was Robert Armstrong, who had had a strange history. When a little boy of four

years old he was living with his parents at Pittsburgh, on the banks of the Alleghany

River. One Sunday morning he was taken by a young man to visit a camp of

Indian corn-planters. They crossed the river in a canoe and walked four miles along

a forest path to the camp. After spending some time with their acquaintances, they

returned towards home, and were passing through a dense part of the forest when the\'

were startled b}' a sudden noise, and still more so when fotir Indians leaped out and

ordered them to stop. The young man, in his terror, tried to run away, but had

onlj^ taken a few steps when one of. the Indians shot him dead. Robert also ran a

few yards, but was quickly caught and j^icked up.

" I was so scared," he said in the narrative he gave long afterwards, " to sec the

young man tomahawked and scalped, that I could hardly stand when set on m}'^ feet.

for I expected it would be my lot next. (_)ne of the men took me on his back, and

carried mo for several miles before ho stopped. The company divided. Two meu
took the scalp, and the other two had charge of me. In the evening they met and

travelled till it was late in the night, and then stopped to rest and sleep. The next

morning I had to take it afoot as long as I coidd travel ; and altlniugh they treated

me kindly, yet I was afraid they would kill me. Thus they travelled on several day

,

crossing some large rivers, till they got to an Indian town. Here they rested awhile,

and then went on till thej' came to Lower Sandusky.

"

Here the little captive was adopted into the Turtle tribe of the Wyandotts, and

received the Indian name of 0-no-ran-do-roh. He seems to have submitted cheerfully

to circumstances, to have become an expert hunter, and in fact a perfect Indian in all

his feelings and habits of life. He married an Indian woman, and almost forgot his

mother tongue. But after Wayne's treaty, Armstrong came moi-e into association with

the v.hites, and when the missionaries came to the Wyandotts. he soon learned to

talk EngUsh well, and became a veiy able interpreter. Once, while interpreting for
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Stcwiiit, the words wliicli he had to speak to others brought deep conviction to hi.i

own heart. He joined the Church, and henceforth the tire of his own converted soul

seemed comnuuiicated to the messages he interpi-eted for others. His services ti>

the mission and the school it woidd be hard to over-estimate, and Finley and his

associates felt it as a severe blow when Armstrong, in his forty-second year, was carried

off by consumption.

One of the greatest difficulties with which Finley had to contend at the Wyandott

Mission was the selling of intoxicating liquors to the Indians b\- unprincipled traders.

For the sake of gain they would give the people drink to rouse their thirst for it.

and cause them to buy more. There were many backsliders on this account ; and

indeed, indulgence in " tire-water " often led to serious crime. One night Finle}' was

sleeping on the Hoor of a cabin in com^^any with some Indians, when he was awakened

about midnight by the piercing yells of an Indian riding along the adjacent road as

last as his horse could go. Ever and again as he galloped on he uttered a singular

whooi3 or yell. Finley thought it was only a drimken Indian, but the Indians with

him in the cabin were alarmed, and some of them got up, saj'ing, " Somebodj' kill."

They knew the meaning of that mysterious sound—it was the scalp yell. In tho

morning they found that one of their neighbours had been stabbed by that drunken

Indian. Big George, the Indian who had been stabbed, and Avho was badly wounded,

told Mr. Finley that he did not know that his assailant had any spite against him.

" He came," said Eis.;- Georu-e, " last niu'ht, and talked very kind, and asked me to let

him in. I did so. I then wanted him to lie down, but he said no. I then sat

down on the bed by my wife, and ho said, ' I must go.' As he was going out, I

rose ; and as he passed mo he struck back with his butcher knife, and drove it into

my side. Then he jumped out, got on his horse, and fled."

Mr. Finley examined the woimd, which was large and deep, as if a knife hail

been driven in up to the handle. In three days' time tho poor man died, and in his

dying moments charged his friends not to kill the murderer. The man who did the

deed was tho head chief's nephew, and to prevent his destruction by the " avenger

of blood," according to AVyandott custom, a string of wampum and some other gifts

were presented to the murdered man's wife as an atonement. But some months

afterwards the widow joined the Cliurch, and then told Finley she " felt very bad to

see those thing.^ which she had received in exchange for her husband's blood, and

she could not rest while she had them in her possession." She accordingly gave

them back to the donors, and told them that she left the whole matter with

God.

Amongst those converted Indians whom Finley rejoiced to own as Christian

brethren, was one who bore the name of Sum-mim-de-wat. He was a tall, handsome

man, of great intelligence, and there was great rejoicing when he was converted at a

camp-meeting. He was seen weeping, when a female fiiend of his who had already

joined the Church led him bj' the hand to the mercy-seat, and as he knelt there

drew from his head the might\" head-dress of bright feathers and threw it on the tiro,

exclaiming, " Go there, you feathered god of this man, and lot him come to the true
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God, that can bum up all his sins by love." Sum-mun-de-wat was converted, and

henceforth was a devoted Christian, exhorting his heathen acquaintances with an

eloquent fervour that astonished them. He became a

useful church officer and local preacher, and was so

highly esteemed by his tribe that they made him head

chief

One evening he was camping in the forest with his

nephew and his little niece, Nancy, having with them

horses loaded with furs and other skins, which he had

bought with money entrusted to him for that purpose

by some of his white friends. Two young white men
came up, and said they were lost in the forest, and

asked permission to stay the night. Thej- were fed,

and a sleeping place was assigned them. But in the

night they rose, and with the camjJ axes killed the

shief and his nephew and the little niece, and hid their

bodies in the brushwood. On the next day the remainder

of Sum-mun-de-wat's people came up, saw the blootl and

found the bodies, and then followed the murderers' trail

They recovered the booty, and gave up the murderers to the

whites, who kept them for a while in gaol. But secret influence

was used, and the offenders were allowed to go away un-

punished ! " Thus fell," says Finley, " my beloved brother m
Christ, by the murderous hand of the more than savage white

man."

On Mr, Finley's removal other faithful labourers continued

i his work, despite the many difficulties and dangers with which

A «CALP
^^^^^' S6i"^'i*^6 was continually attended, not only from the

Indians, but also from the wild beasts and the climate. The

Methodists also carried on missions amongst the Senecas, Shawnees, Ottawas, Ojibways,

and others. In 1.S4.5 the "Wj-andott nation was removed far west to the junction

of the Kansas and Missouri Kivers.
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CHAPTER LX.

OJIBWAY.S, THLINKETS, AND INDIANS OF BRITISH TERRITORY.

The Episcopal Church of America—James Lloyd Brack—A Busy Life—A Good Pedestrian—Unclean Indians

—Kissed by Five Hundred Natives—Whiskey v. Gospel—The Massacre of 1862—Enmeg-ahbowh—Bishop

Whippa—The Chippewas of Minnesota—Mr. Hinman—The Society of Friends— In Alaska— Cremation

—The Weeping Dance—Yehl—Devil-Worship—The Greek Church—Sheldon Jackson—Mrs. MacFarland

—The Fort Wrangell Mission—Oneidas and Mohawks—Andrew Jamieson—E. F. Wilson—Little Pine

—

Wesleyau Methodist Missions—The Ojibways—The Red River.

THE Episcopal Church of America has of late 3-ears been very successful in its dealings

with some of the Indian tribes, and in achieving these results is fultilling the promise

of its earlier daj-s. The God-fearing men who founded the English colonies, felt the

conversion of the Indians to be a sacred duty. A society, or as they then called it, a

"compan}^" was formed to propagate the Christian religion, and Sir Walter Raleigh

subscribed £100—the first recorded donation to a Protestant Missionary Society. The

planters in Virginia founded a college for the instrtiction of Indian youths, and made

some other efforts at evangelisation. But as time went on the Church found itself barely

able to hold its o'wn agamst the multitude of antagonistic denominations who found a

refuge on the American shore. During the whole colonial period it was shamefully

neglected by its chief pastors in England, and its youthful development is indeed

mainly owing to the fostering care of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.

Then came the War of Independence, and after that a troublous time, during which all

its energies were absorbed in perfecting its organisation for separate existence as the

Episcopal Church of America, and in enlarging its borders to include the vast and

increasing area occupied by the white population. Now and again we hear of some

feeble and transient work amongst the Mohawks, or other tribes of New York State.

Then, towards 1840, some devoted men went and laboured amongst the little remnant of

the Oneida tribe, which had been removed from New York State to Green Bay, on the

shores of Lake Michigan. But the first half of the present century had passed away

before the Episcopal C'hurch of America was roused to a proper sense of its dut}' to

the heathen dwelling upon its o^vn boi'ders. The man who was raised up to initiate

this onward movement was James Lloyd Breck, Avhose " pure heart," says J. A.

GilfiUan, " was all aglow with holy fire ; all the love, all the zeal, all the energj- of the

Church was incarnated in him."

Mr. Breck had been for several years working earnestly amongst the border settlers

of Wisconsin and Slinnesota, when it was made clear to him that he must go and work

amongst the Indians. With the Ojibways or Chippewas of the northern forests of

Minnesota there was dwelling a Canadian Chippewa, named Enmegahbowh, who,

though bom and bred a heathen, had received a fair education in Canada, and had for

some time been a Methodist preacher. He had married and settled amongst the

Minnesota Chippewas, and when he heard of the new teacher who had come to St.

Paul, and was making the instruction of youth a prominent feature of his labour,

Enmegahbowh sent his son to study under Breck's care He next persuaded the

68
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Chippewa chiefs to invite Brack to come and dwell as a teacher amongst them. Breck

saw in this invitation a call from God. He walked 150 miles into the forest and back

to survey the field of service, and then, after making arrangements for his flourishing

work at St. Paul to be carried on by others, fixed his dwelling at Gull Lake, in the

heart of the region inhabited by the Ojibways.

Here he set to work with the zeal and energy that characterised all his actions.

With the aid of his Indian helpers, he built a church on Saturday, and had it ready

for service next da}'. It was an arrangement of stakes and poles and j^ine-branches,

with a nave twenty-four feet long by twelve broad, and a chancel measuring eight feet

square. The roof, he said, was of the " Early Pointed " st^de. iSo nails were used

in the building except to fasten a board on an upright stake to form an altar, and the

white cloak which covered this sunplo contrivance was the only ornament. Here the

sacrament was celebrated in English and in Chippewa, till a more substantial log

church was erected. Schools were established, and a matron and a girls' teacher

came out to assist in this department.

Breck had no naiTow notions of the duties of a missionary priest, but did his best to

teach the people everything they needed. Every morning he was up at four o'clock and

about the cultivated plots, giving hints to one and another how to hoe and sow, and raise

various kmds of plants and vegetables. At the appointed time every day ho rang the bell

for divine service, and his people came in from their fields to the church. Very carefully

he instructed them for baptism, confirmation, and the Holy Communion. The latter

he taught them to receive fasting, and when they were beginning the practice, used to

reward their patience by taking them after it was over to the mission house and

giving them a good dinner. This mission house, by the way, was a log construction

reared with Indian help. On his first arrival he was hospitably entertained by the chief,

Hole-in-the-Day, at his wigwam, charmingly situated between two pine-belted lakes.

The Indians were very grateful to Breck for his devoted labours, and for the

tender care which he and his associates took of the little Indians who were brought up

in the mission family and school. Very great was their reverence for his sisiritual

character. " They relate how once," says a ^mter in the Church Review, " when there

had been a long-continued drought, and their gardens were just on the point of

being ruined, and the sky was still brazen and cloudless as it had been for weeks,

that he rang his little bell for prayers, and summoned them all to pray for rain

;

and though there was not a cloud in the sky when he began, the dropping rain

began to fall as they came out of the church ;
' the Heavens were black with clouds

and wind, and there was a great rain.' They tell again how children, whom they

thought dying or dead, revived when he knelt and prayed ior tlicm and baptised

them. They say he never lost an hour while he was in the Indian country. They
tell also how in Lent he always fasted till evening, yet his smile was as pleasant,

and he would walk all day as if he had had his regular food. His physical powers

were very remarkable, as well as his spiritual. The Indians, as is well known, are

great walkers, but he surpassed them. He used t) think nothing of walking from

St. Cloud up to the agency m a day, a distance of about sixty-eight miles, and they
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sixy woiikl get there when the sun was still high, and walking so fast that they had

to run to keep up with him. Ho was always of a plaeid, unrutHed temperament,

upon which no worry ever seemed to light."

Some of his duties were far from agreeable. He pulled out teeth, and did

.anything he could to relieve pain and sutlering. " You will judge that I am
in high repute," he says in one of his letters, " when I am called upon to minister cures

to stone-blind old men, and to long-standing and incurable diseases in others; I can

only tell them I can do nothing, that they arc in the hands of the Great Spirit.

Uut in many cases I have been, thank God, highly successful. Were you to see me in

their wretched wigwams, applying liniments and rubbing their tilthy persons with

my own hands, you would really think me an Indian enthusiast. But I trust I do

thereby ' become all things to all men to gain some.
'

"

The imcleanliness of the Indians, till thej'' were taught better things, was a great

trial to Mr. Breck and his coadjutors, especiall}- when brought into close contact. On
New Year's Day Mr. Breck and the matron, ilrs. AVelles, were at their Ojibway studies

in the mission house, when the door suddenly opened, and a long train of Indian

women entered one after another, and each gave the astonished priest " a huge kiss,"

and then gave the matron the same New Year's greeting. '• She bore it nobly,"

wrote Jlr. Breck to a lad}' friend of the mission, " or through the force of the noble

or heroic example set her by nic ; which I know not, only such is the fact in the

•case, worthy of lasting record ! ISut to narrate all the circunastances of the kiJ^isinr/ of

this first day of the year, would, I fear, try j-our nervous system a little beyond its

capacity to bear. And you will not be surprised that as the onset thickened, even

ilrs. Welles, who, as I have before told you, knew not what it was to be afraid of

an Indian, began to draw back with a sort of righteous horror, on the approach

not only of the annual blanket (never washed, ever worn, bed by nigJd and mantle

fvery day, and every hour of every day), hwt of faces as black as though just escaped

from the mythic Erebus; faces not only black, but to make them appear handsome, or

to hide the tilth upon them, blackened by coals. "When these poor creatures have

been made Christians their faces will be made clean ; . . . As for myself, on this

memorable day I made up my mind to be kissed by /irf hundred of these natives,

if it would add to their happiness ; but I confess, a number far short of that fully

satisfied my mind, and will satisfy it for the year to come."

Mr. Breck spent five years at Gull Lake—live j-ears of ceaseless labour, which wore

rewarded by considerable success. At the time of his departure a hundred Indians

had joined the Church—the boarding school was well filled, there was a large attend-

ance at the daily and wceklv services, and the whole community was improving as

regards industry and regular life. Leaving this prosperous mission to the care of

•others, he pushed fifty-five miles further into the wilderness, and settled among the

numerous and turbulent Pillager Band of Chippewas. Here, too, under his vigorous

superintendence, schools and mission houses soon rose into being. But this cfi'ort

was a failure. There was ceaseless trouble with drunken Indians. The windows

were broken, the women of the mission threatened and molested, and divine service was
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interrupted. Tliej' threatened to take his life if he did not go away, and at length the

niisKion had to be abandoned.

To a large extent it was a triumph of whiskey over the Gospel. The mixed-blood

traders also made a dead set against the mission, because Breck, seeing how unjustly

the Indians were used, bought large quantities of goods and let the Indians have them

at a very low rate in exchange for fish, maple-sugar, and other things. In all

probability these traders were the instigators of the outrages which broke up the

mission.

A KISSING OEDEAU

Dr. Breck's direct work as an Indian missionaiy ceased, but his establishment at

Faribault became a school of the prophets, and did good service for the cause in which

he had so earnestl}- laboured. For twenty years longer he toiled on, chiefly among
the white population of the western borders of the Mississippi, and in California,

and died at Benicia in 1876.

The Kev. Mr. Peake, Avho had been associated in the work at Gull Lake, kept on

the schools and mission at that place for some years. But a period of disaster was

setting in. The frontier of civilisation was infested by the very scum of the white

population, of whom many depended for their means of subsistence on the sale of

intoxicating liquors to the Indians. Drunkenness and •s\Tetchedness mcreased. At
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length came tlio Sioux massacre of 1862, into which the Ojibways were nearly drawn

to participate through the crafty scheming of their treacherous chief Hole-in thc-

Day. But three years previous to the massacre, Dr. Breck and Bishop Whipple had

taken a considerable number of Chippewa children into the schools at Faribault.

From amongst those children three ministei's of the Gospel were raised up. Several

Sioux children were also brought to the school, and thus the two races, which for gener-

ations had sought to kill each other at sight, were seen for the first time worshipping

«ide by side.

The massacre of 1862 led to the withdrawal of white missionaries from the

troubled districts. The poor Chippewas sank lower and lower. The church and

missionary buildings were burnt, and the flock scattered. Anything was parted with

to get liquor, and even women and children seemed mostly drunk. The fighting was

incessant, aiul numbers of them were killed. Enmegahbowh (who had been ordained a

deacon of the Church by Bishop Whipple) was left as a solitary light in the darkness.

From a record kept by this worthy Indian, it is showm that during one summer at

the village of Crow Wing, with a population of only a few hundred, there were seventy-

live murders. At the earnest entreaties of the bishop (who raised his salary) the

Kev. J. J. Enmegahbowh stayed at his post as long as he dared ; at length he too fled.

" Can you blame me for doing this ? " he writes. " I saw that those educated white men
had all been compelled to run away, and hero was a heathenism, and a grand one, too,

standing before me, a poor and worthless man before the Philistine giant, with no

sling in my hand." He set sail from the siores of Lake Superior with his wife to go

to his friends in Canada, and as they watched the fast receding shores, they rejoiced at

seeinsf the last of a land that seemed given over to drunkenness and murder. But a

terrible wind arose, and sent them back to port next day. Again they set off when all

seemed favourable, but a fearful hurricane arose, and the vessel seemed likely to perish.

The captain declared there was something supernatural in the storm ; he had never

seen the like in twenty years' experience. To go back was their only chance, and that

a slender one. Enmegahbowh and his wife were dowT.i on their Icnees on the cabin

floor praying. They reached land safely, and leaving his wife and children in the town,

Enmegahbowh paid a short visit to his friends in Canada, and then went back to his

Indians to " preach the preaching that God gave him."

Enmegahbowh taught diligently, but amongst those poor besotted and miserable

Chippewas could scarcely get any following. Every summer Bishop Whipple came

round the district, travelling hundreds of miles in wasfgons and in canoes, or on foot,

visiting the wigwams and talking to the people with Enmegahbowh for interpreter.

He did all he could for them, and at length induced the Government to grant them
" White Earth reservation " as a permanent home, where they could begin a better life

under more favourable auspices. The Chippewas knew not what to think of the pro-

posal. Most of them dreaded to go to an unknown region, especially as they would

again be near the locality occupied by their old enemies the Sioux. The}' debated

the subject, and the majority passed a law that the first man to set out for White

Earth shc^uld be killed. But a chief who afterwards became a brave soldier of Christ
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declared, ' I see light and salvation for my children there and there alone
;

" and

clutching his knife, " the first man that steps across my path to prevent nie from saving-

my children, I will kill." At his determined aspect all shrank back, and the first band,

soon joined by others, started for their new home.

Hole-in-the-Day went, but declared that no Protestant missionary would be allowed

on the reservation. He was, however, soon afterwards killed, and then Enmegahbowh

felt that he too could go there. As he approached White Earth some fi-iendly chiefs,

came galloping forth to meet him. A log church was soon reared, and services were held.

Under changed circumstances the Gospel made rapid progress
;

great numbers became

Christians, dressed like white men, cut their hair, and set to work industriously. For a.

time they sufiered many privations, sometimes even living upon acorns ; also they

were in constant fear of the Sioux. Bi.shop Whipple helped them with a store of

provisions, or the settlement would probably have broken up.

The White Earth settlement has gone on progressing, till the once degraded

Chippewas have developed into a peaceful and well-behaved community of Christian

men and women. As a rule they never touch strong drink, and it is difficult to think

that these respectable farmers are the descendants of the drunkards and murderers of

Crow Wing. They have a beautiful stone church that cost 10,000 dels., and family

prayer is the rule in every household. Under the fostering care of Bishop Whipple,

Dr. Breck's labours have at last borne abundant fruit.

In that church of St. Columba, at White Earth, eight young Indians have been

ordained, and have gone forth as preachers to the other Chippewas of Minnesota. Two
of these, the Rev. Samuel Madison (son of the Grand Medicine Man of the tribe,

Shay-day-ence) and the Rev. Frederick Smith, were sent to Red Lake, where a band of

twelve hundred Indians lived by fishing, fifty miles from any other Indians, and a

hundred miles from the whites. Here, too, a good work was done, and there is a

growing Christian community. At St. Antipas and Leech Lake, shnilar satisfactory

results have followed the labours of these young Indian preacher::. The Rev. Charles

Wright, of Leech Lake, was formerly a reckless dare-devil amongst the wildest

of the young Chippewas, but a picture Avas once shown him of our Saviour on

the cross. He asked, " What was that done to Him for ? " and received the

answer, "For you!" The incident worked upon his mind: he became an anxious

inquire!', and at last a humble Christian. He studied for a few years, and then

the Leech Lake Chippewas were astonished to see the man who used to gamble

and dance with them standing before them in his white robe as an ambassador for

Christ.

The missions of the American Episcopal Church along the Upper Missouri to the

Sioux and other Indi:ms, are really offshoots of Dr. Breck's work. S. D. Hinman, a

young man in a New England school, read about Indian missions, and was so

interested in the Avork that he came to the Faribault Mission House, in Minnesota^

and after studying there for some time went to teach the Indiafts of the Lower Sioux

Agency. He had been there two years, Avhen "maddened by the stupendous frau.ds

that had been perpetrated upon them, and goaded on by mtense hunger, they like
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fiends perpetrated tlio fearful massacre wliieli, in 1SG2, swept hundreds of the frontier

settlers to an untimely grave."

After the massacre eighteen luuidred of the Sioux were settled round Fort Snelling,

and here at their invitation Hinman went and taught them. The chief, Taopi, and

a few other Christian red men, went with Hinman to Philadelphia, and many

"Friends" and others contributed largely to the support of the loyal Santee Sioux,

They were afterwards moved to Crow Creek, in Dakota, where, on a barren soil and

with game very scarce, over three hundred died of starvation in three months. After

three years of suffering they were moved to their present location at the mouth of

the >i'iobrara, in Nebraska. Hero Mr. Hinman and his supporters have been privileged

to see Christianity and civilisation progressing amongst their people. The Church has

also been carrying on p)i'o*^pcrous missions at Yankton, at Whetstone for the Brule

Sioux, at Swan Lake, at Sioux Falls, and elsewhere. Although one of the last to

come into the Indian mission field, the Episcopal Church has already reaped an

abundant harvest from the consecrated energy and self-sacrifice of the devoted men

whom she has sent as her ambassadors to the Red Men of the "West.

The Society of Friends in the United States—though numerically small in

proportion to the other denominations that have been mentioned—has always exerted

a considerable influence in favour of justice and kindness to the Indians. It has often

intervened for their benefit in their misunderstandings with the white settlers, and has

liberally aided the eftbrts of those who were civilising or educating the Indians or

relieving their distress in times of scarcity. George Fox preached to the Indians on

several occasions, and recommended them to the particular attention of his followers,

"William Penn put forward " the civilisation of the poor Indians, and the conversion

of the Gentiles by just and lenient measures to Christ's Kingdom " as one of the ends

in view in the founding of Pennsjivania. The Indians, who for a long period were

allowed to dwell in the Eastern States, were frequently visited, and several Friends with

their wives went to live amongst them, and taught them agriculture and various trades.

Indeed, a large portion of the civihsation of the Scnecas, the Shawnecs, and several

other of the more settled tribes, was due to the j^arental care of the Society of

Friends. Endeavours were also made to communicate to the Indians "a knowledge

of the principles and doctrines of the Christian religion, as plainly set forth in the

Holy Scriptures." Of late years the Friends have made more direct efibrts for the

conversion of the Indians placed under their care in the Agencies, and with a consider-

able measure of success.

One of the latest developments of American missionary enterprise has taken place

in Alaska, the vast territory which was bought in 1(SG7 by the United States from

the Russian Government for the sum of £1,500,000. For this trifling sum the American

people added to their dominion a region far larger than the original thirteen States

of the Union, abundantly rich in furs, fish, and minerals, and with thousands of

square miles of good timber in rcadmess for the time when the fast disajipearing

forests of ilaine and Michigan and Minnesota will supply no more. Of its high
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inonntains, the loftiest in the United States, its broad rivers and innumerable bays, its

ijlaeiers and boiling springs, and its far-stretching archipelago of volcanic isles, it is not

our province to say much. l'_[ion one island rises the mysterious volcano. Mount

Edgcumbe, a sacred mountain to the Indians. " They say that the first Indian pair

lived peaceably for a long time, and were blessed with children. But one day a family

jar occurred. The husband and wife grew very angry at each other. For this the

man was changed into a wolf and the woman into a raven. The metamorphosed

woman flew down into the open crater of Mount Edgcumbe, lit on a stump, and is

now holding the earth on her

wings. AVhenever there is thunder

and lightning around the summit,

it is only the -ivolf giving vent to

his rage while he is trying to pull

her off the stump. It would be a

great calamity if she should lose

lior grip, for then the earth would

be upset, and all who live on it

perish. So whenever it thunders, the

Indians take stones and pound on

the floor of their houses to cncoin-age

the raven to hold to the stump."

Eskimos are foimd upon the

northern coasts of Alaska, and

several tribes of Indians in other

parts of the territory. Recent mis-

sionary efforts have been directed

to those residing near Fort Wrangell

and Sitka — an industrious people

getting their living by fishing, and

very clever at making all sorts of

household implements for themselves. Seven or eight tribes dwelling along this

coast and on the adjacent islands speak a common language called Thlinket. Each

tribe has several chiefs, whose rank is distinguished by the height of the totem poles

erected before their houses. The totem poles, from two to five feet in diameter, and

from sixty to a hundred feet in height, bear aloft the badge or totem of the chief

—bear, eagle, or what not—and are carved below with the " quarterings " of family

totems with which he is connected bv marriacfe.

For the general manners and customs of this people we must refer our readers

to the numerous works that have appeared on the subject of Alaska, and confine

ourselves to matters bearing on our special tojjic. The dead are generally disposed

of by cremation attended with prolonged ceremonies and dismal cries. Some tribes cut

themselves with knives and stones, and formerly, in the case of rich men, slaves were

sacrificed.

THLIXKET HOUSES AND TOTEMS.
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" I witnessed <a scene of cremation on Boar River," says a writer, " that was one

of the most hideous and awful spectacles of which the human mind can conceive.

The mourners leaped and howled around the funeral pyre like demons, holding long

poles in their hands, which ever and anon they thrust into the seething, blistering

corpse with dismal cries of Wu-ivu-iun. On American River, after the body is reduced

to a little smouldering lump, the women draw it out of the fire ; then each one m
succession takes it in her hands, holds it above her head, and walks round the pyre

littering doleful wails."

In the tsi'-pi-ka-mi'-ni, or weeping dance for the dead, held about the end of August,

these Indians have a sort of All Souls' celebration. They collect piles of fresh fruit and

new clothing, and other things deemed acceptable to the dead in the other world. A
fire is lit, and the ofterings are arranged on boughs of trees stuck in the ground,

something after the manner of Christmas-trees. As twilight closes in, the men and

women sit upon the graves and wail dismally. Then, with hoarse Indian chanting, the

dance begins—the articles being taken from the boughs at intervals and thrown into

the flames. " All through the night," says an American writer, " the funeral dance goes

on without cessation
; wilder and more frantic grows the chanting, swifter becomes the

motion of the dancers, and faster and faster the offerings are hurled upon the blazing

heap. The savage transports wax amain. With frenzied yolls and whoops they

leap in the fluttermg firelight like demons—a terrible spectacle. Now some squaw, if

not restrained, would fling herself headlong into the burning mass. Another will lie
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down and calmly sleep amid the extraordinary commotion for two hours, then arise

and join as wildly as before in the frightful orgies. But still the espaliers are not.

Emptied, and as the morning stars grow dim, and daybreak is close at hand, with one

frantic rush, yelling, they seize down the residue of the clothing (generally left till

last) and whirl it into the flames, lest the first grey streak of dawn should appear

before the year-long hunger of the ghosts is appeased."

The Thlinket Indians worship Yehl, maker of wood and water. Yehl was born

through the miraculous conception of a Thlinket woman whose children had been slain.

She was moaning on the sea-shore when a whale told her to swallow a small stone

and drink some sea-water. She did so, and the result was the birth of Yehl, who, as ho

grew up, got the sun, moon, and stars out of the boxes in which a great chief had

been keeping them. He also arranged many other things for tte comfort and con-

venience of the Thlinkets, and then disappeared beyond the reach of either man or

spirit.

Of the minor spirits called Yekh, their name is legion. Every shaman (or sorcerer)

has some at his bidding. The Khi-Yekh (upper ones) who show themselves in the

Northern Lights are the spirits of braves killed in battle ; the Takhi-Yekh (land

spirits) and Tekhi-Yekh (sea spirits) are ordinary ghosts. Everybody has a Yekh always

with him, unless his conduct gets so bad that no respectable Yekh will stay with hiuu

The spirits can be called together when required by the sound of a drum or rattle.

Good spirits do no harm to anyone, so there is no occasion to trouble about them;.

but bad spirits must be propitiated to keep them in good temper. The Thlinket religion

is therefore practically devil-worship, and the s^'stem of propitiating these evil agencies

has been called Shamanism, from the shaman or sorcerer who conducts the ceremonies.

The shaman controls spirits, diseases, and the elements, and deals out success or mis-

fortunes. His renown and consequent wealth depend upon the number of spirits,,

he can persuade people that he has at his bidding. For each spirit he has a name,,

and a special invocation, and a separate wooden mask.

The shaman never cuts his hair. To hold a grand invocation, he gets together a

chorus of his relations, who must fast for a time, and also by using a feather for

an emetic entirely free themselves from material substance, which would hinder

spiritual manifestations. At sunset the people gather in the shaman's lodge, and

join in the music and singing till sunrise, whilst the performer in his paraphernalia

and with a mask on his face ru.shes round and round the lire in the centre, gazing

towards an aperture in the roof. His eyeballs roll Avildly and his limbs move con-

vulsively
; till suddenly he stops, and there is silence to catch his uttei'ances as ho

speaks under spiritual influence. Again and again during the night the sce;ie is

repeated, the shaman simply changing his mask to be eii mpport with the particular

spirit speaking through him.

The Greek Church had formerly several missions and schools in Alaska, but

these all ceased at the time of the American occupation. Then for ten years the

Christian Churches of America made no effort to teach Christianity to its dwellers

in their new territory, in spite of appeals from individuals and an educational grant
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from Congress which was not used. But in the spring of 187G a group of Christian

Indians went from Fort Simpson on British territory to get work at Fort Wrangell.

They kept up their Simday worship, and sowed the seeds of the Alaska Mission.

One of these Indians, named Clah, was a preacher, and his Suntlay audiences,

increased to three or four hundred three times in the day. Some well-disposed

whites helped him, and a school was established. So the mission was really set on

foot by the Indians themselves, befoi'o the arrival, in August, 1S77, of the Rev. Sheldon

Jackson, D.D., and Mrs. MacFarland, sent out by the United States Presbyterian Board

of Home Missions. In Illinois, at Santa Fe, in Mexico, and amongst the Nez Perces

—

where her husband died—Mrs. MacFarland had for twenty years been an earnest

worker in the mission field.

Dr. Jackson thus describes their first sight of what was going on at Fort

Wrangell :
—

" Upon landing and passing down the street, I saw an Indian ringing a

bell. It was the call for the afternoon school. About twenty pupils were in attendance,

mostly young Indian women. Two or three boys were present, also a mother and her

three little children. As the women took their seats on the rough plank benches,,

each one bowed her head in silent prayer, seeking Divine help on her studies. Soon

a thoughtful Indian man of about thirty years of age came in and took his seat behind the

rude desk. It was Clah, the teacher. The familiar hymn, ' What a Friend we have in

Jesus
!

' was sung in English ; a prayer followed in the Chinook jargon—the ' Pigeon

English ' of the North-West, compounded of French, Canadian, English, and Indian

words. The pupils repeated the Lord's Prayer in English, then studied and recited

theii- lessons, and school was closed with the doxology and benediction. ' Good afternoon,

my pupils,' and ' Good afternoon, teacher,' brought the proceedings to an end."

Dr. Jackson had to return East to raise means and procure further aid, and Mis.

^lacFarland was left in charge. She became truly a "mother in Israel," a physician

to the sick, a peacemaker in families, a counsellor and judge in social difficulties, an

arbiter in tribal feuds. When the Christian Indians had to call a constitutional Con-

vention, they put Mrs. MacFarland in the chair. Alleged cases of witchcraft were

brought to her for decision ; and when the Vigilance Committee were about to hang a

white man for miu'dcr, they sent to her to act as his spiritual adviser. Noted chiefs,

came from far and near to bo taught in the school of " the woman that loved the

Indian people." Hydahs and Tongas and men from all the Thlinket tribes came, as.

well as the Stickeens of the immediate neighbourhood.

" Yesterday," writes Mrs. MacFarland, " a chief by the name of Hotchcox came

to school. He said he was from Buffalo Island, and wanted to talk with me. He
was a remarkably fine-looking man, and I felt that if the Christians of the East,

who have abundant means, could have seen him with the tears running down his face

and heard what he said, there would be no lack of money to carry on the work in

Alaska. Laying his hand upon his heart, he said
—

' Mo much sick heart. You comO'

teach all Stickeens, all Hydahs, all Tongas about God. Jly people all dark heart.

Nobody tell them that Jesus die. By-and-bye, all my people die (pointing down), go

down, down, dark.' He was completely overcome. Oh, how my heart ached ! L
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tried to comfort him by telling him that we hoped to be able to send teachers and

preachers to all these people soon."

In December, 1877, the native teacher, Clah, died of consumption, and was buried

m the Christian Indian cemetery at Fort Simpson, British Cohmibia. The Indians

subscribed for a fence round his grave, on a beautiful hill overlooking a bay of the

Pacific.

The Rev. S. Hall Young was sent to help the Fort Wrangell mission in August,

1878, and pushed forward the work with great zeal and earnestness. The behef in

witchcraft was one of the first great troubles he had to contend against. Shus-taks,

a heathen chief, and his wife, were both sick, and came to the conclusion that some one

.\Y.4X IXniANS, AL.^SKA.

had been working " bad medicine " against them. Their nephew, Shaaks, and his

friends, went and caught an old man, air attendant at the mission church, and accused

him of being " bad medicine." They dragged him to Shus-taks' house, stripped him

naked, tied him most cruelly, hand, foot, and head, and put him in a dark hole

under the floor, ilr. Young and the Clerk of the Custom House went and procured

the old man's release. A five days' conference of the chiefs was held on the subject

of witchcraft, and an effectual blow was dealt at the Indian superstitious notions con-

cerning' it.

Mr. Young set about building a school-house and church, and the Indians subscribed

liberally according to their means. A Home for Girls, one of the most needed

institutions along the North Pacific Coast, was also founded, and Mrs. ilacFarland
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became its efficient matron, through whom many girls, who had otherwise been lost,

found shelter and salvation.

Sitka, a little farther north than Fort Wrangell, was once an important commercial

city. It overlooks a beautiful island-studded bay, the entrance to which is guarded by

Mount Edgcumbe. It has a Greek church with its dome of emerald green, a castle,

and a custom-house. But besides these edifices the Americans in 1867 found only a

few log huts. About a thousand ladians dwelt in or near the place, whose chiefs,

Sitka Jack and Annahootz, gladly welcomed the Presbyterian missionaries, the Rev.

J. G. Brady and Miss Fannie E. Kellogg, in 1878. School and mission work were at

once organised, and the teachers were surprised to find the Alaska Indians so superior

in all respects to the Indians of the plains. Other missionaries have gone out to help

forward the work both at Sitka and Fort Wrangell ; but the couree of events,

although of vast and increasing importance as regards the future of the mixed popula-

tion of Alaska, have not been such as to call for further description here.

From the dominion of the United States we now pass to British North America.

First, as regards Canada, we find that the idea has been not to make treaties with the

Indians as separate nations, but gradually to absorb them into the bodj- politic. The

results of a wise and just policy have been eminently satisfactory, and instead of

dwindling away, the Indians in some localities have considerably increased in numbers,

and have settled down into respectable and useful members of society.

Jlore than a century ago, Christian Oneidas and Mohawks were fighting side by

side with British troops in the long struggle Avith the French; and during the War of

Independence they remained loyal to the British Crown. At the close of the war, the

Mohawk chief, John Brant, led his tribe away from their ancestral woods and streams,

and settled on English territory. They brought with them the golden altar-vessels

which (^)ueen Anne had given to their church in the beautiful jMohawk vaUey, and in

their new settlement they built a church to which George III. presented " an altar-

piece with the Creed and Ten Commandments in the Mohawk language, and a loud-

sounding bell." With the Mohawks, remnants of the Oneida, Seneca, and other tribes,

also settled upon the Grand River. The name of Brant is commemorated by the

flourishing town of Brantford, near which stands a monument to his memory. The

old Mohawk church beside the Indian Burial Ground—the oldest church in Canada

—

is not now used, but has been superseded by a church at Kanyungeh, in the heart of

the woods. Canon Bell, D.D., was delighted with a Sunday spent in this settlement

a few years ago. He found Archdeacon Nelles, who for more than forty years had

worked among the Indians, superintending the Boarding School, where sixt}' boys and

girls are educated, and the Rev. Isaac Barr taking pastoral cai'e of the six tribes in

the woods.

Of the thi-ee thousand Indian farmers on this reserve, about eight hundred were

still pagans, but not of the old type. They worshipped the Great Spirit, and met on

stated occasions to sacrifice, with various strange rites, a white dog upon an altar. As

the fire consumed the offering, aromatic herbs were scattered over it, and blessings
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invoked upon themselves, upon the ground they cuUivated, and upon the air they

bi'eathed. " Thougli un-Christianisod," says Canon Bell, " they live peaceably with their

Christian neiafhbours ; and no doubt derive a reflex blessinsjf from intercourse with

those enlightened by the Gospel, for many of them are industrious farmers, and they

iire law-abiding and orderly."

The Canon found these Indians mostly attired in ordinaiy English di'ess—they

reserve the plumes and crests and belts of wampimi for State occasions, as, for instance,

when they presented an address to the Marquis of Lome and Princess Louise. " Hia-

Avatha now wears a prosaic coat and Avaistcoat and trousers, and Minnehaha has

gathered up her long flowing tresses and formed them into a chignon. The women,

however, are still fond of bright colours, and many a scarlet shawl and blue bonnet

Ave saw in the beautiful little church at Kanyungeh." The service Avas partly ia

English, partly in Mohawk. A fearfully sesquipedalian tongue is the latter. For instance,

" TeyeriliAvahkAvalhavkouh " means simply " H^'mns." The people seemed quite to enjoy

hearing the Canon's sermon tAvice over, once in English and again in their own

polysyllabic language. The settlement appeared to be in a very prosperous condition,

and Dr. Bell felt that the church and schools Avcre a centre of Ymht and influence to

all the country round.

Various other mission stations have been established amongst the Lidians scattered

about the shores of the great Canadian lakes. "Walpole Island, in the middle of Lake

St. Clair, is an Indian reserve, to Avhicli about forty years ago the Rca'. AndrcAv

Jamieson came to dwell among a thousand OjibAvays, PottoAvatomies, and OttaAvas.

They Avere a mixed assemblage of Indians of the lowest class, dirty, lazy, and ignorant.

Mr. Jamieson opened a building as a church, but not a soul came to hear him. So

he resolved to go to them, and visited the camps and AvigAvams, conversing and

teaching as the Avay opened for him, and after a year of patient labour had tAvo

baptised converts as the residt of his mission. He still Avorked on. It Avas his

custom to send Avord to the chief Avhen he Avas going to visit the tribe, and at the

appointed time he Avould And the elders solemnly seated in the great Avigwam, and

Avould begin by making presents of tobacco all round. LTnder the influence of the

fragrant Aveed they Avould listen patiently to Avhat the missionary had to say.

On one of these occasions a chief laid his pipe sloAvly on the ground, and said,

" Brother, Avhat you have told us is good ' ncAvs ; in truth, the very best ncAvs I ever

heard." That man became a Christian, and Avas also very helpful in persuading others

to accept the glad tidings of the Gospel.

For over thirty years Mr. Jamieson Avorked on at Walpole Island, till the collection

of Avild and ignorant pagans became a Christian colony, Avith a people liAang comfortably

on the produce of their farms instead of hunting and fishing for subsistence. Many
of the natives became catechists and teachers, and Avere very skilful in putting the

truths of the Gospel before their people. Jlr. Jamieson took doAvn the folloAving Avords

from an address given by one of his Indian helpers :

—

" What, my brethren, are the vicAvs you form of the character of Jesus ? You Avill

answer, perhaps, that He Avas a man of wonderful benevolence. You will tell me that
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He showed Himself to be so by the kind of miracles which He wrought. All these,

you say, were kind in the extreme. He created bread to feed thousands who were

ready to perish ; He raised to life the son of a ]3oor >\'oman who was a widow, and to

whom his labours were necessary for her support in her old age. Are these, then,

your only views of Jesus ? I tell you they are lame. When Jesus came into the world

He flirew His blanket around Him, haf the God rvas within!"

A little to the north of the Lake of St. Clair, on the river of the same name, is

Sarnia, near which was a settlement of Chippewas, amongst whom in 1S6!S the Rev.

E. F. Wilson came to labour. He was a son of the Rev. Daniel Wilson, Yicar of

Islington, and a grandson of Bishop Wilson of Calcutta, whose services to the missionary

cause have been narrated in a previous chapter. With Sarnia for his headquarters,

Mr. Wilson visited at intervals the scattered Indian communities for a considerable

• distance round. Indefatigably prosecuting the usual routine of school and mission

work, i\Ir. Wilson soon gained the cordial friendship of the Indians. It was shown in

a characteristic manner at a New Year's Day Festival, and the scene was thus described

by an eye-witness :

—

" I shall now relate the red man's way of conferring names. When the Indians

were all assembled, quite a largo niunber of our white friends being also present, the

Rev. E. F. Wilson, a missionary from across the big waters, with his excellent wife,

were presented to Chief Shahwunoo as candidates for Chi]3pewa names. The chief,

a tall, tine-looking man, with an air of native dignity, then made a brief address to

those present. It is the custom of our chiefs, when conferring names to children, to

take them up in their arms; but the chief, finding it impossible to adopt that mode

with the present candidates, took the missionary by the hand, and addressed him as

follows:—' The name that I have selected for you is a name we greatly respect, and

hold in fond remembrance ; for it was the name of an old and respected chief of our

tribe, who lived many years ago, and whose name we wish to have retained ; and

seeing you are a missionary to the Indians, it is the wish of my tribe, as well as

myself, that you should be called after our late respected chief ; so your name

hereafter is Puhrjuhkahbu.n (Clear Light).' And then taking the lady by the hand,

the chief addressed her thus:—'It is with great pleasure that I give you also a

Chippewa name. The name I am to give you was the name of one of our sisters, who

has long since passed away from our midst ; and it is our wish that her name should

be retained among us. And seeing you are the wife of our esteemed missionary, it is

the wish of my people that you should be called after our late lamented sister; so

your name hereafter is Mihwegeeshgooqua (A Lady of the Sky); and we shall always

look upon you as a sister, for you bear a name very dear to us.' Then the whole

assembly arose and congratulated their new brother and sister.

" After this interesting ceremony, we all sat down to partake of an excellent dinner,

which consisted of the ' fat of the land,' and which was provided by the Indians them-

selves. We were very attentively waited on by the maidens of the tribe, who

attracted great attention by the manner in which they performed their duty, and by

their pretty laces and dress, for they were arrayed after the fashion of their sisters.
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the pale-facea young ladies. After dinner, the chair was taken by Shahkeen (chief's

brother), and addresses were deUvered by the Rev. Mr. Wilson, Chief Shahwunoo,

John Jacobs, George Pwahnuhkee, Hiram Owens, Jeffry Pashekeshig, Andrew Jacobs,

and John Shahwuhnahnuhquod. The speakers dwelt principally on religion, education,

temperance, and agriculture. A very efficient Indian choir favoured the audience with

several select pieces of sacred music in the interval between the addresses. After the

speaking, the company sat down to tea ; and the festival was conckided by shaking

of hands and wishing each other ' A happy New Year.' Thus ended one of the hajjpiest

Indian festivals I have ever attended."

In one of his missionary tours Mr. Wilson came to Garden River mission, near

Lake Superior, one of the establishments of the "New England Company," where Mr.

Chance was working hard amongst a few hundred Chippewas. The white frame

church, the neat school-house, aud the pretty parsonage with its verandah and garden,

gave a very pleasant aspect to the village. Amongst the residents here was an. old

chief named " Little Pine," who had become a. Christian, and who was very anxious

to "see the Christian religion go on and increase" till all his brethren on the shores

of the Great Lake were brought into the fold. The constant burden of his soul was

that there should bo a Home built where Indian children could be fed and clothed,

taught farming and carpentering, and also brought up in the Christian faith, so that

eventually they might be sent out to spread Christianity in the Indian villages.

Whilst Mr. Wilson was taking charge of the mission during Mr. Chance's absence,

there was much conference with " Little Pine " about the scheme so dear to his heart

;

but although suitable sites were freely offered by the Indians, there were as j^et no

funds available for building purposes.

Little Pine was one day at work in the woods. He was very sad, for Mr. AYilson

was leaving, and the New England Companj' were about to give up the Garden River

mission altogether. Suddenly a thought came into his mind, and what next occurred

he thus relates in his own simple language :

—

" I will go with him, I will journey with this black-coat [missionary] whither he is

going. I will see the great black-coat [the Bishop of Toronto] myself, and ask that

Mr. Wilson may come and be our teacher, and I will ask him also to send more

teachers to the shores of the Great Chippewa Lake ; for whj^ indeed, are my poor

brethren left so lono- in isfnorance and darkness, with no one to instruct them ? Is it

that Christ loves us less than His white children ? Or is it that the Church is

sleeping? Perhaps I may arouse them, perhaps I may stir them up to send us more

help, so that the Gospel may be preached to my poor pagan brethren. So I resolved

to go. I only told just my wife and a few friends of my intention. I felt that the

Great Spirit had called me to go, and even though I was poor and had but a few

dollars in my pocket, still I knew that the Great God in heaven, to whom forty years

ago I j'ielded myself up, Avould not let me want. I felt sure that He would provide

for my necessities. So when the raspberrj^ moon had already risen, and was now

fifteen days old [July 15], and the black-coat and his wife stepped on board the great

fire-ship, I stepped on also. I had not told him as yet what was my object in going.
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and at first he left me to myself, tliinking, I suppose, that I was going on my own

business. I was a stranger on board ; no one knew me, and no one seemed to care

for me."

Mr. Wilson found out at length why Little Pine was journeying with him, and the

result was that they travelled together to many of the large towns of Canada; and so

well did the Indian plead the cause of his people, that a sum of money was collected,

but not sufBcient for the object in view. One thing, however, was gained, for arrange-

ments were made for keeping up the Garden River mission under the care of Mr.

Wilson, who was succeeded at Samia by Mr. Jacobs. The Indians were shouting on

the bank, waving their hats and handkerchiefs, with Little Pine flourishing his

IXUIAIT WOMEN OF CANA' lAfiHTIICG BEREIES TO MARKET.

crooked stick in the midst of them, when the Wilsons got back to Garden River.

Their first winter was fearfully cold ; the thermometer was some time 36° below

zero.

In the spring the question of getting more funds for the projected institution

was again considered, and the Indians in council selected Buhkwujjenene (" Man of

the Desert "), the brother of Little Pine, to go with Mr. Wilson and plead the cause in

England. Buhk^vujjenene spent six weeks in this country in 1872. "None who saw

him," says the Rev. Daniel Wilson, " will forget his tail, fine figure, clad in a blanket and

moccasins, with his scalping-knife hanging from his belt, and a skunk skin, the badge

of his race, always worn round the left arm ; the earnest expression of his face, and

the graceful movements of his hands as he pleaded for his people. He often related

the story of his own boyhood, his mother's death, his forlorn state, his father being

69
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given over to the fire-water, no one to tend or care for him ; no house, no bed, no

place to sleep excepting by his drunken father's side. Then would follow the touching

history of his own conversion. When he was rather more than twenty years of age, the

Gospel was first preached in his neighbourhood. For many months ho listened in vain

to the message, the preacher's words, as he said, 'going in at one ear and out at the

other.' One evening after hearing the missionary preach as he was returning to his

home, he was greatly impressed by the beauty of the sunset. The crimson and golden

clouds made the heavens seem to him as though on fire, and the words he had heard

suddenly came to his mind about the Judgment-day and the Son of Man coming in

His glory. Awestruck, he fell upon his knees in the lonely bush, and oft'ered up his

first real prayer. Then and there he gave his heart to God ; and he has now for thirty-

eight years lived an earnest and consistent Christian life. Very touching also was the

account of his subsequent illness, iiis father's coming one evening to his bedside, and

saying, ' My son, I see that you must die ; I know that you cannot live. Now listen,

my son, to my words, and know before you are j^-'vrted from me that your poor father

is a Christian. If you live to behold the morning light, you will see your father go to

the missionary's house, and my other sons and daughters with me, and my grand-

children also. We are determined all of us now to become Christians.'

"

The appeal to English Christians was so successful, and the Indians worked so

-willingly in aid of the project, that on September 25, 1873, the Home was opened with

a festal service. With eight boys and seven girls the work was begun ; but five daj's

afterwards a fire broke out in the middle of the night, and although all the sleepers

were roused up and rescued, yet the whole of the building—including the missionary's

house and furniture and all his personal property, the carpentering and bootmaking

shops, the clothing and winter stores—perished in the flames.

Mrs. Wilson and the children were sheltered by the kind Jesuit priest who con-

ducted a mission close by, and who had on a previous occasion generously helped them

when they were short of provisions. He now worked manfully with the Indians to

keep the fire from spreading to the church, which was saved, and procured clothing

and medicines for the homeless familj'. The Indian children were sent to their

friends. Unhappily the baby girl, carried by Mrs. Wilson through the rain, in fleeing

from the fire had taken cold, and died three days afterwards. It was needful for the

Wilsons to leave for a time, and as they went on to the steamer with the little

cofiin. Little Pine was sobbing bitterly, and Buhkwujjenene stood erect with head bent

and eyes cast down.

Mr. Wilson spent the winter at Collingwood, chiefly engaged in preparing a

Chippewa grammar and dictionary. Meanwhile, funds were raised in England and

Canada to build the Home afresh in a more substantial manner. Beside the river that

joins the two great Lakes Superior and Huron, the second Home was built. The

corner-stone was laid by Lord Dufferin, the Governor-General of Canada, Avho took a

warm interest in the Avork. There are now two Homes, the Shingwauk Home for

Boys and the Waywanash Home for Girls. The former (named after the father of Little

Fine) has a farm on which the boys work, and they are also taught trades. The girls
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do the washing and mencUng for both Homes. It has been found desirable to give the

children English names at baptism, for when a little boy of twelve bears the name of

Ahzhahwushkokeyhik (Blue Sky) it is more convenient to call him James or George.

The Garden River mission was placed under the care of a catechist, and Mr.

Wilson devoted his tinie to superintending the Homes, and to missionary journeys at

intervals. The Missionary is the name of the boat, which was readily manned by

some of the elder boys, and in which Mr. Wilson has visited many heathen tribes.

Very remarkable was their reception at Lake Neepigon, where a chief came up to

Mr. Wilson as he landed, and told him that he was " the white teacher " for whom
they had long been waiting. The chief declared that a good white man had

met his father thirty-three years ago, and had advised him and his people to give

up wandering lives and build houses. He had also promised to send a " black-coat

"

to them to teach them what was right. The old chief had persuaded his people to

build log houses and clear the ground and plant potatoes, but they had waited in

vain year after year for the promised teacher. At length he died, still counselling

them to wait patiently and to get the white teacher to give them a school when he

should arrive. " And now," said the chief, " we welcome you as the teacher my fiither

told us to look for."

As soon as possible means Avere taken to satisfy the longings of these poor people.

A considerable number have been taught and baptised. And now a plain wooden

church stands upon a terrace overlooking the river at Neepigon, the centre of a

flourishing mission.

The Homes, meanwhile, in spite of many difficulties and drawbacks, have prospered,

and the good that has been effected by the change of wild, dirty-looking children into

bright, intelligent youths and maidens, it would be difficult to over-estimate. Institutions

of this character are full of promise for the future of the Indian people.

The Wesleyan ilethodists have taken a full share in the work of Christianising and

•civilising the Canadian Indians. The schools and missions are numerous, and in many
an Indian village the fruits of their labours are abundantly manifest. In 1808 the

Rev. William Case had his attention forcibly arrested by the squalid misery of the poor

Indians whom he met with in traversing the vast extent of country over which the

remnants of the " Six Nations " were scattered. He became the promoter, and for many
years the able superintendent, of the Wesleyan Mission to the North American Indians.

The work began m a very humble way: a local preacher named Edmund Stoney held

occasional prayer-meetings in the house of a chief near whom he dwelt, and sometimes

added a word of exhortation. Then Seth Crawford, feeling called to the service,

learned the ilohawk language and devoted himself to evangelising the Indians. Among
those who heard him preach and were seriously impressed was Kahkewaquonaby

(afterwards well known as the Rev. Peter Jones). Soon afterwards this young Indian

was at a camp-meeting where Mr. Case and others preached. The young Indian chief's

simple and artless account of the great change which he then experienced has moved

.many hearts. He was wont to tell how he first "felt sick in his heart," and how he
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thought " the black-coats knew all that was passing within him ;

" and then how " the

burden was removed while he was looking to Jesus, and he felt constrained to declare

the power and goodness of the Great Spirit who had showed mercy to him a poor

sinner." On seeing Peter stand up to praise the Lord for what He had done for his

soul, Mr. Case exclaimed, with an overflowing heart, " Glory to God ! there stands a

son of Augustus Jones, of the Grand River, amongst the converts. Now is the door

open for the work of conversion among his nation."

The prophecy was a true one. Peter Jones became a zealous and successful

missionary to his own people, and, together with John Sunday, Peter Jacobs, and other

converted Indians, did good service for the cause. For fifty years, with Peter Jones

as a devoted colleague, Mr. Case dwelt among the Indians, and lived to see a rich

harvest from the seed that they and their fellow-helpers had sown. Here and there

all through the wilderness they saw the Christian villages they had formed, each

around its modest chapel and school-house, with the habitations of the ^^eaceful com-

munities they had instructed in the arts of civilised life and to whom they

had taught the way of salvation. Jones, Sunday, and Jacobs each visited England

at different times, and very much impressed the rehgious public by their speeches on

missionary platforms. They were living proofs of the reality of the work that was

being carried on amongst the red men by the Wesleyans of Canada.

Another Indian who became eminent as a preacher of the Gospel was George

Copway. As Kah-ge-gah-ga-bowh, he had been a veritable child of the forest, a keen

hunter, and zealous in seeking the favour of the spirits who he was taught were

everywhere about him. From a very early age he accompanied his father over the

family hunting ground at the head of the Crow River, and he tells us how, when he

shot his first bear, he felt as if his little leggings could hardly contain him. As a boy

he had been very skilful in shooting birds with bow and arrows, but when he was

allowed to use a oun he soon ranked hioh amongst the hunters.

The Ojibways, like other Indians, behoved in a Good or Great Spirit, but the chief

object of their religious exercises was the Bad Spirit, Mah-je-mah-ne-doo, who dwelt

beneath the earth, and was the author of bad luck, sickness, and death. To him the

Indians sacrificed, as choice offerings, dogs, whiskey, and tobacco. The dog had its paws

painted red, and then, with a large stone and five plugs of tobacco about its neck, was

flung into deep water, whilst drums were beaten and invocations chanted upon the

shore. Whiskey was offered by pouring a little on the earth when a company of

Indians were having a dram all round. It was also poured out near graves, so that

their departed friends and the spirits might have a drink together. But ardent spirits

were not always known to the Indians. It was the Avhite man who brought the fire-

water
; and the Ojibways, against whom the brave Hurons and the terrible Iroquois

had fought in vain, were conquered by whiskey. It turned them into demons, and

Copway tells how when a whiskey " spree " was arranged for, the head chief would

have knives and clubs and fire-arms collected and hidden away, lest the festivities

should wuid up with indiscriminate massacre.

But the time came when the pale-faces brought to the Indian something better
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than fire-water. We must quote from Copway's narrative the quaint account of the

"way in which the Gospel message came to his family in 1827 :

—

" My father and I," he says, " went to Port Hope to see our principal trader,

J. D. Smith, about twelve miles from our house by Rice Lake, to obtain goods and

whiskey. After my father had obtained the goods, he asked for whiskey. 5Ir. Smith

said, ' John, do you know that whiskey will yet kill you if you do not stop drinking ?

Why, all the Indians at Credit River and at Grape Island have abandoned drinking,

and are now Methodists. I cannot give you any whiskey.'

" ' Tall yah !

' (an exclamation of surprise) :
' it cannot be ; I must have whiskey to

•carry home; my people expect it,' said my father. He wished to buy a barrel, but

only obtained, after much pleading, about five gallons. My father promised to drink no

,.*>.fs;-
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more when the missionaries should come to Rice Lake. We reached home the same

day about one o'clock, and the Indians were awaiting oiu' arrival to have some fire-

water. They assembled and began to drink and smoke, ilanv of them were sitting

on the grass when the whiskey began to steal away their brains. One of our number

suddenly ran into the road, and said, ' The black-coats are coming, and are on the

other side of the point.' Each looked at the other Avith perfect astonishment. My
father said, ' Invite them to come over to us

;

' and to the one who was dealing out

whiskey, ' Cover the keg with your blankets, and don't let the black-coats see it.' The

whiskej'' was concealed, and then came the messengers of glad tidings of great joy.

They were converted Indians, saved by grace, and had been sent to preach to us, and

to invite us to attend a camp-meeting near Cobourg. After shaking hands all round,

one of them delivered a speech to the half-drunken Indians. He referred to the day

when they were without the good news of salvation. He spoke with great earnestness,

and the tears fell from his eyes. He said, 'Jesus Christ, Ke-sha-mon-e-doo 0-gwe-son

[i.e., the Benevolent Spirit's Son], came down to the world, and died to save the
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people; all the Indians at the Credit River and Grape Island are now on their road

to the place where the Saviour has gone. Jesus has left a book containing His com-
mands and sayings to all the world; you will see it and hear it read when you go

to Cobourg, for the black-coats have it. They wish you to come and hear it. To-

morrow is the Sabbath, and on that day we do not hunt or work, for it is the daj^

which the Great Spirit made for Himself 1' He described the way that the Son of

God was crucified. I observed some of them crying ; my mother heaved deep sighs

;

the half-drunken Indians were struck dumb, and hung their heads. Not a word

was uttered. The missionaries said, ' We will sing, and then we will kneel down and
pray to the Great Spii-it.' He gave out the following hymn

—

" ' Jesus ish pe ming' kah-e zhod.'

" ' Jesus, my all, to Heaven is gone.'

"They stood up and sang. Oh, what sweet melody was in their voices! The
echo was so great that there appeared to be a great many more singers than we could

see. After the hymn they prayed with the same fervency as they had sung.

" Peter Wason prayed, and his prayer said, ' Oh, Great Spirit, here are some of my
own relatives: open their eyes and save them!' After the prayer they said they were

going to Cobourg that evening, and if any desired to go with them they would have
them do so.

" My father arose and took the keg of whiskey, stepped into one of the small

canoes, and paddled some thirty feet from the shore ; here he poured out the whiskey

into the lake, and threw the keg away. He then returned, and addressed us in the

following manner :
—

' You have all heard what our brothers said to us. I am "-oing:

with them this evening. If anj' of you will go, do so this evening ; the children can

attend the great meeting some other time.' Every one ran to the paddles and canoes,

and in a few minutes we were on the waters. The missionaries had a skiff. They
sang again, and their very oars seemed to keep time on the still water. Oh, how
channing ! The scenery of the water, the canoes moving in files, crossing the lake

to visit their first camp-meeting."

The camp-meeting was a great success, and amongst the converted was Kah-ge-

ga-gah-bowh's father. The lad had been away in the adjacent woods with his bow
and arrow, and returned to find his father lying partly on one of the seats. His first

thought was that his father was ill, but the man exclaimed, " Come here, my son. I

am not sick, but happy; kneel down and I will pray for you." Copway knelt,, and

heard his father otier up his first prayer. JIany Indians were kneeling and praying^

and the Avork began that night to spread to several of the Ojibway villages scattered about

the Canadian lakes. Young Kah-2re-ga-s:ah-bowh, after renouncinij heathenism, was

impressed with a desire to teach his people, and became a missionary. He was

sent to help the missionaries on the shores of Lake Superior, where a good work

was going forward.

Curiously enough, some of the Indians, when brought under conviction, thought they

were sick, and took their Indian medicines ; but finding these gave them no peace, they
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would come and talk to the missionaries. Many of the converts were very helpful, by

going to the wigwams and persuading the unconverted to come and hear the missionaries.

One old chief, Kah-bc-wah-be-ko-kay (Spear Maker), was very vengeful, and threatened

to tomahawk anybody that camo to his wigwam with the white man's religion.

' Already," said he, " some of my family are very sick and crazy." But the missionaries

went to his wigwam armed only with Testament and hymn-book, and talked to his

family, whilst the old chief would run growling into the woods. One day he was

trapping martens in the woods, with his little daughter aged ten. The child seized

an opportunity, whilst her father was busy with the trap, to kneel down on the snow

behind a tree and pray for him. The old man was struck with i-emorse, and went

home feeling " sick in his heart." A message came to the missionaries, " Your friend

Spear Maker is very sick; he wishes you to call at his wigwam and pray for him."

They went and prayed and talked with the old man, who was sobbing and sighing

by the Hre. Next morning he brought the teachers a large sack full of gods and

" medicines," which he asked them to destroy. Henceforward he was a happy and

consistent Christian, and remained steadfast when the heathen party appealed to him

to join in the Grand Medicine Worship, which they kept up with drumming, singing,

and dancing, for a whole week, near the mission, by way of a counter-attraction.

Copway travelled over the whole district, visiting Indians at their hunting

grounds. He passed over the battle-grounds, where for generations the Ojibways and

the Sioux had only met to murder each other. A chief who was with him pointed

to a certain spot, saying—" There I killed two Sioux about thirteen Avinters ago ; I

cut open one of them, and when I reflected that the Sioux had cut up my own

cousin but a year before, I took out his heart, cut a piece from it, and swallowed

it whole." All about there were notches on the trees telling of warriors that had been

slain.

We need not follow Copway through the details of his prolonged career of mission

work among the Indians. He devoted his life to their service; translated for them a

portion of the New Testament; pleaded for them before large meetings in the Eastern

States, and left on record one or two interesting books on the history and customs of

the Ojibway or Chippewa people.

But the missions to the Canadian Indians are only a portion of the great -work

that has been done in British America. In 1822 the Church Jlissionary Society established

a mission to the Indians in the then j'oung settlement of Red River, now known as

Manitoba. The etibrt has been a successful one, and the descendants of the wild

Indians, who then lived in brutality and degradation, now dwell in neat white houses,

and cultivate their farms, and diligently attend the schools and churches.

Since the date mentioned, missions have been scattered over all parts of the vast

territory belonging to Great Britain. " In every direction, along the banks of distant

rivers which fall either into the Polar Sea in the north, the Pacific on the west,

Hudson's Bay on the east, or Lake Winnipeg in the interior, the ministers of Christ

have gone forth to spread the glad tidings of salvation."

The Moravians, the Wesleyans, and the Church Missionary Society, have all put
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forth Christian efforts in these regions. To give an historical narrative of all these

missions would be impossible in our limited space. We must therefore select two or

three of the most important, and mention only such details concerning them as appear

to be of striking interest.

On the banks of the Red River, whose Avaters flow into the Arctic Ocean, a mission

was established m 1858 by Archdeacon Andrews, who came 2,500 miles from his Red

River charge to teach the Tiune Indians, amongst whom he laboured sixteen months.

Partly by canoe down the river and partly by mountain-climbing, his successor, Mr.

Kirkby, pushed on a thousand miles further, to Fort Youcon, then the furthest limit

of the British possessions, but since ascertained to be within the territories ceded by

Russia to the United States. He preached to the Indians, and after his return to

Mackenzie River the Rev. Robert Macdonald settled here and laboured in the Youcon

district with great success. Meanwhile, Mr. Kirkby journeyed amongst the scattered

Indians between the two settlements, and built at Fort Simpson, not far from Great

Slave Lake, a church, school, and dwelling-house. He had to work like a day-labourer

himself, with the two or three men who were all he could hire to hel]) him. In addi-

tion to his buikling and his travelling, Mr. Kirkby found time to translate hymn-books,

tracts, Bible lessons, and an abridgment of Gospel history, and collected materials for

the grammar and vocabulary, afterwards completed by others.

The Rev. W. C. Bompas came to Mr. Kirkby's assistance in 1865. After learning

the lan^uao-e, he besfan itinerating amongst the tribes further north around Great Bear

Lake, and subsequently in other directions, travelling many thousands of miles, for

only in this way could the scattered tribes of this vast district be reached. In 1870

he went ari far as the mouth of the Mackenzie River, and laboured amongst the

Eskimos. These Eskimos are a tall race, the men averaging sis feet in height,

the women mostly smaller. The most prominent feature of the men's faces is an

artificial one. A hole is bored through each cheek on approaching manhood, and a

piece of walrus tusk inserted with a blue bead at the end. For one of these beads,

worth a penny in England, they willingly give a couple of black fox-skms that will

fetch £50 each. ilr. Bompas found them kind and hospitable, civil and skilful, but

also passionate and lazy, and addicted to lying, stealing, and other vices. Their

religion was made up of songs, dances, and conjuring ; and like the Indians finther

south, each had his own bag of " medicines " and charms. They believe in a good

spirit, whom they very naturally associate with warmth, and Atti, an evil spirit of cold

and death. The latter they seek to propitiate with spells.

Numerous tribes of Indians, speaking different languages or dialects, inhabit the

extensive region called British Columbia. Indeed, there are more Indians in this

province than in the whole of America east of the Rocky Mountains. A great

work has been done among the Tsimean Indians at Metlakahtln, and we have seen

how Clah, one of the converts from the mission, planted a Christian church at

Fort Wrangell, in the United States territory. The founder of the Metlakahtla

mission was William Duncan, who wont one evening in his youth to hear a

missionary lecture. It was a wet evening, and scarcely any one came, so it was
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proposed to put off the meeting. But the lecturer persisted in addressing the two or three

who had come, and the resuh was that Wilham Duncan devoted himseh" to the cause.

After training at a missionary college, Duncan was sent by

the Church Missionary Society, in 1856, to Fort Simpson, where

he found some twenty houses inhabited by English fur-traders,

and nearly three hundred wood houses, in a long straight line

beside the Pacific shore, inhabited by Indians, Soon after his

arrival, he saw a crowd of these wild savages on the beach

ON THE NOKTH THOMPSON lilVBK.

ferociously tearing in pieces and devouring the dead body of a man. He soon met

Avith an Indian, named Clah, who knew Ensflish, and with this man's aid he worked

hard at the lanoruao-e of the Indians, and studied their manners and customs. He
learned that they were not all cannibals, but that the " man-eaters " and the " dog-

eaters" were two distinct parties amongst them.

The season of snow came, which kept the Indians indoors, and Mr. Duncan

thought it a good time to do some visiting. Accompanied by Clah, he called at about
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lialf of the long row of houses, and was well received by the groups of half-naked,

painted savages sitting roiuid the tires. " Good kind man " was the universal sentiment

of the Indians, at which Mr. Duncan was considerablj^ encouraged.

After toiling at the language for eight months, the missionary wrote out a plain

sermon. Nino of the chiefs, when appealed to, agreed to assemble the people in their

houses to hear what Mr. Duncan had to say to them. Nine times he read that

sermon to audiences varying from fifty to two hundred. The people said but little,

but their countenances showed that they understood and appreciated a good deal. At

the close of the day Mr. Duncan thankfully wrote :
—

" About eight or nine hundred

souls in all have heard me speak, and a great, number of them, I feel certain, have

understood the message. ilay the Lord make it the beginning of great good for this

pitiable and long-lost jjcople •

"

The Indians saw that the superiority of the whites was largely due to education,

and both childi-en and adults came to the school, which was at first opened in the

house of the chief Legale. Then a school-house was built, the Indians providing

material and doing the work, and fifty adults and a hundred and forty children were

soon in attendance.

All was going on well, till in autumn Mr. Duncan refused to close his school for a

month during the " medicine " season. To do so would have been to countenance all

sorts of unholy rites and horrible festivals. Legale and half a dozen medicine-men

came in their feathers and paint, and strove to close the school, but Mr. Duncan held

out, and though his life was threatened he was not molested.

Teaching, preaching, visiting the sick, Mr. Duncan laboured on, and in the course

of a year or two there were about three hundred regular church-goers. The English

settlers Avere astonished at the tidily dressed families going to and from the place of

worship. A great many gave up painting their faces, and the ugly lip-rings , and nose-

rings went out of fashion. Legale and other chiefs came to school, and in many ways

the progress of Christianity and civilisation were manifested.

But the prevalent drunkenness, and the influence of surrounding heathenism, kept

undoing much of Mr. Duncan's work. In 1803 he took a step he had for some time

advocated, and went away with fifty of his Indian friends to found a new settlement

on a retired bay twenty miles from Fort Simpson. All his associates promised to

leave off all " medicine " (in the Indian sense), to give up drinking and gambling, to

cease painting themselves, and be clean, honest, and industrious. Six weeks after-

wards three hundred more followed on the same terms, and many others from time to

time.

At Metlakahtla (as it was called) there wore soon seen two streets of wooden

houses and a church. This building developed into an edifice capable of holding seven

hundred people, and the village grew and flourished, to the surprise of all visitors. The

Bishop of Columbia came and baptised a number of the people, including Clah and

Legale. The latter gave up his chieftaincy and everything, and after battling with

severe trials and temptations, the once fierce and passionate savage, whose hand was

stained with many murders, became an industrious carpenter, and a right hand to Mr.
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Duncan in his Gospel labours. Faithful to the end, he died six years afterwards rejoicing

in his Saviour.

Metlakahtla, with its well-built frame houses and regular streets and roads, is a

remai'kablc instance of " firm and Christian despotism." ilr. Duncan, sa3-s Jlr. Tucker,

" was made a justice of the peace by the Governor, and thus he had legal as

well as moi'al force at his service. The latter was used almost exclusively for the

Indians ; by the former he kept at a distance the whiskey traders and other

immoral folks, who would have negatived all his labours in a community whose

Christianity was a plant of so modern and tender a growth. He found his Tsimean

people had very artistic tastes, and could carve in ivory, wood, and stone, as well

as produce good results as jewellers ; he therefore set them up in these trades. To

prevent dealings with objectionable people, he opened a store in the village, where all

requisites could be bought ; and in a little while he proposed to the Indians that they

should buy a schooner, in shares, which should trade to and from Victoria, and be

manned by themselves. This also was accomplished, and the vessel on some trips would

return a profit of several hundred pounds.

" The internal government of the settlement was admirably managed by this same

despotic authoi'ity. Jlr. Dimcan built a gaol and police-station, dressing his native

officials in a proper uniform. Mindful of hospitality, and yet not wishing the clean

houses of the settlement to be contaminated, or the morals of the people to be

lowered, by intercourse with travelling Indians, a guest-house was provided by the

settlement at the general expense. Having thus proved the capacity of the Indians for

commerce and Christianity, this zealous missionary returned to England to acquire for

himself a knowledge of certain crafts, and to obtain some machineiy ; and then, like

another Peter the Great, he returned to instruct his people in the new arts which he

had acquired."

A wonderful missionary work has been done amongst the Thompson River Indians.

The Rev. J. B. Good was engaged at the Yale mission, on the Fraser River, when the

chief, Sashiatan, so earnestly begged him to come sixty miles further up, to Lytton,

that Mr. Good consented. Here, too, civilisation and Christianity have gone on hand

in hand, and the catechumens and converts are numbered by thousands.
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XXXII—NEW ZEALAND.

CHAPTER LXI.

HEATHEN MAORIA.

Discovery and Description of Country—Captain Cook's Visit—Appearance of the Maori—Tattooing—Mental and
Moral Qualities—Thievery—Passion and Revenge—Houses and Food—Baptism—Marriage Ceremonies

—

Polygamy—The System of Tapu—Legend of Maui—The Priesthood—Interpretation of Dreams—
Honours to the Dead—Belief in a World of Spirits—Witchcraft—Dread of Night—Spiritualism

—

No Idols.

"VTEW ZEALAND was the name originafly given, in 1642, by the Dutch discoverer Tas-

-^ ^ man to a couple of large islands encircled by numerous islets, more than a thousand

miles south-east of Australia, and at the direct antipodes of England, the centre of the

widest expanse of ocean on the surface of the globe, and containing "an epitome in

miniature of all the great continents of the world." To the eye of the geologist, an

eminent Austrian naturalist says, " it jiresents a scene of the grandest revolutions and con-

vulsive struggles of the earth, which, continually changmg the original form of the land,

gave it by degrees its present shape." Carl Eitter, the great geographer, says, moreover,

" it is destined before all other knds to become the mother of civilised nations." It is

a colonial proverb that "in no other country does Nature know how to make a fine

day as she does in New Zealand." Albion's enterprising sons have spread their tents

there until they have come to regard it as " the Britain of the South
;

" although we

are told that so fully alive are the natives to their own rightful landlordship and to

the value of their land, that they prefer to lease it rather than sell out, so that it not

unfrequently happens that "the native drives his buggy while the European goes

on foot."

In New Zealand towns, the English visitor of to-day is chiefly struck by the non-

foreign but quite famihar aspect of his surroundings ; but in the country, nature still

untouched by art possesses a sweet solemnity which leads his mind mto the pre-

sence-chamber of its God ; for in the forests all disturbing elements are missing, and

the profound silence is often oppi-essive. As regards beasts of prey, it might be of

New Zealand that the prophecy has been recorded :
" Tliej^ shall not hurt nor

destroy in all my holy mountain :
" there are absolutely none. There is on every hand a

" boundless contiguity of shade," into the dense umbrageous recesses of which the eye

can only pierce a few feet, and whose garb is the everlasting verdure of a most luxuriant

fernery. Ferns are everywhere—on the ground, on the trees, on one another—from

the monarch tree-fern, rising like some sculptured pillar until it bursts into a broad-

spreading capital of fronds, to the tiny lustrous variety which adorns the shaft of this

giant. One almost looks in vain for flowers. But the thistle, by repute imported by

some Scotch adorer of the emblem of the curse, holds its own in spite of legislators and

their " thistle ordinances." The whole atmosphere is impregnated with perfumes, and

sweets are borne on the wings of every gale. On the bosom of the placid streams water-

fowl sit m proud meditative state, so tame as to come within reach of the canoe paddles.
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The proper name for this country, Maoria, should have been retained. But for

long, the known custom of its cannibalism gave men a natural distrust of everything

belonging to it. The famous Captain Cook first gained a footing on its shores, and

AN OLD TATTOOED CHIEF (Photographed).

established friendly relations with its brave, intelligent, but savage inhabitants; after

which whaling vessels, putting in for water, kept open the only communication between

it and the civilised world ; even this being frequently interrupted by the cruel whites'

rapacity, and the consequent wreaking of indiscriminate vengeance on the next whites

the savages met. Thus, in 1772 twenty-eight Frenchmen were cut off; next year ten
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Europeans were triunipliantly eaten ; and in 1S09 the crew of the Boyd were massacred.

To visit such a j)eople was to court death.

The aboriginal Maori (name signifymg anything native or indigenous) was a pro-

nounced type of Polynesian humanity, composing one of the purest branches of the

coloured Malay-Papuan stock. The Zealandic traditions of an ancestral migration are

both strong and minute ; the Tohungas, or learned priestly order, being great in " endless

genealogies," recited the story of their forefathers with equal pride, but greater truthful-

ness than Anglo-Saxons have in tracing their " blue blood " to the Conquest ; and their

inemoria teclinica, being nothing more than notched sticks, have proved trustworthy

records in English law courts. Some savants have claimed for them a more remote origin

than the people themselves ; but it is not a little remarkable that notwithstanding tribal

divisions and war, there is a consensus of traditional historj' throughout the country,

the story everywhere told being that they sailed hither in several large canoes, whose

names they religiously preserve, with those of their respective commanders, and the points

of coast where each first landed. It is curious, too, that the story of an ancient exodus

•curi'ent in the Sandwich Islands agi-ees with this in detail, even do^\'n to the names

of the canoes ; and this tradition of their having come south from some sunnj' isle was

.singularly confirmed by the ease with which a Tahitian companion of Captain Cook

could converse with the New Zealanders. It is interesting to notice how tribal divisions

are still kept up in the prenominal " Xgati," which has descended as a relic of the

occupancy' corresponding to the Highland " Mac " or the " O' " of Irish descent. Alas
.'

that in presence of white brethren the pathetic tale of decay must be told ;
the Maori race,

iis if conscious of some fateful doom, is slowly but surely declining, the very introduction

of the Avhite man's blanket being apparently' deleterious to its phj-sique.

Physically the Maori was well formed and muscular, his face quiet in a strength

which was latent, except for the vivacity of the dark, expressive eyes. "With tutored self-

command, he had the art either of concealing thought and feeling, or of giving them

uncontrollable vent, and while he Avas proud in his bearing and bloodthirsty in his

heart, his visage was more than a match for any thought-reading expert. For the

mechanical symmeiry of the curving lines deeply imbedded in his flesh left no possi-

bility of facial expression : and for that imaginary beauty he would willingly pay a

handsome price in suft'ering. So intense was the agony of tattooing, that only small

portions could be taken at a sitting ; and of one who insisted that his whole

visage should be thus marred at one time, it is recorded that he died imder

the shock. The person to become thus beautiful for ever laid his head between

the ojjerator's Ivuecs, and had a series of incisions made by mallet and chisel in

circles charcoaled on his face, aU which outlines were soon rendered invisible by

the streaming blood. The chisel-point, dipped in some venomous drug, caused

-almost innnodiate inflammation, over which a thick paint of oil and ochre was

eventuall}' plastered, so as to give the face as disgusting a look as possible.

In the further ornamenting of the bod\- were worn trinkets dear to the savage

heart. Squeezed through the lobe of the ear would dangle a dead bird, or a

hve one fluttermg pendent by its neck, the blood of the wearer freely flowing i'rom
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the desperate wound. They mourned their dead by lacerating their own Hving

bodies till the blood gushed out. Happily the long-lost Levitical prohibition :

—

" They shall not make any cuttings in their flesh," was enforced by mission influence,

and this engraving and painting of the " human form divine " is now a matter of

histor3^

In regard to the mental and moi-al qualities of this interesting people, there

were veins of silver in the clay. With all their savagery, their affection and their

honour were genuine traits. The return of the young to the parental bosom after

temporary absences caused unbounded and even anguished transports of joy ; in

spite of all their chronic wai-s, they were kind to one another. Sometimes, when a

besieging party learned their foes' need of stores or spears, they would send a

suppty, laying them down in heaps near their defences and then retiring. But the

method of showing affection was a mad one. In bidding farewell there was an

overwhelming display of feeling ; commencing with an ogling glance and a whimper^

then, breaking into an affectionate exclamation, with a tear glistening in the eye and

XI wry face drawn, they would shuffle near the departing one and cling to his neck

;

then they cried outright, and used the sharp flint to face and arms, at last roar-

ing* most outrageousl}', smothering him with kisses, tears, and blood until he was

only too glad to escape. The howling scene was re-enacted on his return ; and

altogether the dismal exhibition suggested that such extremity of fond devotion

was but so much cant—a suggestion not diminished by the well-known power of

savages to force the flow of tears, or to restrain them, at Avill. In the midst of

•an outburst of woful grief they would suddenly be reminded of something more im-

portant, and they would instantly postpone the affecting tearfulness by saying that

they could easily finish that at a more convenient season.

Thiever}^ has ever been a virtue of the savage heart. Thus, wliile the missionary,

the acknowledged friend of the Maoris, has been talking to them, they have cut

the bridle oft" his horse, and when accused have instantly and unblushingly re-

-stored it. The nails of a pair of camp-bellows were picked out, and when the only

black-fellow by whom the theft could be committed was addressed, he could not speak,

because he had concealed them in his mouth. Nor did their first acquaintance

with civilised barter promote their honest}', for European roguery practised in vain

upon their knavery. C!ounterfeit coin palmed on them, medals passed for dollars, and

gilded farthings uttered for sovereigns, onlj' served to create distrust of mercan-

tile transactions altogether ; and the native purchaser of a cask of gunpowder, finding

on opening it in his distant home that it contained chiefly mould, was not to be

wondered at if in his rage and disappointment he filled his basket of flax with

stones to increase its weight, or his measure of potatoes with pieces of wood to

enlarge the bulk.

As regards passion, little was required to arouse the untamed demon in the

New Zealander to a pitch of fury ; and when the savage blood was up it was im-

possible to curb its ungovernable rage. Kevenge was even sought by proxj-. " The

murdei-er's brother had killed the wife of Hopukia. When he escaped, an innocent
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man, who was j^addling a canoe with a European, was laid hold of, and but for

the timely interference of the Christian natives, his life would have expiated

another's crime. And then, according to their own law, his relatives would have

avenged his death on the European that was with him." Thus were these dark

places of the earth full of the habitations of cruelty. War was waged for the

express purpose of inflicting pain. From the most sensitive parts of the victim's body

the blood was drained, that the conqueror might slake at once his thirst and his

revenge by quaffing the ebbing life-stream. The diabolical spirit of revenge, and not

the desh-e to satisfy hunger, made them anthropophagous, though they did not

carry their cannibalism to the same extent as was witnessed in the vile orgies of

some of their South Sea neighbours. From generation to generation an injury was

had in remembrance ; the heads of enemies being placed in rows on the house-tops,

where biting taunts were hurled at them, as though the sightless orbs of the

ghastly objects could see, or their deaf ears hear the bitter gibes.

Resentment was their strongest passion, and under its dark, malign influence they

came to devour their foe as being the lowest degi'adation to which they could reduce

him. " I have tasted human flesh," said a venerable Maori convert at a missionary meet-

ing, " and it was siveet." The last words, spoken with emphasis, caused a cold shiver to

run through the audience. This "sweet" revenge was stimulated by mutual encourage-

ment. The head of a slain one was preserved as a sacred thing, and when on the visit

of some ally it was taken out for a sympathetic weeping, it became the central

attraction of the occasion. The friend was led to the spot where the hideous

reminder of his familiar acquaintance was conspicuously impaled for his behoof, and

taking his stand before it in the attitude of broken-hearted grief, the big tears would

course down his manly cheeks, until, giving vent to the overpowering" melancholy of

his soul, he forgot his grief in wrath, and worked himself up into a fit of rage border-

ing on madness ; at which moment all slaves would keep well out of sight, or one or

more would be slain as ^m-o tern, substitutes for the foes who had beheaded his beloved.

The ceremony over, the head was swathed once more in its grave-clothes, to await the

advent of the next guest whose passion it was required to keep burning in like manner.

Before Christianity made life sacred and property secure, chronic Avars compelled

the people to huddle together in ^j«/(.«, or fortified villages, usually built on commanding

elevations, where they were governed by the arbitrary will of their chiefs. Houses

were of timber and bulrashes, carved work being conspicuous, the walls of leaves

interlaced rendering the dwelling warm and snug, but the head-room of only four or

five feet making it equally iiaconvenient. Furniture they possessed not. A bulrush

layer formed a bed, cooking utensils were red-hot stones, the water-jar was a calabash,

a small carved box held their ornaments chiefly consisting of feathers ; a stone axe was

their one implement besides their spears. The village was thrown together with no

regard to order; huts, sties or stores, in preservation or in ruins, were pitched at

random among the superior dwellings of chiefs, or the stages raised on tree-stems for

the security of produce from vermin or other thieves. In equal disorder plantations

were scattered about, sometimes miles apart, as security against stripping pai'ties.
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The staple food after the potato appears to have been the j^U^^' or cockle, for in

every old i^rt/t this creature's shell is strewn in myriads, attesting its enormous con-

sumption. Periodically a feast was given, when the quantity of food attacked was amazing.

MAOEI FESTAL PYRAMID.

A pjTamid eighty or ninety feet in height and twenty or thirty feet in its base diameter

was constructed in tiers, as shown in the illustration, ujjon which was piled a sohd

mass of food, and the whole stupendous arrangement was adorned with flags. The bill

of fare compiised sharks, eels, albatrosses, and potatoes, the extraordinary banquet being

washed down with innumerable calabashes of shark oil.

The Maoris had a rite supposed to be analogous to Christian baptism. A child

70
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when born was wrapped up and laid in the sun. Its mother rubbed its nose to flatten

it. A sht was made in the ear, and kept unhealed until it was sufficiently elongated

for the insertion of a pendent ornament. At five or eight days of age was a cere-

monious feasting, wheii the child was carried in a woman's arms to the side of some stream,

and delivered to a priest who had been previously well fee'd. He recited a long list

of ancestors' names. In the end he selected one, and as he pronounced it he sprinkled

the child solemnly with a shrub or immersed it in the running water. The child was

thereby consecrated to the god of war, was regarded as holy, to be handled only

by the initiated, and with the greatest care nurtured by them in the superstitious and

evil practices of its forefathers. Among the incantations mumbled by the priest, the

bystanders could comprehend little but that the neophyte was desired to Hame with
'

anger and be strong to Avield a weapon. The full prayer was never told, being of too

sacred a nature. It addressed an unknown spirit supposed to hold the destiny of

men and birds, and prayed that the child might be cruel, troublesome, adulterous,

murderous, a liar, a thief—in short, guilty of every crime, emblematic of which very

small pebbles were thrust down its throat to make its heart hard and callous and

implacable. If a great man's name were presiunptuously given to the child, it was

presented to his friends to be eaten by them by way of compensation for an unpardon-

able offence. In this case a ransom might be made by a timely distribution of large

presents of food, when the child was restored with singing to its parents, and old and

young sat doA\Ti to the feast in ancient style.

The marriage ceremony, if such it must be called, consisted in a tremendous

scuffle between the bridegroom, who made a determined raid to cany off the idol of

his heart, and her friends, who, at least in appearance, were equally resolved to hold

her; while she, if never actually dragged in half, was thus considerably mauled. The

success of the forcible suit ended in a feast, the happy pair being visited by a stripping

party, whose time-honoured duty it was to seize as much of the bridegroom's property

as could be carried off; another struggle was wound up by a dance, a talk over the

maiTiage, and the distribution of presents among friends to sweeten their temper.

Polygamy was common, and became the root of many social evils
;
jealousy inciting

quarrels, murders, .or bloodshed on an extensive scale. The fiend within the mother's

breast, usurping the throne of maternal instinct, would throw the child but a few days

old to the dogs or pigs, when, but for some rival, that mother would have died to save

her offspring from harm.

"Land and women are the roots of war" became a Maori proverb, and war was

the Maori passion. Even the women were martial, and the men were tutored to it

from the breast. Arrears of reckonings for injuries, kept them alive with mutual

distrust, and the avenger of blood was ever dogging his prey ; but almost any pretext

served as a casus belli; and Avhile might overcame right, the weak went to the wall

with loss of goods or of life. The braves under arms were almost undisciplined, but

rushed to an attack under the furious influence of their passion, the party who
made the first grand rush generally coming oft' winner of the field ; for their war-shout

struck terror m the breast of their adversary, who ran oft' in confused rout, well aware
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that no attack would/ be made except by the party superior in numbers and ammunition.

But they were intrepid as well as reckless, and in the ten years' war with the English,

from being despised and feared they became respected by their civilised opponents

;

while military- Europeans admired their skill and genius in the erection and defence

of their paJi'^. Here they showed a chivalry worthy of all commendation, whereas

formerly the conquered had no mercy shawn them, and if not killed and eaten, were

enslaved as subjects of the conqueror's caprice, to abuse or to slay upon the first

retaliatory necessity.

The ilaori superstitions resembled those prevalent throughout the South Seas,

For instance, the system of Tapii, elsewhere described, especially entered into all plans

and purposes, with all the force of its prohibitory consecration, and constituted a

network of grave embarrassment, and a ready occasion of feud, eventually disentangled

iind overcome by the Christian missionar}-.

The ilaori mind being tinged with poetry, and the vernacular being highly

coloured as the s]^)eech of an oratorical nation, the sage saws of New Zealand are rich

in allegory ; its proverbs require an interpreter to expound them, and its legendary

lore is dark with oracular significance. According to its own account, Maoria Avas

tished up out of the ocean : the myth being that an old man of the sea, Maui by name,

slew his two sons for the sake of making fish-hooks out of their jaw-bones, handing

at the same time their right eyes over to the sky, the one as the morning, and the other

as the evening star. Fishing with the tilial jaw-bone of his eldest-born, he fastened

on a haul too heavy for even his strength, and for three months he tugged at it in

vain ; until at length he caught a dove, and infusing his spirit into it, the sacred bird

soared above the clouds with the line, and drew up New Zealand above the waves.

Maui on going ashore found much to astonish him, especially men and fire, the

latter of which he took up in his hand not knowing its torture. When the sun set,

Maui plunged beneath the sea after him, caught him, brought him back in the

morning, and, to prevent his running oif for good, weighted him with the moon, so

that when he sinks he drags up the lesser light to rule the night. Maui holds up

his right hand at odd times, and prevents men from seeing the sun or the moon, and

he captured every breeze but the west wind, which in spite of him bloweth where it listeth.

Dreams wielded their own potent influence, some old person seeing every enter-

prise in visions of the night and interpreting the issues most favourably, and, whether

grave or gay, momentous or trivial, with an equal earnestness of tone and gesture.

Their reverence for the flight of birds reminds us of the importance attached to the

same thing in the history of other portions of the pagan world. Their Tohunga was

a patriarchal seer, the nearest approach to a priest, who uttered ambiguous things.

" A desolate country ! A desolate country
!

" he would cry when consulted by some

war party, and when the encouraged warriors were slain to a man, this would onlj'

turn out to the greater glory of " Sir Oracle ;" for of course not their enemy's, but their

own land had been the one chosen for desolation A favourite method of testing the

issues of battle was for a youngster to select a sjjot sheltered from wind, on which,

having cleared of ferns a space six feet square, he carefully planted a number of
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sticks answering to the number of tribes at fend, j^lacing them in two rows repre-

senting the battle array of the belUgerents, naming each by the name of a tribe, and

adjuring them in muttered sentences to declare the truth about the war. Then he

retired to watch what the rising wind would do to his campaigning sticks ; if the row

representing the enemy fell backwards, it was a sign that the real foe would be

discomfited ; theh falhng obliquely promised only half a routing ; should they fall so

as to approach the others, then instead of their being demolished they would be the

victors : a childish oracle indeed, and one easily stimulated by the cute j-outh's

observation of the probable direction of the wmd, and other private intercourse

between himself and the spirit, which probably existed for the most part in the will

of the chief who thus sought by jugglery to animate his warriors.

The dead were held in high honour, the biggest social pest in life being lamented

with all the rites of iajjw and festivity. When one day old, the corpse was severely

beaten, in order to drive out of it any lingering traces of the old nature, while at the

same time the spirit was sung away to the realms above or the regions beneath,

according to the fancy of the singers ; then it was trussed in a sitting posture,

the chin resting on the knees ; the head was dressed with feathers ; the cheeks painted

rouge and white, and for three days it was lamented with bitter wailings ; dependents

on the deceased cutting themselves with frightful curved gashes. Missionaries describe

the: night as made hideous in this valley of the shadow of death by the cries oi

the stricken heathen, and of its forcibly suggesting "that outer darkness where

there is weepmg and wailing and gnashmg of teeth." The defunct was suspended

in a box to a tree, and no further notice was taken of him until the annual assembly,

when he was taken down, the bones scraped, bound up, and laid i-espectfuUy in their

last resting-place in the ancestral burial-gi'ound amid many ceremonies. This synod

of united tribes was anything but funereal in its general tone; and dancing, whistling,

wrestlmg, quarrelling, buying, selling, and telling lies, were the order of the merry day.

The Maori belief was that the soul did not cease to exist when it left the body,

but flew either to a distant scene of happiness or to a nearer region of woe. The

departed was supposed to be allowed such luxuries in the other world as he had

been accustomed to in this. Slaves were slaughtered to attend their master m
Hades, and it was no uncommon thing for a widow to hang herself in her

desire to comfort her lord in his Plutonian state, quite content to leave to the

care, or rather to the neglect, of relatives, the children who were thus orphaned of

both their parents. Besides this, occasional Hberty was supposed to be allowed to

the departed to revisit the earth, when he would converse with his friends in sibilant

whistles, imder the guidance of some notable necromancer.

One night a tribe met in a large building for the purpose of such spiritualistic

communion, and were bewildered in the darkness by hearing a voice which seemed to

speak in the air and underground. The deceased believed to be thus called up, hapj^ened

to be the lover of a girl, who declared that she would flee to him : her brothers re-

strained her for the time, but at midnight the report of a gun, followed by women's

wails, announced that she had carried out her resolve. Her father, a Tohmiga, supported
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with one hand her lifeless body, and with the other tore in agony his matted hair,

howling iii despair over the wreck of his child, while his fellow-priest, who had been

the medium, said in low calm accents, " She has followed her departed one."

MAORI WOMAN AND CHILD.

Witchcraft held its place in effecting divers dark ends, and, for the sake of gain,

professional wizards peeped and muttered in the teeth of many a danger. " I have

seldom known a man," is the testimony of a missionary, " who for any length of time

has professed the sin of witchcraft, die a natural death." AVhen an act of aggression

was purposed without an adequate excuse, the accusation that the party attacked had

caused siclcness or death among the aggressors by the aid of evil powers was resorted
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to, and the spells of the sorcerer were unavailing to ward off the sudden blow ; hisi

gains and his uevenge equally perished, and he went down to his grave unpitied.

Frightful tales, exceeding in horror the most weird ghost-stories, were readily

manufactured and accredited by this superstitious people. The night was a source

of real dread. After dark every dimly outlined object was a monster about to devour

them ; the vast solitudes of nature were peopled with the indescribable " terror bj-

night," which no effort to rid the mind of its foreboding was able to shake off.

No proof had they ever of its dark designing existence
;
yet there it lay, as a secret

influence by which their lives should be spirited away. They possessed a large

measure of spiritualistic susceptibility ; everything in natui-e being invested with super-

natural power, every circumstance of life being under some unseen, ever-present spell,

every tribe worshipping its departed ancestor and receiving from his consulted Atva,

or spirit, mysterious replies, " half whisper, half whistle." It is said that when the

first missionaries preached the Gospel, the Maoris consulted this Aiiia as to the

truth of the new teaching. It is remarkable that the answers invariably declared

Jesus Christ to be the true God, and to this circumstance the rapid growth of the

Christian religion in New Zealand was in part attributed.

The superstitious New Zealander had, however, no idea of a personal Creator, and

his very veneration of iratural objects made it difficult for him to worship One

only living and true God. Jlanufactured deities never rise above the passions of

their votaries, and here " the gods many and lords many " were cannibal, and had to

be appeased by the inhuman sacrifices of their inferiors. Malicious calamities of all

sorts were brought to men's haunts by them ; disease and death were explainable m\\y

by the fact of one of them, in the form of a lizard, entering the sick man's frame and

preying on his vitals. One ludicrous tale was that of a missionary who resorted to a

blister to cause the bilious reptile to bite on the outside, aperients having failed

to exorcise the evil. This device, proving the lizard to be on the outside, completely

succeeded ; the patient grew instantly well, although the heated ovens were disappointed

in not having him to roast.

Fear and dread Avere the only religious instincts of the Miwrics, and

although they possessed a dim consciousness of a life to come, and knew good and.

evil, that future state inspired little either of hope or of terror, for it contained

for them no place of reward and no idea of penalty. Idols they had none

:

neither public images nor domestic household gods—except their own repulsive

countenances—were among the things which they requu-ed to abjure wheji they re-

ceived the Gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
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CHAPTER LXII.

MAR^DEN AND THE MISSION.

marsden's Civilising Theory—Tuatara—First A\Tieat in New Zealand—Landing of Marsden—Death of Tuartara/

-Scenes of Violence and Terror—Hons'i and his Bloodthirstiness—Arrival of the Rev. Henry "Williams

and his Brother—Caution in Receiving Converts—Death of Hongi—Gradual extension of Missionary

Iniluence—Heroes of Peace-making—The first New Zealand Martyr—Marsden's last Visit and Death.

IN days when the missionary triumphs of this century Avere but beginning, the

task of converting cannibal savages appeared hopeless, and the current sentiment

reo-arding them was that there was " nothing for it but to polish them off the face

of the earth." Their energy and love of adventure having led individual ]\Iaoris

to make voyages to the shores of Australia, from time to time they met the

Rev. Saumel Marsden at Port Jackson, and soon attracted the earnest attention of

that devoted convict-chaplain. New Zealand, it is true, was but a name hated and

despised in New South Wales; yet beneath the murderous exterior of its tattooed

travellers his humane eye, as though sensibly repeating Gregory's famous first view of

Britons at Rome, and again uttering his dictum

—

Non Anr/li, sed ungeli—read

characteristics of a noble human type, and his heart was bent on preaching Christ

to the distant barbarians, as well as to the bondmen under his immediate charge.

Thus Marsden may be justly regarded as the father of Maori civilisation,

and the founder of the Zealandic Church. He began by inducing some chiefs to

visit him, and so gained their confidence, while he was delighted by the ability

and anxiety they displayed in discussing the elevation of their race. On one

occasion ho had as many as thirty of them at his parsonage at Paramatta, and the

caimibal heart poi-ceptibly softened in presence of genuine Christian love. In 1807 he

visited London after an absence of fourteen years, and earnestly urged the claims of

these warlike races on the Church Missionary Society, pleading that New Zealand

opened " a great door and effectual " for missionary enterprise* The devoted man was

listened to, for he appealed with all his might; and after mature deliberation, the

Society resolved to proceed to the Antipodes as their second great field.

It was no uncommon thing in those days to suppose that a savage race must be

civilised before it could be Christianised, and Marsden proposed to employ the arts of

civil life as a step to the evangelisation of the ferocious people, who in his eyes were

really common-sense folk, needing but a helping hand to elevate them. He therefore

proposed to create a small settlement of emigrant artisans among the heathen Maoris;

but no men could be found suitable or ready for such an undertaking. To go into

exile in the uttermost parts of the earth among strange uncouth savages, whose

language was unknown, and whose intelligence seemed limited to deeds of ferocity-,

Avas not inviting to ordinary flesh and blood. The inadequate sum of £500 per

annum was voted by the Society, and two mechanics at length agreed to accompanj-

the intrepid clerg3-man back to the new extension of his parish on the other side of

the globe. One was versed in ship-building and navigation, the other in flax-dressing
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and rope-making, and these were afterwards followed by a third. In order to the know-

ledge of Christ, they were instructed by the Society to introduce the arts of civilised

life. Experience proved this a mistake, and Marsden, as if confessing the initial error,

wrote, later on, these memorable words :— " CiviHsation is not necessary before Christi-

anity ; do both together if you will, but you will tind civilisation follow Christianity

more easily than Christianity follow civilisation," an opinion verified in the history

of this mission to a remarkable extent.

By a notable providence, the outward-bound vessel which conveyed the mission

party across the seas carried in its forecastle a poor emaciated New Zealander, by

name Tuatara, who, under cruel promises of employment held out bj' English sailors,

and with the innocent ambition of seeing King George, had worked his passage to

Eno-land. Instead of gainmg either end, he had been ill-used, cheated of his wages,,

abandoned to starvation, and finally left to make his way back to his native land as

best he could. Marsden's incUgnation and sympathy were aroused by the man's tale,

and taking the poor fellow under his care, lie became the means of his speedy re-

covery, and the som-ce of a gratitude so deep that Tuatara thenceforth belonged to

the mission scheme as its most promismg agent Remainmg with Marsden six

months in Australia, lie was then sent home to New Zealand laden with a profound

sense of the Christianity of his host—a foreiamner to pi-epare the way of the Lord

among the Maoris.

Jt'Iarsden and his settlers were ^greeted with disastrous news on their

arrival at Paramatta ; New Zealand was in every mouth as the scene of a late

massacre of tlie crew and passengers of the Boyd, a large English merchantman,

whose captain had wantonly provoked a chief. The horrible retaliation had led to-

worse reprisals, and some whalers having determined to execute then- own ven-

geance on the cannibals, iimocent and guilty wei-e alike perishing. Excitement ran

high between the races, and Marsden was constrained to delay his humanising enter-

prise
; the more so that the colonial governor, whose despotic power was not to be

gain, laid, forbade the pious enthusiast from exposing his life for the purpose of carry-

ing out his chimerical schemes ; thus it was only after a considerable lapse of time

that the chaplain obtamod leave to send his three lay pioneers with a greeting to

Tuatara.

Among the many grievances sirftered at the hands of whites which this man

would have to recount to his friends when he regained his home, the story of

Marsden's kindness stood out no doubt in striking contrast, and from that moment

the convict-chaplain's name was hailed in New Zealand as that of "the friend of

the Maoris." The courageous clergyman would have gone himself, but for " the powers

that be," and thus three artisans became the first heralds of better things to New

Zealand heathendom. When they arrived in the Bay of Islands, armed with the

talismanic mfluenco of ilarsden, Tuatara received them with the liveliest expressions

of delight; for so had a wondrous Providence overrided that his misfortunes as a

castaway voyager, should become the shield and welcome of these defenceless strangers,

as believers in, and heralds of, the glorious Gospel of the blessed God.
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Another simple circumstance became the occasion of its further admittance.

Among other things that Tuatara had received from his reverend friend, ivas some

wheat-seed ; from which he sowed the first crop of golden grain which that fertile

land ever produced, and whose produce in forty years was to rival the best growth of

English farms. Now, the Maoris could make nothing of their friend's green growing

grass, for it had no potato-root when they tore up its stalks, and they could not

THE REV. SAMUEL MAESDEN.

imagine ship-biscuit being furnished by it. Tuatara waited, reaped his yellow field,

and then borrowed from a trading ship a coffee-mill as the only means of converting

the grain into flour; and great was the surprise of the still incredulous people when

the mission pioneers, who had brought grindstones along with them, showed a white

farinaceous stream flowing from beneath them. Hastily the first pancake was made,

amid exultant shouts and dances ; ridicule was turned into joy ; and as Tuatara had

proved true about the wheat, so he was believed about the good intention of these

white strangers sent by Marsden to proclaim tidings of good-will.

On the occasion of two of the settlers visiting Paramatta shortly afterwards, in

company of Tuatara and six other chiefs, Marsden's heart was filled with rejoicing at the

sight of New Zealanfl stretching firth her hands unto God ; and hope was strengthened,

not more by the spared lives of his emissaiies than by the earnestness of those who
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had accompanied them. The scheme of cvangehslng the savage land was opening before

him, and, obtaining leave, he decided to go back with the party on their return. But

aao captain could be found venturesome enough to take him to the cannibals' homo.

One asked six hundred pounds, so the chaplain forthwith jsurcha-sed the brig Active—
said to be the tirst mission vessel in the world—partly at his own expense, and partly

hoping that her own trading would defray the rest of her cost, which in the meantime

he had borrowed ; a master-stroke of business which told well in many ways, the

English settlers being able to barter stores for house-building timber, and fresh labourers

being carried out to their work free of charge. With Marsden, embarked a motley

crew to form the iii-st settlement. Christian artisans who went as teachers of their crafts,

accompanied by two sawyers, a blacksmith, an Australian settler, women and children,

eight Maoris, five of whom were chiefs, together with horses, cattle, sheep, and poultry.

Dropping anchor in the Bay of Islands, Marsden found a Ivindlier welcome

awaiting him, through the fame that had preceded him, than he could have hoped for

imder ordinary circumstances. The suspicious natives of the Bay were at the time in

deadly feud with those of Wangaroa, so that to land in the territory of either might

be misinterpreted as a slight towards the other ; and how to show impartiality to all

jealous eyes became a first problem. Unarmed, he landed with but one comjianion

for the night, although Tuatara did all in his power to dissuade his friend

from conunitting himself to what he knew of the fierce vindictiveness of his fellow-

countrymen ; and heroism perhaps never exceeded the bravery of that intreiDid man
of God, as at that moment he hazarded his life for his Master on that dreaded shore.

A band of naked warriors armed with spears and clubs waited on a hill to bid him

welcome, the eager warmth of which thej^ indicated by brandishing their weapons,

distorting their already hideous faces, throwing their limbs into the wildest gesticu-

lations, and filling the air with screams and yells, until it appeared that the demons

of another world were loose upon this. But the soldier of the Ci"oss who faced them

was safe, panoplied iu unseen armour and in a good name of his own, which, once

pronounced, acted like a spell upon the menacing crowd.

" ilarsden, the friend of the Maoris
!

" was the cry ; they all knew him well through

Tuatara's report and their own intercourse with Paramatta, and he was kindly

welcomed. With little sleep, but with indescribable feelings, he passed that night;

the naked cannibal devourcrs of his countrymen slumbering in all directions about

him on the ground, with neither huts nor tents to shelter them, and with their

;spear-heads buried in the earth in token of amity towards himself There arose

as a vision of the night upon his sleepless eyes the striking constellations of the

southern sky, first an astral cross, and then a celestial diadem of brilliant stars ; the

" southern cross " and the " southern crown," set there in the beginning to " be for signs

and for seasons
;

" and now, like a Scripture written by unseen fingers, and inspired with

heavenly cheer for the lonely apostle to the Jklaoris, " No cross, no crown," was

inscribed upon the canopj' of the night ; but as surely as the good and faithful servant

was bearing tlie ono, so certainly would he wear the other in the glorious issues which

it announced to his work.
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Thus, on December 23, 1814, he passed the uight ; and on Christmas Eve the

olden anthem was never more forcibly repeated since the angels sang it, " Glory to

Ood in the highest, and on earth peace, goodwill towards men." In the morning

he had invited the chiefs to breakfa-st on board his brig, given them presents, ex-

.plained the object of his mission, and begged them to be at peace ; he even had

the satisfaction of seeing the powerful rivals rub noses in token of reconciliation,

iind had entered with them into the sport occasioned by the landing of the live

stock. Tuatara's tales of largo animals, met on his travels, had only excited

ridicule, and to all sensible Maoris the cows and horses, which, having no word for them,

he could only describe as "big dogs," were creatiu'cs wholly fabulous, until they were

actually landed from the Active. Then a cow, bellowing and frisking after her long

confinement, sent the unbelievers scampering helter-skelter over the shore as became the

mammoth " do?," and their amazement stUl fiu'ther increased when Marsden mounted

ft steed, and jjranced between their awe-struck lines. For the travelled Tuatara

the triumph of the day was complete, and on Christmas morning, being a Sunday,

Marsden saw from the deck of his brig the English flag hoisted on the highest

hill behind the village.

At ten the ship's bell rang for all to attend an improvised church, half an acre

having been fenced in by Tuatara, who had iilso made a reading-desk of an old canoe,

.and provided seats for the Eui-opeans out of planks, after the style of the big civilised

world he had seen. " The whole population of the neighbourhood assembled on the

•occasion, the warriors being marched rank and file into the enclosure The

chiefs were dressed in regimentals which had been jaresented to them by the Governor

of New South Wales, with their swords by their sides, while the savages stuck their

spears in the turf as they squatted in a circle on the ground." The worship of

the true God, which thus for the first time broke the stillness of that heathen

Zand, Avas commenced by the Catholic-hearted efsiscopalian chaplain giving forth in

stentorian tones " that grand old Puritan anthem," the Old Hundredth :

—

" All people that on earth do dwell,

Sing to the Lord with cheerful voice :

Hira serve with mirth. His praise forth tell

:

Come ye before Him and rejoice.

" Know that the Lord is God indeed;

Without our aid He did us make
;

We are His flock. He doth us feed,

And for His sheep He doth us take."

This in itself was a sennon ; and then entering the pulpit, which had been rudely

draped with mats, he told how " we are His flock," his text being the angel's Christmas

greeting to the Bethlehem shepherds—" Behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy

which shall be to all people : for unto you is born this day in the city of David a

Saviour, which is Christ the Lord." What must have been the emotions of the preacher,

determined no less by kindness than by courage, to gain for his message, ably and

impressively interpreted by Tuatara, an entrance into the hearts of some of the dusky
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congregation to wliom it was now for the first time addressed ! At the close of the

service they eagerly demanded of Tuatara to explain what it all meant, but he could

only tell them that he did not fully understand himself, but that with patience they

would soon learn all. Thereupon about three hundred natives surrounded the minister

and commenced their war-dance, shoutmg and yelling m a most awful manner in

testimony of theu' joy.

MARSDEN WELCOMED TO NEW ZEALAND.

Marsden's mission, thus begun, was the object of his fostering care for the next quarter

of a century; and while he lived down obloquy and preached down vice in Australia,

his heart was in New Zealand " with his beloved Maoris." A short coasting voyage

was taken before he returned to Sydney, in which he was accompanied by twenty-eight

fully armed chiefs, his desire being to secure a location for his work in their countiy.

The lovely Eangihona was selected by them, the chief who vended it adding to

the deed of conveyance a minute copy of the tattoo lines on his ovm face as his legal

signature. Here extensive plans were projected for the cultivation of the soil, as well

as for a town with regular European streets, and Marsden selected the site of the

church before his departure.

But the ways of God are higher than the ways of His servants, and civilisation
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was not to pave the way for Christianity. Tuatara, who had become much excited

at the opening prospects of building and trading, and had exclaimed, " New
Zealand will be a great country in two years

!

" after having spent j'ears in Mars-

den'.s training with a view to this enterprise, fell sick before his friend's departure,

and died four days after the Active had sailed. Thus the settlers were deprived

of their most assiduous co-labourer in teaching the useful arts of life to the savages

;

and quick and active though these were, yet their native fondness for a rambling

life stood as a great obstacle to their improvement. Like all savages, they could

seek only immediate gratification—felling trees, making fences, or cultivating the

THE FIRST MISSION-HOUSE IX THE B.\Y OF ISLANDS.

ground—but other and more distant benefits they could not appreciate. The carpenter

with his sharp-edged tools was popular, but the shoemaker's attempt to encase their

feet in leather was utterly contemned ; while learning to read wa.s but a waste of time

and temper. Thus the secular mode of elevating them to a condition wherein they

might listen to the Gospel, although undertaken from high philanthropical motives,

proved abortive, and the experiment served to enforce the doctrine that the faithful

preaching of Jesus is before all things the Divine prime motor in the real recovery of

any human tribes, however sunken or degraded. To every future mission scheme it

proclaimed, that the Gospel is the pioneer of civil life.

These early employes not being licensed to preach, although Christian men and

holding meetings for their own edification, made little impression on the character of

their black neighbours, however earnestly they Avorked for their temporal benefit ; and

thus the conversion of the Maoris was not nearly so rapid at firet as is generally supposed.

Outbursts of passion occurred with such frequency that they could do no more than hold

their own. Threats sufficient to drive away the most stout-hearted were unavailing.
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probabl}' because the threatened did not nnderstand the language in which the native

tongues abused them ; but their Uves were entirely in the power of these frequentl}' infuriated

men. Their privations, too, were gi'eat ; shelter, food, raunent, companionship, were lacking-

to the-m ; and some sent to reinforce them turned out so badly, that their names were

ignominiously struck oft' the roll of mission agents. Struggling on in need of supplies,

suffering through lowness of the Society's funds, incompetent to teach themselves the

barbarian speech, breaking unwittingly the superstitious traditions of the people,

hoping against hope for the darkness to pass and for the true light to shine, that noble

band of Christian artisans, who were left alone m New Zealand to lift its abject sons

to a better state, nuist have been men of no mean order, and they stand out on

the page of missionary pioneering as heroes for Christ's sake—" workmen that needed

not to be ashamed."

In 1819 the hrst clerical missionary, the Rev. J. Butler, sailed from England with

a schoolmaster and a smith. The chiefs had now begun to perceive the temporal

advantages of having whites settled with them, and they were displeased when they

could not be thus favoured. One was extremely irate because no blacksmith had been

given him. His wooden spades were broken ; he had no axe ; his canoes were

dropping to pieces for want of nails ; his potato crops languished for lack of a hoe

;

and although Marsden promised a smith as soon as he could get one, the man sat

down and wept, surrounded by his wives.

We can scarce estimate the strain imder Avhich these first heralds of a brighter day

toiled on ; but it was sufficient to break down the sti'ongest nervous system. Two or

three hundred naked savages rushing at a man, with levelled spears, brandished clubs,

or loaded muskets, assuming, as they ran, postures the most fiend-like, assisted by yells

the most terrible, made him perpetually sensible how subject he was to their caprice

at each moment ; and in a life of such violent outward disturbance, and with his own

heart smking within him, he could but stay himself on God. Marsden was once

reassured as he took farewell of his workers by the natives informing him that " Pakeha

flesh was salt, not so sweet as that of the Maoris, and therefore his whites were in no

danger."

When he went from Australia with the new reinforcement just mentioned, he found

that the warrior Hongi had marshalled a force of some thousands, and his war fleet was

ready to sail on some devastating expedition, when his own unexpected appearance stayed

the hand of blood. This proud and ambitious chief turned out an element of both good

and evil as regards the preservation and progress of the mission. The early missionaries

owed much to a visit that he had paid with a fellow-chief to England, when he returned

full of the praises of everything Pakeha. In London he had been so courted, that in

the belief that only out of a desire for New Zealand's good had these missionaries

come to it, he warded off death and prevented attacks on mission property more

than once. From him Marsden purchased for forty-eight axes a parcel of land,

thirteen thousand acres in extent, at Keri-Keri, where he ruled, about twelve miles

from Rangihona. Substantial buildings were after a time erected to gi-ace the

place, which, naturally pictiu'esque, and the converging point of inland routes.
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could not fiiil to beeonio a centre of growing importance. Here the first attempt

at a school came to grief, owing to the scholars' disappointment at their not

being rewarded for attending; nor was church attendance more popular among

the adult community, for the bell seemed to be a signal to all within hearing to

abscond simultaneously. "When they saw fit to come, they would present themselves

in " a state of nature," absolutely' nude, or decked in various fantastic styles, and

the pulpit's universally accorded prestige of being " coward's castle " was im-

perilled by their ignorance of grace ; for at any telling word of the preacher they

would start and cry unanimously, " That's a lie
!

" and when their sin was smitten

by its reproving voice, they would flee out of doors like a scared warren of affrighted

hares.

Gradually at Keri-Kcri the scene Avas changed, until at last the severest penalty that

could be inflicted on the young blacks was the forbidding them school privileges for

wrong-doing, and the house of prayer became too strait for its eager throng of worshippers

;

the statioii arose, a bright ornament of Christian Sabbath-keeping, and the lives of not a

iow of the first seals to Mr. Butler's ministry were closed by triumphant entry into the

joy of the Lord. The change became noted, for the contrast between the eastern and

western shores of the Bay of Islands was very visible. There was the war-god with

its wild worship of naked savagery yelling its defiances, or moaning its dirges of pain

;

and here the " church-going bell " summoning a dressed assembly to adore the God of

decency and order.

Report of these early days does not allow itself to speak of ^veU-dres^led

assemblages. " I have seen a person come into chapel," said one missionary, " at

whose monstrous appearance I had the greatest difticulty to restrain a smile.

The sleeves of an old gown had been drawn on as a pair of stockings, two small

baskets fastened on the feet as shoes, and one gown over another, so placed that

you could see the flounce of one, the body of a second, the sleeves of a third, and the

collar of a fourth, with a piece of old striped shirt thrown carelessly over the

shoulders as a shawl, a pair of trousers hung round the neck as a boa ; but so arranged

as not to conceal any other article of dress."

The prospects of the mission, thus gradually brightening, were soon overcast by

Hongi's war-cloud. For if the truth must be told, his visit to England in 1821 had

rather spoiled than improved this chief, so that while he had learned to believe in

and defend the mission on the one hand, his haughty and bloodthirsty ambition

menaced its very existence on the other. That " most religious and gracious King,"

George IV., with ^whom he had been indulged an interview, had given him an

appropriate token of his royal love in a present of fire-arms ; and the beautj" of

British monarchy had so impressed his Maori heart that he had resolved not onl}-

to bless New Zealand with that titular distinction, but with himself also as its sole

ruler. His whole nature was set upon clambering into the Maori throne. In his

insatiable rage, he would exclaim, " There is but one king in England, and there

shall be only one king in New Zealand." From the moment of that royal favour

he seems to have determined to wade to the supremacy of his native land through
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a river of Maori blood—his one immediate oliject being the possession of arms and

ammunition as the means to that end.

Reaching Sydney, Hongi straightway converted his many costly English presents

into about three hundred stand of the coveted fire-arms. The Church Missionary

Society, although they had treated him right regally as the friend of their worl^

in tliis country, had exasperated him by denying him these dangerous play-

things, and in New South Wales Marsden gave liim great offence for the same

reason ; for, although the fi'iend of the Maoris, there was one thing his civilisation

would not do for them. The dragon's teeth of the civilised world were being

sown m guns, powder and shot, throughout New Zealand, obtained from traders,

and the deadly results were paralysing Christian effort; so that Marsden would supply

no weapons whatsoever, and his smith was strictly ordered not to touch the implements

of destruction. Hongi was highly incensed, and his people catching his spirit, refused

to work for the mission agents except they were paid in muskets, or m money that

would purchase them. The glittermg an^ay in London's Tower had fascinated the

visitor to England, and King George, who he was surprised to find was a weak old

man, kept his seat on the throne by means of aiTQS and armour; and this man's

determination to gain the supremacy was being baffled by the missionaries, so that

he was highly incensed against them, and allowed, if he did not instigate, insolence

and injury on the part of his people towards them. Marsden, findiug that some of

his staff pleaded hard to sell muskets to the natives, addressed the settlers, the

missionaries, and the Maoris on the subject, and finally wrote home—" I think it

more to the honour of religion and the good of New Zealand even to give up the

mission for the present, than to trade with the natives on these terms."

But nothing appeased Hongi's appetite for power, or his rage for gvms by which to

obtain it. At Marsden's table he bespoke a war with Hinaki, whom he met there as an

old enemy, at the very moment when the good host was discussing a mission project

for Hinaki's tribe. With murderously distorted countenance, he bade the chief hasten

home and build his ^:)aA. for the attack The two slept, ate, worshipped, and sailed

together after that; but Hongi's threat slumbered not when they reached New

Zealand. In successive attacks he slew thousands of his fellows, cooking on the field

three hundred at one time, himself drinking the warm life-blood of his hated rival,

and swallowing his eye. The poor victim had, with more Christian sense than

his enemy, sought to dissuade that ambitious savage from purposes that were im-

movable, but Hongi had long yearned for that advantage which his deadly fire-arms

quickly gave him. Fearful battles were fought ; old and young in hundreds were

carried off as slaves ; many more were moAvn down, to become, after the carnage, the

loathsome sport of cannibal revels. A complete dispersion of all the tribes, from the

Thames to the Waiapa, took place : the land was given to slaughter. From Cook's

Strait to the Waitemata there was wailing ; the effort to redeem the Maoris appeared

neutralised, and the ambassadors of God's peace on earth were in despair. Hongi, in

imconcealed contempt for their pacific persuasions, stalked through the land raining his

deadly fire upon its stricken inhabitants.
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Marsdcn, proving himself as great a general in a good cause as Hongi in a bad

one, returned in 1S22 with the Rev. (afterwards Archdeacon) Henry Williams,

formerly a gallant naval officer, and now an ardent soldier of Jesus Christ. Resolved

to ojjcn the campaign of peace in the heathen land, whose rumours of wars were

causing the Society's ears to tingle with horror, Williams strenuously urged the

conversion to God of these Maoris as the prime object of the mission
; and at the

third station (begun in 1S23 at Paihia, in the south of the Bay of Islands, sixteen

miles from Keri-Keri) the success of his directly Christian etibrt on the native heart

MAORI WEAPONS.

and conscience was in due time very great. Instead of wheat-growing being " the

one thing needful " to set before the savage, the end of his being was made to hinge

on his devout reception of the- Saviour; and instead of .seeking to break up hereditary

customs and debasing superstitions by instruction in " trades," the citadel of Maori

wickedness was stormed by means of the olden proclamation, " Repent, believe, and

live
!

" " First," said Williams, devoted admirer of Marsden as he was, " I shall seek

the highest spiritual good of Xew Zealand, and then, as opportunity offers, embrace

the wheat-sowing, shoemaking, blacksmithing, and carpentering."

^^'ith this determination of seeking first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness,

in the belief that all civilised dcHidemta would be added thereto, he began preaching

the Gospel of peace to tribes who on every side were in a state of uncontrollable

wildness, Hongi never having professed Christianity, and tlirowing only the shield of

his patronage over the Paihia missitjn. From dawn to dusk the rush habitation

wherein Mr. Williams spent his first year there, was beset by natives who, attracted

71
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by the novelties of a white family, deemed their curiosity had a right to satisfj'-

itself on all points at all hours; doors, windows, and fences proved no protection

against the most untimely intrusion ; and instances occurred of domestics joming the

household for the sole socialistic purpose of equalising property. For two years the

mission was subject to such annoyances, and then the wilderness began to blossom, and

the natives tamed down into orderly propriety.

Maori law ordamed that a niau injiu-ed or plundered should make reprisals against

the injurers. Thus a rude chief hurting his foot in leaping the fence to take

somethmg from the mission-house, demanded redress with all the savageness of his

race, and for three days threatened with frantic gestures to fire the house, onl}- modu-

lating his tones while the family were at prayer, llrs. AVilliams sent him some tea,

hoping " it might prove a quieting draught ; but before long he was prancing about in

the yard with other hideous figures armed with spears and hatchets, and some few with

muskets." But after the change had come, it was soon recorded that " they

were able to lie down in peace every night without fear of molestation, the windows not

.secured, and in a raupo (rush) hut which would burn to the gi'otmd in less than ten

lamutes." In connection with -an intermarriage, a complete reconciliation between the

two greatest tribes paved the way for the diversion of the people's mind from what

had been their life-object, " to save their lives and to get guns."

As Marsden was sailing out of port, the vessel wliich he had bought at great

personal outlay struck and was wrecked, and he was. delayed two months at the Bay

of Islands, shielded from all plunder by the chiefs, who held liim in loving reverence.

The brave AVilliams also, and his heroic wife, found themselves, with their three little

ones, " comfortable, nay, never more happy " than in the work of winning the hearts

of the savage people that crowded around them. The great project of building a

schooner was undertaken, and after twenty months' toil a goodly craft was launched

under the name of the HeruhJ. to the astonishment of the natives and to the relief"

of the settlers who diu-ino' that time had been left without conununication with the

rest of the world, and were consequently suffering from lack of supplies. "With the

acquirement of the language the name of the Lord was more extensively proclaimed;

but there appeared no effect until a few days previous to the battle of Kororareka,

when a change was seen in the natives of the settlement, several expressing a desire

to turn from their evil ways to the Redeemer. But Paihia sufiered nmch from the

conduct of masters and crews of vessels touching there, for it was a land without law,

and civilised evil-doers found ample scope for giving rein to their iniquities.

In 182.5 the Rev. "William "Williams, afterwards Bishop of Waiapu, joined the

mission staff of which his brother was a chief ornament, and the first conversions to

Christianit}' took place, several heathen being baptised. Among these came Whatu, a

former guest of Marsden, who had heard but had not understood the Gospel at Parramatta.

Now this chief, to his soul's comfort, and with drilling mind, embraced the gift of

eternal life in Jesus Christ, and became the first-fruits of New Zealand Christianity.

Another chief during the preA'ious year had gone to reside at Paihia for the sake of its

mission, and had induced his people to observe Sundav, and he- too became a humble
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disciple of Christ, ilr. Williams baptising him after many months of steady consistency

;

his being the tirst Christian baptism in New Zealand. " Christian Rangi " was the new

name given at this first open profession of Christ by a Maori. After their ten years of

labour, Marsden and his devoted mission staff were greatly cheered by Rangi, who,

before his death in 1825, " had this testimony that he pleased God," and departed saying,

"My heart feels fiill of light." It is a significant fact, illustrative at least of the

caution with which the early missionaries received candidates for Chtirch fellowship, that

no other baptism took place for five years.

But ever\"where reflective minds were inquiring into the motivc-s which prompted

the Christian religion ; and enfranchised victims of Hongi's wars, liberated in some cases

at the instance of the missionaries, carried to their homes the knowledge of Gospel

truth and reports of the wisdom and kindness received from its teachers. Thus

multitudes of people whom ruthless masters would have formerly dragged to death or

slavery, were released to become the best humanising agents to their far-off coundy-

men : and the atrocities of the battle-field pointed to a salutan^ future wrested

from them, by the hand of Him who maketh even the wrath of man to praise

Him. Deputations applied for Christian teaching ; at the Thames the natives

cordially received the servants of God near an Ul-fated pa/*, where stOl "human
bones lay scattered about in all directions," the site and the remains of Hongi's

repulsive feast.

That haughty warrior's brutal schemes at last recoiled on his own head, and

he fell in a domestic strife. His nephew shot himself when an intngue between

himself and one of his uncle's wives was discovered, and to revenge himself,

Hongi attacked his own friends, but only to tind, to his cost, that fire-arms

were as destructive m their hands as in his own: a bullet pierced his lungs, and

after lingering for months, he died at Paihia in 1828. Although he had never

professed Christianity, he forbade the usual incantarions at his funeral, as well

as the sacrifice of slaves to appease his manes. In a fashion he had been patron

of the mission, ordering his own people to be kind to the "doers of good," and

exclaiming before he died, " Let the missionaries sit in peace
!

" And from that

moment their doors remained unbolted in times even of alarm, and they enjoyed a

peaceful security to which they had hitherto been strangers. The natives put on

a more orderly demeanour than they had shown before, attended Di^-ine service

regularly, were altered in conduct, and some even appeared to inquire the way of salvation.

But the sava^ heart still lurked beneath the self-righteous formalifv- thus engendered,

and the main features of heathenism remained unmoved: polygamy, adultery, theft,

lying, suicide, were still as confirmed habits as though no missionary had appeared ; and

the mcreased niunber of settlers from so-called Christian countries, with their intro-

duction of intemperance and prostitution, made it a wonder that any gracious influence

should be felt at aU.

L'p till 1830, entry into the heart of the land had been refused by the natives in

their jealous}- of the white man. but the advantajre created by the establishment of

each successive mission station made its own impression. imtU the missionaries, instead
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of having to push themselves in, were inundated with invitations to possess themselves

of the goodliest of the land. ilaori eyes could attest the truth of that Scripture

which saith, " Godliness is profitable unto all things, having promise of the life that

now is and of that which is to come." In that year a purchase of land was

effected at Waimate, in the interior, the native assembly, met for the purpose, expressing

itself satisfied with the payment received, and concluding the day's business with

volleys of musketry and a speech from their chief, the peroration of which concluded

—"Be gentle with the missionaries, for they are gentle with you; do not steal from

them, for they do not steal from you ; let them sit at peace on the ground that

they have bought, and let us listen to their advice, and come to their prayers.

Though there be many of us, missionaries and jNIaoris, let us be all one, all one, all one.

—

'That is all I have got to say 1

"

In three months the enormous work of constructing a road, cutting through

a wood, and building three large bridges across rivers, was accomplished, native labour

being directed by the English mechanics. Thirty acres were fenced and laid under

cultivation, the l^ritish })lough being driven by youthful savages whose forefathers had

never seen a horse ; wells Avere sunk, mills set going, and numerous other works

completed, tlie very implements being constructed by the wild people who till now

had never known the yoke, but whose intelligence was equal to their willingness in

the work set them by their Christian tutors. Sunday and week-day schools were

held; the children being instructed, in addition to elementary book-learning, in such

simple arts as woidd be beneticial to them in the way of turning the uiduiown

resources of their country to account.

In four yeai-s the hopes of Marsden and his coadjutors were abundantly realised

at this centre ; the imtutored sons of nature, who for ages had lived in liabitations as

rude as themselves, became strongly influenced by the higher attainments of

Christianity ; chapels sprang up in the villages around, some of matted rauj^o (rush),

or of neatly sewn bark, others of substantial weather-board. The toils of six days

caused the solemn stillness of the seventh to stand out in bold relief; the joyful

rest was ushered in by a bell at half-past eight ; worship began at nine ; a Maori

hymn Avas sung ; the liturgj', printed in the " language understanded of the

people," was read, followed by other hymn-singing and an address. The chapel

used to be excessively crowded, sometimes hundreds being imable to gain entrance.

After service all Christians had some special work for their Master to attend to in the

wa^- of visiting, teaching, or reading, and the day was brought to a close by another

short servii'o.

Peculiarly hajipy were these " days of the Son of ^lan " to the self-exiled children
_

of far-distant English homes, who, in the wilds of New Zealand, were hasting to

bring the deluded heathen to do homage to the Lord they loved. The deep still-

ness proclaiming the cessation of week-day work was broken by the mellow tones that

called to prayer and praise, amid the familiar bleating of sheep and lowing of cattle

;

and the rustling morning wind, at whose rising the mountain mist that hung over

one of nature's fairest scenes rolled from off' its lovely features, became an emblem
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of the mighty breath of the Spirit, which should shortly scatter the clouds that

for ages had hiuig upon the land.

In response lo the repeated pleading of tribes resident at the Korth Cape, Kaitaia

was next selected as a station, at a point where, half-way between the coasts of

the long northern promontory, the land is so narrow that the roar of the surf on

either beach is distinctly heard. Some delay was caused by the lowness of the

Society's funds, but in 1834 Mr. Matthews made it his permanent home, construct-

ing small rush houses for himself, his wife, and another couple, who together

formed the little band which there began to teach the Word of God. There roads

were cut through the entanglement of mighty ferns by the Maoris, who were most

anxious to enjoy frequent intercourse with their new friends ; and the works de-

scribed m connection with Waimate, together with the observance of the Sunday,

were soon repeated here. The followuig may serve to illustrate the intense eagerness

with which they afterwards inquired the way of life at Kaitaia:

—

" During our visits to the sick of Ahiparu, I visited the hut of a poor cripple,

whom I found Avith a Ncav Testament lying by his side. I asked him if he could

read, as I saw he had a book. He replied in the affirmative. He was asked, ' How
did you learn to read ?

' seeing he had never attended a school. Ho said, ' I used to

creep about to pick up (after raking the rubbish thrown out of my neighbours'

houses) all the bits of printed paper I could find. Sometimes I got a half-leaf of

a New Testament, sometimes a bit of a leaf of the Pra3'er-book. These pieces,

which I got from time to time, I used to sew together. Then came the task to learn

to read. This I accomplished in the following manner :—I pointed to a word, and

asked my brother to tell me its meaning. This I often did, till at last I could

manage to read a whole verse, and from that to a chapter. I can now read any

chapter !

' I next inquired :
' Do you esteem the Word of (jod ?

' He replied, in his

expressive language, ' It is my pillow !
'

"

" Give us missionaries to teach us, and we will cease to war," became now the

general cry, like the voice of a second Macedonian saying, " Come over and help

us
!

" On the site of his future bishopric at Waiapu, WUliam Williams preached to

an assembly of five hundred, and fixed upon it as a new station. On another

mission tour, divine service was held at Turua, a village hitherto unvisited by

mission agents, and to the astonishment of the preachers a congregation of more than

one hundred and fifty Maoris correctly and musically sang the hymns and made

the responses, having been taught by lads from the Paihia school. At another place,

Mata-mata, they came upon a dreaded warrior, Waharoa, " sittmg in the midst of his

nobles," and even this wily savage graciously welcomed the travellers, and pleaded

hard for a missionary. A sixth station was formed at Puriri. The missionaries could

now pass freely everywhere, and when William Williams and the Piev. R. ilaunsell,

ascending the Waikato river, selected a further mission site at Mangapouri, they said

that in five minutes forty men were clearing it for the erection of the house.

In connection with Puriri we cannot pass over an act of heroism performed in

1835 by two of its staff, only appreciable thoroughly by such as knew the vengeful

o
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Maori nature, and illustrative of the kind of work these men had to do and dare. A
vvar-party unreconciled to terms of peace accepted l>y their allies, had prepared to slay

some unsuspecting flax-serapers of the hostile \\'aikato tribe. " Wilson and Fairburn,

taking a few Christian disciples as guides, started in a stormy night from Puriii,

descended the Thames, crossed its Frith, ascended the Piako, walked through mii-e

across the ranges, and before night succeeded in anticipating, by a few minutes,

the arrival of the war-party. The flax-scrapcrs had barely time to glide away on

the stream of the Mara-marua before Koinaki, the leader of 'the Ngati-maru, with

characteristic gestiu'e, dashed into the deserted whai-e. He did not enter in a

straight manner, but, tomahawk in hand, leapt obliquely through the doorway,

making a defensive ward as he sprang. Finding no prey, he emerged, and met Mr.

Wilson, who confronted his passionate gaze with calmness. The disappointed

wamors kept sullen silence for two hours. Sheltered from the rain under the

same roof with the missionary party, they neither ate nor spoke. ISilence was

broken by j^r'iyers, commencing with a Maori hymn :

—

"El Ihii homai e koa

Ha ngakau houi ki au."

" Jesus I give to me
A heart made new by Thee."

The stern features relented. When the service was ended, the thwarted war-party

became courteous. All wended homewards on the morrow, Mr. Fairburn from ex-

haustion and excitement fainting repeatedly by the way. Koinaki, struck by the

manner in which the Christians had risked their lives for peace' sake, said: "If

Waharoa will cease fighting, so will I." He kept his word.

When Waharoa was upbraided for his vengeful cannibalism, and the mission-

ary, remindmg him that he might not return from war, pertinently asked, " How
would he meet his offended God ? " the heathen chief fiercely shouted :

" Stop ! say

not that ] If I am killed, what matter ? If I return, Avill it not be well ? " He
vanished with his thousand men, not brooking reproof from those upon whom he

would lay no hand ; although, in consequence of his carnage, the missionaries were

constrained to withdraw from Rotura and Mata-mata, .two projected stations, as

warriors were prowling eveiywhere. Despair for a time overwhelmed them; many
were slaughtered before their eyes ; and " when an old chief fell and a savage foe tore

out his liver and ato it reeking hot in revenue for a grandfather," these promising

extensions of their good work were left, as places which had become human shambles.

On their flight a raid was made on the mission party itself, and the young
daughter of a chief, entrusted to the care of ilrs. Brown, a missionary's wife,

was murdered. After the Christian burial of the body, the bereaved chief mani-

fested quite a Christian spirit under his loss in a solemn address to his fellows,

whom he entreated to take no mnrderous revenge for the deed, saying: "Let peace

be now made, ily heart is not sad for Tarore, but for you. You asked for teachers.

They came, and now you are driving them away. You are weeping for my daughter;
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but I weep for you, for mj-self, for all of us. Perhaps this murder is a sign of God's

anger towards us for our sins. Turn to Him. Eelieve, or you will all perish."

Tarore herself shone in her young martyrdom as a light in a dark place, for

she had carried the Maori Gospel of St. Luke along with her, and with its torn

leaves her murderers made cartridge-paper. But some fragments were carried home„
and being read by a slave-boy who had been at school at Paihia, became the

means, in the unfolding of Providence, of that nmrderous tribe sending later on the

son of their chief to implore that missionaries might be sent them. When in

1839 Henry Williams introduced the Rev. Mr. Hadtield to this new field, he de-

scribed the systematic work of the slave-boy Matahau thus :
" He has laboured with

astonishing zeal and perseverance. He has taught many to read, and has instructed

^H^-:

MAORI WAR CANOE.

numbers, as far as he is able, in the truths of the Gospel, so that many tribes for

some distance round call themselves believers, keep the Lord's Day, assemble for

worship, and use the litany of the Church of England. The schools, also, are

numerous. I felt that our boy Matahau had set an example which ought to rouse

the missionaries to every exertion, and act as a powerful appeal to the friends of

the Society at home."

Four months after his. last war, Waharoa appeared before a great pah on Lake
Rotorua, and the mission station was plundered ; Mr. Chapman was absent, but Mr.

Knight was carried into the victorious camp, where the booty had just been brought

m, including sixty bodies for a war feast, and but for the intervention of Waharoa's

son, it was believed that the missionary would have been added to the number.

The mission building was fired, and the deserted camp, visited at the end of a

month, was described as " a valley of bones, the bones of men still green with fleshy

hideous to look upon." Fighting was afterwards carried on, but was somewhat re-

tarded by the conversion of some to Christian peace. In a retaliatiDiy war, which had
agitated all the northern tribes, many chiefs refused to fight, as their own relatives

were the aggressors ; and the missionaries were very sanguine of establishing a peace.

Two sailed to distant parts with a view to preventing threatened hostilities, and the
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result was sn far gratifying that when the expedition left the Bay they were desired

to accompany it. A strange picture the white-winged mission-boat made, as she

sailed out amid her convoy of darl<, long, ugly-looking canoes with their hideous

figure-heads, and manned by swarthy paddlers, who kept time to the wild shouts

and tresticulations of a demon-like being who stood in each above the rowers' heads.

After some weeks on the siuumcr seas the flotilla entered Tauranga harbour, and a

tiglit was imminent ; the missionaries returned after vain remonstrance, and the Great

Enemy appeared to triumph ; but after a week's absence they revisited the warriors,

now wearied by delay and disposed to gi\e them better heed. Yet again the ambassa-

dors of peace returned disappointed to the field of their ordinary labour, inteiTupted

for months as that had been by the war-god : nevertheless, the opportunity of preaching

Christ to distant tribes en route was not lost, so that the glad tidings of salvation

spread in localities where otherwise it would not have been heard, and encouraging

indications were everywhere given that God had great things in store for His

labourers who were thus faithfully sowing beside all waters.

The natives of AVaikato, a harbour on the western coast, applied next for Christian

instructors, and a deputation sent to them returned after three months, with reports

of the goodliness of that land of promise. The whole northern savage population of

the land was appealing loudly and earnestly to the servants of God for help;

the mission therefore reviewed its strength, so as to place to the best possible

advantage the limited number of its agents available for the demand of the vast

territory stretching out its hands to God like a second Ethiopia. But it was a hard

battle that the soldiers of the C'ross had to tight, against the combined evils of

Maori passion and abandoned European lawlessness. A strange idea of peace had

the inflammable spirits of those wild battling tribes. At Sunday services, t^^lie chiefs,

with the Parramatta influence still strong upon them, would induce their followers,

to attend them ; and the enforced restraint would end m war-dances accompanied

by the dangerous tune of bullets whistling in the air, fired sometimes by mutual
arrangement of those at feud, to the delight of their savage hearts.

A war broke out in consequence of a whaler having insulted a chiefs daughter.

Eight hundred opposed six hundred, and Henry Williams stood between the lines of

contending warriors, but a few j-ards apart, and screened from each other's sight by leafy

fences. He raised his voice in vain, for a stray shot rendered all conference null. A
gi-eat chief too, rushed between the combatants to stay them, but he fell, and then

peace seemed impossible. A hundred lives were sacrificed ; houses were fired ; a vessel in

port was covered with the wounded ; two thousand armed men were ready to

renew the fray, of which this first battle was but the opening, when Marsden
opportunely arrived upon the scene. Fathers had been fighting sons ; brothers were
at war with brothers, when, during a truce in which they all mingled freely, a shout
announced, " A ship ! Mr. Marsden 1

" It was echoed tremendously, as the old man
stepped on shore with his daughter, and was welcomed by each serried rank of

vengeful savages in turn. A day was spent in parleying : but the war had been caused

by an Englishman, and Marsden could give no satisfaction. It was finally decided
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that Willianjs and he, with clejnities from each camp, should arrange a peace.

Marsden preached on the foUowmg day, being Sunday, possibly drawing a contrast in

his sermon, as he did in his journal, between the two sides of the Bay, the one

decently clad, reading prayers, the other abandoned to wrath and death. Thirty-six

war-canoes came bristlmg up on the Tuesday, and Marsden was told that if peace

should not be concluded he nu:st die as the rest. That day was spent in anxious

deliberation, and at night the leading chief made a grand oration, and cleaved a stick

in two to signify that his anger was broken
;

peace was then concluded by the

hideous war-dance, to its usual musketry accompaniment.

No sooner had the country apparently ratified this pacific termination of the good

men's labours, than a general war threatened in the south ! Thus lived the first

Christian toilers among the Maoris, in one constant scene of indescribable savagery.

Meanwhile the imported diseases of Europe, equally with its fire-arms, Avere decimating

the people, and the pale-faced element threatened to make New Zealand the play-

ground of deep-dyed scoundrels, who, indulging in their orgies with impunity out there

beyond the pale of civilised laws, were a disgrace to humanity. Marsden wrote of

them to the Church Missionary Society :
—

" These are generally men of the most

infamous character, runaway convicts and sailors, and publicans who have opened grog-

shops in the jxdis, where riot, drunkenness, and prostitution are carried on daily."

Some few encouragements were not wanting, even in those early days. School

examinations showed considerable progress, and chm-ch attendance, in some at least of

the seven stations planted, was well maintained. In 1830, Taiwhanga, a great warrior

in Hongi's wars, was publicly baptise.!, and other conversions were hopefully awaited.

Mrs. "Williams expressed the ' missionary rejoicing at that event, thus: "When I saw

Taiwhanga advance from the other end of our crowded chapel with firm step and

subdued countenance, an object of interest to every native as well as to every English

eye, and meekly kneel where six months before we had, at his own request, stood

sponsors for his four little children, I deeply felt that it was the Lord's own doing."

At Rotorua, visited by the mission in response to earnest entreaty, the Maoris were

most eager to be taught to read and write; and one man mastered the alphabet in

half an hour so as to be able to teach his companions.

Seven tunes did Marsden visit New Zealand, each time with beneficial consequences,

compiiincr a dammar, or installing fresh men, or founding a new station
:

now

opening schools for the people, and again mediating to quell hostdities; always

proclaiming the glorious Gospel of the Redeemer. His last visit was a memorable

occasion. He was too old, he said, to preach to the grand colonists at Sydney, but

he could still talk to his beloved Maoris. Bowed down beneath the weight of

seventy-two years, with failing vision and racked by internal pain, he sailed to bid

farewell to his mission, tended by his daughter. The captain of the ship that landed

him at Hokianga, recorded in a letter the calm cheerfulness with which he bore his

intense sufferings and displayed unabated zeal in his Master's cause ; and the Acncrable

patriarch of the Zealandic Church was greeted wherever he went with tokens of

unutterable joy. Thousands poured in. from every quarter to do him homage, and he
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held one perpetual levee with them. They carried him in a hammock through the

forest to the Waimate and back, a distance, of six miles, on their shoulders. For

hours one chief sat on the ground gazing at him in silence. The farewell was a

solemn apostolic adieu, and they sorrowed knowing " that they should see his face

no more."

AVithin the mission sphere "the dear old gentleman was delighted with what he

saiv." In five months the brave and vigorous spirit departed to be with Christ;

his latest utterance was in response to some remark on the Saviour's preciousness—
" Precious, precious, precious

'

" and the slandered and derided friend of the Maoris,

the luiflinching reformer of convicts, passed to his rest. The Church Missionary

Society recorded its " deep respect for his personal character, and gratitude to the great

Head of the Church, who raised and so long preserved this distinguished man for the

good of his own and of future generations. . . . While he omitted no duty of his

own proper ministerial calluig, his comprehensive mind quickly embraced the vast

spiritual interests, till then well-nigh entirely unheeded, of the innumerable islands of

the Pacific Ocean. It is to his visits to New Zealand, begun twenty-five }'ears ago,

and often since repeated, and to his earnest appeals on behalf of that people, that

the commencement and consolidation of the Society's missions in the Northern

Island are to be attributed."

To " the Apostle of New Zealand " it is not too much to say that Great

Britain owes, under God, both the colony and Church of her Antipodes. Bishop

Selwyn, arriving three years after Marsden's death, and, liimseK prepared to tread

in his apostolic footsteps, wrote thus of what he found :
—

" We see here a whole

nation of pagans converted to the faith. God has given a new heart and a

new spirit to thousands after thousands of our fellow-creatures in this distant

quarter of the earth. Young men and maidens, old men and children, all with

one heart and one voice praising Gqd, all offering up daily their morning and

evening prayers, all searching the Scriptures to find the way (jf eternal life, all

valuing the Word of God above any other gift, all in greater or less degree

bringmg forth and visibly displaying in their outward lives some fruits of the influences

of the Spirit. Where will you find, throughout the Christian world, more signal

manifestations of the presence of the Spirit, or more living evidences of the Kingdom of

Christ ?

"
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CHAPTER LXIII.

SELWYN AXl) THE SETTLERS. *

The British War-ship AUi/intur—The Xew Zealand Land Company—A million Acres sold for Guns and Gun-
powder !—Captain Hobson. R.X.—The Treaty of Waitangi—Wellington—Trial by Jury—George Augustus

Sehvj-n—The Waimate Mission—The Father of JIaori Episcopacy—War—The Wairau JIassacre—Gorernor

Grey— Land-grabbing—The " King-Maker "—Beginning of the Ten Years' War.

"IV /rARSDEX, hastening to the rescue of his endangered friends, was constrained to

-^-^ admit, as early as lf<27, the necessity of a British protectorate. Up to this point

he had hoped that the country would unite under some one chief; but Hongi had

failed in his ambitious schenae of subjugation
; and though all chiefs would zealously

tread in his footsteps in affecting the supremacy, none were willing to be ruled by

anyone but themselves. Henry Williams endorsed the opinion that the British Crown

nuist stay the atrocities fomented by Europeans. A sanguinary captain had allowed

cannibal rites on board his English ship : Em-opeans and Maoris alike were being

alarmed b}- the threatening attitude of the French: a British war-ship—the Allicjator

—sent out to reconnoitre, had left a fi-ightful stain on the fair name of our

Christian nation, and the narratives of atrocities committed by His ilajesty's officers,

and published by the surgeon, curdled the blood of every reader. The word of a

gentleman had been broken—in itself an unpardonable sin in Maori etiquette : flags of

truce were flying when a fearful fire had been poured into the native ranks : villages

had been cannonaded when crowded w-ith women and children ; a chief advancing to

a parley unarmed had received nine bullet-wounds : a game of football had been

played with a Maori chiefs head by EngHsh soldiery on the deck. And all this

was witnessed in a land where the writer had beheld a spectacle of most aftecting

interest ;
'• week after week whole multitudes met together to make kno^nl their

wants to the God of the whole earth, laying- aside aU malice and all guile
:

" effects

undeniably introduced by Christianity. England was roused to horror at the blood-

stam on her escutcheon ; much more was ilaoridom likely to be excited.

To antici]5ate the Government in its colonisation schemes, a Xew Zealand Com-

pany was formed in London, the . purchase of land by missionaries having become

a source of discussion at an early date. Yisitino- the islands in 1838, the sagacious

Bishop liroughton of Austraha had foreseen the scandal to the mission cause which

rumour might raise, about the prenchers of righteousness abusing their position to

become like other harpies, seeking their own selfish advantages. The Company's agent,

Colonel Wakefield, who was instructed to observe the same terms of purchase as the

missionaries, bought land by degrees of latitude ; and at a time when the Company

had no valid title to a single acre, ho was ready to sell coasts, rivers, and vast tracts

of urland country, until it became patent to any observer that his claims would be

hotly disputed. A few chiefs had signed away their gi-ound, but there were multitudes

among their people who had ancestral and tribal rights to the property. " I^pwards of

a million acres purchased for less than fifty pounds in trade," was "Wakefield's boast,

the " trade " as set forth in a schedule consistinsr of " two hundred muskets, thirtv-nine
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guns, eight kegs of gunpowder, two casks of btill-cartridge
;

" and among other items

of nefarious pajiuent, " seventy-two hoes and a gross of jews'-harps." Thus it was

that the mission was liandicapped by the demon of war. In one instance a chief snapped

his gun over a barrel of powder, and blew himself and his comrades into the air.

In 1839, Captain Hobson, R.N., was sent out with a view to the colonisation of

New Zealand by the British Government, who were actuated by an honourable desire

PARLI.\MENT .\XI) UUVEKN.MEXT EUILDI.NGS AT WELLINGTON.

to have the fair or fraudulent claims set up by the Company and others properly tested.

At a grand meeting at Waitangi, Hobson entered into a treaty with the chiefs, wherein

they ceded to the Queen their sovereignty, and had guaranteed to them their inalienable

right of disposing of their own land and other property ; but designing men laboured

only too successfully to impress the native mind with the idea that an English occupancy

meant ill-treatment of the jMaoris, as, alas ! it had meant tmly too truly in the case of

other subject races ; and some six chiefs, whose minds were thus poisoned by the

casuistry of French Romanists, opposed the scheme with great violence. " Send the

men away !
" they cried

; but the eloquence of a leader of Maori thought came opportunely

to the rescue, as he appealed to his countrymen to place confidence in the missionaries'

Queen, and turning to Hobson, said, " You must be our father I

"

A day was allowed to intervene for reflection, and "Williams, the labourer of up-

wards of eighteen jcars, proved more than a match for the French Bi.shop, who was a
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comparatively recent settler. The character of the missionaries vouched for the good faith

of the Enjrlish, and it was well that there were men who could show the Maoris that

the word of an Englishman might be trusted. Forty-six leaders signed the treaty in

presence of at least tive hundred of inferior degree, and many hundreds of signatures,

were afterwards obtained and witnessed by officers, merchants, clerks, and missionaries.

Hobson stated to the Legislative Council in 1841, that but for the aid of these last "a

British colony would not at this moment be established in New Zealand." " Henry Wil-

liams' had but to raise his finger and his mana (virtuous influence) would have weighed

more with the Maoris than the devices of Colonel Wakefield or the office of Hobson."

Already he had cttectually checkmated the manoeuvres of that adventurer in " trade,"

and, in retaliation, accounts were sent home of the mission land purchases, in which the

Colonel denounced the archdeacon's "selfish views, his hypocrisy and unblushing

rapacity," language which only recoiled on the reviler's head in the estimation of all who

knew the two men. William Williams at the same time petitioning the Queen against

the unauthorised " trade " system, the Company confounded the one brother with the

other, and poured out its abuse on Henrj'.

The Duke of Wellington had favoured colonisation, and hence the Company called

the first English possession in New Zealand bj' his name. In September, 1840, the

British flag was hoisted at Auckland as the capital, but in 1864 this was removed to

Wellington, which has been since and will be henceforth the capital city of the colony,

where the Legislature meets and the administrative Government is carried on.

A swarm of speculating harpies now seized upon the prey ; land-jobbing absorbed

all interest of every class : in some cases tracts of five hundred square miles were

claimed by single individuals : imtil, a proclamation having stayed the traffic, the

conflicting claims of natives and Eiu'opeans fennented through all society :
" the teeth

of the serpent were sown everywhere ; the children of the soil were to wage fi'atricidal

war, and, too late, to discover that their own disunion was to subject them to the yoke

of the invader."

Trial by jury, which the JLioris now saw at Auckland for the first time, had- a curious

effect upon them. A young man had slain some persons in a savage passion, had confessed

his crime, and was given up to justice by his father, the moving cause of which act was,

perhaps, fear of the chief in whose tribe the outrage had been perpetrated, " aided by

the earnest eftbrts of Henry Williams." The criminal had been associated with white

desperadoes, and the Maoris held meetings to decide whether they should allow themselves

to be dealt with by foreign law. Their chief, who was absent at the surrender of the

murderer, was furious when he heard of it ; but the principal chiefs prevailed, and signed

a memorial expressing loyalty to the Queen, denouncing the offender, and leaving English

law to demand its own penalty. The Maoris could not understand taking upon trial a

man who had confessed, wondered at the grave process of proving the accusation, and

declaimed against the cruelty of keeping the wretch alive after condemnation. The man,

attended by a clergyman, admitted the justice of his sentence, and " died a perfect

penitent." He was hanged and buried in the gaol. After many months, the father begged

the body, bore the carefidly scraped bones to the ancestral cemetery, and composed a.
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dirge over liis lost child. The next cause that came up for trial at the Auckland assize

was one that brought in a British subject guilty of a "common assault" against a Maori,

and his sentence of two years' iuiprisonnient with hard labour was not only a preventive

to the committing of such olt'ences by lawless Europeans, but also a convincing proof to

the natives that justice would be meted out equally to both races.

A personage second only to Marsden in the annals of New Zealand Christianity now
stepped upon the scene. The Company had embodied in its charter the idea of a bishopric,

for which it had promised an endowment from its lands. A " Church Society of* New
Zealand," with many influential men iii its ranks, applied to the Archbishop of Canter-

bury for the appointment of a bishop as a necessity in the new colony, and George

Augustus Selw3-n, curate at Windsor, was chosen—a youthful prelate but a vigorous.

Barely thirt3'-four, none doubted his fitness for the post, for he jjossessed just the gifts

needed in a world so distant and so strange as was the Antipodes to a young Englishman

fifty years ago. Physically, he was a great athlete, having rowed twice in " the 'Varsity
;

"

his mind was highly cultured and deeply earnest ; his spirit was indomitable, and his

zeal apostolic ; he was Christian to the core, and just the man to be received by the

wild Maoris and almost wilder settlers as a true leader of men, and "to wield an influence

over them for which the worldly minded could not render a reason." Before sailing in

quest of his diocese, which in those days was no Hesperides with its Golden Fleece, he

displayed business-like energy in gathering funds for it. His last Sunday in England

was passed at Exeter, in whose cathedral he preached a farewell sermon which struck a

chord in every hearer's heart, his text being the Jewish exiles' plaintive strain, " How
shall we sing the Lord's song in a strange land ? " His prospects at home were

known to be bright
; but he went " far hence," he said, " to seek for a place for the

temple of the Lord, an habitation for the mighty God of Jacob ; in the hope, like David,
of finding it ' in the wood.'

"

The Antipodes was an altogether strange land in those days, and Avhat was
Ivnown of it was, for the most part, terrible. The labours of such men as Marsden
and the brothers ^7illiams and Hadfield were little recognised, and what was on
every lip was the horrible tale of its cannibal outrageousness. Selwyn took with him
several clergymen and students, and during the voyage he himself became so con-
versant with the Maori language that he preached in the strange tongue on the first

Sunday after his arrival in Auckland, ~ in 1S42. The mission moi'e than met his
expectation. "As for the people," he wrote, "I love them from my heart, and my desire
to serve them grows day by day." Soon all Maoris loved him, and he gained the
admu-ation of his fellow-countrymen. His name became a proverb.

'
A chief,

uiformed that a zebra was untamable, said, " Ah ! you never tried Bishop Selwyn with
one!" Durmg a tour with the Bishop of Newcastle, he walked on foot beside his
episcopal brother, who was mounted. The horseman, gaining on the pedestrian, was
br,)ivght up by a stream of water, but the knot was cut by Selwyn coming up, crying,
"Follow me 1" and plunging without more ado into the river, to the exceedhig astonish-
ment of his right reverend friend.

His first home was at the AVaimate Station, which forthwith became the head-
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quarters of the Church Missionary Society's operations. Here he foiuided a school,

which was, during the troublous times, transferred to St. John's College, Auckland

His large and valuable library he stored in a spacious stone building at Keri-

Keri, ten miles off; and a favourite "constitutional" before breakfast was to

BISHOP SELWYN.

{Fi'om a Photogivph by Mr. John Collier, of Btrminghftm.)

clamber over the rough, hilly road to his books. His tirst visitation consisted of

a five months' walking tour through the Northern and iliddle Islands, his shelter

being a tent, which did duty also as a chiu-ch. His iron frame was made to

" endure hardness," and his published journals read like a romance. He reached

Auckland on his way back to the ^^'ailnate, his clothes in tatters, his last pair of

shoes worn out, his feet blistered and tied up with native flax. ' I reached the judge's

hou.se," he says, " by a path avoiding the town, and passed over land which I have

bought for the site of the cathedral—a spot which I hope may hereafter be traversed

by the feet of many bishops, better shod and far less ragged than myself" His whole
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career embodied the sentiments of his first charge to his clergy:—"The episcopate is

a title not of honour but of work." " It is to be hoped that the title of ' a dignitary

of the Church' will never be heard in New Zealand. No earthly dignity, either in Church

or State, can equal the moral grandeur of the leathern girdle and the raiment of camel's

hair, or the going forth without purse or scrip and yet lacking nothing."

The letters patent of his preferment extended his diocese to thirty-three degrees

of latitude north instead of south, and so comprised Japan. Ho looked upon the

mistake as providentially comprehending the South Sea Islands, and would not have it

altered. In the Uiulliw, a little vessel of twenty-two tons, which he navigated himself

—

having, with wise foresight, learned the art on the outward voyage—he began the

Slelanosian mis.sion, cruising about among the sunny islands of the frequently tempestuous

Pacific ; and to this charge ho afterwards consecrated that martyr-bishop, the singularly

gifted and lamented Patteson, who, after his murder, was succeeded in the office by

Selwyn's own son. If Marsden was the fouixder of New Zealand Christianity, Selwyn—

•

the criticised High Churchman—was the father of j\Iaori Episcopacy. In 1867, while

attending the Pan-Anglican Synod at Lambeth, he accepted from the Queen the bishopric

of LichKeld, which he held for about ten years, until he was called to his rest.

Changes in colonial administration embarrassed the missionaries, and rendered their

achievement of good extremely precarious. Thus, while Governor Fitzroy, a gallant

iiaval officer, gave himself to the study of the genius of his subject race, his successor, the

famous Governor Grey, committed some egregious blunders in headstrong ignorance of the

Maori. One gracious Act of Fitzroy's passing was that for exempting natives from

imprisonment in certain cases, out of deference to their aristocratic instincts. Kawau

had upset a court of justice by brandishing his tomahawk and dragging out of the dock

a culprit found guilty of theft, a ravgulura (gentleman) not brooking the sentence that

rendered him a gaol-bird. Kawau admitted that he had infringed the legal custom of

England, but strongly urged that a monetary compensation satisfied both the law of

the Maoris and that of Moses. And thus was passed, for the sake of a gentleman's feelings,

the " Native Exemption Ordinance," a code based on the Scriptures, by which a thief,

restoring fourfold the value of his theft, was not to be sent to- prison.

In 1845, open hostility to the foreign aggressor broke out at Kororareka, a sink of

the vilest rabble of settlers. John Heke, a Bay-of-Islands chief, being by them persuaded

that New Zealanders were but the slaves of the English, cut down three times in succession

the flagstaff on v/hich was flying the symbol of their slavery, having himself been averse

from the cession of the sovereignty from the first. Fitzroy offered £100 for his capture,

and Heke promptly retorted by a similar offer for the capture of Fitzroy. The bisho]i

and his missionaries had maintained that the treaty of Waitangi woidd be honourably

respected by England ; but to their grief, Parliament falsified these assertions by declaring

that all lands not actually occupied should be regarded as Crown property, and the mission's

influence was jeopardised by the falsehood of the position. Henry Williams in vain

reassured Heke, around whom were gathering rioters from every tribe ; and when he

extolled the good faith of the Queen, the ringleader of the insurrection exclaimed, " All

soap ! Very smooth and oily 1

"

72
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After a severe conflict, the British force withdrew, and a |iathetic scene followed..

English refugees were carried away unarmed in boats ; the two parties buried

their dead ; natives even assisted Henry Williams to carry the dead to the shore.

The warship Hazard engaged in the action, and her commander conveyed the thanks

of all concerned " to the Bishop of New Zealand in the first instance for brmging

off the women and wounded when exposed to a heavy fire, and also for attending,

during the whole night, to their spiritual and bodily wants." The town was burned

after the evacuation of its English residents ; for only against the soldiers, as representing

British power, was Heke's quarrel directed, and no missionary or mission property was

intentionally injured—a remarkable contrast to the deeds of twenty years before. So

great was the friendliness of Henry Williams and the natives that, on two occasions, an

officer accused him of treachery ; but the Governor replied that " the charge was un-

founded, unjustifiable, and ungTateful, as it was indeed absurd."

In two subsequent attacks on Heke the British were repulsed
; but in a third he was

made to evacuate his "pah, Avhere at night his besieged forces had been heard singing

their evening hymns. The graves of English who had fallen were deepened by Maori foes,

who, re-laying the foreigner's dead to rest, read over them the Christian burial service.

On the Lord's Day the English troops were engaged, as on other days, firing at the jxili

;

and of course they had no service, whereas the natives held service in their pali, and did

not return a shot during the whole day. Maori warriors, taught of the missionaries to

observe the Day of Rest, to keep it holy, had in this way to learn that English warfare knew

no Sabbath. Thus was British Christianity, not to say British honour and magnanimity,

dragged in the mire in imholy strife with God and man, receiving, as it deserved, a most

severe rebuke administered by religious savages. At length a decisive victory was gained

over Heke, who sued for peace, and his submission was accepted, although t?lie unrest

remained among his scattered followers, and a deeper hostility took possession of the

breast of New Zealand against the foreign power that had enchained her.

Years afterwards, Heke's son commemorated his chieftainship as a Christian by an

act of public reconciliation. Four hundred men were chosen from the tribes who had

warred against the Queen in 1845, and they dragged a huge spar from the forest to the

hill above Kororarcka, and in IMaori named it " the-beinsf-in-union." From that Hao-staff

has floated the banner significant of the new name thus given—the Union Jack—com-

manding many a lovely sea-inlet and many a pleasing landscape of the Bay of Islands

—

from the day of its re-erection by the son of that warrior who thrice cut down the

hated emblem, down to the present day.

Governor Grey's first mistake was due to his determination to owe nothing to the

mission, wherebj^ he allowed Henry Williams to be maligned. In 184.6, Williams

wrote :
—

" My opinion was asked perpetually ; now it is being rejected as that of a ' traitor,'

' vmsafe,' ' false.' Our ears are saluted frequently with expressions truly savage as to

how these people ought to be served—to be ' poisoned,' ' flayed alive,' ' shot like dogs
! '

"

The bishop remarked that such language was manifesting itself in a general feeling of

sympathy with the rebel Heke, which was overruling all intestine animosities of

old times.
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The Company scarcely attempted to conceal their grasping designs until the fatal

encounter at Waii-au came like the bursting of a bomb, and startled not onlj'

Maori-land but Enoland and her colonies. In lcS42, Taraia, a Thames chief, havintr

treated with cannibal ferocity some natives of Tauranga, the Protector of Aborigines

reasoned in vain with him, and finally urged a forcible coercion. The savage argued

that the foreigner should not meddle with inter-tribal affairs, and other chiefs supported

him in taking the usual titih (revenge) for friends slain and lands taken. The injured

Taurangans wei'e breathing tire and slaughter—a noble but a savage people, needing a

wise, firm hand to civilise it : and " hasty iiulitary interference nu'ght draw down the

resentment of a brave population." Swainson's humane and able arguing ^vas thus

asserting, from a Christian lawyer's point of view, the inalienable right of the people to

their own land, when suddenly troops and a warship from Sydney were sought, to prove

the right by might of the Crown of England to occupy New Zealand, and to extinguish,

if it chose, all native pos,scssion.

The lamb was confronted by the wolf when the Maoris wore challenged by the

power of Britain, and to provoke them into such unequal contest with the Queen

had been the darling object of the Company, Wakefield well knowing that the

jDroud spirit of their chiefs would never submit to fetters and gaol. Among other

lands claimed by him, he pretended to have added to his purchases the lovely

valley of Wairau, and had sent his surveyors to mark it out. The chief Rauparaha

denied the sale, and wished to i-efer the claims to the proper tribunal. This was a man
who had hailed witli especial gratitude the prospect of a missionary settling among his

people, whose son afterwards was sent to Bishop Selwyn's College, and who had declared

it to be his intention to " tread down ancjer," so that those feuds misjlit cease which

Wakefield's wicked " trade " had aided. And surely the Gospel had introduced a new

feeling in the heart when, after a battle, the nmskcts and ammunition of the slain were

bin-ied with their bodies, and when twelve hundred Maoris, at the bidding of Henry

Williams, assembled for worship.

The surveying of land that he had not sold went against Rauparaha's sense

of fairness, and he resented it by burning the surveyors' huts ; whereupon Wakefield

had warrants issued for the arrest of the guilty chief on a charge of arson. Rau-

paraha said the huts were his property, and built on his ground ; and the natives'

attitude was expressed by their saying, " We will welcome you as visitors, but we

will not part with the land sacred to the ashes of our fathers." A magistrate, eight

gentlemen, and forty armed men, went in a brig to make the arrest, and on landing

were implored by a Christian chief not to go armed ; but they paid him no heed.

Rauparaha was met encamped with a hundred men, and a war of words was waged,

during which a native Christian read the New Testament and entreated both parties

to be at peace ; but an English musket was fired, and, being quickly answered by a

JIaori volley, several fell, and others made prisoners were tomahawked by Rangihaeata,

wiioso wife, Rauparaha's daughter, had been shot. Twenty-two whites, including

Wakefield's brother, were killed in the aftair, while the native loss was five.

European excitement ran high. To extirpate the chiefs, a volunteer corps was drilled
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at Wellin-ton • but wise men knew that a national feud arising from so unjust a cause

would sweep foreigners out of the land in a few days, A \\'esleyan missionary decently

buried the dead. Rauparaha would permit no cannibalism ;
but a piece of bread was found

under young Wakefield's head, as the gravest insult that could be offered him. The rash

step which had been taken for the apprehension of Rauparaha was as illegal as it was

unjustifiable ; and this catastrophe of Wairau, Cloudy Bay, formed one of the series of sad

misunderstandings which eventuated in a throwing off of Christianity by one of the

noblest races that had ever yielded it their credence. Mr. Hadfield was a witness to the
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wonderful influence of Riiuparaha's oratory on the occasion. Tribes of Maoris, apparently

listless listeners at first, were enchained by the thrilling tale of his wrongs ; and when

he held up the obnoxious handcutts, which he had secreted, aiid showed that by these

not himself alone but the whole race would be ignobly enslaved, the thirst for war became

tremendously manifest in their changed demeanour ; and at one assembly, had not the

missionary-assistant run otf and rung the bell for evening prayer, there woidd have been

no staying the wreaking of their vengeance. " The church-going bell silenced for that

night the tocsin of war ;

" but next day Hadtield had the greatest difficulty in restraining

a march upon Wellington. " Now is the time to strike 1 " cried the jubilant and imperious

chief ; and, humanly speaking, Hadt-ield prevented a wholesale massacre. For the

preservation of their lives, the English in the colony had to thank God and His servant.

Later t)n, Grey again erred, in arresting Rauparaha, without accusation and in a

treacherous manner, when, in the closing days of his life, his only thoughts seem to have

been of heaven ; but, on regaining his libert}', the chief exhibited a most Christlike spirit,

and so srreat was the tiod-wroun'ht change fr(jm the inborn vindictiveness of the savage, that

he lu'ged forthwith the building of a large church in Hadtield Town, his greatest desire

being to worship God. His son tells how he was continually worshipping till he

died, in 1S49, and was followed to the grave by fifteen hundred mourning Maoris. Like

Enoch, this once heathen chief walked with (iod and was not, for God took him.

Grey's conduct was also unwarrantable in doing to death, by martial law, Wareaitu,

a young prisoner of war, who bore the name of Martin Luther. So unpopular

was this sentence, that no executioner could be found to carry it out, till a purse ot

gold tempted a poor ALaori to commit the revolting deed, while the victim was attended

on the scaffokl by a clergyman. The hangman was avoided by his fellows for ever after

;

his part in his comrade's doom clung to him like a ciu'se, and, on his being drowned

in shallow water, the people muttered that this was his righteous wages. By way of

returning good for evil to that white race whose representative instigated this crime,

the Christian Maoris gave the site of a college near the place of execution, declaring,

in their deed of conveyance, their generous object to be an assertion of brotherhood,

" that the ilaori and the English might grow up as one people." Such was the charity

which the Christian mission had evoked in these Maoris' hearts tOAvards their oppressors.

Grey further sought to ensure the colonial possessions by demanding armed forces

from Enyiand, alleging as his excuse, in what were called his "Blood and Treasure

Despatches," the interest of members of the mission in their purchased lands. Henry

Williams denied the allegation that the missionaries asked to be " put in possession,"

or that the Maoris disputed their claims, and protested that no missionary would make

a claim rendering possible "such an awful circumstance as the shedding of blood,"

and that the Maoris had " remarkably strong feelings of attachment to the missionaries

and their children." The bishop was not decdived by the Governor's pretences ; and

his words carried weight, backed by his well-known character. " Passing from camp

to camp in time of war, visiting the wounded under lire, crossing swollen rivers,

threading mountain tracts in company with those whom Earl Grey had scorned as

treacherous savages, Selwyn had won a reputation for the courage of a warrior and
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the devotion of a Christian apostle." He very deHberately protested against any breach

of tlie treaty of Waitangi, and wrote to Grey that, with God's help, he would use his

best eftbrts to assert it, as maintaining an honourable recognition of native rights in

the land. He requested that his letter should be sent to the Secretary of State. The

Maoris addressed a memorial to the Queen ; the Wesleyan Missionary Society deprecated

the policy of coercion ; Chief Justice Martin stepped in also to save England's honour

;

and these combined farces were more than a match for Her Majesty's Government.

The practical confiscation of the land of a people, chivalrous, friendly, and faithful,

was abandoned ; but the iron entered the soul of the great English statesman, and he

vented his spleen on the bishop and his missionaries. In eloquent words Selwyn shielded

his Maori flock as British subjects, and appealed to the Governor to say whether he

had not found the missionaries of all denominations faithful to British interests

;

and Grey reported to his namesake the Prime Minister that such was undoubtedly

the case.

In the Colonial Chief Justice's pamphlet there was struck a deeply prophetic note:

—

"Let confiscation be adojJted, and the confidence of natives in Englishmen and in

their religion would be shaken." " To them we shall appear but a nation of liars. All

our means of exercising a moral influence will have ceased, together with all the hopes

(which we have nationally professed to hold most dear) of success in the work of

civilising and Christianising them. . . . If our dishonesty shall he seen, the Christian

religion will he abandoned hy the mass of those who noiv receive it." Scorned at the

time, the faithlessness of the succeeding policy verified this prediction, in the apostasy

of large numbers of Maoris from the faith they had professed.

The vexed question of the land not only continued the friction between European

buyers and native vendors, but occasioned also much contention amongst the Maoris

themselves as to ancestral and tribal rights, and these vested interests were the cause

of internecine feuds without end. From first to last it was the great stumbling-

block in the way of peace and prosperity. We need not concern ourselves here

with the fate of the New Zealand Land Company. Suffice it to say that within

a few years of the establishment of British authority, the Company, being unable to

give any valid title to their lands, suspended the sales ; and as these constituted their

sole source of income, they were obliged to discontinue their colonising operations

altogether. But for many years afterwards the question of settling the claims of the

Company was one of extreme difficulty, taxing the ingenuity of both the British and

the Colonial Government.

Meanwhile, as we have seen, fresh complications connected with the purchase and

sale of native lands had arisen, and these hastened the inevitable crisis that was

pending. Maoris had sold thirty thousand acres at tenpence an acre, and the lust of

land had become the root of all evil in the colony. The "king-maker," Waharoa, in

lcS.57, sent a circular to all Waikato that Potatau should be king of New Zealand.

Everywhere in the Northern Island the determination to shake off British dominion

had Ijcen steadily gaining ground. A merciless war was the outlook, and, in 1.S60,

Bishop Selwyn sent a deliberate protest, on behalf of his Maori flock, to the Govern-
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ment, against the proclamation of martial law when not a single native had taken

up arms, and claimed the ilaoris' right of proper investigation into their titles before

a regular tribunal, the colony having been avowedly formed for the protection of the

aboriginal race.

In 1860, the fatal .shot was fired at the Waitara which opened the unhappy and

unwise "ten years' war." This "Maori War" is a subject sufficient to fill a volume.

Far-seeing natives reckoned on it; short-sighted colonists did not count the cost, their

general belief being that only a military demonstration was needed to give IVIaoridom

a blow. "Ten 3'cars of warfare, an expenditure of millions of money, the devastation

of happy homes, and the loss of hundreds of precious lives, resulted in the confis-

cation of some tracts of country, a legacy of bitter feeling, and the sullen alienation of

powerful tribes—defeated, but not subdued." The war was neither unavoidable nor

righteous, and after the weary years of bloody strife it died out, marked in its origin

and in its continuance by woful blunders, as well as recording many an heroic exploit

on either side. Religious exercises were gradually dropped as the men took up arms,

and the natives themselves recpiested the missionaries to remove from scenes of danger,

so that stations were broken up. One of the main evils arismg out of it was the

great apostasy of the natives called the " Hau-Jiau," vdiich will be described in a

future chapter.

The origin of the war was the old story—colonists eager to grasp land, and natives

equally jealous to guard the speedily vanishing possession—and being so, it had the

normal wind-up : the stronger, although more than once repulsed by the weaker, sent him

to the wall. In consideration of his honourable mode of conducting hostilities, the Maori

was pronused that not more than a quarter of his land should be confiscated, and that

he should be supplied with seed for re-sowing his farms ; but events finally led to

grave discussion in Parliament ; and after the precise and philosophical Mr. Roebuck

had promulgated his rather offensive theory that when " the brown man " and the

white meet, the brown is destined to disappear, the Legislature passed enactments con-

fiscating some nine million acres of Maoria, and gave the Colonial Government absolute

and arbitrary power of arrest and imprisomxient, so that the original possessor of the

soil has ever since resided on tracts which were made his own by allocation, and

where he continues to be confined to this day, with his native customs duly and

legally vouchsafed to him, but in all other respects a British subject, although in

considerable fear and trembling at the insignia of his subjugation, the British flag.

But disastrous and demoralising as were the effects of the war on native character

and on missionary work, there were some rays of light through the gloom, and in

process of time there was a healthy reaction. Native Church Boards were agam in

active operation, and within two years of the conclusion of the war there were 13,000

regular hearers in connection with the Episcopalian and Wesleyan Missions.

In 1852 a representative Constitution had been granted, establishing a provincial

council for each of the then existing six provinces; but in 1870, some years after

the close of the war, and mainly through the mstrumentality of Sir Julius Vogel, the

Constitution was remodelled. Under the provisions of the new Act, an Upper House
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or Legislative Council of fifty iiienibers was created, and a House of Representatives of

seventy-six members elected for six years. Two Maori chiefs were in tlib former, and four

in the latter, and they all acquitted themselves well.

Since that time there has been marked improvement and progress, as we shall

show in a later chapter, and vigorous steps have been taken to set at rest for ever

the vexed " ^lative Question."
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